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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Pakistan's investment promotion system-is comprised of three
 
institutional mechanisms: Investment Promotion Bureau (IPB);
 
overseas trade and commercial offices; and private Chambers of
 
Commerce and Industries. This report is devoted to an examination
 
of the investment promotion role of IPB.
 

2. A historical examination of the functions of IPB reveal that
 
the Bureau has served as investment facilitator only marginally and
 
has virtually not performed direct investment promotion functions.
 
The Bureau has functioned primarily as an investment sanctioning
 
agency and it is probably because of overwhelming focus on
 
sanctioning that thf. private sector has often labelled IPB as an
 
"Investment Prevention" rather than an "Investment Promotion"
 
organization.
 

3. In February 1990, the Government of Pakistan (GOP)transferred
 
the administrative control of IPB from the Ministry of Industries
 
to the newly established Board of Investment (BOI) within the Prime
 
Ministers' Secretariat and is currently in the process of
 
reorganizing and reorienting the role of IPB towards a mix tf
 
investment sanctioning, investment information dissemination and
 
investment promotion. The reorganization plan envisage three
 
wings, each headed by a Director General, for appraisal and
 
regulations; monitoring and one-window facility; and, planning,
 
promotion and publicity. Tht Director General for Planning,
 
Promotion and Publicity will be responsible for identifying new
 
areas for potential investment, preparing project profiles,
 
developing investment related literature, organizing seminars,
 
counselling prospective investors, and opening of investment
 
centers both at home and abroad. The GOP has also established an
 
Advisory Committee, consisting of public and private sector
 
representatives to guide IPB, among others, in developing and
 
implementing promotional programs.
 

4. The GOP proposed reorganization of IPB, however, suffers from
 
two *apparent weaknesses: it is likely to transform IPB into a
 
larger organization with incraased budgetary costs; and, it has a
 
peripheral private sector participation. It may accordingly, be
 
appropriate to consider two alternatives to this reorganization:
 
first, delinking IPB from sanctioning and promotion functions; and,
 
second, abolition of IPB. While the first alternative allows the
 
IPB to develop into an expeditor of post-sanction formalities, the
 
second option permits the development of a private sector led
 
promotion system. Both these choices, however, argues for a more
 
vigorous private participation in investment promotion through sub
contracting and through institutional development of business
 
forums like Federation of Pakistan Chambers of Commerce and
 
Industry.
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I. INTRODUCTION
 

A. Scope of the Study
 

1. Background
 

A disincentive regulatory framework; public sector
 
dominated financial system; restrictive trade policy; significant
 
presence of State Operated Enterprises (SOE) in large scale
 
manufacturing; inadequate discipline and stability in the labor
management relationships; and, above all, the limited success of
 
the administrative machinery in maintaining law and order
 
environment congenial to business; are some of the key factors that
 
have inhibited improved private investment in the industrial
 
sector. Traditionally, the Government of Pakistan (GOP) has
 
attempted to minimize these impediments through, generally,
 
marginal adjustments in the relevant fisCal,*monetary, trade and
 
institutional parameters. The recent deregulation process,
 
however, has already led to significant reforms in the
 
institutional dimension of investment promotion. The GOP in 1989
 
established a Board of Investment (BOI), chaired by the Prime
 
Minister, to formulate policy guidelines for industrialization and
 
to evaluate expeditiously investment proposals requiring Federal
 
Government sanction; constituted a Committee on Investment (COI),
 
headed by the Minister of Industries, to facilitate post-sanction
 
formalities; in 1990, transferrea the administrative control of the
 
Investment Promotion Bureau (IPE) from the Ministry of Industries
 
to BOI within the Prime Minister S'-retariat; and, has initiated
 
the process of reorientation of the role and functions of the IPB.
 
.While an assessment of the impact of these recent changes on
 
private investment may have to wdlt for some time, the investment
 
promotion role of TPB needs to be evaluated at the present to
 
ascertain the value of investment promotion dedicated institutions
 
in a deregulated environment.
 

It is in the above indicated environment of emerging new
 
institutional arrangements for private industrial investment
 
promotion and the GOP's willingness to consider and implement major
 
changes, that the design process of the forthcoming USAID-assisted
 
Private Investment Expansion (PIE) Program attempts to explore
 
potential reforms in the GOP's private industrial investment
 
promotion system.
 

2. Objectives
 

The objectives of this analysis, a part of the design
 
process of the forthcoming .PIE Program, are to provide
 
documentation and clarification of issues related to the
 
institutional aspect of investment promotion system in Pakistan;
 
and, to identify improvements in or alternatives to the existing
 



institutional arrangements responsible for promoting private
 

industrial investment.
 

3. Terms of Reference
 

This study is expected to include detailed description
 
and analysis of the following:
 

The history, evolution and existing structure of the IPB;
 

The investment promotion roLe of the IPB in relation to its charter of objectives; and,
 

The nature of IPB's investment promotion activities.
 

The study is also expected to recommend forms of possible USAID
 
assistance; identify potential USAID management issues; and,
 
develop an implementation plan for any additional design activity.
 

B. Overview of Private Industrial Investment
 

.. The Industrial Sector
 

Value added in the
 
form about TABLE I : VALUE ADDED IN MANUFACTURINGmanufacturing sector 

17 percent of GDP. About 73 Value Added 
percent of this contribution in Manufacturing Share 

in GDP
emanates from large scale and Year GDP 
the remaining 27 percent from 
small scale manufacturing. Million Rupees in 1980/81 P;ices Percent 
Principal industries include 
cotton textiles, petroleum 
refining, food processing, 1980/81 247,831 27,451 9,995 37,446 15.1 

266,571 31,761 10,835 42,596 16.0pharmaceutical, 	 chemicals, 1981/82
1982/83 284,667 33,847 11,745 45,592 16.0 

cement, and iron and steel 1983/84 295,977 36,455 12,732 49,187 16.6 
products. 	 1984/85 321,751 39,365 13,801 W,166 16.5 

1985/86 342,224 42,220 14,960 57,180 16.7
 
1986/87 362,110 45,267 16,217 61,484 17.0 

During 1980/81 to 1988/89, value 1987/88 384,409 50,043 17,579 67,622 17.6 
added in manufacturing has grown 1988/89 404,140 50,639 19,056 69,695 17.2 
at an average annual rate of 8 Percent 
percent which compares favorably Growth 6.3 7.9 8.4 8.0 
w;th the corresponding rate of Rate a/ 
6.3 percent for the GDP. During Computed using semi-Log regressions. 
the same period, value added in
 
small scale manufacturing 	 has Source : Government of Pakistan, Economic Survey 

8b4 1988-89, 1989.witnessed a growth rate of 
percent as against 7.9 percent 
in large scale manufacturing. 
The most recent production performance has been disappointing as an 
increase of only 3.1 percent could be achieved in 1988/89 against
 
a target of 8.1 percent. This decline in growth rate is:
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. attributable mainly to disturbances in the major industrial centers of Karachi and 
Hyderabad and fLoods in Punjab and Sfnd. The performance of large scaLe manufacturing sector 
was quite dismal. In fact, the progress of augmentation in this sector had come to a stand 
stiLl [2, p.1391. 

2. Industrial Development Policy
 

a. The 1988 Industrial Policy
 

The GOP in 1988 formulated a new Industrial Policy
 
in the context of "industrial development efforts in past years,
 
the achievements made and the bottlenecks faced in the
 
implementation of the industrial strategy laid down in the
 
Industrial Policy Statement, 1984 as well as the targets set in the
 
seventh Five Year Plan" [6, p.5]. This new Policy emphasized the
 
following:
 

Consolidation and strengthening of infrastructural facilities in the industrial
 
estates;
 

Development of key industries particularly those using at Least 70 percent of Local
 
raw material, fertilizers, textile, engineering, electronics and other high-tech
 
products;
 

Creation of emptloyment opportunities by encouraging labor intensive projects as well
 
as small scale industries; and,
 

Balanced regional growth through dispercat of industries to the less developed areas
 
[6, p.51.
 

The 1988 Industrial Policy also announced liberalization of
 
industrial inlestment approval procedures; a package of fiscal and
 
monetary incentives for the industrial investments; and confirmed
 
that "greater reliance will continue to be placed on the private
 
sector to achieve ... goals of the Industrial Policy" (G, p.6].
 

b. The 1989 Industrial Policy
 

The objectives of the 1989 Industrial Policy are as
 
follows:
 

Creation of employment opportunities by encouraging labor intensive projects;
 

Balanced regional growth through dispersal of industries to the less developed areas; 

Giving pivotal role of small-scale industries; and,
 

Development of key industries (biotechnology, fibre optics, solar energy equipment, 
computer and software, electronic equipment, and fertilizers) for adding higher value 
and acquiring sophisticated technology [4, p.31. 

The 1989 Industrial Policy deregulated the industrial investment
 
approval system further and expressed the new Government resolve to
 
encourage the private sector, among others, through guarantees 
against nationalization and gradual privatization.
 



3. 	 Private Industrial Investment
 

a 	 Size and Trends
 

Estimated real Gross Fixed Capital Formation in the
 
manufacturing sector is presented below in Table II. The data
 
indicate consistent increase in private sector share: up from about
 
49 percent in 1980/81 to about 86 percent in 1988/89. The 12.2
 
percent annual growth in private investment (against a corres-


TABLE II ESTIMATED GROSS FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION IN MANUFACTURING
 

Private 	Sector Pubtlic Sector Total Investment Share in TotaL
 

Year Large SmaLL Total Large Small TotaL Large SmaLL TotaL Private PubLic
 

MiLtion Rupees in 1980/81 Prices a/ 	 Percent
 

1980/81 3,484 1,069 4,553 4,814 21 4,835 8,298 1,090 9,388 48.5 51.5
 
1981/82 4,110 1,136 5,246 4,458 34 4,492 8,568 1,170 9,738 53.9 46.1
 
1982/83 5,100 1,236 6,337 4,764 24 4,788 9,864 1,261 11,125 57.0 43.C
 
1983/84 6,177 1,303 7,480 4,965 13 4,979 11,142 1,316 12,458 60.0 40.0
 
19a4/85 7,138 1,424 8,562 3,265 45 3,311 10,404 1,469 11,873 72.1 27.9
 
1985/86 8,231 1,551 9,782 3,640 45 3,686 11,871 1,596 13,467 72.6 27.4
 
1986/87 8,349 1,551 9,900 2,306 20 2,327 10,655 1,572 12,227 81.0 19.0
 
1987/88 8,985 1,678 10,663 1,954 24 1,977 10,939 1,702 12,641 84.4 15.6
 
1988/89 9,318 1,936 11,254 1,789 25 1,814 11,107 1,961 13,068 86.1 13.9
 

Percent
 
Growth 13.4 7.2 12.2 -12.8 1.0 -12.7 3.6 7.1 4.0
 
Rate t/
 

8/ 	Estimated from data in current prices using defLators for national Gross Fixed Capital Formation.
 
Computed using semi-tog regressions.
 

Source : Based upon data appearing in Government of Pakistan, Economic Survey 1988-89, 1989.
 

ponding negative growth of 12.7 percent for public sector
 

investment) is a reflection of the GOP's deregulation policies.
 

b. 	 Selected Issues and Problems
 

Private industrial investment is influenced by a
 
wide variety of complex political, economic and social factors.
 
The intent here is not to present a comprehensive listing of the
 
determinants of private investment in Pakistan, but merely to
 
highlight some of the critical structural and institutional
 
weaknesses that deserve GOP's priority attention:
 

i. 	 Regulatory Framework : Depending upon type,
 
size and credit requirements, private
 
industrial investment is subject to a "primary
 
approval" process involving investment
 
sanction, approval by the concerned financial
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institution, and location clearance. All
 
investment projects are also required to
 
satisfy criteria of each of the several
 
subsequent "secondary approval" agencies,
 
including authorities that control the scarce
 
utilities [9].
 

ii. 	 Public Sector Presence : The public sector
 
currently dominates steel, cement, edible
 
oils, machinery, vehicles, petroleum refining,
 
fertilizers, and caustic soda manufacturing.
 
Since public sector industries are often
 
subsidized, private sector is subjected to
 
unfair competi on.
 

iii. Financial System : The public sector dominates
 
the financial system and seeks heavy bank
 
borrowing which, in the context of an
 
increasingly tight monetary policy, implies
 
limitations on credit availability for the
 
private industry. The private capital market
 
institutions are in a rudimentary development
 
stage.
 

The investment appraisal system, not always
 
guided by commercial considerations, has not
 
succeeded in controlling the widespread
 
practice of substitution of credit for equity
 
through over-invoicing.
 

iv. 	 International Trade Policy : The trade policy
 
is not sufficiently geared to efficiently
 
support the demand for capital goods and
 
industrial raw material. The former imposes
 
constraints on realizing investment projects
 
while the latter affects capacity utilization.
 

v. 	 Structure of Industrial Ownership : As a part
 
of the seventh Five Year Plan preparation
 
exercise, the 1987 Report of the Working Group
 
n Private Investment, highlighted the
 
structure of ownership as a key issue in the
 
industrial sector. The Working Group pointed
 
out that the "industrial sector is dominated
 
by family owned firms or what is known as
 
Private limited Compahies" [8, p.17]. This
 
trend towards Private rather than Publie
 
Limited Companies, restrict the flow of
 
investment to traditional activities and
 
discourges professional management.
 



While no statistically reliable survey data are available that
 
systematically record and rank private sector perception of each of
 
the several factors that govern private industrial investment, the

industrial investment approval system and the screening role of IPB
 
therein, has long been known to be a major irritant for the private
 
sector.
 

C. Organization of the Report
 

The following Section II describes the existing organizational

structure of the IPB; Section III presents recent IPB
 
reorganization efforts; and, the final Section IV suggests

alternative institutional arrangements to promote private
 
industrial investment.
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II. FUNCTIONS AND ORGANIZATION OF INVhOTMENT PROMOTION BUREAU
 

A. Functions
 

The IPB evolved in its current form as an attached department
 
of the Ministry of Industries in 197B with the objective of
 
promoting local and foreign private industrial investment. For
 

TABLE III : PRINCIPAL 

Functions 

Investment Approval 

Sanctioning 


Post-sanction 

Approvals 


Information
 
Dissemination 

Industrial Investmen 

Schedules, 


Project Briefs 


Investment Guides 


Foreian Investment 
Guidance 

FUNCTIONS OF INVESTMENT PROMOTION BUREAU 

1985 1990 

Investment sanctioning constituted a very Deregulation has restricted IPB's
 
major function of IPB because of the 

large number of conditions under which 

projects required GOP sanction: projects 

covered by 23 industries on the Federal 

Specified List; involving foreign private
 
investment; costing Rs 300 million and
 
above; requiring cash foreign exchange of
 
more than Rs 50 million for plant and
 
machinery; involving import of machinery,
 
exceot under Ni; and, projects in which
 
more than 60 percent of the raw material
 
is importable provided that value of such
 
imports exceeds 20 percent of the total 
investment in fixed assets (1984, p.11].
 

Limited role as facilitator of post-

sanction formalities. 


IPB prepared industrial Investment 

Schedule for the sixth Five Year Plan. 


Since mid-1980s the Ministry of 

Industries has directly supervised the 

preparation of project briefs by the 

IACP.
 

The IPB discontinued publication of 

investment guides around 1982. 


A limited role in encouraging rapport 
between the potential foreign investors 

investment sanctioning role to projects
 
covered by the Federal Specified List
 
of 7 industries or of size of Rs 1,000
 
million and above.
 

COI has been established to expedite 
post-sanction formalities for BOI
sanctioned projects.
 

No Industrial Investment Schedule has
 
been prepared for the seventh Five
 
Year Plan.
 

The function of the supervision of the
 
development of generic project briefs
 
is (temporarily) with the BOI.
 

The Ministry of industries compiled the
 
1989 investment guide and the 801 is
 
supervising the forthcoming 1990 version.
 

Private business groups are more active
 
then IPB in handling foreign investors.
 

Ind local businesses. I 

realization of this goal, IPB has relied mainly on participation in 
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the industrial investment approval process; dissemination of
 
investment information; and, arranging initial contacts between
 
potential foreign investors and local businesses. The thrust of
 
these three investment approval, information dissemination, and
 
investment guidance roles has varied marginally over time and
 
investment sanctioning has continued to be the principal work
 
feature of IPB. A brief examination of the past and present work
 
pattern of IPB (Table III) indicates that information dissemination
 
and foreign investment liaisoning have historically been very minor
 
elements in IPB's work portfolio and the Bureau has primarily
 
functioned as an investment sanctioning agency.
 

B. Organization
 

1. General
 

The Bureau is organized along rigid vertical lines with
 
very limited formal horizontal linkages. The internal
 
organizational structure and external reporting channels have
 
remained stable over time until very recently. In February 1990,
 
the GOP transferred the administrative control of IPB from the
 
Ministry of Industries to the BOI within the Prime Minister's
 
Secretariat and initiated the process of reorganization of IPB
 

TABLE IV : OPERATING ORGANIZATION OF INVESTMENT PROMOTION BUREAU 

1965 	 1990 

External Retationshis 

Controlling Agenc, Ministry of Industries 	 90 (Prime Minister's Secretariat) 

Internal Orwanizatio 

Top Management Chairman (Secretary 801) 
Director General Director General (M&OWF) 
Deputy Director General Director General (A& R) 

Directorates 	 Coordination Coordination.
 
Evaluation and Statistics Evaluation and Statistics
 
Foreign Tecmhnical Personnel Foreign Technical Personnel
 
Administration Administratifo
 
Central Investment Promotion Comittee
 
Special Technical Celt
 
Engineering (Technical)
Engineering (Electrical)
Ch( icil 

Engineering (Mechanical)
Engineering (Electrical)
Chemical 

Food, Agro-based and Miscellaneous Food, Agro-based and Miscellaneous 

Directorate- level Financial Analyst 
Units Irdustriat Economist 

through notifying the creation of three independent Director
 
Generals (Monitoring and One Window Facility; Appraisal and
 
Regulation; and, Planning, Promotion and Publicity). Table IV
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___ 

compares IPB's current operating (as opposed to authorized) senior
 

level strength with the 1985 period.
 

2. Current Functional Units
 

The basic functional unit in IPB is a Directorate headed
 
(normally) by a Director. The Director is assisted by Deputy
 
Directors, Assistant Directors and other supporting staff. At
 
present there are 7 Directorates each headed by a Director; a
 
Directorate of Foreign Technical Personnel, headed by a Deputy
 
Director; a Director-level Financial Analyst; and, a Director-level
 
Industrial Economist. There are 9 approved positions of Deputy
 
Directors but only 5 incumbents are in place.
 

The IPB is currently in the process of being reorganized.
 
Implementation of the reorganization plan, discussed in the
 
following Section III, has thus far been to the extent that the
 
position of the Deputy Director General has been redesignated
 

TABLE V FU&ICTIOMS OF DIVECTORATES AND DIRECTORATE LEVEL UNITS IN INVESTMENT PROMOTION BUREAU 

Directorates 	 Principal Functions 

Cbrdination 	 Coordination within the IPB; advice on investment potlcie; and, Liaison with
 
local and foreign investors.
 

Evaluation and Collection of Investment related data and monitoring and evaluation of the
 
Statistics sanctioned projects.
 

Foreign Tedmicat Employment of expatriate technical personnel by the local industry and setting
 
Personnel of branch offices by foreign companies.
 

Administration 	 Provision of support services including budget and accounts.
 

Engineering (Mechanical) 	 Examination of projects covering metal products, machinery and transport. 

Engineering (Electrical) 	Examination of projects related to electric and electronic industry. 

Chemical 	 Examination of projects for the chemical industry.
 

Food, Agro-based and 	 Examination of food and agro-based projects including hotels.
 
Miscellaneous 

Financial Analyst 	 Formulation of policies on foreign private investment inPakistan; joint
 
ventures abroad; and, work relating to economic and trade regulations.
 

Industrial Economist 	 Matters relating to royalty and technical fee; and, perspective planning and
 
analysis of regional industrial development ?rends.
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as Director General (Appraisal and Regulation), so that at present
 
2 Director Generals control 8 Directorates and 2 Directorate level
 
units of Financial Analyst and Industrial Economist. Pending
 
completion of the reorganization, Director General (Monitoring and
 
One Window Facility) heads Financial Analyst; Industrial Economist;
 
and, Directorates of Coordination, Foreign Technical Personnel, and
 
Administration. The Director General (Appraisal and Rdgulation)
 
supervises the Directorates of Engineering (Mechanical);.
 
Engineering (Electrical); Chemical; Food, Agro-based and
 
Miscellaneous; and, Evaluation and Statistics.
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III. REORGANIZATION OF INVESTMENT PROMOTION BUREAU
 

A. Compulsions for Change
 

The liberalization of sanctioning requirements has restricted
 
IPB's role to 7 industries covered in the Federal Specified List
 
and projects of Rs 1,000 million and above. Since (as pointed out
 
in paragraph II.A.) the IPB has traditionally been a sanctioning
 
agency, the decrease in the sanctioning Work load, has been the
 
prime reason for redefining IPB's responsibilities. The planned
 
reorientation in IPB's role, however, is also a (belated) response
 
to the private sector assessment of IPB as being an "Investment
 
Prevention" rather than an "Investment Promotion" Bureau.
 

B. Reorganization
 

1. GOP Plans
 

The GOP proposes to reorient the rofe of IPB towards a
 
balanced mix of investment approval, information dissemination and
 
investment promotion. The restructuring envisages IPB not only as
 
a technical arm of the B0I in sanctioning process, but also as a
 
facilitator of post-sanction formalities and as an aggressive
 
promoter of investment. The re-organization plan envisages three
 

TABLE VI : PROPOSED FUNCTIONS OF REORGANIZED DIRECTORATES ON INVESTMENT PROMOTIOM BJR[', 

Directorates 	 Principal Functions 

Project 	 Appraisal of projects in the manufacturing sector and formulation of deletion
 
programs.
 

Project I 	 Evaluation of non-manufacturing projects.
 

Regulation 	 Evaluation of proposal for foreign technical personnel employment.
 

lplementation 	 Expedite implementation of 501-sanctioned projects.
 

One Uindow Facility 	 Monitor One Window Facility and undertake market surveys.
 

Data Bank 	 Computerize all IPB operations and develop MIS on industrial investments.
 

Planning 	 identify new areas for potential investment and prepare project profiles.
 

Promtion 	 Counselling to prospective investors and opening of investment centers both
 
at home and abroad.
 

Publicity 	 Develop and publish investment related literature and organize seminars,
 
conferences, symposia, and workshops on industrial investment.
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Director Generals, each supervising three Directors for functions
 

specified in the organizational chart.
 

2. Donors Support
 

The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has approved $350
 
thousahd as technical assistance grant for restructuring the role
 
and functions of IPB. The ADB's technical assistance will address
 
in the first phase:
 

... review of ... [PB's] role and functions, development of a new institutional framework, 
including an Investment Information System, provision of overseas training and study tours for 
staff, and development of an industrial information data base with data processing equipment. 

The second [phase] wiLl review the operations of the Investment Information System including 
advice on computerization of national data on industrial production, imports and exports, 
industrial triJds, identification of priority investment areas and other related economic 
activities [1]. 

The ADB is in the process of finalizing arrangements for the IPB
 
review and the Bank's position on various aspects of IPB's
 
functioning will crystalize only after the study results are
 
available. For the present, however, it appears that there is a
 
considerable degree of harmony between the ADB's initially proposed
 
areas of assistance and some segments of the emerging
 
reorganization being implementcd by the GOP.
 

3. Progress of Reorganization
 

a. Staffing
 

It has already been indicated (paragraphs II.B.l.
 
and II.B.2.) that the BOI has notified the 3 positions of Director
 
Generals for IPB and 2 Director Generals (Appraisal and Regulation
 
and Monitoring and One Window Facility) are already in place. No
 
other change has thus far been implemented.
 

b. Advisory Committee
 

In April 1990, the BOI established a 25 member
 
Advisory Committee of public and privete sector representatives to:
 

Advise on the formulation of Bureau's recommendations for various economic policies,
 
like fiscal, industrial, monetary and commercial;
 

Identify areas of investment opportunities where Bureau should undertake detailed
 
market and economic studies; a 

Appraise the Bureau of specific problems of industries to facilitate its monitoring
 
functions;
 

Identify promotional strategies and.Nsist the Bureau in the organization of Its
 
promotional programs such as seminars, symposia and publications; and,
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Undertake evatuation of Bureau's .working on an annuaL basis and suggest measure for
 
improving its operationaL efficiency (BOI's Notification of Aprit 8, 1990].
 

The inclusion of private sector representatives in the Advisory
 
Committee and the wide charter of its functions, is a recognition
 
by the GOP of the need for a close working relationship between the
 
private sector and the industrial promotion bureaucracy and of the
 
desirability of opening the Bureau's functioning to public
 
scrutiny. Only time, however, will reveal the practical utility of
 
this Committee.
 



IV. CHOICES FOR THE FUTURE
 

A. Principal Issue
 

The demise of IPB as it has existed over the years appears
 
reasonably certain. The GOP is in the process of redefining the
 
role of investment promotion related institutional structures and
 
it may not be long before the complete picture emerges. It is
 
highly likely that the roles and functions of BOI, 'COI, IPB and the
 
Ministry of Industries will change as the new institutional
 
arrangements are installed and subjected to the test of actual
 
operational experience.
 

The key issue for consideration in the design of the PIE Program is
 
whether to participate in the re-orientation process as broadly
 
outlined by the GOP or to explore both moderately and radically
 
different optiops.
 

B. Alternatives for the PIE Program
 

1. Reform IPB as Conceived by the GOP
 

While retaining IPB's
 
traditional role in sanctioning, INVEITETWPlOOTIONUUREAU 
the GOP proposed re-organization 
seeks to energize, broadly,
 
investment monitoring and
 
information dissemination .
 
functions. The primary positive ,
 
characteristic of this ,
 
reorganization plan is GOP's ,
 
backing implying that .
 
implementation would be 
relatively straightforward. The _ 

,U ,ia ,
second positive feature is the 1,6,, , 4, g,61. , 1";#$$,,,0"0,111-;114.-it" 
willingness of the GOP to ""u
 

associate private sector in
 
guiding the operation of IPB as
 
evidenced by the recent constitution of the Advisory Committee for
 
IPB.
 

Two potential negative aspects of the GOP reorganization plan may,
 
however, be also noted. The first doubt emanates from the well-
known tendency of large size public institutions to degenerate over
 
time into self-serving entities divorced from superior objectives:
 
the IPB, after all, came into existence as in investment promotion
 
agency and evolved into an investment sanctioning regiment. The
 
second skepticism on the GOP proposed re-organization is that it
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may increase the budgetary burden: the reorganization plan is heavy
 
at the top and, given a narrow span of command in the existing
 
Directorates, the possibility of trimming at lower levels is
 
remote. Already, the annual expenditure of IPB is close to Rs 8
 
million compared to less than half of this figure in the beginning
 
of 1980s.
 

2. 	 Relieve IPB of All Functions Except ,,Secondary Approvals"
 
and Investment Information System
 

This alternative implies delinking of IPB from the
 
current sanctioninq functions and the proposed role in planning,
 
promotion and publicity or, roughly, eliminating the positions of
 
2 Director Generals and 6 Directors under the Appraisal and
 
Regulation and Planning, Promotion and Publicity Wings. This line
 
of reorganization requires at least two major conditions: first,
 
further liberalization of the investment sanctioning criteria [9]
 
so that the BOI has to deal with a very few sanctioning cases on
 
which it may, if required, seek technical advice from the concerned
 
Divisions or from contractually hired short-term private
 
consultants; and, second, development of arrangements whereby the
 
private sector is encouraged to pursue aggressively business
 
promotion activities. The latter may take the form of contracting
 
out of promotion and publicity functions to private consulting
 
firm(s) or encouraging selected local business forums, through
 
initial grants, to establish working relationships with businesses
 
Chambers and Associations overseas, arrange reciprocal visits,
 
organize seminars and conferences on investment related subjects,
 
and, develop periodic publications on the problem and prospect of
 
business in Pakistan.
 

The above reorganizatLon scenario has several advantages: it
 
permits the Bureau to evolve into an entity that could efficiently
 
serve as facilitator ot post-sanction formalities for all types of
 
industrial investments; it allows for ADB's efforts to develop an
 
Investment Information System; it permits considerable private
 
sector participation; and, finally, it keeps the Bureau as a small
 
size group with lower budgetary burden. The real disadvantage of
 
this alternative, apart from resistance from the IPB bureaucracy,
 
is that it would necessitate management intensive institution
 
building activities over an extended period.
 

3. 	 Abolish IPB
 

This option is a step ahead of the second alternative.
 
The distinctive feature of this option is that it contest the value
 
of a Government agency dedicated to sanctioning, monitoring and
 
promotional programs and relies on a mix of market liberalization
 
and private sector leadership in investment promotion.
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TABLE VII : REORGANIZATION OF INVESTNENT PROMOTION IUEAU AD POTENTIAL PIE PROGRAM ACTIVITIES 

Alternative Minium Conditions Illustrative PIE Program Focus Form of Assistance 

Reorgzanize IPB m In the light of the results of ADB's study . Technical Assistance
 
as Planned by evaluate, if necessary, the functioning of
 
the GOP IPB to identify targets for assistance.
 

Relieve IPB of m Liberal sanctioning m Enlarge the charter of COl to provide m Technical Assistance
 
Alt Functions criteria assistance in"secondary approvals" to all
 
Except * Private sector led investments.
 
"Secondary investment promo- a Develop efficient networking of IPS with m Technical Assistance
 
Approvalsm and tion and publicity all "secondary approval" related agencies. and Training
 
Investment m Support establishment of an Investment a Technical Assistance,
 
Information Information System accessible to the Training and
 
System 	 private sector. Commodities
 

m 	Transfer fnvestn'nt promotion and
 
publicity functions to private sector
 
through either:
 
o contracting out of investment promotion a Grant
 

and publicity functions to private
 
firm(s); or
 

o upgrade capabilities of selected m Technicat Assistance,
 
business forums (Federation of Pakistan Training dnd Grant
 
Chambers of Commerce and Industry, 
Karachi Chamber of Comnerce and 
Industry, Lahore Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry and Overseas Investors
 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry) to
 
develop working relationships with
 
corresponding overseas entities;
 
publish investment related information;
 
organize conferences, workshops and
 
business fairs; and, arrange visits of
 
potential foreign investors to Pakistan.
 

Abolish IP8 a Liberal sanctioning a Institutionalize a system of periodic a Technical Assistance
 
criteria formal meetings between BOI and
 

" Private sector led representatives of private industry.
 
promotion and w Enlarge the charter of COI to facilitate a Technical Assistance
 
publicity "secondary approvals" of all investments
 

" Liberal, clear and with the assistance of Ministry of
 
consistent policies Industries.
 
and investment a Transfer investment promotion and
 
guidelines publicity functidhs to private sector
 

through either:
 
o contracting out of investment promotion a Grant
 

and publicity functions to private
 
firm(s); or
 

o upgrade capabilities of selected m Technical Assistance,
 
business forums (Federation of Pakistan Training and Grant
 
Chambers of Commerce and Industry,
 
Karachi Chamber of Commerce and
 
Industry, Lahore Chamber of Commerce
 
and Industry and Overseas Investors
 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry) to
 
develop working relationships with
 
corresponding overseas entities;
 
publish investment related information;
 
organize conferences, workshops and
 
business fairs; and, arrange visits of
 
potential foreign investors to Pakistan.
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At least three conditions are necessary for th..s scenario:
 
liberalization of sanctioning criteria; implementation, of firm
 
investment related guidelines so that the need for
 
exemptions/approvals is very occasional; and, "privatization" of
 
investment promotion and publicity functions as indicated above
 
under the second option.
 

The abolition of IPB would be a major step in developing an
 
incentive regulatory framework for private invertment. The me.in
 
inadequacy of this alternative, however, is the potential danger
 
that until the market orientation of various investmaent related
 
facets of the economy is achieved to a significant extent, some of
 
the existing and proposed functions of IPB could be transferred to
 
some other GOP entity(s), meaning that IPB could continue to exist
 
though under a different banner.
 

C. The Suggested option
 

Given the presently changing organization of IPB and the
 
forthcoming ADB's review, this report is content with outlining
 
some of the merits and demerits of the above three alternatives.
 
The abolition of IPB is apparently the ideal choice but is
 
accompanied by a herculean implementation agenda; the delinking of
 
IPB from the sanctioning and promotional functions nd converting
 
it into a sort of "one window" for "primary approvals" is
 
conceptually attractive to the extent that it addresses an
 
important weakness in the current investment approval and promotion
 
system but, again, has implementation difficulties; and, the GOP
 
proposed reorganization has the potential of transforming IPB into
 
a still larger organization with the inertia that characterize
 
public sector. For each of the three alternatives, however,
 
illustrative PIE Program activities have been identified and
 
recorded in Table VII.
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ANNEXES
 



-YO 	 BE PUBLISRt :D IN I -- I 

PRIME MINISTER'S SECRETARIAT
 
BOARD OF INVESTMENT
 

CABINET BLOCK
 

Islamabad,
sesr'4!r_5jA!12* 

NOTIFICATION
 

NO. 15(9)/90 - In pursuance of the decision of the
 

Board of Znvestment, taken in its meeting held on 19-7-1969
 

regarding re-organiaation of Investment Promotion Bureau,(IPB)
 

Karachi. and subsequent approval of revised organogram at IP by
 

the Prime Minister the'following major changes have taken place
 

In the structure of IPB, Karachi
 

1. 	Administrative control of IPB is transfered to 

Board of Investment, Prime Minister's Sectt. 

2. 	 Seoretary, Board of Investment Is aleo the ex

officlo Chairman of IPB, Karachi.
 

3. 	 IP Is to be me.aged by the three independent
 

Director Generals (BPS-20) viz, (i) Director
 

General (Monitoring and One Window facility).
 

(ii)'Director General (Appraisal & Regulation)
 

and (11) Director general (Promotion & Publicity).
 

In compliance of the above changes approved by the
 

competant authority, the existing one post of Dy. Director
 

General (BPS-20) In IP9 stands re-designeted as Director
 

General (Appraisal & Regulation), IPB. Accordingly Dr.fazal
 

Muhammad, (BPS-20)in IPS has becn re-des1gnated as Director
 

General (Appraisal & Regulation) IPB, with effect from 17th
 

$eetember, 1969.
 

Director
 

The 	Manager,
 
Printing Corporation of Pakistan.
 
Pakistan Press,
 
KARACHI.
 

Contd ....P/2.
 



Copy to
 

1. 	The Secretary,
 
Establishment Division,
 
Government of Pakistan,
 
Islamabad.
 

2. 	 The Chairman IPB/Sccretary 01,
 
Prime Minister's Secretariat,
 
State Bank Building,
 
Islamabad.
 

3. 	 The Secretary,
 
Ministry of Finance,
 
Government of Pakistan,
 
Islamabad.
 

4. 	 The Secretary,
 
Ministry of Industries,
 
-Government of Pakistan,
 
Islamabad.
 

5. 	 F.A's. Organisation,
 
(Mr. Raza Ashraf, DFA (Cabinet),
 
Finance Division,
 
Cabinet Block,
 
Islamabad. with reference to their U.0. No.
 

433 	DFA(Cab.)/90, dated 1-2-1990.
 

6. 	 The Accountant General,
 
Pakistan Revenues,
 
Karachi.
 

7. 	The Accountant Gen, ral,
 
Pakistan Revcnues,
 
Islamabad.
 

8. 	 Syed Muzaffar All Shah,
 
Director General (14),
 
Investment Promotion Bureau,
 
Kandawala Building,
 
M.A. Jinnah Road,
 
Karachi.
 

9. 	 Dr. F6 -l Muhammad,
 
Director General (A&W),
 

investment Promotion Bureau,
 
Kandawala Building,
 
N.A. Jinnah Road,
 
Karachi.
 

10. 	Mr. Mukhtar Ahmed,
 
Assistant Director (Admn),

Investment Promotion Bureau,
 

Karachi.
 

11. Personnel Files of the Officers.
 



PRXIME MNXSTER*S SECRETARIAT
 

BOARD OF INVESTMENT
 

X 5LAMABAD 

From 	: Syed Mohibullah Shah,
 
Secretary,

Board 	of Investment.
 

D. 0. No. BOI-15(16)/90 	 Islamabad, the 8th April, 1990
 

SUBJECT: ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR INVESTMENT PROI1OTION BUREAU
 

My dear,
 

The Prime Minister has been pleased to reorganise the
 

Investment Promotion Bureau (IPB) so that it can play a more
 

dynamic role in promotion, counselling and monitoring of
 

investment in Pakistan. Accordingly she has been pleased to
 

constitute an Advisory Committee for IPB comprising leading
 

persons from private and public sector - dealing with investment
 

related activities.
 

2. The composition of the Committee is annexed. The Committee
 

has following charter of functions:

1. 	Advise on the formulation of Bureau's recommendations
 

for various economic policies, like fiscal, industrial:#
 

monetary and commercial;
 

2. 	 Identify areas of investment opportunittes where Bureau
 

hould undertake detailed market and economic studies;
 

(Cont'd ... Page/2)
 



3. 	 Apprise the Bureau of specific problems of industries
 

to facilitate its monitoring function;
 

4. 	Identify promotional strategies and assist -the Bureau
 

in the organisation of its promotional programmes such
 

as seminars, symposia and publications and
 

5. 	Undertake evaluation of Bureau's working on an annual
 

basis and suggest measures for improving its
 

operational efficiency.
 

3. I am pleased to convey to you that you have been appointed a
 

member of the Advisory Committee by the Prime Minister to benefit
 

ftom your knowledge and experience in this field.
 

4. I hope the Committee would be able to apply itself seriously
 

to its charter and contribute to an accelerated pace of
 

industrialisation in the country.
 

5. 	I lookforward to our first meeting soon.
 

With best wishes,
 

Yours sincerely,
 

€ SYED MOHIBULLAH PHAH
 



A. InXUL0 

COMPOSXTXON OF THE ADXVXSORV COM"XTTEE
 

1. 	 Secreatry, Board of Investment Chairman
 

2. 	 President, FPCCI - Karachi Member 

3. 	 President, Overseas Investors Chamber Member
 
of Commerce and Industry, Yarachi
 

4. 	 President, Islamic Chamber of Commerce Member
 
and Industry, Karachi
 

5. 	 President, Institute of Chartered Member
 
Accountants of Pakistan, Karachi
 

6. 	 President, Pakistan Association of Member
 
Consultants
 

7. 	 Chairman, PCSIR Member
 

S. 	 Chairman, Pak. Agriculture Research Member
 
Council
 

9. 	 President, Management Association of Member
 
Pakistan
 

10. 	 Chairman, CBR - Islamabad Member
 

11. 	 Secretary, Ministry of Industries Member
 
Islamabad
 

12. 	 Secretary, Department of Industries Member 
Government of Punjab, Lahore -_ _ 

13. 	 Secretary, Department of Industries Member 
Government of Sind, Karachi 

14. 	 Secretary, Department of Industries Member 
Government of N.W.F.P, Peshawar 

15. 	 Secretary, Departnent of Industries Member
 
Government of Baluchistan, Quetta
 

16. 	 Chairman, Pakistan Banking Council Member 
Karachi 

17. 	 Director General, National Centre for Member
 
Technology Transfer, Islamabad
 

18. 	 Chief Controller, Imports & Export Member
 
Goverzent of Pakistan, Islamabad
 

19. 	 4 leading industrialists/ professionals Members
 
to be nominated by the Federal Govt.
 

23. 	 Director General (Monitoring) Member
 
XPB, Karachi
 

24. 	 Director General, (Appraisal & Regulation) Member
 
IPS, Karachi
 

25. 	 Director General (Planning, Promotion & Member/
 
Publicity) IPB, Karachi Secretary
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EXECUTIVE 8UMMARY
 

Pakistan has in place a licensing regime whereby the
 
Government of Pakistan (GOP) regulate the entry of new industrial
 
investment ill an attempt to avoid excess capacity; increase
 
indigenizatioW; direct resources to priority areas; and, ration
 
scarce foreign exchange, infrastructure and utilities. This
 
investment approval process may broadly be seen as consisting of
 
"primary" approvals of investment sanctioning, financial package
 
approval and location clearance and "secondary" approvals
 
principally of registration with the Registrar Joint Stock
 
Companies, registration with the Provincial Chief Inspector of
 
Factories, tax and custom exemptions from the Central Board of
 
Revenue, import license from the Chief Controller of Import and
 
Exports, and provision of utilities. This complex system of
 
"primary" and "secondary" approvals require the investors to
 
satisfy approval criteria of each of the concerned public sector
 
agency which cause costly delays. Additionally, available evidence
 
suggest that the approval system has not been successful in
 
realizing the GOP's stated objectives.
 

2. In recent years, the GOP has moved to streamline the approval
 
system through liberalization of the sanctioning criteria and
 
reform of the institutional mechanism for sanction and post
sanction formalities. Federal Government sanction is now required
 
only for investment of Rs 1,000 million and above and if the
 
investment concerns 7 industries (arms and ammunition; security
 
printing, currency and mint; high explosives; radio-active
 
substances; alcohol and beverages based on imported concentrates;
 
manufacture of automobiles, tractors and farm machinery; and,
 
petroleum blending plants) covered by the Federal Specified List.
 
The institutional changes include the establishment of a Board of
 
Investment (BOI), chaired by the Prime Minister, to evaluate and
 
expedite investment sanctions; creation of a Committee on
 
Investment (COI) to facilitate post-sanction formalities for BOI
sanctioned projects; and initiation of a "one-window" approval
 
facility at the industrial estate level.
 

3. An assessment of the recent changes can be summarized as
 
follows: progress in liberalization of the sanctioning criteria is
 
encouraging, initiation of "one-window" facility at the industrial
 
estate level is of limited practical value, the impact of creation
 
of BOI and COI is difficult to ascertain at this stage, and in the
 
remaining areas there has been, generally, no notable improvements.
 
In short, the GOP's response thus far has not been commensurate
 
with the size of the problem and significant reforms are needed to
 
overhaul the industrial investment approval system.
 

4. The reform of the industrial investment approval system must
 
entail movement in the direction of a regulatory framework that
 
relies on minimal direct Government control. With this objective
 



in view, individual elements of the existing approval process have
been examined and an inventory of potential reforms developed. The
proposed principal reforms are: (a) restrict Federal Speci.Led List
to activities justifiable on considerations of national security
and religious sensitivity and, accordingly, remove "Petroleum

Blending Plants" and "Manufacture of Automobiles, Tractors and Farm
Machinery" from the Federal Specified List and amend "Alcohol and
Beverages Based on Imported Concentrates" to permit investment for
non-alcoholic beverages 
based on imported concentrates without
sanction; 
(b) eliminate sanction requirements based on investment

size; (c) eliminate Punjab Specified List which mandates provincial

sanction for sugar, cotton ginning, and flour milling units in the
Punjab province; (d) eliminate licensing requirements for import of
capital goods and industrial raw material; and, 
 (d) develop

economic criteria for 
directing industrial location and for
 
rationing scarce utilities.
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I. INTRODUCTION
 

A. Section Overview
 

This Section defines the problem of imprL ied industrial
 
investment in a complex investment approval environment; provides
 
a brief history of industrial regulation; argues that the current
 
environment for reforms is favorable; records the scope of work of
 
the present study; and, summarizes organization of this report.
 

B. Problem Statement
 

Pakistan has in place a licencing regime which is comprised of
 
a set of procedures whereby the Federal and Provincial Governments
 
regulate the entry of new private industrial investment based
 
largely upon size; location; source of funds; and, demand on
 
foreign exchange so as to
 
promote perceived national
 
development goals. For PRIARP s
 
analytical clarity, this Projet Sanctioning 
investment approval process may Financiat Package Approval 
broadly be seen as comprising of Location Clearance 
"primary approvals" of project SLEC SARY APPROVAS 
sanctioning, fin',P'l package 
approval, ail(, location Registration with Registrar, Joint Stock 
clearance, 1 'secondary Companies 

Registration under Factories Act, 1934

approvals" r to post- Registration with Income Tax Department 

primary-apprt. procedures Import Licencing and Letter of Credit 
(roughly ana .as to what is Relevant Exemptions from Central Board of Revenue
 

lahlled as post- Provision of Utilities
commonly 

sanction formalities) which
 
require the sponsors to satisfy
 
criteria of each of the several public sector agencies before
 
actual initiation of the industrial production process. The
 
private sector has been a persistent critic of the "primary
 
approval" regime with more general complaints being excessive
 
information documentation, limited technical competence of the
 
agencies appraising investment proposals, delays, and a decisive
 
role of political patronage. More importantly, "primary approvals"
 
are not a formal commitment of "secondary approvals" which,
 
especially the provision of utilities, require considerable
 
additional time and effort. This complex combination of "primary"
 
and "secondary" approval system impedes improved industrial
 
investment, both local and foreign. Policy and program
 
interventions are clearly needed to at least minimize time and cost
 
of the private industrial investment approval system.
 



C. Background of GOP's Investment Approval Controls
 

The first major instrument
 
of GOP control over private 
investment was the enactment of 
the Development of Industries 
Federal (Control) Act, 1949 
which empowered the Federal (and 
since 1963 Provinces) Government 
to regulate the establishment 

and development of 27 categories 
of industries. A more important 
landmark came in the form of 
Economic Reform Order, 1972 
which nationalized 10 categories 
of industries (iron and steel; 
basic metal; heavy engineering; 
assembly and manufacture of 
motor vehicles; tractor plants, 
assembly and manufacture; heavy 
basic chemicals; petro 
chemicals; cement; and, public 
utilities, that is, electricity 

generation, transmission and 

distribution, gas and oil 

refineries). Subsequent 

nationalization (in addition to
 
insurance, banking, maritime
 

INDUSTRIES FEDERAL (CONTROL) ACT, 1949: 
LIST OF INDUSTRIES SUBJECT TO FEDERAL PLAUING 

Arms and Munitions of War 
cement and Cement Products 
Edible OIL 
Electrical Equipment 
Eteclriity Generation 
Electrical Equipment, Appliances and Goods 
Glass and Ceramics 
Heavy Chemicals
Iron and Steel 
Machine Tools 
Manufactures of Heavy Engineering Industry 
Minerals incluJing Salt and Coal 
Non-ferrous metals and ALloy Manufactures 
Paper, Cardboard and Pulp 
Petroleum and Mineral OiLs 
Pharmaceutical, Drugs and Light ChemicaLs 
Power and Industrial Alcohol 
Preserved and Prepared Foods 
Products of Carbonization Industry 
Rubber Manufactures
 
Scientific and Mathematical Instruments 

Sea Fish and its Products 
Ships, Barges, River Boats and Lighters 
Sugar
Tanned Leather and Leather Goods 
Textiles, Cotton, WooLlen, Jute, Silk and Rayon
 
Tobacco
 

shipping and marketing of petroleum products) targeted hydrogenated
 
vegetable oil industry (Hydrogenated Vegetable Oil Industry
 
(Control and Development) Act, 1973); flour milling (Flour Milling
 
(Control and Development) Act, 1976); rice milling (Rice Milling
 
(Control and Development) Act, 1976; and cotton ginning (Cotton
 
Ginning (Control and Development) Act, 1976).
 

The post-1977 swing towards the realization of the need for
 
enhanced private sector role in industrial development reflected in
 
the immediate denationalization of flour, rice and cotton ginning
 
factories (Flour Milling Control and Development (Repeal)
 
Ordinance, 1977; Rice Milling Control and Development (Repeal)
 
Ordinance, 1977; and, Cotton Ginning Control and Development
 
(Repeal) Ordinance; 1977) ; and, enactment of the Transfer of
 
Managed Establishments Order, 1978. Subsequently, the GOP
 
announced the industrial policy in 1984 which clearly delineated
 
relatively greater private sector role; and, through the industrial
 
policy packages of 1988 and 1989 implemented further deregulation
 
of the investment approval procedures.
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D. Environment for Reforms
 

The current environment for addressing the liberalization of
 
private industrial investment approval process is favorable: there
 
is a strongly felt need for deregulation by the private sector; the
 
GOP appears to be receptive to change; and, the donor community is
 
apparently willing to encourage the GOP to minimize controls on
 
private industrial investment approval.
 

1. Government of Pakistan
 

Recently the GOP has taken at least three major steps to
 
streamline the investment approval system: liberalization of
 
industrial investment approval criteria; formation of a Board of
 
Investment (BOI) headed by the Prime Minister to expeditiously
 
evaluate investment proposals; and, establishment of a Committee on
 
Investment (COI) chaired by the Minister of Industries to assist
 
sponsors in "secondary approvals" for the BOI-sanctioned projects.
 
These measures, discussed in detail in the following Sections II-

IV, are evidences of the GOP's recognition of the problem and its
 
receptivity to consider, adopt and implement positive changes.
 

2. Private Sector 

Pakistan 
The private sector, 
Chambers, Overseas 

led notabl
Investors 

y by the 
Chamber, and 

Fede of 
regional 

ration 

Chambers of Commerce and Industry, particularly at Karachi and
 
Lahore, has probably been instrumental in persuading the GOP to
 
make the recent alternations in the investment approval process and
 
continue to represent to the GOP to effect a yet higher degree of
 
liberalization.
 

3. International Donors
 

In the context of economic deregulation, the donor
 
community has also voiced through analytical reports and seminars
 
the need to minimize governmental controls on the private
 
investment decision process. Principal recent analyses are the
 
1986 United States Agency for International Development (USAID)
 
study entitled Private Investment in Pakistan : Administrative
 
Barriers to Sanctioning [2], the 1988 World Banks report on
 
Industrial Regulatory Policies [11], and, the 1990 RONCO'*
 
Consulting Corporation's Analysis of Corporate Sector Constraints
 
in Agriculture [10]. In May 1989 Asia Foundation in collaboration
 
with the Ministry of Industry sponsored a "Symposium on the
 
Promotion of Foreign Investment in Pakistan" [1] where the
 
restrictive nature of the investment approval process figured
 
prominently. o Also, the Asian Development Bank has recently

approved a $350,000 technical assistancL grant for reorienting the
 
role and functions of the Investment Promotion Bureau (IPB) to
 
support the industrial promotion objectives of BOI.
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B. Scope of the Study
 

1. Objectives
 

This study, a part of the design process of USAID
supported forthcoming Private Investment Expansion (PIE) Program,
 
is intended to provide documentation and clarification of issues
 
relating to industrial investment approval procedures in Pakistan;
 
to propose Government or, preferably, non-Government assistance to
 
the private sector to promote increased investment (local or
 
foreign); and, to suggest improvements in or alternatives to the
 
current industrial investment approval procedures.
 

2. Terms of Reference
 

The study, covering both national and foreign capital, is
 
expected to include description and analysis principally of the
 
following:
 

The existing industrial investment sanctioning procedures along with a chronology of changes
 
in the tast five years;
 

Specific roles of the various Government of Pakistan agencies involved with the industrial 
investment approval process; and, 

Mandated and actual time frame from initiation )f the investment request to final approval. 

The study is also expected to recommend form of possible USAID
 
assistance; identify potential management issues; and, develop
 
action plan for implementation of any additional design activities
 
relevant to industrial investment sanctioning regime.
 

F. Organization of the Report
 

Section II presents analytical description of "primary
 
approval" system; Section III is devoted to "secondary approvals";
 
Section IV clarifies the role of various public sector agencies;
 
and, the final Section V highlights potential areas for reforms.
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II. PRIVEINDUSTRAL INVESTMENT "PRIMARY APPROVAL" CONTROLS 

A. seotion Overview 

GOP "primary approval" controls (investment sanctioning, 
financial package approval And location clearance) have 
historically been directed to achieve diverse objectives relating 
to national security and defence; religious and social concerns; 
indigenization; price controls; capacity regulation; increased flow 
of foreign private investment; optimal use of scarce foreign 
exchange and infrastructural resources; and, regional balancing of 
industrialization. A comparison of current approval procedure with 
preceding periods indicate considerable deregulation implying a 
lesser degree of reliance on direct controls to achieve the stated 
objectives. 

B. GOP's Objectives
 

1. Investment Sanctioning
 

The 1988 World Bank study, Pakistan Industrial Regulatory
 
Policies, identifies the following five objectives of GOP's
 
industrial investment sanctioning: restricting demand for foreign
 
exchange; avoidance of excess capacity; discouraging concentration
 
of ownership; rationing of scarce infrastructure; and, promotion of
 
regional dispersal of new investment [11]. The GOP's 1984 
Industrial Policy Statement articulates the GOP's position as 
follows: 

Government sanction for some categories of investment is considered essential to ensure that 
major projects of national significance or projects in those industries where Governent 
pricing policy and other support measures are necessary, are established with Governent 
knowledge and involvement and the final decision is based on a careful analysis of the 
imlications for the overall economy. Sanction in such cases is not a restriction on 
investment. It is an essential part of the pre-investment deliberation on investment and 
analysis to ensure smooth progress of major projects, once the commitment of national resources 
has been made to such projects (5,p.11]. 

Historically, as is evident from the list of industries requiring
 
sanction and the actual process of "secondary approvals", the GOP
 
has justified sanctioning process on the basis of a mix of
 
considerations relating to national security and defence; religious
 
and social concerns; economic importance; indigenization; price
 
controls; capacity regulation; foreign private investment; and,
 
optimal use of scarce foreign exchange and infrastructural
 
resources.
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2. Financial Package ADRroval
 

Commercial principles are not the sole determinants of 
credit approval: the GOP utilizes its dominant position in the
 
financial sector to establish sectoral credit ration within which
 
private industrial credit is directed to support objectives of
 
successive industrial policies.
 

3. Location Clearance
 

Location approval requirements have been justified
 
principally on the need to achieve regional balancing of
 
industrialization; minimize congestion and environmental pollution;
 
and, optimize the use of scarce in'frastructure and public
 
utilities.
 

C. Brief Recent History
 

1. 1984 Industrial Policy
 

a. Sanctioning
 
LIST OF SPECIFIED INDUSTRIES, 1964 

Th e 1 98 4 Arms and Amu tions 
Industrial Policy Statement Security Printing, Currency and Mint 
specified the following criteria High Explosives 
for the requirement of approval Defence Oriented Electronics 

Radio-active Substances
of private industrial investment Alcoholic and Foreign Brand/Concentrate Based 

from the Federal Government: Synthetic Beverages 
Basic Steel
 
Manufacture of Basic Metals and Alloys


Industries specified for Heavy Mechanical and Heavy Electrical Plants 
reasons of over-capacity, Basic Chemicals 
price regulation, Petro-Chemicals 
implementation of a program Public Utilities 
of assembty-cum-manufacture Ships, Aircraft and Railway Locomotives 

requiring indigenization of TV, Radio, Tape Recorders, VCR Cassettes and Tapes 
the manufacture of Manufacture of Air-conditioners,.Refrigerators 
components or projects of and Deepfreezers 
national importance or for Motor cycles and Scooters 
religious, security or Manufacture of Automobiles, Tractors and Farm 
socio-economic objectives; Machines 

Fertiltizer
 
Projects involving foreign Cement
 
private investment; Drugs and Pharmaceutical 

Vegetable Ghee

Projects costing Rs 300 Sugar 
million and above; Cotton Spinning -

Projects requiring cash
 
foreign exchange of more 
than Rs 50 million for
 
plant and machinery; 

Projects involving import of second hand machinery, except under Non-Relptrabte 
Investment (NRI); and, 

Projects in which more than 60 percent of the raw material is Importable provided that 
value of such import exceeds 20 percent of the totaL investment in fixed assets [5, 
p.11. 
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In addition to the above, the Government of Punjab,
 
in terms of Punjab Industries (Control on Establishment and
 
Enlargement) Act, 1963, also required provincial sanctioning for
 
flour mills and cotton ginning units not included in the Federal
 
Specified List.
 

b. 	 Financial Package Approval
 

The 1984 Industrial Policy recognized the importance
 
of an efficient financial sector to support industrial investments.
 
Specifically, the Policy enunciated the following main elements:
 

The banks and financial institutions will provide support on commercial principles 
within the overall framework of investment Schedules and fiscal and monetary poticies; 

Documentation and procedural requirements for the bank will be simplified and 
orientation program of bank staff for project appraisal and industrial financing will 
be undertaken; 

Industrial lending limits of Pakistan Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation 
(PICIC), National Development Finance Corporation (NDFC) and Industrial Development 
Bank of Pakistan (IDBP) will be periodically reviewed and suitably enhanced; 

Advisory Committee on Industrial Credit wilt be established to improve coordination
 
among various financial institutions; and,
 

Industrial Credit Department will be establ-ished inthe State Bank of Pakistan ... to 
provide continuity of study and examination of problems in the field of industrial 
credit with the objective of providing suggestions for policy improvements [5, pp.14
151. 

Both the Industrial Credit Department and the
 
Advisory Committee on Industrial Credit were established within the
 
State Bank in 198r and are since functional.
 

c. 	 Location Clearance
 

The 1984 Industrial Policy reproduced the location
 
policies announced by the Provincial Governments in 1980 whereby
 
the entrepreneurs could establish industries without clearance in
 
areas not included in "negative list" of locations [5, p.16 &
 
Annexure III).
 

2. 	 Recent Changes
 

a. 	 Sanctioning
 

i. 	 Industrial Coverage : In recent years the GOP
 
has drastically minimized the coverage of
 
industries requiring investment approval. The
 
1988 New Industrial Policy Package [6], among
 
others, reduced the coverage o- the specified
 
list from 23 to 12 groups of industries and
 
also increased the project size from Rs 300 to
 
Rs 700 millions. The 1989 Industrial Policy
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JagXa (4] improved the situation by
 
requiring sanction in only four conditions: a
 
specified list of 7 industries; project size
 
of Rs 1,000 million and above; foreign equity
 
participation of 50 percent or more; and,
 
cases involving major policy decisions.
 
Further deregulation was announced in 1990
 
(Notification No. BOI-Misc.(5)/89 dated April
 
8, 1990) which mandated sanctions for projects
 
falling in the list of 7 specified industries
 
and costing Rs 1,000 or more. A comparative
 
statement of these changes is available in the
 
following page.
 

The provincial governments, with the exception

of the Government of Punjab, do not require
 
investment approval. The Government of
 
Punjab, however, has implemented rules which
 
require approval based on conditions laid down
 
by the Federal Government plus for cotton
 
ginning, flour mills and sugar units.
 

i. Institutional Reforms : Until recently, the
 
investment approval process relied upon
 
initial examination of the proposa7 by the IPB
 
under the Ministry of Indust..s; approval
 
consideration by an inter-miniLterial Central
 
Investment Promotion Committee (CIPC) headed
 
by the Secretary Industries; and, for projects
 
beyond the jurisdiction of CIPC, final
 
scrutiny by the Economic Coordination
 
Committee (ECC) of the Cabinet chaired by the
 
Finance Minister. Additionally, 4 authorized
 
Development Financial Institutions (DFIs),
 
namely, Pakistan Industrial Credit and
 
Investment Corporation (PICIC), Industrial
 
Development bank of Pakistan (IDBP), National
 
Development Finance Corporation (NDFC) and
 
Bankers Equity Limited (BEL) could receive,
 
examine, approve or arrange sanction from the
 
ECC of investment proposals within the GOP
 
prescribed sphere.
 

In February 1990, the GOP detached IPB from
 
the Ministry of Industries and placed it under
 
the control of the newly established Board of
 
Investment under the Prime Minister's
 
Secretariat. The BOI now has the authority to
 
sanction industrial investment.
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TABLE I : PRIVATE INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT REQUIRING GOVERNMENT SANCTIONING 

Criteria 198 1989 	 1990 

Federal 

Specified Arm and Amounations 	 Arms and Aminations, Arms and Ammunations 
List Security Printing, Currency 	 Security Printing, Currency Security Printing, Currency
 

and Mint and Mint and Mint 
High Exptleives High Explosives High Explosives 
Radio-active Substances Radio-active Substances Radio-active Substances 
Alcohol and Beverage Industry alcohol and Beverage Industry Alcohol and Beverage Industry 

Based on Imeorted Concentrate Based on Imported Concentrate Based on Imported Concentrate 
TV, Radio, Tape Recorders, VCR, 

VCR Cassettes and Tapes 
Manufacture of Air-conditioners, 

Refrigerators and Deepfreezers 
Motor-cycle and Scooters 
Manufacture of Automobiles, Manufacture of Automobiles, Manufacture of Automobiles, 

Tractors and Farm Machinery Tractors and Farm Machinery Tractors and Farm Machinery
 
Drugs and Pharmaceutical
 
Vegetable Ghee/Cooking Oil
 

BaseJ on Imported Seed Oil 
Petrc~eun Remi ing, Reclamation Petroleum Blending Plants Petroleum Blending I',ants 

and Blending Plants including. 
Grease Manufacturing and
 
White OiL Plants
 

Project Size Re 700 million and above. 	 Re 1,000 million and above. Rs 1,000 million and above. 

Raw Material Industrial units based on
 
Imports imported raw material provided
 

their products are not on the
 
import list and if on the
 
import List, the duty is more
 
than 80 percent.
 

Second-hand Projects involving import of
 
Machinery second-hand machinery, except
 
Imports under NRI scheme.
 

Foreign Projects requiring cash foreiln
 
Exchange exchange of more than Re 60
 
pequirement million for plant and machinery.
 

Repetriable Projects based on repatriabte 	 Foreign equity is 50 percent 
Investment investment except in key 	 or more.
 

industries.
 

Others 	 Projects involving major
 
policy decisions.
 

Euni 

Akditional Cotton Ginning Cotton Ginning Cotton Ginning
 
Specified Flour Mills Flour Mills Flour Hills
 
List Sugar Mills Sugar Mills
 

Sources (a) Ministry of Industries, New Industrial Policy Package, July 1988.
 
(b) Ministry of Industries, Industrial Policy Package, July 1989.
 
(c) Board of Investment, Notification No. BOI-Misc.(5)/89 dated April 8, 1990.
 
(d) Government of Punjab, Notifications Nos. AEA-III-4-1/85 of October 26, 1986, April 29, 1989, June 

21, 1989, and March 7, 1990.
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b. Financial Packaae Approval
 

No major changes have taken place recently in
 
investment approval process followed by the financial institutions,
 
except that the authorized DFIs are now required to approach IPB
 
for investments requiring BOI sanntion.
 

c. Location Clearance
 

The location policies of the Provincial Governments
 
have experienced limited recent c' iges. A comparative statement
 
of "negative" areas requiring location clearance is available at
 
the next page. It may be seen from this statement that the
 
"negative" list has changed marginally in Punjab; in Sind the
 
"negative" list of areas for sugar mills announced in November 1988
 
was withdrawn after three months; NWFP continue to have a
 
relatively free location policy with clearance requirement
 
restricted to flour mills at the Industrial Estates and flour
 
mills, cold storage, ice factories and poultry farms at the
 
Peshawar Industrial Estate, and, in Baluchistan a "negative" area
 
list has been established comprising of Hub Tehsil, Vinder Sub-

Tehsil and the limits of the Quetta Metropolitan Corporation.
 

D. Current Procedures
 

1. General
 

The "primary approval" process varies generally with the
 
type and size of investment, sources and conditions of funds and
 
technology, nationality of investors, and location. For
 
presritation convenience, it is proposed to describe first 'What may
 
be called as "Standard Approval System" (applicable to investment
 
of resident Pakistan fhationals requiring loans from local capital
 
market and seeking neither foreign credit nor technology transfer)
 
and identify later selected deviations from this norm to cover
 
different situations.
 

2. Standard Approval System
 

a. Investment SanctioninQ
 

For investment covered by the Federal Specified List
 
or of Rs 1,000 million and above, the sponsors file an application
 
to IPB on Form IPB-1; the IPB passes on the proposal, along with
 
its observations, to the BOI Secretariat; The BOI Secretariat
 
prepares the case for consideration in the normally monthly
 
meetings of the BOI; arid, tinally, the decision of the BOI is
 
communicated to IPB for issuance of sanction or rejection letter to
 
the sponsors. The following analytical parameters form the basis
 
of this investment approval decision process:
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TABLE 11 : INDUSTRIAL LOCATION : NEGATIVE LIST 

1968 

Ten miLes of international border: 

for 20 strategic industries and 

projects of over Rs 30 miLlion, 


One miLe of either side across the 

Grand Trunk Road from Shahdara to 

Muridke. 


Territorial limits of MunicipaL 

Corporations, Municipal Committees 

and Town Committees with the 

exception of Industrial Estatcs, 

Industrial Zones, 19 service 

industries and undertakings of 

fixed assets of upto Rs 500,000. 


MuLtan, Bahawatpur and D.G. Khan 

Divisions and Okara District: for 

sugar mills, 


Sind 

Karachi, Gharo and Dhabeji with the 

exception of 36 notified 

industries; expansion of units 

within existing amenities provided 

premises; and, joint ventures and 

non-repatriable investment based 

units not requiring potable water 

supply in production process. 


Karachi Division; and, Districts of 
Larkana, Jacobabad, Shikarpur, 
Vhairpur, Sukker (except Taluka 
Ghotki), Nawabshah (except Tatukas 
Naushero Feroz and Sakrand), Dadu 
(except Tatuka Khairpur 
Nawabshah), Sanghar, Tharparker 
(except Taluka Ghulam Mohammad), 
Hyderabad (except Tatuka Tando 
Allah Yar), Thitta (except Tatukas 
Shah Buder and Ghorabarl), and 
Badin (except Talukas Golarchi 
and Matt): for sugar mills. 

NUFP
 

Batuchistan 

1989 

Ten mites of international border-

for 20 strategic industries and 

projects of over Rs 30 miLlion, 


One mite of either side across the 

Grand Trunk Road from Shahdara to 

Muridke. 


Territorial limits of Municipal 

Corporations, Municipal Committees 

and Town Committees with the 

exception of Industrial Estates, 

Industrial Zones, 19 service 

industries and undertakings of 

fixed assets of upto Rs 500,000. 


Multan, Bahawatpur and D.G. Khan 

Division and Okara District: for 

sugar mills, 


Karachi, Gharo and Dhabeji with the 

exception of 36 notified 

industries; expansion of units 

within existing amenities provided 

premises; and, joint ventures and 

non-repatriable investment based 

units not requiring potable water 

supply in production process. 


1990 

Ten miles of internationaL border:
 
for 20 strategic industries and
 
projects of over Rs 30 million.
 

One mite of either side across the
 
Grand Trunk Road from Shahdara to
 
Muridke.
 

Territorial limits of Municipal
 
Corporations, Municipal Committees
 
and Town Committees with the
 
exception of Industrial Estates,
 
Industrial Zones, 19 service
 
industries and undertakings of
 
fixed assets of upto Rs 500,000.
 

Muttan, Bahawatpur (excluding
 
Tehsit Rahimyar Khan), D.G. Khan
 
and the District of Okara: for
 
sugar mitts.
 

Karachi, Gharo and Dhabeji with the
 
exception of 36 notified
 
industries; expansion of units
 
within existing amenities provided
 
premises; and joint ventu Ps and
 
non-repatriable investment based
 
units not requiring potable water
 
supply in production process.
 

Industrial Estates: for flour mitts. Industrial Estates: for flour mills.
 
Peshawar Industrial Estate: for 


flour mills, cold storage, ice 

factories and poultry farms. 


Hub Tehsil (except Hub Industrial 

Estate). 


Municipal Limits of Quetta Metro-

poLitan Corporation (except SmaLl 

and Oue..a Industrial Estates). 


Sub-Tehsilt Vinder. 


Peshawar Industrial Estate: for
 
flour mills, cold storage, ice
 
factories and poultry farms.
 

Hub Tehsil (except Hub Industrial
 
Estate).
 

Municipal limits of Quetta Metro
poLitan Corporation (except Small
 
and Quetta Industrial Estates).
 
Sub-Tehsil Vinder.
 

Sources (a) 

(b) 

(c) 
(d) 

Government of Punjab, Notification Nos. AEA-iII-4-1/85 of October 26, 1986; November 3, 1988; June 
14, 1989; and, March 4, 1990. 
Government of Sind, Notification No. AD(EC)II-I/78(PF.I) date April 20, 1988; and Nos. PA(ECO-13
7-87) dated November 1, 1988 and February 23, 1989. 
Government of NWFP, Notification No. SOI(IND)10-342/84.11! dated August 22, 1989. 
Government of Baluchistan, Notification No. SOI(IND)2-11/81 dated June 28, 1989. 

Marke Analysis : Past and present consumption, future growth, as well 
supply, pricing structure etc; 

as sources of 
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Technical Aoraisal : Selection of producf mix, production process, size of plant, 
requirements of raw materials, utilities and manpower as wel as site selection; 

Financial Evaluation :Total capital cost; debt-equitt ratio; details of raw material;
 
requirement of utilities; cost of product; foreign exchange savings; cost of dollar
 
saved as per modified Bruno Ratio at 15 percent discount rate; ard, other economic 
indicators such as vaLue added, capital-output ratio, and return on equity before tax; 
and, 

Economic Assessment : Contribution to the overall economic development Including 
balance of payments, employment creation, introduction of new technologies etc 14, 
p.6].
 

b. 	 Financial Package Approval
 

-Sponsors of sanctioned as well as those projects not
 
requiring Federal sanction (not covered by the Federal Specified
 
List or under Rs 1,000 million in size) may approach any of the
 
several financial institutions in the country for loan approval.
 
On scrutiny of the proposed investment, the financial institution
 
may sanction or reject the proposal.
 

Each financial institution has different application forms and
 
distinct appraisal procedures. The Seventh Five Year Plan, on the
 
basis of recommendations of the 1988 Industrial Commission,
 
envisaged different financial and economic rates of returns for
 
different industries, balance of payments impact, and labor
 
intensity of the manufacturing process as appropriate loan approval
 
criteria [9]. The extent to which these principles have been
 
actually incorporated in the operational environment of the
 
financial institutions is uncertain and it is believed that
 
financial viability in the context of GOP given broad sectoral
 
priorities continue to be the main appraisal feature.
 

c. 	 Location Clearance
 

Industrial location is subject to location policies
 
already described at part II.C.2.c. above. For areas included in
 
the "negative" list, a clearance is required from the concerned
 
provincial Industries Department. For location within the Federal
 
Islamabad territory, Capital Development Authority (CDA) approves
 
the industrial site.
 

3. 	 Approval Procedures for Investment with Seoial
 
Characteristics
 

a. 	 Punjab Specified List
 

For industries (cotton ginning, flour mills and
 
sugar mills) on the Specified List of the Punjab Province, sanction
 
applications are made to the Industries Department (for flour and
 
sugar mills) or the Agriculture Department (for cotton ginning
 
factories). These Departments process the application and submit
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the proposal to the Chief Minister who has the sanctioning
 
authority.
 

b. 	 Non-Repatriable Investment Scheme for Overseas
 
Pakistanis
 

Non-Repatriable Investment (NRI) is subject to the
 
same "Standard Approval Procedures". Industrial projects under NRI
 
Scheme, however, can also be located at the Karachi Export
 
Processing Zone (KEPZ).
 

C. 	 Foreign Collaboration
 

i. 	 Foreign Private Investment : Foreign private 
investment, governed by The Foreign Private 
Investment (Promotion and Protection) Act, 
1976, is defined as "repatriable foreign 
investment by a persons who is not a citizen 
of Pakistan or holds two nationalities 
including the Pakistanis" [4, p.13]. The 
"Standard Approval System" also applies to 
foreign private investment which, like 
industrial projects under the NRI Scheme, can 
also be located at KEPZ. 

ii. 	 Foreign Private Loans and Technology Transfer
 
Agreements : Foreign loans and technoLogy
 
transfer agreements involving the payment of
 
royalty, technical fees and employment of
 
foreign experts will require prior clearance
 
of the State Bank of Pakistan or the Ministry
 
of Finance only if the terms and conditions
 
are not in conformity with the GOP fixed
 
standards. For agreements conforming to the
 
GOP standards:
 

... the borrower wilt, however, be required to furnish one copy ol 
the loan agreement to the Exchange Control Department, State Bank of 
Pakistan, Karachi and the External Finance Wing of the Ministry of 
Finance, Islamabad for registration. The registration with the State 
bank wilt constitute the authority for the authorized dealer to remit 
the principal, to the creditor. Likewise, the party entering to 
agreements for transfer of technology involving payment of royalty, 
technical fees and payments to expatriates wilt submit one copy of 
the agreement to Exchange Control Department, State Bank of Pakistan, 
Karachi for registration. The registration with the State Bank wilt 
serve as authority for payments in foreign exchange as adissabte 
under the Foreign Private Investment (Promotion and Protection) Act, 
1976 [4, 	p.26].
 

The GOP's foreign investment policy is geared towards promoting
 
industries which are "capital intensive, involve sophisticated
 
technology or strengthen the balance of payments position" [4,
 
p.14]. Interestingly, the 1989 Pakistan Investment Guide declared
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86 industrial activities as
 
"priority areas" for foreign FOREIG PRIVATE INVESTMENT 
investment [7, p.29] but PROHIBITED LIST 

simultaneously provided a Agriculture Land 
Positive List of 21 and a Forestry 
Prohibited List of 7 activities Irrigation 

Reat Estate inctuding Land, Housing and
[7, p.34]. The Positive List Comercial Office BuiLdings 
has since been withdrawn Radio-active Minrats 
implying a much larger sphere Insurance 

for potential foreign investment Health 

in the industrial sector. The 
Prohibited List concerns non
industrial activities. 

E. Time Frame for "Primary Approvals"
 

The GOP announced maximum time frame for "primary approval"
 
processes are as follows: project sanctioning by BOI 60 days;
 
approval from financial institutions 60 days; and, provincial
 
location clearance 7 days. The reported average actual time for
 
investment sanctioning is within the announced time period;
 
financial approval generally takes more than double the stipulated
 
time; and, location clearance could consume about a month. The
 
delays in financial institutions results as much from the
 
inadequacies of the appraisal system as from the generally sub
standard quality of feasibility studies submitted by the potential
 
investors.
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III. PRIVATE INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT "8ECONDARY APPROVAL" CONTROLS 

A. Section Overview
 

"Secondary Approvals" or (rdUghly) post-sanction formalities
 
require that the potential investor seek clearance from each of at
 
least more than a dozen agencies. Clearances from these agencies
 
are, in general, relatively straightforward with the exception of
 
approval for power, telephone and telex, gas and water.
 

B. GOP's Objectives
 

"Secondary approvals"
 
involve seeking of formal 

clearances from various 

investment related agencies

which are unwilling to surrendertheir administrative investment 

approval responsibilities to a
 
single primary approval agency

and are directed towards 

rationing of scarce industrial 
infrastructure; monitoring 

foreign exchange utilization; 
and, assuring appropriate 
application of taxes and duties 
regulations. 

C. Brief Early History 


1. The 1984 Industrial
Policy
 

Explicit treatment of 

"secondary approval" dontrols is 
not included in the 1984 

Industrial Policy Statement. 

The procedural difficulties
 
relating to "secondary 

approvals", however, were 

considered by the "Secretaries 
Committee constituted to prepare 
the 1984 Industrial Policy
 

INUSTRIAL COMISSION, 196 
LIST OF AGENCIES FOR StCOhIARY APPROVALS 

ControLler of Capital Issues (issue of capitaL);
 

Registrar of Joint Stock Companies (registration
of Memorandum and ArticLes of Association); 

Controller of Import and Exports (issuance of 
licence for import of machinery arJ raw 

materials); 
Provincial Chief Inspector of Factories 
(registration under Factories Act, 1934);
 

Central Board of Revenue (Income tax exemption for 
the |ndustr4,l unit and foreign technicians
 
employed, ifany);
 

Excise and Taxation Department (if the products 
are excisable);
 

Income Tax Department (issuance of National Tax
Nur);
 
Financie( Institutions (for Letter of credits);
 

Custom Department (clearance of imported items);
 

WAPDA/KESC (power cotion); 
T&T Department (Telephone, Telex and FAX);
 

Sui Northern (gas connection); and, 
Municipal authorities (water connection).
 

Statement. It was found difficult to implement (One Window
 
Facility] system because of the absolute physical shortages of key
 
infrastructural inputs and the multiplicity of the Federal and 
Provincial ministries, departments and agencies involved" (8, 
p.57]. 
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2. Recent Changes
 

The difficulties faced by the potential investors in
 
seeking "secondary approvals" found a forceful expression in the
 
1988 Report of the Industrial Commission :
 

The industrial entrepreneur ...faces numerous cfficutties at the post-sanction stage ...when
 
he has to approach a whole series of windows catering to registrations, import licensing and
 
provision of infrastructura facilities ...Widespread cowplaints of delays at this stage due
 
to procedural and non-procedurat factors are common place. These harassing and frustrating
 
delays often lead to cost escalations jeopardizing financial viab ity and not infrequently,
 
aborting investment (8,p.57].
 

Of the 13 principal areas for which clearance is needed by the
 
investors, the Commission found import licencing and provision of
 
infrastructural facilities as critical problems. This recognition
 
of the problem has found expression in the issuance of instructions
 
to the Chief Controller of Imports Exports to release import permit
 
for machinery and material expeditiously; establishment of One
 
Window Facility at the Industrial Estate level; and, creation of a
 
Committee on Investment (COI) to provide facilities to the BOI
sanctioned projects.
 

a. One Window Facility
 

Th'e concept of One Window Facility implies the
 
provision of esLential industrial implementation inputs as a part
 
of the investment approval activity by a single agency. A One
 
Window Facility is in operation at the KEPZ where a unified
 
administrative structure under the Authority assures (with the
 
exception of custom clearance) facilities ranging from the
 
provision of utilities to the issuance of import licenses. [8,
 
p.127]. Based on the recommendations of the 1988 Industrial
 
Commission, the GOP in the 1988 New Industrial Package announced
 
the phased introduction of One Window for infrastructural
 
facilities at the Industrial Estate level, and established a One
 
Window Committee, chaired by the Secretary Industries to monitor
 
the system.
 

b. Committee on Investment
 

The COI has been established in 1989 to follow up
 
the progress and assures that services and facilities are provided
 
to the BOI-sanctioned projects
 

D. Current Procedures
 

The introductior of One Window Facility at the Industrial
 
Estate level, the establishment of the COI, and, the existence of
 
the Provincial Facilities Boards notwithstanding, the current
 
system continue to depend upon the effectiveness of the individual
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sponsor to approach and expedite clearances from each of the
 
several agencies involved. Thw sponsor is required to submit
 
request on prescribed forms to each agency separately and pursue

the case as appropriate.
 

E. Time Frame For "Secondary Approvals"
 

The COI is responsible for arranging facilities for the BOI
sanctioned projects within 60 days. 
For all other investments'no
 
such time frame is available and secondary approvals, particularly

those relating to utilities, could consume considerable time.
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IV. INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT APPROVAL INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE
 

A. Section Overview
 

The public sector institutional arrangements for industrial
 
investment are complex and several Federal and Provincial actors
 
are involved from the initiation of the investment proposal to the
 
start of the manufacturing process. This Section highlights the
 
industrial investment approval roles of principal agencies : Board
 
of Investment; Investment Promotion Bureau, Committee on
 
Investment; Ministry of Industries; Provincial Governments; and,
 
financial institutions.
 

B. Industrial Investment Approval Roles of Selected Agencies
 

1. Board of Investment
 

The Board of Investment wa established within the Prime
 
Minister's Secretariat in April 1989 to : sanction projects covered
 
by the Federal Specified List or of Rs 1,000 million and above;
 
monitor progress of sanctioned projects; lay down policy guidelines
 
for industrialization of the country; and, arrange analyses
 
relating to industrialization, improvement of investment climate,
 
procedures and other related matters. The Board is chaired by the
 
Prime Minister and its members include Ministers of Industries,
 
Finance, Commerce, Water and Power, Communications, Natural*
 
Resources; Deputy Chairman, Planning Commission; Governor, State
 
Bank of Pakistan; and, Chairman, Pakistan Banking Council. The
 
Additional Secretary Finance in the Prime Minster's Secretariat
 
serves as Secretary to the Board.
 

2. Investment Promotion Bureau
 

Investment Promotion Bureau, an attached department of
 
the Ministry of Industries until 1990, is at the present under the
 
administrative control of the BOI. The Bureau serves as the
 
technical arm of the BOI; scrutinizes the investment proposals
 
requiring approval; and acts'as the link between potential fnvestor
 
and the GOP's sanctioning apparatus. Proposals are being discussed
 
within the GOP to re-organize the Bureau to make its functions more
 
meaningful in the current comparatively deregulated environment.
 

3. Committee on Investment
 

The Committee, under the BOI, is responsible for follow
 
up of the progress and provision of services and facilities for the
 
BOI-sanctioned projects. The COI has also been made responsible
 
for promoting labor intensive rural industries.
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The COI is chaired by the Minister of Industries and its members
 
include Secretaries of Industries, Commerce, Finance, Water and
 
Power, Communications, Petroleum and Natural Resources, Planning;
 
Deputy Governor, State Bank of Pakistan; and, any relevant coopted
 
member. The Secretary Industries is the Secretary of the
 
Committee.
 

TABLE III : INDWSTRIAL INVESTMENT ROLES OF SELECTED INSTITUTIONS 

Actions 	 Primry Responsible Agency(s) Supportliq Agency(s) 

Investment Sanctioni Board of Investment 	 Investment Promotion Bureau 

Loan Awrovat 

SmaLL Business 	 Punjab Smalt industries Corporation Commercial Banks
 
Sind SmaLl Industries Corporation Development Financial Institutions
 
NWFP Small Industries Development Board
 
Batuchistan Directorate of Small
 

Industries
 
Small Business Finance Corporation
 

Medium and Large Business 	 Commercial Banks 
Development Finance Institutions 

Location Clearance ProvinciaL Covernments 
CapitaL Development Authority 

Secondary AwrovaL S pwot 

BOI-Sanctioned 
Industrial Estate L
IsLamabad Located 
Other Projects 

ocated 
Committee on Investment 
Ministry of Industries 
Capital Development Authority 
Provinciat FaciLitf Boards 

Ministry of Industry 
Provincial Facility Boards 

3. Ministry of 	Industries
 

The investment approval role of the Ministry of
 
Industries has undergone considerable change after the
 
establishment of BOI. At the present the Ministry support the COI
 
in facilitating the establishment of the BOI-sanctioned projects
 
and implements the One Window Facility at the Industrial Estate
 
level.
 

4. Provincial Governments
 

The Provincial Governments are responsible primarily for
 
locatior.clearance and for facilitating the provision of industrial
 
infrastructure through the Provincial Facility Boards.
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5. Financial Institutions
 

In addition to the
 
development f inancial 
institutions, 5 nationalized 
commercial banks (Allied Bank of 
Pakistan, Habib Bank Limited, 
Muslim Commercial Bank Limited, 
National Bank of Pakistan, and 
United Bank Limited) and to a 
lesser degree 15 foreign 
commercial banks, provide 
finances for industrial 
ventures. The four authorized 
DFIs (BEL, ILBP, NDFC, and 
PICIC), however, have been prime 
movers of industrial credit in 

DEVELORENT FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 
Agricutture Devetopment Bank of Pakistan
 
Bankers Equity Limited 
Industrial Devetopment Bank of Pakistan 
Investment Corporation of Pakistan 
Nationat Devetopment Finance Corporation
ationat Investment Trust 

Paki3tan Industrial Credit and Investment 
Corporation

Pakistan Kuwait Investment Company

Pak Libya Hotding Company
 
Regional Devetopment Finance Corporation 
Saudi Pak Industriat and Agricutturat Investment 

Company
 

recent years. The Agriculture Development Bank of Pakistan has
 
also been active recently in agro-industrial loaning.
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V. ONCLUSIzQN
 

A. Section Overview
 

This Section records the conclusions of major past studies;
 
list an inventory of potential reforms in the existing investment
 
approval system; and, suggest a brief assessment of the political
 
economy of industrial investment approval system.
 

B. Finaings of Selected Studies
 

1. 1988 Report of the Industrial Commission
 

The Commission explicitly recognized the complexity of
 
post-sanction formalities but "came to the conclusion that in view
 
of the physical shortages and the multiplicity of federal and
 
provincial agencies involved, the introduction of ["one window"]
 
facility at the national level was not practicable" [8, p.19]. The
 
Commission, accordingly, recommended introduction of "one window"
 
facility only at the industrial estate level.
 

2. 1988 World Bank Study
 

The Bank points out that the sanctioning system has, by
 
and large, not been successful in efficiently realizing the
 
objectives of avoiding excess capacity; limiting market
 
concentration; increasing indigenization; directing resources to
 
the GOP perceived priority areas; and, rationing of foreign
 
exchange, infrastructure and utilities. The Bank follows on its
 
analysis to recommend specific policy directions: limiting the
 
coverage of Federal Specified List; liberalization of import policy
 
for capital goods and raw material; minimizing uncertainty and
 
discretionary behavior; and, rationing of utilities and
 
infrastructure through ta-iff rather than through sanctions.
 

C. Overall Assessment
 

1. AAvproval System as an Impediment to Private Investment
 

Thoulh no data are available to attempt a quantitative
 
measurement of the impact of the approval system on private
 
investment, there are enough pieces of qualitative evidence to
 
state that the "... approval system impedes improved industrial
 
investment, both local and foreign" [paragraph I.B]. The approval
 
system is largely a negative evaluation process created by the GOP
 
to second guess private sector's operationar and investment
 
intentions.
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2. GOP's Awareness of the Problem
 

The progressive liberalization of the sanctioning
 
criteria is an acceptable evidence of the recognition of the
 
existence of the problem by the GOP [paragraph I.D.1]. In so far
 
as the post-sanctioning procedures are concerned, the indictment by
 
the 1988 Industrial Commission is precise, clear, and strong
 
(paragraph III.C.2].
 

3. Adeauacy of GOP's Resporse
 

Progress in liberalizing the sanctioning criteria is
 
encouraging; initiation of One Window Facility at the Industrial
 
Estate level is of limited practical value; the impact of the very
 
recent institutional restructuring (creation of BOI and COI) is
 
difficult to ascertain at -his stage; and, in the remaining areas,
 
generally, there-has been no notable improvements. In summary, the
 
GOP's response thus far has not been commensurate with the size of
 
the problem and significant reforms are needed to overhaul the
 
industrial investment approval regime.
 

D. Recommendations for the Future
 

1. General
 

Though not the direct target of this study, at least
 
three reform areas emerge that needs to be highlighted because of
 
considerable importance from the standpoint of private investment
 
expansion: removal of restriction on foreign investment in
 
agricultural land, forestry, irrigation, real estate, insurance and
 
health; elimination of sectoral credit rationing for the banking
 
system; and, revision in the content of trade and fiscal policies
 
to achieve liberalization, clarity, over time stability and
 
consistency with respect to investors.
 

2. Industrial Investment Approval System
 

The reform of the industrial investment approval system
 
must entail movement in the direction of a regulatory framework
 
that relies on minimal Government control. With this objective in
 
view, individual elements of the existing approval process have
 
been examined and an inventory of potential reforms developed. The
 
following Table IV presents potential reformsP brief rationale of
 
the proposed changes; and, a judgement as to whether or not the
 
proposed reform should be addressed through the PIE Program.
 

B. Pre-PIE-Design Analysis
 

A brief assessment of the politics of the -industrial
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TABLE IV : POTENTIAL REFORMS 

Potential Reform 


Investment lanctionir
 

Amend relevant notifications of 

the Goverrment of Punjab to 

conform to the recent Federal
 
sanctioning policy. 

Remove "Petroleum Blending 
Plants" and "Manufacture of Auto-
mobiles, Tractors and Farm 
Machinery" from the Federal 
Specified List. 

Amend "Alcohol and Beverage 
Industry based on Imported 

Concentrates" in the Federal
 
Specified List to eliminate
 
sanction requirements for non
alcoholic beverages based on
 
imported concentrates.
 

Eliminate sanctioning requirements 

based on project size of Rs 1,000 

miltion and above, 


Eliminate Punjab Specified List. 


Financial Aoraisat 

Simplify procedures and improve 
staff capabilities for efficient 

investment appraisal in financial
 
institutions.
 

Location Policies
 

Minimize restrictions on location 

within one mite of either side 

across the Grand Trunk Road from 

Shahdara to Muridke and in 
municipal areas in Punjab. 

Increase reliance on prices 

to direct industrial location. 


S onary Approvals
 

Eliminate licensing requirements 

for import of machinery and 

industrial raw material.
 

Institutional Engineering
 

Energize Provincial Facility 

Boards. 


IN THE I)USTRIAL INVESTMENT APPROVAL SYSTEM THROUGH THE PIE PROGRAM 

Background and Rationale PIEP
 
Focus
 

The desired amendment is being processed within the Government Yes
 
of Punjab for issuance.
 

The inclusion c. "Petroleum Blending Plants" and "Hanufacture Yes
 
of Automobiles, Tractors and Farm Machinery" is explained on
 
the basis of "National Importance" and "Indigenization",
 
respectively. White "National Importance" is not easy to
 
define, indigenization objectives can be achieved through an
 
appropriate mix of trade and taxation policies.
 

Non-atcohotic beverages based on imported concentrates are Yes
 
unlikely to upset known religious and social norms.
 

Investment size considerations should not figure in GOP's Yes
 
calculus of investment controls and appraisal should be left to
 
financial institutions.
 

Cotton ginning, flour mills and sugar units are included in the Yes
 
Punjab Srecified List to regulate industry capacities.
 
Capacity regulations through direct investment sanction controls
 
penalizes efficient firms.
 

Limited direct GOP controls on investment sanctioning should No
 
increase the importance of commercially sound appraisal systems.
 

The location restrictions should be reduced at least for joint Yes
 
ventures and non-repatriabte investment based units to enourage
 
foreign capital inflow.
 

Existing location policies may be complemented with policies Yes
 
reflecting economic ,rices of industrial infrastructure.
 

Improved access to capital goods and industrial raw material Yes
 
will encourage new investment and improved capacity utilization.
 

Vigorous Provincial Facility Boards could serve as useful Yes 
expediters of "secondary approvals". 
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investment approval system in the context of Federal-Provincial
 
relationships should provide a realistic perspective to PIE design.
 

The nature and the extent of disagreements between the Federal
 
Government on the one hand and the Governments of Punjab and
 
Baluchistan on the 
other, cover broad dimensions of economic
 
management. The conflict at the present is not confined to the

Federal-Provincial financial relationships and include heretofore
 
settled traditional systems like industrial investment promotion.

While the Fed ral Government monopolizes key areas of industrial
 
finance, utilities, and imports, the Provincial Governments
 
influence, among others, land acquisition, location and provision

of physical infrastructure. This distribution of authority, while
 
reasonably clear in the formal system, may not necessarily

correspond with 
 reality and it is possible to visualize
 
informalities for industrial investment promotion in general and
 
investment approval (or disapproval) system in particular.
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U of falistan
 

EXURAORDINARY 

PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY 

KARACHI, SATURDAY, APRIL 21, 1990 

PART I
 
Ods Nalcfiatioia and Ordkn, etc., Imed by lr Govamut Go 

GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN 

PRIME MINISTER'S SECRETARIAT 

(Board of Investa*ut

[CAUINET BLOCK] 

NOTIFICATION 

lslai;sd,the 8th Apnd, 1990 

No. BOI-Misc. (5)189.-In pursuance of the Board of Investment decision 
taken in its meeting held on 28th February, 1990, the investment sanctioning 
procedures have been further liberalised The projects will now be sanctioned, 
depending on their size or type irrespective of the share of foreign equity by 
the Board of Investment, headed by the Prime Minister. 
vesment policy the Goveiiinent sanction will be required 

Under the new in
in the following 

cases I 

(i) Projects costing over Rs 1000 million. 

(ii) The following seven of the Specified List 

-Arms and Ammunition 

-Security Printing, Currency & Mint. 

-High Explosive 

-Radio-actve substances. 

(95) 

FrKW Pt. 20 



96 TIE GAZEFE OF PAKISTAN, EXTRA., APRIL 21, 1990 [PART III) 

bc 

-Alkohol and beLragc indu,,try baScd on imported LonccnlraLes 
- Nlanufacturrs of Automobiles, Tractors and Farm MdLhmery 
- PRrolcurn Blending Plant% 

2 In all ,IScL%where invLtnL1n1 ,moton i%rL(luircd, applicatiom would 
addressed 1o Direc(tor (enLral (A&R), Investnunt Promotion Bureau, 

AKandawala Building, Iv1 innah Road Karachi 

RIAZ-UL-HA0 

Dirctor 

P'RISThD IY IIII MANAI R. PRINt I%( CORPORAI JON (11 PAKIIAN PRI%%. KAkl III 
1111l11 NI,11 NIA%A(;I R OP I 11I IIION% KARA(III.199111) BY 1 I 



APPLICATION 	FORM IPB-I. 

New 	 Projects 
Expslson 
DMR. 

Cable Address IP nBEE 

Telex. 23137-BUPLS--PK 
Telephone. 718819-718820 and 719914-719916 
06"ce Addres 	 Investment Promotion Bureau, 

Government of Pakiltan, 
GodreJ Kandawala Building, 
M A Jlnnah Road, 
Post Box No 7277, 
Karachl-3 

PROJECT APPLICATION 

NOTES. 

(a) This form is applicable for the following 
(0 Forign inve,,tment on repatrlable and non-repatriable basis.
 
(11)Foreign Private Loans/Supplier's Credits 

(b) 25 copies of this Application Form duly filled in by the foreign or local participants, noiongwith evcps 
Vf Fe isibility Study should be submitted 

(c) Ye*Easc of foreign participatton for technical management/ know-how, royally arrangements and/or foreign 
private loan, 10 copies of the proposed agreement should bc attached 

(d) The machinery and equpment proposed to be imported should be new and modem based on competitive 
quot4utons 	 Special permission would be rcqwred incase used machinery and equipment is to bc imported 

Delete columns which arc not applicable(e) 	Information given should b.concise and to the point 

(1) 	All values should be given in thousand rupees at the current official rate of exchange 

(1) If the present application relates to expansion and/or BMR of an existing unit, please indicate existing 
position, proposed change, and overall position after expansion and/or BMR in respect ofvarious questions 

wherever applicable 

A. 	 GENERAL. 

I. 	 (a) Name under which the project would be operated 

(b) 	Whetheritwould beg Propnetorshp/PrtnershlipconCernorPrvteUmited blchLimited COm uY 
under the Capital Issue Rules andRegulations 

2. 	 Frelgp Partidpants 
(a) Name an Address 
(b) Nature of present busioe(es) 
(c) Name of Chairman 
(d) 	 Interest io other industrial undertakisig 

3. 	 PakistnI Participants. 

(a) 	 Names and Addresses of sponsoring Directors/Partaes showing present businesl, percestsges Of 
shares and interest in the proposed venture 

(b) 	Inthe event of the promotors hamng any interest in other companies, names of such companie, and 

the Interest of promotorsmi these companies may be Indicated 

4. 	 Repairlsllon and Remlttances 

(a) 	Is rCpatiatsin of fortign capital intended I 

(b) 	 Are profits on foreign capital to be remitted 2 

11:1
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B 	 THE PROJECT 

I. 	 Iadstry: 

(a) 	 Industrial Investment Schedule's classification 

(b) Bilef introduction of the project alongwith end-use of tre proposed products. 

2 	 Location of the proposed undertaking 

City 	 Province 

(a) Do you plan to locate the factory ina planned Industiral Estate or outside 7 

(b) What would be the estimated area or land required ? 

(c) Is land available ? (If so please indicate exact location and Provincial Government's Clearane for 
the same) 

(d) 	 Please indicate details ofarrangements for removal ofeffluent and steps taken to control environmental 
hazards 

3 	 Salient Featrac of the Project 

(a) P,-ase describe the numufacturing process and measures for quality control 

(b) Please provide details of land and building as per Anenx-I 

(e) 	Please provide details of machinery and equipment as per Annexure-II 

(Proforma Invoices and documentary evidence in support of the country of origin, capacities and 
C&F Prices of machinery and equipment must be attached) 

(d) 	 Please indicatc the raw material reqwuremcnts as per Annexurc III (The quantities, CAF prices 
duties/taxes, etc must be indicated correctly supported by documentary evidence) 

4 	 Technical know-how 

(1)Please indicate the technical know-how arrangements, if any, proposed to be made 

(H)In case of foreign technical know how/royalty arrangement please provide the following information. 

(a) Rate of technical know-how fee and royalty, if any 

(b)Period of royalty/technical know how agreement 

(c)Justification for royalty/technical know how fee 

(d) Does the agreement , ver the use of trade mark or patent rights 

() Export Franchise, if any 

(f) When and where was the patent registered and when it would expire') 

(1) In case of substantial foreign share holding why payment of royalty teclpical know-bow fee Is 
considered necessary ? 

,. 	 Deletion : 

If your proposal relates to the assembly-cum-progressive manufacture of any product in Pakistan, 
please provide the details of Deletion as per Annexure-IV 

Schedule ofcompletion of the Project 

Please give the time schedule for the implementation of the project and probable time of Commenc. 
ment of operations (Please provide details as per Profrma at AnnexureV) 

(
 



0. 	 CoST OF PROJECT/CAPITAL COST 

Please furnish a summary of theestimatcd cost of the project in the followng manner 

In case of expansion and/or BMR, please indicate the investment in the existing and proposed project 

(Ri in '000') 

Local Foreign Total 4.agto 
Currency Currency fxed cost 

() Land 
(U)Building
 

(1i0) Imported Machinery and eqwpme'it (C&F)
 
(1y, Custom duty and import surcharge on imported
 

machinery (rate of Sauty/surcharge should be 
given) 

(v) L/C charges, Licence fee, insurance, Octroi,
 
clearing &forwarding charges, etc
 

(I) In land Freight 
(v) Local machinery 6 equipment
 
(vWi)InstaUation and ere tion charges etc
 

(Lx) Furniture &Fixtur s
 
1-1 Vehicles
 

(xi) Capitalization cf return on borrowings during
construction period (Rate of return and period 
be indicated) 

(xl) Contingencies/Start up expenses (I) building 
(I) machinery, {i) others 

Total Fixed Cost 

xN,4 Worlng Capital 

(a) Owner Contribution 
(b) Bank Borrowings 

Total cost of the Project 

D. FINANCING PLAN 
(RI in '000') 

Local Foreign Total Percentage of 
Currency Currency total cost 

(a) Equity Investment (Paid-up Capital) 

(0 Sponsors contribution
 
(to Public subscription
 
(II) Institutional contributionj
 
(1y)Other sources
 

Total 

(b) Loan 

(I) From Foreign sources/ supplier's credit 
(U)From Local Financing Institutions
 
(W8)Customs Debentures
 
(i,) Director(s) Loan
 
(v) Rupee Debentures 
(V) Other Sources (Please specify) 

Total 

Total Financing requirement (a+ b) 	 
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(c) Debt/Equity Ratio .. ... ... . ... 

(d) Foreign/Pakis ani equity ratio ... ... ... 

(e) Nature of proposed Foreign equity investment ... 

Non-
Repatriable Repatriable 

(i) In shape of plant and machinery ... ... 

(0 By transfer of cash ... ... 

(I) Nature qfForeign Loan 
(Private Foreign Loan/Suppliers Credit). 

(0 Source 
(ii) Country ... 

(M1l)Rate of return 
(iv) Period or repayment and number of instalments 

with amount 
(v) Date of Commencement of repayment 
,vO Repayment guarantee to foreign lending Or

ganization 

(Please provide detals in respect of interest on foreign and local loans includin comnilete repayment schedule)
Also indicate if any financial institution has shown its willingness to accept the project. 

9 POeODUCTrION 

I Production Programme (100% capacity operation) 

No of 
Shdts 

per day 

No of 
Operating

days per 

Rated 
Capacity 

Effetve 
Produc-

ton 

Total Annual Pro
duction Capaefty 

9SMeI annumn Capacity Quantity E-Factory 

Triple) 

Item to be manufactured(c)lc
 
(a) 
(b) 

(d) 
etc. 

2. Cost of productioa 

Per unit As per Total Percentage
of Pouction to 

Production capacity Total 

(IR) (Re. in000) 

(A)Foreign Ezchangu Cost: 
Imported '(Source of Supply and P Prioesdocumontary evidence should be 

attached) 

(a)RAw Materials ..... ... 
(b)Components ... 

() Packing matrial ...... 
(d) Spare parts .. 

64p
 



(10 bepration of imported machinery and equip. 

ment
 

(M) Amount of royalty and/or technical fee, if any 

(ly) Wags & Salaries of Foreign personnel, if any 

(v) Return etc, on foragn loan, if any 

(B) 	 Local Currency Cot 

(I) Custom duty, Sales tax, surcharge on Imported 
material 

(t/) 	 Expenses on imported material such as hcence 
fee, clearing charges, LIC Charges, insurance eta 

(M) 	 Inland Transportation Charges 

(iv) 	 Cost of local saw materials, components, spare 
parts and Paclaging materials 

(v) 	Depreciation of local fixed assets (bulding, fix
tures and local machinery) 

(v) Labour, wages and other factory staff salaries 

(Y11)Manufacturing oerhtad (Power, Fuel, Water, 
repair, Maintenance etc) 

(v1i) 	 Return on local loans
 

(1x) Administration expenses
 

(x) Other expenses (to be specified by the sponsors) 

(C) 	 Ex-Factory cost per unit (A&B) ... 

(D) Excse duty and other taxes 	 ... 

(E) 	 Tot cost ofproduction (C+D) ... 

3. tnce (ited-wice): 

(I) Bx-factory price per unit 

(0) FOB export pnceper unit 

(IM) C&F price per unit (if it ware to be Importod) ,. 

(1y)Landed price (inclusive of duties) ... ... 

(r) Total sales revenue 	 ... ... 

rq..-Please provide detals of£ 

(a) Depriclation on local fixed stats and 

(b) Landed prise of the enl prodota. 
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f, 	 FOREIGN EXCHANGE SAVINGS 

(W C&F cost of the proposed prodwt, ifImported ... ... 

(h) Foreign exchange cost in local production 

(iii) Foreign exthfnge saving (i4-.0 

Plese provide infor,,ition on 

(a) The basis of C&F price of the end-product assumed 
and comparison with C&F prices of the end-product
being imported form different countries, 

(b) Foreign exchange rate assumed . . 

O COST OF DOLLAR SAVED 

() 	 C&F cost per unit of the product imported .. 

(11)Foreign exchange cost in local production (per unit) 

(ill) Local currency cop* -cluding duties (per unit). 

(1v) Cost of S saved - (U) 

(W	- (I) 

Rs. 

$ 

N. 	 OTHER ECONOMIC INDICATORS: 

(1) Value added .. 

(LI)Capital output ratio ... ... ... 

(L1)Number of cmp oyees .. 

(Lp)Fixed cost per employee ... ... 

(Y)Break even point in capacity utilization ... 

(,i) Return on equity before or after tax ... 

NJ--Clculation 	sheets to be attached in respect of value added (on the basis ofout-put minus in-pu andonthe 
basis of valve aided items), bieak even point, and return on equity. 

I. 	 MARKET s per proforma at Annexure VI) 

(4) 	 Please give

-Deiband/supply position of the prorosed product with export, potential if any. 

-Exsting sanctioned and installed capacity with actual production during last three years. 

-Your sseument of local demand during the next 5 years 

-Import figures of the last 3 years 

(b) 	Installed Capacity and its year-wise progressive utilization 

Item 	 list year 2nd year 3rd year 4thyear Stbypt 

t .2
 



(q) ProdulonIn the 3rdyea: 

Item Unit Quantity Yalue 

(d) In ce of exports, please indicate

(0 Item to be exported with quantity and value 

(U) Year by which export would commence 

(lit) Markets of export 

(iv) Is export franchise being offered by the foreign partici. 
pants 7 If so, please give details 

(v) Please furnish a reasonable proef of your ability to 
export State your exnort contacts Can a Raul
guarantee be given ? What will be the exports in 
the 3rd year of operation and in a normal year of 
operation ? 

J. FOR EXPANSION AND BMR PROPOSALS 

Ifthe appication is for expansion and/or rMR of an existing 
industrial undertaking, the following additional informat on 
may also be provided 

(J) Present production 

(U) Present cost per unit of output 

(il)Cost after proposed expansion /BMR 

(Iv) Cost if an entirely new unit is installed 

(Y)Profits/dividends declared during the last three years
(attach copy of tte latest profit a d loss Account and 
Balance sheet) 

K UTILITIES/M'SCELLANEOUS 

(I) Power req irement of the projct Qty. Rate 
per Unit 

Total 
price/Cost. 

(0Source 

(t) Connected load (Kw) ... 

(110 Maximum demand (kw) 

(Iy)Ann-jal consumption (KWH) 

(Y)Voltage at which supply is required (FIT, LT) 

(2) Water requirements of the Projects 

(I) Source 

(U) Gallons per annum 

... 

. . . , 

(3) Fuel requirements 

(I) Oil (Tons per annum) 

(1/) Gas (Mcft) per year 

(UI) Other (please specify) .. . 

... ... 

... 



(4) Personnel requirements of the project: No. of No. of No. of 
T chnical Administrative Workers 

Staff Staff 

( 	 akistani ... .. ... 

(1) Foreip ... ... ... ... 

Total 

(5) 	 Exact location of the site Sketch or layout plan should be
 
attached
 

(6) Special consideration if any, which you think should be
 
taken into account in considering your proposal
 

(7) Please certify that machinery which can be manufactured
 
locally (of the required specification) is not in luded in
 
the list of machinery proposed to be imported
 

(8) 	 Please indicate details of loans taken from finkncing insti.
 
tutions by any Sponsor/Dircctor/Partier
 

(9) 	Please indicate th arrangements you have made for Uti.
 
lities (Power. gas water, telephone etc ) alongwith commit
ment from the concerned Government agency
 

(10) 	 Please indicate you have obtained confirmation about the 
availabituy of local raw materials according to proposed 
requirements 

(11) 	 Please file a report from your Bankers with regard to 
financial soundness of the sponsors of the project 

(12) 	 Please furnish Proforma Invoices of imported machinery 
from 2 different sources 

(13) 	 Please furnish 2 quotations for imported 4w mgprals/ 
gomponents 

SIGNATURE 

?,AMh IN BLOCK LBT IRS-

STATU -

MA=ILG ADDRES 

TIELPHONB NO, 

4TELBX NO. 

DATE



ANNMHXUU4 

II. Building: Give dgalh of the piojos buildlg ao followqs: 

Dm"N AM In 
a" -On Smiuu 

coamadm 
pffUL 

To Iaco 

Coki dy 

1s CO) 

Cmo be 

-eulwyHall. 

No. I 

NO. 2 

No OM 

Fm"b~ pods Godowns 

Raw Material Godowns 

offm 

Oyubcad WA1WTank 

Labomu QMMt~ 

3omdaiy Wall 

Otha flams (SPOWy 

TOTAL 

,Ut whulber as =*uvi~n will be LCf-'ILBhL B~SEtums naft soc 
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ANNEXURIE11 

LIST OF MACHINERY AND AUXILLARY EQUIPMENT 

(a) IMPORTED (Pleaso attach InvoiCC from two different sources) 

Date of quotation 

itemlNO 

1 

Damnpdonot Sourceo Annual 
mchinay and procurement, rated 

equipment country, c¢sait(includno placem~anu- W21 
tlulng macii fctunng 

nu and Firm or 
equipment) Suppliem addres 

2 3 4 

No or 
units 

Untqd 

lbredIncurrmy 
CAP 

Totwcot 
is 

fordin 
A 

7 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

S. 
6. 

7. 

ToW 

Equlealat RL 

(b) DOMESCALLY FABRICATED. 

Date of Quotation 

Item No 

1 

Dewriptiod of Manufac-
machineryand luring
equipment (in- rm ocludi trains Supphe
machfucrand -d 

equipmewil) 

2 3 

Annual 
rated 

cepac,Per a 

4 

No.ofUnits 
oOs 

S 

Unit 

6 

Total 
Cost 

7 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

Tow 

Total (&+b) 
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ANNEXURE [it 

DETAILS OF PRINCIPAL RAW MA TEAIS/COMFONEMTS AND PACKAGING MATERIAL, ETC. 

(1) Annual equirements: 

ImPorted mDW O 

(a) Raw mak l .. 

(6) Coowponena Of ago required) . 

(9) PsCkSaDS materlats ... ..
 

() Spussm . .. .
 

Tea 

(11) 	 Descnption of imported raw and packaging matenals and componmts to be used (Pfloas attach quota. 
tons From two dufferent sources) 

Xte 	 Quantity Value (L.) 

(a) 
(b) 

() 

Toal 

(nI) Landed aost of imported items (raw materfalK ct.). (Pleaus specify deails) 

Other Total 
SI 
No 

Item Quantity Cap 
peo 

Citom 
duty 

Saie 
tax 

Sur 
chars 

expenses
(to be 

spccfied) 

ftctory
landed 
cost 

(a) 

(6) 

(e) 

(d) 

(IV) Description of Indiptious raw and packaging matedals and componetrs to be used: 

Total 
htam QusttWW Value Transportation hbty leaded 

oI cost 

o)(4) 

(4) 

C.) 

Toial 
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ANNEXURE IV 

YEAR-WISE DELErION i'L AGRAMME SHOULD BE FURNISHED AS PER TABLE GIVEN BELOW. 

Pucentalte Content 

YM (a.fer istailatloa orpant) 
In Plain Sub . othactUlnVendors Total To be Imported 

I 2 34 

. 

2. 

Note 

(I) Pleasesp.l out 100% the lIht of parts catalosu.e of theItem€omponeaparts lIa proposed to bemanufadured and 
indicate p.rcntaae or aia component based on fordlgnralory value or the completely knocked do-n (CKD) Itemen 

proposcd to be manufactured
 

(is) Year w= loi'integratoalad,:ecation programne In terms ofcompan nt to b. minufactured both In plans an 
under vending amagemn wuth pwrceawg or each component inorder to achieve maximum local content Intheaduwlat 
p."os or tim based on foreigns orth. C.I.Dz fatory vatue item (to b msuta.turcd) should beIndicated. 

(iu) components which will coatinie to beImported with p recetage of each component after maydmumLst of th remuwmo 
local intelration achi.ved inthe sbortest time thould b.attached 

(m.)Year wiser.urring import liability on aorouat of ozn,"Uatsparts. llking with th level of local coatet proposed to 
beattained each year should be Indicated 
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PROJECT COMPLETION SCHDULE 
ANNEXuRiz.v. 

(MONTHS) 

1 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 9 90 II 12 13 14 IS 16 17 18 19 20 21 2 23 24 23 26 27 

Acqugiailn or land.X 

Olicning ofLqC for imported ina.hinery 

Dgoclopmeml orland started - -

. . .X 

- X 

Uukdlint construction stated-- - - -

I'is nent oIoal Nichinery order- --

Arrival or imported and local mnwhlncry AtSite--
nsalltio situid -

Buiditng; ¢onmruction opeedx 

,

. ,x 

-X 

Installion of machinery coml.ed--- -
--X 

Trial run o t-- X 

Comnxt .ulprtxluctioo sl~rtcd
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ANNEXURE.VI 

PRODUCT MARKETING 

I, 5pmfy mjor consumers of products I . industrial unitsz/srvico utility or5Ki isations/ Ivaral public/ 
others. 

2. Mode of salc of products iWiowl market Ic, directly, toujtalrgkloleUc'sdeals/aonLa 

3 Demand auid Supply position of the product rdlcicting basis of calculaton thereof, 

4 Local WxIsth4 prices of the products, propokd prices, imported prices of smilar product FOB/C&F, 
export prices (FOB), i.terntional prices 
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FIIIIED BY MJTHiORJTY 

LAHORE SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1986 

GOVERNMENT OF THE PUNJAB 

INDUSTRIES AND MINRAL DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 

NOTIFICATION 

The 26th October, 1986 

No. AEA-IIl-4-I/85--in exercise of the powers conferred upon him under Section 
11 of the Punjab Industries (Control on Establishment and Enlargement) Act, 1963 and 
in supersession of the Punjab Government notification No. AEA-IIl-4-28/80(Pt-1) dated 
23rd August 1984, the Governor of the Punjab is pleased to exempt all industries and 
areas from the provisions of Section 3 of the said Act except as notified hereunder:

1. 	 No industrial unit mentioned in Schedule 'A' of this Notification or 
industrial unit exceeding a total cost of thirty million rupees shall be set 
up within 10 miles of the International Border. 

2. 	 No industrial unit shall be set up in areas affected by flood flowing 
transversely in the strip of one mile of either side across the Grand 
Trunk Road from Shahdara Town to Muridke Town, without prior 
permission of the Provincial Government. 

3. 	 No industrial unit shall be set up within the territorial limits of Municipal 
Corporations, Municipal Commitees and Town Committees. 

Price 	Rs. 1.30 (2423) 
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provided that the following industrial units/areas shall be exempted from the 
restrictions, namely:

(i) 	 Industrial Estates ceveloped by Government or any other authority, 
agency, company or firm authorised in this behalf. 

() 	 Industrial Zones and Areas to be earmarked by a Town Committee, 
Municipal Committee, Municipal Corporation, Development Auth
ority, Industries and Mineral Development Deportment or any 
authority empowered in this behalf within or outside the Municipal 
Limits. 

(ili) 	 Industries mentioned in Schedule 'B' of this Notification, and as may 
from time to time be notified by the Government. 

4. 	 No industrial unit shall be set uip outside the territorial limits of 
Municipal Corporation, Municipal Committees and Town Committees if

(i) 
there is no effluent disposal arrangements to the satisfaction of the 
Government available at the site; and 

(i) 	 the proposed industrial site is located at such an unreasonable 
distance as may cause nuisance to the nearby residential localities. 

5. 	 No industrial unit, with a total cost of more than Rs. 100 million 
including the cost of imported machinery exceeding Rs. 50 million, or one 
mentioned in Schedule 'C' or for which the machinery to be imported is 
banned by Federal Government or for which imported raw-material 
exceeds 60% of the total raw-material requirements provided Pie value 
of such imports exceeds 20% of the total investment in fixed as -ts, shall 
be set up any where in the Province of the Punjab without prio approval 
of the Government. 

6. 	 The Government reserves the right to refuse estabhshment/enlargement 
of any industrial undertaking which is in contravention of the public 
interest, ecology or any other law/rules for the time being in force. 

7. 	 The Government may relax any of the provisions of this notificatin in 
case of a particular unit or industry or class of units or industries. 

By Order of the Governor of the Punjab 

HAFEEZULLAH ISHAQ 
Dated Lahore, the SECRETARY TO GOVERNMENT OF THE PUN3AB, 
26th October, 1986. INDUSTRIES & MINERAL DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT. 
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SCHEDULE 'A'
 

LIST OF STRATEGIC INDUSTRIES
 

1. 	 Basic Metal Industry.
 
Petro-Chemical Industries (Excluding Products Industries).
 

2. 	 Large size Machine Tool Factories (Limit of Investment to be determined). 
3. 
4. 	 Heavy Foundry Works. 

5. 	 Heavy Electric Complexes. 

6. 	 Heavy Mechanical Complexes. 

7. 	 Electronics Industries. 

8.7 	 Major Vehicle Assembly Plants. 

9. 	 Ordnance Factories. 

10. 	 Explosives, Nitric acid and Sulphuric acid plants. 

11. 	 Vehicular Tyres and Tubes Industries. 

12. 	 Locomotives and Railway Carriage manufacturing plants. 

13. 	 Government Mint. 

14. 	 Security Printing Press involved in whole 'time printing of sensitive 
documents/currency notes. 

15. 	 Manufacture of optical glass and optics. 

16. 	 Nickle cadmium battery industries. 

17. 	 Nuclear/Separation Plants. 

18. 	 Large Power Generating Stations. 

19. 	 Large Oil Storage Units. 

20. 	 Oil refineries. 
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SCHEDULE 1B'
 

LIST OF SERVICE INDUSTRIES
 

"1. Furniture (excluding Band Saw) and also excluding storing of Timber/Wood. 

2. Tailoring/Ready made garments. 

3. Laundry/Dry Cleaning. 

4. Bakery (excluding confectionery). 

5. Syrups (excluding squashes). 

6. Cosmetics (excluding all sorts of soap). 

7. Service workshops. 

8. Cereal Products like vermicilles. 

9. Candles making. 

10. Packaging. 

11. Hand loom carpet weaving. 

12. Hotels. 

13. Bidi manufacturing. 

14. Hand made shoes/shoe repairing workshdp. 

15. Spooling and thread balls. 

16. Small Hosiery units equpped with hand operated machines. 

17. Atta chakkies. 

18. Installation of Chaff cutters. 

19. Cotton Grading. 

20. 	 Other small undertakings which do not falh under the First Schedule of Punjab 
Local Government Act, 1979. 

*"lOther small industrial undertakings" would mean hn industrial undertaking in which 
the total fixed assets (including the cost of land) do not exceed Rs. 0.2 million.' 
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THE FIRST SCHEDULE OF PJNAB LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT, 1979 

DANGEROUS AND OFFENSIVE ARTICLES AND TRADE 

(See Section 73) 

1. The business of storing or selling timber, firewood, coal, charcoal and 
coke, hay, straw, grass and bamboo, jute, shrub, hemp, mun) and their products, 
matches., explosives, petrol, oil and lubricants, paper, ghee and other dangerously 
inflammable materials. 

2. Sugar refining and sugar refineries. 

3. Preparation of aerated water. 

4. Operating or running bake houses. 

5. Electroplating. 

6. Welding 

7. Storing, packing, pressing, cleaning, preparing or manufacturing by any 
process whatever blasting powder, ammunition fire-works, gun powder, sulpher, 
mercury, gases, gun cotton, saltpeter, nitrocompounds, nitromixtures, phosphorous or 
dynamite. 

8. Cleaning, dyeing, preparing or manufacturing by any process whatever 
cloth or yarn in indigo and other colours. 

9. Storing, processing, 4leaning, crushing, melting, preoaring or manufactu
ring by any process whatever or dealing in bones, tallow, offal, fatblood, soap, raw 
hides and skins, candles, manure, catgut and oil cloth. 

10. Manufaturing oils. 

11. Washing or drying wool or hair. 

Il. i'.mg or manufacturing bricks, surkhi, tiles or earthenware pots, clay 
ri es or other earthenware by any process of baking of burning.. 

13. B'.ning o' grinding of limestone or metalstone or storing of lime for 
sale. 
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14. Cleaning or grinding of grain or chillies by any kind or class of 
machinery. 

15. Keeping animals likely to c eate nuisances. 

16. Fellmongering. 

17. Casting of heavy metal such as iron, lead, copper and brass. 

IL Dealorg in chemicals, liquid or otherwise. 

19. Wholesale storing, cleaning, pounding and selling of tobacco except the 
storing of tobacco required for the preparation of biddis, cigars or cigarettes. 

20. Operating or running tin factories. 

21. Manufacture of safes, trunks and boxes. 

22. marble cutting and polishing. 

23. Glass levelling and polishing. 

24. Manufacture of cement and hume pipes. 

25. Storing, packing, pressing, cleaning, preparing or manufacturing by any 
process whatever, rags, pitch, tar, turpentine demmar, coconut, flax, fibre, hemp, rosin 
or spirit. 

26. Tanning, pressing or packing, hide or skins whatever raw or dry. 

27. Trade or operation of a ferrier. 

28. Working of powerlooms, rice husking plants, steam whistle, steam 
trumpet or electric or hand operated sirens beyond hours fixed for their operation by a 
local council. 

29. Discharging fire-arms and letting off fire-works, fire baloons or 
detonators or any game dangerous to life, dwelling ,.nd other property. 

30. Any other article or trade declared by Government or the urban local 
council to be dangerous to life-health, or property or likely to cause nuisance either 
from its nature or by reason of the manner in which or the conditions under which, the 
same may be processed or carried on. 
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SCHEDULE 'C' 

LIST OF INDUSTRIES WHICH CANNOT BE SET UP 
WITHOUT PRIOR APPROVAL OF THE GOVERNMENT 

1. Arms and Ammunitions. 

2. Security Printing, Currency and Mints. 

3. High explosives. 

4. Defence oriented electronics. 

5. Radio Active Substances. 

6. Alcohol & Foreign Brand/Concentrate based synthetic Beverages. 

7. Basic Steel. 

8. Basic Metals and Alloys. 

9. Heavy Mechanical & Electrical Plants. 

10. Basic chemicals 

11. Petro-chemicals. 

12. Public Utilities. 

13. Ships, Aircrafts & Railway locomotives. 

14. T.V. Radio, Tape recorders, V.C.R. Cassettes & Tapes. 

13. Air Conditioner, Refrigerators & Deep Freezers. 

16. Motor Cycles & Scooters & Three Wheelers 

17. Automobiles Tractors & Farm Machinery. 

18. Fertilizers. 

19. Cement. 

20. Drugs & Pharmaceuticals. 

21. Vegetable Ghee. 

22. Sugar.
 

23. Cotton Spinning & Ginning. 

24. Flour Milling. 

25. Projects with Foreign Private Investment. 

26. Projects based on second hand machinery except under N.R.I. Scheme. 
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PUBLISHED BY 4UTHORITY
 

LHORE SLTURDAY 29, 1989
 

GOVL:11NMERT OF THE PUNJAB 
INDUSTRIES & MIN? .L DEVELOPMENT
 

DEP .RTAENT 

Dated Lahore, the 29th ..pril, 1989.
 

NOTIFIC 4TION
 

NO.AEA-III-4-1/85. In exercise of the powers
 

conferred upon him under Section 11 read with Section 3 of 

the Punjab Industries (Control on Establishment & Enlarge

ment) ict, 1963 (IV 'f 1963), the Governor of the Punjab
 

is plased to order that the following further amendments
 

shv'll be made in the Government of the Punjab, Indistries
 

& Mineral Development Dcpartments notification No.,,EA-III

4-1/85 dated 26th October, 1986 with immediate effect;
 

namelys-


AMENDHENTS
 

1. For par 5, the following ati,,li be substituted$

"5 No industrial Unit, with 3 total cost of more
 

than Rs700 million, or a unit requiring crsh
 

foreign exchange of more than Rs.60 million ofor
 

the import of plants and mchinery, or n unit
 

mentioned in qchedule 'C' or a unit bised on
 

imported raw n-terial the products of which are
 

not on the import list or the duty on auch
 

products is rore than 80% 5hill be set-up any
 

where in the Province of the Punjab without
 

prior approvql of the Government."
 

2& For SchLdule 'C' the following shall be
 

substituted$



'LIST OF INDUSTRIES WHICH C 1NNOT BE SET-UP 
WITHOUT FRIOR tPPROV kL OF TdE GOVER1*jENT 

1. 	 .,rms and 'mmunitions.
 

2. 	 Security Printing, Currency and Mints.
 

3. 	 High Explosives.
 

4. 	 Radio ictive Substances.
 

5. 	.#lcohol, *lcoholic Beverage and Beverages
 
based on imported concentrates.
 

6. 	 T.V. Radio, Tape-Recorders, VCR Cassettes 
and Tapes. 

7. 	 Air-conditioners, Refrigerators and Deep 
Freezers. 

8. 	 Motor-Cycles and Scooters & Three Wheelers.
 

9. 	 Auto-mobiles, Tractors and Farm Machinery.
 

10. 	 Drugs and Pharmaceuticals. 

11. 	 Vegetable Ghee/Cooking Oil based on 
imported seed oil.
 

12. 	petroleum, Refining, Reclamation and
 
Blending Plants including Grease Manufacturing

and White-Oil Plants.
 

13. 	 Cotton Ginning. 

14. 	 Flour Mills." 

ALl KAZIM
 
SECRETIRY OT GOVERNMENT
 

OF THE PUNJ,.B
 
INDUJTRIES & MINERAL DEVELOPMENT
 

DEPAiRTMENT.
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THE PUNJIB GiZLTTE 
PUBLICHED BY WUTHORITY 

LAHORE THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1988
 

GOVERNMENT OF THR PUNJIB
 
INDUSTRIES & MINERIL DEVELOPMENT
 

DEP IRTMENT
 

NOTIFICq'TION
 

The 3rd November, 1988 

No.,IE%-III-4-1/85-In exercise of the powers confe-red upon him under
 
section 11 read with section 3 of the Punjab Industries (Cuntrol on
 
Establishment & Enlargment) Act, 
1963 (IV of 1963), the Governor of the
 
PunJab is pleased to order that the following amendments shall be made 
in the Government of the Punjab, Industries & Mineral Development Depart
ment'a Notification N.AE-III-4-1/85 dated 26th October, 1986, with
 
immediate effect; namely:-


AMENDMENTS 

Ifter parp 2 the following new para 2(a) shall be added;
 

"2(a) 
 No sugar will shall be set up the the ditaions Multan,

Bahawalpur and D.G. Khan Division and the District of Okara."
 

2. In schedule Bs

(i) for the existing item NO.10, the following shall be
 
substituted:
"110 Printing and Packaging;"
 
(ii) 
 for item No.16 the following shall be substituedi
"16 Small Hosiery Units employing not more than 10 workers";and
 

3. For the Figure "0,2" the figure "0.5" shall be substituted. 

ALI KAZIM 
SECRETARY TO GOVERNMENT OF THE PUNJAB 

INDUSTRIES & MINERIL DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT.
 

Dated Lahore, the
 
3rd November, 1988
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THE PUNJAB GAZETTE
 

PUBLISH:D BY AUTHORITY 

LAHORE WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21, 1989 

GOVERNMENT OF THE PUNJAB
 
INDUSTRIES & MINERAL DEVELOPMENT
 

DEPARTMENT
 

NOTIFICATION 

The 21st June, 1989
 

No.AEA-III-4-/85 In 
exercise of the powers confereed upon him under Section
 

II read with Section 3 of the Punjab Industries (Control on Establishment &
 

Enlargement) Act, 1963(IV of 196,3), the Governor of the Punjab is pleased to
 

order, with immeuiate effect, the tollowing amendment in the Government of 

Punjab, Industries and Mineral Development Department's Notification No. 

1EA-III-4-1/85, dated the 2$th October, 1986, as amended by Government of the
 

Punjab, Industries & Mineral Development Department's Notification of even
 

number, dated the 29th April, 1989, namely:-


AMENDMENT
 

In Schedule 'C' after serial No.14
 
the following shall be added 3

" 15 Sugar Industry". 

BY ORDER OF THE GOVERNOR OF THE PUNJAB
 

TANWIR AHMVID 
SECRTIRY TO GOVERNMENT OF THE PUNJ IB 

Industries and Mineral Development Department 
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No. EA-IiX-4-1/88
 

GOVERNMENT OF THE PUNJAB 
INDUSTRIES & MIN3,qAL DSVELOPNMIN 

DEPARTMENT 

Dated Lahore, the 24th June,1989.
 

1) 	 The Managing Director, 
National Development Finance Corporation,
 
118 Building, 4th Floor, 
Maulvi Tamiiudding Khan Road,
 
Karichi.
 

2e 	 The Managing Director,
 
Bankers 	Equity Limited, 
lst Floor, State Life Building No.,
 
Dr.Ziauddin Ahmad RoAd,
 
Karnchi.
 

3. 	 The Managing Director, 

Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan,
 
State Life Building No.2,
 
Wallace 	Road, Offs I.I.Chundrilar Road, 
Karachi-2.
 

4. 	 The Managing Director,
 
Pakistan Industrial Credit and Investment
 
Corporation,
 
Stato Life Building No.1,
 
I.I.Chundrigar foad, 
Karachi.
 

5. 	 The Managing Director, 
Investment Corporatibn of Pakistan, 
5th Floor, National &a* of Pakistan Build. 
I.I.Chundrigar had,
 
Karachi.
 

6. 	 The Chairman, 
Pakistan Banking Council, 
8-Habib Bank Plaza,
 
I.I.Chundrigar Road,
 

7. 	 The Managing Director,
 
Regional Development Finance Corporation,
 
ghouals Plaza Blue Area,
 
Post Boxt 1893,
 
Islamabad.
 

Subjects 	 POLICY RUG\RDING ESTAtBLISHMENT OF SMAR MILLB 
IN THE PUNJJB. 

Dear Sir,
 

I am directed to say thait the existing policy with 

regard to setting up of Sugar Hills in the Punjab haa been 

revised 	and necessary amendment in the Punjab Gasette 
Notification
 

86 has been issued vide Punjab Gazette
dated 26th 	October,19


Notification dated 21st June,i98q (copy enclosed).
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2. 	 Ao0ording to tho revised policy, no Sugar Kill shall be
 

dot up in 
 the Punjab without prior approval and clearance by the
 

Provincial Government 
 in ru-ect of sponsor and location. AW advioej
 

clearance issued earlier by Punjab Government in respect of setting-up
 

of ugear 
 mills will also required a fresh clearance and approval by t'he 

Punjab Government of the sponsor and location. 

In view of 	the above, I u- further directed to say that no
 

case of sugar mill to be established in Punjab may be processed by your
 

Organization without prior approval of sponsors and location by the Punjab
 

Government. You are also requested to direct the sponsors of all pendiag
 

applications and applications already approved by your Organization that 

any advito/clearance issued earlier by the Punjab Government 	 in respect 

of setting 	up a sugar mill will require a fresh clearance and approval
 

of the sponsors and location by the Punjab Government.
 

4, You are requested to kindly further note that approval of 

any sugar mill without clearance/approval of sponsors-ship and location 

by the Punjab Government in respect of already cleared, pending ahd 

future applicntions for sugar Wills will be in violation of Punjab 

Government's policy oL sugr mill. It may also be noted that. the 

Divisions of D.G.Khan, Multan and Bchawalpur and District of Okara, as 

notified by Punjab Government Gazette Notification dated 3.11.1988 will 

continue to be negative areas for establishment of new sugar dills. 

Yours faithfully,
 

Bd/-
Assistant Economic Adviser-Ill 

A copy is forwarded for informstion and necessary action tol

1. 	 Secretory, Ministry of t.,dustrien, Govt.of Pakistan, 
rslamabad. 

2. 8ecretary,M/o.Fina ceGovernment of Pakistan, Islamabad.
 
3o The DirectorI 7riea & Mineral D6velopment Deptt.,Lahore.
 
4. 	 Vanaging Direot,, Punjab Small Industries Corp.,Lahore. 
5. 	 Managing Direotor,Punjab Industrial Development Board#Lahore. 

Assistant Economic Adviser-III 
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-the 4Iuntlah (Vair
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PJUI NY ALtMYNATY 

LAHM, NONWK UNM,5.1990. 

W.Vbhh"Wji OF fn- PJNJAB 

1..~4ll~& JNW~AL DELLOpM.t? 

.04& a o aIoOtoeo4 
ri arcO 19I90. 

- No.&kA..Il.4./b. In exr.lbe 01 tne powerb atofe.ied 

uponi bin unoer sectior, I.L rewac mit. bectioo 3 ct the Punjab 

$.1i of -L03), Ine Gove'nor 0f tise *'Un.A is Plead to order 

thia. i Itsto Governm-ot Of the Pnfaso, Ifliustries i Mineral 

Sooelioja.w weplrtment'b i&oti iietiofl ated:sA.II--/~ 

the 2Utn Lcober, 19~b6, trio following lu ther ammnammnts shall. 
be 11111%Itoa ima11eaaoeffect; nameiys-

In the Oovoinment of IOU Punjab, In:ustrios 

Mineral 4eVelopwcent aek)Artmenti s totll i tiol 

No.AL4-II4-i/65, ailt0a the 26th CWtober, 19E6, 

3rd November, .06b, to' In* exiatiflg pera21a) 

the followilA, araii re suostitutecia 

a2&.1- ~a milf, sntu I.Oe set-tIp 

in the .jivibiulb 02 F.ultsr., B-irauLipur 

on. the aib iLc 0. jKirts. 

iprice as.100 (457) 

BEF S AVAILABLE DOCUMENT 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PUNJAB 
INDUSTRIES & MINERAL DEVELOPMENT 

DEPARTMENT
 

Dated Lh"e, the 7th Mach, 1990 

NOTIFICA TION 

No.AEA-Il--185, In exec;i Cf the powers conferred u~o Kim undur 

section 11 read with sectin f the 0 ,,jab Industries (Control on Establishvn 

S Enlargement) Act. 1963 (IV of lSo3), ,r'e Govenor of the Punjsb Is pleased 

to ordqr that In the Government ol the Punjab, Industries & Mineral Developm 

Department's Notification No AEA-1II-L-1/85, dated 26tht October, 1986 as 

ame ided by Notifications of even ntuiib dated 29th Aprl, 196. and 21st 

June, 1969, the following further amendments shal be made with Immediate 

effects namely s-

A ME-&.t4 M E N 0 S 

For pare 5 the following shll be substituted i

05- No irtduStr 91 unit, *ith a total cost of more 

Iu.p. I4 I000 1ilh*, 1 a u-t mentionod in-0. 

Schedule 'C', or a unat having foreign eWuity 

of 50 or more, shall be set to any where In the 

Province of Punjab without Prior approval of the 

Government " 

2. For Schedle Cq, the foliwrnmi .tallbe substituted I-

BET VALALEDOU'(411M) 

BEST AVAILABLE DOCUMENT
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ICHED'LE ,'S 

LIST OF INDUSTRIES WHI T - C.ANN.OT BE S--T-UP 
WITHOUT PRIOR APPR- OF THE GOVERNMENT 

I Arms " Arrm.j -1i 

2 Secu, 'ty Printing. - if Aints. 

3. 	 High Ex. siv" 

4. 	 Radio Act,%q Substances. 

5. 	 Alcoholic, Bewae Indsty based on Imported 
concentrates 

6 Automobiles, Tractors and Fwm Machinery. 

7 Petroleum Blending PInts 

jj Cotton Gi.,* 
9. 	 FbI Miii 

10. Sugar lnjm~y. 
( TANWIR AHMAD) 

SEREIARY T, G RNMENT 0!TN PUN4 

BENUSTRIES A INEAL 0 AVELPMEINT TV 

BEST AVAILABLE DOCUMENT
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No.AD(EC)II-1/78(PP.I)
 
GOVEMIEZNT OF SIND 

INDUSTRIES & MINEVAL DEVELOPMENT 
DEPARTMZtlT.
 

KARACHI, DATED THE 20TH APRIL,88. 

CONSOLIDATED IlOTIFICATION ON LOCATION OF 
INDUSTRY IN KAqACHI. ,
 

In pirtial 	modification of this Department'e 

notification No.AD(EC)II-I/78(PF.I) Gated 7th March,1980 

in Karachi, Gharo and Dhabeji notified by the Government of 

Sind from time to time are listed belows-

I. 	 Coasters and Barges.
 

2. 	 .blp building and repairs 

3. Ship breaking 

%i. Sea Salt. 

50 	 Canning and preservation of sea food. 

6. 	 Boiler aking. 

'7. 	 Aro ana induction furancee rolling and 
re-roll ng mills. 

8. 	 Pre-fab icated houses, wooden doors and windows. 

9. 	 Plywood doors.
 

10. 	 Petro-cf micals. 
11. 	 Industri l gases. 

12. 	 Ice and (old Storage. 

130 Beverages. 
1,.. Bakeries. 

15. 	 Poultry farming and feed.
 

16. 	 Cinema houses xnd studies. 

17. 	 Hotels.
 

18. Packagingo
 

190 lrint.ng Press.
 

20. 	 Industries based on saulghter house waste. 

21. 	 Dry Cleaning. 

22. 	 Gas appliances-like cookers, stoves, burners and 
geysers.
 

230 Bus-body-building.
 

24. 	 Hand-knotted carpets. 

2.5. 	 Furniture. 

26. 	 Industries based on industrial waste.
 

27. 	 Building components. 

28. 	 Fish seal.
 

29. 	 Cottage industry in which tot&l investment doe. no. 
exceed ,is.50,00/- nd is not primarily import based. 

30. 	 Readymade Garment indnatry (Textile) with total 
inveotment not excuedizar As.7 Inillion(I.I.S 1983-88 No.2.5) 

BEST AVAILABLE DOCUMENT
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31. 	 Leather Garments industry with total invstment not 
exceeding Rs.7.00 million (II. 1983-88 No.3.5) 

32. 	 Textile Hoisery and other knitted goods (Knitting
 
only) with Iotal investment not exceeding Rao7o00
 
million (11S.IZ83-88 No.2.5)
 

33. 	 Cassette manufacturing (I.I.8. 1983-88 No.13 .2) 

34. 	 Computer manufacturing ahd assembling.
 

35. 	 Pharmacouticals, where required infrastruoture, 
such as, land and other utilities are already 
available with the sponsors. The sponsors would 

require prior certification from the-Dt.%.rtment. 

3. 	 Miscellaneous fabricated metal products N.9.. 
including building hardwares, crown oroks,
 
expended metal brass buttons, rigid biocapsules,
 
shoe cyclets, steel beltaca metal venetia bliuds,
 
sip fastenerse, collapsibl' tubes, industrial chains,
 
watches, cloks, and part o including me hanical
 
toys, fire fighting equi, light engineering
 
workshops, hurricane lanterns, lamps, stoves, blow
 
lamps, etc and misoellaneous other fabricated
 
metal 	product& not elesewhere specified (II8.1983-88
 
No.10.13). 

2. 	 The industries falling in the following three categoriol
 

ay also be allowed to be set up in Karachi, Oharo and Dhabejis

i) 	 Zzpansion of an induitrial u/t within its
 
existing premises where the amenitie ike
 
water and power are provided.
 

i) 	 Industries financed through non-repatriable
 
investamet in which no potable water is require'
 
in the marufActuring process.
 

iii) 	 Ind, risa set up in collaboration with foreign
 
in% tore in which no potable watei is used in
 
processing. 

Sd/
( M.B. ABBASI ) 

BECRETRY
 

0... to$-


The Secretary, Ministry of Industries, 
Goverument of Pakistan, Islemabad. 

BEST 	AVAILABLE DOCUMENT 
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GOVEIN4ENT 	OF SIND
 

INDUSTRISS 	 & NIMlfl"L DEVELOPMENT 
DEP.RThENT.
 

Karachi, the lat Novomber,1988.
 

NOTIFIC TION
 

NoPA(ECO-13-7-87). The Government of Sind is pleased to declenr 

the following irens as negative aros in the Province of Sind, in 

which Sugar Hills cannot be set upt

S.No. 	 NEGATIVl ARMA 

1. 	 District Lirkana 

2. 	 District Javobnbad 

3. 	 District Shikarpur 

4. 	 District Khairpur 

5. 	 Kistrict SukkL- except Taluka Ghotki. 

6. 	 District Nawabshnh except Tiluka Naushero 
Feroz and Sakrand. 

7. 	 District Didu except Taluka Khnirpur 
NLwabohah. 

8. 	 District Sanghnr. 

9. 	 District Tharpnrkar except Toluka Kot 
Ghulam Mohnmmad. 

10. 	 District Hyderabad except Taluki Tindo 
allah Ynr. 

11o 	 District Thatta except Taluka Shah Bundar
 
and Uhoribnri.
 

12. 	 District Badin except Talukas Gol'arehi 
ind Mat.li 

13. 	 Knrachi Division. 

H.BeABBASI 
Secretsry
 

to Government of Sind
 

Copy forwarded to the Controllor-Cum-Superintendent 

Government of Sind Press, Karichi with the request thit the above 

Notification may please be published in next issue of the Government 

of Sind Gazette, and 50 copies of the same be to this Doptt. 

(VI}MED UD DIN HANJRAH ) 
ECONOMIST
 

FOR SECPTRY, GOVEINHENT OF SIND
 

0.00.to a
Secrot-iry,14/o.Industr.es,
 
Govrnment 	 of Pakistan, Islanmbad. 
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GOVERNMENT OF SIND 
INDUSTRIES i IINERAL DEVELOPHENT 

DEP IRTNENT 

Karachi, 23rd February,1989.
 

NOTI TICI.TICN 

PA(ECO)13-7-87. Government of Sind are pleased to direct that 

Industries 	& Minordl Development Department Notificntion
 

No.PAEC, )-13-7/87 4ated the let Novembor,1988 containing the 

list of negative areas in dind, where Sugar Mills cannot be
 

set up, shall stand withdrawn with immediate effect.
 

M.B. ABB,'SI 
JECRETARY TO GOVERNMEN' OF SIND
 

Copy forwarded to the Controller-cum-Superintendent, Government 

Printing & 	Stationery Press, Sind, Karachi with the request that
 

the above Notification may please be published in next issue of
 

the Government of Sind Gazette, and 50 copies of the same be 

supplied to this Department. 

(AHMEDUDDIN HANJRIH )
Economist
 

for Secretary to Government of Sind. 

COpy forwarded for informition toi

ls 	 The Vabinet georetary, Cabinet DivisiontGovernment 
of Pakistan, Islamabad.
 

2. 	 Secretary, Ministry of Finance, Government of
 
Paistin, Islamabad.
 

. gecretry, Planning & Development Division,
 

Government of Pakistan, Inlamabid.
 

1*. Secretary, Miniatry of IndustriesGovernmont of
 
P~kist-in, Islamabad. 

5. 	 Governor, State Bnnk of Pakistki, Kar-chi. 

6. 	 All Administrative Secretaries to Government of Bind,
 
(including MemberBo3rd of Revenue).
 

9c.
 



GOVERNHFI OF NWFP
 
II4DUITRIJS COMMERCE HIN "RAL DEVELOPH&T 
LABOUR & TRANSP-ORT DEP1RTN!NT,PZSHAWAR. 

SATED; 22.8.1989. 

NOTIFICATION 

NO.SOII(IND)IO-342/84.III. In pursuance of the Provisions
 

oontained in section 3 of the West Padatan Industries (Control
 

on Establishment and Enlargement) Ordinanoe,1963i the Government
 

of the North-West Frontier Province is pleased to notify for 

general information that there is no negative list of location 

for the estAblishment of industries in the North-West Frontier 

Province and the investors are free to set up their industrial 

units subject to the aforesaid section 3 and.the existing industrial 

policy, except that the flour mills, cold storages, ICE Factories 

and poultry farms shall not be allowed to be set up in the Industrial 

Estate, Peshawar, and the flour mills shall also be not allowed to
 

be set up in any Government sponsored industrial estate.
 

Secretary to Government North-
West Frontier Province, Industries, Commerce
 
Mineral Development, Laboru & Transport
 
Department Peshawar.
 

Copy 	 forwarded toi

l. 	 The Chief Research Officer, Ministry of Industries 
Government of Pakistan, Islamabad with reforence to 
his letter No.6(29)/88-8.3, dated 5.1.1989&
 



TO BE PUBLISHED IN TH- NEX 

I'3SIE OF B &LUCHISTNuAZETTE GOVERNHENT OF D'L!EHI3T.N 

INDUSTRIES, COMHRCE &ND MINERAL RESOURCES 

DEP LRTHENT. 

Dated Quetta, the 28th Jun 1989&
 

NoTIFIC .TION 

No.8OI(IND)2-11/81. __/ In pursuance of the decision
 

taken by the Ministry of Industries, Government of Pakistan, and
 

conveyed to this Department through lettrr No.4(4)/88-P.I dated
 

30th June,1988, the Government of Baluchistan in pleased to notify
 

that 	the following ireao where setting up Industries shall not be 

allowed without prior appovnl of the Provincial Government, ire 

included in the negative list of areash

1. 	 Tho whole Hub Tehail excopt Hub Industrial 
Trnding Estate at Hub. 

2. 	 Hunicipal limits of Quetta Metropolitan Corporation
 
except (i) 3mall Industries Estate Sirki Road,
 
Quetta ind (ii) QJetta Industrial Trading Sariab
 
Road, Quetta.
 

7. 	 Sub-Tehail Vinder District Lasbelli. 

DR.D.K.RIAZ BVLOCH 
SECRETRY INDUSTRIES 

To
 
The Manager,
 
Government Printing Press,
 
Baluchist in, Quetta.
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HO.SOI(IND)2-11/81.4120-2 dated Quetta, the 28th June,1989.
 

Copy 	is forwarded to:

1. 	The Director Industries Baluchistan, Quetta.
 
2. 	 The Director Small Industries Bsuchist*,Quetta
 

The Maniging Director, Lasbel Industrial Etites
3. 

Development Authority,Hub Industrial Trading EstateEube
 

4. 	 The Chief Reserch Officer,Hinistry of Industries, 

Government of Pakistan, Islamabnad 

(UnBDUL RHIM IaSI 
Under Secretary-I 
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SSI IN PAKISTAN I EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

The Importance of small scale industry lies in its capacity to absorb workers, to 
efficiently produce a variety of goods for the domestic market with a frugal use of scare 
capital and to successfully carve a niche in selected export markets The Government of 
Pakistan's Industrial policy has traditionally been biased towards large capital Intensive 
Industry The focus on Import substituting consumer good units led to a neglect of small 
industries Targeted programmes for SSI development have had a low priority However, a 
number of developments -- such as an accelerating population growth rate, nationallsation 
of big Industry and migration to the middle east -- have contributed to adynamic growth of 
SSI InPakistan 

The Impact of the regulatory framework on small scale industry isanalysed inthis 
study This assessment is based on asmall survey of 18 units, interviews with officials and 
private sector representatives The regulatory framework has not seriously constrained the 
growth of SSI In Pakistan It is however responsible for a number of distortions and 
adversely affects efficiency and profitability by preventing the vertical growth of 
enterprises Managerial and production economics of scale are not encouraged 

The major issues emerging from our survey and analysis are surnmarised below A 
review of the Impact of the regulatory framework is followed by recommendations aimed at 
reducing the distortions caused by the system 

iv The first point to emerge is that the regulatory framework causes little distortion to 
the functioning of enterprises situated at extreme ends of the size distribution The bias 
towards very small size Isparticularly pronounced Inthe case of the much dreaded labour 
legislation Enterprises employing less than 10 workers are exempt from the wide variety of 
legislative measures Very small firms do not have to provide a range of facilities 
prescribed for relatively larger units, nor are they constrained by law as far as dismissing 
workers is concerned The last mentioned provision is a source of considerable 
dissatisfaction among affected entrepreneurs who have been exerting pressure on the 
government to restore the right to 'hire and fire' At the other end of the size spectrum, 
very large enterprises are well placed to absorb the provisions emanating from the 
regulatory framework The effective increase In labour costs, due to regulations, typically 
represent a small fraction of total costs in large capital Intensive industrial units These 
establishments also have legal assistance and the administrative capacity to handle 
government functionaries In addition, the owners of such firms usually have good 
personal relations with senior members of the bureaucracy Government policies are 
frequently subsidising their activities through credit and fiscal measures which encourage 
Investment and Increase profitability In such a favourable environment, costs associated 
with the regulatory framework are hardly prohibitive Large enterprises suffer a degree of 
harassment from officials but their burden in this sphere is also minor compared with 
smaller units The large enterprise sector also contains multinationals, who often actively 
collaborate with agencies such as the International Labour Office (ILO) In enforcing 
required m,.dsures for their work force 

v The Implication of the above is that the regulatory framework bears down must 
heavily on enterprises which do not fall into the two eflremes of scale There is no precise 
upper limit, but enterprises which employ more thar 10 workers but less than 100 are In 
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the range which bears the brunt of regulations Unlike large enterprises, they are usually 
engaged Inmore labour intensive production This Involves a plethora of regulations which 
must be enforced In highly competitive market structures Quite often these SSI are In 
export sectors which do not Involve protection often given to Import substituting units SSI 
operating under these conditions are least able to withstand the Implicit reduction In 
profitability, imposed by labour and tax iegulations The personal characteristics of these 
entrepreneurs are also not favourable towards dealing with regulatory bodies SSI owners 
are often Illiterate and Ill-informed about regulations They are thus open to greater 
harassment from government functionaries 

vi. 	 Asecond conclusion to emerge from our analysis is that the regulatory framework
 
is often prohibiting the development of efficient economic units Potential economies of
 
scale are being distorted through regulations which prevent firms from developing In
 
certain desired directions Two examples from our survey illustrate the point First, in the
 
packaging Industry tax relief is given on a particular sub process of production In order to
 
derive benefit from this distortionary Incentive, units are sub-divIded within artificial 
boundaries Second, labour laws favouring very small size have led to a horizontal sub
division of enterprises Rather than benefit from the economies of scale In aggregating 
functions, this horizontal sub division Increases the strain on administrative capacity 
Whenever an artificial sub-division of enterprise occurs - for example, by dividing a firm of 
38 workers into four firms employing less than 10 each to evade labour legislation -- the 
firm's relationship with the regulatory bodies is weakened Aware of artificial distortions, 
government officials are more relaxed at Implementing the law only If adequate 
compensation Is made Thus, Instead of developing a more efficient business enterprise
the entrepreneur is Involved In horizontal growth, reproducing small units to avoid 
regulations 

vii. 	 A third point to emerge from the survey Is that the regulatory framework does not 
meet the objectives It was designed for For example, labour legislation was framed in the 
1970's to protect workers by Improving the quality of their working conditions and 
Increasing their security of tenure In principle, these regulations Involved a transfer of 
Income from the owners to the workers, with the state acting as an enforcing intermediary 
In practice, the regulations appear to be used frequently to transfer Income from owners to 
government functionaries, rather than to workers Because tile Implementation machinery 
is easily distorted, the government neither receives the necessary tax revenue nor do 
workers receive their share of benefits If the small entrepreneur is able to successfully 
bend the rules, his business growth Isunaffected by regulations Thus, the regulations are 
often not successful In meeting their objectives Indeed, the net effect of some of the 
labour legislation may have been to Increase Insecurity of labour, since owners are willing 
to go to substantial lengths to avoid giving permanent employment 

Related to the above, the regulatory framework tends to reward those small 
entrepreneurs who can successfully manipulate the system and handle officials from the 
regulatory bodies Thus an Important component of success for some SSI Is not related to 
efficiency or market responsiveness A substantial part of the entrepreneur's time is spent 
in achieving successful manipulation, rather than in concentrating on efficient business 
development 

ix. 	 The growth of sub-contracting due to the regulatory framework was confirmed by 
our survey There are two legal categories of subcontracting First, the entrepreneur can 
hire workers on atemporary basis, on a particular job for which he is sub-contracted to the 
firm Such workers are counted as part of the work force for labour regulations Asecond 
category of workers are those who are employed by sub-contractors to the firm Inall the 
sectors surveyed, there has been an exponential growth In sub-contracted labour These 

/0( 
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sub-contractors In turn divide their labour Into units of less than 10 The growth of sub
contracting reinforces our earlier point that 1970's labour regulations may have had the 
perverse effect of increasing Insecurity of employment for a large proportion of the 
workforce At present the sub contracting process Is under review as part of forthcoming 
legislation on bonded labour and sub contracting However, negotiations leading up to the 
legislation revealed deep divisions on the Issue within the labour movement Itself (1) 

x The nature of the relationship between SSI and regulatory bodies that emerges 
from our survey unfortunately has Implications far beyond the micro manipulative level 
The nature of the distorted relationship that has developed between entrepreneurs and 
government officials Is one which does little to Inculcate respect for the state Government 
regulations are seen to e as good as the next 'baksheesh point' Some of the 
entrepreneurs Interviewc ,ave great details of the amount of bribes given to a variety of 
officials Civil servants that EPRU spoke to acknowledged the distortions but had little to 
say about reforming or minimising such leakages Such a relationship Is one which 
contributes to an ethos of suspicion and contempt for government The principal language 
of communication is bribery At the macro economic level, when the government tries to 
engage In greater domestic resource mobilisation It has to encounter substantial 
Institutional barriers from within Individual officers have developed a personal interest In 
distorting the regulatory framework The higher the number of regulations, the greater the 
proliferation of official agencies and the larger the opportunity to give and receive bribes 
At a superficial level, such graft lubricates the system In a manner which overcomes 
bottlenecks The most serious damage inflicted In the process is respect for law, 
regulations and authority This environment helps create entrepreneurial attitudes which 
exhibit a penchant for devising ways to commit fraud, bribe officials and distort 
regulations Thus a vicious circle Is established People have little faith In the government 
machinery which they know can be distorted Officials view regulations as an opportunity 
for Increasing personal incomes from eager bribers Regula'ions are often bypassed but at 
substantive micro and macro costs to the economy apid society As one of the 
entrepreneurs put it, "Aperson would rather join the government and become a tax or a 
labour officer than work in my factory The official wage I give may be higher but it is the 
'chae-panl ka kharcha'( 2)which makes the difference" 

xl. 	 So used have participants become to distorting regulations that a legal approach 
is avoided even when it is better for the actor concerned According to one entrepreneur, 
he discovered that his cost of bribing tax officials was greater than his tax liability He 
alleged that he tried to rectify this by making a declaration under the self assessment 
scheme However, a punitive scrutiny by ITOs followed and he has subsequently reverted 
to former methods 

xii The lack of an effective legal machinery means that entrepreneurs are keen to 
settle matteis through bribes rather than go through cumbersome procedures If an 
entrepreneur gets caught in the legal labyrinth, he could spend a great deal of time, money 
and energy errhroiled In a lengthy dispute Both parties - officials and entrepreneurs - are 
well aware of this and act accordingly But the lack of an effective legal system to back the 

,regulations is a bias against the entrepreneur not the scrutinizing official The latter can 
pass a judgement which embroils the former in legal procedures This aids private 
settlements 

1. 	 These divisions were evident In EPRU ipterviews with union leaders There are wide differences of opinion 
regarding the magnitude and pace of needed reform 

2 	 Uterally translated this means cost of buying tea This colloquial saying refers to extraction of bribes to meet 
living expenses 
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xIIl. Our survey Indicates the emergence of a possible trend which has Implications for 
future SSI growth Those enterprises who have access to formal credit appear to be keen 
to move away from labour Intensive methods The move to higher capital Intensity was due 
not only because of higher anticipated productivity but also due to labour legislation which 
penallses Increases In labour force by raising the effective wage rate Thus to avoid this 
scaling effect, SSI firms are likely to move towards greater capital Intensity To the extent 
that current SSI units are undercapitalised, the provision of greater formal credit would 
lead to such a result It Is however Important to prevent labour legislation from acting as a 
further Impetus to capital Intensity, as access to credit markets Increases 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

xiv Ten recommendations for the rationalisation of the regulatory framework for SSI 
appear to merit attention First, the limit for exemption from a number of labour laws and 
components of factory act provisions ought to be raised from 10 workers to possibly 50 
workers This would release a substantial section of SSI from a naze of cirrent regulations 
which are not enforced but provide avenues for corrup!, in A detalleo review would need 
to be made to pinpoint the regulations which are not effective at present Their removal 
would ease the functioning of SSI without substantially adverse effects on tax collection or 
labour conditions Indeed these objectives could be better met through the suggestion 
which follows Second, In order to contribute to better labour - management relations, and 
Inview of equity considerations, entrepreneurs should be encouraged to contribute to the 
building of schools and medical clinics These welfare provisions should be Industry 
based The surgical goods manufacturers association, for example, could collect revenues 
from member enterprises to build schools and clinics for the workers of the Industry 
Industry specific NGOs could be established to promote and mobillse such development 
In this manner, the obiective of a number of current regulations would be met without 
Involving government regulatory agencies Entrepreneurs would feel happier contributing 
directly to schools and clinics Workers would be able to see tangible benefits Initially, 
experiments should be tried on a pilot basis For example, 3 year welfare provision targets 
could be set for industrial groups In return for exemption form certain regulations If 
entrepreneurs do not meet these targets, the cumbersome regulatory framework would be 
re-introduced 

xv Perhaps the strongest criticism coming from small entrepreneurs relates to the 
maze of regulatory bodies and officcs that they have to contend with The reform 
proposals In this regard lead us to ine familiar request for a simplified one-window 
operation, wherein small enterprises only have to deal with a single government body All 

,regulatory measures should be dealt with by a single department This would make the 
system more efficient and manageable A separate cell for small Industries would be 
desirable Similar to the concept of the self assessment Income tax scheme, small 
enterprises could make a simple return regarding the number of workers they employ, the 
state of working conditions and the regulations they have to comply with Entrepreneurs 
should be encouraged to give proposali -tn the duration and the manner In which they 
Intend to rectify shortcomings Instead of a purely punitive approach, the government 
could consider encouraging the adoption of certain regulations by providing credit to 
small Industries to comply with certain measures of the Factories Act Similarly, 
environmental regulations which require an enterprise's resources could be encouraged 
through credit lines for the purpose 

xvI. A fourth recommendation relates to the low literacy level of small entrepreneurs 
Entrepreneurs noted that they often found it difficult to deal with complicated regulations 
and to verify whether particular regulations do apply to him or whether they are arbitrarily 
set by the official visiting them To strengthen the capacity of small entrepreneurs to deal 
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with the regulatory framework, collective legal bodies could be established Law advisory 
centres could be set up through contributions from members of particular SSI sub-groups 
Such centres would not be expensive and would strengthen the capacity of small 
entrepreneurs to deal with the regulatory framework Such legal centres would contribute 
to the development of formal management practices amongst small entrepreneurs 

xvii. A fifth suggestion relates to the elimination, or substantial reduction, of 
discretionary powers given to regulatory officials Such powers cultivate an ethos of 
arbitrary authority which Imposes a degree of fear among small entrepreneurs Tax 
regulations In particular should not be subject to Individual Interpretation To reduce awe 
of government, it Is vital to remove the substantial discretionary powers enjoyed by 
scrutinizing officers 

xvill. A sixth area of reform are municipal regulations At present, any SSI setting up 
business within municipal limits has to get a No Objection Certificate (NOC) from the local 
authority This Is a cumbersome procedure, which can Involve a great deal of time, 
resources and patience For this reason, a number of units do not get themselves 
registered and operate in a clandestine manner Consequently, there appears to be a need 
to devise a list of SSI sectors which do not require an NOC Obviously appropriate criteria 
such as pollution effects and noise have to be borne in mind Only those sectors not on 
the list would require an NOC from the local authority 

xix Seven, a systematic application of regulations requires a consistent definition of 
small scale Industry At present there are variations, such as some agencies excluding 
land from value of fixed asset3, whereas other excludes land and buildings for the 
classification limits of SSI Financial institutions, small Industries corporations and the 
Government of Pakistan's other agencies need to evolve aconsistent definition 

xx Eight, sub contracting could be limited to a proportion of the work force A 
regulation which limits the scale of sub-contracting could contribute to better labour
management relations 

xxi. Nine, a number of environmental laws have been promulgated recently These are 
likely to be added to when the National Conservation Strategy is completed later this year 
A number of SSI are affected, particularly in areas such as leather processing and shoe 
manufacture The efficacy of these desirable regulations may be limited if additional 
officials visit SSI for their monitoring This reinforces our earlier suggestion for a single 
window facility There Is a danger that the forthcoming spate of environmental regulations 
would add to the number of officials visiting SSI This opportunity could be utilised to press 
the case for a one ,,ndow operation 

xxii Finally, It must be emphasised that reforms of the regulatory framework ought to 
concentrate more on the institutional mechanism rather than the regulations per se The 
latter could be rationallsed and simplified Ifall the current regulations were rigidly applied, 
most SSI would find it difficult to function But the key Issue is to reduce the number of 
monitoring officials visiting SSI and to strengthen the legal capacity of small entrepreneurs 
to handle the maze of regulations A purely punitive approach has to be replaced by one 
which combines Incentives with regulations 

/0 
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SSI IN PAKISTAN 2 	 CHAPTER 1 

1.01 	 The Government of Pakistan has had a compensatory framowork towards small 
scale industry (SSI) The policy structure implicity suggested that the mechanisms 
targeted towards the development of SSI were, In part, a compensation for a bias in the 
Industrialization strategy Policies which discriminate In favour of large units, and 
accommodate lower priority programmes for small industries, are not uncommon In 
developing countries 

1.02 	 Three features of Pakistan's industrial strategy have discriminated against SSI 
Industrialization was encouraged through 

Investment Incentives which directed credit to particular sectors, often at a 

subsidized rate of Ir.terest 

ii 	 Trade regulation 

Ilii. 	 Public sector investment programmes 

1.03 	 First, credit controls, and regulated Interest rates, biased bank lending towards 
larger enterprises In the aggregate the bank's lending portfolio could not bear the burden 
of lending to higher risk and more widely dispersed small enterprises The structure of 
Interest rates did not permit a more market oriented framework which may have directed 
more credit towards SSI, but at a higher rate than that permitted Investment Incentives 
tended to be directed towards tax concessions related to size of investment or Included 
those which Involved administrative work, which the larger units weie better placed to take 
advantage of Second, the trade regime has been biased towards large enterprises since 
they were better placed to obtain import permits for raw materials and machinery These 
Import permits rid export bonus vouchers were important features of the early
Industratization ;trategy in Pakistan Finally, direct public investment in industry involved 
large capital intensive projects such as the Steel Mill Public intervention has typically set 
up large units in the capital goods sector and neglected SSI development 

1 04 As far as the regulatory framework is concerned, our analysis suggests that Its 
Impact varies with size of enterprise However, there is no simple inverse or linear 
relationship between size of business and impact of the regulatory framework There is a 
relative bias at both extremes of unit size The complex maze of rules and regulations do 
not typically apply to units which employ less than 10 workers Thus, very small 
enterprises are beneficiaries through exemption At the other end of the scale, large 
entorprises having more than 150 workers are usually operating In a sufflc','ntly secure 
tIuancial environment to absorb the regulations They also have a managemen. bructure 
and legal advisors who minimize the impact of these regulations on enterprise 
performance For example, labour laws become effective on a graduated scale However, 
in large enterprises the proportion of costs incurred due to labour law regulations are 
rather low, when compared with small enterprises In other words, the additional cost 
Imposed through labour regulations are relatively small in relation to the firm's turnover 
Thus, the brunt of the regulatory framework appears to be borne by small and medium 
enterprises which do no fall into either of the extreme categories As our survey shows, the 
enterprises in the middle range are most vulnerable to the pressures imposed by
regulatory bodies This Issue is dealt with in detail later in the report The sections below 
contain an analytical summary review of industrial policies and environment In Pakistan, 
particularly as It relates to the development of SSI 

Early Industrialization Strategy and its effect on SSI 

1 05 The initial phase of industrialization in Pakistan Involved, as mentioned earlier, 
capital Intensive Import substitution The underlying rationale for the chosen strategy had 
three implications First, industrial policies were to transfer Income towards the emerging 
class of large entrepreneurs This was on the assumption that the trader-turned-
Industrialist class would have an above average marginal propensity to save Thus, 

olicies which raised their Incomes proportionately more than others would lead to a 
Igher aggregate savings rate, yielding, in principle, a faster GNP growth rate based on an 
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expanded investable surplus The policy bias towards large size and high capital intensity 
wa's reinforced by the location of industry and the social relationship between the 
bureaucracy and the entrepreneurs Most of the pre-partition traders -- the emerging 
Industrialists of the fifties -- were migrants trom Indian territory who had shifted to the new 
capital and port city, Karachl Their Intimate links with the bureaucracy were critical for 
success In a highly regulated and state controlled sanctioning process Small 
entrepreneurs were neither the object of policy interest nor dia they have easy access to 
government officials, a factor which would be extremely important for the growth of small 
Industrial units Thus the two key factors, policy instruments and Institutional access, 
militated against SSI development Further, it i: worth mentioning that SSI were put at a 
disadvantage by low or negative effective rates of protection since large units paid low 
prices for imported capital goods and materials Large Industries also received higher 
prices for their products as a result o, selective tariffs, exemptions from import duties and 
export incentives The plant size bias in the structure of effective incer ive rates tended to 
be even more pronounced because of tax incentives and preferential treatment of large 
units with respect to provision of public utilities Such discrimination not only had direct 
effects on the economic periormance of SSI, but also had indirect effects by depressing 
demand for SSI products and limiting the ability of SSI to become more active in 
intermediate products and export markets It may also be worth noting that, unlike India, 
there was no serious debate about the desirable scale of industrial units In India, the 
development of a capital goods sector emphasized heavy industry This prefnrence was 
symbolic of the difference in outlook between Nehru and Gandhi The latter's Jncern for 
small traditional enterprises was considered outdated by the framers of the First Five Year 
Plan, particularly its architect Mahanabolis Nonetheless, the Gandhian interest ensured 
tnat size issues in industry were of concern to policymakers and this pressure was 
reflected Inearly debates In Pakistan, on the other hand, there was no Important advocate 
of small Industry, traditional or modern Perfunctory references were made to the need for 
developing SSI but inevitably there was a lack of serious intent Industrialization essentially 
meant capital intensive import substitution 

1.06 	 The second feature of the initial industrialization phase was the implicit transfer of 
resources from agriculture to industry Consequently, the main focus of subsequent policy 
debate was the intersectoral resource transfer In the mid sixties, measures were taken to 
address the relative i,oglect of agriculture Issues within tile Industrial sector, such as 
greater emphasis on SSI, were not a subject of attention The third feature of industrial 
development was its association with increased regional income inequalities The 
concentration of economic and financial assets in the famous 'top 22 families' contributed 
to regional resentment in East Pakistan and class antagonism within the western wing 
Instead of demands for a wider dispersal of private assets, in which the development of 
SSI may have played a role, the reaction was directed towards utilizing the public sector to 
acquire private monopolies and to enter directly into the productive process Inspite of its 
concern with employment generation, subsequent development under the public sector 
tended to be concentrated In long gestating and large capital goods sector projects Even 
during the seventies, th, focus of policy was on nationalization and the expansion of the 
public sector S$S' conti ued to receive marginal attention from policymakers A measure 
of such neglect is provided by the fact that rather arbitrary assumptions were made 
regarding the growth of SSI During the fifties, they were assumed to be growing at the 
same pace as population growth Later the growth rate of SSI was revised to 7%annual 

1.07 	 Inspite of an adverse policy environment, a number of developments provided a 
stimulus to the growth of small scale industries In Pakistan The reasons for this Impetus 
can be divided into two categories 

The failure of Import substitution industrialization to tackle pressing economic 
problems 

ii. 	 Developments In the soclo-economic environment which were favourable for the 
growth of SSI 

An overvalued currency, artificially low Interest rates, fiscal concessions fnd heavy 
protection led to the growth of an industrial structure which was not only Inefficient but 

1.08 
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also was a poor absorber of Jabour. It was estimated that between one-half to two-thirds of 
value added was due to the protection given to the domestic Industry Thus, when 
measured at International or world prices, most of the large industrial units could be 
classified as Inefficient (1)Another srortcoming was that the high capital intensities of 
these large units led to slow growth of employment In large scale manufacturing (LSM) 
The Inability of the LSM sector to absorb an adequate share of the labour force has been 
largely responsible for the greater attention being paid to SSI 

1 09 Five features of Pakistan's soclo-economIc environment in the seventies 
contributed to the growth of SSI First, the nationalization programme was directed 
towards large enterprises Private Investment in LSM came to an abrupt halt The fear of 
being nationalized paralyzed the development of LSM Subsequently private Investors 
tended to favour medium and small scale units, which would remain outside the fold of 
public take over Further, the labour legislation coming in the wake of nationalization gave 
greater protection to workers than had ever been the case in Pakistan The benefits 
Introduced through such legislation raised the price of labour particularly for larger
enterprises, since benefits were related to scale Such legislation has tended to favour 
establishment of very small units and sub-division of existing ones in order to circumvent 
prescribed measures This Is a matter that we return to later in the report The second 
factor promoting SSI was the 130% devaluation of the Pakistani rupee In 1972 This 
reduced the bias towards capital intensive import substitution 

1 10 The third factor favouring growth of SSI was the accelerating population growth 
rate Pakistan's population has been growing at a higher rate every decade since the 
country's inception A country of approximately 110 million is growing by 3 2%every year, 
making It the highest population growth rate in the world for a major country It Is quite 
evident from the factor proportions embodied in imported LSM units that this sector will be 
peripheral to employment generation Even a 7% growth in LSM Is likely to absorb only a 
fraction of the over 3 million people who are added annually to the Pakistani workforce 
Incessant population pressure is the undercurrent which is feeding the growth of 
employment in the Informal as well as the formal small scale sector It is increasingly clear 
to policymakers that employment creation in Pakistan necessarily Involved greater 
attention to the growth of SSI 

1 11 The fourth factor promoting SSI has been the large scale migration of Pakistani 
workers to the Middle East, beginning from the mid-seventies These workers have been 
sending remittances(2) and accumulating small surpluses for Investing in micro 
enterprises With the slowdown In the world economy, migrants have been returning to 
Pakistan Typically they are engaged in efforts to establish their own small enterprise, 
rather than go back as wage earners In LSM This process Is promoting a diverse growth 
of small enterprises Finally, a factor responsible for greater attention to small scale 
production Is political uncertainty Pakistan has been in a continuous state of political 
Insecurity since the seventies People's perceptions regarding changes in government and 
rolicles tend to lead to caution regarding large scale investment Private, as well as public 
decislonmakers tend to operate on a short term horizon in such circumstances Long 
gestating investments In large enterprises tend to be replaced by smaller Investments with 
quicker returns The economics of uncertainty favours SSI 

1. The degree of Inefficiency and effective protection extended by the policy framework Is a subject of 
controversy. Adetailed examination isbeyond the scope of this paper. 

2 At their peak, these exceeded $3billion annually, which was equal to 8%of GDP In1982-83. 
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2 01 The future role of SSI Is central to the current debate on Pakistan's economic 
strategy. Strong statements and initiatives by GOP in support of private enterprise has 
raised fears that some of the mistakes of the Ayub era will be repeated In particular, 
concern Is often expressed at possible adverse distributional consequences In this 
context, It may be extremely Important to encourage and promote small entrepreneurs so 
that government policy is seen to have a favourable asset and entrepreneurial creation 
Impact across society Factor efficiency and distributional concerns are Important 
considerations for the growth of the SSI sector inPakistan 

2.02 	 Small scale Industry however runs Into anumber of definitional grey areas There 
is no consistent categorlsation for the amorphous mass of enterprises which constitute the 
small scale sector Some government departments define size by value of fixed assets, 
excluding land Others use the number of workers employed, excluding subcontractor's 
workers Some institutions use a combined definition of capital and labour employment 
The small Industries corporations define an SSI as an enterprise with a value of original 
fixed assets upto Rs 10 million, excluding land Some credit lines of commercial banks 
have a similar fixed assets value limit, but exclude buildings as well as land (1)This clause 
enables enterprises with substantial buildings and large subcontracted labour to take 
advantage of credit lines targeted at SSI These lines often have a leakage to medium 
scale Industry, as well as biases towards the larger side of the SSI spectrum The Labour 
Department does not have a three level definition structure of small, medium and large 
Different labour regulations come into effect in relation to size of workforce I ypl-ally, the 
exemption limit Is 10 Above this figure, numerous labour regulations come into force at 
different scale of employment Income tax laws also do not correspond to a three scale 
definition of Industry The main classification regarding scale Is the self assessment 
scheme, wherein Income declaration of less than Rs 200,000 can be accepted, by and 
large, without scrutiny Precise categorisation iscompounded by three additional factors 

The legality of enterprise Many enterprises in the Informal sector conform to 
established, diverse definitions of SSI Some enterprises conform to basic legal 
requirements whereas others try and avoid regularisation Indeed, in practice, the 
term Informal sector Itself runs into considerable operational difficulties 

1i 	 The difference between cottage and small scale industry is not always clear 

ill. 	 Small Industries embody different technological levels Categorlsation by scale 
often Involves Institutions been given a mandate to stimulate both modern SSI as 
well as traditional crafts 

203 An industrial unit in Pakistan faces a large number of regulations and regulatory 
bodies, once itstarts operations These Include, 

i. 	 The social welfare department which collects social security at 7.5% of wage bill 
for units above certain size 

II. 	 Old age employments benefits organization collects its dues separately. 
iii 	 State Life Insurance collects compulsory group Insurance for industries of a 

certain size 
iv. 	 Municipal corporations give permission &levy taxes. 
v. 	 Sanitation &food departments have environmental concerns 
vi. 	 Labour department has labour laws to Implement 

1. This was noted by officials of the Punjab Small Industries Corporation, Interviewed by EPRU, 
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Our assessment of the Impact of the regulatory framework on small enterprises Is 
largely based on a survey of five sectors and Interviews with government officials as well 
as private sector representatives Our review of regulations notes the confusion and 
definitional ambiguities However, a resolution towards clarify and consistency I. not 
sought in this paper The need for rationalisation is Important to eliminate .urrent 
confusion The context to our subsequent analysis is provided by some basic data on 
small scale manufacturing in Pakistan in this chapter This is followed by a summary of 
Government of Pakistan's policy and institutional framework for the promotion of SSI The 
chapter also contains suggestions for the broader development of SSI, within which a 
rationallsation of the regulatory framework can play a role 

2.04 	 The share of the manufacturing sector InGDP has risen from barely 7%at the time 
of partition to nearly 19% In 1989-90 Officially, the small scale manufacturing sector 
produces 4 7% of the Gross Domestic Product Approximately 27% of total manufacturing 
output comes from SSI, whereas 80% of the total industrial labour force Is employed by 
small scale Industries (2) About 2 million workers are employed in over 100,000 
establishments The high labour intensity and capital efficiency of SSI is further 
substantiated by the fact that the average Investment cost per job Is merely $1,800, 
whereas the average capital output ratio is about 0 8 The last quoted figure is indicative of 
the significance of SSI to employment absorption 30% of Pakistan's manufactured 
exports are produced by SSI Sialkot Is a major centre for the export of goods produced 
by SSI Traditionally, SSI in Pakistan have concentrated on processing raw materials, such 
as cotton, food and construction materials Another Important area has been exports 
oriented SSI such as those fourd In the surgical, sports goods, cutlery and carpet sectors 
Leather processing and products has emerged as another Important avenue for SSI based 
exports 

2.05 	 Light engineering, textile products and agriculture related Industry are likely to 
remain the principal growth areas in the short and medium term Agro-based Industry 
typically accounts for a third of total Investment in SSI This sector's share is expected to 
grow, particularly in the areas of rice and flour milling, oil extraction and in the processing 
of fruits and vegetables for export and the domestic market Although the current Incentive 
structure for exports does not discriminate against small producers, it has led, in some 
circumstances, to a harmful proliferation of small exrorters undercutting each other to a 
point where the country's market reputation has suffered As a consequence, fiscal 
reforms have been suggested which would encourage formation of export houses, whose 
intermediation Is intended to act partly as a quality control measure 

2.06 	 As mentioned earlier, data on SSI is not very reliable Initially assumed to be 
growing as fast as the country's population, national accounts have subsequently become 
more realistic if not more refined The growth rate was assumed to be 7 3%between 1972
77 and 9 4% thereafter However, an ILO-ARTEP study has noted that the rate of growth of 
SSI Is higher than that assumed by national Income accounts For example, the study 
shows a growth rate of 13 5% in SSI for the 1970-77 period (3)The precision of growth rate 
measurement may be elusive but the general direction is clear SSI have been growing 
rapidly and the pace has been accelerating over the last two decades (4) 

2. 	 Pakistan Economic Survey, 1989 90 
3. 	 ILO.ARTEP Employment and Structural change In Pakistan - Issues for the eighties Bangkok 1983. 
4. 	 It Is v )rth noting that the World Bank's third sector loan to SSI, currently being disbursed, contains an 

allocation for strengthening statistical Information on the small scale sector Prior to this, the Federal Bureau of 

Statistics has published 3 data compilations on SSI At present the World Bank Is carrying out a major 
household living standards survey which should shed more lighton the SSI sector 

'/ 
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207 The employment generating capacity of SSI is illustrated by the following Even 
during the heyday of LSM (1963-1970), the brunt of employment generation In 
manufacturing was borne by SSI The sector created 550,000 Jobs, out of which 398,000 
were InSSI Thus SSI were creating over 250% the number of Jobs as LSM during a period 
when the latter was the primary target of policy attention The situation worsened In the 
seventies During 1970-80, SSI generated 660,000 jobs which compares with 60,000 for 
the large scale sector In other words, the small scale sector generated 11 times as many 
Jobs as the large-scale sector The differences between the two sub-sectors are 
summarised in table 1,which appears after page 6 

TABLE 2. PROVINCIAL DISTRIBUTION OF SSI RECEIVING 
CREDIT ASSISTANCE. 

PUNJAB 62% 

SIND 31% 

NWFP 5% 

BALUCHISTAN 2% 

2.08 One of the reasons for the difference in factor proportions, between the large and 
small scale sectors, is access to credit Less than 2% of SSI in Pakistan have access to 
bank credit (5)Small Industries receive approximately 3% of the credit extended to the 
I lustrlal sector Bank credit Is not available on the required scale for SSI on account of a 
number of inter-related factors, there is an Institutional bias In favour of large Industries, 
officially determined ct edit policies do not allow sufficient Interest rate spreads to reflect 
higher risk to dispersed small borrowers, small entrepreneurs are daunted by collateral 
and procedural demands 

2.09 Although as attention may have been concentrated on large scale Industry, the 
Government of Pakistan has periodically acknowledged the Importance of SSI The GOP 
has undertaken targeted assistance programmes, which have essentially constituted 
compensatory elements within a broad framework of large scale bias As far as the 5 year 
plan documents are concerned, government's pronouncements have moved from being 
obvious and almost banal to those which call for a more realistic and concerted approach 
to develop SSI The first five year plan (1955-60) stated that 

'Small Industry has specific contributions to make to economic developfnent In the first 
place, it can contribute to the output of needed goods without requiring the organisation of 
large new enterprises or the use of much foreign exchange to finance the Import of new 
equipment Secondly, It can provide opportunities for employment beyond the narrow 
boundaries of urban centres Finally, as history shows, it can perform an Important 
function Inpromoting growth, providing a training ground for management and labour and 
spreading Industrial knowledge over wide areas' 

2.10 The plan's recommendations resulted In the establishment ot state owned Small 

Industries Corporations, with the diverse mandate of providing credit assistance, technical 

5. Study on Small Scale Industries InPakistan UNIDO Menna 1981 GOPA Consultants. 
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training and assistance with marketing and production of the small scale sector. At 
present, these corporations are divided on a provincial basis As can be seen from table 2, 
over 90% of SSI are in Punjab and Sind As Is generally the case with SSI data, the 
provincial distribution should be treated as approximate indicators of dispersion, since the 
figures relate to formal credit assistance to SSI The distribution of enterprises seems to be 
biased against NWFP, a province with a thriving small business sector The workload of 
the provincial small Industries corporations generally reflects the geographic dispersion 
given In table 2 The Punjab Small Industries Corporation (PSIC) is the most active of the 
provincial bodies, followed by Sind In general, the SICs have concentrated on the 
provision of physical facilities, development of SSI Industrial estates, the building and 
equipping of service centres and establishing production centres for handicrafts There 
are, however, substantial deficiencies In the efficacy of SIC's delivery system as well as in 
the quality of service provided Currently efforts are being made, supported by aid donors 
such as the Netherlands Government to reform SiCs by Increasing their direct Involvement 
with the private enterprises as well as developing alternative institutional channels in the 
private sector for SSI development The World Bank, for example, is aiming to Increase 
private sector Involvement In areas of export marketing and technology transfer for SSI, 
under its present credit programme for the small sector They have operated in an 
unhelpful policy environment 

2.11 The Second Five Year Plan (1960-65) noted the failure to meet the objectives of 
SSI development, set out in the First Plan but went on to state more general objectives 
These Intentions, summarlsed below, were repeated verbatim In the Third (1965-70) and 
Fourth (1970-75) Five Year Plans 

i. to adapt small industries to changing technological, economic, and social conditions, 
ii. to stimulate production of Implements and equipment required for agriculture, 
III to encourage the processing of indigenous raw materials, 
iv. to create additional employment opportunities, 
V to modernize such existing units as have sound economic prospects, 
vi. to promote modernization by encouraging growth of small industries in rural areas in 

general and wherever resources and markets are available in particular, 
vii to bring about a closer relationship between the small and large industries through, for 

example, the production of spares and accessories or components for large-scale Industry 
or through providing facilities for the maintenance and repair of equipment In use either by 
large-scale industries or in other sectors of the economy, and 

vil. to preserve and promote traditional arts and crafts 

2.12 A less mechanical and more pragmatic approach was evident in the Fifth Five 
Year Plan (1978-83) 

'the small Industries sector has considerable potential for growth but it suffers from a 
number of problems relating to organization, financing, technology, and marketing To 
facilitate the development of this sector, there Is need to have a closer look at the 
constraints under which this sector operates and to remove the hurdles which Inhibit Its 
healthy growth There Is also need to provide some special Incentives and assistance to 
small entrepreneurs who have the resources or skill that can be profitably exploited Fiscal 
and commercial policies will give due recognition to these factors during the plan period' 

2.13 Both the Sixth and Seventh Plans acknowledge the growing significance of small 
scale Industry But the broad policy pronouncements have yet to be matched by 
sufficiently serious attention to the financial, Institutional and policy measures required to 
support SSI development In Pakistan Inadequate access to Investment funds, markets 
and technology remain major obstacles to the development of SSI The Infnrmal credit 
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market continues to provide financing at rates of Interest which may reflect risk but also 
act as a hindrance to dynamic capital formation As far as the formal sector is concerned, 
the five nationalised commercial banks are primarily responsible for lending to SSI (6) The 
State Bank sets annual aggregate targets, which are divided among the NCB's In relation 
to their deposit ranking Because of a scarcity of long term finance and, until 1988, a lower 
lending rate for SSI term loans, the commercial banks were more Inclined to lend for 
working capital - loans which carried a higher rate of return Since the provision of long 
term funds for SSI, through credit lines extended by IDA since 1982, fixed ,nvestm ,nt loans 
to SSI appear to have increased It is estimated that the formal srctor's shar& in SSI 
lending has Increased from 30% to 40% of credit requirements (7) Nonethcless, SSI 
development requires a concerted supportive effort by the Government of Pakistan The 
Issues which need systematic attention Include 

The government could consider establishing a high powered body for formulating, 
Implementing and monitoring SSI development policies and programmes The 
representation on this body is vital for its success It ought to contain senior 
officials, relevant political figures, entrepreneurs, science and technology 
Institutions This high powered body could collaborate with sectoral associations 
of small entrepreneurs to develop policies and Institutions in support of SSI 

11 	 A number of public sector technology and marketing assistance centres, such as 
the Metal Industries Development Centre (MIDC), Siali-t and the Institute of 
Leather Technology (ILT), Gujranwala, could be more eff, ctively Integrated with 
the private sector's needs Small entrepreneurs could have more direct 
representation on these bodies These centres could also arrange consultancy 
services of use to SSI For example, institutions such as the Lahore University of 
Management Sciences could be asked by MIDC to run courses for management 
training relevant to the development of SSI 

Ill. 	 A number of small scale industries are in urgent need for modernisation Technical 
assistance programmes from aid donors could be targeted specially at SSI Again 
Institutions such as MIDC and ILT could be re-organised so that they can become 
effective Instruments for raising SSI productivity through such technical assistance 
programmes The modernisation programme should be selective Some sub
sectors should be chosen for priority assistance, in view of their potential 
contribution to output and employment generation Once these sub-sectors of SSI 
have been chosen, an Intensive and broad modernisation programme should be 
launched
 

iv. 	 The promotion of rural SSI could be more systematic than the recently announced 
rural Industrialisation programme Infrastructure provision and support could 
concentrate on chosen sectors and areas The government does not hav ins 
resources to support a broad strategy, since tax Incentives are not suffkoient to 
tempt Industry to rural areas A more concentrated Infrastructure provision for 
rural SSI may be required 

Some of the development finance Institutions also have a mandate to assist SSI Principal among these are the 
Small Business Finance Corporation and the Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan 

7. 	 The World Bank The Third Sector Loan to SSI In Pakistan 

It Is perhaps worth noting that World Bank figures regarding the proportion of SSI credit requirements serviced 
by the formal sector are much higher than estimates published by Small Industries Corporations. 
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V. The government could consider giving preference to products of SSI in its 
purchases However, care needs to be taken that such reservation does not 
subsidise Inefficient small producers Price and quality criteria could also be 
Incorporated 

vi. Sub-contracting arrangements between large scale enterprises and SSI could be 
encouraged through the formation of subcontracting exchanges 

vii. Support programmes could be initiated for the development of associations for 
women entrepreneurs Credit lines and management training could be targeted at 
female entrepreneurs wishing to set up small businesses 

viii Development finance Institutions could open specla windows for small 
entrepreneurs, which provide a range of services consistent with a low literacy rate 
of small entrepreneurs Simplified procedures, easier access and technical 
assistance could be more useful than subsidised credit Currently only 5% of 
credit going to the Industrial sector is received by SSI The allocations to SSI 
should rise to atleast 15% 

ix. 	 Some of the more Innovative credit guarantee schemes and group collateral 
procedures adopted by institutions such as the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh 
could be promoted for the development of SSI 

x. 	 The primary constraint to the growth of SSI units tend to be Internal The 
combination of technical, managerial and productivity limitations could be 
addressed by associations of small entrepreneurs In collaboration with research 
Institutions, government bodies and aid donors The results of such discourse 
should lead to comprehensive sub-sectoral Interventions 

xi 	 Targeted credit lines for SSI, from aid donors, based upon systematic sub-sectoral 
analysis emerging from the above 

xlA. 	 Finally, the macro-policy framework needs to be consistent with targeted 
assistance for SSI The move from a compensatory to a supportive regime would 
require rationalisation of macroeconomic Instruments 

This selective list of SSI supportive measures are ofcourse merely Indicative of the 
kind of changes required for a more systematic development of SSI A comprehensive 
framework of policies, programmes and Institutions is beyond the scope of this paper The 
following chapters concentrate on the nffect of the regulatory framework on small 
establishments and suggest measures to reduce some of the glaring burdens emerging 
from our analysis The effect of regulations is assessed In the context of micro level 
observations of the financial, technical and working environment of 18 small enterprises in 
Lahore, Gujranwala and Sialkot It must be emphasised that an overhaul of the regulatory 
framework would require more detailed analysis than that permitted by the time frame of 
our enquiries In any case, the pattern that is emerging from this initial study suggests 
areas of fruitful reform It Is also worth emphasising that our study concentrates on small 
scale Industry Medium sized enterprises were visited but it was felt that the paper's 
purpose would be better served by concentrating on SSI As is evident from our 
subsequent analysis, the size bias of the regulatory framework has a complex pattern Its 
mechanics are better understood by examining SSI and looking at the Implications for 
larger enterprises 
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The areas of concern to the private sector, particularly the impediments to
Industrial development, are reproduced In Appendix 1.These comments were submitted 
to the Government of Pakistan In 1989 They Include references to the regulatory
framer ark The typed comments in the right hand column were made by the Punjab Small 
Industries Corporation 
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SECTION I:LAWS 

3.01 	 The legal and regulatory framework pertaining to manufacturing Industries Is 
comprised of various components including direct and Indirect taxation and labour laws 
Out of these, the system of direct taxation and labour laws are discriminatory to the scale 
of the Industry while the Indirect taxes, like import duties, excise and sales tax, vary across 
industrial sub-sectors The incidence of Indirect taxation depends on the nature of 
commodity produced and the targeted market Therefore, for the purpose of this study, 
only the direct taxation system and labour laws are focussed and their Impact on the 
growth and development of medium and small scale Industries assessed 

3 02 In order to comment on the efficiency or Inefficiency of the regulatory framework 
and its Implementation mechanism, It is Imperative to first have an Idea of the policy 
structure and the implementation procedures The basic regulatory framework regarding 
Income tax and labour laws is described below For details of the legislations, refer to 
annexure 2 

Regulations Regarding Assessment and Collection of Income Tax 

303 According to the regulations of the income tax ordinance 1979, every 
businessman should get himself registered with the Income Tax Department A National 
Tax number will be issued to him by me area income tax officer Every businessman is 
required to file his income tax returns after the closing of his books of accounts Under the 
present taxation laws, income tax returns should be filed by closing the books of accounts 
by the 30th of June every year The government has given options to close the books of 
accounts on 30th December also, as may be lesired by the businessman 

3 04 The system of income tax collection starts with the assessment of tax against the 
businessman by the income tax assessing officer (ITO) Based on that the assessing 
officer passes the assessment order The calculation is made on the basis of returns filed 
by the businessman Ifunsatisfied with the assessment, the assessee (businessman) can 
file an appeal before the commissioner of income tax appeals Such appeals are disposed 
off by the income tax commissioner and opportunity isgiven to the assessee to eyplaln his 
complaints Ifstill unsatisfied with the appeal decision, the appellate assessee has the right 
to file a further appeal before the income tax appellate tribunal of Pakistan The income tax 
appellate tribunal is the final deciding authority However, the assessee can still file 
reference before the high court on law matters The tax department usually starts 
demanding the tax after passing assessment orders In case of appeals, Immediate 
remedial measures sh-",ld be undertaken to obtain stay from the commissioner of Income 
tax 

3 05 It can be seen from the procedure described above that income tax assessment 
appeal decisions can be very cumbersome and lengthy Once a wrong assessment is 
made by the assessing officer, the businessman can get trapped in a long and 
complicated system of procedural details Entrepreneurs inteiviewed by EPRU 
emphasised the significance of the absence of an effective legal machinery The efficiency 
of the legal system does not conform to the extensive reguiations prescribeo This gap 
leads to implementation difficulties and Isa major cause for distorions since every effort is 
made to avoid litigation 

3 06 To simplify procedures and widen the tax net to Include small businessmen, the 
GOP decided to Introduce a system of self assessment in 1979-80 This was based on a 
system of trust and confidence which the state placed on the tax payers The upper limit 
for the self assessment system was placed at a taxable Income upto Rs 100,000. The 
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objective was to provide some relief to the small scale businessmen and 'Irms from the 
interface with the Income tax assessing officers Only 5%cases were picked out through 
random computer balloting, for audit checking purposes This was a measure to maintain 
some checks and balances In the system The persons picked out for audit once were 
provided immunity from checking for the next assessment year The taxpayers, according 
to the system, were only required to show their sales receipts, cost of sales, and other 
expenses incurred in order to arrive at the total taxable income From this, the total tax 
payable was assessed by the assessee himself after deducting the basic exemption The 
basic exemption has been set at Rs 40,000 for salaried persons and Rs 30,000 In other 
cases(1) On the remaining income, tax is charged in a progressive manner Exemptions 
from income tax are provided for certain industries including agro-services, storage of 
food grains, poultry farming, fish farming, manufacturing and renting of agricultural 
implements(2) 

307 Self assessment system continued till 1988-89, albeit with shght modification for 
showing a progressive increase in the income assessed every year In 1988-89, It was 
replaced by an even simpler system called the Simplified Assessment Procedure (SAP) 
According to this system, the tax payer just had to fill in a SAP assessment fom(3) It 
differed from the self assessment system in that for SAP, no documents had to be 
attached with the tax return form, providing maximum relief to the small scale tax payers 
This system has, however, been recently withdrawn and replaced once again by self 
assessment system under the premise that people had started misusing it grossly There 
was a growing tendency amongst businessmen to evade income tax by showing 
extremely low amount of taxable income 

308 The self assessment system that has been introduced in the 1990-91 budget has 
an upper limit of Rs 200,000 Provisions for computer determined random audit 
assessment have been reintroduced It can be seen that over the years, there have been 
quite significant changes In the legislation regarding the assessment of income tax 
However, no significant improvement has been achieved in the implementation process in 
order to improve the efficiency and honesty of the collection system In 1987-88 the 
assessment system was changed from a single assessing officer to a panel of three 
assessing officers to make the tax assessment It was hoped that with three persons 
making the assessment instead of one, the level of corruption in the department would be 
reduced However, this change did not work out the way it was intended to It has, 
therefore, been replaced again with the former system Measures such as the self 
assessment scheme are steps in the right direction as far as broadening the direct tax 
base and reducing the role of the income tax officers is concerned Some abuse Is 
inevitable but the government would be well advised to pursue along this path and try to 
reduce rather than reintroduce greater contact of taxpayers with officials 

3 09 It has been claimed by the business community that the income tax assessing 
officers are provided with discretionary powers to make the assessments This, alongwith 
a poor system of accountability, low pay scales and weak judicial system, gives further 
Impetus for corruption to these officials Income tax department officials, although they do 
not deny the charges of corruption in the system,(4) claim that the Initiative and Incentive to 
corruption comes from the tax payers side The debate of 'who corrupts who'?' is inflnltely 
long and perhaps onc without a conclusive answer However, one thing is for sure, the 
system of revenue collection Is highly corrupt and little has been achieved to Improve its 

I ref appendix 2 First Schedule of Income Tax Ordinance, part 1Rates of Income Tax 
2 Second Schedule of Income Tax Ordinance, section 95 103 
3 ref, appendix 4 
4 Officials were quite candid InInterviews with EPRU 
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efficiency So far, most of the reforms have been made to simplify and reduce the 
complexity of the assessment of income tax at the lower end of the tax paying sector 
Consequently, this has translated as an Incentive for the industry owners to be classified 
as a small scale sector enterprise As soon as the entrepreneur crosses the self 
assessment barrier, it falls prey to the clutches of the revenue department In order to 
reverse this trend, it iF, imperative that reforms are made in the whole system of revenue 
assessment and collection In other words, the tax procedures for higher income earners 
also need simplification In the absence of this upward rationalisation, assesses have a 
strong Incentive to understate th( ir income, far beyond the 'natural' tendency to do so 

Regulations Regarding Labour Laws 

3 10 The labour laws relating to Industrial establishments are basically laid out in the 
Factories Act, 1934 Other regulations include the Industrial and Commercial (Standing 
Orders) Ordinance, 1968 The National Industrial Relations Commission (NIRC) Regulation 
1973 and the Punjab Industrial Relations Rules, 1977 These regulations cover Issues such 
as the payment of wages, minimum wages, employees' old age benefits, sharing of 
companies' profits, employees' social security payment benefits, employment of children 
and control of employment 

3 11 It is out of the scope of this report to give a comprehensive account of each of 
these laws and regulations However, the mere fact that so many rules and regulations 
exist in connection with the employment of industrial labour Is suggestive of the 
impracticality and redundancy of a great many of these laws Virtually no SSI 
establishment in Pakistan is complying with the host of labour regulations There is an 
urgent need to rationalise and reduce these to a set of practical implementable measures 
Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to take a cursory view of the basic rules and regulations In 
order to get a handle on these A brief summary of the clauses given in the Factories Act 
1934, Industrial and Commercial Establishments (Standing Order) Ordinance and the 
National Industrial Reforms Commission (NIRC) Regulations is presented below 

(A) 	 The Factories Act, 1934. 

3.12 	 This Act describes the basic working conditions which have to be complied with 
by all the Industrial establishments in Pakistan A 'factory', according to this Act, is detined 
as 'any premises, including the precincts therein, wherein ten or more workers are 
working, or were working on the preceding twelve months, and in any part of which a 
manufacturing process is being carried on or is ordinarily carried on with or without the aid 
of power but does not Include a mine' Here it is worth mentioning that the number of 
workers was originally stated as twenty or more, but was later changed to ten or more 
workers by the Factories Amendment Act of 1973 

3.13 The Act can be applied, by notification in the official gazette by the Provincial 
Government, to any place wherein a manufacturing process is carried on or is ordinarily 
arried on, whether with or without the use of power, wherever five or more workers are 

working therein or have worked therein on any one clay of the twelve months Immediately
preceding' This shows how narrow and sharp can be the cutting edge of this Act 

3.14 	 Before the commencement of work in any factory, the owner (occupier) has to 
notify the area labour inspector about the following de ails of the factory 
1. Name of the factory and Its situation
 
2 The address to which communications should be sent
 
3. 	 Nature of the manufacturing process to be can ied on in the factory 
4. 	 The nature and amount of power to be used 
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5. 	 The name of the manager. 
6. 	 Other such particulars as may be prescribed for the purposes of the Act 

3.15 	 After the above notification, a factory Is granted a registration certificate. No 
factory Is permitted to work without this document The registration certificate has to be 
renewed every year after the payment of the prescribed fee Penalty for failure to register 
and get a registration certificate Is punishable upto Rs 500 and upto Rs 1000 if convicted 
for a second time on the same offence 

3.16 	 The Inspecting staff consists of various persons appohted by the provincial 
Government These Include Chief Inspector, Inspect ors (including every district 
magistrate in the area), Additional Inspectors and Certifying Surgeons (refer to chapter II 
of the Factories Act) The powers of these Inspectors are extremely discretionary in nature 
and they have the right to enter and inspect any pl,,.e, premises and plant, and examine 
any prescribed registers as they may deem necessary for the purposes of the Act It is 
Interesting to note that a separate Inspector Is appointed for the Inspection of the various 
sections (health and sanitation, minimum wages, social security, etc) of the department of 
labour According to one estimate, given in our survey, there are about thirty to thirty-five 
officials with whom a businessman has to deal with In order to carry oi ithis normal routine 
business The figure may be exaggerated but the point is well taken This indicates the 
consumption of a tremendous amount of time which thP owner or manager has to spend 
with these officials at the expense of the business concern If these inspection procedures 
are simplified to some extent, much of this time could be saved and spent on the 
development activities of the establishment 

3 17 Under the provisions of the Act, the following aspects are subject to inspection by 
a labour Inspector or certifying surgeon (5) 

3 18 1. Health and Sanitation 
Under this chapter (refer to chapter III of the Factories Act), the following clauses 

are Included which pertain lo the health and sanitation regulations applicable to all 
factories 

11 	 Cleanliness 
1 2 	 Ventilation and Temperature 
1 3 	 Dust and Fumes 
1 4 	 Artificial Humidification 
1 5 	 Overcrowding According to this at least 350 cubic feet of space should be provided per 

worker in case of factories established at the time of the enactment of the labour law 
ordinance of 1972 and 500 cubic feet per worker In case of factories established after the 
ordinance 

1.6 Lighting
 
1 7 Drinking water
 
1.8 	 Latrines and Urinals
 
1.9 	 Spittoons
 
1.10 	 Precautions against contagious or Infectious disease and compulsory vaccination
 
1.11 Provision of canteens In case of factories employing more than 250 workers.
 
1 12 Employment of welfare officers Incase of factories employing more than 500 workers.
 
1 13 Arrangements for fire-fighting and emergency exits
 
1 14 Fencing of machinen,'
 
1 15 Work on or near machl. iery in motion
 
1 16 Employment of young persons on dangerous machines
 

5 	 For details on the legislation, refer to appendix 4 The Fa.torles Act, 1934. 

/7 
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1.17 Striking gear and devices for cutting off power 
1 18 Self acting machines (automatic machines) 
1 19 Casing of new machinery 
1 20 Prohibition of employment of women and children near cotton openers. 
1 21 Cranes and other lifting machinery 
1 22 Hoists and Lifts 
1.23 Revolving machinery 
1.24 Pressure plant 
1 25 Floors, stairs and means of access 
1 26 Pits, sumps, opening in floors, etc 
1 27 Lifting of excessive weights 
1 28 Protection of eyes in case of excessive exposure to heat and light 
1 29 Powers to require specifications of defective parts or tests of stability 
1 30 Safety of building, machinery and manufacturing process 
1 31 Powers to make further rules to supplement the rules already laid out relating to: 

a) Precautions against dangerous fumes
 
b) Explosive or inflammable gas, etc
 
c) Power to exclude children
 
d) Notice of certain accidents
 

3 18 2 Restrictions on Workina Hours of Adults 
This chapter (refer to chapter IV of the Factories Act) deals with the working hours 

of the adult employees of the factory The maximum number of working hours for adults in 
a factory has been set at 48 hours per week and 50 hours per week for a seasonal factory 
If an adult worker Is engaged In work which for technical reasons must be continuous 
throughout the day, hp may work for 56 hours per week Other provisions of the Act 
Include 

2 1 Weekly holidays for adult workers on Fridays 
2 2 Compensatory holidays 
23 Daily working hours should not be more than nine hours on any day 
2 4 Intervals for rest 
2 5 Spreadover of Intervals for rest should not be more than ten and a half hours 
2 6 Notice of periods of work for adult workers should be correctly maintained and displayed 

in every factory 
2.7 Copy of notice of periods of work to be sent to the labour Inspector 
2 8 Register of adult workers 
2.9 Powers to make rules exempting from restrictions 
2 10 Powers to make orders exempting from rastications 
2.11 Further restrictions on employment of women 
2 12 Special provision for night shift 
2 13 Extra pay for overtime 
2.14 Obligation to work overtime 
2 15 Restriction on double employment 
2 16 Control of overlapping shifts 

It can be seen from the above mentioned rules and powers of the labour Inspector that a 
considerable room for corruption and bnbery exists as regards the working of overtime, 
exemptions and special prows/ons for extra shifts It Is claimed by the business 
community that the labour Inspectors make full use or misuse of these powers It Is said 
that they seldom keep proper records or maintain documentation 

/th
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3.18 3 Holidays with Day 

This chapter of the Act deals (refer to Chapter IV-A of the Factories Act) with the 
regulations regarding paid holidays to which a regular worker is entitled 

3 1 

3 2 

Annual Holidays Every worker who has completed a period of twelve months' 
continuous service shall be allowed paid holidays for a period of fourteen days. The pay 
for these holidays shall be paid before his holidays begin 
Casual leave and sick leave 

3 3 Festival holidays 

An Interestingclause of this chapter is Section 49-G which reads as follows 
'Exemption of factories from the provisions of this Chapter Where the Provincial 
Govenrnent is satisfied that the leave rules applicable to workers in a factory provide 
benefits substantially similar to those for which this chapter makes provision, it may, by 
written order exempt the factory from the provisions of this chapter, 
It can be well imagined as to what means the factory owners may resort to in order to 
make the Provincial Government 'satisfied' that the leave rules prowded by the factory are 
similar to the ones laid out in the chapter 

3.18 

4 1 
4 2 
4 3 

4 4 
4 5 
4 6 
4 7 
4.8 

4 Special Provision for Adolescents and Children 
This chapter (refer to chapter V of the Factories Act)'safeguards the rights and the 

working conditions for any adolescents and children working in the factories The following 
are the salient features of this chapter, 
Children under four years of age are not allowed to work 
Certificate of fitness to be given by the certifying surgeon In case of adolescents 
Rebtrictions on working hours of a child No child or adolescent should be allowed to work 
in a factory for more than seven and a half hours in any day 
Notice of periods of work to be correctly maintained and displayed in the factory 
Register of children workers should be maintained 
Hours of work to correspond with the Notice and Register 
Power to require medical examination 
Power to make rules to rest with the Provincial Government regarding the following, 
i) Prescription forms of certificate of fitness 
ii) Physical forms to be attained by the children and adolescents 
i11) Procedure of certifying surgeons 

Contravention of these clauses laid out in the Factones Act is punishable with a fine which 
may extend upto Rs 500 However, the labour inspector has the authority to make one 
Challan (penalty order) for an offence concerning (say) 100 persons or he can make 
separate challans for every three workers working in the factory Powers like these add to 
the general misuse of authority by these officials and the degree of mistrust and 
harassment which the business community feels towards them 

(B) The Industrial and Commercial (Standing Orders) Ordinance, 1968. 

3.19 This Is another important legislation concerning the service conditions and other 
benefits which should be given to industrial labour ( for the details of the Ordinance refer to 
appendix 6) It extends to the whole of Pakistan and is applicable to every Industrial 
establishment or commercial establishment wherein twenty or more workmen are 
employed, directly or through any other person whether on behalf of himself or any other 
person, or were employed on any day during the preceding twelve months 

/,9 
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3.20 	 The Inspectors of Mines appointed under section 4 of the Mines Act, 1923, the 
Inspectors appointed under section 10 of the Factories Act 1934, and other such persons 
not being conciliators appointed under the Industrial Relations Ordinance 1969 as 
Government inspectors by notification In the Official Gazette, shall be inspectors for the 
purposes of the ordinance within the local limits assigned to each 

3.21 	 An Inspector may at all reasonable hours enter on any premises and make such 
examination of any register or document relating to the maintenance or enforcement of 
the Standing Orders and take on the spot or otherwise such evidence of any person, and 
exercise such other powers of inspection, as he may deem necessary for carrying out the 
purposes of this Ordinance There is a familiar discretionary ring to these regulations It 
can be seen from this piece of legislation regarding the powers of the inspector, how 
excessively discretionary these are ard how easily these can be distorted 

3.22 An employer who modifies the Standing Orders applicable to his industrial or 
commercial establishment, otherwise than In accordance with Section 4, shall be 
punishable with fine which may extend to five thousand rupees, and in case of a 
continuing offence, with a further fine which may extend to twenty-five rupees for every 
day after the first day during which the offence continues 

3 23 Whoever contravenes any of the provisions of this Ordinance shall, if no other 
penalty is elsewhere provided by or under this Ordinance for such contravention, be 
punishable with fine which may extend to one hundred rupees Whoever, having been 
convicted of any offence punishable under sub-section 1, 2 and 3, again ccn,m'.s b.,.h 
offence shall, on conviction be liable to double the punishment prescribed for such offence 
under the aforesaid sub sections No prosecution to an offence punishable under this 
Ordinance shall be instituted except by or with the previous permission in writing of the 
Inspector No court other than a Labour Court established under the Industrial Relations 
Ordinance, 1969 shall try any offence under this Ordinance 

The salient features of the rules and regulations laid out in the Standing Orders are as 
follows 

I. 	 Classification of workmen. The Standing Orders classify the workmen as: 
1) permanent 
2) probationers 
3) badlis (one working in place of a permanent workman or probationer), 
4) temporary 
5) apprentices 

2. 	 Tickets. Every workman shall be given a permanent ticket, badli card, apprentice ticket or 
temporary ticket depending on the nature of his employment Every workman at the time 
of his appointment , transfer or promotion shall be provided with an order In writing, 
showing the terms and conditions of his service 

3 	 Publication of working time. The periods and hours of work for all classes of workmen in 
each shift shall be exhibited in Urdu and In the principal language of workmen employed in 
the industrial or commercial establishment 

4. 	 Pubilcation of holidays and pay days 

5. 	 Publication of wage rates 
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6. 	 Shift working. Working of more than one shift Is discretionary of the employer If more 
than one shift is worked, the workmen shall be liable to be transferred aom one shift to 
another No shift working shall be discontinued without one month's prior notice to such 
discontinuance, provided that no such notice shall be necessary if, as a result of the 
discontinuance of the shift working, no permanent employee will be discharged 

It is importantto note that the above mentioned clause of the Ordinance applies only to 
'permanent workers' and thus if an employer is hiring workers on a temporary basis, this 
clause will not be applicable to him This and other such regulations which exist with 
regard to the employment conditions of the permanent workers have been InstrumentalIn 
creating a tendency amongst the employers to hire temporary or contract labour 

7. 	 Attendance and late coming. 

8. 	 Leave. Holidays and leave with pay shall be allowed for annual holidays, festival holidays, 
casual leave and sick leave and other holidays in accordance with the law , contract, 
custom and usage 

9 	 Casual leave. 

10 	 Payment of wages. 

10 1 	 Group Incentive scheme. In every Industrial establishment which is a factory and in which 
fifty or more workers are employed there shall be introduced from such date as may be 
specified by the Provincial Government, by notification In the Gazette, a group Incentive 
scheme to provide incentive for greater production to groups of workers employed in the 
factory The scheme shall provide the manner Inwhich the performance of different groups 
of workmen, whether in the same section, shops, departments or shifts shall be evaluated 
The Incentive shall be In the form of additional wages or additional leave with wages or in 
both such forms to the members of the other group of workers whose production exceeds 
that of the other group of workers 

10.2 	 Compulsory Group Insurance The employer shall have all the permanent workers 
employed insured against natural death and disability and death and disability arising out 
of contingencies not covered by the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1923 or the Provincial 
Employees Social Security Ordinance, 1965 The amount for which each workman shall be 
Insured shall not be less than the amount of compensation specified in Schedule IVof the 
Workmen's Compensation Act, 1923 

10.3 	 Payment of Bonus Every employer making profit Inany year shall pay for that year within 
the three months of the closing of that year to the workmen, who have been in his 
employment in that year for a continuous period of not less than ninety days, a bonus In 
addition to the wages payable to such workmen The amount of the bonus payable shall, if 
the amount of the profit is not more than the aggregate of one month's wages of the 
workmen employed, be not less than the amount of such aggregate, subject to the 
maximum of thirty percent of such profit 

11. 	 Stoppage of work The employer may, at any time of a natural calamity or other cause 
beyond his control, stop any section of the establishment, wholly or partially for any 
period or periods or without notice Ifafter stoppage, the workers are detained for a period 
of more than one hour, they shall be paid for the whole of the time, for which they are 
detained as a result of stoppage In cases where workmen are laid off on account of failure 
of the plant, a temporary curtailment of production or any stoppage of work, they shall be 
paid by the employer an amount equal to one half of their daily wages during the first 

/./
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fourteen days of lay-off as compensation. When, however, the workmen have to be laid-off 
for an Indefinite period beyond the above mentioned fourteen days, their services may be 
terminated after giving them due notice or pay in lieu thereof 

12. 	 Closure of establishment. No employer shall terminate the employment of more than 
50% of the workmen or close down the whole of the establishment ,!thout prior 
permission of the Labour court in this behalf, except in the event of fire, catastrophe, 
stoppage of power supply, epidemics or civil commotion 

13 	 Termination of employment. For term'".qting the employment of a permanent workman, 
for any reason other than misconduct, one month's notice shall be given either by the 
employer or the workman One month's wages calculated on the basis of average wages 
earned by the workman during the last three months shall be paid in lieu of notice 
Temporary workmen, probationers or badlis shall not be entitled to a notice or payment of 
wages ifhis services are terminated by the employer 

14. 	 Procedure for retrenchment. 

15 	 Re-employment of retrenched workmen. 

16 	 Punishments. A workman may be fined or reprimanded in the manner prescribed in the 
payment of wages act, 1936, upto three paisa Ina rupee of the wages payable to him in a 
month, for disregard or disobedience, improper behavior, making false or misleading 
statements, Inefficient, dilatory, careless, wasteful or malingering behaviour A worl man 
found guilty of misconduct shall be liable to fine, withholding of Increment, reduction tu a 
lower post or dismissal without pay 

17 	 Eviction from residential accommodation. 

18. 	 Provident Fund. (Omitted by labour laws (amdt )act, 1972.) 

19 	 Grievance procedure. 

20 	 Certificate of termination of service 

21. 	 Liability of employer. 

3 24 It can be seen from the above mentioned sections and clauses of the Standing 
Orders that a permanent worker is given a great degree of protection in these laws as 
compared to temporary workers, especially in case of termination of employment This is 
one of the reasons why there is a growing trend in the industry to hire contract labour and 
the employers can avoid a number of laws in that way 

325 Moreover, since these Standing Orders are applicable only to industrialand 
commercial establishments hinng twen or more workers, a trend to break up larger units 
into smaller ones, each employing less than twenty workers, has become quite popular 
especially in case of small scale sector enterprises This is harmful to the process of 
industrializationin the long run as it 

I) 	 Hampers the productivity and efficiency gains which could be achieved through 
economies of scale 
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Ii) 	 Due to perpetually small (less than twenty workers) 'scale of the enterprise, the 
management potential never really grows 

3 26 The excessively stringent nature of these regulations are, therefore, doing more 
harm than good for the industry,as the real benefits of these rihLs seldom accrue to the 
workers. 

(C) 	 National Industrial Relations Commission (procedure and functions)
Regulation, 1973. 

3 27 The NIRC basically deals with the registration procedures and activities of Industry 
wise trade unions (refer to appendix 7). The maximum number of the executive of an 
Industry wise trade union is specified as below. 

Where the number of Max. no. of persons 
workers employed in the forming the executive 

establishment is of the trade union 
not more than: shall be: 

50 5 
100 8 
200 10 
300 12 
.400 14 

uu 	 16 
18 
20 

JO 	 25 

3 28 The commission maintains a register of the Industry wise trade unions in form '1' 
and a register of federations of such trade unions and federations at the national level In 
form 'J'.The annual returns are to be furnished by a registered Industry wise trade union, a 
registered federation of such trade unions at the national level, submitted to the Registrar 
by the 30th day of April each year This would be in form 'K' 

3 29 The commission also set the procedures for the determination of a collective 
bargaining agent, settling of industrial disputes and trials of offences 

SECTION II - INSTITUTIONAL MATTERS 

Formal and Informal Credit Systems 

3 30 Formal credit system Include the various nationalized commercial banks, co
operative societies, Small Business Development Corporation(SBFC), International 
Development Association (IDA), Agricultural Development Bank of Pakistan (ADBP) and 
the Provincial Small Industries Corporations Through these formal lines of credit short, 
medium and long term loans can be obtained However, the average small scale 
businessman Is seldom able to secure credit through these sources due to two main 
reasons Firstly, in order to secure a loan from these formal sources, the businessman Is 
required to provide a collateral Small scale, especially micro-level enterprises usually do 
not have enough collateral to qualify for credit Sccondly, even if collateral is available, the 
procedures of loan sanctio'-ing at these Institutions are so long and heavily bureaucratic 

2/3 
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that the businessman is often too dauited to apply Moreover, small scale enterprises are 
usually set up as either sole proprietorsnips or partnerships Securing a loan Is extremely 
difficult for these enterprises as banks prefer to deal with registered companies as 
compared to Individuals This should lead to giving incentive to the small scale 
entrepreneurs to establish limited companies However, it Is actually acting as a 
disincentive as access to formal credit is not guaranteed even if limited companies are set 
up Therefore, it eventually translates Into a general disappointment from formal credit 
sources leading the businessmen to seek inf,..-mal sources of credit The Informal credit 
system is more efficient but at times abnormally high interest rates are charged for the 
amount lent This Interest rate can be as high as 50% Informal credit is also sometimes 
provided by the buyer in the form of an advance payment However, this form of credit 
also carries an undefined Interest cost to it as, invariably, the customer who pays in 
advance demands some sort of discount in the total price of the product 

3 31 In addition to the above export oriented industries are provided credit through the 
Export Refinance Scheme Under this, an exporter can obtain credit upto 66% of the value 
of the export order This scheme has generally helped the small and medium scale 
exporters in providing prompt and timely credit A concessionary rate of interest (61) is 
charged for refinance credit However, a few businessmen Interviewed by EPPU 
expressed the opinion that this scheme Is also being excessively misused by some 
exporters Nevertheless, exporters are generally satisfied by this arrangement 

Promotional Institutions 

3.32 	 Promotional Institutions set up by the government to patronize small scale 
Industry Include the Provincial Small Industries Corporation and their subsidiaries These 
corporations were established with a view to providing training, advice, credit and 
common facilities to the small scale industry The objective is to introduce new production 
techniques and improve the quality as well as the quantity of the output of small scale 
Industries The industries to which the Punjab Small Industries Corporation is providing 
assistance Include ceramics and pottery, leather, metallurgy, light engineering, cutlery and 
surgical instruments, carpet weaving and sports goods The assistance is p-ovided at the 
various training centres and subsidiaries of PSIC which include 

i) Institute of Ceramics, Gujrat
 
Ii) Institute of Leather Technology, GuJranwala
 
i11) Institute of Pottery Development, Shahdara, Lahore
 
iv) 	 Metal Industries Development Centre, Sialkot
 
v) 	 Cutlery and Small Tools Industries Service Centre, Wazirabad.
 
VI) 	 Sports Goods Service Centre, Sialkot
 
vii) 	 Wood Working Service Centre, Gujrat
 
viii) Light Engineering Service Centre, Gujranwala
 
Ix) Carpet Weaving Training Centres, 58 centres in the various small cities In Punjab ,
 

3.33 	 The training provided at these centres Is highlyquestionable and leaves a lot to 
be desired Indeed a sweeping reform of these centres could play an importantiole In 
stimulatingSSI development These centres provide a useful physical infrastructuralbase 
for promoting SSI Their limited utility Is largely due to organisatonal shortcomings and 
lack of resources If the pnvate sector and technical assistance programmes of aid 
donors could be Integrated with these centres, the effect on selective SSI sub-sectors 
could be considerable 

3 34 In addition to these, the Punjab Small Industries Corporation Is controlling about 
16 Industrial estates, half of which are almost fully colonized while the remaining are in the 
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process of development The Industrial estates scheme provides Industrial plots which are 
equipped with all the basic Infrastructural facilities These plots are allotted to businessmen 
on easy terms and financial assistance Is also provided in the form of purchase of 
machinery and cash, both In foreign as well as local currencies These loans are arranged 
through the commercial banks and the Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan (IDBP). It 
was frequently alleged that these sanctions are not made on the merits of the project but 
determined by the contacts and resources of the businessman 

Impact of the Various Reaulatory Policies on Different Stages of Business Growth 

3 35 Small scale business enterprises pass through various stages of development as 
they grow and expand their operations One such model of the growth of small business 
concerns has been presented by Churchill and Lewis(6) in which they have identified five 
stages of small business development, namely, Existence, Survival, Success, Take-off and 
Maturity The factors which distinguish one stage from the other include size, diversity and 
complexity of the operations Consequently, different types of skills, management style, 
organization structure and extent of formal systems is also needed at each of these stages 
of growth According to this theoretical framework, the owner's involvement In the 
business should be reduced as the enterprise develops into a profitable business 
concern (7)Professional management should be hired so as to guide the business along 
more profitable lines and optimize the resources of the enterprise 

336 Pakistani businessmen have been blamed for their unwillingness to delegate 
control to the professional managers and the lack of development of formal systems at 
their business concerns Many explanations have been given in this regard relating to the 
inavallability of good professional managers and the lack of training and formal education 
of most of the business owners However, one aspect has always been neglected while 
considering the various aspects of business growth and that is the Impact of the regulatory 
framework on the various stages of business growth Initial analysis of the above 
mentioned aspects of the regulatory framework and its implemention procedures indicates 
that as the business grows, the scope of profitable operations is narrowed by the 
Imposition of these laws, ie, income tax and labour laws Therefore, after the suivival 
phase(8 ), the horizontal growth of the business becomes less profitable, due to the 
Increased degree of regulations and controls, as compared to vertical growth As a result, 
at that stage, instead of expansion most business enterprises split into smaller units and 
thus evade the regulatory controls associated with expansion This trend is detrimental to 
the longer run development of the industry as it curtails the opportunity to 

i) Hire and develop professional management which could run the business along more 
profitable lines 

ii) Invest in fixed assets, modern machinery and technical training of the workers 
i11) Failure of the establishment to grow and reap the benefits of economies of scale 

6. Churchill, Nell C,and Lewis, Virginia L, The five stages of small business growth Harvard Business Review 
(May-June 1989), PP 30 51 

7 See figure Characteristics Of Small Business At Each Stage Of Development 
8 lbid 
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4.01 	 The scope of the study was limited to medium and small scale business 
enterprises located In the urban areas of the Punjab province As mentioned earlier, the 
principal focus Is on SSI Areas covered Included Important industrial centers like Lahore, 
Sialkot and Gujranwala The survey encompassed five Industry sub-sectors A total of 
eighteen enterprises were covered in the survey Thus results should be treated with the 
caution duly reserved for small sample size 

Industry Sub-$ectors Considered 

4.02 	 Five sub-sectors were considered while doing the survey In order to make a 
diverse and multi-varlate sample While selecting the sub-sectors, an attempt was made to 
focus on those Industries Inwhich medium and small scale units account for a significant 
portion of the total production Most of these Industries are based on highly labour 
Intensive processes and indigenous technologies The Industry sub-sectors considered 
were as follows 

1 	 Surgical Instruments Industry 
2 	 Carpets (Hand Knotted) Industry 
3 	 Electric Fans Industry 
4. 	 Furniture Industry 
5. 	 Packaging Industry 

Surgical Instruments Industry 

4 03 Basically concentrated in the Sialkot district, the surgical Instruments Industry has 
existed since the time of united India After partition, this Industry made great progress and 
emerged as a significant export earning industry for Pakistan The industry Is comprised of 
various large, medium and small scale units located in and around the city of Sialkot The 
Industry consists predominantly of small scale producers Main concentration Is seen in 
the Industrial Estate (SIE) established by the Punjab Small Industries Corporation (PSIC) 
The Industrial Estate in Slalkot is spread over an area of 98 acres and is supplied with all 
the basic infra-structural facilities like water, power and telecommunications PSIC is now 
setting up another industrial estate in Sialkot over an area of about 100 acres In addition 
to providing Infrastructural support, the industry is also supplied technical assistance in the 
form of technical advice and use of common facilities at the Metal Industries Development 
Centre 	(MIDC), a subsidiary of PSIC C') 

1. An evaluation of the role of MIDC Inpromoting SSI In Slalkot Is made In EPRU : Assessment Of MIDC 
Performance (Lahore, 1990) Netherlands Government. 

/3 
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404 The export performance of the Industry over the past few years can be seen In 
Table 1. 

TABLE 1
 
EXPORT OF SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS BY VALUE
 

Year 	 Value (Rs in million) 

1969-70 15
 
1970-71 18
 
1971-72 23
 
1972-73 45
 
1973-74 85
 
1974-75 129
 
1975-76 131
 
1976-77 134
 
1977-78 161
 
1978-79 211
 
1979-80 240
 
1980-81 264
 
1981-82 252
 
1982-83 287
 
1983-84 	 430
 
1984-85 774
 
1985-86 842
 
1986-87 956
 
1987-88 998
 
Jul-Mar 
1987-88 	 624
 
1988-89 	 662
 

Source Pakistan Economic Survey 1989-90
 

4.05 	 As can be seen from table 1, the surgical goods Industry has been booming since 

inflation rate has averaged around 12% over the period, the growth rate in revenues is 
substantial SSI in Slalkot's surgical goods Industry have been doing extremely well during 
this boom It may, however, be quite significant that most of the small units have adjusted 
to the favourable market conditions by Increasing sub-contracted labour, rather than 
enlarging plant size This appears to be due to a combination of entrepreneur's 
expectation regarding duration of boom and penalties imposed by the regulatory 
framework 

1982. In the next six ydars, export revenues Increased by over 300% Given that the annual 

4.06 	 Asignificant decline in the unit value of the exports has been seen In the past five 
years According to one estimate, the decrease In the prices Is in the vicinity of 50 percent, 
In nominal terms Many reasons are cited for thls deterioration in prices, the major ones 
being 

The price deterioration is a universal phenomenon which Is due to the Increased 
competition In the International market Low cost producers like China, South Korea and 
Taiwan have almost driven countries like Britain and West Germany out of the general 
surgical goods industry These countries have now resorted to an upward segmentation 
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strategy, that Is, making only specialized Instruments which are of very high precision and 
quality This leaves behind the low quality/low price "disposable kit" end of the market 
available for the low cost producers Most of the surgical Instruments exported from 
Pakistan are comprised of these low quality/low price products Since price is the key 
variable, therefore, Inorder to be competitive in the International market, the quality aspect 
is often compromised with 

II) 	 Price deterioration Is a direct consequence of the declining quaity of the output High 
Import duties are levied on stainless steel, the basic raw material for the Industry, which 
makes it unfeasible for the average producer to use It, despite the compensatory rebate 
given to the Industry Local raw material supplied by the steel mills (steel re-rolling units) Is 
cheap and of a sub-standard quality which makes for the low quality of the final product 
However, since these low quality product are ideal for the "disposable kit" market, the 
producers find itmore Pconomical and profitable to produce them and sell at low prices 

i11) 	 It is claimed that some exporters are misusing the Export Refinance Scheme Introduced 
by the Government According to the scheme, an exporter can get refinance upto 66% of 
the value of the exports In case an exporter fails to export goods worth the same amount 
as that of the previous year, lie has to remit the credit Thei efore, in order to keep their 
export figures at par with those of the previous year's, the producers tend to quote very 
low prices and make up for itby reducing the product quality The impact of this pressure 
Is amplified as other sources of credit are few and difficult to attain Consequently, astrong 
trend of price reduction and quality deterioration is seen in the industry 

CarDets Industry 

The Carpets Indusry is another Important export oriented industry which is based 
on the traditional craft of carpet weaving Pakistani hand-knotted carpets are renowned the 
world over for their intricate oriental designs and fine craltsmanship The exports of 
carpets and rugs from Pakistan have shown a mixed trend over the years However, the 
unit value alongwith the total value of exports has shown an overall Increasinc trend during 
the last few years The export figures for the year 1975-76 to 1988-89 are given in Table 2 
Since 1987 there has been a substantial decline in the number of woolen carpets exported 
Concern over this trend was eypressed In the Trade Policy statement Issued by the 
Commerce Minister on 29-06-90 A Rs 2 million donation has been made towards a 
carpets training Institute -- a grant which appears somewhat peripheral to the structural 
problems faced by this Industry 

1V
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TABLE 2
 
EXPORTS OF CARPETS AND RUGS
 

Years Value Quantity Unit Value
 
(Rs in millions) (mil sq metre) (Rs/sq metre)
 

1975-76 719 2.0 359.5 
1976-77 912 2.1 4343 
1977-78 1171 1.9 616.3 
1978-79 1765 2.5 7060 
1979-80 2198 27 8141 
1980-81 2243 2.5 8972 
1981-82 1679 19 8837 
1982-83 1913 2.2 8695 
1983-84 2323 4.7 4943 
1984-85 2031 21 9671 
1985-86 2693 27 9974 
1986-87 3439 28 12280
 
1987-88 4445 31 14340 
Jul-Mar 
1987-88 3212 22 14600
 
1988-89 3051 2 1 1453.0
 

Source Pakistan Economic Survey 1989-90 

The process of making hand-knotted carpets Is extremely labour Intensive and 
time consuming The Industry exists largely as very small scale cottage enterprises which 
are usually family owned Pnd rural based These micro-level producers act as sub
contractors for larger scale producers, dealers or exporters As such they are eternally 
dependent on these dealers and exporters due to lack of capital and access to urban and 
export markets The dealers provide these cottage sector producers the essential raw 
materials needed, I e woolen yarn of the desired colors and quality, and some cash In 
advance to equip themselves with the carpet weaving looms As such, the dealers have 
greater bargaining power over the manufacturers due to their financial resources A few of 
the dealers were asked as to why they do not set up small carpet weaving factories in 
these rural areas since this would definitely lead not only to productivity gains but also to 
better quality control In response, they gave 'excessive interference from the labour 
department' as the main reason impeding the establishment of organized production 
units Other reasons cited included lack of availability of permanent labour since the rural 
manufacturers are usually associated with agriculture also Therefore, during plantation 
and harvest time, they devote all their efforts to these activities which result in critical 
seasonal shortages of labour However, if given proper Incentives in the form of better 
Income generation prospects, this va tpool of rural labour could be better utilized 
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Electric Fans Industry 

4.09 	 The electric fans Industry is mainly concentrated in the Gujranwala and Gujrat 
districts It is comprised of many cottage aind small scale units with only a few medium and 
large scale ones Cottage sector is basicali c, gaged In the production of components like 
blades, motors, and transformers These components are then sold to small and medium 
scale producers who assemble these parts to make the complete fan These assemblers 
sell their output either throug,, dealers with their own brand name or act as subcontractors 
for larger manufacturers 

4.10 	 Electric fans have wide ranging application both in the consumer as well as In the 
industrial markets Apart from being used as ceiling or pedestal fans, these are also used 
for making exhaust fans, air conditioners and dessert coolers Due to this diversity of 
application, the electric fans Industry has shown tremendous growth during the last few 
years However, this has given rise to a lot of fierce competition also This, coupled with 
the general lack of quality consciousness, has led to deterioration of the quality of fans 
produced High rate of duty on imported raw material (electric sheets) Is another factor 
pushing the Industry towards substituting it with low quality local raw material which 
makes for the poor quality The production of fans has been stagnating with no significant 
Increase over the years The production figures are given in Table 3 The output in 1987-88 
was the same as 1975-76, a figure Indicative of the problems faced by this sector 

TABLE 3
 
PRODUCTION OF TOTAL FANS
 

Years 	 Total Fans ('000 Nos) 

1965-66 1864 
1966-67 2089 
1967-68 2102 
1968-69 1663 
1969-70 161 9 
1970-71 2157 
1971-72 201.1 
1972-73 233.0 
1973-74 191 0 
1974-75 193.2 
1975-76 1432 
1976-77 175.8 
1977-78 207.2 
1978-79 207.4 
1979-80 2885 
1980-81 2453 
1981-82 215.6 
1982-83 1322 
1983-84 200 8 
1984-85 1788 
1985-86 1901 
1986-87 2082 
1987-88 146.1 

Source Pakistan Economic Survey 1989-90 
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Furniture Industry 

The furniture Industry, basically a crafts Industry, has shown considerable growth 
over the years This has been due to the general Improvement in the standard of living of 
the people One of the key problems currently being faced by the industry relates to raw 
material Pakistan's high quality forest wood is being used for fuel There is large scale 
deforestation Wood Is likely to become Increasingly expensive, a trend which has already 
affected producers in recent years The local supply of wood is stated to be insufficient in 
quantity and Inferior in quality Import of wood for furniture making Is not allowed by the 
government The production statistics of the industry for the years 1969-70 to 1984-85 are 
given in Table 4 

TABLE 4 
VALUE OF PRODUCTION OF FURNITURE AND FIXTURES 

Years 	 (Rs in Millions) 

1969-70 18 
1975-76 33 
1976-77 23 
1977-78 32 
1978-79 35 
1979-80 64 
1980-81 85 
1981-82 79 
1982-83 148 
1983-84 130 
1984-85 238 

Source Pakistan Economic Survey 1989-90 

4.12 	 From the data presented above, it can be seen that the growth in this Industry has 
not been very steady and there have been quite frequent fluctuations In the value of the 
output This has led to dissatisfaction amongst the producers who claim that government 
policies regarding the import of raw material for this industry are largely to be blamed for 
this uneven trend 

Packaaina Industry 

4.13 	 Packaging has become a necessary part of all marketing activities Consequently, 
the packaging Industry has shown sizable growth during the past few years However, 
most of the growth in the industry has been in the Informal sector while very few 
establishments exist in the formal sector In the Informal sector, these establishments 
operate as micro-level entetprises which are set up by making use of manually driven 
Indigenoi s cutting and pressing dies and machines Fluting paper, the basic raw material 
needed ftor making the packages, Is either Imported or made locally by a few papor mills in 
the country A strong oligopolistic market mechanism controlling the Import and 
manufacture of fluting paper makes these small scale producers vulnerable to price 
fluctuations and market instability At times the mills refuse to supply the raw material on 
credit which puts the squeeze on the small scale sector enterprises since they have little 
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access to formal credit sources. They, therefore, have to resort to Informal sources of 
credit which command abnormally high Interest rates 

Constraints in Gathering Data, 

4.14 	 Many constraints were encountered In gathering primary data for the survey. 
Respondents were, often wary of expressing their opinion openly. Major constraints in 
data collection were as follows 

Hesitation From the Small Scale Businessmen 

4 15 As mentioned above, some of the small scale businessmen were rather reluctant 
to answer the questions as they were afraid that any information which they divulge might 
be reported to the concerned government departments and used as evidence against 
them Moreover, since most of them were availing the simplified assessment procedure 
(SAP) for filing their income tax returns, they had understated their income, hence were 
hesitant to quote the actual production and capacity figures Similarly, quite a few 
respondents also gave lower than actual figures for the employees working in their 
establishments This was out of fear of the labour laws which are enforced on firms hiring 
ten or more employees 

Vague Idea of Actual Capa(itl. 

4.16 	 Due to the high labour intensity of the industries and availability of contract labour, 
many entrepreneurs did not have a clear idea of their actual production capacities 
Especially in the carpet industry, since most of the work is done by sub-contracting to 
cottage sector, the capacity figures quoted were quite vague Moreover, In other sub
sectors, as the production technologies were basically indigenous and manually driven, 
they did not have any proper rated capacities as the rate of production varied according to 
the dexterity of the operator 

Small Scale of the Sample 

4.17 While carrying out the study, it was strongly felt that the sample size for the survey 
was very small for the findings to be statistically significant upto a reasonable degree of 
certainty It was, therefore, attempted to increase the sample size from a minimum of 
twelve enterprises, as given in the terms of reference, to eighteen The number of industry 
sub-sectors were also Increased from four to five This increase in the sample size helped 
in making the findings slightly more representative However, for Individual sub-sectors, 
the number of enterprises was still quite small to make it representative of the total 
population Nevertheless, the study helped in highlighting some of the problems and 
difficulties being faced by the medium and small scale entrepreneurs with regard to the 
legal and regulatory framework It also aided In Indicating the trends in hiring labour and 
the usefulness of the assistance given by PSIC and Its subsidiaries 

Location and Reach to Distant Areas 

4.18 	 Cottage and small scale Industries located in the rural and less developed areas 
were difficult to be reached by the survey team due to long distances and sporadic 
location of these enterprises Therefore, although it was desired that some of these 
enterprises should be covered, the survey was largely limited to the urban based 
enterprises 

14 
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Time Constraint 

Time constraint was another factor inlimiting the scope of the survey which had to 
be confined to a narrow spectrum of the medium and small scale enterprises operating in
the country It Is felt that with a bigger and more representative sample covering other 
Industry sub-sectors also, more specific recommendations could be made applicable to 
most of the small and medium scale enterprises 

/4/5 
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Methodoloay of the Survey, 

5.01 	 Primary data for the study was sought with the help of a survey covering five 
Industry sub-sectors and a total of eighteen enterprises The survey was based on a 
standard set of questions which were asked from all the respondents The questions asked 
were Intended to get the basic information on respondent regarding his scale of 
operations, the mode of employment and the major problems faced by them regarding the 
legal and regulatory framework The enterprises were selected on a random basis taking 
care that the sample should contain atleast one medium scale enterprise in each sub
sector 

5.02 	 Secondary data relating to the legal and regulatory framework concerning 
medium and small scale enterprises was collected by visiting the various government 
departments responsible for Implementing these policies and procedures High ranking 
officials were Interviewed and their opinions taken These departments Included the 
Central Excise and Taxation Department, Labour and Industrial Relations Department and 
The Industrial Relations Institute 

Deslaning of the Questionniare 

5.03 	 The questionnaire was designed to provide basic data on the enerprises with 
regard to their, capital base, production capacity, scale of operations, number of 
employees and the usual mode of employment The entrepreneurs were also asked about 
their relationship with the various government departments like Income tax department, 
labour department, excise and sales tax and the Punjab Small Industries Corporation 
(PSIC) 

5.04 Both open and close ended questions were asked in order to get qualitative as 
well as quantitative data Entrepreneurs were asked about their satisfaction or 
dissatisfaction with the various government departments responsible for the implemention 
of the regulatory policies They were also asked about the major Impediments to the 
growth of that particular Industry and any suggestions they could make to Improve the 
existing policy framework and its implementation 

Survey Findings 

5.05 	 The survey results are analysed (i) generally to include all industry bectors and (ii) 
particularly for each sub-sector considered The objective of this approach is to first have a 
cross-sectional view to see the over all Industry trends and Identify problem areas which 
are common to all small scale sector enterprises After that, data pertaining to particular 
sub-sectors Is analysed to focus on problems which are specific to these sub-sectors 

Overall and Sectoral Trends Observed 

The following trends were observed from the survey regarding all sectors and for 
each Industry sub-sector Inthe data relating to all sectors, responses which were unique 
to a particular sub-sector are not Included 

Capital base 

5 07 The average capital base of the enterprises was computed to be around Rs 
89,33,333 This Includes the value of fixed assets as well as the working capital However, 
the actual capital base is believed to be much more as there was a general tendency 
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amongst the entrepreneurs to understate their Investment In the business This was partly 
due to the fear of the Income tax department and partly due to lack of proper 
documentation and cost control systems The average capital base for the sub-sectors is 
as follows. 

TABLE 1 

AVERAGE CAPITAL BASE 

Sector No of Respondents 	 Average Capital Base 

Surgical 4 	 29,50,000 
Instruments 

Carpets 3 	 3,19,33,333 

Electric Fans 4 	 77,75,000 

Furniture 4 	 52,25,000 

Packaging 3 	 4,00,000 

All Sectors 18 	 89,33,333 

5.08 	 It can be seen from the table above that the carpets Industry has the largest 
capital base out of all the Industries This is because these enterpreneurs were basically 
dealers who act as money lenders to the system Packaging Industry has the lowest 
capital base because all the enterprises surveyed were micro-level establishments which 
were operating mostly In the Informal sector 

Access to Credit 

509 Out of the eighteen enterprises surveyed, nine (50%) were availing credit of some 
sort Of these, six (33 33%) had access to formal credit from banks as export refinance, 
working capital or machinery loans For these loans, the Interest rate varied from 
concessionary credit of 6% for machinery loans and export refinance to 16% for regular 
working capital loans The remaining three (16 67%) were using Informal credit from 
friends or relatives for which the interest rate varied from 0%, In case of advances from 
customers, to 50% in certain cases Only two out of the eighteen (11 1%) had taken long 
term loans while the rest (38 9%) were utilizing short term loans basically for their working 
capital requirements This trend was partly due to lack of access to long term finance and 
partly because of the gnater need of working capital, in small szale enterprises, as 
compared to Investment in fixed assets A sectoral analysis of access to credit is given In 
Table 2 
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TABLE 2
 
ACCESS TO CREDIT
 

Sector Availing Credit Type of Credit Source of Credit 

All Sectors 

Surgical 
Instruments 

No 

9 

3 

%age 

50% 

75% 

*LT 

2 
11.1% 

1 

*ST 

389% 
7 

2 

Formal 

6 
333% 

3 

Informal 

16.7% 
3 

0 

Carpets 2 67% 0 2 1 1 

Electric Fans 1 25% 0 1 1 0 

Furniture 2 50% 1 1 1 1 

Packaging 1 33% 0 1 0 1 

* LT Long Term Credit 
'ST Short Term Credit 

Emplovment Generation and Mode of Employment 

5 10 The carpet Industry was excluded from the computation of average number of 
workers per unit Their Information was unreliable due to the high degree of subcontracting 
arrangements Disregarding the carpet Industry. the average for the remaining enterprises 
came to around 39 w6rkers per enterprise The average number of employees for each 
sub-sector Is presented InTable 3 

TABLE 3 

AVERAGE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 

Sector Average no of Employees* 

All Sectors 39 

Surgical Instruments 34 

Carpets .NA. 

Electric Fans 64 

Furniture 42 

Packaging 10 

'These figures Include Indirect labour also. 
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The carpets Industry Isan exception because of Its unique characteristics Firstly, 
the Industry Is rural based and manufacturing Is done through contractor system Since 
the producers are mostly inthe cottage sector, therefore it Is easy for the dealers to sub
contract to them and hoodwink the labour department Secondly, the Industry IsInherently 
very labour Intensive and time consuming Apart from the carpets Industry, the number of 
employees inthe remaining sub-sectors ranges from 10-64 with the overall average of 39 
Mostly the number of employees was less than 20 for small scale enterprises whereas it 
was more than 20 for medium scale enterprises The tendency to keep less than 20 
workers was basically due to evasion of rules and regulations laid out inthe Industrial and 
Commercial Employment (Standing Orders) Ordinance, 1968 which Is applicable to all 
Industrial and commercial establishments employing twenty or more workers For micro
level enterprises, like in the packaging Industry, the number of employees was never 
quoted higher than ten, Including the owner This was usually an understated figure so as 
to remain out of the range of the Factories Act 1934 which applies to all Industrial 
establishments employing ten or more workers 

5 12 The modes of employment being used by the medium and small scale sector 
enterprises surveyed are given in Table 4 The figures do not tally because of multiple 
modes of employment being used at some enterprises It can be seen that the most 
common mode of employment is through informal contract system Inwhich the labour is 
either employed through a contractor or labour Isemployed on a monthly pay basis but no 
formal record or documentation is maintained Ineither case, the employer can manage to 
evade Interference from the labour department inspectors Sector wise breakdown of the 
modes of employment also show more or less the same pattern 

TABLE 4 
MODE OF EMPLOYMENT 

Sector 

All 
Sectors 

Total 
No 

18 
100.0% 

Informal 
Contract 

14 
77.78% 

Daily 
Wages 

0 
44 44% 

Piece 
Rate 

7 
38.89% 

Formal 
Contract 

1 
556% 

Surgical 
Instruments 

4 3 1 3 0 

Carpets 3 3 1 1 0 

Electric 
Fans 

4 4 0 1 1 

Furniture 4 2 4 2 0 

Packaging 3 2 2 0 0 

Production and Capacity Utilization 

5 13 Estimating the production capacity of the small scale enterprises is at times not 
only difficult but also quite erroneous as the owners themselves do not have an exact idea 
of the actual capacity As mentioned earlier, since most of the processes are manually 
driven and a lot of work Is done through sub-contracting, there exists a great deal of 
flexibility in the volume of production for these micro- level enterprises Sector wise 
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production and capacity utilization figures are given In Table 5. Most of the enterprises 
Interviewed noted that they viewed production capacity interms of ability to sub-contract. 
Thus their estimates were clearly unrealistic and we have not used them Average 
productoh figures for the sub-sector are given in the table below 

TABLE 5 
PRODUCTION AND CAPACITY UTILIZATION 

Sector 	 Production Average Capacity
 
Capacity (Unit) Production Utilization
 

Surgical N A Pcs 38100 	 N A. 
Instruments 

Carpets N.A Sq ft. 71400 	 N.A. 

Electric N.A. Pcs. 24750 	 N.A. 

Fans 

Furniture N.A. Pcs. 722 	 N.A. 

Packaging 33000 Boxes 23000 	 69.7% 

NA" Not Available 

Future Plans, 

5.14 	 The owners were also asked about their future plans regarding growth and 
expansion Since it was felt that there was a growing trend In the Industry to establish 
multiple small scale units Instead of expansion of the original one, this aspect was 
especially probed into The Industry wide and sectoral trends Indicated are as follows, 

TABLE 6 
FUTURE PLANS 

Sector No of Expansion Set up other Quit N.R.
 
Resp. Unit
 

All Sectors 18 5 3 3 7
 
278% 16.7% 167% 389%
 

Surgical 4 1 	 2 1 0 
Inst. 

Carpets 3 0 	 0 0 3 

Electric 4 2 	 0 1 1 
Fans 

Furniture 4 2 	 0 0 2 

Packaging 3 0 1 1 1 

NR :No response 

/5/ 
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5.15 	 It can be seen from the data that collectively about 33% of the small scale 
entrepreneurs either want to establish another similar set up or are desirous of getting out 
of that sub-sector Most of the people who wished to set up similar units wanted to 
because of evasions from taxation and labour laws, which is possible for a small scale 
enterprise as compared to a bigger one However, 27 8%of the respondents wanted to 
expand their existing establishments which is awelcome sign 

5.16 	 Sectorally, in the surgical Instrument sub-sector greater inclination was seen 
towards setting up now units This was probably because the Industry has become very 
price sensitive and smaller units are not only easier to manage for the owner but are also 
economical because of fewer liabilities towards the workers No response was seen from 
the carpet: sub-sector as the enterprises covered were basically dealers and exporter who 
sub-contracted to the cottage sector and were not into direct manufacturing themselves 
Furniture makers were desirous of expanding their existing set ups as they were basically 
hiring labour on piece rate(contract) or on daily wages Therefore, although they were 
generally wary of the labour department, they were not directly affected by the service 
laws laid out Inthe standing orders ordinance 

Distribution Channels 

5 17 The distribututlon channels used by these small sector enterprises varied from 
dirert retailing in the local market to exports to foreign countries Some of these 
manufacturers were sub-contracting for other producers and manufacturers while a few 
were selling their output through dealers The channels used by the sub-sectors were as 
follows; 

TABLE 7 
DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS 

Sector 	 No of Direct Through Sub-con- Any Other
 
Resps. Retail Dealer tracting (Exports)
 

All 18 11 	 5 5 5 
Sectors 	 611% 278% 278% 278% 278% 

Surgical 4 4 	 0 2 3 
Inst 

Carpets 3 2 	 2 0 2 

Electric 4 1 	 3 0 0 
Fans 

Furniture 4 4 	 0 0 0 

Packaging 3 0 	 0 3 0 

NR :No response 

5 18 It can be seen that most of the producers are using multiple means of selling their 
output All the surgical Instruments producers were into direct retailing and sub
contracting, mostly to the export markets This also correlates well with the greater access 
to credit by these producers A similar trend can be seen for the carpet dealers Electric 
fan producers were mostly selling their output through dealers due to the fact that the 

/5. 
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Industry Is concentrated in a less developed area and the production can not be totally 
absorbed In the local (regional) market The furniture makers were retailing directly 
through their own outlets while packaging producers were basically sub-contracting for 
the other producers It can, therefore, be observed that the product and the markets also, 
to some extent, determine the credit availability and the production operations of the 
business concern Marketing channels affect access to suppliers credit, particularly for 
working capital 

Views About Income Tax Laws and Implemention Procedures 

In the survey, the small entrepreneurs were asked about their opinion with respect 
to the various aspects of the regl~iatory framework and its Implementing departments The 
business community was generally dissatisfied with the income tax department The 
following responses were given by the businessmen when asked whether they were 
satisfied with the Income tax laws and their Implementation procedures 

TABLE 8 
o ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH INCOME TAX LAWS? 

No of Yes No 
Resps 

All Sectors 18 7 11 
389% 61.1% 

Surgical 4 2 2 
Inst 

Carpets 3 2 1 

Electric 4 2 2 
Fans 

Furniture 4 0 4
 

Packaging 3 1 2
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5.20 	 From table 8, it can be seen that the majority of people (61 1%) are dissatisfied 
with the Income tax laws (and Implementation procedures) It should however be noted 
that nearly 40% of the respondents expressed satisfaction with the tax machinery They 
were pleased with the self assessment scheme and, in the relevant sub-sectors, satisfied 
with the rebate system Some entrepreneurs were also somewhat apprehensive of 
criticising tax authorities Those who expressed dissatisfaction, gave the following as the 
main reasons for dissatisfaction 

TABLE 9
 
REASONS FOR DISSATISFACTION
 

Reason 	 No of %age
 
Resps
 

Discretionary powers of the ITOs 	 8 7272% 

Tax rates are too high 	 3 27 27% 

There is no accountability of the ITOs 	 1 909% 

5.21 	 It can be seen from the data presented above that the main reason for 
dissatisfaction for medium and small scale businessmen Is the discretionary powers which 
rest with the Income tax officers responsible for assessing the tax Some businessmen 
protested that the ITOs did not accept the cost and expense receipts shown by them 
They claimed that those were the only receipts that the raw material suppliers gave them 
Since they were small businessmen, they could not afford to argue with them and, 
therefore, had to comply with their whims and wishes Itwas suggested to them that they 
should form associations In order to increase their bargaining power with the suppliers 
The association could then demand that the suppliers should provide them proper receipts 
of the transactions which take palce To that they responded that thuy had even tried that 
but the suppliers agreed to give them proper receipts only on cash payment This was 
even worse as without the 15-20 days credit, which the suppliers normally extend to them, 
they would be unable to survive since their buyers also paid after 15-30 days Upsetting of 
this credit cycle could be very detrimental to the survival of their business These small 
scale entrepreneurs claimed that they were being exploited from both sides, that is 

i) By the suppliers who did not give them proper receipts, and 
i1) By the ITOs who refused to accept these receipts 

Views about Labour Laws and Implementation Procedures 

5 22 In the survey, medium and small scale entrepreneurs expressed their views most 
vehemently about the functioning of the labour department The response regarding their 
satisfaction with the department was as follows 
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0 
Table 10 

ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE LABOUR LAWS? 

Sectors No. of 
Resps. 

Yes No 

All Sectors 18 5 
27% 

13 
73% 

Surgical 
Inst 

4 1 3 

Carpets 	 3 2 1 

Electric 4 3 1 
Fans 

Furniture 	 4 0 4 

Packaging 	 3 1 2 

3 23 It can be seen that the majority (73%) of the businessmen were dissatisfied with 
the labour laws and the Implementation system A few micro-level entrepreneurs even 
claimed that they were afraid to hire more workers out of fear of the labour laws and labour 
department A few had even divided their establishments Into two sections, each having 
less than twenty workers, in order to evade the labour laws Moreover, the more stringent 
application of these laws In case of permanent workers as compared to contract labour 
has also led to the growing trend amongst the businessmen to hire contract labour This 
provides an easy refuge for them to hoodwink the labour laws but harms the development 
and growth of the enterprise In the long run 

5 24 The main reasons for dissatisfaction with the labour department were mentioned 
as follows 

TABLE 11 
REASONS FOR DISSATISFACTION 

Reason 	 No of %age 
Resps. 

Corruption and faulty record 6 .54.5% 
keeping by the Inspectors 

Discrotionary Powers of the 4 36.4% 
labour Inspectors 

Procedures are ill-defined and 2 18.2% 
complicated 

Labour laws and policies are too 3 27.3% 
strict and biased in favour of the 
workers 
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5.25 	 It can be seen from the reasons mentioned above that small entrepreneurs are 
dissatisfied with the Implementation of the labour laws The labour Inspectors are said to 
have discretionary powers and do not maintain proper records and paper work The 
procedures are also claimed to be too lengthy, involving various departments, each with 
Its own Inspectors, policies and procedures A few businessmen were also of the view that 
the labour laws are unreasonably protective towards the workers and this has been the 
main reason for the owners to develop a preference to hire contract labour for which the 
laws are not that strict 

Views about the Availability of Credit 

526 Credit availability is an important aspect in the growth and development of 
business, especially In the start-up and growth phase Therefore, itwas deemed pertinent 
to enquire the views of the entrepreneurs regarding the availability of credit (formal) It 
Includes both long term as well as short term credit Long term machinery loans are given 
at a concessionary rate of 6%, by the various financial Institutions established by the 
Government to promote industry (eg PICIC and IDBP) Tnerefore, the demand for these 
loans Is very high Consequently, the large scale sector, due to its greater resources, ends 
up securing most of these loans while the small scale sector gets crowded out The 
response observed Inthe survey was as follows 

Table 12 
0. ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE AVAILABILITY OF CREDIT? 

Sectors No of Yes No 
Resps 

All Sectors 18 5 13 
27% 73% 

Surgical 4 2 2 
Inst. 

Carpets 	 3 1 2 

Electric 	 4 3 1 
Fans 

Furniture 	 4 1 3 
I 

Packaging 	 3 1 2 

5 27 It can be seen that the majority (73%) of the business community seemed 
dissatisfied with the credit availability situation This Is not a surprising result in view of 
prevailing credit markets This result is also consistent with surveys on SSI across the 
world, where shortage of capital has been signalled out consistently as the key constreint 
to SSI development The main reasons given for the dissatisfaction were as follows 
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TABLE 13 
REASONS FOR DISSATISFACTION 

Reason No. of 
Resps. 

%age 

Credit Isnot readily 13 1000% 
available 

Banks do not extend credit without 8 61.0% 
collateral appropriate for SSI. 

It can be seen that a common cause of dissatisfaction regarding the access to 
formal credit is the lack of credit lines for SSI and resulting capital scarcity This was cited 
unanimously by all the respondents who expressed their dissatisfaction Complicated 
credit sanctioning procedures, the over-reliance on collateral and bureaucracy in the 
system, all lead to the inefficient and inadequate availability of credit to medium and small 
scale entrepreneurs Due to the inaccessability of long-term loans, there has been a 
generally low level of investment In the installation of modern machinery and equipment 
This has,in turn, resulted in the deterioration of the quality of production Moreover, this 
has also given Impetus to the development of informal credit systems which often have a 
very high cost of capital Availability of working capital loans is also very important for 
small scale Industries as these are basically less capital intensive and, therefore, the bik 
of the Investment is in the form of working capital Due to the fact that these are less 
capital intensive, there is little Investment In fixed assets and hence the problem of 
Inadequate collateral also Intensifies This Isa serious problem faced by the medium and 
small scale sector and one which has traditionally been hampering its development 

Views about Excise Laws 

5 29 In the survey, the following responses were recorded about the central excise 
laws It is worth mentioning that most exports are exempt from the levy of excise and sales 
tax Excise and Sales Tax are levied on all goods manufactured, produced or Imported in 
Pakistan, whichever event takes place first, unless exempted by special notification The 
excise rate iscurrently fixed at 5%of the value of the product 

/67 
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Table 14 
0. ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE EXCISE LAWS? 

Sectors No of Yes No 
Resps 

All Sectors 18 12 6 
667% 333% 

Surgical 4 3 1 
Inst 

Carpets 	 3 2, 1 

Electric 	 4 3 1 
Fans 

Furniture 	 4 2 2 

Packaging 	 3 2 1 

5 30 It can be seen that the business community seems generally satisfied with the 
excise taxes levied by the government The ones who were dissatisfied were so mainly 
because of the high prices of inputs (raw materials) which they have to bear because of 
the excise duties Since the exporters get compensated for these cost disadvantages by 
the compensatory rebate which is given to most export based industries, they were 
generally satisfied However, a few debated that there should be a free market system 
deviod of these regulatory controls 

5 31 The main reasons cited for dissatisfaction were as follows 

TABLE 15 
REASONS FOR DISSATISFACTION 

Reason 	 No. of %age 
Resps. 

The rate of excise duty is too high 	 2 333% 

The raw material cost gets very high 	 1 167% 

Certain exemption policies are lop-sided 	 1 16.7% 

Excise rate is not fixed (flat rate) 	 1 16.7% 

5 32 It can be seen that the main source of discontentment is the excise duty rate and 
the ensuing Increase in the cost of production However, this does not effect the medium 
and small scale Industries in particular but has Industry wide application In case of the 
packaging Industry itwas mentioned that there were certain exemption and licencing laws 
associated with certain manufacturing processes which were creating discontent In the 
Industry These excise policies were reported to be the major cause of the break up of 
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larger units (of packaging) into smaller ones Thus In the case of packaging the excise 
taxes appear to be causing a break up of units, similar to those which were due to labour 
laws There is an obvious need to rationallse such anomalies 

Views about Sales Tax 

5 33 Similar to the excise duty, sales tax is also levied on all goods manufactured, 
produced or Imported in Pakistan, except exempted by notification, at a rate of 12 5% of 
the value of the goods Previously, this used to be a single point tax while in the recent 
finance bill (1990-91) a multiple stage concept of sales tax collection is proposed Under 
this system, sales tax would be collected at each stage of value addition and wherever the 
sale takes place Exports and cottage industry is exempt from the levy of sales tax 

5 34 The following views were expressed by the medium and small scale businessmen 
about the sales tax system 

Table 16
 
0 ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE SALES TAX SYSTEM?
 

Sectors No of Yes
 
Resps
 

All Sectors 18 14 4
 
77.8% 22 2%
 

Surgical 4 3 1 
Inst 

Carpets 3 3 0 

Electric 4 21 2 

Fans 

Furniture 4 3 '1 

Packaging 3 3 0 

5 35 It can be seen that the majority of the business community seemed satisfied with 
the sales tax This was particularly so because the surgical Instruments and carpets 
industries are basically export oriented Industries which are exempted, while the 
packaging industry units were operating basically as cottage sector enterprises Some 
dissatisfaction was seen in the fans and furniture industries which are supplying mainly to 
the domestic market 

Any other cause/reason for Dissatisfaction 

5 36 Other general responses which emerged from the survey Included the following 
The main reason given was the low rate of compensatory rebate which is given to the 
exporters The surgical Instruments and carpets were the sub-sectors which expressed 
this concern In their view, the existing rebate structure was not acting as an appropriate 
Incentive for the exporter Although mentioned Inthe questionnaire, patent protection laws 
were not cited as a cause for concern in any sub-sector 

/15 
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Impediments to Growth of the Industry 

5 37 When asked about their views regarding the major impediments to the growth of 
the Industry in their particular sub-sector, the medium and small scale entrepreneurs gave 
the following response Factors common to more than one sub-sector are enumerated 
below 

Table 17 
Impediments to Growth of Industry 

All sectors 	 No of %age 
Resps 

Availability of credit 8 44.4% 

Availability/Quality of raw materials 6 33.3% 

High Import duties 6 333% 

High Income tax rates 2 , 11 1% 

5 38 It was perhaps significant that the regulatory framework did not appear among the 
high priority constraints to the development of respective SSI sectors This Is largely 
because businessmen felt that the regulatory bodies and government officials could be 
handled through informal cash transactions Frequently, entrepreneurs mentioned how on 
paper the regulations were prohibitive but in practice these were circumvented through 
devices such as sub-division of units or through old fashioned graft 

Assistance from PSIC 

5 39 The Punjab Small Industries Corporation (PSIC) provides assistance to the small 
scale Industries in a variety of ways ranging from technical training to credit facilities In the 
survey, the business community was asked about the assistance they were getting from 
PSIC and its subsidiaries (ifany) and its impact on their business growth The following 
response was observed for the various sub-sectors 
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Table 18
 
Assistance from PSIC
 

Sectors No of Yes No
 
Resps
 

All Sectors 18 	 5 13
 
27.8% 72.2%
 

Surgical 4 	 4 0 

Inst 

Carpets 3 	 0 3 

Electric 4 	 1 3 
Fans 

Furniture 4 	 0 4 

Packaging 3 	 0 3 

5 40 It can be seen that only the surgical instruments and the electric fans industry was 
getting assistance from PSIC insome form while the remaining sub-sectors denied having 
assistance of any sort from PSIC This was surprising since PSIC claims to be Operating 58 
training centres for carpet weaving yet none of the carpet dealers was hiring any craftsman 
trained from these centres A number of entrepreneurs in the furniture and carpets industry 
expressed disappointment at PSIC's efforts to promote the craft industries PSIC was 
accussed of being too bureaucratic, lacking in innovation and unable to stimulate creative 
processes which are a key to sustainable development of these traditional industries 

Assistance from PSIC was being availed inthe following forms 

Table 19 
Type of Assistance 

No. of %age 
Resps. 

Technical Training 	 3 60.0% 

Technical Advice 	 2 40.0% 

Use of Common Facilities 	 3 60.0% 

5 42 The surgical Instruments Industry was getting the most benefit from PSIC through 
Its subsidiary, MIDC Especially, the use of common facilities like vaccum heat treatment, 
laboratory testing and copy milling has helped the Industry in improving its export 
performance None of the enterprises surveyed were availing any form of credit from PSIC 

)i, 
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Suaaestions for Improvement, 

The following suggestions were made In order to Improve the regulatory 
framework pertaining to medium and small scale Industries 

Table 20 
Suggestions for Improvement. 

All sectors No of %age 
Resps 

Improve Labour policy and Its Implement- 15 83 3% 

atlon 

Income Tax should be simplified 2 11.1% 

Reduce regulations 16 88 2% 

One window facility for dealing with 14 77.0% 
Government Department 

5.41 	 The two clear suggestions regarding reform of the regulatory framework are 
rationalisation of labour laws and the establishment of a 'one window' facility for dealings 
with the government departments Although businessmen noted that they frequently 'got 
around' the difficulties which arise, they expressed strong desire for reforms which would 
reduce their exposure to numerous officials Itwas pointed out that there were too many 
and unrealistic rpgulations for SSI to comply with A reduction inthese regulations, easing 
of labour laws and less contact with officials are desired by entrepreneurs 
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FEMALE ENTREPRENEUR. SMALL SCALE UNIT, LAHORE. 

The owner has unusual characteristics for an entrepreneur in Pakista, An 
educated female, she has built up a very successful business since its establishment In 
1980 The principal investment came through family assistance, both in terms of financial 
savings as wall as land for the rather small premises 

The o vner spoke somewhat vehemently of continous harassment by officials She 
estimated that 12 different fuhctlonaries had visited her establishment during the past year 
She alleged that her refusal to give bribes has Involved the following difficulties 

a 	 A court notice has been Issued against her regarding the financial year 1981-82 
Details of transactions are being requested even though her business had just 
started She claimes that an arbitrary profit figure has been calculated by the 
Income tax officer 

b 	 Her company's bank account was frozen last year and a compulsory withdrawal 
of tax liability was made She subsequently keeps very little Inthe bank 

c. 	 The labour department has sent 6 different wings to monitor her unit for regulation 
compliance They have imposed a penalty on her which she thinks Is illegal but 
wishes not to be embroiled in court proceedings 

d 	 The owner claims that she Is willing to comply with all regulations and meet her tax 
obligations but feels that the officials are more Interested in private gain rather 
than Inensuring welfare provision implementations 

e 	 The owner suggested the need for a single window operation to deal with the 
government 

f. 	 With regard to future growth, the owner Indicated a preference to break up her 
unit unto small sub-categories. These sub-units would be separate firms and have 
a different owner, atleast on paper 
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MALE ENTREPRENEUR, SMALL SCALE UNIT, SIALKOT.
 

The owner has a thriving export business in the surgical goods sector His father 
had established this enterprise In 1974 They are mainly producing surgical goods for 
disposable kits Inthe U S 

The owner responded to the labour legislation of 1973 by resorting to large scale 
sub-contracting In fact, his brothers own the units which are sub contracting to his firm 
His permanent labour force used to be 30 It is now 8 This has happened over a period 
when his firm has grown rapidly He could not quote a precise figure for the amount of 
sub-contracted labour, but noted that it varies with orders The highest number of sub
contracted workers he could recall was 110, early In1990 At present, there were 50 

iii. The owner was not unduly perturbed by regulations or regulatory bodies He has a 
good working relationship with the officials His enterprise runs smoothly and without 
hassle by the authorities 

iv. The owner viewed officials as practical and experienced people "They are more strict 
about enforcing legislation in large industrial units With smaller units, such as mine, they 
are more pragmatic" This realism seemed to involve a private transfer of resources "We 
are all practical men here There is work to be done and we can not let every little 
regulation bother us" 

v. The owner was very pleased with the export incentives given by the government, 
particularly the export re-financing scheme 

vi. The owner felt that the direct taxation system was least cumbersome because the self 
assessment scheme made his task simple 
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6 01 The Importance of small scale Industry lies in Its capacity to absorb workers, to 
efficiently produce a variety of goods for the domestic market with a frugal usu of scare 
capital and to successfully carve a niche in selected export markets The Government of 
Pakistan's industrial policy has traditionally been biased towards large capital Intensive 
Industry The focus, on import substituting consumer good units led to a neglect of small 
Industries Targeted programmes for SSI development have had a low priority However, a 
number of developments -- such as an accelerating population growth rate, natlonalisation 
of big Industry and migration to the middle east -- have contributed to adynamic growth of 
SSI In Pakistan 

602 The Impact of the regulatory framework on small scale Industry is analysed in this 
study This assessment Is based on a small survey of 18 units, interviews with officials and 
private sector representatives The regulatory framework has not seriously constrained the 
growth of SSI In Pakistan It is however responsible for a number of distortions and 
adversely affects efficiency and profitability by preventing the vertical growth of 
enterprises Managerial and production economics of scale are not encouraged 

6 03 The major Issues emerging from our survey and analysis are summarised below A 
review of t,ie impact of the regulatory framework Is followed by recommendations aimed at 
reducing the distortions caused by the system 

604 The first point to emerge is that the regulatory framework causes little distortion to 
the functioning of enterprises situated at extreme ends of the size distribution The bias 
towards very small size Is particularly pronounced in the case of the much dreaded labour 
legislation Enterprises employing less than 10 workers are exempt from the wide variety of 
legislative measures Very small firms do not have to provide a range of facilities 
prescribed for relatively larger units, nor are they constrained by law as far as dismissing 
workers is concerned The last mentioned provision is a source of considerable 
dissatisfaction among affected entrepreneurs who have been exerting pressure on the 
government to restore the right to 'hire and fire' At the other end of the size spectrum, 
very large enterprises are well placed to absorb the provisions emanating from the 
regulatory framework The effective Increase in labour costs, due to regulations, typically 
represent a small fraction of total costs in large capital Intensive Industrial units These 
establishments also have legal assistance and the administrative capacity to handle 
government functionaries In addition, the owners of such firms usually have good 
personal relations with senior members of the bureaucracy Government policies are 
frequently subsidising their activities through credit and fiscal measures which encourage 
Investment and increase profitability In such a favourable environment, costs associated 
with the regulatory framework are hardly prohibitive Large enterprises suffer a degree of 
harassment from officials but their burden In this sphere is also minor compared with 
smaller units The large enterprise sector also contains multinationals, who often actively 
collaborate with agencies such as the International Labour Office (ILO) in enforcing 
required measures for their work force 

605 The Implication of the above is that the regulatory framework bears down must 
heavily on enterprises which do not fall into the two extremes of scale There is no precise 
upper limit, but enterprises which employ more than 10 workers but less than 100 are in 
the range which bears the brunt of regulations Unlike large enterprises, they are usually 
engaged Inmore labour Intensive production This Involves a plethora of regulations which 
must be enforced in highly competitive market structures Quite often these SSI are In 
export sectors which do not Involve protection often given to Import substituting units SSI 
operating under these conditions are least able to withstand the Implicit reduction In 
profitability, Imposed by labour and tax regulations The personal characterstics of these 
entrepreneurs are also not favourable towards dealing with regulatory bodies SSI owners 
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are often illiterate and Ill-Informed about regulations. They are thus open to greater 
harassment from government functionaries 

606 Asecond conclusion to emerge from our analysis is that the regulatory framework 
is often prohibiting the development of efficient economic units Potential economies of 
scale are being distorted through regulations which prevent firms from developing in 
certain desired directions Two examples from our survey illustrate the point First, in the 
packaging industry tax relief icgiven on a particular sub-process of production In order to 
derive benefit from this distrrtionaiy incentive, units are sub divided within artificial 
boundaries Second, labour laws favouring very small size have led to a horizontal sub
division of enterprises Rather than benefit from the economies of scale in aggregating 
functions, this horizontal sub division inc eases the strain on administrative capacity 
Whenever an artificial sub-division of enterprise occurs - for example, by dividing a firm of 
38 workers into four firms employing less than 10 each to evade labour legislation -- the 
firm's relationship with the regulatory bodies is weakened Aware of artificial distortions, 
government officials are more relaxed at implementing the law only if adequate 
compensation is made Thus, instead of developing a more efficient business enterprise 
the entrepreneur is involved in horizontal growth, reproducing small units to avoid 
regulations 

607 A third point to emerge from the survey is that the regulatory framework does not 
meet the objectives itwas designed for For example, labour legislation was framed in the 
1970's to protect workers by improving the quality of their working conditions and 
increasing their security of tenure In principle, these regulations involved a transfer of 
Income from the owners to the workers, with the state acting as an enforcing intermediary 
In practice, the regulations appear to be used frequently to transfer income from owners to 
government functionaries, rather than to workeis Because the Implementaion machiiery 
is easily distorted, the government neither receives the necessary tax revenue nor do 
workers receive their share of benefits If the small entrepreneur is able to successfully 
bend the rules, his business growth is unaffected by regulations Thus, the regulations are 
often not successful In meeting their objectives Indeed, the net effect of some of the 
labour legislation may have been to Increase insecurity of labour, since owners are willing 
to go to substantial lengths to avoid giving permanent employment 

608 Related to the above, the regulatory framework tends to reward those small 
entrepreneurs who can successfully manipulate the system and handle officials from the 
regulatory bodies Thus an important component of success for some SSI is not related to 
efficiency or market responsiveness A substantial part of the entrepreneur's time is spent 
In achieving successful manipulation, rather than in concentrating on efficient business 
development 

6.09 	 The growth of sub-contracting due to the regulatory framework was confirmed by 
our survey There are two :egal categories of subcontracting First, the entrepreneur can 
hire workers on a temporary basis, on a particular job for which he is sub-contracted to the 
firm Such workers are counted as pait of the work force for labour regulations A second 
category of workers are those who are employed by sub contractors to the firm Inall the 
sectors surveyed, there has been an exponential growth in sub-contracted labour These 
sub-contractors in turn divide their labour intc units of less than 10 The growth of sub
contracting reinforces our earlier point that 1970's labour reguiations may have had the 
perverse effect of Increasing Insecurity of employment for a large proportion of the 
workforce At present the sub-contracting process Is under review as part of forthcoming 
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legislation on bonded labour and sub-contracting However, negotiations leading up to the 
legislation revealed deep divisions on the issue within the labour movement itself (1) 

6 10 The nature of the relationship between SSI and rpgulatory bodies that emerges 
from our survey unfortunately has implications far beyond the micro manipulative level 
The nature of the distorted relationship thai has developed between entrepreneurs and 
government officials Is one which does little to inculcate respect for the state Government 
regulations are seen to be as good as the next 'baksheesh point' Some of the 
entrepreneurs Interviewed gave great details of the amount of bribes given to a variety of 
officials Civil servants that EPRU spoke to acknowledged the distortions but had little to 
say about reforming or minimising such leakages Such a relationship is one which 
contributes to an ethos of suspicion and contempt for goverrtment The principal language 
of communication is bribery At the macro economic level, when the government tries to 
engage in greater domestic resource mobilisation it has to encounter substantial 
Institutional barriers from within Individual officers have developed a personal interest in 
distorting the regulatory framework The higher the number of regulations, the greater the 
proliferation of official agencies and the larger the opportunity to give and receive bribes 
At a superficial level, such graft lubricates the system in a manner which overcomes 
bottlenecks The most serious damage inflicted in the process is respect for law, 
regulations and authority This environment helps create entrepreneurial attitudes which 
exhibit a penchant for devising ways to commit fraud, bribe officials and distort 
regulations Thus a vicious circle is ectablished People have little faith in tle government 
machinery which they know can be distorted Officials view regulations as an opportunity 
for increasing personal incomes from eager bribers Regulations are often bypassed but at 
substantive micro and macro costs to the economy and society As one of the 
entrepreneurs put it, "A person would rather join the government and become a tax or a 
labour officer than work in my factory The official wage I give may be higher but it Is the 
'chae-pani ka kharcha '(2)which makes the difference" 

6 11 So used have participants become to distorting regulations that a legal approach 
Is avoided even when it is better for the actor conr'erned According to one entrepreneur, 
he discovered that his cost of bribing tax officials was greater than his tax liability He 
alleged that he tried to rectify this by making a declaration under the self assessment 
scheme However, a punitive scrutiny by ITOs followed and he has subsequently reverted 
to former methods 

6.12 	 The lack of an effective legal machinery means that entrepreneurs are keen to 
settle matters through bribes rather than go through cumbersome procedures If an 
entrepreneur gets caught in the legal labyrinth, he could spend a great deal of time, money 
and energy embroiled in a lengthy dispute Both parties - officials and entrepreneurs - are 
well aware of this and act accordingly But the lack of an effective legal system to back the 
regulations is a bias against the entrepreneur not the scrutinizing official The latter can 
pass a judgement which embroils the former in legal procedures This aids private 
settlements 

6.13 	 Our survey indicates the emergence of a possible trend which has implications for 
future SSI growth Those enterprises who have access to formal credit appear to be keen 
to move away from labour Intensive methods The move to higher capital intensity was due 
not only because of higher anticipated productivity but also due to labour legislation which 

1. 	 These divisions were evident In EPRU Interviews with union leaders There are wide differences of opinion 
regarding the magnitude and pace of needeo reform 

2. 	 Uterally translated this means cost of buying tea This colloquial saying refers to extraction of bribes to meet 
living expenses 
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penallses Increases in labour force by raising the effective wage rate Thus to avoid this 
scaling effect, SSI firms are likely to move towards greater capital intensity To the extent 
that current SSI units are undercapitalised, the provision of greater formal credit would 
lead to such a result It is however Important to prevent labour legislation from acting as a 
further Impetus to capital Intensity, as access to credit markets Increases 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

6 14 Ten recommendations for the rationalisation of the regulatory framework for SSI 
appear to merit attention First, the limit for exemption from a number of labour laws and 
components of factory act provisions ought to be raised from 10 workers to possibly 50 
workers This would release a substantial section of SSI from a maze of current regulations 
which are not enforced but provide avenues for corruption A detailed review would need 
to be made to pinpoint the regulations which are not effective at present Their removal 
would ease the functioning of SSI without substantially adverse effects on tax collection or 
labour conditions Indeed these objectives could be better met through the suggestion 
which follows Second, in order to contribute to better labour - managemen' relations, and 
in view of equity considerations, entrepreneurs should be encouraged to contribute to the 
building of s'iools and medical clinics These welfare provisions should be Industry 
based The surgical goods manufacturers association, for example, could collect revenues 
from member enterprises to build schools and clinics for the workers of the Industry 
Industry specific NGOs could be established to promote and mobilise such development 
In this manner, the objective of a number of current regulations would be met without 
involving government regulatory agencies Entrepreneurs would feel happier contributing 
directly to schools and clinics Workers would be able to see tangible benefits Initially, 
experiments should be tried on a pilot basis For example, 3 year welfare provision targets 
could be set for industrial groups in return for exemption form certain regulations If 
entrepreneurs do not meet these targets, the cumbersome regulatory framework would be 
re-introduced 

6 15 Perhaps the strongest criticism coming from small entrepreneurs relates to the 
maze of regulatory bodies and officers that they have to zontend with The reform 
proposals In this regard lead us to the familiar request for a simplified one-window 
operation, wherein small enterprises only have to deal with a single government body All 
regulatory measures should be dealt with by a single department This would make the 
system more efficient cr'd manageable A separate cell for small industries would be 
desirable Similar to the concept of the self assessment Income tax scheme, small 
enterprises could make a smple return regarding the number of workers they employ, the 
state of working conditions and the regulations they have to comply with Entrepreneurs 
should be encouraged to give proposals on the duration and the ma,,ner in which they 
Intend to rectify shortcomings InsLad of a purely punitive approach, the government 
could consider encouraging thr adoption of certain regulations by providing credit to 
small Industries to comply with certain measures of the Factories Act Similarly, 
environmental regulations which require an enterprise's resources could be encouraged 
through credit lines for the pirpose 

A fourth recommendation relates to the low literacy level of small entrepreneurs 
Entrepreneurs noted that they often found It difficult to deal with complicated regulations 
and to verify whether particular regulations do apply to him or whether they are arbitrarily 
set by the official visiting them To strengthen the cepacity of small entrepreneurs to deal 
with the regulatory framework, collective legal bodies could be established Law advisory 
centres could be set up through contributions from members of particular SSI sub-groups 
Such centres would not be expensive and would strengthen the capacity of small 

6.16 
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entrepreneurs to deal with the regulatory framework Such legal centres would contribute 
to the development of formal management practices amongst small entrepreneurs 

6.17 A fifth suggestion relates to the elimination, or substantial reduction, of 
discretionary powers given to regulatory officials Such powers cultivate an ethos of 
arbitrary authority which Imposes a degree of fear among small entrepreneurs Tax 
regulations In particular should not be subject to Individual Interpretation To reduce awe 
of government, it Is vital to remove the substantial discretionary powers enjoyed by 
scrutinizing officers 

6 18 A sixth area of reform are municipal regulations At present, any SSI setting up 
business within municipal limits has to get a No Objection Certificate (NOC) from the local 
authority This is a cumbersome procedure, which can involve a great deal of time, 
resources and patience For this reason, a number of units do not get themselves 
registered and operate in a clandestine manner Consequently, there appears to be a need 
to devise a list of SSI sectors which do not require an NOC Obviously appropriate criteria 
such as pollution effects and noise have to be borne in mind Only those sectors not on 
the list would require an NOC from the local authority 

6 19 Seven, a systematic application of regulations requires a consistent definition of 
small scale Industry At present there are variations, such as some agencies excluding 
land from value of fixed assets, whereas other excludes land and buildings for the 
classification limits of SSI Financial institutions, small industries corporations and the 
Government of Pakistan's other agencies need to evolve a consistent definition 

620 Eight, sub-contracting could be limited to a proportion of the work force A 
regulation which limits the scale of sub-contracting could contribute to better labour
management relations 

6.21 Nine, a number of environmental laws have been promulgated recently These are 
likely to be added to when the National Conservation Strategy Is completed later this year 
A number of SSI are affected, particularly in areas such as leather processing and shoe 
manufacture The efficacy of these desirable regulations may be limited if additional 
officials visit SSI for their monitoring This reinforces our earlier suggestion for a single 
window facility There is a danger that the forthcoming spate of environmental regulations 
would add to the number of officials visiting SSI This opportunity could be utilised to press 
the case for a one window operation 

622 Finally, it must be emphasised that reforms of the regulatory framework ought to 
concentrate more on the Institutional mechanism rather than the regulations per se The 
latter could be rationalised and simplified Ifall the current regulations were rigidly applied, 
most SSI would find It difficult to function But the key issue Is to reduce the number of 
monitoring officials visiting SSI and to strengthen the legal capacity of small entrepreneurs 
to handle the maze of regulations A purely punitive approach has to be replaced by one 
which combines incentives with regulations 
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One window oyntem needs improvement. All 

concerned algencies should hold a fortniehtly 

joint meeting or nuch reprenontitives who 

can decide the insuen then and there. 

A cood propos2l, which niy be implemented.
 

We Gupport thin demand.
 

A ressonable demindt which we do support.
 

Ue do not support this proposal, as tlw
thi need to protect the local Wadustries. 
As inthemxple, the duty on plaUtUo 
s the higHer side assheets needs to be on 
compared to that on plastic granules 
in order to protect the locai-plastic 

sheets manufacturing induntr-. Ioweev, f 
differential should not be as higi' as Lisenthis example.
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(ii) do tioL iaake( exhurbi LdliL 

I I-)# 'li Ollevlutla1g pi 0 Je, LS, 

(iii) avuid raairiNj rivlIous 
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Sol UI l UI 

Opening of new banke/Develolent Finance 

lnotitutionc in rr'vatc ector with Govt. 

centrols nny be encouraged. 

We support these measures. At present
 
Small Industries Sector gets 3% of the
 
total credit made available to the 
industrial sector whereas it0 total share 
in proruction is arround 30% and it employs over 
80% of the induettial labour lorce. It is,
therefore, strongly recommended that at-least 
20% of the total long term loan is reserved 
for %he Small Industries Sector. 

o support it. 

Industrieo based on local mchinery should 

bencourlred 

We aupport this proposS.. 
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THE FIRST SCHEDULE 
(Sea Section 9. 10 and 50) 

PART I 
RATES OF INCOME TAXZ[A. In the case of every individualof Persons. Hindu undivided unregistered firm. an associalionfamily and every artificial juridical Person 

referred to in clause (32) of Section 2. not being a case to which paragraph8 of this Part Spplies._
(1) Where the total income is less than Rs 100.000. the income 

shall be charged at the rate of ten per centof the total Inccme:-
tax

Provided that,(a) no income tax shall be payable by an assessee whereincome (being less than Rs 
his total 

(/)Rs 100.000) does not exceed40 000 in case .the total income consistu of,or includes
any income chargeable undo? the headconstitutes Saary.'and suchmore than incomefifty per cant ot'h]mj total income; and(I1) Rs- 30.000 in other cases ;(b) the income tax payable shall be reduced by.(i) Rs 4 000, incaseIr':Ome chargeable the total income consists of, orconstitutes more under the head includaes;'Salary'. any.and such incomethan fifty per cent of his total income ; and(Ii) Rs- .00o[c) in other Ca3Ss;snotwithstending anything in this Schedule. no reduction in Incometax and super tax, under sub-paragraph (2) of paragraphPart IV. shall be admissible ; A ofandd) notwithstanding anything contained in this Ordinance,for any allowance under Sections 39,40. 41, 42. 

no rebate 
43, 44,44-A.46 or 47 shall be admissible(2) Where the total income is Rs 10O.C10. or more.tax shall be chargeable at the following rates, namely.

the income 

(1) RateWhere the taxable incume isRs. 76 00 ...
(2) Rs. 11.500.Where the taxable income exceeds Rs. 76.000 Rs. 11.500but does not exceed Rs. 100.000. 
plus 25 per 
cent of the 
amount 
exceeding 
Rs.78.000. 

1. Subs. by the Finance Ordininae. 1988. 
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122 Inco 
 O dmn ce 1979 
(3)Whees thtabio1 ee0 FirstSchedule0 

Rate 123'[0000Jeduction 'under sub-section (3.A) of Section 50. 
butdoes not exceed P&.200 000 Rate of income tax for ouroosespIS of 20 per35 per. sum I cent of theRate for collectionc01 of income taxof the underamount Sub-section There per cent of the(4) of Section 50exceeding 
 a o n 


(4) Where the taxable income exceeds Rs. 200.000 2[F Rate for collection of income 
amount of payment.fp y e t 

Rs 62.500 tax under(a) where the aqsessee is ihab!e to pay Oneplus 45 per and orie-hulfadvance tax under Section 53 duringcent of the the per cent.financial year inwhich goods i, :mported.amount ex. 
 (6) in other casesceding
lb. 

Provided that notwithstanding Rs. 20 0j sub-section (6) 
...Two per cent]rebate G. Rates for collection of income4 6 for any allowance under Section 39 40. 41. 42. 43, 44. 44-A 

of Section 50,- tax under
cr 47 shall be Computed 
anything Conkained in this Ordinance.
ingly at the average laerate of tax and allowed accord, weight of 20ehilogsB. (2) Passenger transport vehicles ortregstredIn the case of every local with reg s. Ope than u30uthol totalpniome, laden weight of 2030 Kilograms of 

pee 
, cent the moreorIn per annum.tcassofona _ eve,foreigntheIncaoa of c.pany inclutnu tared seating capacity ofassociation evey opua iwenty not less thandeclared uner clause (16) 30 per cent .f personsto beacon u suchc (a) in case such vehicles(b In other cases ply within the cityoA Fifteenofus o nsosharme tco rwen rupees perrupeesOf Section 2] i o seat per annum. pepbanu on the tot income any diraphinome excludingshansitao suchst os fy ddParefIdI 4[H. Rate for collection of p annum.]income12)oOV sub-section (7-A) of Section 50. 

tax under Three per cent of theub-Paragraph 3 of Paragraph A of Pan ifSnd icohChapter V applies. 
sale price.]

D. Rate of income tax for purposes of daduc.bon under sub-section (2)of Section 50.-_
On the whole uf Income charg 
 bJ, under thehead Inere 30 per cant of such
on seculities (not being itrtpa.income.
&e. on debentures issued by or-sinlocal authority or a company). trst pay-as behal of a'[DD. Rate ofdeduci income tax for Purposeunder sub-sction (2-A)of Section 50...
of 

(a) Where the sum does not excoed ,is.() where sum exceeds Rs. 1,000 
1.000 Nil. 

... amount10 Per cent of the
DDD.RRate of Income 

eXceeding
 
for pubyse
s Rt.
s um chargeable or the 1ax2 i00nnc_deductfiri under sub-section (3) of Section r,0. 0 um3chPar ant 5 or the1-Adebyh 

Subs. by the Finance Ordinance. XXIVFncectAof1§. of 1981 (w.aj. 
1.c 
groee
rie aPlicable to at. It wasresidenteve rson earlier subs. by the Finance Ordinance, XXV of 1980.

4. Paragraph H added by the F"nance Ordinarie.
Puragraph DD subs. by the 

greaer.1-7.1981). 
3. Subs by the Finan, Ordinance. XXV of 1980. CJV of 1981 (w.e.f.

Ia=Thi Ordinance.Paragraph XXVIIIo o- 184was 6a...r... by the Financeoflw r-...This pasrnh". 
-t 



PART IIRATES OF SUPER TAX 

A. 	 In the case of a company,-

Rates 
(1) 	 on the total Income excluding such part of 35 percent cf suchthe total income as consists of dividends or income in tho) casebonus or bonus shares to which sub- of a banking com-paragraph (2) or sub-paragraph (3) pany and 25 perapplies cent of such in-

come in the caseof a company other 
than a banking 
company :Provided that in the case of a domestic company, rebate shall beallowed as follows :_ 

(i) a rebate of 5 per cent to such company not being bankingacompany if it is a public company : 
'[Provided that. for any assessment year commencing on or after the

first day of July, 1986, this clause shalland words 	 have effect as it for the figure"5 	 per cent" the figure and words "15 per cent" weresubstituted ;] 
(ii) 	 a rebate of 5 per cent to such company not being a bankingcompany if it is a public company to which clause (Wii) does notapply, if its paid-up capital plus frse reserves as on the last dayof the income year does not exceed Rs. 500,000.
2[Prov'ded that 
 where such public company is listed on a registers I

stock exchange in Pakistan. between the first day of July.thirtieth day of June, 	 1984. and the1986, this clause shall have effect as it for thefigure ' 500 000" the figure '5 000.000" were substituted
$[Provided further that the aggregate of rebates admissible to the 

assesses under the foregoing provisos shall riot exceed the 	 super taxpayable by him under this paragraph ;] 
(I) 	 a rebate of 5 per cent on so much of the income, profits andgains of such company, being a public company, as a-e derivedby it from an industrial undertaking if its paid-up capital plus

free reserves as on the last day of 	 the income does notexceed Rs 1,000.000. 	 year 

1. 	 Proviso added by the Finance Act of 1985. Effective from July,1996. 

2. 	 Proviso added by the Finance Ordinance. XXVIII of 1984. 
3. 	 Proviso added by the Finance Act. I of 1985. Effective Irom July, 
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[Provided that. where such public company is listed on a registeredstock exchange in Pakistan. between the firstthinieth day of June 	 oay of July. 1984. andfigure "'1.000.000""the figure "10 000.000""were substituted ,j 

1986, this clause shall have effect thea.% if for the 

(iv) 	a rebate of 5 per cent on so much of the income, Profits and 
gains of such company, as areundertaking commencing commercialderived by it froka an industrialproduction at any timebetween the first day 	 of July 1975, and the thirtieth day ofJune 2[1988] (both dates inclusive) if th., original cost of fixedassets (excluding the cost of land) owned by the company andused by the undertaking does not 	exceed Rs. 3[5.000 000] sohowever. that no rebate under clauses (I) and (/i1) shall be 
allovfted to such company ;(v) a rebate of 10 per cent to such company in respect of its income,profits and gains to which clause (c) of Section 26 applies orwhich ate derivod by it in Pakistan from processing freezing,preserving and canning of food. vegetable, fruit, grain, meat,
fish and poultry ; and 

(v) 	 a rebate of 15 per cent to such company on so much of theincom-s, profits and gains accruing or arising outside Pakistan to
whh clause (2) of paragraph A of Part IVdoes not apply as are
brought by it into Pakistan :

Provided further that where the total income of a company includesany profit and gains fro"n the life insurance business, super !ax payable
by the compar, shall be reouctd by an amount equal to 12.5 per cent of 

(2) 	 to which paragraph C oi Part I applies. 
that part of its total income wh ch consists of such inclusion, 

on the amount represent.ing income from dividends from a Pakistani Company 

Iats 

(a) 	where such dividends are received by a 4[5] per cait of suchpublic company and are declared and amount.paid by a Pakistani Company n respect of 
paid after the fourteenth day of August,
1947. 

(c47e
(b) 	 where such dividends arereeceived by a 	 15 per cent of suchbooy corporate referred to in sub-clause amount; 

1. 	 Proviso added by the Finance Ordinance, XXVIII of 1984. 

2. 	 Subs for the ligure '1983' by the Finance Ordinance. XIV of 1983.This figure was earlier subs. for '1980' by the Finance Ordinanco,
3. 	 XXV of 1980.Subs for the figure "3.000 00C'"by the Finar.ce Ordinance, XXVof 1980 (w. a. I. assessment year 1981-82). 

4. 	 Subs. for the figures 10 by the Finance Ordinance, XII of 1982. 
5. 	 Ins by the Finance Ordinance, XXIV of 1981. It was earlier deemed

to have been ins, by S. R. 0. 1162 ()/80, dated 20th November. 

http:Finar.ce
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.c) 	 of clause (16) of Section 2 or] af)org casea ) fSection om-area tobeatoreign asso=:aiion.doclared tO be a com
pany by the Central BoarJ of Revenue 
under clause (16) of Section 2. 

1120] cent(c) 	 in other cases '.. per o1 
such amount. 


(3) On the whole of the amount representing 2[the face value of any
bonus shares or] the amount of any bonus issued by the company. with 
a view to Increasing its paid-up capital -

I 	 Rates 

(4) 	-Where a company which issued 3[bonus 10 per cent of such 
shares or] the bonus in a oublic company. amount; 

(b) 	 fn other cases ...15 per cent of such 
amount 

B. in the case of every local authority, on the 12 5 oar cent of the 
whole of the total income ...amount. 

4[C. In the case of every registered firm.-

where 'he total income does not exceed Rs. Nil.
 
2# 000 
woere the total income exceeds Rs. 24,000 5 per cent of the 
but does not exceed Re. 50.000 amount exceeding 

Rs. 24.000; 
whete the total income exceeds Rs. 50.000 Rs 1.300 plus 10 per 
but pot exceed Rs.100 000 cent of the amount 

exceeding Rs t0 OuO 
whole the total Income exceeds Rs. ,Rs. 6.300 plus 20 
1.00p,000 but does not exceed Rs. 150.000. per cent of the 

amount exceeding
Rs 100 000: 

whpr. the total income-exceeds As. 150,000 	 Rs. 16 300 plus 
35 per cent of the 
L .ount- exceeding
Rs. 	150 000]. 

P. Rate of super tax for the purposes of 
deductilt. under sub-section (2) of Section 50-

On the vw"lle of the income chargeable under the head -Interest on 
secu I i'" pair - , non-resident

(I) 	 where suc -rson is a company ... the rate applicable 
to a co-rpany ; 

(i1) 	 yvhers such person ,-not a company ... the rate applicable 
to s resident person. 
not being * company 

1. uq. for the figure *30'by tn.. --nce Ordinance. Xli of 1982. 
2. Words Inst. by the Finance Ord;nan. Q83
 
3 !..r4-. -,*I tv ?hts r-.npnce Ort l ir - e
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IrE. Rate o super tax for the purposes ofduction under sub-section (3) ot Section 50 

/)inthe case of a company ... the rate applicable 
to a company on the 
sum chargeable ; 

(i/)in other cases .., 	 the rate applicable 
to a resident person. 
not being a com
pany. on the sum 
chargeable] 

2[PART Ill 
RATE OF SURCHARGE 

Where the total income of any person for the income year. relevant 
:othe as essment year commencing on or aftar the first day of July. 
1985. is iwo hundred thousand rupees or more. the surcharge :hall bq 
)ayable at the rate of ten pe, cent of the income tax and super tax, if 
iny. payable for the year] 

1. 	 Added by the Finance Ordinance. XXV of 1900. 
2. 	 Part III inst. by the Finance Ordinance, 1988. 



PART IV 

. Notwithstanding anything contained in this Schedule. [except 
ClauSV (c) of the proviso to sub-paragraph (1) of paragraph A of Pan I 
therof]-

(1) 	 where the assessee is a co-operative, society, the tax shall be 
payable at the rates specified in paragraph A of Part I. or 
paragraph C of Part I and paragraph A of Part Il of this Schedule 
as 0 the assessee were a company to which the first proviso to 
paragraph A of the said Part II applied, whichever treatment is 
more beneficial to the assessee ; 

(2) 	 where the total income of an assessee includes any profits and 
gains derived from export of goods manufactured in Pakistan 
income tax and super tax. if any, payable in respect of such 
profits and gains shall, subject to the other piovisions of this 
clause be reduced by en amount equal to [fifty] per cent of tee 
amount of income tax and super tax. if any attributable to the 
sale proceeds of such goods '[or. in respect of any good 
Specified] '[in the eighth Schedule] by an amount equal to such 
percentage a' the amount of the income tax and super tax. if 
any. attribLtable to tne sale proceeds of such goods, as 4[are 
specified in that Schedule .] 

Provided that in the case of a registered firm, supanyPrvgedhtC ofPrth as of thischede s bsuper tax payable by it 
un paragrgh C of Part of this Schedule shall be reduced under thisrepatriatedincomeclause by so much of such amount calculated on the basis of the 

U4 payable on its total income under paragraph A of Part I as if it were 
he total Income cf an unregistered firm as does not exceed the said 

super tax : 
s[Provided further that the provision of this clause shall apply to 

profits and gains derived from the 
(a) 	 export of vegetable, fresh fruits and cut flowers ; or 

)sale, 	 in Pakistan. of goods manufactured in Pakistan against an(b) 	 sl.nPastnofgosmnfcue nPksnagnsanof 
contract under which such sale is 

internatior I tender, where the 
made is approved by the Commissioner, 

tne export of goodsas Vim applicable to profits and gains oerived from 
goodstnan actured in Pakistan)nthing inPaksb-lause () sprofessional 

,(b) nothing in sub-clause (a) shall apply to a company which is not 
a domestic company ; and 

3.; 	 Words inst. by the Finance Ordinance. 1988. 

2. Ins, by the Finance Act. VI of 1987. 


3..&Wo'rs subs. by the Finance Ordinance. 1988. 


4 J ' Words subs. by the Finance Ordinance. 1988. 

5. 	 Proviso inst. by the Fin;,nce Ordinance. 1968. 

12R 

(c) 	 nothing in sub-clauses (a) and (b) shall apply in respect Lf the 
following goods or class of goods, namely 

I[(i) raw cotton
 
(4i) rice;
 
(ti) rice brat. 1

(v) 	 whedt bran 

(v) 	 lamb skin 
(vi) 	such other goods . a may be notified by the Central Board of 

Revenue] 
The Central Board of Revenue may make rules providing for the 

computation of proits and the tax attributable to export sales for the 
purposes of sub-clause (a) and for such matters as may be necessary to 
give effect to the provisions of this clause. 

2[(2-A) where an assessee.

(XLVIL 1984)registered havilngthe registered Ordnance.in(a) being1984 a comaavyof andunder itsCompanies off'ce 

the income, profits and gains derived by it from the exercise of a profe
soon if such income, profits and gains depend wholly or mznly on the 

qualifications of its partners who are prevented by any law 

for time being in force or by convention or rules or regulations of the 
professional association, society or similar body of which they are 

members to constitute themselves into a corporate body with a limited 
liability which can be registered as a company under the Companies 

1984). unless such profession consist. whollyOrdinance. 1984 (XLVII of 
or mainly in the making of contracts on behalf of other prsons or the 

1. 	 Subs by the Finance Ordinance. 1988. 
2. 	 Clauses (2-A) and (2-B) ins. by the Finance Ordinance. XXV o! 

1980 (w.ef. asscssment year 1981-82). 

Pakistan. repatriates to Pakistan any income chargeable to tax 
under the head Income from business or profession' in any
income year which has been derived by it from a construction 
work executed by it outside Pakistan. no super tax shall be 
payable by it on such income J 

(b) 	 not being a company who is resident in Pakistan. repatriates in 
any income year any income earned abroad by way of fees for 

technical or consultancy services rendered outside Pakistan. 
he shall be entitled to a rebate equal to thirty per cent of income 

Providedethat-

Provided that
() such income Is received in Pakistan in accordance with the law 

for the time being in force for regulating pryments and dealings 
in foreign exchange , and 

(I) 	 where the assessee is a registered firm. super tax payable by It 
shall be reduced by an amount calculated on the basis of the 
income tax payable on its total income if it were the total incomean unregistered firm as does not e~ceed the said super tax. 

(2-B) No super tax shall be payable by a registered firm in respect of 



.j 	 a Orcjacnce, 1979 
givitg to other persons of advice of a commercial nature in connection 

wimn the making of contracts ;]


(3) 	 wnere a person, not being a company,the ax flc~ Cdimlgpa y, is not resident in Pakistan.esi entamthe tax iclig super tax payaoleincome shall be an amount equal to- by him or on his behalf on his total 

(a, the income tax which would be payable on his total income a
the 	rate of thirty per cent or the incomepayable on his total income if it were the tax which would uetotal income of theperson resident in Pakistan whichever is the greater , plus 

(b) 	 the super tax which would be payable on his total income if itwere the total income of the person resident in Pakistan :
Provided that any such person may. on the first occasion subsequentto the thirty-first day of March 1956 on which he is under this Oidinanceor the repealed Act assessable for any year by notice in writing given to
the Income Tzx Officer before the thirtieth day of September in the year of
assessment declare (such declaration being final andto all asses',ments thereafter) that the tax, payable 

being applicable
by him or on hisbehalf on his total income shah be deoermined withworld incomt, and thereupon such tax shall reference to his totalbe an amount bearing tothe 	total amount of tax which would beenhave payable on his totalworld income had it been his total income, the same proportion as histotal income bears to has total world income : 	 t 

Provided further that where any suchOfficer that he was 	 person satisfies the Income Taxprevented by sufficient cause from making suchdeclaration on the first occasion on which he became assessable and hisfailure to make such declaration has not resulted in reducing his liabilityto tax for any year the Incomeapproval of the 	 TaA Officer may with the previousInspecting Assistant Commisbioner allow such personto make the declaration at any time on or after the expiry of the periodspecified, and such declaration shall have effect in relation to the assess-ment for the year in which the declaration is made (if such assessmenthas 	 not been completed before such declaration)thereafter ; and 	 -no all assessment 

(4) 	 where the total income
chargeable under the head 

of an assessee includes any incomeCapital gains' (hereinafter referred to as thesaid income) the tax including super tax payable by him on his total
income shall be-1

(a) where the sa-d income has arisen as a result of disposal by theassessee of his capital assets after not more than twelve monthsfrom the date of their acquisition by him-

income tax and super tax 
 payable on the total in.ome (including
the said income) ,Ib) 	where the said income consist,, of capital gains which have arisenon account of the disposal by infl assessee of his capital assetsafter twelve months from the date of their acquisition by him-

() in the case of a company or a firm registered under(including , 	 Section 68firm treated as a registered firm under sub-clause (u)
of clause (b) of sub-section (1) of Section 69-1

(1) income tax end super tax payable on the total income, as reduced 

rt ed 
by the said come had such reduced rcome been the total 
income. ptus

(2) 	 income tax at the rate of twenty-five per centount of the said r ce me .	 on te whok 
(1) 	 in the case of other assessees income -ax payable onthe total income as reduced oy the sad income had such reduced 
(1) 	 incoae been the total income, plus 

(2) 	 the amount of the said income as reduced by(i) an amount equal to sixty per cp t of the amount o Lhe said 
income or

(ii) five thousand rupees, whichever is the greater

Providid that 
as respects the assessments for t - years endir-g on thethirtieth day of June 1281 income tax and 	super tax shall subiact to tie:ther provisions of this Ordinance. be pai.ra,0l or 	 the total r%;ome asreduced by the sa.d incorne 

B As used in this Schedule 

idustrial underraking" nns:)'o undertig wn cn is t UPor commenced n Pkoys (t i or frhe t' tD.rs 1 vPakii4toJS1947 and which eeplOns (gt ten or r'.irp 'rsc- ,t Pakistoi andinvolv,"which isthe use of electricei e-%-'1gYmechdnicailly or an% 15V er formtrans-rutted 	 energyand s not cjen,'rated byhuman or animal agency . of 	 (11) the Usf. o ,-t-,q a[ en.,wor any other form of energy witin is mecha-c;'I tidn*'n.-eCand 	is not generated by human or animal agency and wCn "I
(i) engaged in

goaes(a) the manufacture of goods or materials or the cubjectzon of goodsor materials to any process, which suostantiatly cridnges tlioriginal condition 
(b) 	 ship-bulding 

(c) 	 generation transformation, conversion,tion 	of electrical energy, transmission or distribuor the supply of hydraulic pnwer i or(d) 	 the working of any mine, oil-well or other source ofdeposits not being an undertaking to which 
mineral 

the Fifth Shdule
applies or;apphe r ; 

(h) 	 any other industrial undertaking which may be aoproved by theCentral Board of Revenue or the purposes of this clause,(&) in which not less than ffty parcei 01 t 
held by the Government e(b) b y ewhov e rt
 

(b a company whose shares were the 'Uni 
 ct 	 ' ,teared stock exchange in Pakistan at ,,.y , ,uri,;year and remained tedof on the stock exc.,.n e till 
that year ; or(c) a trust formed by or under any iaw for the time being 

i Sub-Paraqranh (2) suds by t Fi ince Ordinance .! 

si3rcs 

n 8 regis
uie income 
the close Ot 

,n ?OI:- I 

,, ". 
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(3) -registered firm" means a firm registered under Section 68 Or a 
firm treated as a registered firm under sub-clause (I) of clause (b) of 
sub-section (1) of Section 69 ; 

[THE SECOND SCHEDULE
the total income of the assesses as(4) 	 -taxable income" means 

[See Secticn 14(1)]
diminished by an allowance of Rs. 1[24.000] ; and 

PART I 
- (5) "total world income" includes all income, profits and gains

income which is not includible in 	 '[EXEMPTIONS] FROM TOTAL INCOMEwherever accruing or arising except any 

the total Income of an assesses. or classes of persons.
Incomes. or classes of income, or persons 

shall be exempt from tax. subject to the condition andanumerated below 
to the extent specified hereunder :-

Agriculturalincome: 

(1) 	Agricultural income : 
anys[Provided that. in case an essessee has. in any income year, 

income (other than the agricultural income) which is chargeable to tax 
the 	 agricultural income shall(hereinatter called ,chargeable income"). 

so however that the tax payable on thebe included in the total income, 
proportionchargeable income shall be an amount which bears that same 

the total income bears to the tntal 
1. 	 Stabs. for figore 1.00' by the Finance Ordinance. XIV of 1982, to the chargeable income as the tax on 


income ]
 

Salary income: 
by any(2) Any income chargeable under the head "Salary" derived 

employee of a foreign Government (includi-g a consular or other officer 

or a non-diplomtic representative) as remuneration for services to such 

Government, 0i

(s) such employee is a citizen of the foreign country and not a citizen 

of Pakistan ; and 

(b) 	the services performed by him are of a character similar to those 

performed by employees of the Government of Pakistan in foreign 
countries ; and 

to employees(c) 	 the foreign Government grants a similar exemption 
of the Government of Pakistan performing similar services in such 
foreign country. -I 

received by or
(3) Any income chargeable under the head "Salary" 

due to any person (whos3 contract of service is approved by the Commis-
Pakistan nor was resident in Pakis

sioner and who is neither a citizen of 
tan in any of the four years immediately preceding the year in which he 

two years from the date of his arrival
arrived in Pakistan) for a period ot 	

suchby 	 him during
in Pakistan as remuneration for services rendered 
pestod as a professor or a teacher at a recognised university, college, 

school or other educational institution in Pakistan: 

Finance Ordinance. XXIV of
1. 	 The Second Scheduld subs. by the 

1981. 

2-	 Subs. for .Exclusions'.by the Finance Ordinance, 1988. 

Proviso added by the Finance Ordinance. 1988.3. 
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I-or Non-Salaled lPersona 	 TAX ADIUSTMENT / R.FUNDCLAIM 

FORM OF RETURN OF TOTAL INCOME UNDER THE INCOME TAX ORDINANCE, 1979.
 
(For Resident Non-Salaried Individuals, Unregistered Firns (URFs), Associations of Persons (AOPs) and
 
Hindu Undivided Families (HUFs) whose Total Income chargeable to tax is less than Rs 100,000 derived
 

50% or more from sources other than salary) 
National Tax Number Assessment Year 
I 1 	 1-1 1 1-1 1 1 1 _1989-90 
Name 
JIN BLOCK LETTERS) 

Address 
tin BLOCK LETTERS) 

Name of Business 
(IN BLOCK LETTERS) 

Business
 
Nature of Business Code
 
(IN BLOCK LETTERS) 	 fior office use only) 

I certify that my total income chargeable to income tax during the income year relevant to 
the assessment year-iafter making legally admissible deductions wqs 
Rs. and my tax computation is as follows 

forrnmpler.s.ly 

I) From business/profession............. Code 211 Rs 
i) From property........... Code 231 Rs 
ill) From salary where applicable Code 261 Rs. 
iv) From other sources ........ ........... Code 257 Rs 

. Totai...l... Code 999 Rs 
a) Tax due @10% of Total income Code 511 Rs 

minus b) Statutory Tax ciedt . ... Rs 0 
c) Tax payable (a) - (b).................... Code 528 RS 
d) Less. Tax deducted at source ...... Code 531 Rs _ 

e) Net Tax Payable/Refundable.... Code 559 Rs 

, -,,o r ,I W.h
2. 	 1aIfo., Nthlt ,bhiye noiVnpqt.cmiargpAbte to tax other Uifr thi gxiounts shown

Old> 
above. 


3 1further certify that my last assessed income for the assessment year was 
Rn.. ' -I'4 "*'' j. . It ,F 

attach herewith the required p-rulars,details and docu'ments, specified overleaf, in 

support of the tax deducted or collected nder section 50 of the Income Tax Ordinance, 
-	 1 11979. 


5. 	 1request that credit for the tax of Rs deducted at sQurce may be given
 
against the tax of Rs by me,andt
-able 


For.Adhlizsent; Net taxof ft 1'*"id as perTreasury Challan ,o. 
dated enclosedl'erewlth'may e acceped in full discharge of my tax liability.I _-,\OR r,- I I I I-L,_ '. J1 t . 1' -
orRe'fund- Refund of Rs. , nxcess of my tax Tem|iability of Rs. 

o . e, , Ixces -_-"__of in 
maybe allowed to - ,r- ,','," ""I .... . o 
(cross out what Is not applicable) 

Signature 

Identity Card Number 

[-717 ILEEW_ - - II
 

ACKN OWLEDO EMENTFor office use only) 	 ) 
The above return ha' been accepted and this photo copy shall constitute your 
assessment order for the assessment yean 1989-90 

http:forrnmpler.s.ly


DIRECTIONS 

"Total Income chargeable to tax" does not include the following; 

a) 	 receipts during the income year relevant to the assessment year 
1988-89, which are generally or specifically tax exempt per se 
e g 	return on investments in the national savings schemes; and 

b) 	 expenses legally admissible 

PARTICULARS / DETAILS AND DOCUMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
ADJUSTMENT / REFUND OF TAXES DEDUCTED AT SOURCE 
UNDER SECTION 50 OF THE INCOME TAX ORDINANCE, 1979 

1. 	 Interest on secinhes u/s 50 (2): Description, ienal number and 
amount of securities held, date-wise amounts oj' interest received, 
and attested photocopies of the documents showing deduction of 
tax at source 

2. 	 Payment for supply of goods or rendenng services u/s 50(4). 
Details of supphes made o services rendered with photocopies of 
bills issued, Bank branch with account numbers where cheques for 
payment were deposited, and attested photocopies of the 
documents showing deduction of tax at source 

3. 	 Payment for execution of contracts u/s 50 (4). Details of contracts 
executed and amounts received with photocopies of bills issued, 
Bank branch with account numbers where cheques for payment 
w-re deposited and attested photocopies of the documents showing 
deduction of tax at source 

4. 	 --Impoft of gooda us 50 (5). Details of bills of entry with description 
and value of goods imported, Bank branch with account number 
through wlucl L C was opened and import documents were 
retired, attested photocopies of challans showing deduction of tax 
at source and photocopies of Import Licences obtained 

": j Motor vecles u/s 50 (6). Description of motor vehicles (with 
make, model and seating capacity), attested photocopies of 
ownership entries in registration book and attested photocopies of 
documenis showing deducton of tax ac source. 

6. 	 PubliC auction of property u/p, 50 (7A). Description and details of 
property acquired by pubhc auction, total amount paid for the 
property, and attested photocopies of documents showmg 
deduction of tax at soiuce 
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Sections 

57. 	 Hours of work to L.orrespond with Notice and Register
58. 	 Power to reuire medical examination Th 
59. Power to make rules
 

59-A. Provisions to be in addition to Act ;XViI of 1938 
 Factories Act, 1934 
CHAPTER VI _(XXV.OF 1934) 

PENALTIES AND PROCEDURE [20Oh August, 1934 
60. 	Penliy for contravention of Act and rules An act to consolidate and amend the law regulating labour 
6. 	 Enhanced penalty in certan cases after prenous i factories 

conviction inPreamble : Whereas it is expedient to consolidate and amend the 

62. 	 Penalty for failure to give notice of commencement of :aw regulating labour in factories , it is hereby enacted as follows:
 
work or change of managr.- CHAPTER 1
 

63. 	 Penalty for obstructing Inspector PRELIMINARY 
64. 	 Penalty for failure to give notice of accidents 
65. 	 Penalty for failure to make returns 1. Short title, extent and commencement: (i) This Act may be 

naked light in vicinity oi iled the Factories Act, 193466. 	 Penalty for making or using 

inflammable material (2) It extends to the whole of Pakistan
 

67. 	 Penalty for using false certificate (3) It shall come into fo:ce on the 1st day of January, 1935. 

68. 	 Penalty on guardian for permitting double employment 2 Definitions : In this Act, unless there is anything repugnant in 
of a child the subject or context

6P., Penalty for failure to display certain notices (a) "adolescent" means a person who has completed his fifteenth but 
70. 	 Determination of "Occupier" for purposes of this has not completed his seventeenth year,

Chapter (b) "adult" means a person who has completed his seventeenth 
71. 	 Exemption of occupier from liability in certain cases year ; 
72. 	 Presumption as to employment (c) "child" means a person who has not completed his fifteenth 
73. 	 Evidence as to age year ; 
74. Cognizance of offences t (d) "day" means a period of twenty-four hours beginning at mid
75 Lmp night;

offprosction 	 (c)"week" means a period of seven days beginning at mid night on 

CHAPTER Vu1 Saturday night ; 
(f)"power" meatrs electric energy, and any other form of energy 

SUPPLEMENTAL which is mechanically transmitted and is not generated by human 
nor animal agency I

76. 	 Display of factory notice 
(g) "manufacturing process' means any process

77. 	 Power of Provincial Government to make rules (i) for making, altering, repairing, ornamenting, finishing or 
78. 	 Control of rules made by Local Government packing, or otherwise treating any article or substance with 
79. 	 Publication of rules a view to ;ts use, sale, transport, delivery or disposal, or 

orgo. 	Application to Government factories (zi for pumping oil, water or sewage, 
(m) for generating, transforming or transmitting power.81. 	 Protection to personseacting under this Act 

82. 	 [Repealed] -

The Schedulc-(Repealed) 1. For Statement of Objects .and Reasons. see Gazette of India 1933. Pt. v. pp. 175. 
I or Report of Select Committee see ibid, 1934, Pt. v. pp. 4 4 and 45. 
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(0) "worker" means persona employed, 2[directly or through
agency] whether for ages or not, in any manufacturing process,ormdnufacturingin clanirg anyproce,s,part of the machinery or premises used for a
incidental 

or in any other kind of work whatsoever,to or connected 
process, 	 with the subject of the manutacturingbut does not include any person solely employed in aclerical capacity in any room or place where no manufacturingprocess is being carried on ; 

(ji) "factory" means any premises, including thewherein 3[ten] or 	 precincs thereof,more workers are working, or were workingon any day o the preceding twelve months, andwhich a manufacturing process is being carried 
in any part of 

ordinarily carried 	 on 4 [or ison with or without thebut does 	 aid of power]not1ic a mine, subject to the op-ration of theMines Act, 1923(IV of 
"ma:hzery"(,() includes all plant Whereby power l generated, trans-formed, transmitted or applied ,immedately

(1)'occupier" of factorya means the person who has ultimatecontrol oier the affairs of the factory , 

Provided that where the affairs of a factory1-g aeent, such agent shall be deemed are entrusted to a manag-to be the occupier of the factory,
(m)whether work of the same kind is carried out by two or 	 more setsof vtorkers working during different periods the day,of each ofsuch sets is called a 'relay" ani the period or periods for %hichit works is called a "Shift" , and 
(n)"prescribed" means prescribed byGovernment under this Act rules ma-e by the Provincial 

3. Reference to time of day - Reference to time of day in this Actare references to Standard Time Ahich is five 5[xxx] hours ahad of Greenich Mean Time: 


Provided that for any 
 area, in which Standardobserved the Provincial Government may make 
Time is ordinarily

rules-
(0 specifying the area, 

(11) defin.ng the local mean time ordinarily observed therein, and 
(tit)permitting such time to be observed in all or any of the factoriessituated in the area
 

4Seasonal factories :
vhch isexclusively engaged in one or more of the(I) For the purposes of this Act, a 	 factory,ing processes, 	 following manufactur-namely, cottonthe aecortication of groundnuts, ginning, cottonthe manufactureor ofcottoncoffee, juteindigo, lac,pressing, 
rubber, sugar including gur) or tea or any of th.l 
seasonal factory : 	 aforesaid processes, is a

Provided that Provincial Governmento'licial 	 may by notification in theGazette, declareProcesses are ordinarily carriedany specifiedonp.ce aextension for factorymore than ona hundred and eightyin 	 which manufacturing 

2 	 Ins by the Factories (Am-ndmeit) Act, XVI of 1973, S " 
-Subs for "iwenty * by the Factories (A;:ndment) Act. XVI.of *973. S 2
ubs by the Factoris (,m:nd':rnt
SThe words and-a-half' ormitted by 

Act. XVI of 1973 S 2 
S3 	 th: Factories (Amendment) Act, XVI of 1973, 

N> 

[Ss. 5_5A] Factories Act, 1934 119working das in the year, not to be a seasonal factory for the purposesorti s t
 
of this Act(2) The Provincial Government
Gazette, declare any 	

may by notification in the officialspecified factory whichare ordinarily carried 	
in manufacturing processes 

days in the year and 
on for more than one hundred and eighty work ngcannot be carried on except du-ing particular seasonor at times dependent on the irregular action of natural forces, to 	 be a

seasonal factory for the purposes of this Act5 Porter to appl) to protisions applicable to fcctories to certain otherplaces- (I) The Proincial Governmentofficial Gazette, 	 may by notifi:ation in thedeclare that or ofall anyapplicable to factories shall apply 
the provisions of the Actto anyprocess is being carried 	

place %%hereina manufacturingon or is ordinarily carried on whether with or%vithoutthe use poNerof Ahenever 6[five] or more workers are workingtherein or hate worked therein on any one day of the twelve months
preceding 

(2) A notification under sub section (a) may be made in respect of anyone such place or in respect of any class of 	 such places or generally in 
respect of all places(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in clause (1)of Section 2, aplace to %,hichall or ofany the provisions offactories 	 the Act applicable toare for the time oeing applicable in pursuancelaration under sub section (1) shall, to the 

of a dec
extent to suchprovisions are so 	 %hichmade applicable but not o'herwise, be deemed to be a 

factory
 
TEFCOIS(UJBAEDET
THE FACTORIES (PUNJAB 	 C,14AMENDMENT) ACT, 1940After section 5 of the Factories Act,

referred to the 	
1934 (XXV of 1934), (hereinafteras said Act), the following section shall be deemed to be 

inserted, namely
"S-A Estabhshmcnt or extension of certainfactories -(1) No factoryshall be established or extended for the purpose of carrying on one ormore of the manufacturing processes mentioned 

Act, or for purposes inaidental thereto, save in the schedule towith permission in writingthisthe Provincial Government 	 ofor such persons as it may direct:Provided that if an application for such permission has been despatch
ed to the prescribed authority by registered post acknowledgm-entthe decision of Go~ernment or the prescribed authority has due andnot been 
the applicant shall be regarded as having obtained that permission , ard 
provided further that a factory shallhe meaning of this section merel) 

not be considered as extendedbecause of any renewal u ith ito existing machinery 	 of oror appliances within the lirits prescribed 
addition 

(2) Where an order rejectingof a factory has been an application for the establishment ormade by an authority other than the 
Provincial Governmentcial Government within an appeal by the applicant sha I lie to the Provinfifteen days of the date on which ruch order hasbeen communicated to him. 

6. 	 Subs for "ten" o)the Factories (Am-ai:lment) Act. XV1 of 1973. S. 4. 
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(3) The Provincial Government
Gazette, 	 may, by no',fication in the officialadd to or exclude from the schedule the name of any manufactur-
ing process
effect 

it may deem fit, and such acdit~on or excl-,on shall takeas if it had been made by this Act. 

(4) Any person who contravenes the provisions of sub-section (1shall be punishable with fine which may extend to 1,000 rupees and inaddition, with fine which may extend to 100 rupees for each day, theperiod during which the contravention continues -

Schedule mentioned in section 5-A (1) of FactoriesAct as 
applicable to Puijab 

[S$ 6 7-%j 	 Factories Act, 1934 

provincial Gover-,men, an appeal by the applicant shall lie to the ProvincialGovernment within fiftecn days of the date on which such order has been
corlmunicated to L-m

The Provincial Government may, by notification in the official 
Gazette, add to or exclude from the schedule the name of any manufactur.ing process it may deem fit, and surh addition or exclusion shall takeeffect as if it had been made by this Actabove shall pe-son vho(4) Any contravenes the provisionson conviction be punishable 	 of sub section (1)with fine which may extend to5 000 rupees and in addition, with fine which mayextend to 100 rupeesfor each day of the period during which the contravention continues" 

1 oTte:Schedule 
(a) Cotton. 

(b) Woollen. 
2. Glass. 
3. Cement and allied products. 
4. Chemicals including medicines. 
5. Hydrogenated oils-edible and others. 

71 * 
 1 

7. Hosiery manufacture. 
8. Flour mills. 

9. 	 Steel-rolling mills. 
THE FACTORIES (NORTH-WEST FRONTIER PROVINCE 

AMENDMENT) ACT, 1964After section 5 of the Factories Act, 1934 (Act XXV of 1934) (hereinafterrefe 

referred to as the said Act), the following sections shall be deemed to be 

"5-A. Establishmentor extension of certainfactories-(I) No factoryshall be established or extended for the Durpose of carrying on one ormore of the manufacturing possesses mentioned in the schedule to this
Act, or for purposes incidental thereto sa~e with the permission in writIng
of the Provincial Government or such person or persons as it may direct 
Provided that if an applhcati..n for such permission has been des-

patched to the prescribed authority by registered post acknowledgementdue and the decision of Government or the prescribedbeen communicated to the 	 authority has notapplicant for six months after the date of its
receipt, the applicant shall be regarded as having obtained that permission.
and provided further that a factory shall not be considered as extendedwithin the meaning of this section merely because of any renewal of oraddition to existing machinery or appliances within the limits prescribed 
(2)

extension
Where an order rejecting an application for the establishmentof a factory has been 	 ormade by an authority other than the 

7. Entry No 6 "Cotton Ginning and Pressing" omitted exercisein of powers undersub-section (3) ofsection 5-A, Notn No ii4-52/604-Dev . 10 June 1962, PunjabGaz,Pt. 1, 20 June 1962, p 434. 

mentioned in Section 5-A (1) of FactoriesAct asapplicableto N -W F.P. 

1. Textile.
 
2 Chemical.
 
3. Cotton ginning and pressing. 
. Cour mn,
 

5. Sugar manutacturing.
 
6 Tanning
 

7 Match making 
8. Fruit and vegetable processing. 

6. Poier to dec'are department to be separate factories : The Provinc.al Government way, by order in writing, direct that the differentdepartments or brancaes of a specified factory shall be treated as separatea7. factories for all or an. of the purposes of this ActPower to exempt on a change in the factory When the ProvincialGovernment is satisfied that following upon a change of occupier of afactory or in the manufacturing process carried on therein, the numberof workers for the time being working in the factory is less than twentyand is riot '-Jcly #. . .we,-t; _'rmore ;on any day during the ensuingtwelve months, it may by order in writing exempt such factory fromoperation of this Act 
,c
 
- Provided that any exempton so granted shall ceaseoll and after any day 	 to have effecton which twenty or more workers work in the
factory
 

8[7-A. Exemption from certain proisions of the Act : The provisions ofSection 14. clause (b) of sub-section (1) of Section 15, Sections 16. 17, 18.21, 22, 23, 25 and sub-section (3) of Section 33-Q shall not apply in thefirst instance to any fdctory wherein not more than nineteen workers areWorking or were working on any one day of the twelve months immediately 
Preceding
J Provided that the Provincial Government may, by notification in the-fficzal Gizette, apply all or any of the said provision to any such factory')rany class of such factories) 

-


S-
Sec 7-A ins by the Factories (Amendment) Act. XVI or 1973. S. S. 
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8. 

1 ei . .,cs A -....934 [,, . -9A][SPower to exempt during public emergency. In any case of publicemergency the Provmnciml Government ma% by notification in the officialGazette. exempt any factory from any or allfor such period as it may think fit. of the provisions of this Act 
9. Notice to Inspector before commencement of work : (I) Before 

wo rk i s beg u n in a n y fa c t ry a fter co m m en c e m en t o ffore work is begun in any th is Ac t o r beseasonal factory each season, the occupier shallsend to the Inspector a written notice containing-
(a) the name of the factory and its situation, 
(b) the address to which communicationsshould be sent, relating to the factory 
(c) the nature of the manufacturing processes to be carried on in the 

factor).(d) the naure and amount of thepower to be used, 
(e) the name of the person who shall be the manager of thefor the purposes of this Act, and factory 
(f) such other particulars as may be prescribed for the purposes ofthis Act. 

9 0(-A) 
 In respect of all factories which comethis Act for the firt tame on the within the scope ofcommencement of the Factories (Amend-ment) Ordinance, 1972 (XLII of 1972). the occupier shall send a written 

notice to the Inspector containing particulars specified in sub section (I)within thirty days of such commencement]l(2)nWhenever another person as Appointed as anager the occupiershall send to the Inspector a written notice of the change, within seven di.s
from the date on which the new manager assumes charge

(3) During any period for which no person has been designated asmanager of a factory under this section, or during which the person desig-nated does not manage the factory, any person found acting as manager, or
if no such person is found, the occupier himself,
manager of the factory for the purpose of this Act.shall be deemed to be the 

THE FACTORIES (PUNJAB AMDT) T, 1940 

After section 9 of the said Act, the following sections shall be
to be inserted, namely :- deemed 

I "49-A. Registrationcertificate for working factory -(I) No factorycarrying on one or more of the manufacturing processes mentionedo0schedule to this in theAct or for purposes incidental thereto shall be workedor permitted to be worked by a manager or an occupier
tion certificate has been granted 
 respect thereof ; and if athe factoryhas been extended after the grant of a 
in unless registraregistration certificate,certificate un:ess suchhas been endorsed in such manner and subject to such condi-tions as bemay prescribedendorsement thereon. for the grant of such a certficate or for an 

(2) A registration certificate
remain in force for one 

granted under sub-section (1) shall
year from the date of the grant or endorsement
and shall be renewable automatically on payment of the prescribed fee 

9 Sub- sec (I-A) Ins by the Factories (Amendment) Act, XVI of 1973. S 610. For Schedule -ee S 5-A, on p. 720, ante. 

9 )F c oisA t 19312
i 9B] Fnctoris Act, 1934

"9-B Rules. (1) The Provincial Govern'neat maf, after previouspublication, make rules(C) as to the authority b) which. te form in which and the conditions ubject to t hicha registration certificate may be grantedt n s ent t h auregiidc at ion A 
or n endorsement madL "nder sub-section (1) of section 9 A;(b) prescribing the fee on payment of which a registration certificate 
may be granted or renewed anor endorsement made under 
section 9-A,

(c) specifying tile hlnes "ithan whi-h anv renewal of or addition toe\sting machinery or aophances in a factory shall not be regard
cd as extension of a factory within the meaning of section 5 A00(d) pecifying the person or persons to Ahom autnority may be 
delegated under section 5-A(l)(2) In making rules the Provincial Government may prescribe differentrates of fees for factories classified according to the number of workersemployed in :hem and the nature of goods produced by them " !.iE FACTORIES (N -W F P AMDT ) ACT, 1946After section 9 of the said Act the following sections sh.al be deemedto be inserted, namely -

"9-A. Registratio.carrying on Certificate for workingfactoryone or more of the manufacturing processes (1) No'schedule mentiored in theto tnis Act or for purposes incidental thereto shall be workedpermitted to be worked by a manager or an occuoier 
or 

certificate unless a registrationhas been granted in respect thereof ; and if the factory hasbeen extended after the grant of a registration certificate unless suchficate has been endorsed an certsuch manner and subject to such conditionsmay be prescribed for the grant of such as a certificata or for an endorsement
thereonin force for one 3,a- fom the date 
 of the grant for remain


(2) A registration certificate granted under sub section (1) shallendorsement and shallbe renewable automatically on payment of the prescribed fee
 
9-B Rules (1) The 
 Provincial GovernmentPublication may, after previousin the Official Gazette, make rules relating to all or any o!


the matters n entioned below 
. 
(a) as to the authority by whom,tions subject to which, the form ina registration which and the condi.ce-:ficate may be granted 

or ndorscment made under subsection (1) of secto(b) prescribing the fee crt,9 A ;on payment of which a regtstration certficateia.4 be granted or renewed or an endorsement made under section9-A
(c) specifying the limit within which any renewal of or addition to ex-

Isting machinery or appliance in a factory shall notextension of a factory within be regarded asthe meaning of section 5-A(I), and(d) specifying the person or persons to whom authority may 


be dele
gated under section 5-A(I).In making rules the Provincial Governmentates

(2)
of fees for factories classafled according differentto the number of worke-s: 1nPloYed in them and the nature of goods produced b% th-,-. 
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CHAPTER It 

THE INSPECTING STAFF 

10. 	Inspector : (1) The Provincial Government may by notification inthe official Gazette. appoint such Persons as it thinks fit to be Inspectors
for the purposes of this Act within such local limits as it may assign to
them respectively, 

(2) 	 The Provincial Government may. by notification as aforesaid,appoint any person to be a Chief Inspector, who shall, in addition to the 
powers conferred on a Chief Inspector under this Act, exercise the poAers
of an Inspector throughout the Provinces 

(3) 	 No person shall be appointed to be Inspector under sub-section 
(1) or a Chief Inspector under sub-section (2) or, having been so appointed.
shall continue to hold office, who fior becomes directly or indirectly interested in a factory or in any process or business carred on therein or in 
any patent or machinery connected there%th 

(4) 	 Every District Magistratt shall belan Inspector for his district 
(5) 	 The Provincial Government may also. by notification is aforesaid

appoint such public officers as it thinks fit to be additinnal Inspectors for
all or any of the purposes of the Act, within such locai limits as it may
assign to them respectively. 

(6) 	 In any area where there are more Inspectors than one the Provin-cial Government may, by notification as aforesaid declare the po%ers
which such Inspectors shall respectively execise, and the Inspectorwhom 	the prescribed notices are to be sent. 

to 

(7) Every Chief Inspector and Inspectors shall be deemed to be a
public servant within the meaning of the Pakistan Penal Code (XLV of1860) and shall be officially subordinate to such authority as the Provin-
cial Government may specify in this behalf 

11. 	 Powers of Inspector : Subject to any rules made by the Provincial
Government in this behalf, an Inspector may, within the lc.A limits forwhich he is appointed,--

(a) 	 enter with such assistants (if any), being persons in the service of
the State or of any municipal or other public authority, as hethinks fit, any place which is, or which he has reason to believe
to be, used as a factory or capable of being declared to be a fac-
tory under provisions of Section 5, 

(b) 	 make such examination of the premises and plant and of any
prescribed registers, and take on the spot or such evidence of persons as he may deem otherwise necessary for carrying out the 
purposes of this Act ; and 

(c) 	 exercise such other powers as may be necessary for carrying out
the purposes of this Act : 

Provided that no one shall be required under this section to answer 
any question or give any evidence tending to criminate himself11. Certifying surgeons (1)The Provincial Government may appoint

such registered medical practitioners as it thinks fit to be certifying surgeons
them respectively.for the purposes of this Act within such local limits as it may assign to 

(2) A certifying surgeon may authorise any registered medical prac-
titioner to exercise any of his posers under this Act . 

13.- 1 1 F act o r ies Ac t , 19 3 4 125 
. Provided that a certificate of fitness for employment granted by suab 
Tuthorised practitioner shall be valid for a period of three months only,

stnless it is confirmed by the certif)ing surgeon himself after examination 
of'the person concerned. 

Explanation: In this secton a "registered medical practoner" 
mexnanay person registered -"[xxxunder any ct o1the Central Legislature 
or any Provincial Legislature providing for the Maintenance of a register of 
medical practitioners, and includes, in any area where 	no such register ismaintained, any p-rson declared by tle Provincial Government by notifi.
ition in the official Gazette to be a registered medical practitioner for
be purpose of this section. 

13CHAPTER III 
HEALTH AND SAFETY
 

13. Cleanhness - (I) Every factory shall be kept clean and free from
flluvia arising from any drain, priv) or other nuisance, and in partj

lar,
- (a) 	accumulation of dirt and refuse shall be removed daily by sweep.

ingI or by any other effective method from the floors and benches 
of work-rooms and from stair cases and disposed of in a suitable 
manner, 

--	 (b) the floor of every work room shall be cleaned at least once in
 every week by wasning, using disinfectant where necessary or

by some other effect ve method.
 

(c) 	 where the floor is lavle to become wet in the course o any manu
facturing process to such extent as is capable of being drained,
effective means of drainage shall be provided and mainsalned ;(d) 	all inside walls and partitions, all ceilings, or tops of rooms,
and walls, sides and tops or Fe..oages and stair-cases shall

(i) 	where they are painted or varnished, by repainted or revarnished at
least once in every file )ears

:i 	 where they are painted or varnished and have smooth impervious 
surfaces, be cleaned at least once in every fourteen months, by
such.fmethods as may be prescribed ,

) in any other case, kept white-washed or colour-washed and thewhite-washing or colour washing shall be carrie¢J out at least 
i every fourteea months, and uonce 

t)the dates on which the processes required by clause (d) are carried 
out shall be rntered in the prescribed register

iL(2) If, in view of the nature of the operations carried on in a factory
is not Possible for the occupier to comply Ith all or any of the provi_
 
a of sub section (1), the Pro'incial Government may, oy an order,

tcopt Such factory or class or description of factories from any of the
 
ovsons of that sub-section and specify alternative methods for keeping
 

;Q4 o sa a stae f
-_4 Dispsal ofat for offastes dueatefdispos and effluents 

n .ore aoufa re isposalofwastes and efflue due-
' .. -,,ti ,sXo cecs a re n th r i ,nhiCtain*#Words omitted by the Federal Laws 

therein.
(Revision and Declaration) 

s 
Ordinance, 

r, ,L 8ubs by t bA e O rdinanc.Xo O97 -. 
wV 	 f' 13.4.192 by te Labour Laws (Amndmnt) 
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(2) The Provincial Government may make rules prescribing th 
arrangements to be made under sub-section (I) or requiring that th 
arrangements made in accordance with that sub-sect,on shall be subjecle 
to the approval of such authority as may be prescribed. 

15 Ventilation and temperature : () Effective and suitable prov1
sions shall be made in every factory for securing and maintaining in ever 
work-room-

(o) 	 adequate %entilation by the circulation of fresh air. and 
(b) 	 such temperature as will secure to workers therein reasonab, 

conditions of comfort and prevent injury to health, and in pant
cular-

() the walls and roofs shall be of such material and so designt, 
that such temperature shall not be exceeded but kept as loi 
as practicable , 

(ui) 	 where the nature of the work carried on in the factory involvcs 
or is likely to involve, the prodLctbon of excessively high tern 
perature, such adequate measures as are practicable shall b 
taken to protect the workers therefrom by separating the proc-.s 
which produces such temperature from the work-room by insula 
ring the hot parts or by other rffecttve means 

(2) The Prov;ncial Government may prescribe a standard of adequat
ventilation and reasonable temperature for any factory or class or dci 
cription of factories or parts thereof and direct that a thermometer sha1 

be provided and maintained in such place and position a- may b 
specified. 

(3) If i, appears to the Provincial Goernment that in any factory o 
class or description of factories excessively high temperature can b 
reduced by such methods as white-washing, spraying or insulting an 
acreening outside walls or roofs or windows, or by raising the level of th 
roof, or by insulating the roof either by an air space and double roof orb 
the use of insulating rof materials, by other method, it may preccrb 
a*uch of these or other methods to be adopted in the factory 

16. Dust and fume (1) In every factory which, by reason of the man
facturing process carried on, there is gi-en off an-, dust or fume or othli 
impurity of such a nature and to such extent as is likely to be Injuriou 
or offensive to the workers employed therein, effective measures shall b 
taken to prevent its accumulation in any work-room and its inhalation 1 
norkers and if any exhaust applance is necessary for this purpose, it sba 
be applied as near as possible to the point of origin of the dust, full 
or other impurity, and such point shall be enclosed so far as possible 

(2) In any factory no stationary internal combustion engine sha 
be operated unless the exh3ust is conducted into open air and exhau 
pipes are insulated to prevent scalding and radiation heat and no 1i 
t:rnal combustion engine shall be operated in any room unless effect, 
measures have been taken to prevent such accumulation of fumes thee, 
from as are likely to be injurious to the workers employed in the worl 

17. Artificial humidification - (1) The Provincial Government ma 
i:, rrc- - jZ! f.r,r:cs in bich hur-idtv of thb ar u, Artificia lv i 

(a) 	 prescribing standards of humidification 

(b) 	 regulating the methods used for artific-ally increasing the hum 
ditv of the air 

(c) directing prescribed test for determining the humidity of tbe air 
to be correctly carried out and recorded , and 

(a) tpreacrbng methods to be adopted for securmg adequate venti
lotion and coorig of the a'r inthe work-rooms 

(2) In any factoryun fhch thepumiity of t e at i.a.LfiC lly u
tiased, the water used for the purpose shall be taken from a public
suppl), or other source of drinking water, or shall be effcctiiely purified 
before it is so used 
. (3) If it appears to in Inspector that the water used in a factory for 
increasing humidity Ahich is required to be effectively purified under 
sub.secion (2) is not effectively purified, he may serve on the Manager
of the factory an order in %riting specifying the measures which, in his 
opinion, should be adopted, and reqLiring them to be carried out before 
a specified date. 

18 Oiercro~diiig (I) No work-room in any factory shall be 
Oercro' ding to an extent injurious to the health of the workers employed 
therein 
A. 	 (2) Without prejudice to the generality of the provisions of sub-section 
(i) there shall be provided for every worker employed in a %orkroom

(a) 	 at least three hundred and fifty cubic feet of space in the case 
of a factory in existence on the date of the commencement of the 

'"' Labour La,4s (Amendment) Ordindance, 1972 , and 
(b) at least five hundred cubic feet of space in the case of a factory

V built after the commencement of the Labour La-As (Amendment)
d:1 Ordinance, 1972 

Explanation For the purpose of this sub-sec:tion na account shall be
taken of a space which is more than fourteen feet above the level of the 
floor of the room 

(3) If the Chief Inspector by order in writing so requires, there shall 
be posted in each work room of a factory a notice spccifyii g tbe maximum 
number of workers Aho ma) in compliance with the provisions of this sec-, 
tion be employed in the room. 
., (4) The Chief Inspector may, by order in ,riting, exempt, subject to 
uch conditions as he may think fit to impose, any vork rnoil from the 

Provisions of this section if he is satisfied that comphance thereith in 
Iepcct of such room is not necessary for the purpose of health of the 
torkers emplo)ed therein 

-. 1 Lghtig (I) In every part of a factory where workers are ork
1n or passing, thcre shall be provided and maintained

'i (a) sufficient and suitable lighting, natural or artificial or both, and 
t. 

(b) emergency lighting of special points in work-room and passagcs 
to function automatically in case of a failure of the ordinary 
electric system 

I ery factory all glazed windows and sky-lghts used for thc 
ligltng of the work-room shall be kept cleAn on both the outer and inner 
tuffaces and free from observation as far as possible under the rules framed 
Idder sub sr - of '-t-in 15'a 

(3) In every factory effective provisions shall, so far as is practicawte, 
Mefor the prevention of



(a) 	glare either directly from any source of light or by reflection fra smooth or polished surface; and 
(b) 	the formation of shadows to such an extent as to cause eye lira,or risk of accident to any worker. 

(4) 	The Provincial Government may prescribe standards of sU flcieland suitable lighting for factories or for any class or description of fattories or for any manufacturing process. 

20 D:inking Water : (1) In every factory effectiveshall be made to provide maintain 	 arrangementand at suitable points convenient!- situated for all workers employed therein a sufficient supply of wholesondrinking water. 
(2) 	 All such points shall be legibly marked "Drinking Water" inlanguage understood by the majority of the workers and no such point shalbe situated within twenty feet of any washing place, urinal or lairinqunless a shorter distance is approved in writing by the Chief Inspector
(3) 	 In every factory wherein more than two hundred and fifty workeln 

are ordinarily employed, pro~ision shall be made for cooling the drinkingwater during the hot weather by effective means and for distribution there 
of and arrangements shall alsoao beb made for-of) edn a enhal 

(a) 	the daily renewal of water if not laid on, and 
(b) 	 a sufficient number of cups or other drinking vessels, unless the 

water is being delivered in an upward jet.
(4) The Provincial Government may. in respect of all factories or anl

class or description of factories, make rules for securing compliance %jtb 
the provisions of this section. 

21 L2trins and urinals : (1) In every factory--(a) 	sufficient latrines and urinals of pre;cribed types shall le providiconveniently situated and accessible to workers at all times whl 
they are in the factory; 

(b) 	 enclosed latrines and urinals shall be provided separately for ma 
and female workers; 

(c) 	 such latrines and urinals shall be adequately lighted and ventih 
ted and no latrine and urinal shall, unless special!y exemptedwriting by the Chief Inspector, communicate with any wr! 
room except through an intervening open space or ventilat passage ; 

(d) all such latrines and urinals shall be maintained in cleansanitary condition at all 	 a antimes with suitable detergeuts oi disin 
fectants or with both;

(e) th: floors and Internal walls of the latrines and urinals and thsanitary blocks shall, up to a height of three feet, be finished t,
provide a smooth polished impervious surface, and(f) gashing facilities shall be provided near every sanitary coir
VelenCe.. 

(2) 	 The Provincial Government may prescribe the number of 	 latrinrand urinals to be provided in any factory in proportion to the number 
ral and female workers ordinarily employed therein acd such furt1 
mattrs in respect of sanitation in the factories as it may deem fit...22. Spitto.OiS- (1) 	In every factory there aliall.be viovided, at f.ovcneot places, a sufficient number of sottooni whieh thnll . 

i a clean and hygienic condition. 

(2) 	 The Provincial Goiernment may make rules prescribing the typeand the number of spitoons to be provided and their location in any
factory and such further matters as may be deemed necessary relating totheir maintenance in a ClCdn and hygienic condition 

(3) 	No person shall spit within the premises of a factory except in thespitoons provided thefor purpose A notice containing this provisionand the penalty for its ,-iolation shall be prominently displayed at suitable 
places in the premises.

(4) 	Whosoever spits in contravention of sub-section (3) 	 shall bepunishable with a fine not exceeding two lupees23 Prec2utions against contagious or infectious disease : (1) Eachv orker in a factory shall be provided with a 'Hygiene Ca'rd' in whichduring the 13[months of January and July e.cry year entr.es| shall be recorded after examination by appointed factory doctor to the effect that theworker i. not suffering from any contagious or infectious disease. Theof such an examination shall be fixed by 
fee 

the Provincial Government and
will be borne by the occupier or manager of the factory(2) 	 If a worker is found to be suffering from any contagious or iec()I okri on ob ufrn rmaycnaiu rifctious disease on an examiration under sub-section (I). he shall not be ap
pointed on work till he is declared free of such a disease

14[23 A Compulsor3 vaccination and inoculation Each worker in afactory shall be vaccinatca and inoculated suchagainst diseases and atsuch intervals as may be prescribed. The expense., if any, of suchvaccination and inoculation shall be borne by the occupier or manager of 
the factory] Government m-y make

rovincial 

rules requiring
24 Power make for proisson that any ()to rules the of cnteensin Thespecified 

ictory wherein more than two hundred andmployed, adequate shall fifty workers are ordinarilvan canteen be provided for the use of
3e worker, 

(2) Without prejudice to the generaity of the foregoig ower, such 
ules may provide for

(a) 	 the date by which such canteen shall be provided; 
(
(b) 	 the standards in respect of construction, accommodaticn, furni

ture and other equipment of the canteen,
(c) 	 the foodstuffs to be served therein and the charges which may be 

made therefor,
(d) 	 representation of 	 the %orkmen in the management of the 

canteens,
(e) enabling, subject to such conditions, if any, as may be specified.the power to make rules under clause (c) to be exercised also by

the Chief Inspector.theA h ef r ffcer.
15[24 A Welfare Officers . In every factory %%herein not less than 

ve hundred workers are ordinarily employed. the occupier or manager shall
MIploy such number of %%elfare officers d such 	 tohaving qualifications,

Perform duties o fn and conditions cs may besuch and such terms 
Prescribed] di 

-

134 	 Subs by the Factories (Aimelidnicli) At N. of 197! SSec 23-A Is by the Facories (Amendment) Ac, XV[ of 1973. Sc. 8. 
s 	 Sec 24 A Ins b) the Factories(Amendment) Act, XV1 of 1973, S . 
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25 Precautions in case of fire- (1) Every factory shall be provided
with such means of escape in case of fire as may be nrescribed 

(4 If it appears to the Inspector that any factory is not provided LJ 
the means orescape prescribed under sub section () he may ser'e on the 
manager of the fac ory an order in writing specifying the measure which 
should be adopted before a date specified in the order. 

(3) In every factory the doors affording exit from any room shall not 
be locked or fastened so that they can be easily and immediately openedfrom inside while a-y person is within the room, and all such doors, 
unless they are of r sliding type. shall be constructed to open outnards 
or where the di and such d oos ntbe locked othe nearest 
exit from the buelding and such door shall not be locked or obstruced 
while work is being carried on i the room and shall at all times be kept 
free from any obstruction. 

(4) In every factory eery window, door or other exit affording means 
of escape in case of fire, other than means of exit in ordinary use, shall bt 
distinctively marked in a language understood by the majority of the wor-
kers and in red letters of adequate size or by some other effective and 
clearly understood sign. 

(5) In every factory there shall be provided effective and clearly 
audible means of giving warning in case of fire to every person emplo 
therein )ed 

(6) A free passagt-way giving access to each means of escape in case
of fire shall be maintained for the use of all workers in every room of the 
factory.
 

(7) In eftry factory whereinmore than ten workers are ordinarily 
employed in any place above the ground floor, or explosive or nighly
inflammable materials are used or stored, effective measures shall be taken 
to ensure that all the workers are familiar with the means of escape in 
case of fire and have been adequately trained in the routine to be followed 
in such case 

(8) The Provincial Government may make rules prescribing in respect
of any factory, or class or description of factories, the means of escaipeto ae prvtded casase of fire and the nature and amount of fire-fihting
apparatus to be provided and maintained. ao i 

26. Fencing of machinery : (1) In every factory the following shall 
be securely fenced by the safeguards of substantial construction which shall 
be kept in position while the parts of machinery required to be fenced arein motion or in use, namely--

everya) moving part Of a Prime mover, and every fly-wheel con-
(an tyov a prime mover ,

nected to a prime mover ; 

(b) the headrace and tailrace of every water wheel and water turbine 

any 

lathe , and 


( e) part o a stock-bar which projecti beyond head stock of a 

(d) unless they are ison p or o such onstruction as to be 
as safe to every person -mployed in the factory as they would beif they weiy securely fenced- b 
f evry pte s relyenllild 

,) every part of an electric generator, a motor or rotary convertor, 
(li) every part of transmission machinery , and 

[Ss 27-283 Factories Act, 1934 

(Ii) every dangerous part of any machiner)
 
Provided that.in the case of an-rous n that cannot
Ur 17f U.ary 

b Psecureiy enced by reason of the natLC of aphratioi, uch fcn:.nt 

be substituted by other adequate
() devices automatically pre~entig the operation from coming into 

d measuorer, such as

contact with the dangerous parts, and 

Provided further that, for th- parp)e or determining whether any 
part of machinery is in su !' positiol or is of such construction as to be 
safe as aforesaid. account saall not be tak-n of any o:zioa w'ien it being 
necessary to make an exa nination of tht macbinry ,hile it is in motion 
or, as a result of such examinatio i. to carry out any mounting or shipping 
of belts lubrication or other adjusting operation while the machiner, z in 
motion, such examinat.on or operation is made or carried out in 
accordance with the provbiions of Seclion 27 

(2) Without prejudice to any other provisions of this Act relating 
to the fencing of machinery, every set screw, bolt and key on any revolving 
shaft, spindle wheel or p-nion and all spur, worm and other toothed or 
friction gearing in motion %ith %hich such worker should otherwise be 
liable to come into contract, shall be securely fenced to prevent sucn 
contact 

(3) The Provincial Go~ernment may exempt, subject to such condi
tions as may be imposed, for securing the rafety of the workers, anyparticular machinery or part from the provisions of this section 

such furtlerPrecautions(4) The Provin:ialit considerGovernineut may, by jnrules, prescribeofas may necessary respect any particular 

machinery or part thereof
 
m y t
 

27. Work on or near machinery in motion (I) Where in any 
factory it becomes necessary to cxamine any part of machinery referred 
to in Section 26 while the machinery is in motion, or as a result of such 
examination to carry out any mounting or shipping of belts, lubrication or 

"ther adjusting operation while the machinery is in motion, such exani11, 3n or operation shall be made or carried out only by a specially
,-ued adult male worker wearing tight fitting clothing whose name has 

2. recorded in the register prescribed in this behalf and while he is so:
:1L ,ged, such worker shall not handle belt at a moving pulley unless the

" t ,' s less than six inches in vidth and unless tne belt joint is either laced 
"I rt-sh with the belt3, (2) No woman or ch-ld shall be allowed in any factory to clean. 
lul cate or adjust any part of machinery while that part is in motion, or 

"ork between mo' tmg parts or between fixed and moving parts of any 

m-.1iinery which is in niotion 

(3) The Provincial Go'crnment may, by notification in the official 
C! tte, prohibit in any specified factory or class or description of 
nact 3ries the cleaning, lubricating or adjusting by any person, of specified
Orts of machinery %hen those parts are in motion" ' J
' 28, Employment of young persons on dangerous machines (1) No 

or adolescent] shall work at any machine unless he has been fully 

'. - r'r .. . In th- rcc (-r cndmcnt) Act. XVI of 1973. S 1D. 
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instructed as to the dangers arising in connection with the machine and(a) has received suffic,:nt training in work at tl machi-e, or(b) is under adequate supervision by the person who has thoroughknowledge and experience of the machine. 

(2) This section shall aply tothe Provincial 	 such machinesGovernment to be of as may be notified bysuch a dangerous char.cter that17(children or adolescents] ougt not torequireme nts are complie d w ith work at them unless the foregoing 
fac Story- cog led wier 

29. Striking gear and dciices for cutting off power:(a) suitable s'rokg gear 	
(1) In every

or 	 other sufficent mecbanca pphances(a)uitabe rideand mataed usficet m ovehall be provided and 	 divng
belts to and from fast maintained and used to moveand "loos pulleys which drivingtransmission machinery, and such gear or appliancesform part o theshall be soconstructed, placed and maintained as 	 to prevent the belt fromcreeping back on the fast pleys ;(b) driving belts when not in use shall not be allowed to rest orride upon shafting it, motion ;sions 

(2) In every factory suitable devices for cutting off power in emer-
gencies from running machinery shall bee v e ry wo r k r o o mm provided and maintained

(3) In respect of factories in operation before 	
in 

the commencement ofto work-rooms in which electricity is used for powerthis Ordinance 11the provisions of the sub-section (2) shall apply only 
30. Self acting machines No traversing part of self-acting machinein any factory and no material%hich it runs is a 	

carried thereon shall, ifspace ;r 	 the space overo which any
in the his employment 

person is liabie to pass whethercourse of or 	otherwise be allowed to run on itsoutward or inward traverse within a distance of eighteenfixed 	 inches from anystrucure which is not part of the machine-

Provided that 
 the Chief Inspectormachine installed before the 

may permit the continued use of acommencement of thement) OrdinauLe, 	 Labour Lais (Amend-972, whish does not comply with the requirements ofto 	ipos.this section on such conditions for ensuringto impose. 	 safety as he may think fit31. Casing of new machinery : (1) In all machinery driven by powerand installed in any factory after the commencement of the Labour Lawt 
(Amendment) Ordinance.72--

(a) every set screw, bell 
pinion shall 

or key on any revolving shaft, spindle, wheelor be 	 so sunk, encased or otherwise effectively
guarded as to prevent danger ; and(b) all spur, worm and other toothed or friction gearing which doesnot require frequent adjustment while motion shall be com-in
pletely encased unless it is so situated as to be
be if it were completely encased. as safe as it would 

17. Subs for "young persons" by the Factories (Amendment) Act XVI of 1973, S 101S. subs by the Labour Laws (Amendment) Ordinance,force on April 13, 1972. 
IX of 1972. .hich come into 

,arY 

J ss 32-33]causes or 	 procures to Factories A ct, 1934 133be sold(2) Whoever or lets or let onorsells on hire hire,as 	 agent of a seller or hirer,for ivt- in a factory anymachinery driven by po.ver ihico does not comply with the provisions ofsub-section (1) shall be punishab e with imprisonment.
may 	 for a term whichextend to three months, or with fine which may extend to fivehendred rupees, or with , 	 both(3) The Provincial Government may make rules specifying furtherparticular machinep r i u a a h n r lass oro description of machinesr g a s e c i t o f m c i e 

;- 32 Prohibition of emplojment3peners - No woman of "omen and children near cottonor child shall be employed in any part of a 	 factoryp gn which a cotton opener is at i;ork :Proided that if reedthe end of aeparated from the delivery end by 
cotton opener is in a roomuch height as 	 a partition extending to the roof or tothe Inspector

be my in any particular case specifyomen and children may 	 inemployed 	 writing.on 	 the side of the partition wherek feed end is situated 

33 Cranes and other lifting machinery (i) The following proshall apply in respect or cranes and all other lifting machinery,
[her than hoists and lifts in any factory

fa) o v a b le ro p es a n d c hevery part thereof, includingai s an d an c ho r ing an dthe working gear, fiwhetherx r g a pp lashall be-	 fixed core s 

(1) 	of good cons ruction, sound material and adequate strength 
(n) properly maintaiaed, 

(m) thoroughly examned by a competent person at least onceevery period of zelve 	 inmonths, and a register shall be keptcontaining the prescribed particulars of every su.ch exami. 
nation(b) 	 no such machinery shall be loaded beyond the safe working 

load which shall be plinly marked thereon1(c) while any person is employed or working on or neartract of a travelling cratie in -I place where 
the wheel
 

, to be struck 
he would be liable
by the cane, effectie measures shall be taken to 

ensure that the crane ca.,,s not approach within twenty feet of thatplace or come into acczcental conat-act with live electrical hines,(d) limit switches shall be provided to prevent over-running, and 
(e) 	 jib craes, permitting the rising or lowering of
prov-ded with an automatic safe the jib shall be
 

;, 	
load indicator or have attachedto tlem a table indicating the safe working load at corresponding

inclinations of the jib
i) The Provincial Government may make rules in respect of anyB machinery or class or description of lifting machinery in factories
(a) 	 Presciibing requirements to be complied with in addition to those 
r - set out in this section , orbxempting from compliance mith all or any of the requirements

of this section, whe in 	 its opinion such compliance is unneces.or 	impracticnble 
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9[33-A. Hoists and lifts : (I) In every factory-

(a) every hoist and lift shall be-

(:) 	 of good mechanical construction, sound material and adequate 
strength , 

(I I) properly maintained, and shall be thoroughly examined by a 
competent person authoriscd by the Chief Inspector in this 
behalf at least once in every period of six months, and a 
register shall be kept containing the prescribed particulars
of every such examination of which a copy shall be forwarded 
to the Chief Inspector , 

(b) 	 every hoistway and lftway shall be sufficiently protected by an 
enclosure fitted with gates, and the hoist or lift and every such 
enclosure shall be so corrstructed as to prevent any person or thing 
from being trapped between any part of the hoist or lift and any
fixed structure or moving part , 

(c) the maximum safe norking load shall be plainly marked on every
hoist or lift, and no load greater than such load shall be carried 
thereon , 

(d) 	 the cage of every hoist or lift, used for carry ng persons shall be 
fitted with a gate on each side from which access is a'Eorded to a 
landing, 

(e) 	every gate referred to in clause (b) or clause (d) shall be fitted 
with interlockLing or other ufficent device to secure that the gate 
cannot be opened except v~hen the cage is at the landing and tbat 
the cage cannot be moved unless the gate is closed 

(2) The following additional requirements shall apply to hoists a 
lifts used for carrying persons and installed or reconstructed in a factc 
after tne commencement of the Labour Laws (Amendment) Ordinan 
1972, namely 

(a) 	Where -i cage is supported by rope or chain there shall be 
least two ropes or chains sepa aely connected with the cage a 
balance weight, and each rope or chain with its attachments sh 
be capable of carrying the whole weight of the cage together w 
its minimum load, 

(b) 	 efficient devices shall be provided and mairtained capable of su 
porting the cage together sith its maximum load in the event 
breakage of the ropes, chains or attachments ; 

(c) 	 an efficient automatic device shall be provided and maintained 
prevent the cage from over-running 

(3) The Chief Insp'ctor may permit the continued use of a hoist 
lift installed in a factory before the commencement of this Ordinarwhich does not fully comply with the provisions of sub-section (1) up, 
such conditions for ensuring safety as he may think fit to impose 

(4) The Provincial Government may, if in respect of class or descri 
tion of hoist or lift, it is of opinion that it would be unreasonable to enf 
rce any requirement of sub-sections (1) and (2), by order direct that su 
requirement shall not apply to such class or description of hoist or lift 

i- V-- -g A.'l10 a ... (.(A.A..."..' I l,.'.1'h V nr 10.17 
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-3 	 B Rciolhing machinery. (I) In every room n a factory in hach 

the process of grinding is carried on there shall be premanently affixed to 
oor placed near, each machine in use a notice i'dcatng the maximum s.-,.working peripheral speed of every grind stone ur abrsive i heel, the speed 
ofthe shaft or spindle upon which the wheel is mounted and the diameter 
of the pulley upon such shaft or spindle necessary to secure such safeworking peripheral speed 

(2) The speeds indicated in the notice under sub-sec (1) shall not be 
exceeded 

. () Effective measures shall be taken in every factory to ensure that 
the safe working peripheral speed of every revolving vessel, cage basket, 
fly-wheel, pulley, disc or similar appliance driven by power is not 
exceeded 

33 C Pressure Plant (1) If in any factory any part of the plant or 
machinery used in a manufacturing process is operated at a pressure above 
atmospheric pressure, effective measure shall be taken to ensure that safe 
working pressure of such part is not exceeded 
" (2) The Provincial Government may make rules providing for eami

nation and tesling of any plant or machinery such as is referred to in sub
section (1) and presccibng such other safety measures in relation thereto 
as may. in its Opinion, be necessary in any factory or class or description
offactories 

-	 33-D Floors, stairs and means of access - In every factory
(a) 	 all floors, stairs, passages and gangways shall be of sound const

ruction and properly maintained and here it is necessary to en
sure safety, steps, ladders, passages and gangways shall be provided 

with substantial handrails,
(b) 	 there shall so far as is reasonably practicable be p ovided and 

maintained safe means of access to every place at which any per. 
son is at any time required to %ork , 

(c) 	 all places of work from which a worker may be liable to fall a 
', 	 distance exceeding three feet and six inches shall be providedfajta 
I fencing or other suitable safeguards , and 

(d) 	 adequate provision shall be made for the drainage of floors in iet 
Processes and for the use Of slatted stands and platforms 

- "a.33E Pits, sumps, opening in floors, etc In every factory, every fx
ed bessel, sump, tank pit or opening in the ground or in a floor %hich by 
reason of its depth, situation, construction or conterts, is or may be a sou
ti of danger, shall be either securely covered or securely fenced. 

3 (2) The Provincial Ga'ernment may, by order in writing eempt, 

sbject to such conditons as may be imposed, any factory or class or dosc
ription Of factories in respect of any '.essel sump, tank pit or opening fromLcmPlianlce with the provisions of this section. 

re r-> vieights . (1) No person shall be employed in anyEcessile3)om s--;,-ory to lift, caryo ns n odsto ,ya b ieyt as
 
oara
io 	 ftnjryoruryaylods.hay st be likely to caubein.ury

(2) The Provincial Government may n ake rules prescribing the max
iui %ights%'.hLhmay be lifted, carried or moved by adult men, adult 

y 	 adolescents and children emplo5cd in factories or in carrying on
 
Stty process
pecified 



33-G. Protection of eyes : The Provincial Government may. in respec 
of any manufacturing process carried on in any factory, by rules requir 
that effective screens or suitable goggles shall be provided for the protec 
tion of persons employed on, or in the immediate vicinity of, a procec, 
%hich involvcs-

(a) 	 risk of injury to the eyes from particles or fragments thrown oll 
inthe course of the process, or 

b)ik thoe oh pyress,or 	 bpipe, 
(b) risk to the eyes by reason of exposure to excessive light or beat 

33.H. Powers to require specifications of defective parts or tests ol 
tability : If it appears to the Inspector that any building or any part ol 

the ways, machinery or plant in a factory, is in such a condition that it 
may be dangerous to human life or safety, he may serve on the Manager of 
the factory an order in writing, requir ng him before a specified date-

(a) to furnish .uch drawings, specifications and other particulars 
as may be necessary to determine whether such building, ways, 
machinery or plant can be used with safety, or 

(b) to carry out such tests as may be necessary to determine the 
)trenrryorulituoh y f anyspacified peesary to irme the 
segthor qly aypfd r tothe 	 infmInspector of the results thereof. 

33-L Safety of building, machinery and manufacturing process (1
33-LSaftyachieryandmanuactrinf buldig, proess (I)based 

If it appears to the Inspector that any building or part of a build 
Ing or any part of the ways, machinery or plant or manufacturing 
process in a factory is in such a condition that it is dangerous to human 
health or safety. he may serve on the Manager of the fdctory an 
order in writing specifying the measures which, in his 'opinion, should be 
adopted, and requa'ang *hem to be carried out before a specified date 

(2) If it appears to tie Chief Inspector that the requisitions mad: 
under sub-section (t) are tLot satisfactorily fulfilled thereby involving ex 
posure of workers to serious hazards, he may servo on the Manager of 
the factory an order in writing, containing a statement of the grounds 

of his opinion, prohibiting until the danger is removed, the employment. 
!n or about the factory or part thereof, of any person whose employment 
is not in his opinion reasonably necessary for the purpose of removing 
the danger. 

(3) 	 If it apprars to the Inspector that the use of any building on p
,t" 	 of the ways, machinery or plant or manufia building or of any part 

turing process in a factory involves imminent danger to human health 
safety he may serve on the Manager of factory an order in writing prol 
biting, until the danger is removed, the employment, in or about I 
factory or part thereof, of any person whose employment is not in I 
opinion reasonably necessasy for the purpose of removing the danger. 

(4) Nothing in sub-section (2) or (3) shall be deemed to effect t 
continuous in the employment of the factory of a person whose empl 
ment in or about the factory or part thereof isprohibited under that s 

section. 


33-J. powers to make rules to supplement this Chapter The Pi 
vincial Government may make rules requiring that-
# 

(I) In any factory or in any class or description of factories, su 
further dextices and measures for securing the safety of the persons ens 
loyed therein as it may deem necessary shall be adopted ; and 

(2) Work on a m;aufacturing process carried on with the aid of 
power shall not begi n in any building or part of a building erected or 
t. I-en into use as a fN, tory until a certificate of stability in the prescribed 
forn, and signed by a person possessing the prescribed qualifications has 
been sent to the Chief lPapector. 

33 K Precautions against dangerous fumes: (l)In any factory no 
person shall enter or be permitted to enter any chamber, tank, vat, pit, 

flue or other confined space in which dangerous fumes are likely to be 
present to such an extent as to involive risk of persons being overcome 

thereby, unless itis provided with a manhole of adequatc size or other 
effective means of egress 

(2) No portable electric light of voltage exceeding twenty-four volts 
shall be permitted in any factory for use inside any confined space such 
as is referred to in sub-section (1) and, where the fumes present are 

likely to be inflammable, a lamp or light other than of flame proof cons

truction shall be permitted to be used in such confined space. 
(3) No person in any factory shall enter or be permitted to enter 

any 	 confined space such as is referred to in sub-section (1) until all prac
t cable measures have been taken to remove any fumes which may be 
present and to prevent ingress of fumes and unless either

(a) 	a certificate in writing has been given by a competent person,on a test carried out by himself, that the space is free 
b a e o mesad ot bypelf, th te o i 
from dangerous fumes and fit for persons to enter , or 

(b) 	 the uorker is uearing suitable breathing apparatus and a 
belt securely a'tached to a rope, the free end of which held by a 
person standing outside the confined space. 

(4) Suitable brecthing apparatus, reviving apparatus and belts and 

ropes shall vi every fdctory bc kept ready for instant use beside any 
surh confinect space as aforesaid which any person has entered, and all 
such apparatus shall be periodically examined and certified by a coin. 
Detent per3on to be fit for use and a sufficient number of persons erp
loyed i every factory shall be trained and practised i the use of all 

such apparatus and in the method of restoring respiration. 
(5) 	 No person shall be permitted to enter in any factory, any 

boiler furnace, boiler, flue, chamber tank, vat, pipe or other confined 
ipace for the purpose of working or making any examination therein until 
it has been sufficiently cooled by ventilation or otherwise t-% he safe forpersons to enter. 

(6) 	 The Provincial Government may make rules prescribing th. maxi: 
mum dimensions of the manholes referred to in sub-section (I) and may, 
by order in writing, exempt, subject to such conditions as it may think 
Bt to impose, any factory or class or description of factories from compli
oece with any of the provisions of this section 

33 L Explosive of inflammable dust, gas, etc (I) Where in any 
ractory any manufacturing process produces dust, gas, fumes or vapour of 
huch character and to such extent as to be likely to explode an ignition, all 
'racticable measures shall be taken to prevent any such explosion by

(a) effective enclosure or the plant or machinery used inthe process
 
(b) 	removal or -e~ention of the accumulation of such dust, gas, 

fume or vapour; 

(c)exclusion or effective enclosure or all possible sources or ignition.
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a (2) Where in any factory the plant or machinery used in a process suchas is referred to i sub-sccon () is not so constructed as to withstand theprobable pressure which such an explosion as aforesaid would produce,
all practicable measures shall be taken to rcstrict the spread and effect;of the explosion by the provision in the plant or machinery of chokes,baffles, vents or other effective appliances. 

(3) Where any part of the plant or machinery in a factory contains anyexplosive or inflammable gas or vapour under pressure greater than atmos-pheric pressure, that part shill not be opened except in accordance withtoe following provis,ons, namely 

(a) before the fastening of any joint of any p,pe connected with thepart of the fastening of the cover of any ope cng into the p-rtis loosened, any flow of the gas or vpour oeintohe part or any
such pipe shall be effectively stopped by a stop-valve or other 
means, 

(b) 	 before any such fastening as aforesad s removed all practablemeasures shall be taken to 	 reduce the pressure of the gas ormaures shall e kern to reducphevapour in tthe partaor pipe to atmospheric pressure of tsopressure 	; 
(c) 	 where any such fastening as aforesaid has been loosened orremoved effective measures shall be taken to prevent any explo-sive or inflammable gas or vapour from entering the part or peCuntil the fastening has been secured, or, as the case may be, secu-

rely replacedk
Provided that the provisions of the sub-section shall not apply in thecase of plant or machinery installed in the open air. 

(4) No plant. tank or vessel which contains or has contained anyexplosive or inflammable substance shall be subjected in any factory to anywelding, brazing, soldering or cutting operation -Ahich involves the appli-cation of heat or to any drilling 	 or other operation which is likely tocreate heat or sparks, unless adequate measures have first been takenremove such substance and any fumes arising therefrom or to render 
to 

such substance and fumes- non-inflammable, and no such substance shall
be allowed to enter such plant. tank or vessel after any such operationuntil the metal has cooled sufficiently to prevent any risk of igniting the 
substance. 

(5) 	The Provincial Government may by rules exempt, subject to suchconditions as may be prescribed, any factory or class or description of
factories from compliance with all or any of the provisions of this section 
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send otibe thereof to such authorities, and :n such fcrm ad ""athinuch 
tne, as may be prescribed.

33 P Appeals : (1) The Manager of a- factory on whom an orderin writing by an Inspector has been served under the provisions of this 
Chapter. or the occupier of the factory. may, witnn thirty days of S.\rviceof the order, appaal against it to the Provincial Governm-nt, or to suchauthority and the Provincial Government. or appointed authoritymay subject to rules made in this behalf by the Provincial Government,
confirm, modify or re eise the order. 

(2) The Appellate kuthority may. and if so required in the petitionor appeal shall, hear thk appeal with the aid of assessors, one of whomshall be appointed by the appellate authority and the other by such bodyrepresenting the indusiry concerned as the Provincial Government may
prescribe in this behalf 

Provided that if no assessor 	is appointed by such body. or if theappointed fails to 2ttend at the 	 assessorappeal, 	 tht appellate authority time and place fixed for hearing themay. unless satisfied that the failure to 
attend is due to sufficient cause, proceed to hear the appeal without theaid of such assessor, or if tt thinks fit, without the aid of any assessor.(1) Except in the case of an appeal against an order under sub section (3) of Section 33-1 or sub section (2) of Section 33-M the Appellate
Authoritl may suspend the order appealed against pending the decisionof the appeal, subject however to such conditions as to partial compl.anceor the adoption of temporary measures as it may cboobe to impose in 
any case 

33-Q AMdtional power to make health and safety rules relating toshelters 	 dur ng rest (i) The Provincial Government may makes rulesrequiring that in any specified factory wherein more than one hundred-and fifty workers are ordinarily employed, an adequate shelter shall be-provided for the use of workers during periods of rest, and such rules may
-prescribe the standards of such shelters(2) Rooms for chdren : The Provcal Government may also 

(2) 	roms f:make rulesto (a) 	 requiring that in any specified factory, wherein more than fiftywomen workers are ordinarily employed, a suitable room shall bereserved for the use of children under the age of six years,, belonging to such women, and 
Power to 33-M.~~ ~ ~ 1 ~TePomllGvrmn 	 ~~~L' (b) prescribing-3-M. 	 ~ ~ ~ Poe~ oecuec1de ,exclude children : (1) The Provincial Government	 the standards for such rooms and the nature of themay make rules prohibiting the admission to any specified class of facto- (b) superibion th e estries. or 	to specified parts thereof, of children who d oer the naturenofethecannot be lawfully .supervisionemployed therein. 	 to be exercsed over the children therein.G (3) 	 Certificate of stability. The Provincial Government may als6'(2) If it appears to the Inspector that the presence in any factory or .ake rules, for any class of factories and for the wholePrOvlnce requiring that work on a 	 or any part of thepart of a factory of children Aho cannot be lawfully 	 manufacturing process carried on withemployed therein may be dangerous to them or injuries to their health, he may serve on 

,itho aid of power shall not be begun in any building or part of a buildingthe erected ormanager of the factory an order in writing directing him to prevent the 	
aken into use as a factory after the commencement of this Act,

admission of such children to the factory 	
iOpttl a certificate of stability in the prescr-bed form, signed by a personor any part of it j.wsessing the prescribed qualifications, has been sent to the Inspector.33-N Notice of certain accidents - Where in any factory an accident 

occurs which causes death, or which causes any bodily 	
R&4 (4) Hazardous operations . Where the Provincial Government isrpcon 	 injury whereby anywihjuredis prevented fromhresumigU hiswork n h factoryduringa 	 ttisfied that operation in a factory exposes any persons employedFa serious risk of bodily injur, poisoning 	 upon itor disease, it may make rulesthe forty eight hours after the accident occurred, or which is of any natu-e Appcable to 	 any factory or class of factories i which the operation is%hsch may be prescribed in this behalf, the manager of the factory shall 6"()seonu y 

rr) specifyirg the operation and declarig it to be hazardous. 
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(b) 	 prohibiting or restricting the employment of women, adolescent orchildren upon the operation, 
(c) providing for the medical examination of persons 	 employed orseeking to be employed upon the operation and prohibiting the 

employment of persons not certified as fit for such employment,ands 
(d) providing for the protection of all persons employed upon theoperation or in the vicinity or the places where it is carried on. 

20[(5) The Provincial Government may also make rules requiring theoccupiers or managers of 	 factories to maintain stores of First Aid 
appliances and provide for their proper custody and use] 

CHAPTER IV 

RESTRICTIONS ON WO9KING HOURS OF ADULTS 

t -	 work34. Wineekly hours ;a forNo adultthan forty-eiaht behoursallowedin week, 
or where the factory is a seasonal one, for more than 

factory more worker shall ornyrequired 

fifty hours inany week: any wek: 

Provided that an adult worker in a 
factory engaged in work which fortechnical reasons must be 	 continuous throughout the day may work forfifty-six hours in any week. 

35 Weekly holiday : (1) No adult worker shall be allowed orrequired to work in a factory on a Friday unless-

days immediately before or after that Friday, and(b) 	 the manager of the factory has, before that Friday or the sub-stituted day, whichever is earlier-

) delvered a none to the offie ofintention to require the worker to the Inspector orhiswork on the Friday andof the day which is to be substituted, and 
(i) displayed a notice to the effect in the factory;


Provided that no substitution shall be made which 
will result in any
worker working for more than ten days consecutively without a holiday

for a whole day. 


(2) Notice given under sub section (1) may be cancelled by a noticedelivered to the office of the Inspector and a notice displayed in the

factory not than day before the Friday
later the 	 or the holiday to be
cancelred, whichever is earlier. 

"(3) Where, in accordance with the provisions of sub-section (1) any
worker works on a Friday and has had a holiday on one of the three days
immediately before it, the Friday shall, for the purpose of calculating

leekly hours of iork, be included in t preceding week. 

the 


35-A. Compensatory holidays : (I) Where as a result of the passingof an order or the making of a rule under the provisions of this Actexempting a factory or the worker therein from the provisions of Section 35.a worker is deprived of any of the weekly holidays for which provision is
made by sub-section (1) of that section, he shall be allowed, as soon as 

20. Sub-scc (5)added by the Factories (Amendment) Act, XVI of 1973, S:c 11. 

JSs 36-39] Factories Act, 1934 

ho lidays socircumstanes permit compensatory hohdays oflo s t. 	 equal number to the 
m y(2) Th. P,o'.ncial Government m kmay make u e nrules prescribingr s r b themanner in which the holidays for whic provision is made in sub-ection (1)

h 
shall be allowed.albea ow d36 Daily hours , No adult worker shall be allowed or required towork in a factory for more than ninc hours in any day :
Provided that a male adult worker in a seasonal factory may 
 work for 
ten hours any day.

37. Interials for rcst The periods of work of adult workers in a
factory during each day shall be fixed either,

(a) 	so :hat no period shall exceed six hours and so that no worker 
shall work for more than six hours before he had an interval forrest of at least one hour , or

(b) 	 sorso at ne oeast or fivethat no period sha[I exceed five hours, and so that no worker 
shall work for more than five hours before he has had an interval
inervalsfor rest of at least half an hour, before he has at least 	 two such 

38. Spread over: The periods of work of an adult worker in afactory shall be so arranged that along with his intervals for rest underSec 37, tLbey shall not spread over more than ten and-a-half hours, or 
where the L,:tory is a seasonal one, eleven and-a-half hours in any day,;ave with permission of toe Provincial Government and subjectconditions 	 to suchas 	 it may impose, either generally or 	 in the case of any 

39. Notice of periods for work for adults and preparation thereof: (1)
There should be displayed and correctly maintained in every
accordance 	 factory inwith the provisions of sub-section
Periods for Work 	 (2) of Sec. 76 a Notice offor Adults showing clearly the periods which adultworkers may be required to work. 
o (2) The periods shown in the notice required by sub-section (1) shallbe fixed before hand in accordance with the following provisions of thissection and shall be such that workers working for these periods wouldnot be working in contravention of any of the provisions of Sections 34,
.35, 36, 37 and 38. 

(3) Where all the adult workers in a factory are required to workwithin the same periods, th- manager of the factory shall fix those periods,Ior such workers generally 
- (4) Where all the adult workers in a factory are not required to work 
Within the same periods, the manager of the factory shall classify them into 
groups according to the nature of their work.

(5) For each grop vhich is not required to work on a system of!bts, the manager of the factory shall fix the periods within which the
 
roup may be required to work
 
- (6) Where any group is required to work on a 
system of shifts and heelays are not to be subject to pre-determined periodil changeshManager of factory shall fix the period within which 

of shifts. 
eah relay Of theMa y eur to r k..umay b~e required to work.ec eayo h 

Dbe subject to pre-determined periodical changes ofof shifts, the manager ofL 	 (7) Where anyr group isscto work on scha systeme shifts and relays" ,',. el oc n rsit ,t e them n g ro 
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the factory shall draw up 	 a scheme of shifts whereunder the periodswithin which any relay of the group may be required to work and therelay which will be working at Any time of the day shall be known forany day. 

(8) The Provincial Government may make rules pres:ribing formsfor the Notice of Periods for Work for Adults and the manner in whichit shall be maintained 
40. Copy of Notice of Periods of Work to be sent to Inspector - (1)A copy of the Notice referrr o in sub-section (1) of Section 39 shall besent in duplicate to the iL. vector within fourteen days after the corn-mencement of this Act, before the day on which it begins work. 
(2) Any proposed change in the system of 	work in a factory whichwill necessitate a change in the Notice shall be notified to the Inspector induplicate before the change is made, and except with the previous sanctionof The Inspector, no such chaige shall be made until one week haselapsed since the last change. 
41. Register of Adult Workers" (1) The manager of every factoryshall maintain a Register of Adult Workers, showing-
(a) 	the name 21[and age] of each adult worker in the factory,(b) 	 the nature of his work. 

(c) 	 the group, if any, in which he is included, 
(d) 	where his group works on shifts, the relay to which he is allotted.and 

(e) such other particulars as may be prescribed
Provided that, if the Inspector is of opinion that any muster roll orregister maintained as part of routine of factory gives, in respect of anyor all of the workers in the factory, the particulars required under thissection he may, by order in writing, direct that such muster roll or registershall, to the corresponding extent, be maintained in place of and be treatec 

as the Register of Adult Workers in that factory . 
, Provided further that, here the Provincial Government is satisfiedthat the conditons of work in any factory or class of factories are sucbthat there is no appreciable risk of contravention of the provisions of thisChapter in the case of that factory or factories of that class, as the casemay be, the Provincial Government may, by order, onwritten exempt,such conditions as it may impose, that factory or all factories of 	 that class,us the case may be, from the provisions of this section 

(2) The Provincial Government may make rules prescribing 	the formot the Register of Adult Workers, the manner in which it shall be main-tamed and the period for which it shall be preserved 
42 Hours of nork to correspond with Notice under Sec 39Register under See 	 and41 No adult worker shall be allowed or required towork otherwise than in accordance with the 	 Notice of Periods for Workfor Adults displa)ed under sub.section (1) of Sec 39 and the entries madebeforehand against his name in the Register of Adult Workers maintainedunder Sec. 41. 
43. Powers to make roles exempting from restrictions : (1) The

Provincial 	 Government may make rules defining the persons who hold 

21 Jr I 	 itic rioe-.r (A r-c-idment) kct XA'I of 1973 S.c 12 

IS. 44] 	 Factories Act, 1934positions of supervision or are employed in a 	 143confidential position in a
factory, and the provisions of this Chapter, other than 	the provisions ofclause (b) of sub-section (1) of Sec. 45 and of 	the provisions to thatsuo-section, shall not apply to any person defined.

(2) The Provincial Government may male rules for adult workers 
providing for the exemption to such extent and subject to such conditionsas may be 	prescribed in such rules,

(a) of workers engaged on urgent repairs from the provisions of 
Sees 34, 35. 36, 37 and 38(b) 	 of workers engaged in work in tht nature of preparatory or corn-Plementary work which must nece.,sarily be carried outside theonlimits laid down for the general working of the factory-from the 
provisions 	of Secs 34, 36, 37 ann 38,(c) 	 of workers engaged in vork which is necessarily so intermittentthat the intervals during which they do not work while on dutyordinarily amount to more than the intervals for rest requiredsunder Sec 3 7 -from the provisions of Secs. 34, 36, 37 and 38,

(d) 	of vorLers engaged in any work which for technical reasons must
be carried on continuously throughout the day-from the pro.
visions of 	Sections 34, 35, 36, 37 and 38.(e) 	 of workers engaged innecessity which making or supplying articles of primemus be made or supplied every dayfrom theprovisions of Section 35, 

(M)of workers engaged in a manufacturirg process which cannot becarried on except during fixed seasons-from the provisions of 
Section 35, 

(9) of workers engaged in a manufacturing process ,which cannot becarried on except at times dependent 	 on the irregular actionof natural forces-from the provisions of Section 35 and See
tion 37, and

(h) 	of workers engaged ,n engine.rooms or boiler-houses- from theprovisions 	of Section 35
 
of3) rovd
Rules made under sub section (2)

I2 provide for any consequential exempto om herovision may 
r 

o p d an y consequenial e n from te provisions of Setent, suProvincialuGovernmentmay deemttoabmpoeebJect to such conditions as it may impose, (4) In making'rules under this section the Provincial Government'all Prescribe the maximum limits for the weekly hours of work for all 
sses of workes, and any exemption given, other than an exemption underRuse (a) of sub-section (2), shall be subject to such limits(2) Rules made under this section shall remain i force for not more 

Rathree 
yyears.
 

r 44 Powers to make orders exempting from rastrictions () where
eProvincial 	Government 
 is satisfied that, owing to the nature of theirk carried 	on or to Other circumstances, itis unreasonable to requirett the periods of work of any adult workers in any factory or class ofdiry the It may. by written order rel 
'hditionste provisionsPand in suchof Sectionsmanner 39asandIt 40 in respect21' s h|nas 	 may think fit, ofandsuchsubject%Orkersto suchtoit may deem expedient to ensure control over period of Aork 
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(2) The Provincial Government, or subject to the control of theProvincial Government the Chief Inspector, may, by written order,
exempt, on such conditions as it or he may deem expedient, any or all the 
adult workers in any factory, or group or class of factories, from any or
all of the provisions of Sections 34,35, 36, 37, 38, 39 and 40, on the ground
that the exemption is required to enable the factory or factories to deal 
with an exemptional pressure of work. 

(3) An exemption given under sub-section (2) in respect of weekly
hours of work shall be subject to the maximum limits, piescribcd under 
sub-section (4) of Sec. 43. 

(4) An order under sub-section (2) shall remain in force for such
period, and exceeding two months from the date on which notice thereof isgiven to the manager of the factory, as may be specified in the order: 

Provided that if the opinion of the Provincial Government the public
interest so requires, the Provincial Goveinment may from time to time. by
notification in the official Gazette, extend the operation of any such order 
for period, not exceeding six months at any onetime, as may be specified 
in the notification 

45 Further restrictions on the employment of women : (1) The 
provisions of this Chapter shall, in their application to women workers in 
tactories, be supplemented by the following further restrictions, namely 

(a) 	no exemption from the provisions of Section 36 may be granted
in respect of any woman ; and 

(b) 	 no woman shall be allowed to work in a factory except between 
6am and7pm : 

Provided that the Provincial Government may, by notification in the
official Gazette, in respect of any class or classes of factories and for the
whole year or any part of it, vary the limits laid down in clause (b) to any
span of ten and-a-half hours, or where the factory is a seasonal one, of
eleven and-a-half hours, between 5 a m. and 7-30 p m : 

Provided further, that, in respect of any seasonal factory or class of 
seasonal factories in a specified area, the Provincial Government may
make rules imposing a further restriction by defining the periods of the 
day within which women may be allowed to work, such that the period or 
periods so defined shall lie within the span fixed by clause (b) or underthe above proviso and shall not be less than ten hours in the aggregate 

(2) The Provincial Government may make rules providing for the 
exemption from the above restrictions, to such extent and subject to such 
conditions as it may prescribe, of women working in fish-curing or fish-
canning factories where the employment of women beyond the said hours 
is necessary to prevent damage to or deterioration in any raw material 

(3) Rules made under sub-section (2) shall remain in force for not 
more than three years. 

46 Special protision for night shift : Where a worker works on a
shift ,hich extends over mid-night, the ensuing day for him shall be dcernce 
to be the period of twenty-four hours beginning when such shift ends,
and the hours he has worked after mid night shall be counted towards the 
previous day: 

Provided the Provincial Government may, by order in writing, direct
that in the case of any specified factory or any specified class of worlkcOr 

therein the ensuing day shall be deemed to be the period of twenty-four
hours beginning when such shift begins and that the hours worked before 
midnight shall be counted towards the ensuinj day.

47. Extra pay for oertime : (i) Where a worker

(a) 	in a non-seasonal factory works for more than nine hours in any 

day or for more than forty-eight hours in any week, or 
(b) 	 in a seasonal factory tnorks for more than nine hours in any day

or for more than fifty hours in any week, 

he shall be entitled in respect of the overtime iorked to pay at the rate of
twice his ordinasy rate of pay.

222 -23[Explanation In this sub-section, 'ordinary rate of pay' means all 
remuneration capable of being expressed in terms of money which would,
if the terms of the contract of employment, express or implied, were ful
filled, be payable to a worker in respect of his employment or of work 
done in such employment, but does not include-

Q) the value of any house accommodation, supply of light, water. 
m-edical attendance or other amenity ; 

(i1) any contribution paid by the employer to any pension fund or 
provident fund, 

(it) any travelling allowance or the value of travelling concession; 
or 

(iv) 	any gratuity, bonus or share in the profits of the factory. 

(3) 	 Where any workers are paid on a piece-rate basis, the Provincial 
Government in consultation with the industry concerned may for the 
purposes of this section fix time-rates as nearly as possible equivalent to
the average rate of earnings of those workers, and the rates so fixed shall
be deemed to be the ordinary rates of pay of those workers for the purposes 
of this section 

(4) 	 The Provincial Government may prescribe the registers that shall 
be maintained in a factory for the purpose of securing compliance with 
the provisions of this section 

-4[47-A Oblgation to work oicrtime Any adult workers may be 
required to work overutme, provided that such working conforms to theprovisions of this Act and the rules made thereunder] L. 

. 
48 Restriction on double emplo3ment " No adult worker shall 

be allowed to work in any factory on any day on which he has 
already been working in any other factor%, save in such circumstances azmay be prescribed. 

49 Control of oierlapping shifts: The Provincial Government may
make rules providing that in any specified class or classes of factories
WOrk shall not be carried on by a system of shifts so arranged in work
for the same kind at the same time save with the permission of the Provin.
cial Government and subject to such conditions as it may impose, either 
generally or in the case of any particular factory. 

22 23 Expianation added by the Factories (Am.ndmmt) Lct, XVI or 1973. S. 13.
24 Sec 47-A auded by the Factories W.P. Amendment) Ordinance of 196. 
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25CHAPTEZ IV-A 
HOLIDAYS WITH PAY 

49D 
shall not4l applyApphcationto a seasonalof Chapterfactory. (1) Th: provisto-is of the Chapter 

(2) The provisions of this Chapter shall not operate to 	 the prejudiceof 	any rights to which a worker may be entitled under any other 
enactment, or under the terms of any award, agreement or contact of 

Serihes rviAc.49-B Annual Holidays (1) Every worker who has completed a 
period of tielve months' continuous service to a factory shall be allowedduring the subsequent period of twelve months 	hoiday for a period of- ..... I fourteen consecutive dayb. inclusive of the day or days, if any, on
which he is entitled to a holiday under sub-section (1) of Section 35 

(2) 	 If a worker fails In any one such period of twelve months to taketho whole of the holidays allowed to heraunder sub -aeetaon(ayiana hoar 
wole t e b hidayshallo e to hm u de u-ection (1). any holi-daysdays not taken by him shall be added to be 	 holidays to be al'owed tohim under sub-section (1) in the succeeding period of twelve months,however that the total number 

so 
of holidays which may be carried for'sardto a succeeding period shall not exceed 17[ ] fourteea 

(3) 	If a worker entitled to holidays under sub section (1) is discbarg-ed by his employer before he has been allowed the holidays, or if, having 
applied for and having been refused the holidays, he quits his employment
before he has been allowed the holidays, the employer shall pay him the 
amount payable under Section 49-C in respect of the holidays

Eplanatan- A sorker, shall be deemed to have completed a period
of twelve months' continuous service in a factory notwithstanding any interruption in service during those twelve months brought about by sickness,accident or authorised leave not exceeding ninety dabs in the aggregatefor all three, or by loLk-out or by a strike which is not an illegal trikce or 
by intermittent periods of involuntary unemployment not exceeding thirtydays in the aggregate , and authorised leave shall be deemed not to include 
any weekly holiday under Section 35 which occurs at beginning or end ofan interruption brought about by the leave 

49-C Pay during annual Holida 3 s Without preudice to the condi-tions governing the day or dtys. if any, on which the worker is entitled to 

a holiday under sub-section (I) of Section 35, the worker shall, 
 for 	theremaining days of the holidays allowed to him under Section 49-B, be paidat a rate equivalent to the dthily average of his wages as defined in the 
Payment of Wages Act, 1936 (IV of 1936). for the days on which he actu-ally worked during the preceding three months, exclusive of any earaing
in respect of overtime. 

49 D Pament "ihen to be made A workcr who has been alloed
holidays under Section 49-B Lhall, before his holidays begin, be paid haf
the total pay due for the period of holidays.

the otalpaydue or hepriodof olidys.(a)
49 E Porter of Inspector to act for worker - Any Inspector mav 

institute proceeding on behalf of any Aorker to rccoser any sum required tobe paid under this Chapter b) an employer %%hich the employcr haspaid. 	 not 

25 Chapter IV- ins by the Factories (Amelndnicnt) Act li of 1945, S 3 
T1e wardso6-27 ten or, ifa child ' omitted by the Factories (Amendment) Act, \VJof 1973 

49 F Power to tmrke rules (I) The Provincial Government may 

make rules to carry into effect the provisions of this Chapter 
(2) 	 Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing po%%er. rules 

may be made under this section prescribing -the keeping by cmplo)ers of 
showing such particulars as may be prescrib:d and requiring suchregistersregisters to b.- made a~ailable for examination by Inspectors 

() 	 Omittedby A 0 , 2964 Art 2 and Sch49 	G Exemption of factories from provisions of this Chapter : Wherethe Provncal Governmnt is satisfied tht the 	 leave rules appcable to 
w orerwhichworkers thisinCh a factoryarrm- srovisfiiak it ay. byav rite ppicaletoprovide benefits substantially similar to those forwhich this Chapter makes provision it may. by written order exempt the 

factory from the provisicns of this Chapter
2P(49-I{ Casual leaie and sick leave (I) Every worker shall be entitled to casual leave with full pay for ten days in a year
(2) Every worker shall be entitled to sixteen days' sick leave on half 

aserage pay in a ear] 

29[49-1 Festival holidacsdays Festayal o dy (1) Every worker shall be allowed hol
days with pay and on all days declared by the Provincial Government to 
be festival hoidas 

all 	 al ocd o 

(2) A worker may be required to work on any festival holiday. but 
one day's addiional compendatory hord acy awith full pay and substituteholiday shall b allov.ed to him i accordance with the provisions of 
Section 35 

SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR ADOLESCENTS AND
 
CHILDREN
 

50 Prohibition of employment of yoii'g children " No child who hasnot completed his 30[14] year shall be allowed to work in any factory.
5 Non adult torkers to carry tokens giiing reference to certifictes 

of fitness No child who has completed his J[14] car and no adolescent 
shall be allowed to work i any factory unless(a) 	a certificate of fitness granted to him under Section 52 is in the 

custody of the manager el the factor)', and 
(b) he carries while he is at %ork a token giving a reference to such 

certificate 
52 Certificatc of fitness (1) A certif)ing surgeon shall, on the application of any Cl!child of adoleaccnt] vho fishes to work in a factory or. 

of the parent or guardian of such person or of the factory in which suchperson \\ishes to worl examine such person and .,scertai his fitness for sc %,scssuch %%ork 	 af cc am r-o , a 	 r n(,) 	Tnc certf~ing surgeon after cxamnration, may grant to such person, in the prescribed form-

a certificate of fineis;, to %%orkin factory as a child, if he isa 
satificd that ouch person has completed his twelfth year, that he 

....
2s 	 S-c 49 11 added by the racto-ae- (%L ' or 19'3. S 151mendment) Act, 0I 

29 	 S:ction 49-1 added b) the Factorics (Ancndcnt) Act, XVIt f 1973 S 16 
Subs for' iwelfth by the Labour Las~ (Am:ndm.nt) Act xvII or 197730 	 Subs "%ou lg p,rsons by the F ctories (Amenm nt) Act. XVI ofw1 	 1913 Sfor17the words 

http:Am:ndm.nt
http:allov.ed
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has attained the prescribed physical standards 0: any), and thathr i:fit for such ork , or(b) 	 a certificate of 	fitness to work in a factory assatisfied 	 an adult if hethat such person has 	 s

completed his fifteenth(3) 	 year andA certifying surgeon may revoke any certificate granted under sub-cection (2) if, in his opinion the holaer of it is no longer fit to work in thecapacity stated therein in a factory(4) 	 Where a certifying surgeon or a or,.ctitionersection (2) of Section 12 refuses to gr- at author sed under sub-a certificate orkind requested, 	 a certificate of theor 	revokes a certin ate, he shall, if so requested by anyperson who could have applied for tl e certificate5ngf 	 state his reasons51. s fo certificate 	 in writ-Effect of certificate afactory oddinoesct wo ) ng, anted tt adolescent 	 asadult, under Oause (b) 	 (1) anAn adolescentat work in factory, of sub sectioncariies a token(2) of Sectiongiving reference52, 	andto the certificate,
shall be deemed to be an adult for all the purposes of Chapter IV.

who, while
(2) 	 An adolescent who has nct been granted a certificatework in a factory as an 	 of fitness toadult undernotwithstanding 	 sub section (2) 	 of Section 52,his age. be deemed to be 	 shallAct. 	 a child for the purposes of this 
54 Restrictions on 	 the aorking hours of a child (I) No child 

a2[or adolescent] should be allowed to work 	in a factory for more than five 
hours in a day.(2) 	 The hours of %%orkof a child shall be so arranged that they shallnot spread over more(3) 	 No child than seven aad-a hdlf hours in any day.

32[or adolescent] shall
except between 6 a m 

be allowed to work in a factoryand 7 p m .Provided that the Provincial Government may,official Gazette 	 by notification in thewhole year or 
in respect 

part 
of any class or classes of factories andany of iot, vary thosl limits to any 

for the 
span of thir-

(4) 	 The provisions of Section 35 shall apply also to child uorkers,

but no exemption 
 from the proisions of that sectionrespect of any child 	

may be granted in(5) 	 No child shall be 	 allowed to work in any factoy on any day on:haswhich be has already been55. Notice of periods 
working in another factoryfor work for childrenplayed and correctly main!ained in 	 (I) There shall be disprovisions of sub section (2) 

every factory in accordanceof Section 76, 	 with thea Notice of Periods for Work 

for Children, showing clearly
(2) 	 The periods shown the 
re qu ire d t o w or k periods 	within which children may bein the Notice required by sub-section (1) shall 
be fixed beforehand
Section 39 and shall be such that children working for those periods would 

in accordance with the method laid don for adult in 
not be %%orag '-- ---in contravention of Section 54. 

3_ Subs thIns193Ss,for the1orwords "3oung persons" by the 	 Factories (Amendren) Act. XVI of 

[Ss. 56.59] Factories Act. 1934 
149 

p ro o r(3) Thefor provisionsrk o ofsodeSectionn 40 shall apply also to the Notice of
Perods for Work for Children 
for the Notice of Periods of Work for Children a'u56shall 	 Lte manner in %hichbe mintained. 
reCtory in which childien are employed shall maitain a Register ofWaorkers sohinga	 Child 

(or e ngry(c' the name 
33 jcnd age] of each child worker i the factory,
(b) the nature of his work, 

(c) 	 the group, if any, in which he i o included,(d) where his gioup works(e) 	tb number on shift-, the relay to whichof his certificate 	 he is allotted,of fitness granted under Sectioa 52,
(f) such other particulars as may be prescribed.(2) 	 The Provincial Government may make rules prescribing the formof the Register of Child Workers, the manner in which it shall be maintainee 
57 

and the period for which it shall be preservedHours of %ork to correspond with Notice and Registershall be allowed to work otherwise No childthan in accordancePeriods for 	 with the Notice ofWork for Children- displayed undo- sub-section (1) of Sec-Lion 55 and the entries made beforehand againstof Child Workers maintained under sub section (1) of Section 56 
5 Power 	 his name in the Registerto requir- medical examination Where an Inspectoris of opinion

. (a) tbat any person working in a factory without a- fitness is a child or an 	
certificate ofadofascent, or(b) 	 that a child or adolescent working in : f'c,ory with a certlifcateis no longer fit to work in the capacitye may serve on the m 	 stated therein,o ctoryaageo notice requiringth at uch 

lamined by a certifying surgeon or 	 by a practitioner authorise d under 
ib section (2) of Section 12, and such person,:)t, if the Inspector so 	

child or adolescent shallbeen granted directs, be allowed to worka certificate of fitness, in any factory untilas the case may be 
Iles
r (a) prescribing the forms of certificate of fitnessSection 52. providing for 	 to be granted undergrant of duplicates inloss of original certificates, 

the 
and fixing 

te event ofthe fees M-l-ch may be(3-b ) 	pr es rib e :al s ta n da r d s to a t ta ine d c hi ld re ngthphys 	 be b n dcharged for such cert-ficate and such dupcates 
- adolescntes 

s 
acentregulating the procedure of certifying surgeons snder this ., to perform in connectionChapter, and specifying other duties, which 	theyw ith the mplo)m nt of children andmay be required 

~, adolesce.nt in factories , and 
by the Factorics (Am endm ent) Act, X I of 1973 S 1 9 

http:adolesce.nt


ISO 	 Factories Act, 1934 [Ss 59A-60] 

(d) 	 providing for any other matter which may be expedient in order [Ss 61-62AIto give effect to the provisions of this Chapter.15	 Factories Act, 1934 151 
Provided that if 	 both the manager and the occupier are con~zcted,

34;59-A. Proiisions to be in addtticn to 	 Act, XXVII of 1935. The the aggregate of the fines in respect of the same contravention shall notprovisions of this Chapter shall be in addition to. and not in derogation exceed this amount 
of. 	the provisions of the Employment of Children Act, 1938 (XXVIIof 1938)]. 61 Enhanced penalty in certain cases after previous coniction - If 

any person ho has been convicted of any offence punishable under 
CHAPTER VI 
 -clauses (b) to (g) inclusive of Section 60 is again guilty of an offence

PENALTIES AND PROCEDURE60 Penalty for ontraentiOn 	 involving a contravention of the same provision, he shall be punishableof Act and rules: If in any fatory-	 onhe second conviction with fine5t) 	rupees, and shall which may extend to seven hundred andnot oe less than one hundred rupees and if he is(a) 	 there is any contravention- igain so guilty, with fine which may extend to one thousand rupees and 
(I) of any of the provisions of Sections 13 to 3 [321 inclusive, or ;hall not be less than two hundred and fifty rupees :
 
(it)of any order made under any of the said sections, or 
 Provided that "r the purposes of this section no cognizance shall be 

(iII) of any of the sections read with rules nade in pursuance aken of any con iction made more than two )ears before the comm,ssIoia
thereof under clause (a) of section -5[331 or if the offence which is being punished :
 

(zv, of any rules made under any of the said sections, or under
Sections a3[33-J and 33-Q] 	 Provided further that the Court, if it is satisfied that th:re are excep
(v) 	 of any condition 

or tional circumstances warranting such a course, may,impoed under sub-section (3) of Section 	 after recording itsreasons in writing, impose3[33 P , or 	 a smaller fine than is required by this section.62 Penalty for failure to gioe notice of commencement of work orchange of manager An occupier of a factory who fails to give any notice 
(b) 	 any person is allowed to work in contravention- required by sub section (1) JG(sub section (l-A)j or sub-section (2) of 

() of any of the provisions of Sections 34 to 38 Inclusive 42, -section 9 shall be panishable with fine v hich may extend to five hundred 
45 35[48, 49-H and 49-I] 	 rupees 

(i) 	 of any rule made under any of the sections, or under 
Section 49, or THE F CTORIES (PUNJAB AMDT) ACT, 1940 

(an) of any condition attached or any exemption granted under After section 62 of the said Act, the following section shall be deemedSection 43 or Section 44 or Section 45 or to any petmssioagranted under Section 38 or Section 49, or	 ')--inserted, namely r Setio 49gran ed nde Secion38 or" 6-A Penahfyforfa u-e to register - A manager or an oceup er(c)there is any contravention of any of provtsions of Sections 39 to 41 2cotravenes the provisions of secton 9-A or the conatons noc hichinclusive or of any rules made under Section 39, Section 41 or 
Section 47, or of any condition attached to any exemption A 'gstration certificate is granted or an endorsement made shall be punishgranted under Section 41 or to any modification or relaxation a',-with fine which may extend to five hundred rupees, or, it he his 
made under Section 44, or 

Paiously been convicted of an offence under that section of the saidLLt ne thousand rupees on the second conviction For every 
Act 

(d) .ny person is 	 subsequentnot paid any extra pay to which he is entitled -"'Ice the maximum amount of fine which may be impcsed shall be
under the provisions of Section 47, or . Ianced by five hundred rupees subject to a maximum of two thousand 

(e) 	 any adolescent or child is allowed to work in contravention of t five hundred rupees us
 
any of the provisions of Sections 50, 51, 54, 55, :7 and 58, or 

(f) there is any contravention of Section 55 or Section 56 or of any - HE FACTORIES (N -Ai F P AMDT,) ACT, 1946Sectonrules made under either of these5,orAiterSection 59, or 	 sections, or under clause (d) of - A section 6? of the said Act, the following section shall be oemedfI I: inserted, namely 
(g) 	 there is any contravention of Section 49-B, 49-C or 4Q-D, or of i d m 

any rules made under Section 49-F, ; "62 A Penalyfor failure to register -A manager or an occup.er 
the manager and occupier of the factory shall each be punishable with fin . contravenes the provisions of section 9-A or the conditions on hichicm 	etdoi ne , ation certificatew mer 	 is granted or an endorsement made shall be,;hablewiih fine which may extend to five hundred rupees, or, if he,Vi1usly been convicted of offence under that section of the said Act, to 

C,thousand rupees on the second conviction For every subsequent 
34. 	

SSec19.59-A subs for Chapter V.A by the Factories (Amendment) Act XVI of 1973 cmc mxmmaonIf thethe 	 offfn hc may imposed shall bemaximum amount fine which a beeipsdsalb 
. S.bs by the Labour Laws (Amendment) Act, X of 1975 	 Is 

http:occup.er
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[Ss. 63-69]1934Factories Act,152 
of two thousandenhanced by five hundred rupees subject to a maximum 

erupees 
and five hundred rupees." 

Whoever wilf:illy obstructs 
63. 	 Penalty for obstructing Inspector : 

Section II, or fails to 
an Inspector in the exercise of any power under 
produce on demand by an Inspector any registers or other documents in 

thereunder,his custody kept in pursuance of this Act or of the rules made whih Myorpuishble ithfinbein exmine byan b from appeiritng beforenspetor shll 
or conceals or prevents any worker in a factory 
being examined by an Inspector, shall be punishable with fine which ay 

extend to five hundred rupees. 

Penalty for failure to give notice of accident A manager of a 
64 

of an accident as required under Sec-factory vho fails to give notice 	 tend to five hundrede 
twn 33-N shall be punishable with fine which may 


rupees, 


for failure to make returns " If in respect of any factory
65. Penalt) 


any return is not furnished as required under Section 77, the manager and 


the occupier of the factory shall each be liable to fine which may extend to 


five hundred rupees 

Provided 	that if botL i, rnaliager and the occupier are convicted the 

amount. 
aggregate of the fines inflicted shall not exceed this 


iicinity of inflamor using naked light in
66 Penalty for smoking 

mable material: Whoever smokes, or uses a nacked light or causes or 
be the of any inflammablesuch to punshableusedpermits any light be in withvcinityfine which may extend tomateral n a factory shall 

five huured rupees. 

in accordanceException : This provisiou does not extend to the use, courseprescribed, of a raked light in the 
with such precautions as may be 

of a manufacturing process 

Whoever knowingly uses or 
false certsficatePenalty for using67. as a certificate granted to himself under Section 52 a cerattempts to use, 

or who ha ing pro-that section,
tifleate granted to another person under 	

or an attempt toallows it to be used,
cured such a certificate, knowingly 	 with fine Nhich shall be punishableuse it to be made by another person, 


may extend to twenty rupees 

chidd 

68 Pnalygurdi n rcnttang double employment of a 
o 	 alrad beent~no

On any da whichwhich lehe as already beeday onIf a child68 Penaltyworks'anonaguardianfactory for a ny 
or teparent or guardian of the child 

in another factory, that-orling 
person having custody of, or control o~er him or obtaining any direct benefit 

extend to tMcnly
trom his wages shall be punishable with fine which may 

the child so worked without tla 
rupees. unless it appears to the Court that 

parent, guardian or person*
consent, connivance or wilful default of such I 

A manager Ofs 
display certain notices 

69 Penalty for failure to 	
(1) 0(

who fails to display nder>h,the 7 noticeor requiredy ay r~leunder sub-sectionAco~tathisfactory Se=,n 	 to display or maintain alythis Act, or shall be punish.Section 76 or by any rule under of that 	section,
required by sub-section (2)

-i.c' notice as 
abt vith fine %. 'iich m3%extend to five hundred 	rupees 

M
Factories Act, 1934

[Ss 70, 71] 
for purposes of this Chapter : (1)

70 Determination of "occupier' 
or other association of idivi-Where the occupier of a factory is a firm 

duals, any one of the individual partners or members thereof may be 
which theprosecuted and punished under this Chapter for any offence for 

occupier of the factory is punishable 
to the InspectorProvided that the firm or association may give notie 


im ima 
 Pt n torbt roti ho atete ofor c br 	 ient in 
deemed to be the occupierrocupieone of its membersresident,esdent,who beis residentChapter, inandPakistansuch indivi-to belong as he is so ibeCdeemertonbesthethat%dualit hasshall,nominatedoatthefacoryforpurposesfor s of thistheoccpiesothe factory e 

for the purposes of this Chapter until further notice cancelling his nomina
the occupier 

or until he ceases to be partner or member 
tion is received by the Inspector 

of the 6rm or associa±tion. 
o 2 or occpioyWhere 

occupier of factory a company,company,(2) Wherethereof.the er in the casea of a privateis anyany oneone ofof thethe 
d.rectors 

may be prosecuted and punished under this Chapter 
shareholders thereof 
for any offence for which the occupier of the factory is punishable. 

Provided that the company may give notice to the Inspector that it has 
a private company, a shareholder,

nominated a director, or in the case of 
either case in Pakistan to be the occupier, of the fac

who is resident in 
sucb director or shareholder

tory for the purposes of this Chapter and 
be deemed to be the occupier of the 

shall, so long as he is so resident
this Chapter flirther notice cancellingfactory for the purposes of until 

to be direc
received by the Inspector or until he ceases

his nomination is 
tor or shareholder 

in certain eases ) Where71 Exempton of occupier from labtlty
a factory i changed with an offence againstthe occupier or manageroe entitled complaint 	 haveths Act, he shall of upon 	 duly made by hm to 

any other person whom he charges as the actual offender brought before 
if, afterthe Court at the time appointed for hearing 	 the charge , and 

has been proved, the occupier or manager
offencethe commission of the 

ofthe factory proves to the satisfaction of the Court

(a) that ne has tsed due diligenLe to enforce 	 the executiou of this 

i., (b) that the said other person committed the offence in question 
without his knowledge, consent or connivance, 

'iih of the offence and shall be liable to 
that other person shall be convicted or 
the like fine as if he Aere the occupier or manager, and the occupier 


manager shall be discharged from any liability under this Act.
 

hepoee~
tosann pheo to the satisfaction of the Inspector at 

.I any time prior to the institution of tbe proceedings
(2) When it is made to appeal 

13 
1, 

(a) that the occupier or manager of the factory has used all due dili-

UL, gence to enforce the execution of this Act 	, and 

(b) by what person the offence has been committed, and 

without the knowledge, consent or 
t,' (c) that it has been committed

orders,	 or manager, and in contravention of 
connivance of the occupier 
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154 Factories Act, 1934 - [Ss 72-76] 
the Inspector shall lorocced against theactual person whom he believes to be theoffender without first proceeding against the occupier or managerof the factory, and such, person shall be liable to the l'ke fine as he werethe occupier or manager. -

-

72. Presumption as to employment :years is found inside If a child' over the 'ageany part of a factory in of sixwhich children are working,he shall until the contrary is proved, be deemed lo be woi king in thefactory., ao79 

73. Evidcnce as to age : (1) When an act or omission would, ifaperson were under or over a certain age. be an offence punishable underthis Act, and such person is in the opinion of Court apparently under orover such age, the burden shall be on the accused to prove that sucbp iperson is not under or over such age
(2) A declaration in writing by a certifying surgeon relating to aworker that he has personally examined him and believes him to be undexor over the age set forth in such declaration shall, for the purposes of thisAct, be admissible as evidence of the age of that worker 

74. Cognizance of offences ; (1) No prosecution under this Act,except a prosecution under Sec. 66, shall be instituted except by or withthe previous sanction of the Inspector 

62) No Court inferior to that of a Mapistrate of the First Class shalltry an offence iagainst this Act, or any rule or order made thereunder,other than an offence under Section 66 or Section 67. 

(3) Omitted by the Factories (Amendment) Act, XVI of 1973,Sec. 21. 

75 Limitation of prosecution : No shallCourt take cognizance ofany offenct. under this Act or any rule or order thereunder, other thanoffence undLr Section 62 unlessor Section 64, complaint thereof is mad
a" 

within six months of the date on which the offence is alleged to have beecommitted. 

Provided that when the offence consists of disobeying a written ordemade by an Inspector. complant thereof may be made within twelvimonths of the date on which the offence is alleged to have been committed 

CHAPTER VII 

SUPPLEMENTAL 

76. Displa) of factory notice, (i In addition to the notice requir.ed to be displayed in any factory by this Act or the rule made thereunderthere shall be displayed in every factory a notice containing such abstractsof this Act and of the rules made thereunder in English and in the verna.cular of the majority of the workers as the Provincial Government ma)prescribe. 
(2) All notices required to be displayed in a factory shall be displayed at some conspicuous place at or near the main entrance to the factoryand shall be maintained in a clean and legible condition. 

77. Power of Pro-incial Goiernment to make rules : The Provincialgovernment may make rules requiring occupiers or managers of factories:0 submit such returns, occasional or periodical, as may in its opiqion berquired fox the purposes of this Act.
 

78 Control of rules made 
 by Local Goiernment -- Omitted by the7overnment of India (Adaptation of IndianLaws) Order,1937.Publication of rules (1) All rules made under this Act shall be 
;ubject to the condition of previous publication, and the date to be speciied under clause (3) of Section 23 of the General Clauses Act, I8M,7 (X of'897) shall not be less than three months from the date on which theIraft of the proposed rules Aas published(2) All such rules shall be publihed inthe official Gazette and shall, 
inless same later date is appointed, come into force on the date of such
iublication

80 Application to Government Factories: This Act shall apply toactories belonging to the Government. 

81 Protection to persons acting under this Act : No suit, prosecuion or other legal proceeding shall lie against any person for ang thing, hich is in good faith done or intended to be done under this Act. 

82 Repeal and Savings [Repealed by the Repealing and Amending4ct, XX of 1937, S 3 and Second Schedule. • 
The Schedule [Repealed by the Repealing and Amending Act, XX -f 

1937, Sec 4, Sch. IIJ 
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L ,hi_.ork.-_.4 
7. Attendance and late coming 
8. Leave 	 -
9. [Omitted] 

10. Payment of wages 	 The
Industri &l -Commercial

10-A. Group incdntive -scheme 	 I10-B. Compulsory Group insurance Employment'-:10-C. Payment of bonus 
(Standing Orders)

11. Stoppage of work Orders)11-A. Closure of establishment 
Ordinance

12. Termination of employment fVI OF 1868]
13. Procedure for retrenchment 
14. Re-employment of retrenched workmen
14-A 	 .Special provisions for construction workers 	 An Ordinance to amend and consolidate the law relating to15. Punishments -,L_ 	 Industrial employment in the ProvincesPieamble : Whereas it is expedient to amend and consolidate the 
16. 	 law relating to industrial employment in [the Provinces]Eviction from residential accommodation 

-17. [Omitted] And whereas the Provincial Assembly of '[a Province] is not in sessions18. [Omitted] 	 and the Governor of '[the Province] is satisfied that circumstanceswhich render immediate legislation necessary 	 exist .
19. Certificate of termination 	 Now, therefore, inof service 	 exercise of the powers conferred on him by clausei1)
of Article 79 of the Constitution, the20. 	 Liability of employer Governor of2[a Province] is 

?leased to make and promulgate the following Ordinance:1i1 Short title, extent and commencement :'ailed the Industrial and 	 This Ordiuance may beCommercial Employment (Standing Orders)
)rdinance, 1968 
1, (2) It extends to the whole of 2[Pakistan] 
17 (3) It-shall come into force at once. 
:-. (4) It app.it 

',?[(a) EveYry industrial establishment cr commercial estal,'.ishmntwherein twenty or more workmen are employed, directly orthrough any other person whether on behalf of himself or anyother person, or were so employed on any day during the prccedng twelve months) , 
(b)Omitted by the Industrial & Commercial Employment (Standing

)6 Orders) (Amendment) Act, XXIII of 1973, S 2 (a),
!; (c) such classes of other industrial and cmcciai establishments as Government may fro= taiue to time by notification in theOficla! C.azeCte, spccfy in this behalf. 

IVSubs tor the words "West Pakistan" by the Federal Adaptation or LAws Order, 4. 
-"Subs for the %ords "Provinoe of West Pakistan" by the Federal Adaptation of:.r_--Order. 4 of 1975, S 2 (1) and Sch
•lause (a) Subs for the original clauses (a) & (b) by the Industrial and Commercial Enployment (Si-tndme Ordert'l (Amend-'-nes A, %,%',II nr in- o 



establisments carri'I t z- " on or a ll alP rov - Phin- I the by .- ..- under ..to ilau ,.%Lr a l &noo 2na n3 ,lthe authority o 
the
comm rcia
Federal or any Provincial Government,
conduct or discipline 	 where statutory rules of service,are applicable to the workmen employed therein 
[(Provided further thethat provisions ot Standing Orders 10-B and!1,clauses (6)

Order 15 
and (8) of Standing Order 12 andshall-not apply 	 Standing

establishment wherein in 	 - the first instance,not more than forty-nine personstoany day during 	 wereanyemployedindustrialonthe preceding'twelve monthsnotification 	 but Government may byin the Official Gazette, extend all or any of the said provisions
to any such industrial establishment or any class of such establishments]I2. Definitions - In this Ordinance, unless there is anything repugnantin the subject or context-

(a) "collective 	 agreement" means an agreement in writing, intendedto specify the conditions of employment, and entered into betweenone or mote employers oqjhe one hand, and oneunions 	 or more tradeor, where there is norepresentatav:s 	 trade union,or workmen, on the other, the duly authorized 
(b) "c€ommercial establishment'" means an)establishment in which the 

or',asinesswhichofisadvertst-ig, commissiona commercial agency, and includes a clerical depart-or forwardingment of a 	 is conducted,factory or 	of any industrial or commercialtaking. the office 	 under-establigtmentof fulfilling a contract with th: owner 
of a person who for the purposeof any commercial estab-lishment or industrialof a joint stock establishment, employs workmen,company, st insurance company, a unitCompany 	 a bankingor a Bank, a brokc.'s Office or stock-excliange, a club,

a hotel, a restaurant or an eating house, a cinema orsuch other establishment 	 theatre, and
notification Official Gazette declare be may, by 

in the or class thereof, as Governmentto a commercial 
establishmen for the purposes of this Ordinance. ..'[(bb) "Construction industry" means an industry engagedconstruction, reconstruction, maintenance, 	 in the Irepair, alteration,demolition of any building, railwa), 	

or I 
tramway, harbour, dock, pier,canal, inland waterway, road, tunnel, bridge, dam, viaduct, sewer,electrical undertaking, gas work, or other work of construction assell as the preparation for. -rwork or structure], laying the foundation of, any such 

(e) 	"employer" 
means the owner of an industrial or commercial
blishment to vehich this Ordinance for the time being 
csta-

includes-	 applies, and 
(1) in a factory, any person named under Clause (e) of sub-section (1)

of Section 9 of the Factories Act,get of the factor); 1934 (XXV of 1934), as man&-
(ti) in any industrial establishment under the control of any depart.menl of the Federal or any Provincial Government, the authority 

4. 	 Pro~iso added 
.Amendment) ma,,,° Orc,',
Act, XXII o 97;.by the Industrialr and Commeciali oo Establisment (Standing Orders)5. Clause (bb) 	 (usadded by the Industrial and CommercalOrders) (Amendment) Act, XXIII of 1973. 

Fmploymazt (Standng 

I .E . G -. 96
 
- ))Olish.968appointed by such Government in this behalf, r cnere no such 

" authority ,sso appoited
i(titany other 

the head of the department;in industrial or commercial establishment, any personresponsible to the owner for the supervision and control of such 
- establishment, 

(d) "go-slow" means on organised, drhiberate and purposefuldownon a normal 	output of work by 
sloing

-
- esp of hnerma a bodyed hzch s or of workers in aconcertmann.r and n failure defectnot due to any mechanicalin power defect,supply,breakor

in the Supply of norinal materials and spare parts or mz.cbinery;(e) 	"Government" mea 
ns the 6 fProvincial Government]"(J)"industrial 	establishment, means
*, (t industrial establishment as defined in clause (11) of 

an 
" Section 2of the Payment of Wages Act, 1936 (IV of 1936),(I) a factory 	 oras defined in clause () of Section 2 of the Factories Act, 
"o(tit) 1934 (XXVX of 1934), or9 4( o
a Railway 9 4 .o as 	defined in clause (4)
!'Act, 1896 aIx or i 890), or of Section 3 of the Railways 

.	 |i)the establishment ot a contractor who, directy or 'ndirectly,emplo sworkmen in connection with the execution of a contractto whch he is a party, and includes the premises in which,Ji wi 	 or thesuch execution ib carried on, or(v) 	the establishment 

eMplo3s workmen 

of a person who, directly or indirectly
in connection with any construction industry I 
i. 
 'Contractor ncludes a sub-contractor. headman ori
 
C*)"Standing Orders" 
 means the Orders containcd in the Schedule,L 	read with such modifications, if any, as may be made in purstance of the provisions of Section 4,( 	 "trade Lnion" Means a trade union for the time being registered 

1969)1,
 

-o196y)y,
(()i'Workman
cnbommercial means any person employed in any industrialestablishment orto do any skilled orunklem:.qor clerical work for hire or reward.
r wk ua
e o ad.Enforcement of Standing Orders : In 	every industrial or commer.

2tl matters shall subject to h eot 
 of orkmen ancte
talumerh, sudet o the other provisions of thisILted in accordance 	 Ordinance,with the Standing OrdersfModtication of Standing Orders' The Standing Orders may be4by means of a collective agreement and not otherwise a
lausr te original clause 
 by O~d.
by Federal Adatahon of Lavis Order. IV1972.'1. 	 Wil of~j
of 1974.Cfr thera1 Adnaptirv) added Indusurvoby tlasOrderIc the andIV Commercialat197.s) (Amendment) 	 (StandinAct, XXIir of 1973.."Nsubs byibid 

C"Qn 
 ~ s y I t -' 7'
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Provided that no such agreement shall have the effect of taking away 
or diminishing any right or benefit available to the workmen under the pro. 
visions of the Schedule. 

5 Posting of Standing Orders : The text of the Standing Orders shall 
be prominently posted and kept in a legible condition by the employer ini 

oglish and Urdu. and in the language understood by the majority o his 
workmen on special boards to be maintained for the purpose at or near 
tl-e entrance through which the majority of the workmen enter the indus 
trial or commercial establishment and in all departments thereof where the 
workmen are employed 

6 Inspectors : (1) The Inspectors of Mines appointed under Section 
4 of the Mines Act. 1923 (IV of 1923). the Inspectors appointed under Se. 
tion 10 of the Factories Act, 1934 (XXV of 1934). and such other persons 
not being '°[Conciliators appointed under the Industrial Relations 
Ordinance, 1969 (XXIII of 1969)]as Government may by notification in thb 
official Gazette appoint, shall be the Inspectors for the purposes of this0Ordinance within the local limits assigned to each 

(2) An Inspector may at all reasonable hours enter on any prLmIseI 
and make such examination of any register or document relating to the 
maintenance or enforcement of the Standing Orders and take on the spot 
or otherwise such evidence of any person, and exercise such other powen 
of inspection, as he may deem necessary for carrying out the purposes of 
this Ordinance 

(3) Every Inspector shall be deemed to be public servant within tb. 
meaning of the Pakistan Penal Code (XLV of 1860) 

7 Penalties and procedure : (I) An employer who modifies tb 
Standing Orders applicable to his industrial or commercial cstablisbmenA 
otherwise than in accordance with Section 4, shall be punishable with fin' 
which may extend to five thousand rupees, and in the case of a continuinl 
offence, with a further fine whicn may extend to two hundred rupees foi 
every day after the first day during which the offence continues 

(2) An employer who does any act in contravention of the Standili 
Orders as applicable to his industrial or commercial establishment shall be 
punishable with fine which may extend t> one hundred rupees, and in the 
case of a centinuing offence, with a furi~her fine which may extend to twen
ty-five rupees for every day after the first day dtiring which the offeo3 
continues. 

(3) Whoever contravenes any of the provisions ef this Ordinance shaR 
if no other penalty is elsewhere provided by or under thb Ordinance fol 
such contravention, be punishable with fine which may extend to on: 
hundred rupees. 

(4) Whoever having been convicted of any offence punishable unde 
st b-section (1), (2) or (3), again commits such offence shall, on convcttOI 
be liable to double the punishment prescribed for such offence under tlJ 
aforesaid sub-sections. 

(5) No prosecution to an offence punishable under this Ordinane 
shall be i-:tituted ex:cpt by or with the previous permission in writing 
the Inspector. 

I 

10 Words subs by the industrial and Co-'mnercial Employment (Standing 

fArncndment) Act. 'X[1i of 1973. 

,_
 

5f21(6) No Court other than a Labour Court established under the 

dustrial Relations Ordinance, I960 (XXIII or 1969) shall try any offence
mder this Ordinance] 

7.A Omitted by Industrial and Commercial Employment (Standing 

Ptderj) (Amendment) A6 ct, XXIII of 1973. 
g. Power to exempt: Goemnnent may, subject to such conditions 

I it thinks fit to impose, by notification in the official Gazette. exempt 
y industrial or commercial estabhshmnt or class of such establjshmeats 

ow all or an of the pro issons of this Ordinance. 

: 9. Protection to existing conditions of employment Nothing in this 
r.4'rance shall affect any la%. custom, usage, award or agreement in force 
imediately before the promulgation of this Ordinance in so far as such 
W. custom, usage, award or agreement ensure conditions of employmen
one favourable to worl.men than those provided in the Standing
-Jets 

1 10 Repeal : The Indus<trial and Comnmercial Employment (Standiogders) Ordinance. 1960 (III of 1960), in its pphcation to the Provinces, 
hereby repealed. 

by the Labour Laws (Amendmeni) Act, XI of 1976 



I & C E (S. O) Ord, 1969.3-7] 

S!H(3) 
STANDI IG ORDERS 


(Section 2 (g)] 

1. Classificntion of workmen : (a) Workmen 
as-

(i) 	 permanent, 

(2) 	 probationers. 

(3) 	 badlis ,
(4)temorad , 
(4) 	 temporary, 

(5) 	 apprentices. 
is a workman who(b) 	A "permanent workman" 

likely to last more than nine months
work of permanert nature 
and has satisfactorily completed a probationery period of three 

or
months in the same or another occupation in the industrial 

commercial establishment, and includes a badh who has betse 
employed for a continuous period of three months or for one 

hundred and eighty-three days during any period of twelve conit-
cutive months, including breaks due to sickness, accident, leave,

involu-.
lock-out, strike (not being an illegal lock-out or strike) or 

tary closure of the establishment l2[and includes a badi who ha 

been employed for a continuous period of three months or for o e, 
hundred and eighty three days during any period of twelve const-

cutive months ] 

(c) 	A "probationer" is a workman who is provisionallly employed to' 
in a po.t and has not completed thret 

fill a permanent 'acancy 
months' service therein. If a permanent employee is employd 

at any timtas 	 a probationer in a higher post he may, 
during the probationary period of three months, 
old permanent post 

(d) 	"Badli" is a workman who is appointed in 
permanent workman or probationer. who 
absent. n w 

sball be classific 

has been engaged on 

be reverted to h 

theapost of 
the post of 

is temporati 

hbn 

(e)A "'temporary workman" isa workman who has been ngag 
for work which is of an essentially temporary nature likely to 2ekeeper's, ' n office, if any, and the workmen discharged as a 
finished within a period not exceeding nine months. 

apprentice within1[(J) An "apprentice" 1s a person who is an 
1962 (LVI or 1962)meaning of the Apprenticeship Ordinance, )zdto
Tiets : (1ery prantiepoedin an 1 (intrial 19taO 

in an industrial estblSTickets: (I) Every workman employed 
ment shall be given a permanent ticket unless be is a probationer, a bad 

a temporary workman or an apprentice 

the 	Industrial and Ccmrnreial Em;loymintLStandifl3 Of
12. 	Words added by

(MancadmCnti Act, XXIII of 1973. 	
Ord

subs . by the Industrial and Commercial Empklymuat (StandnsZ
13. 	 Clause If)

(,tmeanmeat) Act, XXIII of 19731 
I;4 

a departmental
(2) Every permanent workman shall be provided with 

it
ket, showing his number, and 	shall on being required to do so, show 

any person authorised by the employer to inspect. 

onEvery.badli shall be provided with a badh card, which shall be 
which

days on which he has worked in the establishment, and
iOerd the 
dl be surrendered f he obtains permanent employment. 

a 'temporary.,(4) Every temporary workman shall be provided with 

kt' which he shill surrender on his discharge 
which: (5) Every apprentice shall be provided with an apprentice card, 

ill be surrendered if lie obtains permanent employment 
Every

C24[2-A Terms and conditions of Service to be given in writing 
or promotion shallof his appointment, transferrkman at the time 

terms and conditionsrovided with an order in writing, showing the 
his service] 

j.3 Publication of working time The periods and hours of work for all 

in 	 each shift shall be exhibited in Urdu and in the 
uses of workmen 
mncipal language of workmen employed in the industrial or, commercial 

at or near the main entrance of 
on 	notice boards maintainedAblishment if 	any.establishment and at the timekeeper's office 

days Notices specifying (a) the-Publication ot holidays and 	pay 
ys observed by the industrial or commercial establishment as holidays 

d(b) pay days shall be posed on the said notice board 
of rates: the rates of wages"5 Pubication wage Notices specifying of w a e s w oge a nd for c ssesbl 	 t lca ssesof 

yable to all classes of worl:men and for all clzsss of work shall be dis

hft myb okdi eatyed 	 on hfthe notice bordsoeta1, 6 okn 
More than one shift may be worked in a depart16 h working 

put or any section of a department of the industrial or commercial estab

rnent at the d screction of employer
P!q-

Elf more that, one shift is worked the workmen shall be liable to be 
No shift working shall be discontinu-Lnsferred from one shift to another 

discontinuance.LWIthout one morth's notice 	 being given prior to such 

ovided that no such notice shall be necessary if. as a result of the discon
ice of the shift, no permanent employee will be discharged If as a 

t f discontinuance 3f shift working, any permanent workmen are to 
'harged they shall be discharged having regard to the length of their 

the establishment, those with the shortest term of service being 

ged first If shift working is restarted a week' s notice thereof shall 
entrance cf the establishment andby posting a notice at the main 	 result 

ucontinuance of the shift, shall, if they present themselves at the time 
have preference in being re-employed, having

d restarting of the shift, 
the length of their previous service under the establishment, those 

0th longest term of service being re employed first 
longst 

All 	 workmen shall be at work at the-Attendance and late coming 

1111etat the time fixed and notified under Stading Order 3 Work
ttending late shall be liable to the deduction provided for in the Pay

o-oiWages Act, 1936 (IV of 1936) 

(A	oding Order 2-k added by thc Industrial a'id Co-n--rzala Emplo~rmcat (Standin; 
den~as)(An-endnents Act %\lll of 973 S 6 (b). 

R Available Copy
 



6-. 	 C. - - k. 0., .. -1., [SOM . 0
8. 	

o-10A 5.S . 10B-10C] I & C E (S 0 ) Ord, 1963 67Lean ef Holidays and leave with pay salehereinafter specified ; as may be prescribed and shall be related to the extent o the excess 
(a) 	 Annual hohida)s, festival holidays, casual leave and sick leave 

production achieved by the group with the best performanceI 
provided for in Chapter 

4-17[0-B Compulsory group Insurance : () The emplo)r shall have 
1934), and IV-A of the Factories Act, !934 (XXV o 
 death and C)
AM the disabilitv(b) 	 other holidays in accordance 

permanent workmenand] deathemployedand by him insured against 1Snaturalwith the law, contraCt custom &ad 	 injury arising out of contingerciesusage 1 	 not covered by the Workmen's Compensation Act,the 1;Provincial] -mployees' 	 1923 (VIII of 1923), orSocial Security Ordinance, 1965 (Ordinance 

(2) A vorkman who desires to obtain 	 leave of absence shall apply tothe employer, who shall issue orders on the application withinits submission or twa days prior to the 	
a week of 

commencement of the leave appliedfor, whichever is earlier, provided that if the leave applied for Is to comeace on 	the date of the applicatioa or within three days thereof, the order shall be given on the same. If the 	 leave asked for is granted, a leacvass shall be issued to the workman If the leave is refused or postponed,the facts of such postponement or refusal and the reasons therefor shall berecorded in writing in a register to be maintained for thcpurpose, and itfthe workman so desires, a copy or the entry in the register shall be suppli
ed to him. If the workman after proceeding on leave 
 desires an extensiathereof he shall apply to the employer who shall send a written reply eithegranting or refusing extension of leave to the Iorkman if his address IN available, and if such reply is likcly to reach him before the expiry of tb:leave originally granted to him. 
(3) & (4) Omitted by the Industrialand CommercialEmployment (Standing Orders) Amendment Act, XXIII of 1973, S 6 (e) 

9 	 Casual Leaie mtted by Industrialand Commercial Employnera(Standing Orders) (Amendment) Act, XXIII of 2173.92)( 0ta mnO t fsAesent) Anywages10.PmY 	 de1 to the workmanbutn"t1.[0paid on the usual pay day on account 	 of their being unclaimed, shall bpaid by the employer on an unclaimed wages pay day in each %eek whichshall be notified on the notice boards as aforesaid 
(2) All workmen shall be paid wages on a working day before the expiry of the 7th or 10th day after the last day of the wage period,of which the wages are payable if the total 	 in respectnumber of workmen employedin the establishment is 1,000 or less or exceeds 1,000 respectively -36[10-A. Group incentiie scheme (1) In 	every industrial establishmetwhich is a factory and in which fifty or more workmen are employethere shall be introduced from such date as may be specified by the Provicial Government, by notification in the official Gazette, a group incenti'scheme to provide incentive for greater 	 production to groups of workmeenployed in the factory The scheme shall provide the manner in whirthe performance of different groups of 	workmen, whether in the sametion, shop- department 	 secor shift or in different sections, shops, departmentor shifts, shall be elaluated 
(2) 	 The incentive shall be in the form 
 of additional
tonal leave with wages or in both such forms wages or addi 

, he employer shall i all cases be responsble for the payment of 
- (2) h e plr ha l n all ae s r atnve ar a yment ofFbe amount of premia and for all administrative arrangementsearied out b) 	 whetherhimself or through an insurance company(3) 	 The amount forwhich each workman shall betnsured shall not beess than the amount of compensation specified in Schedule IV to thew'orkmen's Compensation Act, 1923 (VIII of 1923)]Z" 20[(4) Where the employer fails to have a permanent workman emplo%d by him insured in the manner laid down in clauses (1), (2) and (3)'Uch workman suffer death or 	 and

injury arising out o- contigencies-mentioned in clause (1) the employer shall pay, in the case of death, to:the heirs of such workman, or in the case of injury, to the workman,":umof money 	 suchas would have been payaL'e by the insurance company hadsuch workman been insured 

-l-I-(5)wbAll claims ota'clause (41 workmen or his 	heirs or rezovryshall be settled in the same manner as of money underis provided formilnation and recovery 	 the deterof compensation under the Workmen's Compensa
tion Act, 1923)] 

C Payment of bonusYear shall pay 2 2[for that (I) Every employer making profit in6fthat year 	 year within the three) to the uorkmen who have been months of the closingin 	 his employment in thatr r for a continuous period of 	not less than ninety days a bonus ini.tion to the wages payable to such workmen
 
4 (2) 
 The amount of the bonus payabie shall

uri, ' 
i _!,(a) if the amount of the profit is not less than the aggregate of one. month's wages of the month's wages of the workmen employed, be 

. not less thethan amount of such aggregate, bm- ximum of thirty per cent, of such profit-Plllustration1 If the profit is Rs. 1,20,000 00. and the aggregate oflehonth's wages of the workmen is 	 Rs 30,000 00. the amount of bonusaoible shall be not less than the aggregate of one month's wages, that4.1o say, Rs 30,.00 00 

!aK.Jllustration2 If the profit is Rs 33.000 00 and the aggregate to one" -o1th'swages of toe workmen is also Rs 30,000.00, the amount of bonus 

to the members of t ib Crder I0-B added by the Labour Laws (Amendment) Ordinance IXofgroup of workmen whose production exceeds that of the other groups 01 !.n S da- dthe average of all the groups. The incentive shall be according to sud 	 ban
lbts.by the Labour Laws (Amendment) Act. X of 1976 

M a. by the Federal Adaptation or Laws Order. IV of 1975S15 Sub-section (i), subs by the Industrial and Commeezal Employment (Standing oerd) (Amendment) Ac. XXIII or 1973 Ordnac16 Standing Order 10-A added by the Labour Laws (Amendment) Ordinance, ]>:a
19'"2, See 2 and Sch 

S dded by the Industrial and Lommercial Emplo)ment (Standing OrdeAt XVI o11974 
..o added by the Labour LawsOrdinanceI'or 
10-s addedet hab Lhubs. for the word 'in' by Act XXIII of 1973 S 6 (c)(i) 

,t[hiutratzI added bv ct, \111 of 1973 

r
972,See 

s) (Amend
2 
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payable shall be not less than thirty per centIS . ofd the, ptermRtha thirty0 p;].n f h profit, that isto say,Rs. 9,000,00 ; 1.(b) If the amount of the profit is less than the aggregate referred to In 
paragraph (a)fifteen per centthe amount of bonus payable shall be not less than(3) The bonus of such profit.payable to workmana entitled theretoclause 0i) shill bear to his monthly wages the same under

proportion as the totalbonus payable by the employer bears to the aggregateto in paragraph (a) of clause (2) of the wages referredand shall beN I T. paid either in cash orUnits of equivalent value at the option of such workman 
in 

(4) Nothing in this section shall be deemed toworkman to receive any bonus other than that payable 
affect the right o," anywhich he may be entitled in accordance with 

under clause (I) tothe terms ofor any usage or any settlement his emplo)mentor anunder the Industrial Relations O;dnance, 1969 (XXIII of 1969) 

award of a Labour Court established 

Explanation :
(a) "N.LT 

For the purpose of this section-Units" means the Units referredInvestment (Unit) Trust Ordinance, 1965 (VII of 1965) 
the 

; 
to in National 

(b) "Profit" means the "net profits ' as defined in Section 87-C of theCompensation Act, 1913 (VII of 1913)(c) "wages" , anddoes not for the purpose of calculating the bonus pa)ablito a per-on under clause (I), include1936) the bonus referred to itclause (vi) of See. 2 of the Payment11. Stoppage of work : 
of Wages Act, 1936 (IV ol1936)iOne (I) The employer may, at any time in theevent of fire, catastrophe, break-downsupply. epidemics, civil or machinery or stoppagestop any section commotion of poweror sections of the or otherestablishment, wholly or partially forcauseany period or periods beyondor vithout notice. his control,

(2) In the event of such stoppage during working hours, the %orkmenaffected shall be notifieddepartments concerned 
by notices put up on the notice board in theor in the office of the employer,able, when work will be resumed and whether they are 

their place of work The workmen shall not toas soon as practiordinarilyremain or lea,be required Iremain for more than two hours after the commencementIf the period of detention does not exceed 
of the stoppage

detained shall not be paid one hour, thefor the period workmen sactiondetention exceeds one hour, of detention
the If the period cworkmen soreceive wages for detained shall bethe whole entitled t a of the time, during which theyas result of the stoppage are detaine 

average daily earuing 
In the case of piece-rate workers. th
daily wage. for the previous months
Whenever shallresumption or normal practicable be taken to be th,ork.r reasonable 

reasosnnd c aushee notice shall() th ae be giveno o a untof fre o
plant oedcasecurtaipn a menf productoreasons mentionedte poaryftoa 

ry
clauseilmena e on stagof(I),t, of theyprod shall paid by or feoictio bew ag r any sm tp the employerr foesana e f 


amount equal to 
 one-half ofdays of lay-off as compensationtheir dail wages during. the first fourteen-hen, however, the workmen have to be 

laid-off for an indefinite period beyond the above-mentioned fourteen-da)s, 

24. Clause (3)subs by the Industrial and Commercial Employmct(StandingOrders)(Amendmeni)Act X\JJ of 1973. 

l - i2J & C. E(S O ) Ord, 1968ina -teda f e g tmde n olithesrvzef 
 ma triaefter
liu href giving them due notice or pay in 
(4) The employer may in the event of a strike affecting whollyeither 

or partiallyeither wholly any section orpartially, suchor department of the establishment close down.section or department affected section or department andby such closing any otherclosure shall be notified by notices down The fact of such or department conce-ned and 
put on the notice board in the section 

as practicable in the timekeeper's office, if any.The workmen concerned shall also be notified by 
as soonnotice, prior to resumption of work, as to when work will 

a general
be resumed.2 

Closure of establshmenttamed in St-noing Order 11, 
Notithstandmg0[II-Aanytbing conment or more than 50 per cent 

no employer shall 2 "rterminate the employ.of the workmen or] 'close do%4n theof the establishment wilhout prior permission of the whole
behalf, except in the event of fire, 

Labour Court in thiscatastrophe, stoppage of power supply,epidemics orExplanationcivil commotion'Close down' in thisworkmen beyond fourteen Standing Order includes lay-off ofestablishment days wl'ere such lay-off resultsbut does not in closure of aninclude iock-out declared,continued commencedin accordance orwith the provisions of the Industrial RelationsOrdinance, 1969 (XXIII of 1969)]27[12 Terminaticn of emploiment : (1) For terminatingment of a permanent vorkman, for any reason other than 
employ

o t ' ape m n n misconduct,o k a , ora onemonth's notice shall be given either bythe emplo3 
vr a o ot rth
month's wagLs calculated r oron toe iheby the workman during basis of averageworkmanwages earnedthe last three months shall be paid in lieu ofnotice. 

(2) No temporary workmen, whether monthly rated,daily-rated weekly rated.or piece-ratedto any notice if his scr%ices 
and no probationer or badik, shallare terminated be entitledsuch workman be required to give any noticebyorthepayerplo3 er, nor anywages shallin lieu thereolto the employer if he leaves employment of his own accord 

(3) The services or a %orkman sh.A.iman be removed, retrenched, dischargednotorbe terminated,ept by an order in dismissed nor shall a workwriting which shall from service, cxcexplicitlytaken. In case a 
state the reason for theworkman is aggrieved by the termination of his ser-Vices or removal, retrenchment, discharge ortion in accordance dismissal, hewith the provisions of) Section 25-A 

may 2F[take ac-Relations Ordinance, 1969 (XXII of the Industrialof 1959), and thereupon the provisionsor the said section shall apply as they apply to the redress of an individual 
grievance. 

(4) Where the services of any workmen are term-nated.
d ,ndrdut
by him aand oother dues, including payment far 

the wages car
inavailed leave as defined in clause (1) or Standing~ Order 8,csecondndenkworkingt s day from shalla f o e a whio be paid before the expiry ofththe day o n wh ich h is ere are erise rvices are term m ated . 

25 
-

S 0 i1-A added by the Industrial and Commercial Employment
27. (Amendment) Act, XXIIt of 1973, S 

(Standing Orders 
26, S 0 12 subs tor 6 (g).Inserted by the Labour Laws (Amendment) Act, 

he original by the Labour Laws (Amendment) Act. V of 1972.
X of 197628. Subs by the Industrial and Commecal Employment (Standing Orders) (Amend.ment) Act. X\II oa 1973 



(5) The services of a -[SOs 14A-13j I & C E (SO0) Ord ,1968permanent or temporary workman shall not be 7terminated on the ground or misconduct otherwise than in the manner 
pfeo v the I bC i(O)rd,1968pre- preference over the 71 

scribed in Stan d~ng Orderscrz ed15.33Pm Stan~ ng 
persons, each havng priority occoroig to the lengthrder15.of


(6) his service under the Cimplo~er -Where a workman resigns from service or his services are termina- "jProvided that, in theted by the employer. for any reason other o i e th t in he csse of a seasonal factorythan misconduct, c s ofas a o ithn ,he meaninghe shall, i l f c or Ataddition to any qther benefit to which of Section 4 of the Factories Act. 1934 in e m a i g 
n he may be entitled under this Ordi- (XXV of 1934), a workman u honance or i accordant was retrenchedwith the terms of his employment or any custom, in one season and reports for duty within ten days of theusage or any settlement or an award of a resumption of work in the factoryLabour Court under the Indust- in the immediately follo%%ing seasonrial Relations Ordinance. 1969 (XXIIf of *969) Ufshall be given preferencebe paidgratuity equivalent for employment by the employer]to 2 *twenty] days' wages, calculated 35[Provided further that, in the case of suchon the basis of the 30[wages admissible employer my by sending 

a seasonal factory, theto him in last month of service if he is fixed-rated workman or the highest address of a woe| man who 
notice by registered post to the last knounpay drawn by him during the last twelve months if he is was retrenched in one season requirea piece-rated him toworkman] for every completed bear of service or any part thereof in excess 

report on a day specified in the notice, not being earlier than ten da3sor six months . before resumption of %orl in suLh factory, and if such workman so reportshe shall be given prefcrenze for employment and paid fullProvided that, where wages from thethe employer has established a Provident Fundto which the workmar is a contributor and the contribution of the emplo day he reports Iyertowhich is not les.-than the 3c[14 AL Specialcontribution made prolisions for construction isokersby the workman no Where anytuch gratuity shall be payable for the ,Aorkman is retrenched 
Fund has been in exi 

period during which such Provident engaged in 
or discnared by a contractor or any employertence the construction industry due to coripletion, cessation, dis-Lontinuance of work, he(7) A workman shall be entitled to receive 
shall be given preference for employment in anythe amount standing to .ther similarhis credit in the Provident Fund, including the contributions ot the emplo, work undertaken by the contractor or emplo3er ithinyer to tuch Fund, e~en if he resigns or is dismissed from service 31[xxxj 

Period of one 3ear from the date of such retrenchment or discharge 
a 

Provided3 that uhere a workman is re-emploied "'thinWhere a workman dies while in the one month ofclauser (6p)ov:sohio service of the employer, hisa wk i hlin cco rice 
' retrenchment or disch.-ge, he 'hall be deemed
depenlant shall be paid gratuity in accordance 

of the ,uousserviceofthe contractor or 
to hae been in conti

wth the provisions of employer notwithstandingclause(6) : on caused by his retrenchment or discharge the interrupbut no wages shall be paidProided that no payment of gratuity in such cases him for tbe period of interruptionwise than by a deposit with the Commissioner, who shallshall be made otherproceed with 1 Punshe n tsthe allocation of the deposit to the dependant of ke Punishments ('
the deceased in manner prescribed () A workman may be reprimanded or fined inprovisions accord- unto under theance with th. of Section 8 of the n36)three paisa in the Payment of WagesWorkmen's Compensation rupee th Wages Act, 193o (IV ofAct, 1923 (VIII of 1923) o the a.cto him in athe wages paable to him a


(9) If the employer fails to deposit the 
3o1th, for any of the following acts or omissions, namely clause (8) the amount of the gratuity unider (i)dependant of the deceased may make n cases %here the Payment of WagesCommissioner for the recovery of the amount thereof 

an application to the Act. 1936 (IV of 1936), isapplicable, the listFactories of acts and omissions for uhich fine may belevied qhall be same as approvedEplanation. "'Commissioner" and "dependant" in this Standing 
or any other officer concerned

by the Chief Inspector of 
() in other cases, the foloing shall be list of acts and omissios-Order shall have the same meanings as are respectivelythe Workmen's Compensation Act. 1923 (VIII of 1913)]assigned to them inthfolwigsalblstfacsndmiic

13. (a) disregard or disoocdience of rules or orders,Procedure for retrenchment Where any workman is to be retren
ched and he belongs to a p-rticular category ot 
(b) Improper behaviour, such as drunkenness


snail retrench the workman who 
workmen, the employer (c)makig false or inis the last person employed in t"e care-gory. l sleading statements 

(d) Inefficient, dilatory careless or Aasteful '14. Re-emploment of retrenched workmen orkig,men are retrenched and the employer proposes to take intoWhere any number of work-his employment (e) mailIngering
any person within a period of one year from the 

(2) A workman found guilty of misconduct shall be liable to anydate of such retrenchmenthe shall give an opportunity to the Ahe folo%'ngpunishmentscategory retrencoedconcerned, by sending workmen belonging to thea notice by registe-ed post to their last
known addresses to offer themselves for re-employment, and they shall hae 
(1' fine in the manner prescribed under the Pa)n'ent of Wages 
 Act.-936 (IV of 193a), up to three paisa in tne rupee of the %.iges

*29 Subs for "fifteen" by the Industrial and Commercial Employmet (Stand,-iZOrdcr) 
payable to 1 im in a monte ,(Amenon _nt) Act. XXiiI of 1973 Provic addcd by the Lbr30. Subs by the Industrial L n 

ment) Act, XXIII of 1973 
and Commercial Emplo)ment (Standing Ordets) Amend- First d by our aws Amendment) Ordnance IX of 197ScaSubs for "Shatl bc re mPioed'31 Certain ilords omitted Second Proviso added 

by the Labour Lags (Amendment) Act, V of 1972by tQ'e Industrial b) he Industrialand Commercial Emplornen, Standig and Commrcia i Em ploymnt (SandinOrders) (Amendment) Act. XXIIl of 1973 Orders) (Amendment) AcI XLVIII of 1974, S32 Clauses (b) and (9) 3addtd i bid Standing Ordcr 14 A 
.t Orders) (Anc. 

adde d by the Industrial and Cercmercial EmploymentAciI '%\II In-
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(ii) withholding of increment or promotion Jor a specified periodexceeding one year; 	 not 

(iii) reduction to a lower post ; or 

(iv) 	 dismissal without payment of any compensation in lca o notce.
(3) The folloving acts and omnissions(3)dut T o iapehiod 	 shall be treated as rnis-

)d ful nehave 

wilful insubordination or disobedience, whether alone or incombination with others, to any lawful and reasonablesuperior ;	 order of a 

(i) 	 theft, fraud, or dishonesty in connection with the employer's
business or proroerty ;buwiul 	 esos or prop 

(c) 	 wilful damage to or loss of employer's goods or property 
; 
;(d) 	taking or giving bribes or any illegal gratification ; 

(e) 	 habitual absence without leave or absencethan tea days. lrovide without leave for more 
thabita lte and 

(g) 	habitual breach of any law applicable to the establishment; ,(hs riotous or disorderly behaviour during working hours at the 
establshment or any act subversve of dscplne ;premises 

Q) habitual neglgence or negiet of work ;having 
(J) 	 frequent repetition of any act or omission referred to in 

clause (0) ; 
(k) 	striking work or inciting others to strike in contravention of the

provisions of any law, or rule having the force of law ; 

No 	order of(4)(I) goslow, dismissal shall be made unless the workmin co-

cerned is informed in riting of the alleged misconduct 3 7[within one
month of the date of such misconduct or of the date on which the alleged

misconduct comes to the notice of the employer's] and is givet an oppor-

tunity to explain the circumstances alleged against him The appro'al

of 2t[the employer shall be required in every case of dismissal] and, tle
employer shall institute independent inquiries before deaing with chargesagqut awormanagqtast a workmant tnclause 


9[Provi ded that the workman proceeded against may. if he desires
for his assistance in the enquiry, nominate any workman employed
so 

in thatestblishment and the employer shall allow the workman so nominated 

to be present in the enquiry to assist the workman proceeded against arnd

shall not deduct his wages if the enquiry is held during his duty hors ]


(5) Where, for the purposes of conducting an inquiry nt the alleged
misconduct of a workman, the employer considers it necessary, he may
suspend the workman concerned for a period not exceeding four days at a 

lime 3 7[so, however that the total period
exceed four weeks except where the matter is pending in arbitrator 

a Labour Court, Tribunal or Conciliator for the grant of permission under 

of such beforesupension shall not 

37 	 InsSubsby the Labour Laws (Amedment) Act. Xf of 197633. 	 by the Industrial and Commercial Emrlo)m:nt (Stanang O'de') (Anendment) Act XNcZII of 1973 

Best Availabp.Crn 

Section 46 the Industrial Relatons 	
J .1 

The order ofof suspen,;on shall be Ordinance,and may1969Lake(XXII of immein 	 writing effect 1969)] 

diately on delivery to the workman Duringthe workman conc-ned 	 the period of suspension,shall be paid by the employer subsistane
allowance of not les. than fifty per centum of the wages. If the workman 
is found not guilty, he shall be deemed toof suspension and sh have been on duty during theill be entitled to the same wages as he wouldreceived 	if he had not been suspended. 

1 ction from residential accommadation (I) Notwithstandingthe provisions of any law for the time being in 	 force, including thos of
the Urban Rent Restriction Ordinance, 1959 (VI 	of 1959), a AorkmanoccupyZng residential azcommodation provided b his employer, who has
resigned or retired or has been retrenched, discharged or dismlssed orwhose services have been terminated, shall vacdte such accommodationwithin a period of evo months from the date of hisnissal or termination of services, as the case retrenchment, dismay be, provided that in 
:ase of re-instatement of the workman, the employer shall be bound tohim with similar residential accommodation from the date of suche instatement or 	pay h,m per mensem an allowance in lieu thereof.ate 	 at theof three times the wages of the last full working day(2) If a 	workman. viho has been retrenched, discharged or dismissed. 

or 	 whose serviLes hae been terminated, fails to %acateany residential 
provided b, the employer, within the period specified in clause (I)the employer may lodge a complaint vith a Magistrate of the First Cldss 

jurisdiction in tie area where such residential accommodation is
located 

(3) The Ma-,s:ratE on hearing the parties, may, notvsithstandng 
anything contained in aniy other law for the time being in force, summarily
decide the case and ma% pass an order of eviction, giving the workman a 
reasonable time to %acate the premises

(4) Where a Mauis:rate pa..es an order for the eviction of a workman, he may also pass an order directing a potice officer to evict such
workman and any other person occupying through such %orkman theresidential accommodation in 	 respect of vnich the order of eviction ismade, if 	the workman o- such other person fails to acate the accommo
datn wthi the tme aloed under clause (3). 

(51 A police office- acting under an order of the Magistrate under(4), shall notif- the occupants of the premises in question, thecontents of the Magi-at:'s order and his intention to enter on suchpremises, and shall allcw -t 	 least two hours' time to the occupants toVacate the premises anc shall give all reasnable facilities to the children
and female occupants, if an3, to %ithdrawtherefrom before applying any

force for taking o cr the possession of such premises
 

(6) Where a orkman occupying resdential accommodation provided
to him by the -. ploer dies, the procedure prescribed in this Stand
11. Order shall mur-s muand and so far as applicable, apply. 
for evictingan0any fe ~ -ahcnsustwas entamocptnteefperson. who occupying the premises through suchWorkeman, and ter his cn es occuptio throf.
 

17 Proident Fund : (Omitted by 
 the Labour Laws (Amdt.) Act,
Vof 1972 

18 Grievance Procedure "[Omiated by the Labour Laws Amdt.3rdlnance IX o o- , 



19. Crtificate of termination of service ! Every permanent mork
man shall be entitled to a service certificate at the time of his dismissal, 
discharge, retrenchment or retirement from service. 

20. 	 Liability of empolyer: The employer of an industrial andcommercial establishment shall personally be held responsible for the 
proper and faithful observance of the Standing Orders, whether or not the 
workmen of such establishment are employed through contractors. 
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NATIuN 4AL !NLvUSTkaAL RLLAT1O\Nb(PROCEDURE AND FUNCTIONS) REGULATIONS, 1973 
Islamabad.-'he18th April, 1973 

S R 0.536 (1/73 -In exercise of the po%ers conferred by section 22F
of the Industrial Relations Ordinance 1969 (XXIII of 1969), the NationalIndustrial Relations Commission. with the prior approval of the Federal 
Government, is pleased to make the following regulations relating to its 
procedure and the performance of its functons namely -

PRELIMINARYCHAPTER 1 

1 Short title and commencement -(I) These regulations may becalled the National Industrial Relations Commission (Procedure and Func.tions) Regulations. 1973 -

(2) 	 They shall come into force at once 
2. 	 Definition -(I) In these regulations unless there is anything re-pugnant in the subject or context.-

(a) "Bench" means a Bench ot the Commission or. as the case ma: 
be22Ba; Full Bench of the Commission, constituted under sectioi 

22B 
(b) "Chairman" means the Chairman of the Commission and inclu.des the 	 Senior Member nominated by h:m to perform the func 

tions. and exerciseabsence the powers of the Chairman during hi-

(c) 	"Commission" means 	 the National Industrial Relations Com-
mission constituted under section 22A and Includes a Bench. 

~omapne ~ euain(d)"form" (d) ~ ~ oths~ ~ ~~means a form appended to these regulattons ;
(e)-Ordinance" means th Industrial Relations Ordinance, 1969 


(XXIII 	of 1969),(f) "Registrar" means the Registrar of the Commission appointed
under regulation 6 and includes the Deputy Registrar of the 
Commission so appointed: 

(g) 	"Secretary" means the Secretary of the Commission appoin'e,
under regulation 6; 

(h) 	"Section" means section of the Ordinance
(a) words and expression used but not defined 

and 
in these regulati 

shall ha~e the same meanings as in the Ordinance 

CHAPTER II 

EbTABLISIIMENT 

3. 	 Head office -The Commission sLall hale its head officeIslamabad. 

4 Bench offices -(I) For the purpose of efficient performance offunctions, the Commission may set up offices of its Benches in each Fimnee under the supervision and control of the Sccretar) ol the Labc
Department of tbe Prov.nce concerned. 
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office5. 	 Working hours and holida3s -(a)of the CommIssion 	 Subject to regulation 7.the headshall observe such 16orking hours and holhdas
 
as 
are observed b) the Fceal Gomernment at Islamabad and 

(b) 	 Each Bench office shall observe such %orling hours and hohdays as are obsrvd by the rovcl Government of the
 
Pro% race concerned
 

by it,6 theOfficersChairmanand st:iff -(I) The Federal Government or, fauthorscdmay appoint a Scretary,amore Registrars of the Commission	 
Regstrar and oneor 

(2) 	 The Chairman fla appoint such other steff for the Comri.ssion
 
as he considas ma)rs be assignedand toeachhim of the staff shall perform sucll
functions necessa- member 

7. 	Place and time of sittigs of Benches -The sittgs of each Benchshall be held at such :imet , daysandfplaces as the Chairman or, subjeLt 

Provided that no sl'ting shallto do be held on a holida ) unless the Cla,-_
 
man or, subject to his 
 Rencral 	 control, the Bench thinks it expedicnt -o 

CHAPTER "
 

REGISTRATION8 	 Application for registratjon -(N) Eerv applicaton for registr,. 4= 

ton of an industry -vis: trade union shall be pifform for r
(2)Every apprcaton for r"stration ora feoerat"on or ndustr_%. LU 
rd 2uform" aplicaion for rgatiomeno vr he nato:al level shall be in "form"9 Certific:te of 	 of,a__Jato f nutr. B .section 9 read vIth registration -The certficate of registration nd.r = clause (d) of sub section (8) of section 22A shall Lc 1

issued In form "C" und.- the signature of the Registrar10 Procedure for registration-For the egistration of an sncustr,.
a sation
ise trade union, fed of such trade unions and a federaon at t= 

ational level, the Comm sson shall, subject to the Prov sonsofth s 
-hapier, follow the pr,,e u ov for theo.1.reis 
raions ofataeu1ruoof a 	 as case be, riac o heuelior, 	 the oni mayh a federation of tracceei. 

Prosded that, if a- application for registrat ion an ind-.s made b
nastionlnra on, a feceraion of such trade unons or a federation 'i:"ntco-l level hich has preiousl. been registered by the Rcaisr.r
 

C Intd under section 12, the applicant shall submit with the applicaion
 
opy of tne certificate of registration issued to it
 

11 Limitation -Subject to the provisions 
Jer SLb section (3) of section 8, relating to tof suction or the e 'I
 
slon shall be preferred within sixty da)s 
-	 Con 

(a) 	 from the date of the order rejecting an application for registr..ton, it 	 the appeal is preferred aginst such order , 
(b)from the last day of the period of fifteen das provided iaS..bsection 	(i) of section 8, if the appeal is preferred againt t'DOS'* nfr II^dch iin c is n 	 .... - ' ... . v 

C.3 



(c) from thr last day of the period of three days as provided isub-section (2) of section 8, if the appeal is preferred against 
the delay in issuing a certificate of registration suchperiod. within12 Maintenance of registers etc -(I) An application for the member,.ant


ship of an industry-wise trade union shall be in form "D" 

(2) Every registered industry-wise trade union, federationtrade unions and of such,levela federation at the national level shall maintain -

(a) a lst of its members in form "E,(b) a register in form "F" showing the particulars of the monthly
subscriptions

receipt
paid by the

in 
members and arrears, if any,(c) printed books form "G" which shall be bound and 

of which- -
(j) every page shall be serially numbered, and

(n) an account shall be maintained 
(d) an account book in form "H" showing the receipt and expen.

diture which shall be bound and of mhich every page shall beserially numbered , and 
(e) a minute-book, which shall be bound and of %hich everyshall beseriall) numbered, pagewherein shall be entered-

(t) the date, place and time at which a meetingbody or the executive of the trade union is held 
of the general 

(i) details of all aimeetingpoints discussed and all resolutions passed at andhsuch a meeting , and(mn) in case of a meeting of the general thebody approximatenumber of workmen who attended the meeting and in caseof meeting of the executive the names and signatures of theofficers who attended the meeting 
(3) No minutes entered in a minute-book referred to in paragraph

(e) of clause (2) shall be valid untilperson they have been confirmed by thepresiding at the subsequent meeting after their having been readoat loudly at such meeting and the consent of all persons present at themeeting having been obtained. 
13. Limit of members of the executive.-The maximum number of

members of the executive of an industry-wse trade union shall be as
spczie lo 

-- -zinspec~ftea !:Clow 
Where the number of workers employed in the establishment of the 


Idsr not mrtabedecision 

(1) not more than- Number 

so 5
100200400200() 14a102 
400 14
500 16 

600 is 

1,000 2 0 

5,000 25 

(2) 10,000 or more 50 

Proiided that, in addition to the members vhose number is specified 
in the above table, there shall be one member of the executiveamongst the worters employed in every establishment of tWe industry 

from 

14 Register of industr- ise trade unions etc -The Commission shall 
maintain a register of inlustry-wise 

trade unions
3 in form"1ad 

registerOf fnesderatitrdeunonsof such '$I" and a 
regster of federations of such trade unions and feacrations at the national

i form "J" 
15 Annual Return -The annual return to be furnshed b) a registered(ndustry-wise trade Union, a registered f eraton of such trade uionsand a registered federation at the national level shall be submitted to theRegistrar by the 30th day of April each year and shall be in form " 

CHAPTER IV. 

COLLECTIVI BARGAINING AGENr 
1[16 Procedure -For the BArGAs oN erBargaining Agent amongst the epurpose o determining the Collectieregistered Industry % i e..,ations Of such trade unions and the federations at the nateion lee-mosds.one satinal tehrlr ath-ommlsslonsall foloA theprocedure as under 
() Supply of members -The trade unus aPPI) g for deter

mination of Collective Bargaining Agent shall submiti st ortheir members sho%%ing in respect of each mem-ber his parn
eploeor department and the plaoeh b ere heber of the trade union 

emuched nu be ae fh sb c mi g a m(2) Fateng date ann wh7_5h b
datie to he g ic e allot shall be held under inttacontestng tradeeuou and thrPro%ided that the date or time so fixed ma) b pyJ
Commission If for reasons to be recorded I crtg the bal otcannot be held at such date or time 3_h 

(3) Allotment ofsymbols -The Commission st ua1ith the duly authored representativesll, after consultationunions, allot different symbols to the contes tingtrade u>n0us 
for the ballot,Provided that n case or a dispute between the contestng trade 
unions about allotment of 

hal e in d symbols the decision of the Corrm,.s'00 shall be final and binding on all the contesting trade unions ,Pro\ided further that if a union fals to indicate the symbolsbdheCommissin may allocate any smbol 10 such union and itsshall be final and binding on the union ;concernedForm of ballot Papcr-The votes shall be cast by means of a ballotpaper which shall be in Form 'L'. 
31Po altl eSupply oballot boA e -The employers shall proide to the Com.mission at least three days before the ballot as many woodenboxes as ma) be required b) it which shall be of the size as specl. 

I 

J 

fled by the Commission 

- sla ion 16 subs fo r the 

-1518 1S R 0 8 16(i)Soj 

o r ig nal .Gaz 

Extr i.I.2 Aug 19S0 
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If at any time the ballot at any polling station(6) 	 Stoppage of ballot 
is interrupted or obstructed for 	 any reason, the Commission may 
stop the ballot and cancel the votes cast and shall, as soon tmere-
after as possible, appoint another date, time and place for a fresh 
ballot for that polling station on the basis of the list of eoters 
alread) verified 

(7) 	 The number of polling booths -The Commission shall decide the 
number and location of the booths to be provided for the ballot 
%hich may be in accordance with the specificat~on given in 
Form 'M', 

discretion in cases 
Provided that the Commission 	may at its 

procedure laid down forforby 	 pot in accordance with the workers call votessach
of establishments employing less than fifty 

bypoa iao i rdance wih 
postal ballot b) it. 

and Balloting Officers, etc -The(8) 	Appointment ofPolling Officers 
Commission may appoint as many Polling Officers, Balloting 
Officers and other staff as it may deem necessary for conduct-
ing and supervising the ballot who shall perform all such duties 
and exercise all such powers as are assigned to them by the 
Commission 

(9) Appointment of polling ageits-(a) The con'esting trade unions 

may appoint one polling agent 	 at a time for each booth and give
notice thereof to the polling oilcer half an hour before the com-

mencement of the polling" 

Pro~ided that failure to nominate an agent shall not dela) tn: 
commencement or affect 1he conduct of the ballot 

the polling(b) 	The polling agents Aill witness the voting and assist 

officer 	in indentification of voters 
- P Iore commencement of 	ballot 

(10) 	 Commencement of ballot the 

Polling Officer shall, in the presence of all the polling agents. 
and thereafter soal thesatisfy himself that the ba'lot box is empty 

ballot box in the presence of the polling agents ann record a certi-

ficate to this effect in Form 'N'. 

Polling Officer may require the voter
(11) 	 Identificationofvoters -The 

to produce evidence of Identification as required by the Conmis" 
sion before issuing the ballot paper to him 

(12) 	 Istuarceof ballot paper,-Ballotpaper shall be issued to a voter 

only after his name and other full particulars have been verified 

from the It, t of voters approved by tne Cmmission 

(13) 	 Marking of ballotpaper and casting of vote -(a) After a voter has 
he shall mark the ballot paper 	 by

bentrOfficerissued a ballot paper, 
putting cross tXj mark on the portion bearing the name and 
symbol of the union Of his choice 

been 

(b) 	 The marking of the ballot paper under sub-paragraph (a) shall be 
pollinidone in a segregated area provided for this purpose in the 

booth. 
and 	draw thtthe ballot paper, the voter shall fold 

() 	 After marking tba 

ballot box which is to b: kept before the Polling Officer 


(14) 	 The ballot box -(a) Only one ballot box shall be used at a trl 
,-1" 	 nlhnt, bnoth 
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(b) 	 If the course of the polling one ballot box has been fil l ed to
 
capacity and, in the opinion of the Polling Officer. can no longer
 
be used for polling, the Polling Officer shall real it in the manner
 
specified in sub-paragraph (b) of paragraph (15) and provide 
a 
new ballot box in the manne- laid down in paragr.ph 10 

(15) 	 Commcncement and closer " of bc'lot -(a) No person shall be
 
given the ballot paper before or after the hours fixed for
 

ballot, except those persons Aho arc vithin the polling booth at
 
tne closing time 6no shall be given the ballot papers and alloxued 

to Vote. 

closing ti ne ha~e present.otesAithithe pollin Officer shall atforth(b) 	 After all the personscast tnicir thePollhng booth the 

with seal the opening provided for dropping the ballot paper in 

the ballot box in the presence of the polling agents and will record 

a certific:,te to this effect in Form 'O' 
(16) 	 Unsealing of the ballot box and counting of votes -(a) After the
 

ballot bo- has been sealed under sub paragraph (b) of paragraph
 
(15). the Polling Officer shall unseal it in the presence of the 
polling agents and record a certificate to this effect in Form 'P * L.. 

Provided that the absence of a [polling agent shall not affect or 

delay the unseahng of the ballot boxes 

(b) 	 After the ballot box has been unsealled tinder sub paragraph ta). 
the Pollng Officer shall, in the presence of Po ng agents, count 

the vote- and record the result of counting along%%it- a certificate 
in Form Q' duh%signed by tile polling agents 

(c) 	 If a po ling agent refuses to sign the result sleet and the certi
(b), this fact shall be recorded by
ficate uderO sub-paragraph 

in 	 the presence of twothe 	 PoLing Officer on the result set 
w 	 e 

(17) 	 Deczszo'? of objections -All objections by the contesting trade 
shall be giten inunion wnether before or at the time of ballot 

%riting ity the authorised representati'es of the trade union to the 

Polling Officer who shall givo his decision at the spot which shall 

be final znd binding on the parties 

(18) 	 invalid I allot paper -The Polling Officer shall give a decision
 
e decision shall be bind

about Challenged votes at the spot and th 

Ing on tne contesting trade unions 

(19) 	 Chnalleigrng of votes -When a vote is chllenged by an3 of the 

polling agents during the 	course of the ballot a fee of Rs 51

for 	 every vote challenged shall be deposited with *he Polling 
and the amount of such fee shall be paid in cash and a 

receipt ,n Form 'R' shall be issued b) the Polling Officer who Aill 
submit full account of the amount so received to the Commission 

and deposit the same in the Government Treasury under the Head 
Fee undcr the Industrial RelationsXXXVI Msc Department 

Ordinance 

(20) 	 Duties of Polling Officers -(a) The Polling Officer shall prepare 
ballot paper account showing the number of blank ballot papers 

received b) him. the number of ballot papers taken out of the 

ballot ooxes, the number of unissued and spoiled ballot papers
tand infForm slprepareIacertificate 

http:paragr.ph
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(b) 	 The Polling Officer shall, as soon as possible after the counting 

of votes is completed, send to the Commission the result sheet, 

the used and un-used ballot papers, the ticked list of voters and 
other documents and papers 

(21) 	 Declaration of Collective Bargaining Agent -On receipt of the 
result from the Polling Officers, the Commission or its authorised 
agent shall declare the trade union which has received the highest 
number of votes to the Collective Bargaining Agent in actor-
dance with clause (e) of sub section (9) of section 22 and issue a 
certificate to this effect in Form 'T'. 

receives less than the required(22) 	 Ballot to be repeated in case a union 

number of votes -Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 


(21), is the number of votes received by the %inning trade union 

of workmen emplaedis less than one-third of the total number 

rn the establishment, such trad-" union shall not be declared as 
Collective Bargaining Agent and the ballot shall be held afresh on 
such date and time as may be fixed by the Commission 

maybe held on the basis of aProvided that the fresh ballot 
fresh list of voters to be prepared by the Commission in the 

manner provided in section 22. 

(23) 	 Ballot to be repeated in case of a tie -In case the contesting trade 
unions receive equal number of votes, the secret ballot shall be 
held a fresh on such date and time as may be fixed by the Com-
mission 

(24) 	 Procedure to be followed in case of ballot in more than one cat -

Notwithstanding anything contained in these regulations if the 

ballot is to take plac.e at more than one polling station located 
in different areas in one city or more than one cities, the procedure 
for the ballot and all ancillary matters thereto may be determined 
its occasion by the Commission ortauthorised offiesudritatototecnstgtaeto suit the requirements of the 


i oise 

unions.


(.25) 	Registratton of trade unions duringpendency a! secret ballot pro-
or disallow a trade union 

ceedings -The Commission may allow 
to participate in the ballot which is registered during the pcndency 
of the secret ballot proceedings 

(26) 	 Code of conduct for contesting unions during the poll -The Com
mission shall formulate a code of conduct to be observed by the 

the 	code shall provide forcontesting unions during the poll and 
processions, de-canvassing during office hours, slogan raising, 

of 	political parties affiliationmonstrations, badges, exploitation 
or use of their smbols or signs, general body or gate meeting,
pamphlets and banners and any other matter on %hich the Coin-
pmphsesman baneirscan any thdeesmater o hMagistrate 
mission ma) issue direction as it deems fit. 

(27) 	 Expensesa statement of during the theirpoll-(&)Allaccounts the the unons as theycontesting shallsubmit•to Commission 

on a date submit the account of expensesstood specified and 
incurred durnn the poll which shall in no case exceed the fund 
shown to the Commission.

show to he Cmmisionnot 
render thnof 	 clause (a) may

(b) 	 The violation of the provision 


successful union liable to be disqualified for being declared W 

Collective Bargaining Aeent I 


LL"6 - -'J-

CHAPTER V
 
INDUSTRIAL DISPUTE
 

17 Application -As aDplication for adjudication and determination 

of an industrial dispute shall be in form "L". 
18 Decision by the Commission -(I) A decision of the Commission 

shall be made in writing and announced in public and two copies thereof 
shall be forwarded forthwith to the Federal Government provided that, if 
a Provincial Government is a party to the dispute, tNo copies of the deci

sion shall be forwarded to that Government as well 
(2) A decision of the Commission shall bcome effective on such date 

and remain effective for such period not exceeding tAo years, as may be 

specified therein The Commission shall specify dates frum %1hch the 

decision on %erious demans shall be cffectie and the tima limit on which 

it shall be implemented in each case : 
expiry of the said period, anyProvided that if. at any tirae oefore the 

party bound by a decision applies to the Commission for reduction of tl'e 
in which the decision as on the ground that the circumstancessaid 	period may, by order made after

given have materiallh changed, the Commission 
giving to the other party an opportunity of being heardy, terminate the said 

period on a date specified in the order 
(3) A decision of the Commission in appeal from an aNard of Bench 

shall be affecti'c from the date of the a%;ard 
(4) NotN;ithstanding tne elpi'y of the period for vhich an aviard is 

to be effective under sub regulation (3), the avard shall continue to be 
binding on the parties until the expiry of tvo months from the daft on 

-rlang its irtention nowhich either party informs the other party in of 

longer to be bounc by the a%ard, 
9 Applcatinof theCode of CiI Procedure, 190S (-ct V of

1908) -Subject to the prosons of these regulations. the procedure pres
ro 	 i rearcribed undler the Code of Citi Procedure, 1908(AtVf10, nrgd 

to suits may be follo~ed, as far as it can be made applicable, in the pro
ceedings for adjucication and determination of Industrial disputes before 
the Commission 

CHAPTER VI
 
TRIAL OF OFFENCES
 

The 	 on20 Postponement of issue of process-U)hich it is authorizedCommison,to take cognireceipt of a complaint of an offence of 
reasons to be recorded in writing, postponezanze, may if it thinks fit, for 

the 	issue of process for compelling the attendance of the person complained 
either into case direct an inquiry oragainst, and enquire the itself or 

in~estioation to b- mace b% a Labour Court. Junior Labour Court, a 
a Police Officer, or such other person as it thinks fit, for the 

purpose of ascertaining the truth or falsehood of the complaint 

(2) If an) inqu ry or investigation under this regulation is made by a 

person not being a Magistrate or a Police Officer such person shall 
exercise all the po,,ers conferred bY the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 
(Act V of L6S), on an officcr--incharge of a police station, except le shall

ha~e 	po~er to arrest witi-out warrant 

(3) Any Court inouiring into a case under this regulation, ma), if it 
thiiks fit, the e%idence of NNtnesses on oath 

-

. 
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21 Issue of process.-(l) If in the opinion of 	the Commission thereis sufficient ground for proceeding, and the case appears to be one in which,dccording to the fourth column of the Second Schedule to the Code of Cri-minal Procedure 1E93 (Ici 1/oflS9S), a summon should issue in the 	 firstinstance, it shall issue summons for the attendance of the accused If the case appears to 	 be one in which, according to that column, a warrant 
should issue in the first instance,stmmons, for causing the accused 

it may issue a warrant, or if it tinks fEt, a
time before the Commisston to be brought or to appear at a certain 

(2) 	 Nothing in this regulation shall be deemed to affect the provisions
Df regulation 20 

22 Issue of warrant in lieu of, cr in addition to summons -The:ommission may, in any case in which it is empoviered under the Code of-riminal Procedure, lx9 (4c, Vof S9S), or these regulations to s'ue aummons for the appearance of- any person, issue, after recording its 
easons in %riting, a Aarrant for his arrests-(a) 	 if, either before the issue of such summons, or after the issue ofthe same but before the time fixed for his appearance, the Com-mission sees reasons to believe that he has absconded or will notobe) the summons, or 

(b) 	 if at any time he fails to appear and the summons is proied to
have
dance

been ouly served in time to admit of his appearing in accorthere,th and no reasonable excuse is offered for suchfailure 

23 Petition of complaint and copies -In,'mpldintin writimg, the complainant shall-- all cases instituted upon a 

(a) 	state in the petition of complaint the name of the accuced, thesubstance of accusation, the names of the witnesses and the
gist of the evide"ce vhich he is likely to 	 adduce at thetrial , and 

(b) 	 within three days of the order of the Commission under regula-tion 21 for issue of process to the accused, file before the Coin-mission for supply to the accused as many copies of the complaint 
and any other documentthe number of the accusedwhich he has filed with his complaint as. 

Provided that the provisions of his regulation shall not apply to any
;e in %hich the complaint has been made by a public servant acting or 
rporting to act in the discharge of his official duties. 

24, Charge to be framed -When th- accused appears or is broughtCommission a fQ-=z. cmrge shall be framed relating to the offence of 

.h ne is accused and he shall b 
 asked whether he admitsnmitted the offence with which he is charged that he has 

25 Coniction n admissio Of truth of charge -If the accused admitst he has comin %edthe offence with which he is charged, his admission
i be recorded as .rly as possible in the words used by him-ws no sufficieot cause 	 , and.why he should not be convicted, if liethe 	CommissionY convict him accordingly. 

ri 
26 Procerure where no such admiss,or. is made -(I) If the Commis-does not convict the accused under the preceding regulation or if theused does not make such admission, the Commission shall proceed to 

[Reg 27-32] N I R C Regulations, 1973 

bear the complainant and take all such evidence as may be produced insupport of the prosecution, and also to bear the accused and take all suchevidence as he produce in his defence ,i(2) 	The Commission may, if it thinks fit, on 	 the application of thec 	 pn orccue ssue a summns to an te diphcton hi to
attend or to produce any document or other thing
 

application, require may, before(3) 	 The Commission summoning any witness on suchthat his reasonable ecpenses, incurred in attending for 
the purposes of thL trial, be deposited with the Commission
 

27 Acquittal or coniction -If the 
 Commission, upon taking the

evidence referred to in regulation 26 and such further e'idence (if 
 any) as
it ma3, of its ow - motion cause to be produced, and (if it thinks fit) examining the accseu finds toe accused not guilty, it shall record an order
of -equittal or if it fnos the accused guilt, 
 pass sentence upon him accor
ding to la.
 

28 Non-apparance of complainant -if 
 the 	surrmons has been issuedon complaint and upon ti-c da%appointed for the appearance of the accused, or any day subsequent thereto to Alch toe hearing may be adjourned,the complainant does not appear, the Commission may, notwithstandinganything herein before contained, either discharge thewith the case	 accused or proceed 

Proided that N"h-re the complainant is a public servant or a work.man and his personal atiencance is not rquired, the Commission may

dispense with his .ttendance, and proceed Aith the case
29 N ithdra9 	 V n d atlval ofo complaint -if a compldinant, at any time beforea final order is pa 

o p an - f ac m ltn n ,a n i e b f rsed 	in an) case under this Chapter, satisfies the Cornmission that there are st.cffICent grounds for permitting him to withdraw his
complaint, toe Cc nrnission may 
 permit him to witndraw the same, andshall thereupon acquit the accused 
30 Poiucr to stop proceedings -If any case instituted otherwise than 

upon complaint, toie Commission ma) for reasons to be recorded by it, stopthe 	proceeoargs at any stage without pronouncing any judgment, either ofacquittal or con%tion and maN thereupon release the accused 

3! Apphica,ion of the Cone of Criminal Procedure, 189S -Subject
the proisions of .his Chapte;, 

to 
of 1S98), snail ap fly the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 (Ac:to the procecoings in relation to trials of offences be
fore the Commiss on 

CI-ILK Nil 
UNFAIR LABOUR PRACTICE 

32 Mann'r of dcalipg nith unfair labour practices -(I) Where anunfair labour practice has been committed, and the case falls under section25A, section 34 o- section 53,deal %itb the case 
as the case may be, the Commission mayunder that section 

Provided th. t the Commission vhile awarding punishment undersection 53 may a so direct the re instatement of a worker and allow conse
quential benefits to him 

(2) 	 Where a case of unfair labour practice is likel) to occur, theCommission ma% tahe the following measures, namely :

.1 



----

IYJJ tReg. .35]
(a) it may summon all or any of the persons connected with the case

which is likely to occur, hereafter in this chapter referred to asthe connected persons, hear them and hold such enquiry as itdeer-% fit ; 
(b) 	 ascertain the factors which are likely to give rise to unfair labour 

practice ;

(c) 	advise, direct or prohibit all or any of tne connected persons to 

do or refrain from doing any act or to condLct themselves or theiraffairs in a manner calculated to avoid occurrence af unfairlabour practice. 

(d) reprimand or warn all or any of the connected persons that if the)
conduct themselves in an improper way it would be deemed tobe in futherence of thd commissionunder section 53 , and 	 of an offence punishable 

(e) 	 initiate security proceedinges in order to prevent the occurrence of 
an unfair labour practice 

(3) Where a person whom the Commission has reprimanded or
rarned under sub regulaion (2) commits an unfair labour practice, theommission may consider, for the purpose efawardig punishment under
ection 53, the reprimand or warning as a circumstance aggravating the 
fi'_uce.


33 Procedure-(I) The Commission, vhile asking the Registrar 
ppointed under section 12 to inquire into a case and report or 

4.w 

I" 

'
 

"

referring a(2Teadrsoftehdofiefteunnis-ase to a Junior Labour Court or a Labour Court either for report or disosal, may direct such connected persons as may be before it to appear
cfore the Registrar, the Junior Labour Court, or the Labour Court, as the 
se may be4)


(2) 	 The Commission, while dealing cases based on allegations of-fair labour practices brought before it for enforcement of, or for redressr individual grievance in respect of any right guaranteedorker by 	 or secured to any(or under any law or any auard or settlement, shall follow the:ocedure laid down for the Junior Labour Courts under section 25A andction 36B 
CHAPTER Vill 
HAL ERC VID Esions 


SPECIAL RULES OF EVIDENCE 

34 Power to curtail examination etc -(I) 
 In 	 the interest of expedi-

us 	 disposal ofamination the business before the Commision, it may direct an)or cross examination or re examinationspens d with 	 to be cut short or 

(2) la matters relating to industrial disputes, the Commission ma)deavour to remove differences betweenble settlenent of the issues before it the parties and secure an ami

35 Inspection of documents -All books, papers and other documentsthings produced before the Commission, whether voluntarily or in 
rsuance of a summons, may be inspectedo by such parties as the Commission by the Commission andmay allow , but the informa-,tion obtained therefrom shall not, except as provided in the Ordinance,
made public 

tbU*M&UU3.[Reg 36-37] N I R C. Regulations, 1973 359 

CHAPTER I
CHAPTERIX
 

GENERAL
 

36 Expenses of witnesses -Everyexpenses 	 witness who, on being summonedaccording to the scale for the time being inby 	the Commission, appears before it, shall be entitled to an allowance forforce with respect to 
%itnessesappearing before the Lahore High Court, Lahore. 

37 Standing Orders,-Subject to the Ordinance and these regulations,the Chairman may make standing orders for general superitrendance of the 
affairs of the Commission uider sub-section (1) of section 22B. 

[See Regulation 8(1)][ R a, 

Application for registration of an zndustry-%%isc trade union to theNational Industrial Relations Commission, Islamabad, or Bench at-
Dated the------ day of - 

under the name of- (I)We hereby apply for the registration of an 
(2 ieadeso h edofc fteuini 

----- 19 

industr)-wise trade unon 

--- .. 
(3) 	The union came into existence on the-----day ofr- ---- 19 

The union is a union of employers/workers engaged in the industry(name) or group f establishments namely--- - and has itsmembership in the Pru ,nces of----
(5) 	 The partculars, required under sub clause li0 of clause (a) of sectionof the Industrial Relations Ordinance, 1969,o 	 are given in Schedule Iappended hereto 
(6) 	 The particulars given in Schedule If appended hereto show the provi

made in the rules for the matters detailed in section 7 of theIndustrial Relations Ordinance, I.69
 

(
 
(7)Total No ormemberh p 1
(8) 	The Darticulars required by sb clause (iv a) of clause (a) of sectionE h a tc l r e u r d b ,s c a s , 	 6of the Industrial Relations Ordinance, 

) o l u e( ) o et o 
1969, are given in Scheduleappended hereto	 II1
 

(9) 	We append three copies of the constitution of theming to the provisions of the Industrial trade union Lonfor-Relations Ordinance, 1969,together with a copy of the resolution mentioned in clause (b)section 6 of the Industrial Relations Ordinance, 1969. 
of 

(10) We append a certiicate to the effect that no officer of the union wasconvicted under sectior 61 of the Industrial Relations Ordinance, 
1cCo 
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Development Financial Institutions II Executive Sunmmy 

Pakistan's financial system has evolved through four phases The first phase 
witnessed the establishment of basic financial institutions to aid e .onomic development 
The commercial banks were set up by the private sector, whereas development finance 
Institutions began operating in the public sector The second phase was one of 
nationalisation of financial institutions in response to grievances regarding the 
concentration of industrial and financial power within a tiny corporate elite The third phase 
did not involve a change of ownership but introduced religiously determined instruments 
and measures Into a confused financial system The current phase is one where the GOP 
Is embarked on a tentative course of financial liberalisation Attempts are underway to 
rationalise existing public sector institutions, increase competition and more towards a 
more market oriented system Such reorganisation would require prudent regulation, but 
this would be qualitatively J,ffeient from the extensive control exercised currently by the 
government At present, the country's financial system is under considerable confusion 
and distress GOP's efforts at reform acquire particular urgency at a time when the country 
needs to rely more on domestic resource mobilisation 

This study examines two features of the current liberalisation First, we examine 
the prospects of the forthcoming investment finance banks The second aspect of the 
study is a review of development finance institutions The conclusions and 
recommendations emerging from our study, regarding both subset of institutions, are 
summarised below 

IFBs: EMERGING ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The first and foremost hindrance that was faced by all parties was the lengthy 
process of seeking approval This process has been almost two years in some cases This 
poses a constraint for all new aspirants in the field It is alleged that interested parties are 
using all sorts of pohil(al connections and seeking foreign government recommendations 
intheir bid to obtain letters of intent The pressure Is building up as more applications find 
their way to the authorities The experience of the Crescent Group the only ones that have 
had the public subscription so far is a case in point The stock market with all its 
inefficiencies gives a premium to the sound reputation of the Crescent Group This 
resulted in over subscription and the price of shares being quoted at two or three times the 
par value Aspiring sponsors thus also see this as a way to Increase the value of their net 
worth Ina short period of time This explains the interest that has been shown by various 
parties in obtaining licenses by any possible means This fact also encourages those 
whose intentions are only to make a 'quick buck' 

Iv The procedure that companies in Pakistan have to follow in order to have a public 
offering, whether Investment Banks or others, Is aso very tedious and rampant with 
unnecessary delays The Inherent delays in this process will directly eflect the working of 
IFBs as well when they will underwrite issues of, and act as advisors to clients going 
public The present process requires the sponsors of any company to register with the 
registrar of joint stock companies, go to the controller of capital issue with the 
memorandum and articles of as-,ociation, have the same whetted by the Corporate Law 
Authority, seek State Bank of Pakistan approvals and then put in the prospectus to te 
Stock Exchange for approval before the actual floatation The slightest of objections, say 
at stage 3 would result in going back to stage one in order for them to be approved by the 
authorities What would be desirable is the ubiquitous and much desired "one window 
operation" whereby the sponsors could put together the entire package and then seek a 
'blanket approval' from any designated department of the Ministry of Finance Going a 
step beyond this, it has been suggested that the IFB., 'n particular should be granted 
approvals to undertake Issues on behalf of clients oo t, ir own books or by directly 
placing them in the market In areas where the regulotois wish to retain control there 
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should be a swift approval process which allows transaction to proceed before market 
condition change 

v IFBs are allowed to act as traders and brokers of listed securities under section 5 
(b)(v) of the SRO At present stock exchanges are not issuing new membership cards as 
they do not want to Increase membership The only way out for the IFB is to puchase a 
card from an existing member This has led to a monopoly situation for the existing 
members who have started quoting unrealistic prices for them It was alleged that they 
want to sell off cards at exorbitant prices but officially document only a minimal amount in 
order to make an off.the.book profit 

vi Nationalized Commercial Banks and Domestic Foreign Banks in Pakistan are 
regulated by the State Bank of Pakistan At the time the SRO of Investment Banks was 
being drawn, it was decided that since Investment Banks are not going to be scheduled 
banks, therefore they do not need to be regulated by the SBP Instead itwas decided that 
the Ministry of Finance and in particular the controller of capital issue would be the 
regulating authority This decision is responsible for the regulatory confusion that the 
Investment banks are facing today In particular IFBs do not have access to the money 
market like other financial institutions As per section 5(a)Qv) of the SRO, they are allowed 
to borrow and lend in the call money market (Inter bank) The situation on ground is 
different, and they cannot participate in the Interbank market which puts them at a relative 
disadvantage The more aggressive foreign banks in Pakistan are the traditional borrowers 
in this market, due to a decline in their share of bank deposits coupled with a riore active 
demand for bank credit The Interbank or Call Money rate is artihicially low At the peak of 
the busy season it may exceed the bank rate charged by the SBP This is due to demand 
for credit being more than that allowed by SBP and because Call Money does not require 
collateral As the name indicates the money is 'on call' but participants in this market have 
a gentlemen's agreement that it will not be called for some time To maintain the 
investmen' finance banks liquidity position at par with commerical baiks it is important 
that the present situation be amended without delay 

vii IFBs are allowed to issue short and long term redeemable capital which includes 
Participation Term Certificates and Term Finance Certificates under section 5 (b)(vii) arid 
5(c)(xi) of the SRO However, under section 120 of the Companies Ordinance a company 
can issue any Instrument in the nature of redeemable capital in favour of 'scheduled 
banks', 'financial institutions' or other persons as may be specified for the purpose by the 
Federal Government through notification in the Official Gazzette As an IFB is neither a 
scheduled bank nor a financial institution, companies cannot issue TFCs in their favour 
This situation can be altered only if authorities issue a notification that will amend the 
existing regulations 

viii. 	 At present IFBs do not have authorization to function as foreign exchange dealers 
For this reason they are not in a position to open Letters of Credit on behalf of clients 
Thus they would have to have a standing relationship with a commercial bank for this 
purpose and give up half of the commission that is earned Their exclusion from this highly 
lucrative market seems unnecessary It must be pointed out that ioreign banks derive 
more than two thirds of their income from trade related financing 

Lx IFBs must be eligible for remedies available to commeicial banks In cases of 
default such as access to the banking tribunal (It is a different matter that the said tribunal 
is without a judge for the past year and a half) Moreover the existing law regarding 
foreclosures and taking posession of assets which are pledged as cecurity leave a lot to be 
desired Thus recovery mechanisms must be put in place before IFBs can be expected to 
take on the risk of credit and new ventures 
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x IFBs are not allowed to take deposits that are of less that ninety days maturity nor 
have checking accounts, which differentiates them from commercial banks Investment 
banks want to provide all services under the same roof for their corporate clients This 
includes raising short term funds on their behalf, which may be less than 90 days maturity 
Similarly Form L ceilings limit short term borrowing If paper issued by prime corporate 
customers were excluded from this limit or incorpurated as a sub limit, it would encourage 
entry by companies, help develop markets and create liquidity It must be realised that the 
IFBs could play an important role in developing a broad and flexible money market where 
funds can be channelled where they are most needed 

x Specialized credit line from the State Bank are not available to IFBs as they are to 
NCBs and DFIs These include concessioanry lines for locally fabricated machinery 

xi IFBs must be able to take hold and make markets in different kinds of paper 
without restrictions or impediments Instead matters appear to have been made artificially 
complex due to the stamp duties that are imposed on the creation of new instruments 
There is a need to build a secondary market in Pakistan GOP has been showing an 
Interest and a number of studies have been undertaken IFBs can play an important role if 
provided with the required incentives In well developed money markets, liquidity is tile 
'name of the game' The only reason why there is a demand for instruments with long term 
maturitys such as 30 year bonds, is because they can be traded freely It is recommended 
that stamp duty on IFB paper products be removed 

xii To have IFBs competing with other institutions on a level playing field certain 
conditions have to be created Liquidity and tradeability form the critical mass of capital 
markets Pakistani authorities will have to take committed steps to fuel the market For 
Instance the crowding out effect due to unnecessarily advantageous features of certain 
Instruments should be avoided The WAPDA bonds is a case in point First, they are 
guaranteed by the government Secondly, they are just another source of non bank 
domestic borrowing The rate of return does not reflect the operating performance of 
WAPDA Inlact the bonds prospectus did not contain a financial statement of WAPDA 
These long term bonds have features of discounting (after 6 months with FCDC and a tax 
advantage that will be very difficult to match for any prime corporate borrower) Tile prime 
customer will be able to borrow at 12 5% i- legal and administrative cost and will thus be 
driven out of the market It is ofcourse critical that IFBs have access to cheaper funds as 
compared to the corporations that they are lending to 

xlv Since IFBs are not included in the list of scheduled banks there is a number of 
problems that they are facing For instance IFBs can provide guarantees on behalf of 
customers in case equipment is imported, but cannot guarantee the payment of duty 
through custom debentures, as the law only names scheduled banks as eligible for this 
function Section 5(c)(xii) allows IFBs to undertake guaranteeing and counter guaranteeing 
business, but public sector institutions are resisting the acceptance of guarantees issued 
by them, as IFBs are absent from the text of the Companies Ordinance 1984 Similarly 
certain government corporations which have surplus funds cannot place them with IFBs 
since they have not beer, given the status of financial institutions in existing law 

xv The tax status of the IFBs is still not very clear and there has not been any rate 
disclosure If the IFB are taxed like other banks it will be unfair since the quality of the 
portfolio of the two types of institutions will be very distinct Secondly the amount of 
money that the IFBs are spending on the research and development of new products will 
have an Impact on their income thus rendering them incomparable to other banks 
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xvi IFBs are working in a regulated environment where each activity is restricted In 
quantifiable terms as a percentage of liq, id net worth or other similar measures On the 
other hand activities of leasing companies and modarabas are not restricted or governed 
by any regulation This results In their unlimited and unregulated involvement in activities 
which essentially lie in the domain of investment banking These companies are investing 
in shares, discounting bills, giving margin loans and accepting deposit and lending in anl 
unrestricted manner This results in unfair competition as the conventional leasing rates 
are 22 - 24% Thus leasing companies are in a position to offer competitive deposit rates in 
the neighbourhood of 16-13%, which are the highest in the market It is therefore 
recommended that either Modarabas should be disallowed Investment banking activities 
or should have similar guidelines as those provided to IFBs so as to have fair competition 

xvii A major problem exists due to the fact that investment Danking Is a new concept 
in Pakistan The market as well as the bureaucracy do not or only partially understand 
what Is entails Some think of IFBs as being synonymous with the fraudulant investment 
companies which mushroomed in the past decade These companies offered tremendous 
returns and later decamped with the investors's money This is the chief reason for the 
extreme caution being exercised by regulatory agencies and the public at large Thus it is 
Important to educate the target audience, as regards Investment banking The challenge 
facing the IFBs is, firstly to create a demand for their services and then to create an 
awareness of their name Even the professional and fresh gradudtes who are working in 
IFBs are only familiar with the academic working of Investment Banks The experience of 
well developed capital markets can also not be replicated in their entirety For this reason, 
itwould be appropriate for organizations such as the Pakistan Banking Council and/or the 
regulating bodies, alongwith international agencies, to hold seminars and training 
workshops all over the country for bankers and professionals Donor agencies could also 
play an important role by sponsoring workshops, where experienced investment bankers 
from overseas could be invitej to impart training to the aspiring investment bankers in 
Pakistan or those In the field be sent overseas for a short period of time to gain practical 
knowledge and experience 

xvii Donor agencies could lend support to IFBs through various measures First of all 
an awareness of the existence of these Institutions needs to be created in the donor 
community The IFBs came into existence due to World Bank conditionality on 
liberalization of the financial sector and the role that the private sector could play It 
appears that the pressure on regulatory authorities must continue in a similar mariner If 
the objectives inview are to be achieved, half hearted effort is o, no use Instead the whole 
process should be monitored at every step A positive move would be the provision of 
credit lines In this regard donor agencies and overseas DFIs should be encouraged to 
disburse funds through IFBs The process can start by a few initial projects where final 
evaluation and approval vests with the foreign DFI At a later stage dedicated lines of credit 
could also be made available to IFBs as were given to the government controlled DFIs in 
the past Caution must be exercised in this regard to avoid undesirable experiences such 
as those with state controlled DFIs For this reason it will be very important to look at the 
track record of sponsors 

xix IFB personnel should be sponsored for training courses in other less developed 
countries such as Thailand and Indonesia The environment of the financial sector is 
similar to that in Pakistan, or was recently at a stage where Pakistan is now 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING DFI PERFORMANCE 

xx DFI performance has to be seen alongwith the infrastructural and other Inherent 
weaknesses of the financial sector DFIs may be performing similar functions but there is 
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hardly any competition among them Applicants have also felt free to approach more than 
one institution The government must encourage competition within the DFIs For this it 
may chose certain target performance measures such as rate of return on assets or rate of 
recovery In fair competition it is necessary to reward performance just as it is necessary 
to penalize poor results However there must also be a minlimum acceptable level of 
adverse performance 

xxi All DFIs must be encouraged to mobilize their own resources and not depend on 
subsidized credit facilities of the SBP or international agencies If their mandate does not 
allow resource mobilization, it should be amended accordingly At this stage some DFIs 
may not be in a position to do so, owing to the adverse quality of their loan portfolios 

xxil Concentration of DFI headquarters in one region has resulted in large projects becoming 
the prerogative of Karachi businessmen To have an equitable disbursement of funds DFI 
headquarters must be moved up country Initially the headquarters of two institutions 
should be moved to Lahore and one each to Islarnabad, Peshawar and Quetta This 
should be coupled with opening of regional offices (as recent'y announced "y ADBP) 
This step might also lead to a natural division of sectoral lending, for instance DFIs based 
in Punjab may end up financing more agro based industry and/or cotton textiles Similarly 
there might be a natural division on the basis of rural or urban concentration of the 
projects under consideration Looking ahead, if the government wants to move towards 
(say) rural industrialization , DFIs can play an important role inl developing Infrastructural 
facilties for industries in selected rural areas 

xxiii Competition for DFIs is also emerging in the form of private sector Investment Finance 
Banks These institutions will undertake project finance activities as well and claim to have 
turn around time of 10 to 15 days In order to compete DFIs will be forced to atleast work 
within the stated 60 day approval cycle and push towards early disbursements 

xxiv It is recommended that DFIs should create a technical intelligence unit and hire inhouse 
technical consultants Inthis age of rapidly changing technology, such a unit should have 
the ability to evaluate technological choices, its interaction with othe, technologies, its 
relationship with social and economic systemF and its impact on the economic viability of 
the project 

xxv DFIs must also consider the technological development objectives of the country 
while evaluating pro'3cts Import substitution, deletion policies and utilization of 
Indigenous capabities could be a consideration while considering loans Related certain 
quantitative measures and targets could be made prerequisites for disbursal For 
Instance, they could include graduated deletion of foreign technology import by (say) 5
10% per year 

xxvi DFI performance has been excessively top management dependant As is the practice in 
many other areas of Pakistan society, individual personalities have dominated certain 
institutions One way of avoiding this would be by giving more power to the Executive 
Boards who should have an equal number of internal and external members, thus 
Increasing the chances of dissent Decentralizing to regional or provincial levels will also 
decrease the dependence on Head Office and the decision making on one person 
Regulatory agencies could keep a check on pjniormance by monitoring the trend in the 
number of sanctions over time and doing the needful in case there is an extreme 
movement 

xxvil Terms and conditions of work and salary structure at DFIs need to be reviewed Ideally 
these should be brought in line with private sector terms Performance criteria and 
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objectives should be decided Inconsultation with the employees and performance reviews 
should be carried out regularly Moreover performance based rwards and promotion 
must be Introduced, as Is the case in private banks 

xxviii 	 New employees should go through intensive training modules along with on-the job 
training This should be similar to the training programs being offered by private sector 
financial institutions DFIs could also Institute the Account Officer system (see detail in 
commercial banking section) 

xxix. 	 DFIs must also have ready or on-line access to the credit information network for NCBs 
This will enable them to have up.to.date Information regarding group accounts and total 
liabilities outstanding of corporate individuals and groups, and delinquencies ,ifany 

xxx Disbursing Institutions must ensure that the recipients of funds are the Initial 
sponsors of the projects In many cases sanctions have been sold to other non deserving 
parties or original sponsors are no longer associated with the project when it finally takes 
off. 

xxxi. 	 Certain preconditions must be imposed on borrowers, such as the provision of audited 
financial statements in a timely fashion The Integrity and sophistication of reporting 
standards depends on the sophistication of its users In developed systems It is analysts 
and institutional stake holders who ensure high quality reporting Laws regarding timely 
preparation of accounts are in place in Pakistan, as in other countries, but the 
implementation is too slow or is non existent 

xxxii 	 In order to play their due role in capital market development in Pakistan, DFIs could make 
it a precondition for borrowers to have a pubiic offering DFIs could provide an all-in-one 
package to clients This would also result in better reporting practices 

xxxiii 	 Internationally employed loan clssification criteria must be adopted by DFIs Tile 
Importance of post disbursal evaluation and project monitoring must be recognized in this 
regard Having an account officer sytem in place will aid this process greatly 

xxxiv 	 Over the long term it is recommended that the DFIs be restructured finanacially and 
administratively Some measures regarding administrative restructuring have been 
mentioned earlier Measures 'ir nancial restructuring should include a thorough portfolio 
audit in each institution as a first step 

xxxv 	 Secondly the formation of a central management service company or smaller companies 
is recommended These should be along the lines of "work-out groups" In some Western 
countries The company consists of an independent group of professionals including 
accountants, financial managers lawyers, tax advisors which may be hired by the 
institution(s) This group usually takes over the management of problem companies which 
would be similar to our 'sick units' It carries out a management audit and puts measures 
in place that may aid in turning itaround In case of a situation beyond redemption, itaids 
In the filing of bankruptcy proceedings and the final disposal of assets of all creditors 
DFIs could have Inhouse work out groups ifoutside consultants are not available 

xxxvi 	 Institutional retructuring along the lines of commercial banks could also be undertaken 
Here each instituion would be divided to form two separate ones One would retain all the 
'good loans' and the other all the classified or sub standard ones The purpose of the 
latter would be restricted to that of a collection agency - collecting interest pay nents and 
pursuing loan recovery with the aid of the legal sytem A combined collectior agency for 
all the DFIs could also be set up 



Abbreviations and Definitions 

DFI" 
GOP: 
IFB. 
NCB. 
SBP' 
ADB: 
ADBP: 
BEL 
EPF-
FBC 
lCP 
IDBP 
NDFC 
NDLC 
NIT 
PlCC 

PLHCL 
PKICL 
SAPICO 
SBFC. 

Development Finance Institution. 
Government of Pakistan 
Investment Finance Bank 
Nationalized Commercial Bank 
State Bank Of Pakistan 
Asian Development Bank 
Agricultural Development Bank of Pakistan. 
Bankers Equity Limited 
Equity Participation Fund 
Federal Bank for Co-operatives 
Investment Corporation of Pakistan 
Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan 
National Development Finance Corporation
National Development Leasing Company
National Investment Trust 
Pakistan Industrial Credit and Investment 
Corporation 
Pakistan-Libya Holding Company Limited 
Pak-Kuwait Investment Company Limited 
Saudi-Pak Industrial and Agricultural Company.
Small Business Finance Corporation 



Definltlons 

* 	 BANKS Financial institutions that accept funds, principally in the form of 
deposits repayable on demand or at short notice (such as demand, time, 
and savings deposits) Under the general rubric "banks" come commercial 
banks, which engage only in deposit taking and short- and medium-term 
lending, investment banks, which handle securities trading and 
underwriting, housing banks, which provide housing finance, and so on In 
some countries there are universal banks, which combine commercial 
banking with investment banking and sometimes with insurance services 

CAPITAL MA1RKET The market in which long-term financial instruments, 
such as equities and bonds, are raised and traded 

COMMERCIAL BILLS Short-term debt instruments that are used mainly 
to finance trade Examples are promissory notes, by which debtors commit 
themselves to pay to creditors or to their order a stated sum at a specified 
date, and bills of exchange, which are drawn up by creditors and accepted 
by debtors Commercial bills that are also accepted by banks are known 
as bank acceptances Promissory notes issued by large corporations to 
meet their general financial needs are known as commercial paper 

* 	 CONTRACTUAL SAVINGS INSTITUTIONS Occupational pension funds, 
national provident funds, life insurance companies, and similar institutions 
that collect long-term savings on a contractual basis 

* 	 CURB MARKET. An unofficial money and capital market 

* 	 DEVELOPMENT FINANCE INSTITUTIONS (DFIs) Financial 
intermediaries that emphasize the provision of capital (loans and equity) for 
development DFIs may specialize in particular sectors-for example, 
industry, agriculture, or housing Although most provide only medium- and 
long-term capital, some, particularly those that specialize in agriculture, 
also provide short-term finance 

* 	 DISCOUNT A reduction from the face value of a financial contract 

* 	 EQUITY FINANCE Th" provision of finance in a form that entitles its 
owner to share in the prc.ts and net worth of the enterprise 

FINANCIAL SAVINGS. The portion of total wealth held in the form of 
financial assets 

FOREIGN PORTFOLIO INVESTMENT. Investment by foreign residents in 
domestic capital markets, without the investors' provision of technology 
and management services that usually occurs with foreign direct 
investment 

* 	 FRACTIONAL RESERVE BANKING The practice by which commercial 
banks maintain a reserve of highly liquid assets (usually deposits in a 
central bank) equal to only a fraction of their deposit liabilities 

* INDEXATION. A mechanism for periodically adjusting the nominal value of 
contracts in line with movements ina specified price index 



* 	 LEVERAGE. The ratio of debt to equity or of debt to total capital employed. 

* 	 LIQUID LIABILITIES. Money plus highly liquid money substitutes, such as 
savings deposits. 

* 	 MARKET CAPITALIZATION. The total value of outstanding securities at 
present market prices 

* 	 MONEY MARKET. A market in which short-term securities such as 
Treasury bills, certificates of deposit, and commercial bills are traded 

* 	 NONBANK FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES. Financial institutions, such as 
building societies and insurance companies, that hold less-liquid liabilities 
not normally regarded as part of the money stock 

* 	 NONPERFORMING LOAN A loan on which contractual obligations (for 
example, interest or arnortizaion payments) are not being met 

* 	 RESERVE MONEY Currency in circulation plus deposits (of banks and 
other residents but not the government) with the monetary authorities. 

* 	 TERM FINANCING. Equity or medium- and long-term loan finance. 

Source: The World Bank's Financial Definitions Washington, 1989 
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1 01 The current weaknesses in Pakistan's financial sector are the result of a four 
staged evolution since partition In 1947, the country's financial system, such as there was, 
remained confined to short term financing of trade and commercial activities It was clearly 
Inadequate for the substantive development process launched in subsequent years 

1 02 The first phase of the financial sector's growth contained two features which 
mirrored the GOP's development strateges First, the government's major priority was 
Import substituting Industrialisation A host of incentives - such as an artifically high 
exchange rate, heavy non-tariff and tariff protection - aided this primary objective 
Accompanying this pattern of resource allocation was the creation of private commercial 
banks These banksas well as insuracne companies, were owned by the same group of 
families who were in the forefront of the Industrialisation process Tile resulting 
concentration of financial and industrial assets had adverse equity implications As far as 
the financial sector was concerned, such lop sided development implied that credit was by 
and large confined to a small group of Karachi based entrepreneurs The second feature of 
the first phase was the establishment of quasi public sector fiancial institutions to direct 
credit into particular sectors, to finance projects that the private sector was unwilling or 
unable to In some cases itwas to promote medium and small scale industry To a gredt 
extent, however, the mdlor industrial financial families were the beneficiaries of slate 
created institutions as well They were frequently represented on the Boards of these 
organisations and managed to allocate a fair proportion of sanctions to their units Thus, 
the first phase witnessed the evolution of a financial system which to be adequately 
serving its norrowly defined purpose - providing finance for the few entrepreneurs who 
were engaged in capital intensive import substituting industrialisation Financial institutions 
were involved in little innovation or effort beyond their limited scope. The major 
achievement of this phase was the beginning of institution building and development of 
indigenous management for the financial sector Indeed much of the managerial talent 
emerging from this phase was to provide the backbone for the development of a major 
international bank in the seventies - the Batik of Credit and Commerce Iternational 
(BCCI) Within the public sector an instltutional base was laid out throucjh organisalions 
such as the Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan Popular resentment against the 
industrial - financial elite gathered force in the late 1960's It led to demands for the 
curtailment of their control over the economy and was responsible in part for tile downfall 
of the regime 

1 03 The People's Party government, which came into power In the truncated Pakistan, 
nationalized banks and Insurance companies in 1974 This public take over of assets 
heralded the second phase of the financial sector's evolution The process saw the 
emergence of five nationalized commercial banks and a proliferation of development 
finance Institutions Whereas nationalization may have broken the hold of a few families, it 
led to a number of complications which have debilitated the financial sector Many of the 
problems that have emerged are common to the Involvement of an Inefficient public 
sector The root cause of shortcomings has been the use of financial institutions to 
subsidies government operations This subsidy takes several forms Socially desirable 
projects Inevitably involve a trade off with pure profitability concerns Another form of 
subsidy is forced lending by nationalized banks to finance a burgeoning budget deficit 
This feature has become particularly prominent In recent years, as the deficit - GNP ratio 
rate rise from 5% to nearly 8% Funding this deficit through a 'taw' on NCBs is preferable to 
deficit financing as far as inflation is concerned Bit the cost of such a policy is borne by 
an increasingly constrained and inefficient financial sector 

1 04 Nationlisation of banks has led to a number of additional adverse developments, 
inthe financial sector, which are summarised below 
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Extensive Intervention by a centrallsed bureaucracy In the functioning of financial 
markets This has led to a general lack of Innovation due to the absence of 
Incentives for better performance 

il Administered interest rates, which have prevented creditors from charging a 
premium for highly productive but risky projects It has also biased lending 
towards creditworthy government guaranteed borrowers Further, large reserve 
requirements have adversely affected tile profitability of commercial banks One of 
the likely benefits of less regulated financial markets would be greater flexibility In 
financing Investment projects, introduction of a larger variety of financial 
Instruments and better deposit rates to attract savings Recent experience 
provides evidence of responsiveness of savings to such Incentives The 
mushrooming of private finance companies led to difficulties not due to lack of 
funds but due to absence of prudent regulation The response of savers to 
attractive Interest rates that were offered was somewhat dramatic 

Iii NCBs pay out set minimum deposit rates set by the State Bank The adjustment 
has typically lagged behind changes In the economic environment To soime 
extent this may be due to the inefficiencies of an oligopolistic market structure But 
the primary reason appears to be the strict controls on commercial banks which 
do no provide the necessary incentives for engaging In the mobilisation of 
deposits Further, financial layering blunts the incentive to tend to the most 
profitable borrower and decreases the degree of competition among lenders 

Iv Credit has been used as an important tool for political patronage Excess demand 
for credit inevitably iovolves rationing When this scarcity is utilised for cultivating 
political allegiance there are detrimental effects Two are notable, First, those who 
receive such credit are not particularly concerned about repayment The nature of 
the sanctioning is one where the recipient knows that default will riot lead to 
punishment Second, those who get credils in this manner help destroy ihe 
credibility of financial institutions Such overt manipulation creates an ethos of 
favour dispensation which inhibits the development of financlal criteria for loan 
dispersal 

v The quality of management attracted to the nationalised financial sector often 
leaves a lot to be desired Poor remuneration, lack of incentives and better 
opportunities abroad have deprived the financial sector of good quality staff Since 
the quality of management is a key skill in financial services, the mifrration of 
Pakistani banking professionals has hampered institutional develooment 

vi The banking sector has oeen used for positive discrimination policies Promoting 
disadvantaged groups isdesiraule but very damaging, to financial institutions who 
have to take on personnel ob, viusly unsuited to the task Such personnel policies 
should in future be targeted at first inducting positive discrimination entrants into 
rigorous training programmes Further, banks have been subjected to the 
unfortunate but common practice as 'employers of last resort' They carry the 
burden of a highly overmanned workforce due to normal public sector pressures 

vii Credits directed to particular sectors have sometimes proved to be useful 
However, sectoral allocations require continous adjustments Not only is there 
some trade off with more productive alternatives but these sectoral credits are 
also amenable to mainpulation by powerful lobbies In this manner, potentially 
Important sectors may be deprived of credit 
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viii 	 The provision of subsidised credit, through Interest rate ceilings, is effectively a tax 
on the financial sector The concomitant low deposit rates do not encourage 
financial savings Small spreads discourage Innovation and the resulting caution 
restricts credit disbursement to safe and well known parties The financial sector 
can be taxed more easily if it remains in public hands Government's plans to 
liberalise the financial sector have already been adversely affected by the 
temptation to retain control over public sector organisations 

1.05 	 The third phase in Pakistan's financial sector evolution did not involve a change of 
ownership Thus the earlier comments made regarding the shortcomings of public sector 
financial institutions remained valid through this period The third phase involved new 
shocks to the financial system from within the public sector It involved the introduction of 
Islamic injunctions Two aspects of the Islamisation of the financial sector are worth noting 
First, there was an attempt to abolish the very concept of interest Second, there was an 
addition of financial instruments and schemes which emphasised equity participation by 
the lender The result of the latter has been an expansion of instruments but the funds 
raised through these do not appear to constitute additional resource mobilisation 
Commercial banks are often reluctant to get involved in equity financing 

1.06 	 Perhaps the most damaging effect has been the uncertainty created by measures 
ostensibly to abolish Interest Often all this has Involved complex subterfuges to discover 
Ideologically sound nomenclature But the more pervasive effect has been greater 
Insecurity and Incohesiveness within the financial sector -attributes which are anathema to 
sound development It is no surprise that Islamisation of the financial sector appear, to 
have made no positive contribution towards raising Pakistan's low savings ratio The rates 
on PLS deposits were much lower than those being offered under the interest based 
system The country's savings rate is half that of India's 22% In brief, the net effect of 
Islamisation has been to introduce an additional shock to a financial system already under 
considerable duress Further, these measures were accompanied by accelerated use of 
politically determined credits, rising default rates and deepening structural malaise during 
the third phase 

1 07 The current phase represents the fourth in the chain of financial sector evolutioil 
Towards the mid to late eighties, it was evident that the financial system was in need of 
substantial reform A worryingly large number of institutions are insolvent and are on an 
effective subsidy to remain in business Loan write offs, rising default rates and persisting 
political Interference have contributed to deep malaise in the financial system Donors 
have frozen credit lines to some agencies due to poor pay.back performance of previous 
loans, which is indicative of the problems prevalent in the sector 

1 08 Pakistan Is reaching a stage in its development where it has to rely Increasingly on 
domestic resources Mobilisation of these resources is extremely important at a time when 
the net Inflow of aid is shrinking The GOP is well aware of the role that will need to be 
played by the financial sector to mobilize these resources The needed liberalisation of the 
financial system Is critically dependent on reducing the hold of the public sector and 
encouraging greater competition through the active involvement of the private sector 
Fortunately, the present government is favourably disposed towards a greater role for the 
private sector in general But the process of liberalising the findncial sector is complex, 
particularly since this sector has been effectively subsidising a number of economic 
activities Powerful groups stand to lose in a process of adjustment Nonetheless, these 
contraints have been overcome in other developing countries Liberalisation should not be 
limited to the reform of the banking system but should seek to develop a more broadly 
based financial system that will include money and capital markets and non bank 
Intermediaries A balanced and competitive system of finance contributes to 
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macroeconomic stability by making the system more robust in the lace of external and 
Internal shocks Active securities markets Increase the supply of equity capital and long 
term credit, which are vital to Industrial Investment Further, to operate efficiently financial 
Institutions and markets have to be guided primarily by market forces rather than 
government directives Competition needs to be strengthened by encouraging the entry of 
new and Innovative providors of financial services, by phasing out Interest rate controls 
and by stimulating the development of money and capital markets 

1 09 Some of the policy challenges faced by the GOP during the course of financial 
liberalisation are summarised below 

1. 	 An Important feature for financial sector reform Is the need to control the fiscal 
deficit Unless this is done, the pressure on non-bank borrowing will be too Intense 
for a meaningful transition from a regulated to a more liberal financial system 

2 	 The GOP would need to pay special attention to Improve the foundations of a 
financial system -- this would Involve Improvement of the legal system This is 
crucial, as it will enable contracts to be enforced and swift action can be taken 
against defaulters Financial liberalisation can be volatile and would need 
prudent.al regulatory bodies to supervise the transition 

3 	 A move towaids a more market based system would involve a reduction in 
directed credit programmes as well as adjustments in the structure of Interest 
rates Broader ranges for deposit and lending rates would need to be introduced 
It will be more prudent to channel directed credits for activities rather than 
target specific sectors Thus exporters in general should have priority over 
producers Inparticular sub-sectors 

4 	 GOP would need to encourage autonomy in the management of those financial 
institutions which remain in the public sector It is important that managers in the 
public sector should have autonomy and be accountable GOP Interference in 
asset management, personnel policy and loan decisions should be kept to the 
minimum To the extent possible, the government should take a bolder Initiative 
towards privatisation of banks The present policy of offering nearly 20% of equity 
to the public is likely to lead to a very meagre privatisation programme Since 
management remains with the public sector, thus these 20% floats are effectively a 
form of non-bank borrowing rather than privatisation drives Admittedly, caution is 
needed when liberalising financial markets but being over cautious can defeat the 
whole purpose of the exercise 

5 	 Competition and efficiency would be encouraged by allowing foreign entry into 
domestic financial markets This cal be implemented with the provision that local 
partnership Is nece,5, ., to ensure the development of indigenous management 
capacity Similarly, iew institutions such as Investment banks should be 
encouraged not only jecause they could add instruments and functions but also 
because of the competitive pressure they would exert on the public sector 

1 10 The study provides a description of the institutional framework, its evolution and 
present status It desciibes the role played by each set of institutions and their strengths 
and weaknesses 

This study focuses on two aspects of the financial sector liberalisatlon currently 
being initiated in Pakistan First, the emerging Investment finance banks are examined In 
section B. The experience of 5 Investment banks is enumerated This section ends with an 

111 
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analysis of future directions for IFBs in Pakistan and necessary steps required to aid their 
operations The second component consists of an analysis of the performance of 
development finance Institutions A survey of their individual performance is followed by 
the Issues emerging from present state of affairs and recommendations for their further 
development The recent performance of seven DFIs is summarlsed This is followed by a 
brief of each of the remaining DFIs 

1 12 The study is based on interviews of the Chairmen of 5 investment banks, Ministry 
of Finance officials, developmert finance institution perso:nel, other officials and 
commentators The written material consulted consisted of annual reports, articles In 
periodicals and newspapers and government publications 
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FINANCIAL SECTOR IN PAKISTAN - AN OVERVIEW 

2.01 The financial sector in Pakistan consists of various institutions namely: 

The State Bank of Pakistan
 
5 Nationalized Commercial banks
 
3 Specialized Banks
 
19 Domestic Forelgp bqnks
 
14 Development Financiai Institutions (including the
 
three specialized banks)
 
7 leasing and Modaraba Companies
 
2 Stock Exchanges
 
Insurance Companies
 
Investment Finance Banks (upcoming)
 

STATi. GANK OF PAKIb rAN 

202 The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) Is the central bank of the country It governs and 
monitors the working of the various financial Institutions and implements the monetary 
policy It was established on July 1, 1948 Under the SBP Act of 1956 It is charged with 
regulating the monetary and credit systems of the country and foster utilization of its 
productive resources 

2 03 The Chief Executive is the Governor who is assisted by one or more deputy 

governors, who are appointed by federal government for a term of five years 

2 04 As the central bank of the country, the functions of the State Bank Include, 

Bank of Issue for currency notes of Rs 2 &above 

Banker 	to the Government supplies cash required for salaries and accepts 

deposits of cash 

Advisor to the Government on economic, financial and monetary matters, 

agriculture credit and Industrial finance 

* 	 Banker's Bank It is the under of the last resort for commercial banks, and 
maintains a discount window where It offers re-discount facilities of 90 day trade 
bills and agriculture bills and against government securities 

Controller of Credit and bank rate 

Controller of Foreign Exchange it issues licenses to Institutions to function as 
authorized dealers It exercises full control over the movement of capital to and 
from the country and both visible and Invisible payments such as foreign 
exchange for business, travel, medical treatment and education 

2.05 	 It has the sole authority to process applications for opening new branches of 
commercial banks, changing the location of existing ones and can move a court of law for 
liquidation of a bank The State Bank obtains periodic repoits from all nationalized and 
foreign banks regarding their ceilings and reserves State Bank auditors also visit branches 
to Inspect credit documents and other books The Finance Sector Adjustment Loan of the 
World Bank has required SBP to undertake various measures such as Introduction of new 
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treasury bills These bills were to be sold at discount through open auction at regular 
Intervals The market forces would then determine the rate So far three auctions were held 
but bids were declared since rate quoted were considered high Setting up of an 
Information bureau to meet the needs of having a computerized credit system, accessible 
to all banks and non-bank financial institutions 

COMMERCIAL BANKS 

2 06 There are five Nationalized Commercial Banks (NCBs) namely:
 
National Bank of Pakistan
 
United Bank Ltd
 
Habib Bank Ltd
 
Allied Bank Ltd
 
Muslim Commercial Bank Ltd
 

2 07 In addition to the above there are nineteen Domestic Foreign Banks such as 
Citibank, Bank of America, Bank of Tokyo, Grindlays Bank, Banque Indosuez etc These 
along with three specialized Institutions form what are known 'is scheduled banks A 
scheduled bank is one that is governed by the Companies Act 1927 and the banking 
Ordinance of 1962 Section 5 (b) of the Ordinance defines banking as "the accepting for 
the purpose of lending or investment of deposit of money from the pubic, repayable on 
demand ot otherwise and withdrawable by check, draft, order or otherwise" 

2 07 In adoition to the above there are nineteen Domestic Foreign Banks such as 
Citibank, Bank of America, Bank of Tokyo, Grindlays Bank, Banque Indosuez etc These 
along with three specialized institutions form what are known as scheduled banks A 
scheduled bank is one that is governed by the Companies Act 1927 and the banking 
Ordinance of 1962 Section 5 (b) of the Ordinance defines banking as "the accepting for 
the purpose of lending or investment of deposit of money from the pubic, repayable on 
demand or otherwise and withdrawable by check, draft, order or otherwise" 

2 08 Before 1947 the banking sector had been dominated by Hindus with Habib Bank 
as the only major Muslim banks At independence the banking system Inherited by 
Pakistan was mainly engaged in financing raw cotton export The private sector took the 
task of economic developmental on itself and laid the foundation of the industrial 
Infrastructure What started with 81 branches in 1947 in the territory which now comprises 
Pakistan increased to 7,100 branches all over the country and 74 offices in foreign 
countries at the end of 1988 This phenomenal growth is responsible for the tremendous 
mobilization of Individual saving Even though Pakistan has one of the lowest rates of 
savings amongst developing countries, it is the most Important source of credit in the 
country's economy There are nearly 21 million depositors at present and more than ninety 
percent are individuals 

209 The NCBs operate on a decentralized basis There are four provinces four 
federally administered areas, 22 districts, 311 tehsils and 45,719 villages in the country 
Each province is politically sub divided into divisions and further into district tehsils union 
councils and village The provincial members of the executive board of the NCBs are fully 
responsible for all banking functions In their respective provinces The provincial area of 
operations of each NCB is divided into circles Each circle is responsible for three to five 
zones, with each zone responsible for a number of branches Branches operate at the 
union-council level All domestic foreign banks are allowed to have a maximum of three 
branches in the country except ANZ Grindlays which has eleven branches This is due to 
the fact that it came into being after independence as a merger of seven different banks 

CP
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2 10 There are three kinds of debt in Pakistan All rates on Government debt are 
administratively determined and the rate structure is somewhat distorted 

Floating debt is usually short term with maturity of one year or less This includes adhoc T
bills which are like an automatic overdraft facility for GOP at 0 5% and held by the State 
Bank Regular or eligible T-bill at 6% held by commercial banks to meet their asset reserve 
requirement and Government Treasury Deposit Receipts (GTDRs) at 9-10 5% held by the 
general public These account f.r 43% of government debt 
Permanent debt which includes 7 - 20 years loan & bonded debt at 5-12% 

Unfunded debt including the National Savings Scheme This includes Instruments such as 
Defence Savings Certificates Special Deposit Certificates ranging from 12% to 15 - 16%. 
This accounts for 44% of government's domestic debt 

The total debt and rate of return breakup is as follows 

% Of Total Debts %Rate Of Return 

30% 15-3% 
20 5-65 
20 8-12 
30 12-20 

(Source SBP Annual report) 

Recently Ineligible T-bill have been auctioned, in order to have a secondary market for the 
non bank public 

2 11 The financial sector in Pakistan is characterised by an ever increase in bank 
financing The increase in the share capital during 1983 88 was only 25% in sharp contrast 
to the Increase in bank financing which over the same period was almost 50% Five NCBs 
account for 80 percent of the financial system's assets whereas the foreign banks account 
for another 10 percent of the asset The remaining 10 percent is accounted for by the 
specialized banks and other non bank financial institutions 

2 12 Commercial banks in Pakistan are required to hold the 6 percent T-bills to meet 
the 'liquid asset' reserve requirement of 30% as stated by the SBP This is in addition to a 
5% cash liquid asset requrement The reserve requirements combined with the low rate on 
eligible paper drives up the rates to the private sector borrowers Deposits of banks are 
fully guaranteed by the Government of Pakistan (GOP) The legal implication of this 
guarantee are ambiguous as it is not an outright insurance such as that provided by the 
FDIC in the United States (up to $100,000) 

2,13 The National Credit Consultative Council uses credit ceilings as the key instrument 
of monetary policy to set specific credit target for commercial banks and ensure credit 
expansion targets as allocated In order to ensure compliance by banks the SBP 
prescribes credit target for individual banks indicating the public and private sector 
ceilings Mandatory targets are also set by the SBP for small loans to agriculture, business 
and Industry and low cost housing in the non government sector, in keeping with the 
desirable money supply targets Non compliance of these limits result In penalty In the 
form of return free deposit to the extent of shortfall It Is interesting to note that these 
targets are based on the market share of both local and foreign currency deposits for the 
previous period They are not based on the rate of annual growth in dep~osits which, if it 
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were a criterion, would be an Incentive for the bank to Increase deposit mobility 
Traditionally the commercial banks concentrated on short term lending but lately havu also 
ventured to medium and long term financing due to credit lines extended by international 
agencies 

TABLE 1 
SCHEDULED BANKS DISTRIBUTION OF DEPOSITS &ADVANCES 

Rs in Billion 

Size of Acct Deposit % Advances % 

0-10,000 
100,000 50,000 
50,000 - 100,000 

100,000 -500,000 
500,000 - 1000,000 

1000,000 -10000,000 
10000,000 &over 

825439 
400664 
185229 
247364 
6990 7 

217528 
25548 

890 
90 

1 18 
6 

10 
9 

03 

46453 
163396 
283394 
136561 

7771 8 
444139 
683868 

457 
340 
142 
3 8 

6 
16 

1 

Total 22661 1 1698968 100 

As can be seen 89% of depositors have holdings of less than Rs 10,000 whereas more 
than 40% of the advances go to 1%of the borrowers 

The following table shows the secheduled bank advances by the nature of security 
pledged 

SCHEDULED BANKS ADVANCES CLASSIFIED BY SECURITY PLEDGED 

Million Rs 

Golb, Bullion 	 9241 5 
Shares and Financial Instruments 	 57542 339 
Merchandize 	 58065 9 34 2 
Fixed Assets including Machinery 	 192351 1133 
Real Estate 	 379893 2237 
Fixed deposit & Insurance Policies 	 63027 3 71 
Other Secured Advances 	 355070 209 
Unsecured Advances 	 61185 36 

1000 

2.14 	 Major milestones in the history of the financial sector were the Nationalization Act 
of 1974, the setting up of the Development Financial Institutions in 1959 and the 
implementation of Islamic modes of finance which was fully accomplished in 1985 

NATIONAUZATION 

2 15 In the early 1970s credit was concentrated in big accounts and banking was 
characterized by Interlocking of ownership with enterprise On January 1, 1974 the 
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Government of Pakistan decided to nationalize the scheduled banks and promulgated the 
banks Nationalization Act 1974, the stated objectives were, 

To obtain access to use of capital concentrated in the hands of the rich banking 
elite and channel i&to more urgent social welfare projects 

Coordinate banking policy for joint activity without eliminating healthy competition, 

Equitable distribution of ba~ik credit to different classes, sectors and regions 

Nationalization completely ensured the exit of the private sector from banking The 
general dihection and management of affairs being totally handed over to their Executive 
Boards Post nationalization the institutioal framework included the setting up of the 
National Credit Consvetative Council under the auspices of the SBP The Act further 
provided for the setting up of the Pakistan Banking Council, as a body parallel to the State 
Bank itwas assigned various functions, some of which w're, 

Making policy recommendation to the government for directing banking activities 
towards national socio-economic objectives 

Formulating policy guidelines for the banks 

Laying down performance criteria for banks and taking steps for assuring their 
observance 

Analyzing and appraising financial performance of the banks and appointing 
auditors 

Determining areas of coordination of banks 

Assisting the SBP In establishing a Credit Information Bureau and establishing a 
Research Department 

Developing management Information systems and schemes for modernization of 
banks 

2 17 PBC was established as a buffer between commercial banks and the government 
In the mid 1970's the PBC worked on the reorganization of the banking sector which 
Included the reconstitution of a group of banks into a new bank It was authorized to call 
for Information statements and reports periodically Over time however there was an 
overlap between the monitory sole of the SBP will monitor & regulate the foreign branches 
of Nationalized Banks and the SBP, the local branches The functions of both these 
Institutions can be seen In the table ahead Auditing of branch performance and appraisal 
of crdit procedures continues to be performed by SBP staff PBC now has a minimal role 
in regulation Infect it has become a target of severe criticism and has been labelled as a 
'dumping ground' or 'warehouse' for ex commercial bankers from NCBs Most presidents 
of NCBs look upon appointment as chairman of the Banking Council as a prestigious pre
retirement perk, at the end of their career The following table shows the regulating agency 
and the legislation for various institutions 
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INSTITUTION BODY RESPONSIBLE FOR GOVERNING LEGISLATION 

REGULATION INSPECTION 

NCBs PBC SBP SBP Act 1956 
Banking Co Ordinance 1962 
Banking Reform Act 1972 
Banking (Nationalization Act) 1974 

FOREIGN S B P S B P Bank Co Ordinance 1962 
BANKS Bank Reform Act 1972 

Foreigi' Private Investment Act 1976 
SBP At 1956 

ADBP S B P SB P ADBP Ordinance 1961 

IDBP S B P MO F Industrial Development Fin Ordinance 
1961 

FEDERAL MO F/S B P MO F Establishment of FBC & 
BANK OF Regulation of 
COOP Cooperative Banking 

Ordinance 1976 

NDFC MOF/SBP MOF NDFC Act 1973 

PICIC S B P SB P/CLA Companies Ordinance 1984 

BEL S B P SB P/CLA Companies Ordinance 1984 

HBFC MOF MOF HBFC Act 1952 

2 18 The national Credit Consultative Council was set up to ensure the optimum 
utilization of bank credit in Pakistan and charnelize it for development purposes in 
accordance with national policy It determines the credit need of various sectors of the 
economy under a confidential formula and prepares a well defined credit plan before the 
commencement of each finnricial year The plan is then approved and allocations made to 
various sectors in conformity with priorities set out The members consist of 
representatives of the government, banks and financial Institution, business and Industry It 
meets as often as necessary to review the credit plan and adjust the allocation in 
accordance with the emerging economic situation The allocation for the private sector are 
residual after government / public sector borrowing requirements are deducted from the 
overall credit expansion 

PROBLEMS CONFRONTING COMMERCIAL BANKS 

2 19 The working of commercial banks over the last few years has been marred by their 
inefficient perform3nce, political pressures and huge bad debt portfolios The major 
problems being confronted by NCBs can be summarized as follows, 

There is inadequate cornipettlion between them, which leads to inefficient 
operations Even the foreign banks do not provide enough competition due to 
regulations, size of operations, and the small branch network 

11 Concentration of lending in few hands due to inavailability of credit information At 
present none of the commercial banks or DFIs have any system computerized or 



So. 
No. 

Name of IFB 
(Chief Sponsor) 

Letter of 
Intent 

Head Office Incorporation 
Date 

Date of 
Ucense 

Consent for 
Capital Issue 

Clearance of 
Prospectus. 

1 Crescent Investment Bank Ltd 
(Crescent Group) 

241 1989 Lahore 4489 4689 10689 25.989 

2. Trust Investment Bank Ltd 
Jisar Akbar and Rayon 
3roup - Bank of Qatar) 

2931989 Lahore 22689 14989 

3 Redco Qatar 
Islamic Investment Co 

13 4.1989 

4 Fidelity Masraf (Investment 
Finance Bank) Ltd 
(Nishat Group-Salman Taseer) 

17 4.1989 Faisalabad 

5 

6 

Security Investment 
Finance Bank Ltd 
(Anwar Majeed) 

Pakistan Northern Investment 

35 1989 

3 5 1989 

Islamabad 

Finance Company 

7 E i Investment Bank 28101989 Islamabad 14290 172.90 192.90 

8 First International Investment 
Bank (Packages - Amex) 

2810 1989 Lahore 7290 19390 23690 20.7.90 

9 Islamic Investment Bank Ltd 
(Cank of Oman) 

8 1.1990 Pesha",ar 

10 Alboraka Investment & 
Dev Bank 

10 1.1990 Lahore 

11 Pak Investment Bank Ltd 30 1.1990 

12 Atlas Investment Finance Co 
(Shirazi Group-Bank of Tokyo) 

45 1990 Lahore 
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otherwise that contains Information such as individual/group exposure Therefore 
it Is difficult to know the association of Individuals with corporate groups or to 
obtain Information on delinquent loans and uncredit worthy borrowers 

iii. Non performing loans due to lack of freedom in the selection of loan portfolio due 
to political pressure NCBs have full discretion on only 30 - 75% of interest earning 
assets Administered distribution of credit results in crowding out of new small 
private investors 

Iv. Weak organization and lack of managerial policies as regards credit evaluation 
There is lack of managerial autonomy and the work force is unionized NCBs do 
not have the account officer system that exists in foreign banks whereby an 
account officer manages and monitors aset of accounts The loan officer analyzes 
the reported figure periodically to assess debt capacity and strength of capital 
structure Unlike NCBs, Foreign Banks have the standard practice to send out a 
credit enquiry to all other banks to check the status of any loans and total 
exposure Loan officers at Foreign Banks also visit mdnagement to determine 
future plans has his/her evaluation tied to loan performance 

v Inadequate spread between the rate of londing and rate of borrowing Banks are 
able to mobilize savings at around 8% or so but earn only 6% on 35% of their 
liquid assets 

vi Under capitalization Their capital average is 2 9% of assets, which is very low in 
selection to the riskiness of asset portfolios and in relation to banks of other 
developing countries 

vii. There have been a large number of cases of willful default In the absence of 
efficient recovery mechanism The lack of adequate credit reporting systems 
reinforces this There have been instances of loans being granted to small and 
medium sized businesses in the absence of audited financial statements Banking 
tribunals are also ineffective and the litigation process is lengthy and tedious 

viii Most banks and specialized credit institutions take part in the inter bank market 
The more conservative institutions are lenders while the more aggressive ones are 
borrowers Mandatory credit ceilings tend to inhibit the growth of the inter bank 
market as they create surplus liquidity This surplus is estimated as Rs 40 billion ( 
Subtracting the reserve requirements of all banks from the total deposits and 
subtracting from this the combined credit ceilings) 

2 20 Various recommendations made to increase the efficiency of NCBs under the 
FSAL of the World Bank Include the, 

Creation of a central credit bureau (already announced by SBP) in order to have 
an Information network on credit of individuals and corporate groups for all NCBs 
and Non bank financial institutions 

Conducting a comprehensive portfolio audit, in c ,der to classify loans realistically 
The FSAL guideline calls for loan classification as sub standard doubtful and 
uncollectable and calls for a proportionate provision in each case 

Ili 	 Establishment of performance targets such as those employed by private sector 
banks alongwith issuanc , )f new credit policies and procedures 
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iv. Rationalization of the branch network on the basis of Income and operating cost. 

v. Improvement Inthe recovery of bad loans 

DEVELOPMENT FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

The credit enquiry committee set up in 1959 to examine the scope and working of 
the financial sector recommended the formation of specialized financial Institutions 
Development Financial Institutions or DFIs were set up with the aim of providing medium 
and long term credits to Industry and agriculture The following are the DFIs presently 
operating inthe country, namely (year established), 

Pakistan Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation (1957) - PICIC
 
Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan (1961) - IDBP
 
Agriculture Development Bank of Pakistan (1960) - ADBP
 
National Development Finance Corporation (1973) - NDFC
 
Investment Corporation of Pakistan (1966) - ICP
 
National Investment Trust (1962) -NIT
 
Equity Participation Fund - EPF
 
Bankers Equity Ltd (1980) - BEL
 
National Development Leasing Corporation (1985)- Private Sector - NDLC
 
Pak Kuwait Investment Co (1978)- Private Sector - PKI
 
Pak Libya Holding Company (1978)- Private Sector -PLHC
 
Saudi-Pak Industrial and Agricultural Investment
 
(1981)-Private Sector - SAPICO
 
Small Business Finance Corporation - SBFC
 
Regional Development Finance Corporation - RDFC
 
House Building Finance Corporation - HBFC
 

2 22 Most DFIs were set up in the late 1960s to address the needs that commercial 
banks could not serve due to inadequate resources and risk aversion Industrial 
investment offeied low profitability and the time frame of repayment could well extend to a 
decade or so Moreover, the collateral fell short of established security criteria DFIs in 
Pakistan were meant to play an important role in the finance sector, an Initiative that was 
expected to lead to a healthy growth of broad based capital markets They were set up in a 
parallel semi-government structure where a number of private corporate executives were 
appointed on their boards in order to ease out conventional bureaucratic delays 

2 23 Most DFIs were created with distinct development objectives such as the area of 
operation or the size of the project Besides these they were also engaged In financing 
large scale units In nationally desirable sectors DFIs financing criteria included regional 
development and objectives of development plans such as use of local raw material in 
projects,purchase of locally manufactured machinery, their impact on the balance of 
payment, and preference for labor intensive technology On certain occasions formulae 
set by external lending agencies were also employed when their funds were used 

2 24 The IDBP and PICIC were set up with a view that they would play a key role in 
linking the corporate sector with International capital The IDBP was an Institution derived 
out of the Pakistan Industrial Finance Corporation PIFCO PIFCO was set up to finance 
Industries which the private sector was unable to undertake either because they were 
technologically complex or capital Intensive International development agencies such as 
the IFC and IDA also extended credit lines through the IDBP PICIC was set up to provide 
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long and medium term financing in local and foreign currencies for Industries based on 
local raw material or are Import substitutes It also aimed at assisting foreign Investors to 
locate suitable Investing opportunities and bring them together with local enterprise 

2 25 ICP and NIT were created to stimulate the money and capital markets in Pakistan 
The objectives of the NIT was the 'pooling of resources' of a large number of small 
Investors which could the; he invested in a diversified portfolio of shares This was aimed 
at dispersing share ownership and relieving the small investor from maintaining constant 
contact with the financial position of companies The NIT also undertook the underwriting 
of public Issues ICP was formed in order to undertake underwriting activities (PICIC and 
IDBP were also authorized to do the same) floating closed end funds, trading in shares or 
on its own account and providing professional investment advice 

2 26 There are three joint venture DFIs namely Pak-Libya, Pak-Kuwait, and Saudi-Pak 
which were Incorporated In the late 1970 early 1980s These aim to provide assistance to 
Industrial units, joint venture projects which may or may not be in partnership with the 
country of the sponsors SAPICO is particularly interested in financing agro based 
industries by taking an equity position in the venture 

2 27 Then there are specialized institutions such as the Agriculture Development Bank 
of Pakistan which provides credit to the agriculture sector, agro based industry and farm 
related processing units The House Building Finance Corporation finances the building 
and purchase of residential property A detail description of all the institutions follows in 
chapters 8 & 9 

ISLAMIC MODES OF FINANCING 

The Islamization of the economic system which was Initiated on Jan 1, 1981 was 
fully Implemented during 1985 Itcan be divided Into fiscal and financial measures Fiscal 
measures include the Zakaat and Ushr Ordinance Financial measures required banks and 
other lending institutions co-provide financing on the basis of participation in profit and 
loss Under Islamic Law this Is a mandatory deduction from saving deposits and profit that 
remains in the hands of the owiiers for one full year, which goes into the central Zakaat 
Fund This fund is administered by the government which then channels funds to various 
welfare projects on a nation wide scale The various Instruments of Islamic Finance are 
along the lines of equity rather than debt, and are designed on the basis of Profit and Loss 
sharing Under Islamic banking the cost of credit is fixed for a predetermined period of 
time, on a markup basis Financial institutions purchase assets and sell them with a profit 
margin that is mutually agreed upon with the borrower The agreed price is payable on a 
deferred payment basis either Inlump sum or installments Incentives for prompt payment, 
usually a rebate on the agreed markup are standard Markup was initially used for 
providing short term financing and later extended to term financing Beyond the 
predetermined period of the loan, the system is not time bound Finance charges do not 
accrue after the agreed period so delay or default result in loss of Income to the financial 
Intermediary Loss of the 'prompt payment' rebate Is the only penalty for a defaulting 
borrower The various Instruments introduced in Pakistan Include the following, 

1 

2 29 Profit and Loss Sharing Deposit Accounts (PLS) There is no maximum limit to the 
amount of money that can be deposited in a PLS savings account Under the PLS system 
the proportion of profit or loss is determined retroactivbly by the banks once every six 
months as a function of the banks profitability during the preceding 6 months Incase of 
term deposit the depositu~s are issued a Term Deposit Receipts and if the receipt is 
encashed before the date of maturity without completing the minimum period of six 
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months, the deposit Is withdrawn from the PLS and depositor does not get share In the 
profit. 

2.30 	 Musharika or Mark-up financing Musharika is a kind of temporary partnership 
where both a customer and a bank in an arrangement of business or financing contribute 
their money, effort or skills or a combination of all these components In this arrangement 
profit isshared Ina pre-agreed proportion but loss ifany Is borne by the capital only Profit 
sharing ratios are determined inaccordance with the profit projections compatible with the 
company's past performance or in light of future plans and the general economic climate 
The working capital requirements of trade and Industry are met through this scheme The 
capital provided by the bank isnot equity but an Investment NCBs stipulate that capital be 
in the form of checking account or an overdraft account where the deposits and 
withdrawal are at the convenience of the borrower The company has to make payments 
at the end of each quarter The traditional debtor creditor relationship is maintained 
because of the predetermination 1he entire management or operation remains with the 
borrowing company Banks give due recognition to managerial skills by awarding a 
portion of the profit as 'management fee' or bonus 

2.31 	 Hire Purchase Financing This scheme Is geared towards meeting the fixed 
Investment needs of various sectors such as machinery equipment, and commercial and 
industrial vehicles Monthly iental installments are so fixed that the amount Invested by the 
bank alongwith some rental Income Is fully ammortized during the validity of the 
agreement and within the normal uselul life of the article concerned The ownership of 
articles vests in the bank till it Is transferred in favor of the hirer on payment of all the 
agreed Installments or Incase asettlement isreached 

232 Modarabas Isa general or specific purpose fund which is formed under a limited 
partnership agreement It is raised through a public subscription and is managed by a 
management company like that of amutual fund It is designed to pool the entrepreneurial 
talents of the not so wealthy with the money of the wealthy who may not have any 
managerial prowess 'The Modareb' or manager ig required to put in ten percent of the 
capital while the 'Rabbul Mal' or Investor contributes ninety percent of It The arrangement 
mal . for a fixed period or for an indefinite period The earnings are to be shared on a 
profit and loss sharing basis The earnings of a modaraba are exempt from tax Ifninety 
percent of itare distributed to the investors Modarabas can also have adebt/equity ratio 
of 80 20 There are number of activities that amodaraba can undertake Lately leasing of 
industrial assets and motor vehicles Isa very popular activity undertaken by the various 
modaraba companies At present there are 21 Modaraba management companies 
registered and up until now Rs 955 million has been raised through 11 funds 

2 33 Lease Financing The financial institution as lessor provides medium or long term 
credit for acquiring assets on a deferred payment basis The lessor retains ownership of 
the assets and he lessee obtain the possession and use of itand bears all operating risk 
Ownership may be transferred at the lessee's option on payment of nominal residual value 
determined by the lessor This mode has been used for financing buildings, plants and 
machinery and tubewells besides commercial motor vehlclcs 

2.34 	 Participation Term Certificates Based on a profit and loss sharing PTCs are 
similar to convertible debentures with the difference that the bank Is going into a 
'pirtnership' with the borrower and has to participate in the profits as well as losses The 
holders of the PTCs, Inlieu of losses suffered in any financial year, are Issued convprtible 
common shares of the company to the extent of such loss from the term capital created 
for the issue Subsequently the term capital isdeemed as ordinary capital The convertible 
shares may be reduced from the profits of the company insubsequent years, as provided 
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inthe agreement Moreover, these shareholders have the same voting rights as the rest of 
the common stockholders 

2.35 	 Term Finance Certificates, TFCs are Issued by borrowers to establish a basis for 
payment for the purchase of assets from bank Instead of a conventional loan 
arrangement, the bank or DFI enters into a buy sell agreement whereby it buys assets and 
re-sells them to customers The sale price is based on cost plus an agreed rate of profit, 
established within a range set by the SBP Cost is paid by customers over a 3 year period 
(short term) or 3-6 years (long term) by the issue of a series of TFCs with six month 
maturities On each payment date a TFC matures, customers pay the bank or DFI the face 
value of the TFC which is then cancelled 

236 The Islamic modes of financing were Implemented by the SBP by prescribing a 
methodology of calculating the maximum service charge (10 to 20%) In case of return free 
lending by NCBs and DFIs and the maximum and minimum rates applicable to the 
Investment type modes (minimum 10 percent) The Islamization does not apply to foreign 
branches of NCBs nor to foreign currency accounts kept in Pakistan All arrangements 
under Interest based system at the time were to be honored till maturity and transactions 
with foreign governments and international institutions remain Interest based till an 
acceptable system evolves 

THE STATE LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION 

2 37 SLIC has the monopoly of life insurance business in Pakistan Life Insurance Is the 
single most important non banking source of mobilization of household bavings The 
Insurance Act of 1938 and the investment rules made thereunder govern the Investment of 
life insurance funds It was established on November 1, 1972 with a Principle office and 
three Beema units which were mainly concerned with selling, underwriting, claim 
settlements and servicing life policies The three beema units have been replaced by five 
zonal offices SLIC is fully guaranteed by the Government and has a small pension 
division as well In the public sector pension funds are unfunded and government 
employees are members of non contributing schemes By law pension funds are to be 
Invested in Government securties or the NSS For SLIC the law requires that 40% of the 
funds be Invested In Government or Government approved securities There are 
discretionary upper limits to the proportion that can be invested In certain assets They 
are as follows, 

Qouted companies,these should be large concerns 	 40% 

with a proven track record 

Propertieds 	 60% 

Term Finance Certificates 	 60% 

Bank Deposits 	 10% 

Actually 70-75% of the Insurance funds are Invested In tjoverament or approved securities 
and 25-30% In other assets such as redl estate Investments This is in contrast to the 
western countries where Insurance companies and pension funds are the largest Investors 
Inall kinds of Instrumeuits of Investment especially stocks and bonds 
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THE SECURITIES MARKET 

Well developed capital markets aid in transferring real economic resources from 
lender to borrower The role of a stock market in any economy Isof value In that, 

it collects savings that would not otherwise go Into financial Investments and 
channels these Into productive Investments 

itenables companies to obtain equity to match debt for the purpose of growth and 
expansion 

It enables the government to disinvest equity and attract Investors, thus have a 
wider ownership of enterprise 

2 39 In Pakistan there are two stock exchanges one each at Karachi and Lahore They 
are regulated by the Securities and Exchange Ordinance 1969 and the Securities and 
Exchange rules of 1971 The Corporate Law Authority (CLA) has the dual responsibility of 
the enforcement of law and surveillance of the stork exchanges and company affairs It 
Intervenes In the working of the exchanges whenever it is considered necessary in public 
Interest Insurance companies are listed while banking companies are not listed on the 
exchanges The security market is not well developed and evidence is that out of a total 
number of 21,804 joint stock companies in the country only 1,595 are public limited 
companies Out of these only 450 are listed on the Karachi Stock Exchange and only 298 
on the Lahore exchange The exchange in Lahore has a role that is secondary to that of 
the KSE According to an estimate almost 90% of the public subscription are from Industry 
that is located in and around Karachi At present there are two hundred meners of the 
Karachi Stock Exchange out of whom only 87 are active Lahore Stock exchange has 117 
members out of whom only 18 are active Official figures show the number of shareholders 
as greater than one million whereas participants estimate it to be around 300,00 only 
Some selected statistics regarding the stock market are given below 

STOCK MARKET - SELECTED STATISTICS 

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 

No of 
Companies 

347 362 360 382 411 450 

Market 
Capitalization 
(Rs Million) 

196474 219535 244224 31617.1 38151.4 43934.9 

Index of Share 
Prices 
(1980-81 = 100) 

182.35 176.32 171.02 222.68 260.59 273.23 

Turnover of 
Shares 
(Million No) 

N.A. 94.7 147.0 85.4 8'84.2 172.7 
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240 The causes for the lack luster performance of capital markets can be attributed to
 
a number of factors chief among which are,
 

Credit policies 
Disparities in the Interest rate structure 

2 41 Family controlled businesses are the norm In the private sector, where sponsors 
their family and friends own approximately 60% of the equity Out of the 40% that !s offered 
to the public 20% has to be offered to NIT and 10% to ICP, to 'enable them to carry out the 
role of Ironing out dramatic moves in share prices' This In turn has a favorable Impact on 
the portfolios of investments of these institutions, due to the CCI pricing formula as 
discussed later Family control is reluctant to admit outsiders for which reason they resort 
to cheap bank credit at low rates of interest Good banking connections aid in this process 
which results in a high debt to equity ratio, which in turn makes the venture appear risker 
to potential shareholders, thus forming a viscous circle Due to narrow shareholding bids, 
to takeover poor performing companies are next to impossible 

2 42 Interest rates as already mentioned are highly distorted The nominal rates vary 
from 6% to 15-16% on 3 year investments of the National Saving Scheme For deposits 
under three years, the Khas Deposit yields 12 5% The absence of risk and the advantage 
inherent In the NSS increases their attractiveness to Individuals and institutions alike On 
the other hand only 15% of the companies pay dividends between 20-30% whereas others 
have a lower rate and nearly 40% have a record of not paying at all over the last 0-10 
years 

2.43 	 According to economic literature the efficiency of the capital market can be 
measured along the following criteria, 

Allocative Efficiency this refers to the channelizing of savings Into the most 
productive and profitable uses 

Informative Efficiency This refers to the fact that prices fully reflect Ill the 
Information available 

Operational Efficiency This reflect the day to day operation of the market It Is 
responsible for keeping transactions cost down and have them determined by 
market forces 

Second period Efficiency This arises if market provides fair game to all players It 
Is when there are equal opportunities of access to price sensitive information and 
there are no consistent opportunities to mdke gains at the other Investor's 
expense and so Increase the Inequality of wealth from one period to another 

244 In Pakistan, information as regards companies' accounts and management 
decisions is published too late and share prices do not reflect the information available 
Often the integrity of the accounting profession is also in question The efficiency of a 
stock market or the lack of it is a direct reflection of the efficiency of the economy in which 
It operates The problems being faced by participants are reflective of the conditions 
prevalent everywhere There don't seem to be too many 'fair games' economically, socially 
or politically, so perhaps asking for fair play on the stock exchanges Is out of context In an 
environment where there Is lack of law and order, where presence of illegal money and 
gross tax evasion are facts of life and where the august Institution of the civil service Is 
corrupt achieving stock market efficiency might only remain a dream 

P1(7 
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2.45 The trend towards having a public issue is on the increase in Pakistan In 1989, 38 
companies were listed The total market capitalization at present Is Rs 49 billion, which is 
approximately equal to US $25 billion There are a number of reasons why a company 
would wish to go public Some of these as follows, 

1. 	 Public limited companies are taxed at a lower rate than private limited 
companies Prior to 1989 the income of listed companies was taxed at 40% 
whereas the rate for private companies was 55% This has been changed Lo 50% 
for listed companies as of 1989 

2. 	 Listed companies' dividend income above Rs 15,000 is tax exempt whereas those 
of unlisted companies are taxed at the regular Income tax rate 

3. 	 Companies may be forced to go to the market as the amount of capital required to 
support a competitive sized business increases 

4 	 In view of the over subscription of issues in the past underwriting Is not a pre 
condition to going public which means issuers will not shy away due to the cost of 
underwriting 

5. 	 The new generation of businessmen has professional degrees and wish to work in 
a more professional environment Thus they are keen to instill reporting standards 
and have detailed disclosures 

6. 	 Government policy on disinvestment of public business entities is a sign of 
encouraging the private sector 

7. 	 Securities prices rise immediately to great heights after the issue which is very 
attractive to entrepreneurs 

8. 	 GOP has changed rules regarding Bridge Financing Bridge loans are required to 
be treated as debt as opposed to equity This amendment would compell 
companies to go public 

2.46 	 Inspite of all the above there are various factors which deter potential Investors 
There are a number of distortions in the securities market in Pakistan, chief among which 
is the restriction on Issuing shares at a premium The CCI does not allow the premium on 
shares to exceed 50% of the diference between the Intrinsic value (paid up capital and 
reserves) and the paid up value of the share This pricing formula has no rationale Par 
value, an accounting convenient does not reflect the market value of the company nor all 
the available Information It results in the over subscription of shares, ds Investors can 
make huge gains over night They also get a tax break Informal trading of the securities 
starts before the official trading, where speculative group bidding pushes the price up to 
enormous heights thus rendering the public offer Intn a virtual lottery The institutional 
Investors such as NIT and ICP gain from this arrangement as the allotted shares show 
Immediate appreciation on their books Thus performance of their portfolios is not a 
function of asset selection or the expertise of portfolio managers Thus market forces are 
not allowed to determine the price and have lead to the creation of a parallel market 

2 47 Insider Trading is another major obstacle to the smooth working of the market 
Insider trading by the officers and directors of th company is not a criminal offense in 
Pakistan as it Is in most western countries Section 244 of the Securities and Exchange 
Ordinance states that gains made within a period of less than six months be tendered to 
the company and a report be sent to the CLA HQwever it provides that 'nothing In section 
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244 shall apply to a security acquired In good faith in satisfaction of debt previously 
contracted' This virtually renders the restrictions of section 244 useless Insider trading Is 
further encouraged due to the fact that stock brokers are allowed to sit on the board of the 
qouted companies 

248 Some recent measures taken by GOP to encourage participation In the capital 
market are as under, 

1. 	 As mentioned earlier underwriting has been made optional in order to bring down 
the cost of the Issue 

2. 	 Restrictions have been imposed on bridge financing, which is now being treated 
as debt for the purpose of working out debt and equity ratios 

3. 	 The SBP has stopped general line of credit to financial Institutions, Indirectly 
encouraging them to go to raise resources in the market through Instruments 
such as certificates of investment such as TFC & PTCS SBP has also Issued 
Instructions to DFIs regarding debt/equity and current ratios for projects of 
various sizes 

4 	 It has been decided to induct institutions ,such as Investment banks as membern 
to Improve the quality of brokerage 

5 	 The privatization program will increase the supply of -hares in the market As a 
first step 10% shares of the Pakistan International Airlines have been disinvested 
20% shares of one of the commercial banks MCB will also be offered to the 
general public (this has met opposition from the workers union of this institu1dc,, 

6 	 To extend brokerage services to the northern part of the country, it has bepn 
decided to set up a stock exchange in Islamabad (the case has been put on hold 
due to evidence of corruption and nepotism In the sanctioning process) 

249 	 The government has recently decided to set up a Pakistan Fund to be sponsored 
by the Asian Development Bank This off shore fund of US $50 million is proposed to be 
listed on London Stock Exchange and is expected to attract Institutional Investors abroad 

THE UNOFFICIAL FINANCIAL MARKET IN PAKISTAN 

2 50 Financed by wealthy landlords and industriilists, Pakistan unofficial cr parallel 
financial sector has developed a lot over the past two decades As in other developing 
countries, the system has developed due to thE fluctuation in exchange rates and 
transactions that are less easily monitoreJ or controlled through the reoulatory framework 
such as arms, deals, narcotics and real estate deals Itgenerally con'.ists of the following 
arrangements, 

The 'Hundi' system of foreign exchange transactions 

Credit arrangements In the non-corporate cotton texLlie sector (sooter mandi) 

Merchant credit operations particularly in the commodities market 

Arrangements within the non corporate banking sector Jaurya Bazaar or other 
Indigenous banks 
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2 51 The Informal sector at ine time was restricted to hundis which are Informal 
promissory notes popularized due to the large number of workers overseas Over time, 
however, It has become Increasingly urban in character and has developed closer and 
more complex linkages with the formal economy The sector is extremely fragmented and 
plays an Important role in the transportation and textile sector The Informal sector 
operates chiefly through brokers who know or Identify borrowers who are retailers 
requiring stock (inventory) financing, cottage industry requiring finance to purchase raw 
material or commodity traders to finance purchase of grain, spices etc from farmers There 
Is a sophisticated system of credit control which exists by way of a highly developed 
communication network among brokers which limits the chances of bad debts the 
collection system that exists in this regard is alleged to be similar to that followed by the 
mafia Incertain countries 

252 NCBs play a very minor role (if at all) in the informal sector The market 
participants do not trust the NCBs due to various reasons For instance, NCBs cannot 
issue bearer securities, and tax officials can obtain information regarding Identity of 
account holders 

2 53 The hundi system consists of a 'chitthi' or promissory note given by the foreign 
exchange dealer to the remitter in return for cash foreign exchange The chitthl can be 
encased inPakistan indomestic currency as anegotiable instrument of exchange 

2 54 The money market In sooter mandi in Faisalabad Is an elaborate credit system 
parallel to the official system where e number of self devised money Instruments are used 
to facilitate transactions These transactions are estimated at Rs 135 million per day and 
the total value of these Instruments Incirculation at any time is estimated at Rs 4 billion 
(source Parallel Financial Sector in Pakistan by Ferguson Associates) Cash delivery 
receipts are a common instrument inthis market and the chief participants are, 

Yarn commission agents 
Cloth commission agents 
Cloth exporters 
Weavers 
Brokers and 
Investors 

2 55 The Nationalized Commercial Banks are apart of these arrangements in that they 
issue Cash Deposit Receipts to investors which are encashable during banking hours 
Knowledgeable investors open PLS deposits before obtaining CDRs and thus earn a profit 
Any new Investor only gets a blank endorsed CDR and the accruing profit Isearned by the 
bank staff who have opened a PLS account inthe interim ACDR isusually accepted only 
ifit is Issued I ;a bank branch inone of the eight bazaars surrounding Faisalabad's clock 
tower When presented for encashment the banks pay in notes of small denomination, 
which acts as adeterrent against indiscrimmnate encashment of CDRs and to ensure their 
quick return to the system 

2 56 The merchant credit system consists of Intermediaries known as 'arthles' who 
finance forward operations, hedging storage or speculation Inspecialized commodities 
such as cotton, wheat and fruk 

2.57 Operations In the noncorporate banking sector date back to the colonial period 
when indigenous banks provided services to entrepreneurs in large cities Some went on 
to become a part of the ;orrnal banking sector Today this sector Isconsidered to be of a 

71 
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substantial size with 12 leaders and operations are streamlined based on interlocking 
relations. 

2 58 In recent years, narcotics and reil estate business have provided boost to the 
Informal sector The reach of these marke's are no longer restricted to a single market, city 
or country The unofficial market exter'ds overseas Funds that have been generated 
through double Invoicing of Import ar J export transaction proceeds of drug sales and 
possibly the proceeds of fraud cor",nitted on domestic and international banks are all 
syphoned off to bank accounts cdtside the country The attraction for importers in this 
market is the fact that they borrow Rs 100 million to pay for imports which are documented 
to show a value around Rs 10 million which Isthe basis used for calculating duties 

2 59 Foreign exchange transdction in this sector have ihrived due to official restrictions 
Inspite of all the restrictions on Foreign Exchange itIs fairly easy to obtain the currency of 
any kind at a little above or below the official rate Popular currency such as the US dollar 
and Pound Sterling sell at above the official rate Various restrictions are also responsible 
In Inflated evchange rates For instance Banks In Pakistan are not allowed to provide 
foreign exchange for the purchase of motor vehicle thus people resort to the unofficial 
market According to an eshimate approximately $232 million (source Rationalization of 
DFIs) was financed through this sector last year Foreign exchange restrictions have been 
rendered ineffective to a large extent ,dodue to the Foreign Exchange Bearer Certifica' -s 
(FEBC) Scheme Under this scheme anyone can buy FEBCs up to an unlimited amount in 
Pakistan, convert them into foreign exchange through a check or draft and take the 
proceeds overseas without disclosing the source of funds In Pakistan these Lar only be 
encased In local currency 

Public transport vehicles such as taxis,trucks and buses etc are financed through 
transport entrepreneijrs operating out of this market Real estate deals are also usually riot 
financed through baniks Instead docurientation in these deals is usually much below the 
actual price to avoid wealth tax arid buyers do not need to disclose the source of the 
money 

2 61 Nowadays international financial markets offer a great channel for funds of wealthy 
Individuals regardless of the source These markets are virtually unregulated and 
convertible currencies are free to flow around unfettered irrespective of the source 
According to a report by J P Morgan nun bank sector residents of fifteen developing 
countries held assets abroad amounting to almost $300 billion at the end of 1987 which 
was more than half of the foreign debt outstanding of these countries Wealthy families 
transfer assets abroad due to lack of confidence in the political and economic climate in 
the country These people will keep their assets abroad as long as the exchange rate Is 
over valued and there Isa negative real interest rate The large budget deficit, Insofar as it 
leads to deficit financing through printing of money and high inflation, and the highly 
Inefficient capital markets also contribute to this exodus 
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3 01 Before recounting the experiences of the Pakistani private sector in the field of 
Investment banking it is Important to keep in mind the following discussslon 

INVESTMLNT/MERCHANT BANKING 

3 02 Merchant Baking as it is known as in Europe is Identical to the US phraseology of 
Investment banking Investment/Merchant banking can be defined as wholesale banking 
dealing in large deposits and Ioan It includes fee based activities such as corporate 
advice and management of loans and Initial public offerings Typically an investment bank 
has a small proportion of operational staff and a high proportion of decision makers It 
may typically have a limited deposit base Investmeint banker organise syndicates and 
advice on sources of credit, corporate strategy, merger and acquisition activities, 
leveraged buy out decisions and privatl7ation issues Io developing countries they are 
usually more active in project financing activities (Thus ic,s of financial sophistication and 
complexity are *business as usual" for them) 

UNIVERSAL VS SPECIALIZED BANKING 

3 03 The case for having specialized banking where each institution plays a role that is 
concieved by the regulating authorities or having universal banking whereby every 
Institution has the mandate to undertake any/all activities is largely a policy choice On the 
one hand, we see a more specialized approach to banking in the United States where 
regulatiun in the form of the Glass Steagall Act prohibit commercial banks from 
undertaking activities that would essentially lie in the domain of investment banks This 
regulation came in the wake of the stock market crash and was aimed to avoid the 
exposure of depositor funds to equity risk It was formulated with a view to matching 
maturities of deposits and loans and to avoid conflict of interest situdtions Commercial 
banks in the US were allowed to have investment banking subsidiaries outside tile United 
States Over time, however, due to financial engineering commercial banks are offering 
products that are very sophisticated and not much different from Investment banking 
products The situation is quite the contrary in Europe ,where there are no restrictive laws 
but commercial banks have separate ',ivestri'pnt/merchant banking subsidiaries In 
general the trend in the world today is increasingly towards b'iiversal banking Thus 
prohibitions under law are not needed when a situation naturalll creates the desired 
condition Even in Pakistan there has been a treord towards universal banking where NCBs 
have extended medium and long term lending to cusLomers through lines of credit 
provided by the World Bank and the Asian Devlopment bank On the other hand DFIs have 
been urged to take deposits and offer checking account facilities to the public The charter 
of the proposed IFBs may seem to favor specialized banking uut that is not the case for 
Institutions such as modarabas and leasing companies (See detail follows) 

INVESTMENT FINANCE BANKS IN PAKISTAN 

Announced In the budget speech of 1987 by the Finance Minister of the time, 
Investment Finance Banks were given a charter for operation in the private sector This 
step was directly in line with the conditions laid out in the Financial Sector Adjustment 
Loan (FSAL) of the World Bank which stated a need for private sector participation In the 
Financial Sector This was done with a view to creating competition for the nationalized 
commercial Banks who were seen as incormipetent and inefficient This was envisaged by 
most as a means for the private sector to re enter the field of banking The role of these 
Institutions was to provide Project Financing and Merchant Banking facilities to the 
corporate sector They were expected to promote capital market development as 'market 
makers' providing a two way quotation system for all government paper 

304 
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3 05 The Initial government notification of 1987 attracted a total of 45 applications 
which were filed In December By June 1988 Letters of Intent were Issued to six of the 
Interested parties With the change in government, however, the previously awarded letter 
were withdrawn In November 1988 and new applications were Invited Fifty seven 
applicants came forward out of which six were given approvz.s by June 1989 This figure 
has reached 12 by May 1990 

3 06 According to the Gazzette notific.tion of the government of Pakistan Statutory 
Regulation - SRO No 585(1)/87 anyone desirous of commencing operations has to 
cnmply with a number of conditons, some of which are as follows (see exhibit for the 
original text of the notification) 

It must be registered as a Public Limited company 

ii. 	 It should have a'minimum paid up capital of one hundred million rupees and shall 
be listed on the Stock exchanges in Pakistan 

ill. 	 Its Investment policy has to be clearly and concisely stated In Its Memorandum 
and Articles of Association and the prospectus for the public offer of Its securities 

307 The objects of Investment Finance Banks preclude banking business and 
Insurance business as defined by the Banking Companies Ordinance 1962 and the 
Insurance Act of 1938 respectivelj As laid out in the gazzette notifications of July and 
August 1987, the chief objectives and functions are as under 

Money Market Activities 

308 
i. 	 Issuing short term paper or certificates of deposit or Investment of not less than 30 

days maturity. 

if. 	 Trading In commercial paaper Issued by It clients, Government securities, 
promissory notes, Banker's acceptances and other money market instruments 
acting as a broker or on its own account 

Iii 	 Assisting in the issue of commercial paper, including introdutlon of companies to 
the money market, preparation of documentation, distribution and market making. 

iv 	 Acting as a broker or on its own account Inthe Call Money market. 

Project Financig Activites: 

3.09 

I 	 Make Investments through underwriting of pubic issue, shares, participation term 
certificates, and term financing certificates 

ii. 	 Guaranteeing and counter guaranteeing loans and obligaton 

$1
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Corporate Finance Activities: 

310 

1. 	 Act as advisor and agent in obtainig direct bak loans, export credit, syndicated 
loans leases and other project financing 

11 	 Assisting companies in cash management and privata placement of debt and 
equity. 

II1. 	 Assisiting companies in financial restructuring, mergers and Acquisitions and 
divestiture decisions 

Iv. 	 Preparing feasability, market or industry studies and raising equity through venture 
capital for new and existing compar'es 

3 11 The afore mentioned cover a wide range of activities, Infact the SRO Is open to 
accomodate other activites which may be discussed with the Controller Of Capital Issue 
Investment Banks are expected to play a major role in the restructuring of the financial 
sytem in Pakistan They have to mubilise new sources of funds and tap into niches 
peviously ignored by commercial banks and DFIs They are expected to develop Money 
and C.pital Market operations In addition they are expected to share the burden of DFIs 
in providing financial assistance and advisory services 

SANCTION PROCESS 

3 12 The sanction process as Indicated by nearly all the sponsors interviewed was not 
devoid of favoritism and political considerations According to one source four out of the 
first eight sanctions given in the first six months of the new regime's coming to power were 
purely political favors Chief among them were Fidelity Masraf (Investment Fianance Bank) 
Ltd, a favor to the Dzputy leader of the opposition in the Punjab assembly Trust 
Investment Bank Ltd,given to Nisar Akbar an MNA and Choudry Umar Draz an MPA in the 
Punjab assembly The next was Tanq Islam a relation of the highest office in the country 
and one to Mr Anwar Majeed who had friends in high places The track record of these 
sponsors except those of Fidelity Masraf was unknown Infact, Mr Anwar Majeed, was 
Involved in a court case Inone of the Gulf States on charges of embezzlement 
Two other sanctions were given in exchange of contributions madL by two of the leadng 
corporate groups to the funds of the ruling party Another two were granted due to 
intervention of the emmisaries of two foreign governments Thus merit and setting of 
tangible and measurable criteria was not the path followed by the authorities On the other 
hand to say that all the partie-s who have recieved permissions to operate investment 
banks are not sound would not be true This is further substantiated by the fact that most 
of them belong to corporate groups who can boast outstanding performance In three 
cases the same group got sanctions by both regimes ( BCCI, AMEX, ATLAS) 

3 13 According to one of the sponsors the IFB sponsors can be divided Into two 
categories, those who are Interested in changing the present state of the capital markets In 
Pakistan They will be sound professionally, are bound to be interested in the long term 
viability of their venture and will fight tooth and nail, any unncessary delays in their path 
The other category is people who are only interested in the short term benefits they can 
derive out of setting up investment banks These were labelled as 'fly by night' operations 
not much different from the investment companies of the late 1970s In the late 1970's and 
in later in 1987-88 various finance companies appeared in the market who granted rates of 
return which were much higher than any offered These fly-by-night operations put up sign 
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boards all over In large cities that projected their Image as large corporate house with 
diversified portfolios of business Names such as PIo.,eer Industries and Samad 
Enterprises became the subject of conversation with a lot of Individuals and retired 
personnel who were keen in sharing the success of these This clearly Indicates that it is 
very important for the Government to have checks and balance3 to avoid Institutions or 
individuals who might take advantage of naive Investors and bring a bad name to all of 
them 

3 14 By the same token it Is crucial to give the professional groups enough Incentives 
to operate and flourish The post nationalization performance of commercial banks and the 
Inefficiency of the public sector DFIs Iswell known It Isdesirable for the government to 
extend all support to IFBs in recognition of the role they are expected to play Inthe health 
of the financial sector 
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4 01 The following is a brief description of five Investment banks that are at some stage 
of Initiating operations Detailed Interviews with key executives of these Institutions were 
conducted In order to do so The various Issues and policy recommendations emerging 
from these discussions follows the description 

CRESCENT INVESTMENT BANK LTD. 

402 Crescent Investmgnt Bank or Cresbank, with its head office in Lahore is the first 
investment Finance bank to be set up In the private sector It Is a Joint venture of the 
Crescent Group and National Development Finance Corporation (NDFC) The equity 
structure Is as follows, 

Crescent Group 50%
 
NDFC 20%
 
General Public 30%
 

403 The Crescent Group is a reputable and well established corporate group In 
Pakistan It has been Involved In various industrial ventures and has a successful track 
record It has the development and profitable operation of several Industrial and 
commercial ventures to Its credit These include fifteen public limited companies including 
seven textile units, two sugar mills, distilleries jute, particle board, steel and engineering 
works, trading, contracting and consulting and Insurance and a leasing company The 
group has also been dominant in the field of cotton trade and has had close association 
with leading organizations in Pakistan and overseas The share prices of companies are 
adequate reflection of the Group's performance For Instance, Cresecent jute share pice is 
107% above face value, whereas other jute mills are selling at well below par Besides the 
Interest in Insurance and leasing (Pakistan Industrial leasing Corporation) the group had 
Interest In a commercial bank in the pre-nationalization days and also has representation 
on the board of PICIC 

404 The group Is the poineer in the field of Investment Banking in Pakistan A brief 
history of their experience follows The group had applied for an IFB when applications 
had been called by the previous government In 1987, but Inspite of a good track record 
did not recleve permission to operate After the elected government came Into power 
another application was Immediately filed and skepticism was expressed over the lack of 
justifiable measurable criteria that had been used previously for selection (some sanctions 
had been given during the last days of the last regime and had been rightfully entitled as 
'sanctions at midnight') All previous permissions were subsequently cancelled and new 
applications were Invited The Group Initially wanted the Asian Development Bank as a 
partner with a ten percent stake The groups leasing company also has equity participation 
of the ADB and has direct lines of credit confirmed with the World bank, the Asian 
Development bank and the Commonweallh Development Corporation This arangement, 
however was not looked at with favor by GOP (this condition was subsequently done away 
with) and the group was forced vthdraw It subsequently applied with NDFC as partner 
and was one of the few to be , ed a 'letter of Intent' In January 1989 According to a 
sponsor of one of the banks, the ease of the sanction even this tinie was not entirely on the 
basis of measurable criteria, but Infact was directly related to the amount of contruibution 
th&a a group made to the fund of the ruling party It Is alleged that Inspite of being one of 
the premier corporate groups In the country today, the Crescent Group had to resort to 
the same 
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4 05 Inspite of Inherent delays such as the name of the bank (five names were changed 
in the first eleven months after the letter of intent had been Issued), the Issue was brought 
to the public in October 1989 As expected the issue was well recleved by the public and it 
was over subscribed by 82 times and shares are subsequently being traded at almost two 
times face value The Commencement of Business certificate was finally granted in 
December 1989, and Cresbank opened its doors for business in January 1990 Even after 
the successful pub!ic offer GOP wanted the sponsors to do it over, citing a change In 
decision regarding the sponsors' minimum equity requirement as Rs 100 million At this 
point the sponsors expressed their Inability to scratch the previous public offer and go 
through the entire process over again and GOPs objoction was withdrawn 

PRODUCTS AND COMPETITION 

The following Is a list of products and services that the bank proposes to offer; 

Project Finance
 
Equity Investment and trading In listed securities
 
Underwriting issues of corporate debt and equity
 
securities
 
Guaranteeing loans and other obligations
 
Loan syndication
 
Financing trade
 
Financing securities purchases (Margin Finance)
 
Issuing certifictes of deposits on its own behalf and
 
on behalf of customers
 
Discounting ,-f debt securities
 
Mobilization Eind management of mutual funds
 
Investment and Financial advisory services
 
Provido fee based services like fund management
 
portfolio management, preparation of feasibilitles
 

4 07 Management realizos at this stage that inspite of the list of allowable activities, 
most of these require a lot more sophisticated and organized Infrastructure than the 
existing initlal!y management may have to undertake activities that are already being 
undertaken by other Institution such as DFIs and NCBs for making inroads into the sector 
In other words a client base will i,, tlally be built by undertaking conventional activities as It 
may take up to four or five years for formulating new products, bringing them to market 
and having people accept them The management at Cresbank does not want to engage 
in project finance activities at the scale at which the DFIs perform this activily Instead they 
see themselves as being the catalyst in tie P~itire process Management wants to provide 
"One Winrow Operation" for prospective clients It wants to reduce tho time taken for 
processing project financing requests 3nd provide clients the advantage of obtaining all 
services under one roof The bank in turn will be in a position to refer clients to various 
DFIs and function as an Interface Thi3 would benefit the cl.ant who In turn would have a 
lot more credibility in the eyes of the DFIs Given tWe present nature of the approval cycle 
for a project and the titie Involved in obtaining DFI approvals, it will be a welcome step for 
prime corporate cilents Crbsbank h,'., 20so had meetings with .ome private DFIs such as 
FMO the Netherlands Development Finance Corpo,aalon ,. x, DEG a German DFI to 
obtain lines o: ciedit These agencies displayed caudon due to the poor performance of 
DFIs in Pakistan, and cited experiences where donors wore forced to freeze lines due to 
poor performance 
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FIRST INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT BANK LTD. 

4 08 First International Bank or Interbank with its head office In Lahore (physically In 
Karachi) is a joint venture of Packages Ltd, American Express Bank Ltd (AMEX). and the 
International Finance Corporation (IFC) The equity structure is as follows, 

Packages Ltd 30 1% 
American Express 200% 
IFC 149% 
General Public 25.0% 

4 09 Packages Group Is one of the most dynamic Industrial groups on Pakistan's 
business horizon Ithas been Involved in a number of Industrial and commercial ventures 
most of which have been joint venture arrangements with Industrial house: of the West 
Often they have been first efforts of their kind, for Instance the Tetrapak plant and the Milk 
plant In the non profit sector, the group has been one of the chief sponsors of the Lahore 
University of Management Sciences This is a private sector unoertaking which is providing 
management education at par with leading business institutIL -s of the world The 
operating performance and reputaion of the group can be best judged by the company 
share prices which for Packages and Milkpak Is 340% and 200% of face value The 
chairman of the board Syed Baber Ah is the chairman of the Inter bank and is also on the 
board nf the International Finance Corporation 

4 10 The experience of the sponsors as far as sanctions for the bank are concerned 
were summarized by the chairman who said that the high officials of USAID were well 
aware of the constraints encountered in this regard It Is pointed out that the AID official 
had been made aware of the progress at every stage of the process This sanction, itwas 
alleged could not have been possible without the involvement of the highest 
representatives of the United States government, and substantial verbal and written 
exhortations These stemmed from the interest the US government has in encouraging 
free enterprise in Pakistan 

4 11 The same partners had put in an application in the pre democracy days and had 
nearly started operation when the licenses ware revoked and it had to be disbanded 
Unnecessary delays were encountered by them at every juncture of the reapplication 
proces, chief among whom was the highest public authority in the ministri concerned 
who at the time was of the view that foreign partners should riot be given the right to 
repatriate profits It must be pointed out that this right is safeguarded by the constitution of 
the country 

4 12 Interbank's chief executive officer is Mr Fredrick Piecoczeck an experienced 
Investment banker appointed by American Express Inter bank was awarded the letter of 
Intent InOctober 1989 and hopes to have the public offering on July 19, 1990 At present 
the CEO is in Karachi eventhough the sanction was given for an office in Lahore Karachi is 
the centre of Business & Commerce The major Stock Exchange Is in Karachi as are the 
corporate headquarters of various private &multinational corporations 

4.13 Management sees the achievement o? its objectives subject to the regulatory 
environment and the encouragement and incentives It may recleve from the authorities 
Management sees Inter bank and infact all the IFBs as a force that is capable of exploiting 
opportunities existing in the Financial sector It seeks to establish profitable new areas of 
business given liberalization of markets and the setting up of a regulatory framework 
condusive to capital market activities Inter bank has the advantage of having institutional 
support in the form of the world wide network of AMEX and access to and knowledge of 
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other financial markets of the world Inter Bank management and other Investment banks, 
see it as the leader In Introduction of new financial products In Pakistan Itwants to play a 
major role in a substantial broadening of the fina'ncing options available to the corporate 
sector AMEX's prior experience In this regard has been entirely favorable It was one of 
the first foreign banks who offered leasing of curporate assets to prime clients This was 
done under an unusual arrangement, whereby it went into a tripartite agreement with a 
Modaraba company -B RRModaraba and the client 

PRODUCTS OFFERED AND COMPETITION 

4 14 The products/services that itproposes to offer Include,
 
Assistance In floatation of companies Including underwriting of issues
 
Arrangement and provision of short term and long term financing through paper Issue,
 
Musharikas and markup arrangements
 
Market making in corporate and government paper
 
Money market, treasury and Foreign exchange activities (Subject to approval)
 
Corporate and project advisory work
 
Floatation of modarabas and mutual funds
 
Introduction of Investors and capital to Pakistani investment opportunities
 
Loans and equity syndication
 
Leasing
 

Management wants to provide competition to nationalized and foreign commercial banks, 
which might be expected to react by measures such as rate reduction It also expects 
Modaraba companies ifsufficient in number, to pose competition, given their advantagous 
tax structure (please refer to detailed discussion ahead) 

ISLAMIC INVESTMENT BANK LTD. 

4 15 Islamic Investment Bank Ltd with its head office in Peshawar is being set up by a 
group of entrepreneurs and professionals It will have six corporate directors none of 
whom will have an absolute majority One of the key sponsors is the AI-Hurair Group from 
the Gulf whc are investing almost fifteen percent in their personal capacity in this venture 
The equity structure is as follows 

AI-Hurair Group 15%
 
Profebsional group 45%
 
General 40%
 

4.16 	 The professional group consists of various 1,1'red civil servants (ex Governor State 
Bank of Pakistan, ex Secretary Ministry of Production, ex official of the PIDB etc.), 
entrepreneurs, (Mr Fareed a chartered accountant, overseas Pakistanis and an 
experienced bankers Mr Sultan Ahmed Khan (Chief Manager Bank of Oman In Dubai) 
This group does not have equity from any large corporate group In Pakistan and Instead 
the largest shareholding is that of the Bank of Oman Bank of Oman has a representation 
in Pakistan and has branches InKarachi, Lahore and Peshawar 

4.17 	 Management wants to provide "modern services' to the entrepreneurial class 
They want to p~ovide innovatle products, esnecially in project finance and claim to have 
reclevpd encoutagornit In this regard from the aministrative authorities In the North West 
Frontier Province Management expects to compete with thL 1"velopment Finance 
Inctlitutlons The group hopes the Islamic Bank will play a major role in development finance 
citing profit as not bi ing tho prime motive for business Sponsors strongly believe In the 
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soundness of Islamic banking and its viability In the market place "Social responsibility" 
and a "spirit of service to the nation" by locating in a relatively less developed area of the 
country were reiterated by both sponsors who were interviewed in this regard They also 
stressed the fact that they want to play a major role in the development of sectors 
previously Ignored such as housing etc 

A 18 The sponsors Indicated fragmented holding and professional management as 
their competitive advantage It was proffesionals who initiated the application and then 
went about looking for sponsors The entire operations are being conducted solely by Mr 
Sultan Khan who is also working in the capacity of legal counsel and corporate 
accountant They see investment banking as a viable channel to direct resources away 
from the unorganized financial sector In this regard sponsors believe that they will 
complement the role of NCBs Initially and eventually hope to expand operatior, so as to 
compete with them The mandate of Islamic Bank is somewhat uncleai, as most activities 
were those that are undertaken by DFIs or NCBs Sponsors projects the idea of their batik 
more as a commercial bank Moreover the interviewer heard a lot about professionalism 
yet the professional management team was nowhere in sight 

THE ATLAS GROUP. 

4 19 The investment bank being set up by the Atlas group is the most recent aiitrant in 
the field Having obtained the actual permission to operate on May 2, 1990 the Atlas group 
has been sanctioned Its head office in Lahore, but will initially operate out of Karachi (along 
the lines of Interbank) The proposed equity structure is as follows, 

Atlas Group 40%
 
Bank of Tokyo 20%
 
Asian Development Bank 20%
 
General Public 20%
 

420 The Atlas Group was formed in 1962 and in a period of 28 years has become one 
of the largest corporate groups in Pakistan today It stood at number nineteen in the list of 
net assets of top twenty five corporate groups listed on the stock exchange The group 
consists of six public limited companies engaged indiverse business The group Isheavily 
oriented towards engineering and more specifically towards the automotive Industy The 
group has a number of joint venture projects chiefly with Japanese corporations such as 
Honda motorcycle, Japdn Storage Battery Co Ltd and the Bank of Tokyo The objective 
of the group has always been to transfer technology into Pakistan and use the 
International experience of partners to build a professional business venture The share 
price of comp ,nies In the group such as Atlas Autos and Panjdirya are 250% and nearly 
300% of face value The chairman of the board is Mr Yusuf Shirazi who prides himself with 
thco team of professionals looking after these comparles 

4.21 	 The group set up a leasing company in 1987 with National Investment Trust and 
the Bank of Tokyo as partners It took over the Muslim Insurance Company In 1980 which 
today, with Its network of 27 branches, is one of the leading companies in the Industry It 
also has an Ivestment company dealing in Innvestment and trading of financial and other 
assets 

4.22 	 The Atlas group had also applied for a license to operate an Investment bank 
during the previous regime The permission was revoked like a'" the rest and the group re
applied in 1988 The chief sponsor indicated tho lack of positive response from present 
authonltes Inthe ministry concerned, so much so that sponsors were arked to put up their 
case to 	the chief excutive of the country or her family members This suggestion was 
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turned down by the sponsor and therefore there was no progress Instead the concerned 
ministry raised objections on the location of the head office Sanction was granted nearly 
two years after the application had been put In, and the visit of the Japanese Prime 
Minister proved to be a catalyst in this regard It Is alleged that the final approval came 
when the Emissary of the Japanese government wanted MOF to give them a piogress 
repnrt of all joint venture projects which awaited approvals At this point the location of the 
Head officu seemed to be of no consequence to the approving authorities 

4 23 The present Chief Executive Mr Jawaid lqbal Ahmed has been assocated with the 
group for a long time and is looking after this project till a professorial management team 
Is hired for the purpose Management strongly feels that so far bureaucratic controls have 
inhibited social development in Pakistan instead of encouraging It It is felt that 
Development Financial Institutions arid the public sector have fallen short of the expected 
role and only the private sector can now achieve the Intended objectives At the same tine 
management feels it Is very Important to have checks and balances along the way so as to 
weed out those who are not seriously committed to the task of nation building arid are in it 
only for the short term Management wants to play a major role Inmobilizing savings in the 
country and expanding the capital base It is very conscious of the fact that Individuals 
have a lot of money that is hoarded and invested in non-productive assets 

4 24 Management hopes to Introduce innovative mechnisms of investment and deal 
making through financial engineering Management expects the leasing company and the 
Investment company as playing a major role in complementing the scope of the 
Investment bank The Atla 3group of companies has a historical relation~hlp with the Bank 
of Tokyo dating back to almost 27 years and hopes to replicate Its try.. -r of techooogy 
experience with other Japanese corporate houseb in 'nvestment banking They hope to 
gain from the experience of the Japanese Investmant banks and are working on 
formulationg policy documents and procedural manuals in direct consultation with co
sponsors The Asian Develop ment Bank is another important partner that has a wealth of 
resources, the group Is seeking to tap this as well Management realizes tile importance of 
having sound promoters In order to gain the confidence of the business sector arid cited 
its repeated success in the engineering sector by the same token The management 
indicated the current dialogue between them and Yamalchi Securities under which they 
want to study the operating structure of an Investment company that the laterhasset up 
with the help of the ADB in Indonesia 

FIDELITY MASRAF (Investment Finance Bank Ltd.) 

4 25 Fidelity having recently obtained the letter of intent from the government Intends 
to start operations with Faisalabad as the head office The shareholding Is divided 
amongst five Individuals / groups and the general public These include, 

Main Mohemmed Mansha 10%
 
Mean Tariq Saigol 10%
 
Mr Jehangir 10%
 
Sapphire Group 10%
 
Mr Salman Taseer 10%
 
General Public 50%
 

affb
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4 26 The chief sponsors are amongst the top seven companies listed on the stock 
exchange with the highest net asset Mlan Marisha has been the chairman of All Pakistan 
Textile Mills Association (APTMA) and Chief Executive of the Nishat Group of companies 
(listed number 6) Mian Tariq Salgol has also been the chairman of APTMA (listed number 
4) The Sapphire group (listed as number 7) Mr Jehangir a leading stockbroker from 
Karachi and Mr Salman Taseer was a partner in the reputable Auditing and Accounting 
firm of Taseer Handl and Khalid all have :in equal stake 

4 27 The experience of the sponsors regarding the application / approval process is 
fairly straight forward According to one of the sponsors the initial letter of Inteoft was given 
by the Prime Minister as political favour to one of them who was a stalwart of the People's 
Party He further added that out of a total of six sanctions given during the first half of 1989 
four were political favours (piease see detail above) 

4 28 Inspite of the nature of approval, even this group faced a lot of difficulty and 
unnecessary delays which were attributed in their entirety to the Ministry concerned The 
delay was chiefly due to disagreement on the location of the Head Office The group had 
been authorized head office in Multan whereas they had wanted one in Faisalabad 

4 29 IFBs came Into being due to World Bank conditionality as stated In the FSAL Tile 
loan report talks of these IFBs devel- ring into fuhi fledged banks ultimately which would 
provide competition to nationalized banks GOP has sanctioned one branch initially with 
the provision of expanding Into five branches over time officials have repeatedly 
mentioned that their role will be restricted to the Invigoration of money and capital markets 
at this stage and for the foreseeable future 

4 30 The Interest of various parties such as leading foreign banks provides evidence to 
the contrary BCCI, American Express and Bank of Oman have already received 
approvals, whereas Citibank and Grindlays Bank are keen to obtain approvals at the 
earliest Observers see this as a means for them to undertake activities which they were 
previously prohibited from These Include the Issuance of certificates of deposit, 
underwriting of shares and flotation of mooirabas and leasing companies Foreign banks 
have also found an opportunity to increase profits through avenues, such as Increase In 
branch network and a reduction in their tax liability 

4 31 The latter can be achieved by transferring a chunk of non-funds based earning to 
the books of the investment bank IFBs are listed companies that will be taxed at 40% 
whereas tax liabilities of foreign banks is sometimes Inexcess of 75% 
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PRESENT HINDRANCES TO SUCCESSFUL OPERATIONS 

5 01 The first and foremost hindrance that was faced by all parties was the lengthy 
process of seeking approval This process has been almost two years in some cases This 
p,-ses a constraint for all new aspirants in the field It is alleged that interested parties are 
using all sorts of political connections and seeking foreign government recommendations 
In their bid to obtain letters of intent The pressure is building up as more applications find 
their way to the authorities The experience of the Crescent Group the only ones that have 
had the public subscription so far-is a case in point The stock market with all its 
Inefficiencies gives a premium to the sound reputation of the Crescent Group This 
resulted in over subscription and the price of shares being quoted at two or three times the 
par value Aspiring sponsors thus also see this as a way to increasing the value of their net 
worth in a short period of time This explains the interest that has been shown by various 
parties in obtaining licenses by any possible means This fact also encourages those 
whose intentions are only to make a 'quick buck' 

5 02 The procedure that companies in Pakistan have to follow in order to have a public 
offering, whether Investment Banks or others, is aso very tedious and rampant with 
unnecessary delays The inherent delays in this process will directly effect the working of 
IFBs as well when they will underwrite issues of, and act as advisors to clients go'nq 
public The present process requires the sponsors of any company to register with the 
registrar of Joint stock companies, go to the controller of capital issue with the 
memorandum and articles of association have the same whetted by the Corporate Law 
Authority, seek State Bank of Pakistan approvals and then put In the prospectus to te 
Stock Exchange for approval before the actual floatation The slightest of objections, say 
at stage 3 would result ingoing back to stage one in order for them to be approved by the 
authorities What would be desirable is the ubiquitous and much desired "one window 
operation" whereby the sponsors could put together the entire package and then seek a 
'blanket approval' from any designated department of the Ministry of Finance Going a 
step beyond this, it has been suggested that the IFBs tarticular should be granted 
approvals to undertake issues on behalf of clients on their own books or by directly 
placing them in the market In areas where the regulators wish to retain control there 
should be a swift approval process which allows transaction to proceed before market 
condition change 

5 03 IFBs are allowed to act as traders and brokers of listed securities under scuLion 5 
(b)(v) of thie SRO At present stock exchanges are not Issuing new membership cards as 
they do not want to increase membership The only way out for the IFB is to puchase a 
card from an existing member This has led to a monopoly situation for the existing 
members who have started quoting unrealistic prices for them It was alleged that they 
want to sell off cards at exorbitant prices but officially document only a minimal amount In 
order to make an off the book profit 

5.04 	 Nationalized Commercial Banks and Domestic Foreign Banks in Pakistan are 
regulated by the State Bank of Pakistan At the time the SRO of Investment Bants was 
being drawn, it was decided that since Investment Banks are not goinq to be scheduled 
banks, therefore they do not need to be regulated by the SBP Instead it was decided that 
the Ministry of Finance and in particular the controller of capial Issue would be tle 
regulating authority This decision Is responsible for thie regulatory confusion that the 
Investment banks are facing today In particular IFBs do not have access to the money 
market like otlher financial Institutions As per section 5(a)('iv) of the SRO, they are allowed 
to borrow and lend in the call money market (Inter bank) The situation on ground is 
different, and they cannot participate in the Interbank market which puts them at a relative 
disadvantage The more aggressive foreign batiks in Pakistan are the traditional borrowers 
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in this market due to a decline in their share of bank deposits coupled with a more active 
demand for bank credit The Interbank or Call Money rate is artificially low At the peak of 
the busy season it may exceed the bank rate charged by the SBP This Is due to demand 
for credit being more than that allowed by SBP and because Call Money does not require 
collateral As the name Indicates the money is 'on call' but participants in this market have 
a gentlemen's agreement that it will not be called for some time To maintain the 
Investment finance banks liquidity position at par with commerical banks ift is important 
that the present situation be amended without delay 

5.05 	 IFBs are allowed to issue short and long term redeemable capital which includes 
Participation Term Certificates and Term Finance Certificates under section 5 (b)(vii) and 
5(c)(xi) of the SRO However, under section 120 of the Companies Ordinance a company 
can Issue any Instrument in the nature of redeemable capital in favour of 'scheduled 
banks', 'financial Institutions' or other persons as may be specified for the purpose by the 
Federal Government through notification in the Official Gazzette As an IFB is neither a 
scheduled bank nor a financial institution, companies cannot issue TFCs in their favour 
This situation can be altered only if authorities issue a notification that will amend the 
existing regulitions 

5 06 At present IFBs do not have aulhorization to function as foreign exchange dealers 
For this reason they are not in a position to open Letters of Credit on behalf of clients 
Thus they would have to have a standing relationship with a commercial Lank for th,. 
purpose and give up half of the commission that is earned Their exclusion from this highly 
lucrative market seems unnecessary It must be pointed out that foreign banks derive 
more than two thirds of their income from trade related financing 

5 07 IFBs must be eligible for remedies available to commercial banks in cases of 
default such as access to the banking tribunal (It is a different matter that the said tribunal 
is without a judge for the past year and a half) Moreover the existing law regarding 
foreclosures and taking posession of assets which ar, pledged as security leave a lot to be 
desired Thus recovery mechan.sns must be put in place before IFEs can be expected to 
take on the risk of credit and new ventures 

5 08 IFBs are not allowed to take deposits that aie of less that ninety days maturity nor 
have checking accounts, which differentiates them from commercial banks Investment 
banks want to provide all services under the same roof for their corporate clients This 
Includes raising short term funds on their behalf, which may be less than 90 dais maturity 
Similarly Forrm L ceilings limit short term borrowing If paper issued by prime corporate 
customers were excluded from this limit or Incorporated as a sub limit, it would encourage 
entry by companies, help develop markets and create liquidity It must be realised 'hat the 
IFBs could play an important role in developing a broad and flexible money market where 
funds can be channelled where they are most needed 

509 Specialized credit line from the State Bank are not available to IFBs as they are to 
NCBs and DFIs These Include concessioanry lines for locally fabricated machinery 

5.10 	 IFBs must be able to take hold and make markets in different kinds of paper 
without restrictions or Impediments Instead matters appear to have been made artificially 
complex due to the stamp duties that are imposed on the creation of new instrunents 
There Is a need to build a secondary market in Pakistan GOP has been showing an 
Interest and a number of studies have been undertaken IFBs can play an Important role if 
provided with the required incentives In well developed money markets, liquidity is the 
'name of the game' The only reason why there Is a demand for Instruments with long term 
maturitys such as 30 yaar bonds, is because they can be traded freely Itis recommended 
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that stamp duty on IFB paper products be removed 

5.11 	 To have IFBs competing with other Institutions on a level playing field certain 
conditions have to be created Liquidity and tradeability form the critical mass of capital 
markets Pakistani authorities will have to take committed steps to fuel the market For 
Instance the crowding out effect due to unnecessarily advantageous features of certain 
Instruments should be avoided The WAPDA bonds is a case in point First, they are 
guaranteed by the government Secondly, they are just another source of non bank 
domestic borrowing The rate of return does not reflect the operating performance of 
WAPDA Infact the bonds prospectus did not contain a financial statement of WAPDA 
These long term bonds have features of discounting (after 6 months with FCDC and a tax 
advantage that will be very difficult to match for any prime corporate borrower) The prime 
customer will be able to borrow at 12 5% + legal and administrative cost and will thus be 
driven out of the market It is ofcourse critical that IFBs have access to cheaper funds as 
compared to the corporations that they are lending to 

512 Since IFBs are not include,! In the list of scheduled banks there is a number of 
problems that they are facing For Instance IFBs can provide guarantees on behalf of 
customers in case equipment is imported, but cannot guarantee the payment of duty 
through custom debentures, as the law only names scheduled bank3 as eligible for this 
function Section 5(c)(xii) allows IFBs to undertake guaranteeing and counter guaranteeing 
business, but public sector Institutions are resisting the acceptance of guarantees Issued 
by them, as IFBs are absent from the text of the Companies Ordinance 1984 Similarly 
certain government corporations which have surplus funds cannot place them with IFBs 
since they have not been givan the status of financial Institutions inexisting law 

5 13 The tax status of the IFBs is still not very clear and there has not been any rate 
disclosure If the IFBs are taxed like other banks itwill be unfair since the quality of the 
portfolio of the two types of Institutions will be very distinct Secondly the amount of 
money that the IFBs are spending on the research and development of new products wiil 
have an impact on their Income thus rendering them incomparable to other banks 

5 14 IFBs are working in a regulated environment where each activity is restricted in 
quantifiable terms as a percentage of liquid net worth or other similar easures On the 
other hand activities of leasinq companies and modarabas are not restricted or governed 
by any regulation This results in their unlimited and unregulated Involvement in activities 
which essentially lie in the domain of investment banking These companies are investing 
in shares, discounting bills, giving margin loanb and accepting deposit and lending ill an 
unrestricted manner This resdlts in unfair competition as the conventional leasing rates 
are 22 - 24% Thus leasing companies are in a position to offer competitive deposit rates in 
the neighbourhood of 16-18%, which are the highest In the market It is therefore 
recommended that either Modarabas should be disallowed investment banking activities 
or should have similar guidelines as those provided to IFBs so as to have fair competition 

5.15 	 A major problem exists due to the fact that Investment banking is a new concept 
In Pakistan The market as well as the bureaucracy do not or only partially understand 
what is entails Some think of IFBs as being synonymous with the fraudulant Investment 
companies which mushroomed in the past decade These companies offered tremendous 
returns and later decamped with the investors's money This is the chief reason for the 
extreme caution being exercised by regulatory agencies and the public at large Thus it is 
important to educate the target audience, as regards Investment banking The challenge 
facing the IFBs Is, firstly to create a demand for their services and then to create an 
awareness of their name Even the professional and fresh graduates who are working in 
IFBs are only familiar with the academic working of Investment Banks The experience of 
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well developed capital markets can also not be replicated in their entirety For this reason, 
itwould be appropriate for organizations such as the Pakistan Banking Council and/o" the 
regulating bodies, alongwith international agencies, to hold seminars and training 
workshops all over the country for bankers and professionals Donor agencies could also 
play an important role by sponsoring workshops, where experienced investment bankers 
from overseas could be Invited to Impart training to the aspiring investment bankers in 
Pakistan or those in the field be sent overseas for a shcrt period of time to gain practical 
knowledge and experience 

5 16 Donor agencies could lend support to IFBs through various measures First of all 
an awareness of the existence of these Institutions needs to be created in the donor 
community The IFBs came into existence due to World Bank conditionality on 
liberalization of the financial sector and the role that the private sector could play It 
appears that the pressure on regulatory authorities must continue in a similar manner If 
the objectives in view are to be achieved, half hearted effort is of no use Instead tile whole 
process should be monitored at every step A positive move would be the provision of 
credit lines In this regard donor agencies and overseas DFIs should be encouraged to 
disburse funds through IFBs The process can start by a few Initial projects where final 
evaluation and approval vests with the foreign DFI At a later stage dedicated lines of credit 
could also be made available to IFBs as were given to the government controlled DFIs in 
the past Caution must be exercised in this regard to avoid undesirable experiences suc h1 
as thos, with state controlled DFIs For this reason it will be very important to look at the 
track record of sponsors 

517 IFB personnel should be sponsored for training courses in other less developed
 
countries such as Thailand and Indonesia The environment of the financial sector is
 
similar to that in Pakistan, or was recently at a stage where Pakistan is now
 

GOP VIEWS. 

5 18 The views of various GOP officials was sought ii this regards Some Issues as 
perceived by officials at the Ministry are as under 
MOF realizes the lack of a unitary regulatory authority and had suggested the creation of a 
special bureau with the SBP The bureau has been approved as a part of the finance bill 
now after considerable delay and will be operational by the beginning of next year MOF 
sees the role of IFBs distinct from NCBs and does not want them to think they are 
commercial banks Thus they do not want this to be perceived as a back door entrance to 
commercial banking, which is the perception held by the private sponsors 

5 19 The private sector was decribed as being 'capricious and dishonest' Some 
officials cast doubts over the seriousness of the efforts of the private sector He maintained 
that the delays in setting up operations was indicative of this - only one bank is functioning 
whereas 12 have been awarded sanctions 

5 20 	 The official was wary of those groups who appear to be fly-by-night operators He 
Indicated thatthe lack of a proper management team and or hired professionals was a 
proof of their short term committment Officials also indicated that the team of 
professionals Initially shown in the applications were nowhere in sight 

521 The large corporate groups were perceived as only serving self interests 
Management was of the opinion that IFBs belonging to the large corporate groups will 
probably end up serving only the companies of the group, who will thus have a tight 
control over operations Certain Officials also alluded to the fact that these may only serve 
as 'money laundering' outfits for the groups 
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5 22 The authorities were not willing to concede to their demands of having checking 
accounts or being authorized dealers of foreign exchange IFBs are not commercial 
banks and that Is not their desired role, was the response 

5 23 The IFBs are required to play a distinct role to invigorate the financial sector It 
was for this reason that none of them hc. 3 been given a license to operate with a head 
office in Karachi As cited by an Official of the Ministry, more than 70 percent of the 
deposits are Inthe NWFP and the Punjab, whereas more thn 80% of the lending Isdone in 
Karachi IFBs are expected to remove this distortion by having operations up country 

5 24 The sponsors have not been straight forward in dealing with the Ministry was 
another allegetion For Instance, one group of sponsors had indicated foreign partners as 
having a 25% share in equity in the initial application but had shown a 50% participation In 
subsequent paper work, without pointing out the discrepency to the officials concerned 

5 25 Another sponsor had come to the ministry to demand that the license issued to 
him should be revoked, as he had fallen out with the original sponsors Instead he wanted 
another sanction in his own name He was asked to resolve his disagreement instead of 
Involving officials of the Ministry in insider bickering 

5 26 Officials expressed concern over the operations of the one bank in the market It 
was alleged that they had been turning away potential clients Moreover they had not 
advertised any deposit or resour,'e mobiliation schemes in the six month of operation arid 
seem to be Involved In only gro,-p dealings The authorities hope to have an SBP audit 
soon whereby they will get a fair idea of the operations of this bank The official nentioned 
that as a last resort measure, if the private sector did not 'shape up' licenses may be 
revoked 
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DEVELOPMENT FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS - SECTORAL SUMMARY 

601 There may not be a single quantifiable measure by which a comparison of the 
working of all DFIs is possible However, the strengths and weaknesses of each can be 
weighed against their stated objectives Their performance has been a source of concern 
for the government and International agencies who have had to resort to extreme 
measures PICIC is a case in point where the lines of credit that were once available from 
the World Bank have been frozen More recently the Asian Development Bank undertook 
a study In order to Investigate the rationalization of Development Financial Institutions 
The final report and recommendations are still awaited by the concerned minisry (1)The 
following is a brief attempt to explain the working of DFIs and some reasons that have 
hampered their performance over the years 

602 At the time Pakistan came Into being, the muslim businessmen chiefly belonged to 
the trader-merchant class who were involved in the export of raw cotton, retail of cotton 
produce and similar activities The trader merchant class was gradually moving into 
Industrial ventures and transforming into a financial-industrial class The policies of the 
military ruler Field Marshall Ayub provided a critical stimulus to this process Institutions 
such as the PIDC, PlCC and the IDBP were formed in the wake of those policies The 
financial-industrial groups that emerged in the late 1950s and early 1960s, such as the 
Dawoods, the Crescent group and the Valikas, were the prime beneficiaries of these 
policies A large portion of the loans of institutions hikb the IDBP and PlCC went towards 
these groups 

6 03 In addition the board of thq FICIC was dominated by representatives of these 
large Industrial houses From its inceplion PlCC did not risk providing capital to new 
groups, Instead it relied on tried and ,?s'.d industrial houses which further aided in 
concentrating wealth in the hands of the hosen few These Industrial groups were later 
identified among the famous 22 famiie !,a1968 in whose hands lay more than 80% of 
Pakistan's economic wealth 

604 The National Investment Trust (NIT) and the Investment Corporation of 
Pakistan(ICP) were created to have broad based capital markets with wida share 
ownership They were set up to encourage individual savings to be Invested in money and 
capital market Instruments These Institutions were also meant to conform to the 
risk/investment profile of the Investors Over the years, however these two Institutions 
have not only been denied the membership to the stock exchanges but have also not 
fulfilled their mandate NIT has performed very well, but its success Is not due to its 
efficient Investment portfolio but due to the various concessions by the government For 
Instance a fixed percentage of any new share issue in the market has to be offered to the 
Trust Since the price of issues generally goes up to double or more in a short period, the 
value of the Trust's holding goes up without any astute decision making by the portfolio 
managers This has prevented the development of financial expertise in the institution As 
a result the Institution has not been able to provide the necessary impetus to money and 
capital market development 

It is over due any Ministry of Finance Officials have labelled it almost as an axerclse in futility alter seeing the 
draft EPRU staff had the opportunity to briefly review itat the ADB office In Islamabad Itseemed to suffer 
from being repetitive and somewhat Incoherent The recomendations made thereunder also seemed 
contradictory at times 
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605 The ICP has floated numerous mutual funds over the years The effective annual 
yield of these 17 funds varies from 15 percent to greater than 40 percent There are no 
minimum standards and the annual reports do not expound on the quality of management 
or the profile of potential Investors This is in contrast to the practice elsewhere in the 
world, where the general asset composition is disclosed The risk profile of investors 
determines whether they want to invest in a conservative or an aggressive fund Further 
there is no mention of the reasons why one fund has a high rate of return and the other 
low 

606 NDFC was initially created in 1972 to provide financing to State Owned 
Enterprises, especially the balancing modernization and expansion activities of the 
nationalized industrial units Similarly Banker's Equity was set up to provide direct equity 
support and under writing facilities to private enterprise NCBs are members of BEL and 
are chiefly responsible for its creation Prior to BEL, NCBs used to take part in consortium 
financing with other DFIs such as in ICP, BEL ad NDFC have also moved away from their 
main objectives in a similar fashion to that of IDBP and PICIC in the past NDFC undertook 
project financing in the more lucrative private sector with hardly any restriction on the 
nature or size of the projects BEL went into project financing over and above the bridge 
financing and underwriting activities 
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AGRICULTURAL CREDIT-SECTORAL REVIEW 

7 01 As mentioned earlier the NCCC esiblishes aggregate ceilings for credit expansion 
which are alocated among the economy's ,arious sectors These celings cover the 
maximum amount f loans to all sector that a baik is authorized to disburse during the 
priod For agricuture the proces3 involves the Agricultural Credit Advisory Council and the 
State bank, after having -ecieved the approval from the inistry of Finance The ACAC 
assesses credit requirement for various agricultural purposes as detailed in annua targets 
of the 5 year pan The NCCC fixes and the SBP administers the over all credit allocation!, 
for the sector Ceiling for the ADBP like other DFIs and FBC are based on their absorptive 
capacity for loan disbursement and Ion recovery performance 

7 02 The Instituional structure of the agricultural credit system is dominated by the 
Government of Pakistan Agriculture credit flows through three main chanels 

The Agricultural Development bank of Pkistan 
The Nationalized Commercial Banks 
Federal Bank for Cooperatives 

Table I shows the source wise break up of Institutional Agricultural credit for 1988-89 

7 03 The NCBs and their branch network have been discussed earlier, here an attempt 
is made to describe the cooperative credit, the Agriculture Development Bank of Pakistan 
and Its role in the agricultural sector 

COOPERATIVE BANKS 

7 04 A Cooperative Bank means a banking society registered under the Cooperative 
Societies Acts 1912 and 1925 The movement started in Indo-Pak towards the end of the 
nlineteenth century Initially set up to provide credit to farmers in order to save them from 
village money lender, cooperatives were organized to encourage self help to persons of 
limited means through the Cooperative Act of 1904 Cooperatives are organized on a 
three tier system 

Cooperative Societies
 
Provincial cooperative Banks (PCB)
 
Federal bank for Cooperatives (FBC)
 

7.05 	 State Bank funds are channeled through FBC which is an extention of the SBP It 
Is vested with developmental and supervisory functions over cooperatives The four 
provinces and two federally administered areas are served by one Provincial Cooperative 
bank each A general manager is the chief executive of each PCB The credit function of 
loan processing, approval and collection are performed by personnel of the cooperative 
department, which has reduced the role of PCBs to mere disbursing units The 
cooperatives societies have an average membership of thirteen and are channels of credit 
at the village level They get loans from the PCB and lend it to indvidual members These 
are essentially village organizations with rneager equity and the risk of loan repayment is 
borne by all its members 



Table 1
 
Institutional Agricultural Credit 1988-89
 

Source-wise
 

lnstitution Production 
Loans 

Development 
Loans 

Total 

(Rupces.Mdhon) 

Share 
(%) 

Agricultural Development 
Bank of Pakistan 2109 526 6557 997 8667 523 600 

Commercial Banks 2706 500 347.600 3054.100 21.1 

Federal Bank for Cooperatives 2 1000 92.710 2730.710 189 

[Total. 7454.026 6998.307 14452.333 100.0 

* Includes Rs 593 027 million for agribusiness loans 

"*Net of Rs 369 500 million for tobacco marketing 
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THE AGRICULTURE DEVELOPMENT BANK OF PAKISTAN-CASE STUDY 

ORGANIZATION 

ADBP was established under the ADBP Ordinance in 1961 through the merger of 
the Agriculture Development Finance Corporation set up In 1951 and the Agriculture Bank 
of Pakistan set up in 1957 The stated objectives Included the provision of better credit 
facilities to agriculturists and pesons who had set up agro-based cottage industry It has 
an authorised capital of 40 crores and subsribed capital of 36 crores The policies and 
operations of the Bank are supervised by a Board of Directors consisting of 12 memebers, 
incuding Federal Government, officials from the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of 
Food and Agriculture, representatives of the provincial government, representatives of the 
State Bank and one from the Azad Jammu and Kashmir 

7 07 Organizationally the bank is structured into 10 divisions Execu,;¢! Directors are 
the Division heads who control the affairs of the division within the financial and 
administrtive powers delegated to them Each divilsion is sub divided Into departments 
headed by directors There are 42 departments such as Economic Research, Planning, 
Project and Consiiltancy, training and manpwer development etc These departments are 
operating units for routine business, preparation of plans and transmission of policy 
guidelines Field operations are condcted by a network of 42 regional offices 250 branches 
and a team of almost 1400 Mobile Credit Officers (MCOs) 

7 08 ADBP is a scheduled bank and therefore has to abide by the credit arid monetary 
policies and directions issued by the SBP It is authorized to accept deposits but is 
prohibited from engaging itself in trade or having direct interest in industrial or other 
undertakings The bank is authorised to advance short term loans repayable within 18 
months, medium term loans to be repaid between 18 months to 5 years and long term 
loans to be reapald within a period exceeding five years It charges 12 percent interest 
and incase of default a 2%penal charge and an additional 2% recovery charge Table II 
shows the total loan portfolio of ADBP as oii June 30, 1989 The largest portfolio is that of 
loans in the Punjab 

7 09 ADBP depends on SBP for its borrow,, gs It also has direct credit lines from the 
World Bank ,the IDA and the Asian Development Bank The government has, what are 
essentialy soft loans at 3/4 or 1 percent service charge available from these agencies 
These are repayable in about 50 year with a grace period of 10-15 years 

7 10 Lending is done with the aid of three types of appication forms depending on the 
nature of the security these are, 

Credit against personal surety or crops 
Credit against a mortgage 
Credit under the pass book cheme 

7 11 Loans are provided to individuals and corporate bodies engaged In agriculture or 
contribute towards the development of agriculture Small farmers are usualy unwillng to 
take investment for increasing productivity without suitable arrangement for marketig 
surplus In order to facilitate this and ensure that farmers get a fair price, credit Is 



Table 2
 

Total Loan Portfolio as on 30.06.1989: Area-wise
 

(Rupccs-Mi/lon) 

Province/Area Amount Outstanding Share (%) 

1 Federal Capital Area 323.508 1.1 

2. Punjab 17554.719 61.4 

3 Sind 6383.562 22.3 

4 NW.F P 2703.324 9.5 

5. Baluchistan 1150.304 4.0 

6 Azad Kashmir 213.622 0.8 

7 Federally Administered 175.691 0.6 
Northern Areas 

8 Head Office 97.165 0.3 

ITotal: 28601.895 100.0 
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disbursed to organizations that have undertaken processing and marketing of agricuture 
produce, and activities such as dairy development, poultry farming and live stock 
development The total loans disbursed upto June 30, 1989 since inception can be seen In 
table III 

7 12 Upon receipt ol of an apppication, an appraisal mission is sent to collect 
Information from office records through observation and field visits After this a 
government delegation including representatives of institutions visit the concerned branch 
for negotiations and end up with an agreed set of minutes The loan proposal is then 
placed before the Board of Governors for consideration and is declared 'effective' when 
terms and conditions are agreed to by both parties Any expenses in utilizing funds are 
reimbursed while items required to be purchased internationally are purchased through 
competitive bidding 

7 13 The ADBP has to monitor loans and provide the lending instituion with Information 
on financial activities, lending operations and recovery Administrative and procedural 
changes are also to be ,onveyed Review and supervision missions start visiting the 
country after the utilization of funds has started The term of loans Is flexibe and 
negotiable and can be extended The Government of Pakistan bears the risks arising out 
of changes in the exchange rate 
Table IVshows the cumulative recovery of loans upto June 30, 1989 since Inception 

In 1979 a senior banking executive became the chairman of the bank On review 
at the time it was revealed that since 1961 only 7 lac agricuturists had been assisted which 
came to about 19% of total farmers in the country Moreover there were huge arrears that 
had accumulated over the years Major restructuring of the organization took place under 
new management, some of the salient features were as follows, 

(i) 	 Branches were ratinnalized and it was decided not to open any new branches 

(11) 	 A lot of attention was given to the needs of small farmers who were hesitant to 
come to towns and cities 

(ii) 	 The novel concept of Mobile Credit Officers was introduced to provide door to 
door credit to farmers Each MCO was provided with a motor cycle They reported 
to regional managers who were Incharge of 15-20 villages and controlled six 
branches each 

(iv) The MCO system promoted customer-banker relationship, ensured regular field 
visit and a well organized feed back system Lately the introduction of the new cadre of 
Functional Mobile Credit officers or FMCOs has also provon to be an excellant way to 

introduce 	new technologyto farmers and motivate them to modernize their farms MCOs 
assist borrowers in fulfilling borrowing fornalities, sanction loans on the spot and 
supervise its utilization They also ensure the recovery of dues through the assistance of 
the District Revenue Administration incases of default 

IMPACT OF ISLAMIC BANKING 

7 15 Based on the mark up system, Islamic financing replaced the conventional Interest 
based lending In 1985 ihe lender becomes the seller of inputs at a 'cash price' to the 
bank and the 'credit price' paid by farmer/borrower incudes cash price plus a mark up of 
an amount intended to cover its costs plus a profit margin The farmer is offered a 'prompt 



Table 3
 

Loans Disbursed Since Ipc~ptiop
 

Province/Area 

1 Federal Capital Area 

2 Punjab 

3 Sind 

4 NWFP 

5 Baluchistan 

6 Azad Kashmir 

7 Federally Administered 
Northern Areas 

LTotai: 

Upto June 30,1989 

No. of 

Loan Cases 

3402 


948164 


476551
 

120225 


44210 


19147 


9567 


1621326 


-,AMUnt 

qiiaburiqd 

,362199 

2749614 

'-i 

A8 

bJ'?7 

-

,IP53,O01 

'14248 4 

4.0 

2,38 10 

3,2 

(Q15 

,44529d 



Table 4
 

Cunulative Recovery Since Inception
 
Upto June 30,1989 

(RupeeAs-idhon) 

Province/Area Amount due for Amount Recovery 
Recovery upto Recovered upto Past Dues Hatio (%) 

30 06.1989 30.06.1989 as on (since 
(since Inception) (since inception) 30.06.1989 Inception) 

Federal Capital Area 147 564 120 176 27 388 81 4 

Punjab 18199075 17051.772 1147303 937 

Sind 8734 994 7430 624 1304 370 £ 9 1 

NWFP 1901.537 1635 185 266 352 86.0 

Baluchistan 737.014 558.353 178.661 75.8 

Azad Kashmir 225 641 199.917 25 724 88.6 

Federally Administered 122.912 109 510 13.402 89.1 
Northern Areas 

ITotal 30068.737 27105.537 2963.200 90.1 

A
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payment price'as an Incentive for timely repayment There is no concept of compounding 
returns in Islamic banking and the mark up may be charged only for a 210 day 'cushion 
period' following due date, beyond which there Is little or no Incentive to repay 

7 16 ADBP and NCBs adopted Islamic modes of financing in 1985 Because the World
 
Bank reimburses ADBP for part of the loans disbursed to farmer, the modes of financing,
 
interest rates and purposes for which tile loans are made are part of the legal agreement
 
The World Bank put the condition that the ADBP lending under service charge and profit
 
and loss sharing modes would not exceed 2 percent of its total lending inany one year
 

7 17 Markup free credit programs in NCBs has also been criticized because of the
 
alleged misuse of loans Intended for the subsistence farmers It has been singled out as
 
the most costly program with the greatest negative impact on the GOP budget
 

SUPERVISED AGRICULTURE CREDIT PROGRAMME 

7 18 This program was Introduced in 1972 after the Banking Reform Act 1972, which
 
compulsorily Involved commercial banks in agriculture lending Itemphasized productivity
 
based aproach to lending Special credit officers were appointed in this regard and it
 
limited itself to small farmers
 

AGRO BASED PROJECT LENDING 

7 19 ADBP financing of small and medium Agro processing industries started in 1980
81 Project financing was undertaken with rupee resources and subsequently the Asian 
Development Bank provided assistance This assistance was for the preparation of 
feasibility studies to develop agro-based project lending and agro servicing sector This 
facility was extended subsequently to provide foreign exchange credit for financing the 
establishment of such industry in the private sector 

WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE 

7 20 Women have been Identified as having the major responsibility of wurk Inactivities 
related to livestock, poultry, cottage industry, vegetable farming and produce storage 
They have also been Identified as principal decision makers in these activities They 
pe.form a number of tasks in the pre and post harvest season as well Their access to 
credit is limited, however, and where they may have access, as in the case of 
cooperatives, their requests are denied 

7 21 In 1985 ADBP introduced the Couple Mobile Credit Officers Scheme where wives 
of MCOs would disbursemonitor, and recover credit to women There has also been an 
inclination towards hiring female credit ofhicers and training them if their qualificatons fall 
short of the requirements 

EMERGING ISSUES 

7 22 The ariculture holdings in Pakistan are dominated by the landed aristocracy 
These feudals have successfully survived three land reforms over the last forty years Infact 
it Isalleged that they have been able to strengthen their holdings as a result of reforms At 
the time of reforms, land was transferred in the name of tenant farmers and peasants for 
the purposes of book entries alone These landlords have also dominatd the political 
scenario Most of these families have atleast one or two members in the provincial and 
national assemblies Their political Llout precludes the need for having a well organized 

3 
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lobby to plead their cause in the parliament, as might be the case In western democracies 
Instead these people have been successful in setting the tone for policy reforms or the 
lack of the same Their strength has resulted in the non Implementation of the contraversial 
agriculture tax which has been recommended by many objective authorities These 
feudals have also exerted a lot of pressure on various lending instituions of the country 
and since all of them are engaged Inagriculture lP"ding ADBP has been a major target of 
their pressures 

7 23 The ADBP is not able to mobilize deposits for the expansion of lIs future lending 
due to the cost of fund under savings and time deposits schemes Instead It relies heavily 
on SBP funds In FY 1986-7 SBP refinanced Rs 4 86 billion or 81% of the Rs 603 billion 
disbursed to the sector Its present resource mobilization efforts might be Ineffective In 
light of its lending policies Ifit offers rates comparable to the market on deposits (except 
demand deposts) it is bound to face a negative spread 

724 ADBP along with FBCs has become unduly dependant on low cost funds which 
are avialable at only 5 percent per annum This rate is well below the market rates which 
has led to its misuse 

725 ADBP operations are centralized in the corporate office In Islamabad All Decison 
are made by top management along the same lines as other DFIs Most medium and long 
term loan sanctions are the priveledge of management in Islamabad There Is a need for 
regional offices with more autonomy and sanctioning authority An announcement has 
recently been made in this regard 

7 26 ADBP FBC and NCBs seem to be offering funds to the sa'ne clientelle for the 
same purpose according to their accessabity This leads to all t1irte instituitons lending 
for all types of needs seasonal and non seasonal to borrowers ol all sizes 

7 27 Land is the primary collateral used by most Institutions,incase of ADBP the pass 
book system Is used In this purpose The transaction costs for pass book accounts are 
prohibitive for farmers The acquisition in case of default is a complicated and long drawl) 
procedure The second most common forn of collatral is personal guarantees or sureties 
The recovery mechanism leaves a lot to be desired Foreclosures are constrained by 
,ultural factor and various permissions from the Board of Revenue 

7 28 There is a need for more qualified and trained personnel Inorder for supervised 
credit to be more widespread This in turn will ensure an improvement in recovery ratios 
as well 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

7 29 In view of its initial efforts to mobilize deposits any impedimonts should be 
removed or minimized by the concerned authorities The cost of funds mobilized may be 
prohibitive Ifthe existing liquidity and cash reserve reuirements are adhered to Initially It 
may be necessary to remove this temporarily and then only a reduced percentage be 
Implemented 

730 ADBP needs to wean itself off SBP financing It should aim to do so by bringing its 
administrative costs under control Moreover SBP should replace 100 percent refinancinq 
with Interest rate subsidies These subsidies may even be linked with resource 
mobilization performance 

731 There is need for making agriculture lending competitive with trade and Industry. 
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This can be done by either increasing lending rates or decreasing costs by ensuring better 
credit monitoring and minimal loan losses. 

7 32 ADBP, NCBs and the FBC need to specialize in the type of clientelle that each 
serves By catering to the different markets there can be specialization of the training 
requirements and evaluating abilities of each type of Institution This objective can, 
however, only be achieved if the said instituion can reach out to the target market through 
its branch network 

'30)
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HISTORY 

801 The Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan originated from the Pakistan 
Industrial Finance Corporation (PIFCO) PIFCO was established in 1949 to finance 
Industries which the private sector could not undertake either because they were 
technologically complex or capital intensive It was the first Development Finance 
Corporation in Pakistan and was a joint venture of the Government and private sector 
PIFCO financed only those industries which were very large or already established It did 
not finance new industries or give foreign currency loans 

8 02 To overcome these set backs, the Credit Enquiry Commission recommended that 
PIFCO should be converted into a development bank To mobilize and allocate foreign 
exchange resources and cater for the long and medium term loans of the private industrial 
sector, especially medium and small industrnes The Government converted PIFCO into the 
Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan in August 1961 The Batik has had the continuous 
support of the Government and State Bank Since its inception, new industrial 
development financial institutions have been set up in Pakistan 

OBJECTIVES 

The main objectives of IDBP are 

803 To provide medium and long term loan for establishment of new industrial units 
and to expand, balance, modernize or replace existing units 

8 04 To collaborate with the Boards of Provincial Small Industries Corporation in 
financing small industrial units 

8 05 To provide short term loans (upto 25%) for working capital 

8 06 Encourage the growth of small and medium size units in less-developed areas by 
administering the Equity Participation Fund established under the ordinance of the Federal 
Government in 1970 Also to encourage Government financed industrial trading estates 
located in the country except in Karachi 

8 07 Gives IDA credits for Small Scale Industrial Units 

8 08 Helps the borrowers in solving their complex problems by giving them financial, 
technical and managerial advice In planning and execution of projects 

8.09 	 Industrial projects approved by the Non-repatriable Investment (NRI) are financed 
by IDBP 

8.10 	 Local machineries are encouraged by providing loans at a reduced rate for the 
purchase of local machinery 

8.11 Industries which are Import substituting are encouraged by the Bank 

8.12 	 It was only recently that IDBP decentrallsed the processing of loan applications to 
regional officas to maintain better contact with the sponsors, effectively monitor projects, 
Improve the quality of appraisal and improve regional proflitablility 

,313
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OPERATIONS 

8 13 IDBP prescribes an Industrial Investment Schedule whereby credits are given to 
Industrial enterprises The financial targets for each industrial sector and province is 
outlined in the schedule The Bank grants loans according to the Investment Schedule It 
can even obtain sanctions from the Government for special loans 

8 14 For limited loans the ceiling of loaning one project is Rs 4 million with a foreign 
currency requirement which does not exceed Rs 3 million For partnerships or sole 
ownerships, the upper limit is Rs 11 5 million with a foreign currency component below 
one million rupees The lending ceiling does not apply to mining cotton, jute, inland 
transport and shipping The upper lending limit can be relaxed with the consent of the 
Federal Government The Bank's lending does not have a lower limit 

8 15 IDBP offer a higher rate of interest than commercial Banks The rate of local 
currency is between three to four percent above the Bank rate Private industries in less 
developed areas are especially encouraged and special rates are offered to them 

8 16 On foreign currency loans, the rate of interest is 2% above tile rate of the loans 
which is given by the agency It is subject to a minimum of nine and a half percent or as 
specified by the Government 

8 17 In the case of local currency loans, the loans have to be repaid over a period from 
five to ten years For foreign currency loans, the period of repayment is between teii to 
fifteen years, depending upon the term of foreign loan and earning capacity of the project 
Loans can be repaid in half yearly installments, the first installment in twenty eight months 
from the date of opening of letter of credit and/or payment of the first instalment of local 
currency loan 
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Sub-sectors 

Milling Industries 

Food Industries 

Baverage Industries 

Mfg of Cotton Textile 
(Spinning,weaving etc) 
Mfg of Other Textiles 

Footwear 

Other Weaaring Apparel 
and Made-up Textiles 
Mfg of Wood Cork & 
Allied Products 
Furniture and Fixtures 

Paper & Paper Products 

Printing Publishing & 
Allied Products 
Mfg of Leather & 
Leather Products 
Mfg of Rubber Products 

Mfg of Chemicals & 

Chemical Products 

Non-Metallic Mineral 

Products 

Basic Metal Products 


Mfg Of Metal Products 

(Except Machinery) 

Machinery 


Electrical Machinery 

Transport Equipment 

Cotton Ginning & 
Pressing 
Hotels and Motels 

Cold Storage Including 
Ice Plants 
Transport Service 

TABLE 1
 

Loans Disbursed by Industrial Sub-sectors 


1985-86 1986-87 

Amount Amount 

34 89 44 94 
(63) (49) 

156 33 204 04 
(282) (224) 

223 

15 87 122 67 
(02) 

306 99 
(2 9) (13 4) (31 6) 

3458 1971 1891 
(6.2) (22) 

275 

2 35 1693 
(03) 

24 00 
(0 4) (4 8) 
0.65 
(01) 

2 88 180 6 24 

5609 
(05) 

21 37 
(02) 

61 49 
(101) (23) 

4 10 29 22 
((0 7) (3 2) 
731 1221 
(13) (1 3) 

2016 1329 3194 
(36) 

47 37 
(15) 

62 87 
(8 5) (6 9) 

43 82 133 46 
(79) (146) 

16 26 17 28 

16.28 
(29) 

12 38 
(19) 

13 53 
(30) (1 4) 
1 73 1225 
(03) 
691 

(13) 
18 57 

(12) 
7.96 

(20) 
28 74 

(14) (31) 
106 
(01) 

1136 3501 
(21) (38) 

6 15 10.88 14 50 
(1.8) (12) 

0 96 

Chapter 8 

(Rs In Million) 

1987-88 1988-89 

Amount Amount 

45 31 31 41 
(46) (33) 

93 01 134 97 
(95) (140) 
058 1 17 

( ) (01) 
260 22 
(27 0)
 
1685
 
(19) (17) 
129 258 
(01) (02) 
8 71 
(24) (0 9) 

964 
(10) 

4 97 
(06) (05) 

128 18 
(63) (133) 
5 04 

(0 5) 
2492 345 
(2 5) (03) 

11 49 
(33) (12) 

43 48 69 32 
(44) (72) 

71 05 48 20 
(73) (50) 

12 23 29 86 
(12) (31) 

21 21 
(14) (22) 
758 033 
(08) () 

80 78 34 52 
(82) (36) 

17 48 34 55 
(1 8) (36) 
234 326 
(02) (03) 

2514 1014 
(26) (31) 
4 31 
(15) (04)
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Loans Disbursed by Industrial Sub-sectors 
(Rs in Million) 

Sub-sectors 	 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 
Amourit Amount Amount Amount 

(01) 
Other Service Industry 18 41 9 82 36 49 46 22 

(33) (1 1) (3 71 (4 V:) 

Mining & Quarrying 	 126 20 72 5/9 28 80 
(02) (23) (06) (30) 

Other Miscellaneous 17 95 41 40 34 29 14 61 
Industries (32) (45) (35) (15) 

TOTAL 	 55351 91613 97936 96398 

(figures in parenthesis give the percentage of total amount) 

TABLE 2 

Recoveries by Sub-sectors 
Rs InMillion 

Sub-sector 1985-86 86 87 87-88 88-89 	 %change
 
in 88-89
 
over
 
87-88
 

Cotton 	 13612 18602 15844 12048 -2396
 
Textile 

Other 5075 	 5994 7186 91 74 +2776
 
Textile 

Chemicals 76.25 	 79 46 100 13 39 26 -60 79 

Food, 	 13312 14430 17142 14638 -1461 
Baverages 

Engineering 2939 	 24.67 31 48 41 15 +30 72 

SICs/Board 8 36 	 6 32 5 41 1 50 -72 27 
Projects 

Miscella- 6776 	 8890 16565 13025 -21 37' 
neous 

Total 	 501 75 58961 70439 57076 -1897 
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8 18 Over the past five years the major industries which were funded by IDBP were 
Food, cotton textiles, paper, non-metallic minerals and chemicals The share of the Food 
Industry in disbursements (by industrial sub-sector) was the highest in 1985-86 The 
Industry accounted for 28% of the disbursements The percentage share of the Food 
Industry in disbursements reduced to 22 4% in 1986-87 and 9 5% in 1987-88 However the 
recoverles In this sector increased by only 8% in 1986-87 since 1985-86 The recoveries 
Improved by 16% in 1987-88 There was increase In the percentage share of disbursement 
by 14% In 1989 but the recoveries declined by 14% 

8 19 The share of Cotton textile Industry in total disbursements (by Industrial subsector) 
has shown an increase from 2 9% in 1985-86 to 13 4% in 1986-87 The rcoveries In this 
sector also Increased by 37% during this year However, from 1986-87 a 1987-88 the 
share of cotton Industry in disbursements increased by 31 6%, whereas the recoveries 
decreased by 15% over the last year The disbursement in this sector decreased by 27% in 
1988-89 and the recoveries also declined by 23 9% 

820 The chemical industry accounted for 8 5% of the loans disbursed by IDBP in 1985
86 The trend in the percentage share of chemical industry in disbursements remained the 
same over the next five years The recoveries however improved by 31% from 1985-86 to 
1987-88 There was a sharp decline in recoveries by 60% in 1988-89 

821 The share of miscellaneous industries in 1986 to 1987 increased from 3 2% to 
4 5% The recoveries increased by 31% in the same year However, from 1987 to 1988 the 
share in disbursements declined by 3 5% whereas the recoveries increased by 86% In 
1989 the disburcements declined by 1 5% and the recoveries by 30 225% 

8 22 The share of paper industry in the total disbursements (by Industrial sub-sector) 
was 10 1% In 1985-86 The percentage share decreased by 2 3% in 198u-87 and kept 
increasing until itwas 13 3% In 1988-89 

823 Non-metallic minerals accounted for 14 6% of the disbursements in 1986-87 but 
the percentage share non-metallic minerals in total disbursements steadily decreased to 
5% in 1988-89 

824 Keeping in view the objective of the Bank, IDBP should be financing new 
Industries The Bank should move away from traditional Industries like textile and 
concentrate on promoting non-traditional and diversified projects 

TABLE 3
 

Loans disbursed by provinces
 

Period 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89
 
Slndh 312% 312% 241% 325%
 
Punjab 405% 405% 601% 510%
 
NWFP 119% 119% 97% 10 6%
 
Balochistan 164% 16.4% 6 1% 59%
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8 25 A total of 3775 loans were given to the provinces over the past four years Punjab 
has had the largest share of disbursement which Is 48 3%over the past four years 32 2% 
of the total amount (from 1985-89) were for Sindh, 11 0% for NWFP and 7 6% for

#"Balochistan 

8 26 Punjab and Slndh have had tn largest share of disbursements 

TABLE 4 

Loans sanctioned by purpose 

R-; in millions 

Period 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 

Loans to New Units 80.0% 82.5% 789% 

Loans for expansion 10.4% 108% 95% 

Loans for BMR purposes 96% 67% 116% 

8 27 The Table shows that the largest amount (in loans sanctioned by purpose) were 
allocated for new units The average annual percentage of loans for new units from 1986
89 was 80 5% 

828 Also keeping in view the objective of the Bank,IDBP disbursed 77% of the total 
local currency loans for the financing of locally manufactured machinery in 1988 In 1989 
the percentage share was 73% of the total local currency loans Figures for the previous 
years are not available The following are some key performance ratios of IDBP 

PERFORMANCE RATIOS 

(Rs in millions) 

Period 84-85 85-86 86-87 87-88 88-89 

Loans disbursed 265 4 3583 532 3 979 4 963 9 

Return on capital 50% 44% .6% 23.7% 23.4% 

Return on assets .02% 1% 1% 3% 01% 

Disbursements per 0.68 0.69 1.12 1.17 1.16 
staff number 

Op Profit/adm cost 95% 112% 140% 163% 150% 

adm cost/staff No .07 .07 .08 .09 .11 
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8 29 The Table shows that the loans disbursed by IDBP amounted to Rs 963 9 m in 
1988-89 The loans Increased at an average annual rate of 41 8% percent from 1984-87 
However from 1987-88 to 1988-89 disbursements declined by 16% The return on capital 
was very high, 50% in 1984-85 but decreased over the years It was very low, 0 6% for the 
year 1986-37 

8 30 Return on assets has been very low (an average of 102%) over the past five years 
The disbursements per staff number were Rs 680,000 per staff member in 1985 and 1986 
but increased to Rs 1 12 million in 1987 There was a further increase to Rs 1 17 million in 
1988 Total operating profit as a percentage of total administrative cost was 95% in 1985 
and showed a favourable trend until itwas 163% in 1988 The total administrative cost as a 
percentage of the total number of staff members has been about Rs 70,980 from 1985 89 

PROBLEMS 

8.31 	 Loans are given due to political pressure The employees cannot be held responsible for 
bad loans because they are not given on a professional basis 

8.32 	 Even though the Bank has been sanctioning loans to new units, locating new 
entrepreneurs isa difficult process because it involves risk 

8 33 	 Insufficient data on the market in evaluating projects IDBP goes largely by what the 
sponsors say 

8 34 	 The World Bank suspended financial assistance to IDBP to provide loans to medium size 
Investors 

8 35 	 No action is taken if objectives are not followed 

8 36 	 Management changes frequently due to political pressure. 

837 	 Legal proceedings take a long time to settle 

IDBP's CONTRIBUTION TO THE GROWTH OF DFIs 

8.38 	 IDBP's share Inaggregate channelization of resources by DFI's fell from 11 8% in 
1984 to 10 7% in 1988 IDBP's share in advances of DFIs decreased from 13% in 1984 to 
12% in 1988 Its share In investrients of DFIs increased from 3 2% in 1984 to 3 9% in 1988 

8.39 	 The share of IDBP in aggregate resources mobilized by DFIs decreased slightly 
from 11 2% in 1984 to 11 1%in 1988 THe share of IDBP In equity and borrowing of DFIs 
fell from 4% and 15 2% respectively in 1984 to 3 5% and 13 6% in 1988 Its share in 
deposits of DFIs improved from 7 6% In 1984 to 12 3% In 1988 

31 
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HISTORY 

829 Pakistan Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation Limited (PICIC) was 
established in October 1957 with the support of the government of Pakistan and the World 
Bank It is a public limited company and finances the private industrial sector in the form of 
long or medium term loans in local or foreign currencies In this way it helps io the 
expansion and modernization of private industrial enterprises and assists in the growth of 
the capital market It is also involved in equity participation, purchase of debentures and 
underwriting any public issue of shares and debenture It arranges participation of local 
and external finance from private and institutional investors Besides it provides 
managerial, financial and technical services to industry in the private sector 

8 30 PlCC aims at broadening the base of the industrial ownership in the country and 
thereby developing the stock market It provides loans both in foreign and local currencies 
for Industrial projects in the private sector which are financially feasible Purchase of local 
plants and machinery and establishment of industries in the backward areas is especially 
encouraged 

831 To generate resources PIClC borrows both in foreign and local currencies 
Borrowing in local currencies are the loans from the Government and the State Bank of 
Pakistan International Financial Institutes such as the World Bank, Asian Development 
Bank and DFW (Germany) provide loans in foreign currencies Loans are also given by a 
number of other countries These loans are given In accordance with the purchase of 
machinery from the countries A line of equity has also been provided by the Islamic 
Development Bank of Pakistan 

8 32 Foreign Investment in PICIC's share capital Includes investments by International 
Finance Corporation, Washington, an affiliate of the World Bank and Common Wealth 
Development Finance Company Ltd London 

OBJECTIVES 

PICIC gives long term and medium term loans in foreign and local currencies and 

In this way assists the private sector Industry in Pakistan It provides assistance for 
acquisition of fixed assets It does not give loans for refunding operation or for working 
capital 

It makes direct r --ticipatlon in shares, debentures stock and underwriting public 

Issues of.shares and other securities 

PICIC assists foreign Investors to locate suitable opportunities for investment In 

Pakistan It also helps Pakistani entrepreneurs to obtain suitable foreign investment in their 
enterprises It gives funds to entrepreneurs in the preparation of Investment proposals 

It gives financial, technical and managerial advice to the industries which have 

been financed and helped by it 

PICIC helps entrepreneurs through the Implementation and operational stage of 

the project It takes any remedial steps ifthere are any financial or technical problems 

It finances industries which are based on local raw material and are export 

oriented or would generate import saving It diversifies Investment both by region and 
Industry 
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* It gives preference to less developed areas 

* Non traditional Industries are encouraged so that new entrepreneurship can 
develop in the country. 

OPERATIONS 

TABLE 1
 

Cumulative No of Projects
 
Period 1985 1986 
 1987 1988 1989
 

No 873 896 933 
 959 1013
 

The cumulative number of projects financed by PICIC show a steady increase 
from 1985-89 The average annual percentage increase of projects was 5 6%over the past
five years 
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TABLE 2 

INDUSTRY WISE DISTRIBUTION OF LOANS SANCTIONED 

Rs InMillion 

INDUSTRY 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 

Agriculture 
& Forest 

Food 15967 5824 19375 4268 2820 
Products (14 4) (4 5) (89) (22) (0 5) 
Sugar 8355 4676 10885 46356 56431 

(36) (75) (50) (236) (102) 

Paper& 
Printing 

10315 
(81) 

11684 
(54) 

117 
(01) 

013 
() 

TEXTILES 42266 65805 151777 105994 342935 
Cotton (38 5) (51 3) (69 8) (54 0) (61 8) 

Jute 1500 350 
(13) (02) 

Other 4860 9898 1261 2267 13150 
(77) (44) (06) (12) (23) 

Leather & 215 2700 290 015 
Rubber (02) (21) (01) () 
Engineering 12056 51 42 9887 5519 36161 

(108) (40) (45) (28) (65) 

Chemicals 6649 16028 7374 26955 53642 
(60) (125) (34) (13.7) (97) 

Minerals 10132 762 18398 
(91) (03) (33) 

Cement, 53 82 65 80 47 42 138 24 
Ceramics (48) (51) (24) (25) 

Tourism 

Shipping 

Miscellan- 3286 1342 39.04 177.80 
eous (3.0) (1 1) (1.8) (32) 

TOTAL 111268 128310 217549 196233 5551.54 

(figures Inparentheses give the percentage of total amount of loans disbursed) 

834 Some of the major Industries which have been funded by PICIC were Food, 
Sugar, Textile cotton, Engineering and the Chemical Industry Fc -d Industry accounted for 
14 4% of the total disbursements In 1985 The percentage share of Food Industry In 
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disbursements decreased to 4 5% In 1986 The percentage share of Engineering industry 
in disbursements also decreased from 10 8% in 1085 to 40% in 1986 While more 
importance was given to the Sugar, Textile cotton and chemical Industry The percentage 
share of sugar Industry Indisbursements increased from 3 6% to 7 5% from 1985 to 1986 
the share of textile Industry Increased from 38 5% to 51 3% and the chemi'al Industry 
Increased from 6% to 12 5% 

8.35 	 In 1987 the percentage share of food Industry in disbursement increased to 8 9% 
but decreased to 2 2% in 1988 and 0 5% in 1989 The cotton textile industry was given 
more funds Its share Increased to 69 8% in 1987 and than declined to 54 0% in 1988 and 
Increased to 61 8% in 1987 The share of chemical industry in disbursements decreased to 
3.4% in 1987 and increased to 13 7% in 1988 and than 9 7%in 1989 

8 36 Keeping in view the objective of PIC, it should be financing new industries 
Instead of traditional ones like the textile industry They have been giving preference to 
traditional industries only This clashes with the policy of promoting new, non-traditional 
and diversified projects The World Bank has recently put a credit squeeze on PICIC 
barring it from financing the textile industry especially spinning units PICIC discourages 
diversification because of the risk involved in encouraging new projects However locating 
and nurturing new entrepreneurs should be an important area of responsibility for PICIC 
because it is a development bank 

TABLE 3 

Province wise distribution of loans sanctioned 

Rs in million 

Period 19835 1986 1987 1988 1989
 
Sindh 541 ,7 454 42 39631 438 8 14534
 
Punjab 409.77 58255 15742 14769 3170.4
 
NWFP 34.87 2888 1662 1640 6427
 
Balochistan 12657 19625 187.7 302 2448
 
Islamabad 12650
 
Azad Kashmir 2100 070 1341
 

837 The percentage share of loans sanctioned to provinces was the highest for Punjab 
over the past five years In 1986 Punjab accounted for 41% of the loans sanctioned by 
PICIC The share of Sindh in the loans sanctioned was 35%, NWFP 2% and Baluchistan 
15% in 1986 In 1987 the share of Punjab increased to 72% while that of Sindh was 
reduced to 18% NWFP 1%and Baluchistan 2% In 1988 Punjab again accounted for 75% 
of the loans sanctioned, while Sindh accounted for 22% and NWFP and Baluchistan 1% 
each In 1989 the loans sanctioned to Punjab decreased to 57% Sindh was sanctioned 
26% of the loans, NWFP 11 5%and Baluchistan 0 4% 

838 Even though one of the main objective of the bank is to support less developed 
areas, people a e not encouraged to put up industries In these areas due to the lack of 
Infrastructure facilities It Is only when the government provides these facilities that 
Industrialization can begin in these areas 

30"6
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TABLE 4 

Annual Recoveries of Loans 

Period 	 Rs in Millions 
1980 30600 
1981 35000 
1982 40600 
1983 44000 
1984 	 48400
 
1985 	 53800
 
1986 	 65200
 
1987 	 77800 
1988 	 94200 
1989 	 113800
 

839 The amount of loans disbursed by PICIC increased from 1985-87 The annual 
recoveries of loans also show an improvement In 1985 loans worth Rs 643 million were 
disbursed while recoveries were Rs 538 million In 1986 loans worth Rs 722 million were 
disbursed while recoveries were Rs 652 million 

840 From 1986-87 the loans disbursed increased by 8% while recoveries increased by 
19% From 1987-88 loans disbursed increased by 44% while recoveries Increased by 21% 
In 1988 to 1989 loans disbursed decreased by 6% while recoveries increased by 20% 

8.41 	 Figures for the recoveries of loans targeted for a particular year are not given in 
the annual reports Therefore, an evaluation of the Bank regarding its loan loss ratios or 
overdues Is not possible The following are some key performance ratios for PICIC 

PERFORMANCE RATIOS 

Rs Inmillions 

Period 	 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 

Loans disbursed 	 7220 7810 1126 7 10597 

Return on Capital 	 1.15% 1.3% 1.1% 1.2% 

Return on Assets 	 2% 2% 2% 2% 

Op Proft/adm cost 	 367% 315% 359% 346% 

8.42 	 The Table shows that return on capital has been very low over the past five years 
One reason could be that DFIs are not profit oriented institutions They donot aim at 
making profit like other commercial banks The return on assets which is the profit as a 
percentage of loans is also very low It has remained 2% over the past five years The 
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operating profit as a percentage of the administrative cost was 367% in 1986. It decreased 
to 315% In 1987 and then Increased to 359% in 1988. 
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PROBLEMS 

Bad and doubtful loans are given due to political pressure The employees cannot be held 
responsible for giving bad loans because decisions are not made on professional basis 

Weak data base for market analysis Sponsors donot give the right information when they 
apply for loans. 

Estimates of peuple directly Involved In the project are not reliable because they donot 
want competitors Government statistics are not upto date and donot give the right figures. 
It Is difficult to find out the background of the sponsors 

Projects sometimes are not in a position to satisfactorily service their debts These include 

cost and time over-runs during the implementation stage, technical defects, changes in 
government policies and inefficient management PICIC takes a variety of actions to 
remedy the problems In case of managements difficulties, it coordinates with other banks 
and financial in3titutions and puts credit squeeze on the sponsoring group, which extends 
not only to the particular project but goes to cover all their business and industrial 
undertakings Ifthis fails the alternative is to take the company into liquidation 

Sometimes the borrowers default deliberately in servicing debts From 1971-82 (latest 
figures are not available) the overdues against the borrowing companies continued to 
grow, and their dividend payouts tended to become larger This deteriorated the 
relationship between PICIC and the clients The number of cases which had to be filed in 
court swelled considerably There were problems in seeking adjudication of the courts 
The legal procedures are such that it takes a very long time to get results In many cases, 
the judgement of the court comes after years of litigation and then the execution of the 
decision takes a number of years and by that time the assets get substantially eroded In 
value A Law called the Bank's Loan Recovery Law was promulgated a few years back It 
was hoped that the loan recovery suits would be disposed of within a few months with the 
promulgation of this law, but it still takes a long time for the cases to be settled 

There is no in-service management development training programme in PICIC In a few 
cases, officials are sep' abroad to attend courses run by the World Bank and 
Development Banking Institute Officials are not kept informed of new developments taking 
place in the world 

Slow process of sanctioning of loans Due to this the prices of plants and machinery go up 
and the cost of project increase New competitors appear in the market 

Time lag between the time the loans are sanctioned and disbursed This problem occurs 

because of non-availability of funds Sometimes the sponsors have to fulfill certain 
conditions which cannot be met Due to this problem it takes time before the loan Is 
actually disbursed 

The administration Is very weak which has a negative effect on the organization In the last 
five years, four managing directors have changed. Most of them are In their last years of 
retirement Even promotions cannot be carried through without the approval of the 
bureaucracy 
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There Is an absence of vigorous follow.up of underlying objectives of the bank as seen In 
the annual reports and Interviews with bankers 

PiCIC's CONTRIBUTION TO THE GROWTH OF DFI's. 

8 43 PICIC's share in the aggregate resources of DFIs fell from 11 2% in 1984 to 9 7%
In 1988. Its share In equity and deposits of DFIs Increased from 6 3% and 10%, in 1984 to
7.1% and 1 1% In 1988 However, Its share In borrowing by DFIs declined from 16% in 
1984 to 13% in 1988 

844 PICIC's share In the aggregate channelization of resources by DFIs also 
deteriorated from 12.3% in 1984 to 10% in 1988 Its share In advances and Investments of
DFIs declined from 13 6% and 3 7% In 1984 to 11.5% and 3 0% In 1988 

3Zi 
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HISTORY 

845 Sponsored by the Government of Pakistan, the National Investment Trust was 
established In 1962 The National Bank of Pakistan acts as its Trustee, and the Trust is 
managed by the National Investment Trust Limited known as the Management Company 
The Board of Directors consists of three leading Industrialist, Presidents of four major 
nationalized commercial banks, Chief Executives of three D F Is', Chairman Pakistan 
Insurance Corporation, representative of :he Federal Government and the Managing 
Director who Is appointed by the Board with the approval of the Federal Government One 
of the Directors Is appointed by the Federal Government as the Chairman of the Trust The 
Trust started Its operation from 1 January, 1963 

OBJECTIVES 

846 When Pakistan was made, most of the large enterprises were family owned A 
gradual monopolization of industry had led to concentration of economic power It was 
therefore necessary to broaden the industrial base and energize small investors' capital 
formation But the government lacked resources as well as the technical know how to 
withstand the manipulations of those who exercised control over the capital market 

8 47 To overcome these obstacles the National Investment (Unit) Trust was set up It is 

the only open-end Mutual Fund in Pakistan Its main objectives are -

To mobilize saving mainly of common people through sales of Certificates (NIT Units) 

* To meet the growing needs of corporate sector and achieve broad-based investment 

* To bring about a diffusion of corporate ownership 

OPERATIONS 

848 The Trust Fund is divided into Units, called 'NIT Units' Each Unit represents an 
equal proportion of the assets of the Trust The main function of the management 
company is to promote the sale of Units for investment in profitable industrial enterprises 
Inthe corporate sector in order to broad base the share ownership of the companies listed 
on the Stock Exchanges 

849 The Income received from the Investment of the Trust Fund and capital gains
realized from its operations are distributed among Investors holding NIT Units as on the 
30th June, annually as dividend 

850 The volume of the Trust's property expands or shrinks according to the quantum 
of sales and re-purchases The Units are sold and repurchased by the National Bank of 
Pakistan and seven other leading banks The Issuing banks register the certificates, effect 
transfers and carry out consolidation, subdivision or cancellation of certificates Stock 
brokers and others have been appointed as sales agents on commission basis in various 
cities, centers of business and industry A center register is maintained by the Trustee and 
the management company on the basis of weekly returns furnished by the issuing banks 
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851 The NIT Units are 'Approved Securities' and 'Approved Investments' for the 
purpose of the Insurance Act, 1938 and the Companies Ordinance, 1984 They provide 
security of capital and Initiate capital appreciation depending upon the performance of the 
Stock Market 

There are two kinds of Units viz Registered Units and Bearer Units 

Realstered Unit Certificates 

8 52 The NIT offices and authorized branches of banks sell Registerea Units on 
application Individuals (in single or joint names) and companies and trust funds can Invest 
Inthese Units 

Dividend on Registered Units Is paid annually by means of Income Distribution 
Warrants 

Registered Units are Issued in denomination fo 5,10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100, 200, 300, 
400, 500, 1000, 5000, 10000, 25000, 50000 and 100000 Units 

Cumulative Investment Plan 

8 53 Holdors of Registered Units can reinvest their dividend and obtain additional Units 
at concessional rate (less by 10 paisa per Unit on the opening sale price) under the 
Cumulative Investment Plan According to the Income tax ordinance 1979, CIP Units 
provide tax relief inthe following year 

Bearer Unit CertifIca, 

8 54 zed bank branches and NIT Offices sell Bearer Units against cash 
paymen' ..ompletion of any form or disclosure of Identity There isno responsibility 
in case - ., stolen and destroyed Bearer Unit Certificates or dividend coupons 

L,,Idend on Bearer Units is paid annually (on presentation of the dividend 
coupons attached with the Bearer Unit Certificates) at any authorized branch of National 
Bank of Pakistan The rate of dividend is the same as that of Registered Units 

Bearer Units are Issued in denomination of 5, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 1000, 
5000, 10000, 25000, 50000 and 100000 Units 

UNIT PRICE 

8 55 The price at which the Units are sold and repurchased are announced on each 
Saturday by the Management Company through the Press and are also published in the 
Official Ready Board Quotation Sheet of the Stock Exchanges at Karachi and Lahore 

ILAMISATION OF NIT 

8 56 NIT was one of the first Institutions chosen by the government for the Islamisation 
of the Financial System Since 1st July, 1979 NIT has stopped investment of its funds in 
Interest bearing securities and investments It invests in schemes which are approved by 
the State Bank of Pakistan as an interest-free mode Investment is made in Stock Market 
Shares, Modaraba Certificates, P1 Cs, TFCs and Morabaha and Leasing Financing 
arrangement for financing trade and industries 

The Government promulgated Zakat and Ushr-Ordinance on 21st June, 1980 The 
Unit holders who are defined as the 'Saheb-e-Nisal' according to the Ordinance have to 
pay Zakat at the rate of two and a half percent of the repurchase value of NIT Units This is 
deducted from NIT's annual div'dend fund 
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STATISTICAL OVERVIEW 

Sales of Units 

During the period from June'84 to June'89 the number of Units have increased 
from 20 501 million Units to 112009 million Units The net sales of Units In 1988-89 
amounted to Rs 1362 491 million as against Rs 241 337 million in 1983-84 which means an 
Increase of 360% over the past five years The number of units sold Increased by 52 2% 
from 1984-85 and the net salses of units also Increased by 53% From 1986 to 1987 there 
was a decline In sales of units by 27% In 1987-88 the net sales again Increased by 118% 
and then declined to 29% In 1988-89 

TABLE 1 

SALES OF UNITS 

Figures InMillions 

Years No of Units Net Sales of Units 
Value (Rs) 

84-85 20501 41 337 
85-86 31 177 (52 2%) 368325 (53%) 
86-87 39633 (27%) 464160 (26%) 
87-88 86462 (118%) 1035647 (122 9%) 
88-89 112009 (29%) 1362441 (31%) 

(figures in paranthesis give the percentage Increase over the previous year) 

Income Distribution 

The amount of Income available for distribution was Rs 842 193 million in 1988-89 
compared to Rs 255 m In 1983-84, representing a growth of 271 32% over the past five 
years From 1984 to 1986 there was a steady Increase In the amount of Income from 
705% to 27% In 1986 From 1987 to 1988 the Income Increase by 41% and Increased 
again by 42% In 1988-89 The Trust declared dividend of Rs 1 90 per Unit as compared to 
Rs 150 per Unit In 1983-84 
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TABLE 2
 

INCOME DISTRIBUTION
 

(Figures In Millions)
 

Period Ammount of Income Rate of Income 
In(Rs.) Distribution / Unit 

1983-84 255.000 1.50 
1984-85 273 000 (705%) 1.60 (6%) 
1985-86 332 800 (22%) 1.65 (3%) 
1986-87 422 373 (27%) 1.75 (6%) 
1987-88 596629 (41.1%) 1.82 (4%) 
1988-89 842 193 (41.2%) 1.91 (5%) 

Investments 

8 59 The net Investment at cost has Increasad by 232 2% since 1984 It Includes shares 
of Joint Stock Companies, Modaraba Certificates, Participation Term Certificates/Term 
Finance Certificates, Morabaha, PLS deposits etc 

The following table shows that the net Investment at cost stood at Rs 4382 4 
million in 1988-89 against Rs 1319 204 million In 1983-84 The highest Increase in net 
Investment was in 1987-88 when itwent up by 37% 

TABLE 3 

Investment at cost 

Figures in millions 

Period Investment at 
cost inRs 

1983-84 1319 204 
1984-85 1583828 (20%) 
1985-86 2058414 29%) 
1986-87 2803 800 (36%) 
1987-88 3838000 (37%) 
1988-89 4382371 (14%) 
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Income of the Trust 

860 The following table represents the annual Income earned by the Trust since 1983
84 

TABLE 4 

Income of the Trust 

Figures in millions 

Period 	 Income in Rs 

1983-84 229 000 
1984-85 284 500 (24%) 
1985-86 	 337668 (187%) 
1986-87 	 419221 (22%) 
1987-88 	 596186 (42 2%) 
1988-89 	 861 461 (44%) 

8.61 	 The total Income of the Trust on its Investment has registered an increase of 
?76 2% over the past five years The highest Increase in income was In 1987-88 when It 
went up by 42% and in 1988-89 when it further increased by 44% since the previous year 

NIT's CONTRIBUTION TO THE GROWTH OF DFI's. 

882 The share of NIT Inaggregate resources mobIlised by DFIs Increased from 6% In 
1984 to 76% in 1988 The share of NIT in equity of DFIs recorded a rise of 10 4%from 
23 4% in 1984 to 33 8%in 1988 

NITs contribution to the aggregate channelisation of resources by DFIs improved 
from 5 1%in 1984 to 78% in 1988 The share of NIT In advances by DFIs increased from 
0 1%in 1984 to 3 2% in 1988, but its share in investments of DFIs decreased quite sharply 
falling from 38 7%in 1984 to 29 8% in 1988 
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HISTORY 

883 The National Development Finance Corporation (NDFC) was established in 1973 
with its Head Office in Karachi It was originally created to finance public sector 
corporations but its charter was subsequently amended to provide finance to the private 
sector also 
The traditional role played by DFIs in Pakistan was only to provide development funds to 
feasible developmnt projects NDFC from its very inception was expected to assume and 
discharge larger responsibilities It mobilized resources Independently to a great extent 
and employed them for economic development of the country It offered a wide range of 
services expected of specialized development, investment and commercial banks 
NDFC has also received permission to set up financial affiliates and subsidiary companies 
and has since established the following companies 

National Development Leasing Corporation (NDLC) 
Regional Development Finance Corporation (RDFC) 
Asian Leasing Corporation (ALC) 
BRR Investments Limited 

OBJECTIVES 

* 	Promote industrial expansion and economic growth in the country by providing financial and 
technical assistance and consultancy services for the establishment of new enterprises as 
well as for the balancing, modernization, repla,.ement and expansion of the existing 
enterprises and financing working capital requirements 

* 	 Identify, promote and develop new projects and investment proposals 

* 	 assist the government in rehabilitation of sick and problem projects 

administer and supervise the loans provided by the government and foreign institutions to 
projects in the country 

OPERATIONS 

8 84 NDFC offers different forms of financing as well as working capital financing The 
Corporation has evolved the "one window style" operation Participation of other banks 
and financial institution is often necessitated To avoid any Inconvenience, borrowers are 
assisted in obtaining commitments from the participating banks and Institutions It also 
provides bridge financing so that there is no delay in the release of funds This approach 
ensures minimizing the chances of Implementation delays and cost overruns 

885 The Corporation offers financial and consultancy services This Includes loans of 
short, medium and long maturities, guarantees, underwriting, equity participation, 
syndication, working capital assistance, export financing of local machinery, trade 
financing of commodities between Pakistan and other members of the Islamic 
Development Bank and consultancy services In this way NDFC can attract new customers 
and build up a clientele so that it can exercise greater choice in picking up projects for 
financing 

886 NDFC has devised successfully market Innovative deposit schemes One such 
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scheme is the Bearer Certificate of Deposit which has been selling at the average rate of 
nearly a million rupees a day since it was launched In 1983 There are other deposit 
schemes which have been very successful and have not only lent stability to NDFCs 
resource base but have also helped In its growth over the years 

NDFC was the first institute to arrange trade financing between the member 
countries of the Islamic Development Bank under a deferred payment plan and the first in 
the country to enter Into large scale financing of plant and equipment export from Pakistan 
and to mobilize development loans from the Euro-dollar market 

NDFCs approach to business development is market oriented In making market 
evaluation, it first finds out what the customer wants and designs the product that suits his 
need This kind of a financial assistance is "customer driven" The customers are treated as 
mere borrowers and the depositors are taken as investors 

The Corporation also gets help from the government and its assisted enterprises 
It has evaluated the problems of certain public sector enterprises irrespective of its 
business Interest in the concerned projects This has helped the government in identifying 
weaknesses and evaluating alternatives for some of the difficulties faced by public sector 
enterprises It has identified new business opportunities, made appraisals of industrial 
projects and identified, formulated and financed downstream projects for the country's 
only steel mills near Karachi It has also involved itself in the planning of the annual credit 
budget participation In the management of selected public sector enterprises through the 
appointment of nominee directors and various other assignments given by the 
government It also recommends policy changes to the government to improve the 
performance of the public sector 

NDFC makes sure that the projects are followed up after they are sanctioned The 
project cost budgets are planned tightly to discourage overspending Local and foreign 
consultants are engaged in this to assist in house staff The Corporation has used the plan 
of working capital lending so that projects can be followed on almost a day-to day basis 

NDFC makes sure that its staff is fully trained Out of 158 officers presently 
employed, 63 have undergone training in Pakistan and abroad in various aspects of 
development banking 

A new system Is being designed to manage major accounts and quantitative 
projects appraisals to serve as a reliable data bank to facilitate monitoring of budgets and 
plans and to help in making day to day decisions With this new information system, the 
Corporation hopes to Improve its efficiency and client relationship 

54 
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TABLE 1
 

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE DISBURSED 

SECTOR/INDUSTRY 

CONSTRUCTION 
ENERGY 
Electricity 
Oil 
Gas 
MANUFACTURING 
Agrobased 

Sugar 

Dairy & Poultry 

Oil and Vegetable ghee 

Others 

Automobile 

Cement 

Chemicals 

Steel &Engineering 

Textiles 

Others 

HEALTH CARE 

MINING 
TRANSPORT 
OTHERS 

(figures for 1989 are not available) 

The manufacturing 

1985 1986 1987 1988
 

05 1.1 2.1 0.4
 
153 100 4.8 7.6
 
2.8 1.1 
4.0 2.1 
85 7.9 4.8 65
 

751 80.7 860 82.4
 
25.8 39.0
 

132 7.9 103 93
 
0.5 0.3 0.3 0.0
 
9.5 120 136 28.7
 
12 16 1.6 1.1
 
79 92 93 5.3
 

120 86 74 3.9
 
99 201 215 17.7
 
86 98 94 103
 
47 105 88 4.5
 
7.5 07 3.8 1.7
 
41 26 1.4 03
01 

07 26
 
50 49 5.7 65
 

sector received the highest share In disbursements, about 
82 8% from 1985-88 In the manufacturing sector the sugar, oil &vegetable ghee, chemical 
and steel & engineering industries were given preferences The percentage share of the 
sugar Industry In total disbursements has remained almost constant over the past five 
years It was about 10 2% from 1985-89 The oil and vegetable Industry accounted for 
9 5%of the total disbursements and the percentage share kept on Increasing until it was 
13 6% in 1987 and 28 7% In 1989 The share of the chemical Industry In disbursements 
was 9 9% In 1985 and Increased to 20 1%In 1986 but declined to 17 7% in 1989 The steel 
and engineering Industry accounted for 8 6% of the total disbursements and by 1989 the 
percentage share had slowly Increased to 10 3% 
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TABLE 2 

REGIONAL DISPERSION OF TERM FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE APPROVALS 

Province 1985 1986 1987 1988 

Sind 546 440 314 640 
Punjab 2804 430 586 350 
NWFP 4.6 145 90 90 
Baluchistan 12.14 110 912 30 
Azad Kashmir 06 04 

(figures for 1989 are not available) 

894 The highest number of loans were approved for Sind and Punjab In 1985 Sind 
accounted for 54 6% of the loans In 1987 the percentage share reduced t. 31 4% but 
again Increased to 64 0% In 1988 Punjab accounted for 28 04% of the approvals In 1985 
and percentage share Increased to 43% in 1986 and 58% In 1986 but again reduced to 
35% In 1988 The share of Baluchistan in the number of approvals was 12 14% In 1985 but 
the percentage share kept on reducing until it was only 3 0% In 1988 NWFP got only 
about 6% of the share in approvals from 1985 88 
The following are key performance ratios of NDFC over the period 1985.89 

PER ORMANCE RATIOS 

Rs In million 

Year 1985 1986 1987 1988
 

disbursements 5002 5 76989 8521 8 11548 7 
Return on capital 27 8% 36 1% 63 0% 330% 
Return on assets 2 5% 25% 2 5% 25% 
dibb/staff No 914 118 119 1451 
Op profit/adm cost 528% 628% 675% 535% 
adm cost/staff No 007 007 008 0 11 

(figures for 1989 are not available) 

8 95 The disbursements of funds have Increased from 1985-88 In 1985 disbursements 
weie about Rs 5002 5 million Disbursements Increased to Rs 7698 9 million 1986 end Rs 
8521 million In 1987 In 1988 there was a further Increase to Rs 11548 7 million The return 
on capital was 27 8% In1985 and Increased to 63% In 1987 and then decreased to 33% In 
1988 The return on assets has been about 2 5%from 1985-88 The disbursement per staff 
member have not varied considerably ovPr the past four years The disbursements per 
staff me, nber remained at an average of Rs I1 8 million from 1985-88 The operating profit 
as a percentage of the administrative cost has also remained almost constant It was about 
616 5 over the past four years The administrative cost per staff member was Rs 70,000 In 
1985 and 1986 but Increased to Rs 80,000 in 1987 and Rs 110,000 in 1988 

NDFCs CONTRIBUTION TO THE GROWTH OF DFIs 

896 The share of NDFC In aggregate resources mobilized by DFIs ranged between 
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21.7% and 23 8% during the period under review. Its share in equity, deposits, and 
borrowing of DFIs decreased from 9 1%, 75 3% and 13 2%, in 1984 to 7 0%, 65 0% and 
11, 6% in 1988 

The share of NDFC In channelization of resources by DFIs declined marginally 
from 23% In1984 to 21 2% in 1988 In sharp contrast, NDFC's share In investment of DFIs 
Increased from 18% In 1984 to 29 7% in 1988, while its share in advances of DFIs 
decreased from 24% in 1984 to 17 2% in 1988 
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HISTORY 

8.98 	 The Small Business Finance Corporation was established In 1972 with the aim of 
financing firms to encourage them to establish new business or to expand the existing 
ones The aim of the Bank is to reduce unemployment among the educated people The 
Bank gives short, medium an long term loans to persons of small means who possess 
skill but have meagre resources to utilize them apart from the small transporters plying 
trucks, tankers, buses, wagons, taxis and rick. ,.ws, the Corporation provides finances to 
small scale Industry whose fixed assets, including the cost of land, do not exceed Rs 2 
million and also small businesses having net assets not exceeding Rs 300,000 

899 The State Bank of Pakistan has extended special lines of credit to the Bank In 
1980, Its operations were Islamized with the Introduction of financing on profit-and-loss 
sharing basis and hire-purchase system The loans are granted under the Islamic 
Principles of Financing and are repayable In easy instalments within a period ranging from 
three to five years with appropriate grace period The finance provided by the Corporation 
takes the form of both local and foreign currencies The maximum maturity period is eight 
years Following are the objectives of the Bank 

OBJECTIVE 

to provide loans for Cottage Industries, small Industries, traders/shop keepers and skilled 

people 

loans are given to professionals like doctors, Engineers or Lawyers to establish or expand 

offices etc Small scale Industries and professional offices are given for rural areas Loans 
are also given for the purchase of cars 

OPERATIONS 

TABLE 1 

Disbursements of Financial assistance 

Rs in Million 

Period 	 1884 1985 1986 1987 1988 

Small 
businessmen& 28,65 6018 10004 18022 1266 
Professional 76% 75% 86% 95% 84 5% 

Cottage/Small 8.72 1982 15.73 1020 20 24 
Industry 	 23% 25% 13% 5% 3% 

TOTAL 	 3743 8000 11577 19042 14980 

8 100 The average annual percentage share of cottage industries In the total number of 
loans disbursed has been 13 8% from 1984-88 The percentage share of cottage Industry 
was the lowest In 1988 when Itaccounted for only 3% of the total loans disbursed In 1987 
the percentage share of loans disbursed to cottage Industry was 5% 95% of the loans 
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were for small businessmen and professionals during the same year. The average annual 
percentage of loans for businessmen/professionals was 85 5% from 1984-89 

TABLE 2 

PROVINCE WISE BREAK UP OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
(AS PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL AMOUNT) 

Period 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 

Punjab 45% 43% 42% 33% 49%
 
Sind 36% 38% 39% 49% 30%
 
NWFP 10% 12% 14% 12% 11%
 
Baluchistan 4% 5% 3% 5% 5%
 
Azad Kashmir 3% 1% 1% 01% 3%
 

8 101 Punjab got the highest share of loans in the past five years Punjab accounted for 
nearly 50% of the loans in 1988, and the percentage share has remained steady over the 
five years In 1987 Sind received 49% of the loans and Punjab received 33% The 
percentage share of Sind in the loans disbursed was about 40% from 1984-88 and the 
percentage share has remained steady over the past five year The percentage share of 
NWFP, Baluchistan and Azad Kashmir in the total number of loans disbursed has also 
remained steady from 1984-88 The average annual distlbution of loans for NWFP from 
1984-88 has been about 11 8%, for Baluchistan 4 4% and for Azad Kashmir 16% 

TABLE 3 
RECOVERIES 

Rs in Million 

Period 1984 1985 1988 1987 1988 

Recoveries 3820 4457 5424 9693 114 23 

8 102 From 1984-85 disbursements increased by 113 7% but recoveries increased only 
by 17%. In 1986 the disbursements increased by 44% and recoveries by 22% In 1987 
disbursements went up by 64% and recoveries by 78% In 1988 recoveries Increased by 
18% and disbursements decreased by 21% 

PERFORMANCE RATIOS 

(Rs in million) 

Year 1985 1986 1987 
 1988
 

tot disb 80 115 19042 1498 
Return on cap tal 7% 8% 9% 9% 
Return on ass its 5% 4% 3% 3% 
dIsb per staff No 0.48 066 101 079 
Op proft/adrm cost 151% 169% 110% 125% 
adm cost/staff No 0.04 004 007 0.07 
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8 103 The total disbursement Increased from Rs 80 million in 1985 to Rs 190 million in 
1987 In 1988 there was a decrease in disbursement to Rs 149 million The return on 
capital has not been very high over the past five years Itwas 7% In 1985 and increased to 
8% In 1986 and 9% in 1989 The return on assets has been about 3 8% over the past five 
years The disbursements per staff member were about Rs 480,000 in 1985 and Increased 
to Rs 660,000 In 1986 In 1987 the disbursements per staff number further Increased to Rs 
1 01 million but declined to Rs 790,000 in 1989 The administrative cost per staff member 
was about Rs 50,000 from 1985-88 
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HIS7ORY
 

8.104 The Banker's Equity Limited was established in October 1979, but started its 
operation in February 1980 It was Incorporated as a public limited company and 
sponsored by the State Bank of Pakistan, the Pakistan Banking Council and the 
nationalized commercial banks Including Habib Bank Limited, United Bank Limited, 
National Bank of Pakistan, Muslim Commercial Bank Limited and Allied Bank of Pakistan 
Limited Originally forty per cent of Its capital was contributed by the State Bank of 
Pakistan and the balance sixty per cent by the Pakistan Banking Council and the 
nationalized commercial banks To privatize Bankers Equity, a portion of the share capital 
was offered to the general public in 1987 

8 105 The policy formation, control and supervision of Bankers Equity is vested in its 
Board of Directors which comprises of the State Bank of Pakistan, the Pakistan Banking 
council and Presidents of the five nationalized commercial banks and the Managing 
director of Bankers Equity The Governor of the State Bank of Pakistan is the Chairman of 
Board of Directors 

8 106 The Bank was formed to promote and accelerate Industrial financing in the private 
sector and develop capital market in the country Since its Inception, Banker's Equity has 
been financing a wide range of medium and large scale industrial projects It offers 
specialized services In the field of syndicated financing, merchant banking, leasing and 
modaraba finance 

OBJECTIVES 

The main objective of Bankers Equity is to bridge the gap In Industrial finance arising from 

the heavy cost of projects This is achieved by mobilizing the entire resources for the 
project as a whole through syndication with the nationalized commercial banks and other 
financial Institutions Both national and International institutions may be partners 
Irrespective of whether it is equity, bridging loan, or underwriting rupee funds or foreign 
currency loans, normal, long and short term financing or concessional financing or 
financing short term working capital requirements 

It provides assistance In a single package thereby curtailing the time lag in the execution 

of projects to a great extent The packaging capability isstrengthened by the availability of 
concessional refinance facility from the State Bank of Pakistan for locally manufactured 
machinery and export of machinery Multiple lines of credit and equity from Asian 
Development Bank, the Islamic Development Bank and other external financing agencies 
and the co-financing arrangements with the local development finance institutions and the 
International financing agencies are also available 

It provides new techniques for investment financing within the frame-work of the Islamic 

Financial System being developed in the country One scheme is the Participation Term 
Certificates The concept of PTC and discounting of shares was Introduced keeping in 
view the pattern of long term finance in the corporate sector Inthe country within the frame 
work of the report of the Council of Islamic Ideology on the elimination of Interest from the 
economy The PTC replaced the existing instrument of long term financing which was 
debentures 
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BEL accords high priority to the high value added-export oriented and labour intensive 

industries 

Itpromotes high-tech and pioneering industries more particularly in electronics, chemical 

and petrochemicals 

It encourages investment in Down Stream steel-based and engineering goods industries, 
Industries based on agricultural waste and those with specific indigenization targets such 
as automobiles 

It aims to simplify the existing financial procedures and to overcome the delays in the 
Implementation of projects caused by the multiple system of project financing in the 
country 

OPERATIONS 

8 107 Bankers Equity Limited has the distinction of pioneering the concept of one-stop 
unified package financing in the country It offers the entire range of financial services 
extending from direct equity investment and underwriting of public issues of shares to the 
provision of term financing in both local and foreign currencies, short term working capital 
finance, modaraba finance, leased-based financial assistance and guarantees of foreign 
exchange 

8 108 Bankers Equity provides financing to those industrial projects which are 
sponsored by the private sector solely or co-sponsored by the private sector jointly with 
the public sector and seek public subscription of shares together with being listed on the 
stock exchange The projects having a total capital cost of Rupees ten million and above 
are eligible foi financing While the minimum financing limit per project is for the time being 
fixed at Rupees two and a half million There i=,no upper limit on the amount of financing 
packaged by Banker Equity for individual projects For balancing, modernization and 
replacement of existing units, the minimum financing limit is relaxed to Rupees one and a 
half million There is no minimum limit for successive additional financing of the projects 
assisted by Bankers Equity To be eligible for obtaining financial support from Bankers 
Equity the client should organize itself as ajoint stock company 
Before financing a project, the Bank makes a detailed investigation of the projects such as 
economic, technical, financial, and managerial aspects Projects which are not technically 
sound are declined during the preliminary examination The past performance of the 
sponsors Isan Important criterion 

8 109 rhe Bankers Equity provides the following facilities to companies who desire to 
establish medium and large scale industries in Pakistan 

Direct equity support and advance loans on profit sharing basis through the instrument of 
Participation Term Certificates It is aimed at providing term financing on PLS basis to 
projects PTCs are negotiable and marketable financial instruments It provides Term 
Finance Certificates which are redeemable long-term instruments based on mark-up 
prevailing In the market The certificates are issued by th, sponsors and purchased by 
Bankers Equity They are repurchased by the sponsors fi,,ri [tankers Equity over a period 
upto ten years 
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Foreign currency requirements of projects are arranged by Bankers Equity at rates 

applicable for respective credit line Such rates are Inclusive of exchange risk cover. 

* 	 It provides working capital to the Industrial and trading concerns 

* 	 It finances leases to projects on the basis of periodical payments 

* 	 Itpromotes and co-sponsors projects on a mutually agreed basis. 

* 	 It manages Investment portfolios 

* 	 It provides guarantees against supplier/buyers credit in lieu of foreign currency loan. This 
loan Isarranged by the sponsors of the project 

* 	 Syndicate stocks and term loans both in local and foreign currencies 

* 	 Underwrites public Issues An arrangement is made under which an Institutional 

underwriter such as a bank of DFIs makes a commitment to purchase the unsubscribed 
shares offered to the general public The most commonly practised technique of 
underwriting is "stand-by" underwriting 

* 	 It provides technical, financial and consultancy services to the companies projects 

* 	 It assists in take overs, merger, dis-investment, re-organizing and rehabilitation of 

companies 

Floats Modaraba and mutual funds Modaraba is a concept of Islamic finance In which 

funds are provided by one or a group of Investors for business to be carried out by 
another party providing skill and effort to run the business 

3014 
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TABLE 1 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF DISBURSEMENTS BY INDUSTRIAL SECTORS 

Period 1984-85 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 
Food,Tobacco, 2488 35 74 206 11 8 13.2 
Baverages 

Textile 137 1234 210 384 13.2 

Leather 9.25 11.6 5.2 0.9 2.7 
Paper& 
Pulp 

Chemicals, 8.56 40.39 160 196 64 
Pharmaceutical 
&Fertilizer 

Cement&Non- 38.94 23 34 169 102 8.4 
Metallic 
Minerals 

Basic Metals 105 7.1 

Metal Products 1.48 1.56 20 19 1.2 
other than 
Machinery 

Machinery 0.31 0.79 1.0 

Electrical 0.85 0.5 3.2 0.7 
Machinery 

Electronic , 2.3 
Industry 

Miscellaneous 289 2 06 10.1 10.9 31.9 
IndustryI _I _I_I 

(figures give percentage of total amount of loans) 

8 110 In 1985-86 the Food, Tobacco and Beverage Sector accounted for the largest 
share In disbursement of funds These industries accounted for 35 74% of the total 
disbursements, followed by Cement and Non-metallic Minerals and Products Sector at 
23 34% The Paper and Pulp Sector was 11 16% In 1986-87, the textile, food, tobacco and 
baverages sectors accounted for the largest share in disbursement of funds at 21% and 
20 6% The ceme. it and other non-metallic minerals and chemicals and pharmaceuticals 
sectors accounted for 16 9% and 16% of the total disbursements 

4L€
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8 111 In 1987-88 the textile sector had the largest share In disbursements 38 4%, 
followed by chemicals, pharmaceuticals, and fertilizers at 19 6% Food, tobacco and 
beverages accounted for 11 8% of the total disbursements In 1988-89 there was a shift to 
the share of miscellaneous industries which accounted for 31 9% of the total 
disbursements, followed by 30 6% for the textile and 13 2% for the food, tobacco and 
beverages sectors 

8 112 One of the main objectives of BEL was to support high-tech industries especially 
electronics, chemicals and petrochemicals BEL has not accorded priority to these 
Industries over the past five years The figures from the annual reports show that the 
percentage share of chemical, pharmaceutical and fertilizer industry in the total 
disbursements was the highest in 1986 They accounted for 40 4% of the total share in 
disbursements However from 1987-89 the share In disbursements declined considerably 
from 16% in 1987 to 6 4% in 1989 

8 113 Other high-tech Industries like the ones which are steel based have not been given 
priority These include the electronic industry which did not contribute to the share in 
disbursements until 1989 when the percentage share was only 2 9% The machinery 
Industry accounted for an average of 0 7% of the total disbursements and the metal 
industry accounted for about 1 6% of the disbursements 

TABLE 2 

REGIONAL DISPERSAL OF INVESTMENTS APPROVED BY BANKER'S EQUITY 

Province 1985-86 1986-87 Net change 

Sind 16 28 1489 
Punjab 52 50 769 
NWFP 21 8 -321 
Baluchistan 10 2 422 
Azad Kashmir 12 

(figures give percentage of total amount) 

8 114 In 1986-87 the total financing approval for Sind rose 2 5 times since the previous 
year Similarly, the financing approved for Punjab and Baluchistan have also risen by 
76 9% and 42 2% The financing approved for NWFP declined by 32 1%during 1986-87 

TABLE 3 

REGIONAL DISPERSAL OF INVESTMENTS APPROVED BY BANKERS EQUITY 

Province 1987-88 1988-89 Net change 

Sind 22 24 543 
Punjab 61 36 -3 
NWFP 6 13 2284 
Baluchlstan 9 23 2338 
Azad Kashmir 1 3 2104 

(figures give percentage of total amount of loans disbursed) 
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8 115 In 1988-89 the financing for Punjab approved by Bankers Equity declined by 3% 
since the previous year That of NWFP and Baluchistan increased by 228 4% and 233.8% 
In 1988-89 The disbursements approved for Azad Kashmir also rose by 210 4% although 
the total share in disbursements was only 3% in 1988-89 The disbursements for Sind rose 
by 54 3% over the previous year 

It Is seen that Punjab and Sind get the highest number of loans This is because 
these two provinces receive the highest number of applications Also lack of Infrastructure 
facilities Inthe less developed areas discourage Industrialists from financing in these areas 

PERFORMANCE RATIOS (Rs InMillions) 

Year 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 

Disbursements 926 502 18567 231525 2734.01 
Return on Assets 6% 7% 4%ik 4% 
disb/tot staff 5 01 745 744 826 
Op Piofit/tot adm cost 746% 813% 359% 359% 
adm cost/staff no 011 012 015 016 

8 117 The disbursements of funds have Increased over the past five years The Increase 
was the highest in 1986-87 when disbursements went up by 100 4% In 1987-88 the 
Increase was 24 7%and 18 1%In 1988-89 

8118 The Return on assets has been an average of about 5% from 1986-89 The 
disbursements per staff number have increased from Rs 5 01 million in 1986 to 7 45 million 
In 1987 and Rs 826 million in 1989 The administrative cost per staff member was Rs 
110,000 in 1986 and kept increasing until it was Rs 160,000 in 1989 The total operating 
profit as a percentage of the administratilie cost was 746% in 1986 and Increased to 813% 
In 1987 Itdecreasad to 359% In 1988 and 1989 

PROBLEMS 

There is an absence of vigorous follow up of underlying objectives and recoveries. 

Loans given due to political pressure often become substandard and doubtful. 

Market evaluations are weak due to non-availability of data 

Legal proceeding take a long time 

BEL's CONTRIBUTION TO TIlE GROWTH OF DFIs 

8 119 BEL's share Inaggregate resources of DFIs Increased from 4 6% in 1984 to 6% ini 
1988 Its share in aggregate deposits at d borrowing of DFIs Increased from 2 5% and 
3 2% in 1984 to 3 6% and 6 8% in 1988 Its share In equity of DFIs Increased from 9.3% In 
1984 to 11% in 1986 but then fell to 4 6% in 1988 
The share of BEL in channelization of resources of DFIs Increased from 3 8% and 3.2% In 
1984 to 6% and 5 6% In 1988 

,34
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HISTORY 

8 120 The National Development Leasing Corporation was established In1985 as a Joint 
venture of the Asian Development Bank and National Development Finance Cooperation 
It Is the first leasing company and was set up under the auspices of the Government of 
Pakistan to Introduce leasing in the country as part of the Islamic financial system
Leasing, which Is akin to long term financing is ideally suited for a non interest based 
financial system Since its Inception thirteen new leasing companies have been 
established It is operating In the private sector and Is managed by an Independent 
professional management 

8.121 	 NDLC provides lease facilities for acquisition of productive assets inthe Industrial, 
energy , mining, construction, commercial and services sector by employing a whole 
range of financial services These Include among others direct purchase lease, asset lease 
transfer, leverageo and syndicate lease, sales lease back, and lease advisory services 

8.122 	 Lease presents aviable and sound alternative to conventional debt financing The 
lessee acquires most of the economic values associated with outright ownership of the 
asset, even though the lessor retains title to it In addition leasing allows capital 
conservation upto 100% financing, improves cash flow position, provides a tax shield, is 
self-liquidating and preserves existing credit lines 

OBJECTIVES 

To extend leasing facilities to financially sound and established enterprises 

To upgrade the technology of the existing Industries through BM&R and expansion 
programmes Support is mainly provided for balancing, modernization, replacement and 
expansion programmes 

To utilize local technology thrz..gh leasing the locally fabricated equipment 

To achieve the objective of the Government in contributing towards promoting leasing in 
the country and thereby advancement of the Islamic economic system The Council of 
Islamic Ideology has declared leasing conformed to the principles of Sharla 

To provide equity support and underwriting service to the private sector enterprises and 
broad base the capital market 

OPERATIONS 

8.12 Any capital equipment, listed below can be leased through NDLC. 

Industrial Egulpment and Plants. 

Metal making and processing machinery, textile machinery, woodworking and plastic 
machinery, construction equipment, scarf-folding, cranes, forklifts, racks, cl emical and 
pharmaceutical plants, power plants and boiler, anti-pollution equipment and ',istallation 
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Office Eauigment 

Office equipment ingeneral, computer and peripheral equipment, software, electronic data 
processing equipment, facsimile, electronic PABX systems, accounting machines, copiers 
and calculators 

Industrial Vehicles 

Forklifts, cranes, earth-moving equipment, concrete mixer, reefer trucks, fire trucks and 
ambulances 

8.124 	 NDLC also offers assistance to overseas Pakistanis Leasing of industrial 
equipment L'o be purchased inforeign and local currencies and loans for similar purpose 
The letters of credit from the foreign banks for the payment of rentals on leased equipment 
and Interest and repayment of loan can also be accepted as avalid security The extent of 
the security Isnegotiable 
The objective Isto allow the overseas Pakistanis to keep protected their savings in foreign 
exchange and at the same time establish and manage industry in Pakistan with financial 
assistance from NDLC 

8.125 	 The Corporation has developed a financial Instrument for the mobilization of 
savings as per the permission of thi Government of Pakistan It Isbased on the principal 
of profit and loss sharing and consists of certificates of investment that may be bearer or 
registered for a term of three months to ten years 

8.126 	 It launched InJune 1989 Rs 100 million Modaraba Fund under the name of Long 
Term Venture Capital Modaraba According to the Annual Report of 1988 the leases are 
satisfactorily serviced Thus the Corporation has 100% recovery 
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TABLE 1 

INDUSTRY WISE DISBURSEMENTS OF LEASES 
(AS PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL AMOUNT) 

1986 1988 1989 

SECTOR (%) (%) (%) 

ENERGY 1295 716 431 
Oil 1062 657 431 
Gas 233 059 

MANUFACTURING 8085 7974 8304 
AGROBASED 5001 4592 520 

Tobacco 813 421 201 
Textile & Allied 1659 2272 2295 
Sugar 2490 1647 1923 
Food and Allied 039 253 782 

ALL INCLUSIVE 3085 3382 3104 
Cement 861 766 483 
Steel and Engineering 725 12 76 17 32 
Jute & Allied 104 101 051 
Pharmaceutical 411 191 101 
Paper and Board 582 491 088 
Other 401 239 531 

TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATION 193 000 
CONSTRUCTION 010 1 18 050 
MINING 000 000 000 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 166 194 494 
HOTEL &TOURISM 1659 2272 108 
HOSPITALS & CLINICS 000 514 552 
MISCELLANEOUS 552 040 

8 127 The manufacturing sector was given a priority over all other sector The share of 
the manufacturing sector in total leases has been 80% over the past four years The 
Agrobased Industry acc unted for about 50% of the leases from 1986-89 The textile 
Industry accounted for about 20% of the total leases and the sugar industry about 20% 
There has been no major shift in the sectoral disbursements of leases 
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PERFORMANCE RATIOS 

Period 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 

tot disb 2580 10164 16090 

Return on 25% 35% 81% 54% 46% 
capital 

Return on 3% 4% 4% 2% 1% 
Assets 

dis per 860 242 2.682 
staff No 

Op profit/ 254% 482% 592% 402% 2389% 
adm cost 

adm cost/ 008 014 018 022 003 

staff No 

(disbursements for 1985 and 1987 are not available) 

8 128 The return on capital was the highest in 1987 The profit earned by NDLC as a 
percentage of capital was 81% during that year The return on capital was 25% in 1985 It 
Increased to 35% in 1986 and then decreased after 1987 to 54% in 1988 and 46% in 1989 
The return on assets was averaged 2 8% from 1985-89 The disbursements per staff 
member were Rs 8 6 million in 1986 but declined to Rs 2 6 million in 1988 and 89 The 
operating profit as a percentage of the administrative cost was 254% in 1985 but kept 
Increasing until itwas 592% in 1987 and increased to 2389% in 1989 The administrative 
cost per staff member was Rs 80,000 in 1985 and kept increasing until it was Rs 220,000 in 
1988 and decreased to Rs 30,000 in 1989 

PROBLEMS 

Cross-border leasing In Pakistan's case, this refers to foreign lessors leasing to Pakistani 

lessees Under the existing law, a with-holding tax has to be deducted by the lessee and 
deposited with the government on the entire rental paid to the foreign lessor In the case of 
a finance lease, the rental consists of both capital repayment and profit payment, and 
hence the with-holding tax is being deducted not only on the profit but also on capital 
repaid - an obviously unacceptable situation to the foreign lessor This treatment should be 
such that In the case of foreign loan, the with-holding tax is deducted only on the interest 
portion In order not to discriminate against the leasing alternative, the government should 
review Its policy on with holding tax and rules so that on cross border leases this tax Is 
deducted only on the profit portion 

It Isdifficult to make market evaluations due to the lack of data. 
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This chapter reproduces the summary information on the remaining DFIs provided 
by the Ministry of Finance, Government of Pakistan The sequence of presentation reflects 
chronology of the dates of commencement 



ICP
 
INVES'IIMlT CORelATIN OF IIANUI ITAN 

ItLORY AI WJEGfIVES 

The Investimnt Corporation of lakistan (CP) was establishd in 
February 1966 through an Ordinance ol the Federal Goverxmnt of Pakistkan, 
as a developnent institution with the objectives of broadening the base of 
equity investments and developing the capital market. Soon after its 
estabiislunent, the Corporation invited al)j)lications froa sponsors seeking 
finances through underwriting of .hare issues and placancnt of 
lebcntures. 'iis enabled the enterlprcncues to n,'ct the equity and local 

currency requirmients of fnds ofl their projects. 

In January 1967, the Corpora uion lawmlhd its Investors Scheme in 
order to broaden the base of equity ilnvcstints. The objective was 
further strengthened with the floater ion ol First ICP Mutual ind in June, 
1967. 'hc Corporation has up till June 30, 1988 launched 17 such Funds 
and has thus mobilized savings of RIs. 190.0 million. 

Tlhe Corporation socks to ixeet the following objectives 

) 	 Underwrite public issues of shares, provide financial' 
assistance through purchase of Tenn Finance Certificate 
/Participation Teaim Certificate to enable the enterprenouros 
to meet the equity and local currency requirumnt of funds for 
financing their projects and also for the purchase ol locally 
manufactured machinery. 

ii) 	 Open and 11 intam investment accolints3 with a view to 
broadbasing share ownership and widening the base of capital 
market for the purchase and sale of shares of public 1linited 
conpanies. Further, with the introduct ion of Sharing Account 
Sche1TX the Corporation provides an opportunity to the 
investor, to invest in shares jointly with ICP on 'prolit and 
loss sharing basis. 

ill) 	 Buying aid selling shames on the stock market with a view to 
providing strength to the stock exchange and help in 
maintaining stability in bhare values. 

'he IBoard of Directors consists of 13 n-oibers. Eight unibers 
including the chaiman and the Managing Director aro appointed by the 
Federal Governenmcnt and five are elected by the shareholders. 

CAPITAL SfIlUIUJlIE 

'he authorised capital of the Corporation is 1Is.200 million. '1a 
issued and subscribed capital amounted to Is.100 million on June 30, 
1987. 1hme shares are held by the nationalized banks, foreign baliks and So 
insurance corporat ions/colunies. 



INCOME STATEMENT 

(Rs. million) 

Operating Income 

Year Ended 30 June
1988 1987 
1 - 1 - %Change 

Interest on Loans, Discounts and Return 
on Non-Interest Bearing Accounts 
Gain on Sale of Investments 

72.629 
53.435 

73.928 
52.010 

(1.75) 
2.73 

Service and Commitment Charges
Others 

19.756 
78.817 

19.782 
92.349 

(.13) 
(14.65) 

Operating Expenses 
Interest on Borrowings & Return 
on Non-Interest Bearing Accounts 

224.637 

122.919 

238.069 

116.758 

(5.64) 

5.27 
Salaries, Allowances and Benefits 37.665 30.183 24.78 
Other Expenses 42.380 41.967 .98 
Depreciation 1.543 3.344 (53.85) 
Loss on Sale of Investments 1.760 .603 191.87 

206.267 192.855 6.95 

Operating Profit/(Loss) 
Net Profit/Loss) before Taxation 
Taxation 

18.370 
18.370 

45.214 
45.214 

(59.37) 
(59.37) 

Prior Years - (5.871) (100.00) 
- (5.871) (100.00) 

Net Profit/(Loss) after Taxation 18.370 51.085 (64.04) 
Accumulated Profit/(Loss) B/F 93.313 54.228 72.07 

Profit Available for Appropriation 111.683 105.313 6.04 
Appropriation 
Dividends Paid and Proposed - 10.000 (100.00) 
Transfer to Other Reserves 2.000 2.000 

2.000 12.000 (83.33) 

Accumulated Profit/(Loss) 109.683 93.313 17.54 



MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
 
(Rs. million)
 

Year Ended 30 June
 
1988 1987 %Change
 

LOANS, ADVANCES AND PROFIT SHARING ARRANGEMENTS 	 -


Regional Breakdown of total advances approved during year
 
- Punjab 154.355 51.496 199.74 
- Sind 202.797 108.861 86.29 
- N.W.F.P. - 13.950 (100,0U) 
- lialuchistan 6.650 10.900 (38.99) 

-
- Azad Kashmir and Noithern Areas 29.800 -


Total 393.602 185.207 112.52
 

Pegional Breakdown of total advances disbursed during year 
- Pun)ab 29.486 56.475 (47.79) 

- Sind 93.936 118.167 (20.51) 
- N.W.F.P. 3.000 6.350 (52.76) 
- ldluchistan .167 32.082 (99.48) 
- A7ad Kashmir and Northern Areas 19.800 5.000 296.00 
Total 146.389 218.074 (32.07) 

DEPOSITS AT YEAR END
 
- Over 1 year 201.294 193.252 4.68
 
Total 29 193.252 A s
 

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES (AT YEAR END)
 
Management
 
- Executive 19 17 11.76
 
- Non-Executive 271 239 13.39
 
Total 290 256 13..28
 
Permanent Non-Management Staff
 
- Other 273 289 (5.54)
 
Total 273 289 (5.54)
 

Total 	 563 545 3.30
 

FURTHER ANALYSIS OF PERMANENT NON-MANAGEMENT 
- No. of Unionised Staff 273 289 (5.54) 
Total 273 289 (5.54) 

WAGES BILL
 
, 	Management
 

- Executive 1.603 2.150 (25.44)
 
- Non-Executtve 11.635 7.352 50.26
 
Total 13.2 9.5 39.32
 

, Permanent Non-Management Staff
 
- Other 9.693 8.959 8.19
 

, Total 9.693 B.93 8.19
 

Total 	 22.931 18.461 24.21
 

FURTHER ANALYSIS OF PERMANENT NON-MANAGEMENT 
- Unionised Staff Wage Bill 9.693 8.959 . 8.19 
Total 9.693 8.959 9.19 



- -

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
 
X.TEWI YEAREARINVES'Z 	 N - BANKSAPII3V:DA~qP,DRINGTHE1113, 	 SPBCIFJC~rIIIUIMTICiG31UWIATION OF PAl{IS'r&DFI.1.EIN ADJVANCE~S APPlJlDURING 

PRIVATE PULIC 
SECKIM 	 SEC=I TOTAL 

1988 1987 1988 1987 1988 1987
 
Noufacturing


-Cement - - 
-Sugar 134.900 ..... 
-Fertilizer -.. 	 " _
 
-Energy -....
 
-Textile 196:972 29.570 -..
 

-lgineoring 33.600 1.500 -..
 

-Others* 28.130 148.137 -..
 

Agriculture ,Forestry 
lHunting and Fishing - - -
Mining &Quarrying - - -
Construction - - -
Electricity, Gas 
&Water - - -
Carmrce - - -
Services - - -
Others 
IDTAL 	 393.602 185.207 .. ..
 

* 	 includes'paper &board, Chemicals & Pharmaceutical and 
Vanaspati & allied. 

2.BRANCH NE '1IK AT YEAR END 

SlIARING tfN-SIIARING ICP 
NO OF INVESIS DEPOSIT INVESIt DEPOSIT DEPOSIT* 

BRlANIES 30-6-88 30-6-87 30-6-88 30-6-87 30-6-88 30-87 
1987 1988 1987 1988 1987 1988 

Sind Urban 2 2 70.1 71.0 
 39.0 35.3 105.1 106.3 
Sind Rural - - - - - -
Punjab Urban 5 5 85.4 82.2 64.4 50.7 127.8 123.1 
Punjab Rural - - - - - -
N.W.F.P Urban 1 1 7.6 7.6 9.7 9.2 11.4 11.4 
N.W.F.P Rural - - - - - -
Baluchistan
 

Urban 1 *1 2.0 2.1 1.0 0.4 
 3.0 3.2
 
Baluchistan
 

Rural - - - - - -
Azad Kashnir & 

Northen Areas 
Urban - -

Azad Kashnir & 
Northen Areas 
Rural - 

* 	Sharing Account only. 
(Its in millions) 

DFPOSITS. 
Deposits at year end. 

Deposits from banks and Developnent. 
Finance institutions.
 

Other deposits for period
 
- Less than 3 months 
- 3 months - 1 year -
- Over 1 year 202.294 103.252 

Total (Agree with line 218 of form B2) THM TFIH 



RATIOS
 Year Ended 30 June
 
1988 1987
 

Net Profit After Thx/Net Shareholder's Equity 7.27 % 21.82 %
 
Total Income/Net Shareholder's Equity 88.97 % 101.69 %
 
Net Profit Before Tax/Net Shareholder's Equity 7.27 % 19.31 %
 
Salaries and Benefits/Total Operating Expenses 18.26 % 15.65 %
 
Dividend Rate - 10.00 %
 
Operating Profit/Total Income 8.17 % 18.99 %
 
Net Shareholder's Equity/Total Assets 8.75 % 8.46 %
 
Borrowing Ratio 666.30 % 685.04 %
 
Liqild Assets/Total Deposit Liabilities 6.4406 : 1 6.3243 : 1
 



EPF
 
DQUITY PARTIClPATIW UN 

HIS'tIMY AND CB3BCrIVES 

The Equity Participation Fund (EPF) was established by a special
 
les!Jat1on of the Federal Goverment in 1970 to foster and accelerate the
growh o small and medium-sized industrial enterprises in the private 
sector in the less developed areas of Pakistan and providing equity
 
support to the entrepreneurs of moderate means who are unable to raise
 
funds for industrial activity from the capital market. For the purpose of
 
the Ordinance, less-developed areas are spread over the whole of Pakistan
 
excluding the areas opecified below but not excluding the Goverynent
 
financed industrial trading estates located in any of those areas other
 
than Karachi- (1) Islamabad Capital Territory, (ii)Karachi Division,
 
(iii) Lahore District, (iv)Tehsil of Ferozwala, (v)Tehsil of Gujranwala, 
(vi) Tehsil of Sialkot, (vii) Tehsil of Faisalabad, (viii) Tehsil of
 
rI'ltan, (ix)Tehsil of Rahimyarkhan, x) Tehsil of Rawalpindi, (xi) Talulra
 
of Kotri, (xii) Taluka of lyderabad, (xiii) such areas adjoining Karachi
 
Division and Lahore District as may be specified by the Central Board of
 
Revenue.
 

The overall control of the EPF vests in its Board of Dirdctors
 
which is ccnposed of the Chairman who is nominated by the Federal
 
goverment, four Provincial Secretaries - Industries nominated by the
 
Provincial governmeints, one member representing the Federal Goverrment,
 
another State Bonk of Pakistan, two Senior Executives from institutional
 
investors, and one Executive Director nominated by the IIMP who is the
 
also the Executive Director of the Fund.
 

CAPITAL STIULMM
 

The authorlsed share capital of the Fund isRs.200 million out of
 
which Rs.155 million was paid-up as on 30.6.88. The Fund can, however,
 
augnent its resources by raising funds through issue of debentures and/or

by raising loans from the Federal Govermnent. The Federal Goverxwxnt has 
allowed a special facility in the form of tax credit for the coupanies
 
which purchase shares or debentures of the fund.
 



BALANCE SHEET
 

ASSETS
 

Cash and Bank Balances 

Advances/Profit Sh-rinq Arrangements
 

Loans for Project Financing 


Investments - at Cost
 
Shares of Companies 

Other Investments 


Other Assets 

Fixed Assets 

Net Assets in Banqladesh 


EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
 

Equity
 
Paid Up Share Capital 

Accumulated Profit/(Loss) 

Capital Reserves 

Revenue Reserves 


Borrowings
 
Debentures and Bonds 


Other Liabilities 


Contingencies and Commitments 


(Rs. million)
 
Year Ended 30 June
 
1988 


8.051 


1.650 

.650 


144.436 

42.262 


186.698 

19.486 


.383 

51.386 


267.654 


155.000 

.005 


47.104 

30.113 

232.222 


35.000 

35.000 


.432 


267.654 


91.496 


1987 %Change 

28.220 (71.47) 

1.650 
1.65 -

127.765 13.64 
29.115 45.15 

156.880 19.00 
14.966 30.20 

.122 213.93 
51.386 -

253.224 5.69 

155.000 -
.004 25.00 

34.959 34.74 
27.746 8.53 

217.709 6.66 

35.000 -
35.000 -

.515 (16.11) 

253.224 5.69 

88.876 2.94 



INCOME STATEMENT 

(Rs. million) 
Year Eqded 30 June 

Operating Income 
1988 1987 %Change 

Interest on Loans, Discounts and Return 
on Non-Interest Bearin4 Accounts 4.910 3.790 29.55 
Interest on Bank Deposits 1.816 2.513 (27.73) 
Premium on Disinvestment of 
Funds' Holdings .127 .131 (3.05) 

Service and Commitment Charges 4.705 4.517 4.16 
Others .393 .059 566.10 

11.99T 11.010 8.54 
Operating Expenses 

Salaries, Allowances and Benefits 1.334 .926 44.06 
Other Expenses .600 .415 44.57 
Depreciation .061 .049 24.48 

1.995 1.390 43.52 

Operatin2 Profit/(Loss) 9.956 9620 3.49 
Net Profit/(Loss) before Taxation 9.956 9620 3.49 

Net Profit/(Loss) after Taxation 
Accumulated Profit/(Loss) B/F 

9.956 
.004 

96 
.004 

3.49 
-

Profit Available for Appropriation 9.960 9.624 3.49 
Appropriation 
Transfer To(From) General Reserve 2.000 - -
Transfer to Other Reserves 7.955 9.620 (17.30) 

59.620 3.48 

Accumuldted Profit/(Loss) .005 _ _.004 25.00 



MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
 
(Rs. million)
 

Year Ended 30 June
 
1988 1987 %Change
 

LOANS, ADVANCES AND PROFIT SHARING ARRANGEMEWTT--


Appeovals (during the year)
 
- Equity Investments 35.610 54.450 (34.60)
 
Total 35.610 54.450 (34.60)
 

Disbursements (during the year)
 
- Equity Investments 22.760 25.750 (11.61)
 
Total 22.760 25.750 (11.61)
 

Portfolio (year end)
 
- Other Loans 1.650 1.650 
- Equity Investments 144.436 127.765 13.05
 
Total 146.0 129.413 12.88
 

Regional Breakdown of total advances approved during year
 
- Punjab 14.110 22.200 (36.44)
 
- Sind 10.350 12.800 (19.14)
 
- N.W.F.P. 9.950 11.350 (12.33)
 
- Baluchistan - 6.600 (100.00)
 
- Azad Kashmir and Northern Areas 1.200 1.500 (20.00)
 
Total 35.610 54.450 (34.60)
 

Regional Breakdown of total advances disbuised during year
 
- Punjab 12.710 8.450 50.41 
- Sind 2.600 2.200 18.18 
- N.W.F.P. 3.550 9.800 (63.78) 
- Baluchistan 2.700 4.800 (43.75) 
- Azad Kashmir and Northern Areas 1.200 .500 140.00 
Total 22.760 25.750 (11.61) 

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES (AT YEAR END) 
Management 
-. Executive 1 1 -
- Non-Executive 8 6 33.33 
Toal 9 7 28.57 
Permanent Non-Management Staff 
- Other 10 8 25.00 
Total T0 8 25.00 

Total 19 15 26.67 

FURTHER ANALYSIS OF PERMANENT NON-MANAGEMENT 
- No. of Unionised Staff 10 8 25,00 
Total _0 8 25.00 

WAGES BILL 
Management 
- Executive .108 .094 14.89 
- Non-Executive .732 . .483 51.55 
Total .840 .577 45.59 
Permanent Non-Management Staff 
- Other .494 .349 41.55 
Total ..494 .349 41.55 

Total 1.334 .926 44.06 

FURTHER ANALYSIS OF PERMANENT NON-MANAGEMENT 
- Unionised 
Total 

Staff Wage Bill .494 
.4__ 

.349 41.55 
41.55 



RATIOS
 

Net Profit After Tax/Ret Shareholder's Equity 

Total Income/Net Shareholder's Equity 

Net Profit Before Tax/Net Shareholder's Equity 

Salaries and Benefits/Total Operating Expenses 

Operating Profit/Total Income 

Net Shareholder's Equity/Total Assets 

Borrowing Ratio 


Year Ended 30 June
 
1988 1387
 

4.28 % 4.41 1
 
5.14 % 5.05 %
 
4.28 % 4.41 %
 

66.86 % 66.61 %
 
83.30 % 87.37 1
 
86.76 % 85.97 %
 
15.07 % 16.07 %
 



FBC
 

Eo BAM lM XOPERrTIVES 

IIISIXtY AND OBJECTIVES 

The 	Federal Bank for Cooperatives (F13C) was established um:der the
 
Establishnent of Federal Bank of Cooperatives and Regulation of
 
Cooperative Banking Ordinance of 1976 to improve end regularise the
 
working of Cooperative Banks in particular and strengthen the cooperative
 
movement in the country in general.
 

Sane 	 of the major objectives of the Bank are suimarised below:-

I) 	Make secured loans and advances to the provincial cooperative
 
banks and rrulti-unit cooperative societies. 

ii) 	Lay down policy guidelines in relation to the business of the
 
Provincial Cooperative Banks.
 

iii) Assist the Federal Goverrunent and the Provincial Governnents
 
in formulating schemes for the development and revitalisation
 
of the cooperative movement in the country in general and the
 
Provincial Cooperative Banks In particular.
 

iv) Assist Provincial Cooperative Banks in preparing their
 
seasonal and developmental loaning progranmes and conduct
 
appraisal and undertake feasibility study of projects covered
 
by 	such loaning progranmes. 

v) 	Encourage the develognent of special cooperative projects, the
 
objects and areas of operation of which may extend to more
 
than one Province.
 

vi) Organize training in cooperation and cooperative banking for
 
the erployees of the Provincial Cooperative Banks and the
 
Cooperative Societies.
 

vii) 	Carry out research in the problems of rural credit and on such 
other matters as have bearing on the development of the 
cooperative movement in the country. 

viii) Ensure proper utilization of loans obtained from the Bank.
 

ix) Inspect the affairs of Provincial Cooperative Banks and issue
 
guidance for the inprovement of their working. 

x) 	 If necessary, contribute to the Share Capital of the
 
Provincial Cooperative Banks. 
 3 



The F3C is adninistratively under the control of the Ministry of
 
Finance. The Governor of State Bank of Pakistan, is the Chairman of the
 
Board of Directors. Seven other Directors are nominated by the State Bank
 
while the Federal Government nominates the ManagiAg Director and 12
 
Directors including the Federal Secretaries of the Ministries of Finance
 
and Food and Agriculture and the Provincial Secretaries for Cooperatives.
 

CAPITAL STIIU
 

There are 2000 ordinary shares of Rs.100,000 each; 75 percent of
 
the shares are held by the State Bank of Pakistan, 10 percent by the
 
Federal Goverrnent and the rest by the Provincial Goverments.
 

BALANCE SHEET
 

ASSETS
 

Cash and Bank Balances 

Money at Call and Short Notice 

Advances/Profit Sharing Arrangements


Loans for Project Financing 

Other Loans and Advances 


Investments - at Cost
 
Securities/Treasury Bills of
 
Federal/Provincial Governments 


Shares of Companies 

Other Investments 


Other Assets 

Fixed Assets 


EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
 

Equity

Paid Up Share Capital 

Accumulated Profit/(Loss) 

Revenue Reserves 


Deposit and Other Accounts
 
Current/Contingency Accounts 


Borrowings
 
Local 


Other Liabilities 


Contingencies and Commitments 


(Rs. million)
 
Year Ended 30 June
 
1988 


14.419 

-


247.462 

2,925.574 

3,173.036 


19.569 

49.243 

4.196 


73.0-T 

5.990 

3.721 


3T270.174 


200.000 

.061 


194.467 

394.523 


.908 


.908 


21810.559 

2,010.559 


64.184 


3,270.174 


75.000 


1987 %Change 

6.277 129.71 
3.623 (100.00) 

136.000 81.95 
2,258.288 29.54 
2,394.288 32.52 

19.569 -
49.243 -
3.406 23.19 

72.218 1.09 
4.205 42.44 
2.739 35.85 

. 21483.350 31.68 

200.000 -
.257 

175.462 
(76.26) 
10.82 

375.739 5.00 

4.557 (80.07) 
4.557 (80.07) 

2,043.443 37.54 
2,043.443 37.54 

59.631 7.63 

2,483.350 31.68 

75.000 



INCOME STATEMENT
 

Operating Income
 
Interest on Loans, Discounts and Return
 
on Non-Interest Bearing Accounts 

Interest on Bank Deposits 

Interest on Government Securities 

Others 


Operating Expenses
 
Interest on Borrowings & Return
 
on Non-Interest Bearing Accounts 

Salaries, Allowances and Benefits 

Other Expenses 

Depreciation 


Prior Period Adjustments

Net Profit/(Loss) before Taxation 


Net Profit/(Loss) after Taxation 

Accumulated Profit/li±oss) B/F 


Profit Available for Appropriation 

Appropriation
 
Transfer To(From) General Reserve 


Accumulated Profit/(Loss) 


(Rs. million)
 
Year Ended 30 Juno
 
1988 : 


50.568 

.359 


2.042 

.525 


53.49T 


10.930 

10.147 

12.693 


.868 

34.638 

(.053)


i8.0 


18.803 

.257 


19.060 


18.999 

18.999 


.061 


1987 Change
 

31.527 	 60.39
 
.534 (32.77)
 

2.039 .14
 
.199 163.81
 

34.299 55.96
 

8.244 32.58
 
7.688 31.98
 

11.114 	 14.20
 
.702 23.64
 

27.748 24.83
 
(3.939) (98.65)

2.61 619.86
 

2.612 619.86
 
.145 77.24
 

2.757 591.33
 

2.500 659.96
 
2.500 659.96
 

.257 (76.26)
 

.30;
 



MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
 
(Rs. million)
 

Year Ended 30 June
 
1988 1987 WChange


LOANS, ADVANCES AND PROFIT SHARING ARRANGEMENTS
 

Approvals (during the year)
 
- Term Loans 150.000 75.000 100.00
 
- Other Loans & Bebentures 3 300 000 2,421.000 23.92
 
Total 30 2496.000 26.20
 

Disbursements (during the year)
 
- Term Loans 134.580 75.000 79.44
 
- Other Loans 2,885.700 2,419.750 19.26
 
Total 3020.280 2,494.7 21.07
 

Portfolio (year end)
 
- Term Loans 247.462 136.000 81.96
 
- Othar Loans 2,914.798 2,250.753 29.50
 
Total 3:162.260 2,386.7-53 32.49
 

Regional Breakdown of total advances approved during year
 
- Punjab 2,384.000 1,937.000 23.08
 
- Sind 211.500 246.000 (14.02)
 
- N.W.F.P. 390.000 244.000 59.84
 
- Baluchistan - 9.000 (100.00)
 
- Azad Kashmir and Northern Areas 164.500 60.000 174.17
 
Total 3,150.000 2,496.000 26.20
 

Regional Breakdown of total advances disbursed during year
 
- Punjab 2,335.590 1,851.300 26.16
 
- Sind 95.000 201.600 (52.88)
 
- N.W.F.P. 433.830 323.930 33.93
 
- Azad Kashmir and Northern Areas 155.860 117.920 32.17
 
Total '3,020.20 T494.750' 21.07
 

Advances made under Small Loans Scheme (during year)
 
- Agriculture 2,885.700 2,419.750 19.26
 
Total 2,885.700 .2419.T7 19.26
 

DEPOSITS AT YEAR END
 
- Less than 3 months .908 4.557 (80.07)
 
Total .908 4.557 (80.07)
 

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES (AT YEAR END)
 
, 	Management 

- Executive 1 1 
- Non-Executive 59 52 13.46 
Total ' 60 53 13.21 
Permanent Non-Managemeijt Staff 
- Other 156 138 13.04 
Total 156 13,04 
Temporary Staff 
- Other 12 15 (20.00) 
Total 12 15 (20.00) 

Total 	 228 206 10,68
 

FURTHER ANALYSIS OF PERMANENT NON-MANAGEMENT 
- No. of Unionised Staff 156 138 13.04 

v, 

http:3,020.20


- -
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MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
 
(Ru. million)
 

Year Ended 30 June
 
1988 1987 SChanqe
 

Total 156 138 13.04
 

WAGES BILL 
Management 
- Executive .103 .097 6.19 
- Non-Executive 4.302 3.792 13.45 
Total 4.405 3.809 13.27 
Permanent Non-Management Staff
 
- Other 5.538 3.668 50.98
 
Total .5.53 3.668 50.98
 
Temporary Staff
 
- Other .204 .131 55.73
 
Total .204 .131 55.73
 

Total 10.147 7.688 31.98
 

FURTHER ANALYSIS OF PERMANENT NON-MANAGEMENT
 
- Unionised Staff Wage Bill 5.538 3.668 50.98
 
Total 5.538 3.968 50.98
 

ff=IFIC IuIFE01TIct - BWS &DFI.
 
FHCML BANK tCCOPSAIVES
 

1.MM ADVANCES APMIUOV) URIK; B YEAR 

FRIVATE PU3LIC 
S M SBiM 7UEAL 

1988 1987 1988 1987 1988 1987 
ifacturing
 

-Cement 
-


-Fertilizer - - - - - 

-Energy - - - - 

-Sugar - - - - 

-


-Textile - - - - 
-Engineering - - - - - 

-Others - . ....
 
Agriculture.Forestry
 
Hiunting and FishinG 134.580 75.000 134.580 75.000
 
Mining & Quarrying - - -


Electricity, Gas - - -.
 

& Water - - ' ....
 
C inun rce - -. .
 
Services - - .
 

Constructior - . ..
-. 


Others
 
NEW 75.0 - 3 6o
TFNI -

RATIOS FBC
 
Year Ended 30 June
 
1988 1987
 

Net Profit After Tax/Net Shareholder's Equity 4.76 % .69 S 
Total Income/Net Shareholder's Equity 13.55 % 9.12 % 
Net Profit Before Tax/Net Shareholder's Equity 4.76 % .69 1 
Salaries and Benefits/Total Operating Expenses 29.29 1 27.70 & 
Operating Profit/Total Income 35.24 % 19.09 1 
Net Shareholder's Equity/Total Assets 12.06 % 15.12 % 
borrowin9 Ratio 712.39 1 543.87 1 
Liqiid Assets/Total Deposit Liabilities 26.4185 s 1 t4.2723 : 1 



BALANCE SHEET
 

(Ra. million)
 

ASSETS
 

Cash and Bank Balances 

Money at Call and Short Notice 

investments - at Cost
 

Shares of Companies 

Debentures and Bonds 


Other Assets 

Fixed Assets 

Net Assets in Bangladesh 

Net Assets of Mutual Fund 

Net Assets of State Enterprise
 
Mutual Fund 


EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
 

Equity
 
Paid Up Share Capital 

Accumulated Profit/(Loss) 

Revenue Reserves 


Deposit and Other Accounts
 
Other Deposits 


Borrowings 
Local 
Participation Term Certificates 

/ Musharika Arrangements 

Other Liabilities 


Year Endfd 
1908 

735.01? 

1,067.885 


400.324 

.009 


480.333 

476.016 


3.762 

99.080 


205.457 


316.383 


2,883.928 


100.000 

109.683 

42.798 

252.41 


202.294 

202.2R4 


858.090 


824.193 

1,682.83 


746.870 


2,883.92 


10 	 June 
1907 -Chnngp 

733.7n .,6
 
988.49q n.01
 

473.442 	 1.4r
 
.05? (82.69)
 

473.40 1.44
 
473.494 .51
 

3.464 8.60
 
99.000 

182.293 12.70
 

310.888 1.76
 

2,764.913 4.30"
 

100.000 
93.313 17.54
 
40.798 4.90
 

234.111 7.84 

193.252 4.67
 
19.252 4.67
 

795.722 7.83
 

808.052 1.99
 
1,603.774 4.89
 

733.776 1.78
 

- t74.913 4.30
 

http:2,883.92
http:1,682.83


PI(lC 
PAKISAN KIU4IT INE WW OCMIPANY LIMITED 

IIISW AND ClCUBIVES 

The Goverment of Pakistan and the Government of Kuwait signed a
 
protocol in July 1976 for the establishment of a canpany to be known as
 
Pakistan Kuwait Investment Conpany Limited with a view to carrying on
 
Investment activities inPakistan in a profit - oriented manner. An
 
agremecnt in respect of the joint venture was signed in Kuw it on Milrch 8,
 
1978, which was followed by the signing of the Mbnorandum and Articles of
 
Association of the proposed Company on December 23, 1978. The document
 
was signed by the Secretary, Ministry of Finance, on behalf of thd
 
Goverment of Pakistan and the Deputy Managing Director, Kuwait Fdreign
 
Trading Contracting and Investment Conpany (KFIMIC), as a nominee of the
 
Government of Kuwait. The cortpany was incorporated inMarch 1979 as a
 
private limited conpany.
 

The main purpose of the ccxpany is to promote and expand economic
 
and investment collaboration between Pakistan and INuwait. Itprovides
 
financial assistance for Industrial enterprises in the private as well as
 
public sectors.
 

The management and superintendence of the Conpany vests in a Board
 
of Directors consisting of six Directors including the Mannging Director,
 
who Is the Cilef Executive. Three Directors are nominated by each
 
shareholder. The Chairman is the nominee of KFICIC while the Managing
 
Director is named by the Government of Pakistan. Each of the two parties
 
has the right to appoint, re-appoint, replace or remove any of its
 
representatives on the Board of Directors. Besides the Managing
 
Directors, Controler of Capital Issues and Executive Director, the State
 
Bank of Pakistan, represents the Pakistan side on the Board.
 

CAPITAL SI)IM
 

The caipany has an authorised capitq1 of Rs.1,000 million. Tht
 
paid-up capital is Rs. 378.100 million



BALANCE SHEET
 

ASSETS
 

Cash and Bank Balances 

Advances/Profit Sharing Arrangements
 

Loans for Project Financing 

Participation Term Certificates 

Other Loans and Advances 


Investments - at Cost
 
Securities/Treasury Bills of
 
Federal/Provincial Governments 


Shares of Companies 

Debentures and Bonds 

Other Inveqtnients 


Other Assets 

Fixed Assets 


EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
 

Equity
 
Paid Up Share Capital 

Accumulated Profit/(Loss) 

Revenue Reserves 


Other Liabilities 


Contingencies and Commitments 


(Ps. million) 
Year Ended 11 Dov'.mir.t 

39.985 42.615 (1.11) 

74.402 23.850 ?.Jl 
6.742 7.186 (6.|71 

145.123
17Z.T67 

150.219
161.755 

13.391
l.q 

5.000 5.000 
212.059 213.862 (.841 

5.000 5.344 (6.43) 
71.907 -- 23.'66 26.7002fl 90 169.3117.16 

27.053 2..783 10.74 
29.895 29.194 2.40 

567.166 526.753 7.67 

378.100 343.750 9.99 
.492 1.164 (57.73) 

149.447
578.039 

173.954 
516.76 

(14.03)
1.79 

39.127 7.985 390.00 

567.166 526.753 7.67 

53.897 71.436 (IM 



INCOME STATEMENT 

(Rs. million) 
Year Ended 31 December 

Dperatir Income 1987 1986 %Change 

Interest on Loans, Discounts and Return 
on Non-Interest Hearing Accounts 
Commission, Exchange, Fees and 

52.747 50.673 4.09 

Brokerage .389 4.148 (90.62) 
Gain on Sale of Investments 3.459 5.000 (30.82) 
Interest on Bank Deposits 7.761 5.688 36.44 

64.356 65.509 (1.76) 
Operating Expenses 
Interest on Borrowings & Return 
on Non-Interest Bearing Accounts .425 .991 (57.11) 
Salaries, Allowances and Benefits 2.599 2.124 22.36 
Other Expenses 14.680 8.075 81.79 
Depreciation .290 .226 31.85 

18.002 11.416 57.69 
Other Income .136 .068 100.00 
Net Profit/(Loss) before Taxation 46.490 54.161 (14.16) 

Net Profit/(Loss) after Taxation 46.490 54.16T (14.16) 
Accumulated Profit/(Loss) B/F 1.164 1.094 6.39 

Profit Available for Appropriation 47 55.255 (13.75) 
Appropriation 
Dividends Paid and Proposed 37.810 -
Proposed Bonus Shares - 34.375 (100.00) 
Transfer To(From) General Peservo - 5.000 (100.00) 
Transfer to Other Reserves 9.352 14.716 (36.45) 

47 54-T1 (12.80) 

Accumulated Profit/(Loss) .492 1.164 (57.711 



MANAOFMFNI INFORMATION
 
(Rso million)
 

Year Ended 31 Ducember
 
1207 1286 scbangU
 

LOANS. ADVANCES AND PnFTOr o ARRANGEMENTS
FlTT 

A;ppiovaLn (durinf thr' Year) 
- Tcrm Loans 10.705 30,831 (65e29) 
- 'lity Inves-tmonts ...... Il ..------ I. 32 089.65 
'otl,t ... 2 2AQ 2 3 ..... 32AIZQ (B,76) 

!Disburs*menis tdurinq thit year) 
- rorm Loans 1,257 50.210 (97.84) 
" E ilUV Investments --.. a2133 ....... 59.47 
iotat ---... 62.L22!.. _10 (87.88) 

V'o trolId (year end) 
Torm Loans 295.826 280.000 2.72 
Eiulty Investments ... 236L5t -. 23QQQ0 2.83 

lotit ... 32a ... 10LQQQ 2.77 

cLsqional Breakdown of toiat advances approved during year 
- Punilab 15.836 20.145 (21.39) 
- Sind 6.283 10.939 (42.56) 
- Situchistan . .133 1606.. (92.11)
 
Totl ----- 22A252 .... 32A27Q (32.10)
 

Rerilonal Breakdown ot total advances disbursed during year
 
- Pul oab 2.931 57.595 (94.91) 
" Sind 6,203 2e939 113.78 
- batuchistan- .4133 6......1 (92.11)U6 
TotaL ----- 2&37------ 62422Q (84.98) 

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES (AT YEAR END)
 
Ma naqement 
- Executive 4 4 
- Non-Executive -----.. 11 ..- -- 1 300 
Tota L- ..--------- - - 7,14
 
F'rmdnant Non-Management Staff 
- Other -------- 24 ---------- 20 20.00 
Total --------- 2 ---------- 20 .2000 

.TotaL 32 ..---- 3 14.71 

FURTHER ANALYSIS OF PERMANENT NON-MANAGEMENT 
- No. of Non-Unionised Staff ---------- 24 --------- 20 20.00 

. Total --------- 2 ----------- 20 20.00 

A.TERM ADVANCES APPROVED DURING THE YEAR
 
PRIVATE SECTOR PUBLIC SECTOR TOTAL
 

1988 1987 1988 1987 1988 1987
 

Manufacturing
 

-Cement 0.851 0.133 0.851 0.133
 

-Energy - 4.203 - 4.283
 

-Textile 16.743 12.905 16.743 12.905
 

-Others 12.402 2.931 12.402 2.931
 

Construction 0.835 - 0.835 -


Services 2.000 - 2.000
 

TOTAL 30.831 22.252 30.831 22.252
 



RATIOS
 

Year Ended 31 December
1987 
 1986

Net Profit After Tax/Net Shareholder's Equity
Total Income/Net Shareholder's Equity 
 8.80 % 
 10.44
Net Profit Before Tax:/Net Shareholderis Equity 12.21 
 12.64
Salaries and Benefits/Total Operating Expenses 
 8.80 %
Dividend Rate 10.44 %
14.43 %
Operatinq Profit/Total Income 

18.60 a
10.00 aNet Sharehnlder's !cluity/Total Assets 
 71.87 S 
 8

71.87 %
93.10 a 82.48 a98.48 a 



PLHC
 

PAK-LIBYA IHLDIN 0J3APANY LIMI1E 

IiS'Ri(Y AND CIJurIVES 

The establishment of Pak-Libya Holding Cmpany Limited (PUIC) as a 
Joint Stock Copany on October 14, 1978 with its registered office at 
Karachi was the outcane of a mutual agreement signed on February 8, 1976 
between the Goverunents of Pakistan and Libya. The Company camnenced 
business operations In October 1980. 

To achieve Its prime objective of facilitating industrial investment
 
in Pakistan, PUIC provides a conprehensive package of various modes of
 
financing. Its operational sphere includes provision of local and foreign
 
financing, equity participation, underwrting of public issues and bridge
 
finance facilities, short-term investment, co-sponsoring of joint
 
ventures, and also participation in financial packages in consort itn with
 
other financial institutions and financing projects by way of Islamic
 
modes of financing particularly on the basis of Participation Term
 
Certificates (PTCs) both for local and foreign currency financing. To 
further broaden PUIC's sphere of investment activities other Islamic modes
 
of financing are also being explored such as lease financing, modaraba,
 
musharika, mark-up, etc. In order to encourage greater utilization of
 
indigenous machinery the conpany also extends financing facilities to
 
prospective entrepreneures for locally fabricated machinery under State
 
Bank of Pakistan's Refinancing Scheme.
 

NNAL STWCIURE 

The executive authority for the conduct of the Company's business
 
vests in its Board of Directors on which three DIrectors each have been
 
nominated by the two Governments Including its (ilairman, the Managing
 
Director and Deputy Managing Director.
 

CAPriAT, SIU'IURE 

The paid-up share capital of P1,1 in 1987 was Is.1000 million. 



BALANCE SHEET
 

(Rs. million)
 
Year Ended 31 December
 

ASSETS
 

Cash and Bank Balances 

Money at Call and Short Notice 

Advances/Profit Sharing Arrangements
 

Loans for Project Financinq 

Participation Term Certificates 

Other Loans and Advances 


Investments - at Cost
 
Securities/Treasury Bills of
 

Federal/Provincial Governments 

Shares of Companies 

Debentures and Bonds 

Other Investments 


Other Assets 

Fixed Assets 


EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
 

Equity
 
Paid Up Share Capital 

Accumulated Profit/(Loss) 

Capital Reserves 

Revenue Reserves 


Borrowings
 
Local 


Other Liabilities 


1987 


10.436 

27.307 


483.424 

507.410 


.334 

991.168 


80.000 

180.152 

110.792 

31.011" 

401.955 

171.858 

29.430 


1,632.154 


1,000.000 

1.059 


144.000 

210.165 


1,355.2 


159.181 

159.181 


117.749 


1,632.154 


1986 WChange 

14.539 (28.22) 
87.307 (60.72) 

589.980 (18.06) 
222.987 127.55 

.633 (47.73) 
813.600 21.82 

32.500 146.15 
147.407 22.21 
135.222 (18.06) 
42.462 (26.96) 

357.591 12.40 
146.804 17.06 
28.035 4.97 

1,447.876 12.72 

1,000.000 -
4.181 (74.67) 

102.000 41.17 
183.011 14.83 

1,289.1927 5.12 

47.422 235.66 
47.422 235.66 

111.262 5.83 

i7"13 " 12.72 



INCOME STATEMENT
 

Operating Income 

Interest on Loans, Discounts and Return
 
on Non-Interest Bearing Accounts 

Commission, Exchange, Fees and
 
Brokerage 


Gain on Sale of Investments 

Interest on Bank Deposits 

Interest on Government Securities 

Service and Commitmet Charges 

Others 


Operating Expenses
 
Interest on Borrowings & Return
 
on Non-Interest Bearing Accounts 

Salaries, Allowances and Benefits 

Other Expenses 

Depreciation 


Operating Profit/(Loss) 

Net Profit/(Loss) before Taxation 


Net 1 ofit/(Loss) after Taxation 

Accumulated Profit/(Loss) B/F 


Profit Available for Appropriation 

Appropriation
 

Dividends Paid and Propose~d 

Transfer To(From) Genera] Reserve 

Transfer to Other Reserves 


Accumulated Profit/(Loss) 


(RAs. million)
 
Year Ended 31 Decembor


1987 . 1986 

1

140.694 113.544 


2.300 2.273 

4.555 4.418 

6.503 25.737 


20.964 9.081 

9.226 10.471 

7.391 11.921 


191.633 177.445 


2.908 1.866 

4.546 3.921 

2.729 2.996 

.417 .396 


10.600 9.175 


181.033 168.266 

181.033 168.T6 


181.033 168.266 

4.181 13.155 


185.214 181.421 


115.000 110.000 

27.155 25.240 

42.000 42.000 

184.155 177.240 


1.059 418M 


%Changus
 

23.91
 

1.18
 
3.10
 

(74.73)
 
130.85
 
(11.88)
 
(38.00)
 
7.99
 

55.04
 
15.93
 
(0.91)
 
5.30
 

15.48
 

7.58
 
7.58
 

7.58
 
(68.21)
 

2.09
 

4.54
 
7.58
 
-


3.90
 

(74.67)
 



'MANAGEMENT INFOPWATION
 
(RS. million)
 

Year Ended 31 December
 
1987 1986 %Change


LOANS, ADVANCES AND PROFIT SHARING ARRANGEMENTS
 

Approvals (during the year)
 
- Term Loans 148.339 341.256 (56.53)
 
- Other Loans & Bebentures b2.750 112.000 (52.90)
 
- Equity Investments 44.500 39.300 13.23
 
Total 245.589 492.556 (50.14)
 

Disbursements (during the year)
 
- Term Loans 210.471 179.700 17.12
 
- Other Loans 60.050 29.440 103.97
 
- Equity Investments 33.000 12.100 179.34
 
Total 104.321 221.240 37.55
 

Portfolio (year end)
 
- Term Loans 480.911 587.469 (18.14)
 
- Other Loans 507.410 222.987 127.55
 
- Equity Investments 180.152 147.407 22.21
 
Total 1,168.473 957.863 21.99
 

Regional Breakdown of total advances approved during year
 
- Punjab 95.914 186.905 (48.68)
 
- Sind 148.675 234.676 (36.65)
 
- N.W.F.P. 1.000 70.975 (98.59)
 
Total 245.589 492.556 (50.14)
 

Regional Breakdown of total advances disbursed during year 
- Punjab 152.582 165.015 (7.53) 
- Sind 137.366 24.175 468.22 
- N.W.F.P. 4.373 1.950 124.26 
- Baluchistan 10.000 30.100 (66.78) 
Total 304.321 221.240 37.55 

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES (AT YEAR END) 
Management 
- Executive 4 4 
- Non-Executive 3 . 2 50.00 
Total 7 6 16.67 
Permanent Non-Management Staff 
- Other 46 43 6.98 
Total 46 43 6.98 
Temporary Staff 
- Other 1 6 (83.33) 
Total 1 (83.33) 

Total 54 55 (1.82)
 

FURTHER ANALYSIS OF PERMANENT NON-MANAGEMENT
 
- No. of Non-Unionised Staff 46 43 6.98
 
Total 46 43 6.98
 

WAGES BILL
 
1:anagement
 
- Executive .616 .529 16.45
 
- Non-Executive .339 .391 (13.30)
 
Total .955 .9 3.80
 



MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
 
(HS. million)
 

Year Ended 31 December

1987 1986 %Chanje
 

Permanent Non-Management 
Staff
 

- Other 2.001 1.516 31.99
 
Total 2.001 1.5i6 31.99
 
Temporary Staff
 
- Other .008 .067 (88.06)
 
Total boil .067 (88.06)
 

Total 2.964 2.503 18.42
 

FURTIIER ANALYSIS OF PERMANENT NON-MANAGEMENT
 
- Non-Unionised Staff Wage Bill 2.001 1.516 31.99
 
Total . 2.001 1.516 31.99
 

1.TEvI A1VANCES APP1 IDIIRItNG H1YEAR
 

PRIVATEt SID=Q PULIC SI.:CM] Oibyx 

1987 1988 1987 1988 1987 1988-inufacturing
 

-Cenwnt - - - - - 

-Sugar - 124.275 - - - 124.275
 
-Fertilizer - - - 

-Energy - - - 

-Textile 17.000 106.896 - - 17.000 106.896
 
-Enginepring - 15.000 - - - 15.000
 
-Others 80.939 241.385 - - 80.939 241.385
 

Agriculture,Forestry 
Ilunting and 
Fiuhing - - - - - -

Mining & Quarrying - - - -
Construction - - - - - -

Othtrs 147.650 5.000 - - 147 650 5.000 
'10IAL 245.589 492.556 2_NI 492.55NL---- 55B 


RATIOS
 
1ar Ended 31 December
 

1987 1986
 

Net Profit After Tax/Net Shareholder's Equity 13.35 % 13.05 %
 
Total Inrome/Net Shareholder's Equity 14.14 % 13.76 %
 
Net Profit Before Tax/Net Shareholder's Equity 13.35 % 13.05 %
 
Salaries and Benefits/Total Operating Expenses 42.88 % 42.71 %
 
Dividend Rate 11.50 % 11.00 %
 
Operating Profit/Total Income 94.46 % 94.82 %
 
Net Shareholder's Equity/Total Assets 83.03 % 89.04 %
 
Borrowing Ratio 11.74 % 3.67 1
 



r*SAPICO
 
SAUDI-PAK INDUS'lRIAL AND A~iaUI lWLTAL INVEnl CWA1PY
 

IIIS'UtY AND OBJCLIVES 

Saudi-Pak Industrial and Agricultural Investment Cnpany (SAPIW0) 
has been ebtablished to meet the financing requirements of industrial and 
agricultural sectors, promoto and accelerate industrial dcvelopment and 
establish agro-based industries. It i, a joint venture between the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the Goverixiicnt of P, lstan, and was 
incorporated as a private limited conpany under the Curpany Law on 
December 23, 1981. 

The objectives of the conpany are investment in the industrial and 
agro-based industrial fields in the-Islamic Republic of Pakistan on 
comnerciai basis through the carrying out of industrial and agro-based 
industrial projects and marketing of their products in Pakistan and
 
abroad.
 

M r~WSTDUIUIl!E 

The overall control and supervision of SAPICD vests in its Board of 
Directors ccnprising three Pakistanis and three Saudi Directors. The
 
Pakistani Directors are ncninated by the Federal Government of Pakistan.
 
The Federal Finance Ministry is responsible for the affairs of the
 
catpany. The Chief Executive offi-or is also appointed by the Federal
 
Govermxnt. 

CAPTI AL STIWIM 

The share capital of the conpany a3 authorised by the Government is 
Rs.1,000 million, of which Rs.800 million has been paid against the first
 
and second calls by the respective governnents. 



BALANCE SHEET
 

(Ro. million)
 
Year Ended 31 December
 

ASSETS
 

Cash and Bank Balances 

Money at Call and Short Notice 

Advances/Profit Sharing Arrangements
 

Loans for Project Financing. 


Investments - at Cost
 
Securities/Treasury Bills of
 
Federal/Provincial Governments 


Shares of Companies 

Other Investments 


Other Assets 

Fixed Asset3 


EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
 

Equity
 
Paid Up Share Capital 

Accumulated rrofit/(Loss) 

Revenue Reserves 


Other Liabilities 


Contingencies and Commitments 


1987 


31.681 

519.431 


312.915 

312.915 


159.364 

81.800 

84.000 


325.164 

54.321 

16.916 


1,260.428 


800.000 

.289 


449.625 

1'249.514 


10.514 


1,260.428 


397.842 


1986 %Change
 

24.084 3i.54
 
534.935 (2.89)
 

222 994 40.32
 
222!994 40.32
 

163.011 (2.23)
 
69.700 17.36
 
86.500 (2.89)
 

319.211 1.86
 
41.732 30.16
 
6.103 177.17
 

1,149.05 9.69
 

800.000 
.946 (69.45)
 

343.625 30.84
 
1,144.571 9.20
 

4.488 134.26
 
It 
1,149.059 9.69
 

382.747 3.94
 

http:1,149.05


INCOME STATEMENT
 

(Rs. million)
 
Year Ended 31 necember
 

Operating Income---


Interest on Loans, Dispounts and Return
 on Non-Interest Bearing Accounts 

Interest on Bank Deposits

Interest on Government Securities 

Service and Commitment Charges 

Others 


Operating Expenses

Salaries, Allowances and Benefits 

Other Expenses

Depreciation 


Operating Profit/(Loss) 

Net Profit/(Loss) before Taxation 


Net Profit/(Loss) after Taxation 

Accumulated Profit/(Loss) B/F 


Profit Available for Appropriation 

Appropriation

Transfer Tot-rom) General Reserve 

Transfer to Other Reserves 


Accumulated Profit/(Loss) 


1987 


49.024 

41.388 

16.250 

4.560 

7.806 


S19.028 


3.739 

9.148 

.798 


13.M 


105.343 

105.343 


105.343 

.946 


106.289 


-

106.000 

106.000 


.289 


1986 


26,050 

41.648 

13.298 

1.567 


36.706 

119.269 


2.735 

9.041 

.492 


12.268 


107.001 

107.001 


107.001 

3.945 


110.946 


74.000 

36.000 


110.0 


.946 


tChange
 

88.19
 
(.6?)
 

22.19
 
191.00
 
(78.73)
 

(.20)
 

36.70
 
1.18
 

62.19
 
11.55
 

(1.54)
 
(1.54)
 

(1.54)
 
(76.02)
 

(4.19)
 

(100.00)
 
194.44
 
(3.63)
 

(69.45)
 



MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
 
(Rs. million)
 

Year Ended 31 December
 
1987 1986 


LOANS, ADVANCES AND PROFIT SHARING ARRANGEMENTS
 

Approvals (during the year)
 
- Term Loans 194.087 121.366 

- Equity Investments 66.213 53.000 

Total 260.360 174.366 


Disbursements (during the year)
 
- Term Loans 101.989 152.135 

- Equity Investments 17.932 22.587 

Total 119.921 174.722 


Portfolio (year end) 
- Term Loans 312.914 222.994 
- Equity Investments 101.340 78.408 
Total 414.254 301,02 

Regional Breakdown of total advances approved during year
 
- Punjab 233.656 126.438 

- Sind 12.505 35.796 

- N.W.F.P. 12.954 4.500 

- Baluchistan 1.185 7.632 

Total 260.300 174,36 


Regional Breakdown of total advances disbursed during year
 
- Punjab 90.221 150.090 

- Sind 20.796 23.000 

Baluchistan 8.904 .982 


- Azad Kashmir and Northern Areas - .650 

Total 119.921 174.722 


NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES (AT YEAR END)
 
Management
 
- Executive 5 4 

- Non-Executive 
 10 10 


Total 15 14 

Permanent No,-Management Staff
 
- Production 19 14 

Total 19 14 


Totai 34 28 


FURTHER ANALYSIS OF PERMANENT NON-MANAGEMENT
 
- No. of Non-Unionised Staff 19 14 

Total 19 14 


WAGES BILL
 
Management
 
- Executive 432.671 448.036 

- Non-Executive 1,004.264 650.921 

Total 1,436.985 I,098-959 

Permanent Non-Management Staff
 
- Production 485.334 474.822 

Total 485.334 474.822 


Total 1,922.269 1,573.781 


FURTHER ANALYSIS OF PERMANENT NON-MANAGEMENT
 
- Non-Unionised Staff Wage Bill 485.334 474.822 

Total .485.334 474.82? 

%Change
 

59.92
 
24.93
 
49.28
 

(32.96)
 
(20.61)
 
(31.36)
 

40.32
 
29.25
 
37.44
 

84.80
 
(65.07)
 
187.87
 
(84.47)
 
49.28
 

(39.89)
 
(9.58)
 

806.72
 
(100.00)
 
(31.36)
 

25.00
 
-


7.14
 

35.71
 
35.71
 

21.43
 

35.71
 
35.71
 

(3.43)
 
54.28
 
30.76
 

* 2.21
 
2.21
 

22.14
 

2.21
 
2.21
 



MANAGEMENT INFORMATION 

ITM A 1VZS APPI D DURINO 11W. YEAR 
I IVATh S~fJlt' IULIC SI I 

N ufseturing 1988 1987 1988 1987 
-Cenent 
 - - NIL NIL -qugar - . 
-Fertilizer 
 - -
-Energy -
-Text ile 1.300 
-Engineering 182.387 152.276 

-Others 
 5.000 22.090 

Agriculturo.Forestry 
Hunting and
Fishing 
 -
 -

Mining & Quarrying - -
Construction - .
Services 7.000 -
Others 
 64.613 
'JUrAL 16i.30 17r366 II7* I-f 

RATIOS
 

Net Profit After Tax/Net Shareholder's Equity
Total Income/Net Shareholder'n Equity

Net Profit Before Tax/Net Shareholder's Equity
Salaries and Benefits/Total Operating Expenses
Operating Profit/Total Income 

Net Shareholder's Equity/Total Awtit; 


ru 'Ij

1988 

-

-
1.300 

182.387 

5.000 


-
-

7.000 

64.613 


260.300 


1987
 

-

-
152.276
 
22.090
 

-
" 

-
-


T74.366
 

Year Ended 31 December
 
1987 
 1986
 

0.42 1 
 rI.j4 ? 
9.52 S 
 10.42 %
 
0.42 % 
 9.34 V
 

27.32 
 :1?.2q V 
88.50 % 8n.;i

9q. II. N, ll 
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Development Financial Institutions 127 	 Chapter 10 

1001 Over time, there has been a considerable overlap between functions of separate 
DFIs as their mandates were expanded to permit similar activities Their various functions 
and the overlap has been summarized in Table 1 Many reasons have been cited for the 
overlap of functions, some of which are 

There is a scarcity of credit in Pakistan for financing Industrial ventures There will 
always be a large number of prospective clients chasing the few sources 
Therefore financing industrial ventures will always be an attractive prospect 

ii 	 DFIs in Pakistan have taken little initiative in building infrastructuie in the financial 
sector Had they engaged in activities never done before their profitabilty was 
likely to have been adversely affected Project financing is something tested and 
tried and allows them to remain inside their 'comfort zone' 

liI 	 Client demands have been responsible, to a large extent, for the institution offering 
a particular set of similar products/services For instance if an existing large PICIC 
client wanted working capital financing for a new projec,, PICIC did not want to 
lose them to another institution Nor did the clients want to go to another 
institution, having developed a track record and credit history with PIClC So 
mandates and charters were adjusted to accomodate such client requests 

10 02 	 Most DFIs are not only performing similar functions but h3ve also been sanctioning project 
financing loans largely concentrated in a particular area The location of the head offices of 
virtually all of DFIs in Karachi has been cited as one of the main reasons for this state of 
affairs Many of them have regional offices, but no sanctioning authority at that level The 
IDBP was the only institution which reviewed loans and sanctioned them at the regional 
level 

10 03 	 The loan sanction-disbursement process cycle is full of unnecessary delays Ingeneral the 
sanction process at any DFI usually involves the following steps, 

Project Review 
Legal documentation 
Market survey/Feasability 
Board approvals 
Disbursement 
Project Supervision 

10 04 	 Over time DFIs have become a prey to bureaucratic delays According to an estimate it 
takes almost two years for a project application to be processed and for the funds to be 
disburs,.d During this period the applicant may be required, in extreme cases, to 
undertake 80-120 visits to the DFI headquarters The legal documentation is usually 
lengthy and delays between loan approval and disbursements are long The slow rele.se 
of funds sometimes leads to abandonment of implementation schedule and project 
suspension till such time that funds become available Delays sometimes necessitate re
appraisal and re-scheduling As a result projects either go ahead with reduced scope on 
available finances or, anticipating delays, the sponsors look for alternative financing 
Moreover, there is hardly any monitoring or supervision by DFI staff beyond disbursement 

1005 	 The appraisal process gives too little importance to the choice oi technology or the impact 
of the choice of technology While evaluating financial viability and macro economic 
development effects It Is also Imrortant to consider the appropriateness of technology to 
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the country's capabilities and problems 

1006 	 There Is a trend InDFIs to sanction bigger projects, thus eliminating those that are small 
but may seem complicated due to design These are usually innovative from a soc'ial or 
technological viewpoint and may be new or very labor intensive Such projects may 
deviate slightly from the institution's quantitative guidelines 

1007 	 There are some dedicated lines available to DFIs to finance the purchase of locally 
manufactured machinery However since the collateral quality isa major consideration 
and Institutions are risk averse they like to finance foreign manufactured machinery 
Machinery manufactured by reputable suppliers is bound to have a better re sale and 
subsequent salvage value Thus by playing it safe DFIs are not contributini to the 
country's indigenous technological capability 

1008 	 Management of DFIs is done through executive boards which consist of federal and 
provincial nominees There is a very high turnover at the board level which is respo, isible 
for lack of continuity of policy The management of these Institutions, like most others in 
Pakistan is 'personality dependant' The profitable operations of NDFC and BEL has 
repeatedly been attributed to the genius of its ex-chairmen's management style, and the 
length of stay in office Top management has a lot of power as regards who gets the loan 
The trength of one person has often swayed the entire board ,: one direction or another 
The decisions of the chief executive are rarely challenged by senior manaqers Ifthey wish 
to Indulge in speculative ventures, it will be obvious only after the event Senior 
management at DFIs has been known to rush towards undertakings that may not have 
been viable but were undertaken due to personal motives 

1009 	 Initially all DFI sanctions used to go through a ce,,tral agency which provided an objective 
assessment The projects under consideration were evaluated on economic and 
technical grounds before the actual disbursement In order to liberalize the process and 
remove unnecessary dplays this agency was done away with There were two outcomes 
of this action Some decision makers became extremely conservative while others were 
swept up with all the power 

10 10 	 Inthe absence of clear cut objectives the cautious managers became overly conservative 
They are still hesitant to make any decision, even ifthey know it to be right, for fear of 
retributon Moreover politicaly inspired decisions have also become fairly common The 
aggressive managers took bold measures some of which proved to be very successful 
NDFC is acase inpoint Itwas set up to provide financing exclusively to SOE so that there 
was no need to compete for resources of other institulons and NCBs This changed inthe 
late 1970s when new departments were subsequently added with innovative objectives in 
view and private sector ventures of all sizes and descriptions were undertaken Many 
cormpetent people were atttracted to this public secto DFI with a private sector profile Its 
profitablity performance has been well above other DFIs However skepticism on whether 
such performance is sustainable abounds The institution shGwed some slack when there 
was a change in management and lately shadows of doubt have been repeatedly cast 
over the performance of the innovative departments To qoute an official of the Finance 
Ministry, the departments "have smart names and are filled with smart people in smart 
clothes who can converse in good english but are not able to produce a worthwhile 
analyls of Industrial policy, when asked" 

10 11 	 Management at DFIs Is expected to perform like entrepreneurs yet they are not looked 
upon with favor Incase of mistakes Everyone welcomes a success story but are reluctant 
to appreclale that in order to achieve the desired objectives even the most successful 
entrepreneurs'MYin some and lose some' If management is provided with tprgets to be 
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met there must be guidelines for the minimum acceptance of non performing 
undertakings If not, narrowly defined financial viability will always remain the foremost 
consideration which may not necessarily be the most desirable 

10 12 There Is a general lack of appropriate expertise in DFIs due to more desirable terms being 
offered by private banks and private enteiprise Exodus of bright qualified people to better 
prospects overseas is also taking place This extreme shortage is further accentuated by 
the 'thinning out effect' due to expansion in the operations atid rapid promotions 

10 13 There Is no specialized cadre for commercial or development bankers Similarly ihere are 
no special skill requirements for new employees There is a lack of structured training 
programs for entrant This results in fresh Inductees going strelght to the decision making 
position and then undergoing 'on-the Job-training' 

10 14 Hiring and firing decisions are also motivated by political considerations As was 
mentioned by an official in the concerned ministry, 28 people from a particular region were 
hired as clerical staff during the previous elected gcvernment rhese people were 
promoted to the official cadre due to pressure by the present government There appears 
to be no justification for this, as these staff members were only mal-riculates whereas there 
were many graduates and experienced paople who were superceded In Pakistan today 
the problem of positive discriminatin in favor of various ethnic, geographical groups and 
women is a glaring reality But such measures are diffi An official of the Ministry labelled 
this as 'the cost of demociacy' 

10 15 There are no special Incentives or performance based rewards for DFI personnel There 
are no performance criteria nor any well defined objectives In genpral promotions within 
the organization are a factor of the time spent in a position and not any achievements such 
as quick decision making or good credit All this results in staff following a path of least 
resistance so as to be safe and secure in their jobs 

10 16 Financial planning has been taken out of the hands of the borrower, with all of the assets 
of the business backing one loan and subsequent lenders having second arid third charge 
on the same asset (subject to prior lender approval) These Institutions used collateral 
guidelines as Ifit were a term loan instead of project financing 

10 17 In the absence of any credit information network there is not enough scrutiny at the 
appraisal level It Is difficult for institutions to evaluate the credibility of the Individuals, their 
track record and repayment histories with other Institutions Further It Is difficult to get an 
Idea of the Individual's tota: Indebtedness or that of his group 

10 18 Borrowers also suffer from a reputation of being unprofessional DFI personnel cite 
frequent examples of lack of proper paper work and delay Inprovision of audited financial 
statements as part of the application package Further, any objections raised by DFI staff 
are looked upon as delays and means of extracting financial favors by sponsors 

Regulatory agencies have not played a very positive role in streamlining the working of the DFIs 
either The NIT and ICP have repeatedly been denied membership of the stock 
exchanges, on grounds that they are direct competitors The government and the relevant 
ministry have been discouraged from interference In this regard by inter, ational agencies 
On the other hand if the government continues using the current pricing formula for public 
offerings and continues to stipulate what is to be offered to them they will never be viewed 
as playing a positive role Inmarket making 

10 20 Since their Inception subsidized credit lines have been made available on easy terms to 
4 
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DFIs This 'spoon feeding' has led to lack o0 creation of Innovative means of resource 
mobilization These institulon have relied on credit ceilings and have always sought 
expansion of celings It Is only recently that this request has been denied and they have 
been asked to mobilize their own resources As can be seen In Annexure 6 there are 
advertisements of PICIC and IDBP in the various national dailies Introducing new schemes 
At this stage one cannot help but wish them luck as their track record has not been very 
good and It Is Ironical to see these advertisements appearing almost at the same time as 
repayment notices (please refer to annexure 7) 

10 21 	 The loan loss experiences and luw recovery ratios have become an essential characteristic 
of DFI performance These can be attributed to a number of factors, 

I 	 Foreign currency denominated loans have been classified due to non payment 
because of the fast depreciating value of the rupee In the absence of appropi late 
hedging mechanisms even the interest payments on loans sanctioned In the early 
1960s are in default 

2 	 Anumber of Industrial undertakings have been declared 'sick units' This adverse 
classification Is sometimes desired by the entrepreneurs These people often 
make a considerable amount of money whie setting up the venture and later wish 
to gain by getting preferenlial teatment DFI management has no built in 
mechanism that would check this practice 

3. 	 The actual Intentions of the businessman are not evident to the DFI In the absence 
of pust disbursement review or on going appraisal In cases where the 
entrepreneur had a portfolio of businesses DFIs have been known never to 
question why one or two units should be declared sick when ohers are doing 
well 

4. 	 Similarly when the Industry Is a clear winner due to Its Inherent supply-demand 
situation or other favorable factors 'here is little justiication for poor performance 
For Instance cotton ginning, yarn and cement units have the advantage of 
competing In a seller's market, so there Is no apparent reason for the declared 
unprofitable operations 

5. 	 In Pakistan the legal framework for debt recovery Is very weak and full of 
unnecessary delays which may take up to five or ten years As a result the 
Institutions have become very cautious with respect to collateral 

6 	 Many borrowers resort to wilfull default in the absence of any sound recovery 
mechanism There Is always some tension between the borrower who wants 
litigation so as to delay the recovery and the lender who Invariably opts for a out
of-court settlement 

7. 	 At the end of the day the only asset worth having as collataeral is land, even 
though it forms a very small part of the assets of any heavy Industry It seems 
somewhat absurd for the rate of growth of Industry to be constrained by Its ability 
to provide land as collate-wl 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING DFI PERFORMANCE 

10 22 	 DR performance has to be seen alongwith the Infrastructural and other Inherent 
weaknesses of 'he financial sec!or DFIs may be performing similar functions but there is 
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hardly any competition among them Applicants have also felt free to approach more than 
one Institution The government must encourage competition within the DFIs For this it 
may chose certain target performance measures such as rate of return on assets or rate of 
recovery In fair competition it I necessary to reward performance just as it is necessary 
to penalize poor results However there must also be a minilmum acceptable level of 
adverse performance 

1023 All DFIs must be encouraged to mobilize their own resources and not depend on 
subsidized credit facilities of the SBP or International agencies If their mandate does not 
allow resource mobilization, it should be amended accordingly At this stage some DFIs 
may not be in a position to do .o, owing to the adverse quality of their loan portfolios 

10 24 Concentration of DFI headquarters in one region has resulted in large projects becoming 
the prerogative of Karachi businessmen To have an equitable disbursement of funds DFI 
headquarters must be moved up country Initially the headquarters of two institutions 
should be moved to Lahore and one each to Islamabad, Peshawar and Quetta This 
should be coupled with opening of regional offices (as recently announced by ADBP) 
This step might also lead to a natural division of sectoral lending, for instance DFIs based 
in Punjab may end up financing more agro based industry and/or cotton textiles Similarly 
there might be a natural division on the basis of rural or urban concentration of the 
projer.ts under consideration Ln~c!,:g ahead, if the government wants to move towards 
(say) rural irdustrlalization, DFIs can play an important role in developing Infrastructural 
facilties for Industries in selected rural areas 

10 25 Competition for DFIs Is also emerging in the form of private sector Investment Finance 
Banks These Institutions will undertake project finance activities as well and claim to have 
turn around time of 10 to 15 days In order to compete DFIs will be forced to atleast work 
within the stated 60 day approval cycle and push towards early disbursements 

1026 It is recommended that DFIs should create a technical intelligence unit and hire Inhou3e 
technical consultants In this age of rapidly changing technology, such a unit should have 
the ability to evaluate technological choices, its Interaction with other technologies, its 
relationship with social and economic swatems and its Impact on the economic viabilily of 
the project 

10 27 DFIs must also consider the technological development objectives of the country while 
evaluating projects Import substitution, deletion policies and utilization of Indigenous 
capablities could be a consideration while considering loans Related certain quantitative 
measures and targets could be made prerequisites for disbursal For Instance, they could 
Include graduated deletion of foreign technology Import by (say) 5-10% per year 

1028 DFI performance has, been excessively top management dependant As is the practice in 
many other areas of Pakistan society, indiIdual personalities have dominated certain 
institutions One way if avoiding this would be by giving more power to the Executive 
Boards who should have an equal number of Internal and external members, thus 
Increasing the chances of dissent Decentralizing to regional or provinclal lev'ils will also 
decrease the dependence on Head Office and the decision making on one person 
Regulatory agencies could keep a check on performance by monitoring the trend in the 
number of sanctions over time and doing the needful in care there Is an extreme 
movement 

1029 Terms and conditions of work and salary structure at DFIs need to be reviewed Ideally 
these should be brought in line with private sector terms Performance criteria and 
objectives should be decided in consultation with the employees and performance reviews 

39D~
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should be carried out regularly Moreover performance based rewards and promotion 
must be Introduced, as Is the case Inprivate bai,lls 

10 30 New employees should go through Intensive training modules along with on-the-Job 
trainlng rhis should be similar to the training programs being offered by private sector 
financial Institutions DFIs could also Institute the Account Officer system (see detail In 
commercial banking section) 

10 31 DFIs must also have ready or on-line access to the credit Information network for NCBs 
This will enable them to have up to date Information regarding group accounts and total 
liabilities outstanding of corporate Individuals and groups, and delinquencies ,ifany 

10 32 Disbursing Institutions must ensure that the recipients of funds are the Initial sponsors of 
the projects In many cases sanctions have been sold to other non deserving parties or 
original sponsors are no longer associated with the project when it finally takes off 

10 33 Certain preconditions must be Imposed on borrowers, such as the provision of audited 
financial statements in a timely fashion The Integrity and sophistication of reporting 
standards depends on the sophistication of its users In developed systems it Is analysts 
and institutional stake holders who ensure high quality reporting Laws regarding timely 
preparation of accounts are in place in Pakistan, as In other countries, but the 
Implementation Is too slow or Is non existent 

10 34 In order to play their due role Incapital market development in Pakistan, DFIs could make 
Ita precondition for borrowers to have a public offering DFIs could provide an all-in-olie 
package to clients This would also result in better reporting practices 

1035 Internationally employed loan clssiflicatlon criteria must be adopted by DFIs The 
Importance of post disbursal evaluation and project monitoring must be recognized In this 
regard Having an account officer sytem in place will aid this process greatly 

1036 Over the long term it is recommended that the DFIs be restructured finanacially and 
administratively Some measures regarding administrative restructuring have been 
mentioned earlie; Measures for financial restructuring should Include a thorough portfolio 
audit In each Institution as a first step 

10 37 Secondly the formation of a central management service company or smaller companies 
is recommended These should be along the lines of "work-out groups" in some Western 
countries The company consists of an Independent group of professionals including 
accountants, financial managers lawyers, tax advisors which may be hired by the 
Institution(s) This group usually takos over the management of problem companies which 
would be similar to our 'sick units' It ra'rries out a management audit and puts measures 
in place that may aid In turning Itaround In case of a situation beyond redemption, it aids 
In the filing of bankruptcy proceedings and the final disposal of assets of all creditors 
DFIs could have Inhouse work out groups ifoutside consultants are not available 

10 38 Institutional ietructuring along the lines of commercial banks could also be undertaken 
Here each Institulon would be divided to form two separate ones One would retain c,; the 
'good loans' and the other all the classified or sub standard ones The purpose of the 
latter would be restricted to that of a collection agency - collecting Interest payments and 
pursuing loan recovery with the aid of the legal sytem. A combined collection agency for 
all the DFIs could also be set up 
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InC\C.,c l th. powers conferred by sub, ecton (4) and 
Capiiail Is,te (Continuance of Control) Act, 1947 (XXIX 

of 1947) the -edeia 
iecognitions in respect 
making, I public oflei 
Section (3) o: the said 

IGOt ciliflC1L i,pleased to stipulate that all consents and 
of i\es',i-lent iiiaince companies, for tue of capital for 
oi i.,kig .an% othel action under sub-section (2) or sub
sctil Tnh di1 ,,ubject to the following conditionS -

(1)Definttons -In this notihcauon, unless theie is any thing repugnant 
in the subjc.t or LoJLe\t--

(A	* \LI " icnam. tihC.ipiml ishues (Continuance of Control) Act 
1947 (ALt XXIX of 1947) ; 

(b) ,ssociated comnante., " or " associated issuer " ot '"aisociatcd 
client 	" includc compniies and associated undeitakings as defined 
in sub-section (2) or section 2 of the Ordinance, 

(c) 	" bankeis ,tcceptancL " means a draft drawn on a commercial bank 
oi investment hniiane ompany by an mhdividual or firm ordering 
the diawee bank or invetinent finance company to pay to the order 
or thuid pci son ,I,pcci.Ld sum of money, eithei on demand or at 
.onie lutume speufied date, dnd accepted by the drawee 

1Il 45) 

PPice. Ps, 60 

[4096 Ex. Gaz.] 
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(d) 	" Contioller " mcanb the Contioller or Capital issues appointed
tindet the Act , 

(c) 	" close iclative " includes spouse and minot childien 

() 	 " company " means a company inco,pottlied utndeli . law for tile 
time being in foice ; 

(g) " in\cbsment finance company " means a company egisicied alld 
gi atted licence undet this notification to indei take aiind cairrv on the 
busincs,, of an investment hnuWLC c0mp,1\. 

(hI) liquid Ict worth " means III invesimncut lInanLc L0tmlanM s book 
value (oi act worth) ieduILCd by Its IiXLd JasCts id dirett il\et
ment of more than 20 per cent In the paid t1p C.11) l ol a LlICIt 
enterpris, O I lease or leasb.s InIrespei-. ot It" ,IS%.I ,dg, !'r(itdlll IIOre
than 20 pci Cent of the total assets, ol the. entei prilc 

(i)" mareln loan " llealb a lodn made by *in inestment linance cornl
pany to J LIIIIt to pautly finanlCe ilvestment., by thL. 1CInt in market
able sc.cu ItICs which shall be held b\ 1n\L,%llent 1inaneC Loinpam\ 
as collaleial the aniount in\'ested b\ ilt t1I'll 1tHlP IhI ' iatrgln
,1gaiInsi the Ioan , 

1)1 maiketable eLuritmLs " mcans Ireci) t..ott.hlb,,L ,rebi11d 	equil,
instruments bearer or, othrc wise, such ,ts corpo die btocs and shaics
and Modaraba certificates listed or Stock E\chanc Governmem 
or Go~ernment-guaranteed ,ecuritie, Lorpor,0te Fi 1 paperin1cil1 
short-teiin conimmrcial paper, banker,, ,cpttncL_ cuitificati-,
Ul depoitt and investment, Participation ern Ccititicate, tnd 
reirn Finance Ccitithcates 

(k) 	" Ordinance mcan, the Conpanis OjicIne1ICe 19,4 (XL\Vil of1984) , 

(I) " risk assets " means marketable securities and othei asset%held b1 
an investment finance company in the oi ha:try cou s: ort (s buIness 

(m) words and exprestions which have been used in this notification 
but tot defitned and have been delinecd in the Act oi the Orclinanct.
sh.tll have the same meaning as in the Act ui the Ordinance 

2. Co1mnncetnca otoperation-N(I) Ail InVestment IlanLL L.omp1Nv'iill
 
commence business and its operations as such compan% onl' aftei it has been .
-stei ed dd issued a hcence tinder tlhi notification b\ Hit ControllLr
 

(2) 	A company proposing to commence the businc.,s of in\cIStfent hnanfcL 
company shall make an application to the Controller in the nannet notified b.
 
the Controller in the officitm Gazette, with a declaration that it complies ,ith all

the erins, conditions and requirements ot this notificatimi and shall comply \\tlh

41l that is iequied of investment finance companies in the conduct ol Msti ltsines
t 


(3) At the time ol making the applications under sub-paragraph (2) the ap
plicant-conpanmv shall hLave fultilled 
 and complied With the 1olloi\\1c Londitions.
 
n:imely
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(a) 	 it -,hall be registeied a a public limited company under the Ordinance 
ot any other law Ioi the time being in force with oblects and functions 
specifed in paiagi iph 4 ol this notification 

(b) 	 it shall have a mininmum paid-up capital of one hundred ,milion rupees
and shall he listed on Stock Exchanges in Pakistan , 

(c) its investment polic, shall le clearly and concisely stated In its Memoran
dum and Articles ol Association and the prospectus published tor public
offer of its securities "fhe piospectus shall, so far as may be, conform 
to and comply with all applica ,. provisions oh the Ordinance and the 
Act : 

(d) 	no person %% beLiI breach ol trust or ol ,inho 1l1 con, icted oL fraud ot 
ollence involving moial tiipitude shall be its diiectoi, officer or eni
pIoyee aLnd 

(e) no peiton who hal, been adjudged as insolvent or hah suspended pa,
ment ot has co)nip,.tiiided with his creditois %hallbe its director, ollicer 
or employee 

(4. rhe Contolltti -,h1.ll II h1- 1, ,atisied that the company has fulfilled the 
condtons bpecihtLd ill sul-p ui ,auiphs(2) and (3)and in his opinion the promoters
ihelcol aie pelsom 01 in.a., .nd inteigrity, ha'l knowledge of matters which the 
tompany may have to deal %% ,aninestment finaace company and have engagedith 
adequate qualihed stall. icuister the fompany as an investment finance company 

3 Rl oil ullt' t'MI t w ii £IJtJ4lOWln-An iii-estment finance conpany 
kill net traisaL.t atn\ btti'cvw on the basis of intcicst, except loi the time being

that ielaing to loiiaign loan-, aid Ledits All finanL.l transactions will be in 
accordance With 1he hIa niiL mode, 01 linancing. 

4 Batin pti Ih'se oi stt' [.I beneficialoiI'fe'i -An investment lnance coi
pIn) hall 1t \t0hut the i )M appi oval in writing of the Controller, puichabe
anything from, oi hell anthiIiw to ,in drectoi, officer, employee ot a person who 
either ildividualll, or in LL I.eit \\ ith close ielatives beneficially owns ten per Lent 
or more either ot the Lqut.\ ui ot. ,ccuritics with voting right,, it any, Issued 
by the inmestment hinalnLt t.tlllup.1in 

3. Objects anlt JnlLttItom .- The objects and lunctons ol imestment finance 

colnpitpiie, Shall be as folio\\ - n1.iiel) 

(a) 	MOnet' ,a,'I c ti l'ci's'" 

() 	 huing hoit-trm p.tpei o1 itS own or ceitificate of deposits o1 
investICnts of not less than 30 days maturity. 

(i) 	 Fhding In comme11Ila papei Issued by its client,,, Go\elrtment 
becurities. pi niiss,i y notes, bankers' acceptances and other nione\ 
miiiket Instruments acling either as , brokei o acting on its owrn 

(iii) 	 Assisting in the iste ol Lomnmeicial papei, including introduction 
of compMies to the money market, pieparation oh documentation 
distiibution .and(l miiket making 

(iv) 	 Acting as bi oker oi ol It, own account in the Call Money MArket. 
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(b) 	 Capital market activities 

(v) Trading in listed securiues. both equity and non-equity iistruments. 
acting either as brokei o aCting on its own accotnt. 

(vi) 	Providing professional aualysis or securilties Io both institutional
 
and individaul investois
 

(vii) 	 Issuing of long-terin ceitificates of deposit oi investment and tiludei-
Niriting of stocks and shates shoitand long term Participation 
Terra Certificates and other neotiablc te Im obligations of coi poiai
tlions and financial instilutiow), acting ,ingl) o jointly a iIlladge 
underwirter and distribttot ()l ',t,, h ,ISLI, and taking an acttie pal t 
in all stages of prepaiation It LilI iSIt cihci public is,ue oi 
private placement 

('iii) 	 Floating and managing both opcnI--,Id 111d Llosed-end mutual funds
 
and managing portfolios o ,toL,, ,'IIcl shateCs, pension and provident
 
funds, Participation Tcim eC litiktIC and other negotiable and
 
debt instruments for both t di\ Id .ind i1,Littitiontl Llnts. Oil nI
 
discretionary as well ,,, ini-dicwictionti v basis
 

(Is.) 	 Providing mlairgin loan, to mndixidtil andilstittutlionlal iii' .,siois 

(\) 	 Offering of cali ntageniciat 1C.LOLntb to Ln.ble client: to shitL 

at their disci etion aniong vlious i ietnent .dtei nat\ Cs 

(c) PJoject financaing activitte\ 

S(,.i) 	Making inestment, In pi O6.t., 1ltou.gll tundci\rjt'.q- ol publit 
issue ot stocks and shii e, and SCU tILs Shloi i-,i il and long-t IIII 
Participation Term Cci iilicales aind Tel I inixnte Cci liticate ol 
varyingteatui e,. 

(xii) Guaranteeing and tttulter-guai untwCCng=1 loan, ,Ind obligations. 

(d) 	Coiporr'efiliancialsei vi e 

(xiii) 	 Acting ab advier and Iih:lt.itl ,0.cnt o1i LoinpanlICS inI obtaining 
direct bank loans, ,.ntiicatcd ~is expoi I.ciedits, leases, and pro
ject finance,., both doi.to tiat.,ill% ani l idthotionally 

i%) Assisting compais i ii iwatie plicemcni o1' debt Ind equiIN\ do
niestically atid albit ik 

* \) 	 Acting as adviser to Lonpanies in corporate or financial iestruc-
Luring as well as in the pieparation ol resource mobilisation plans. 

itn(\i) Acting as adviser 10 Lompanits mI gce %acquitition anld dicsit-

Lures.
 

(,xvi) Assisting companies \\ttli cashi management systems
 

(. iii) 	 Prepai ing feasibility, market or industry studies for companies, both 
domestic and foreign.. -.-

C i 1-l lk %' 
ting complics, by tiLting a. a litmancial intermediary. - . 

tx"J"Raising equity, SULII JS 1111011i'h' tf,. t.11)1 I i •'ns-
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(a) General 

(x\) 	 Carrying on any othet investment finance business specifically al
lowed by the Controller with the exception of banking business and 
insurance business as defined in the Banking Companies Ordinance, 
1962 (LVII of 1962), and the Insurance Act, 1938 (IV of 1938), res
pectivcly, and in this connection they will neither issue cheque
books nor accept deposits. 

9_.
 

lpt-tim,em mei .paper issued .o, sae of short and long 
tiErm-. tcipatn' erm Certificates and Tclin Finane Certificates_. 

(xxi) R~i, mg funds through ecity, foreign debentuies, bothsh£1L 

piip5sit and investment certificate, floating and managing of MQ
darabas and through other methods and instiuments 

Provided that te period of term finance certificates and other 
instruments shall not be less than 30 days. 

6. Ratio of equi to habilties -An investment finance company shall main
taim for the first two year, of its operation a ratio of equity to liabilities of not less 
than one is to seven and thereafter this ratio may be increased up to a maximum of 
one is to ten. 

7. Submission of reports, ec.-(1) An investment finance company shall 
submit quarterly reports to the Controller in the manner and form to be prescribed
by him from time to time or in any specific ease or on any particular occasion and 
shall comply with such orders, directions or advice as the Controler may give in 
writing. 

(2) The Controller shall monitct the general financial health of the company, 
and, at his discretion, may order special audit and appoint an auditor to carry out 
detailed scrutiny of the affairs o!the company, or appoint both an auditor and an 
Inspector, pi ovided that the Controller, may, durig the pendency of the scrutiny, 
pass such interim orders and directions for the due tompletion of the scrutiny as 
may be deemed appropriate by him. 

(3) On receipt of the semcial audit rennrt or report from the Inspector, the 
. ntroiler may (hiei't Hie investment inance company to (1o or to abstain froin 

doing certain Iii,,'11d for immediate compliance which shall- i,,ue directives 

forthwith be complied
 

(4)All orders, directions, advice under the foregoing sub-paragraphs and at. 
that may be required to be done thereunder shall be done, acted upon and carried 
out. In case an investment finance company fails to comply with or carry out the 
stdd orders, directions, or advice, the Controller may take action under section 13 or 
the Act or any other law by making a complaint. 

(5) The Controller, in case of gross mismanagement of the investment finance 
comoany, may also cancel the registration and licence granted to the investment 
finance company. 
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S. 	 Total hivestmeint ti equities-Without the approval ol Controllet.

(a) 	 tl;e total assets in equities shall not excced an investment finance 
company's liquid net wot ti, e\cept equities taken up as aconsequence of 
underwriting commitm nt in which case this limit mav be exceeded by 
the amount of 'equitestaken up for a petod of six mouths: and 

(b) 	 risk atssets shall not iexceed ten timeb an investment finance company's 
liquid net worth. 

CAeMI/ aUM/(le iwwr or uissocutted t. sue 
Unless oth. i wise bper-ilied by the Conti oiler, the maxiium exposure of an invest
ment hitn .e company to an) single issuer. a-sociated companics oi associated 
isuer of tisk assets, shall not exceed the hollowing limits 

9. 	 Ala1XInII).o~i (1 of isIa (ssets.-

Maximum 
exposure to 

single issuer/ 
dbbOCIated-lssuer 

Risk Assets 	 expressed as 
percent of 
investment 

finance 
company's 
liqwd net 

worth 

Equity investmeut .. .. .. .. .. ,/1 

Margin Loan .. .. .. .. .. .. 10% 

, Corporate financial paper and short-term commercial ppei .. 35'%0 

Underwriting ol shares and corporate hnancial paper .. 501 

10.' Underitrmtng comminments.-All underwritng commitmt-ults shall be 
hully backed by either available fundb or hrm stand by hnes of credit or other fuild
lilg arrangements. 

11. Principlesfor margin loans.-The grant of margin loans to clients shall 
be governed by the following principles :

(a) The aggregate of margin loans granted by an investment lmiance company 
shall not exceed 50% of its liquid net worth. 

(b) The margin to be maintained by the client shall not be less than 33-1/3%, 
of the loan amount oQtstanddg calculated as the residual value obtained 
alter deducting from the portfolio's market value the loan amount out
standing. 

~,L) H 
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(c) 	Margin loans to a single client or associated clients (being the same, in 
the case of corporate bodies, as associated companies or associated 
issuets) -hall not exceed 10" of an investment finance company's liquid 
net worth 

(d) 	 Margin loans shall be approved by a minimum two-thirds majority of the 
Board of an investment finance company and shall not be granted to any 
employee, offhcei, diiector, or a sharcholder having it beneicial, owner
ship including that ei close ielatives of more than '0 % in the paid-up 
capital of the investment hnance company whether directly or indirectly 
(throup'h their close relatives, companies controlled by them, affiliates, 
s'lbsidmies, or by way ol acting in concert with others) 

12. Insurance (overage -- An investment linance company shall obtain suffi
clent insurance coverage on its own oi on its client!' benefit against any losses that 
may be incurred as a result of emplovee's fiaud or gross negligence 

Provided that tile Controller i\. iom time to time, specify the natuie and 
extent of insuranc LovcragL, to I)- ool imed by ai investment finance company. 

13 Exchange Jihctuatton l. 	 shall makelul -An investment finanLCe company 
satisfactory arrangement to insulate ut,1 from exchange fluctu,.tion risks associat
ed with foreign currenLv obligaliun,, ind iransactions 

14. Ban on acquirtniz confrolhni tinieresit-Except where it is necessary to 
protect its investmLnt, an investment finaince company shall net seek to acquire a 
controlling :ntelest in any entei prise in which it has ii,,ested or has any other interest 
which would gIve it primn'r, iesponsibility for management 

15 lManaging mutual fiads and dlucretionar) cltent accotsIt - In managing 
mutual lunds and dhscietionarv client accounts, an investment linaucc company 
shail

(a) 	exercise due dilgence and piudenLe to achieve the investment objective 
of the mutual fund holdLis and liscretionary clients 

(b) so organise its affairs that mutual fund and discretionary client accounts 
are managed separately fiora other aicivities, each investment or disin
vestment decision being takt-n independealti, on its own merit without 
consideration ol any other potential or actual involvement of the invest
ment fmnance comp.ny , and 

(0) secure no remuneration directly or indirectly resultin from or otherwise 
related t0 IdlisiLt (1011%. 

Explunation
In the event el an, dispute, the onus of proof shall be on the investment 

linance company to ',now that it complied with the principles stated at cluses (a), (b) 
and (c). 

16. ludil ofatcounts.-(I) The accounts of dn investment finance company
shall be audited by an auditoi who is a chartered ,ccountant within the meaning 
of the ChartCiLd AcLtountantt OrdinanLe. 1461 (X of 1961), appointed by the in
vestment finance company with the approval in writing of the Controller (which
shall be obtained prior to proposing the name of the auditoi at the Annual General 
Meeting) and such auditoi shall ha,e the same poweis, duties and hbilties as an 
auditor of a company has under the Ordianut.e 

RUST AVAILABLE DOCUMENr
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(2) A casual vacancy of an auditor shall be filled %dli the prior arp; ,\al in
 
writing of the Controller.
 

17. Opening of branches.-(l) An investment finance company may be au
thorised by the Controller to open one branch to begin with
 

(2) For opening more branches, the investment huance company shall oblain
 
prior permission in writing from the Controller.
 

18. Penalties -(I) Any contravention of and an attempt to contravene thce
 
conditions shall be punishable under etlon 13 of the Act.
 

(2) Without pi ejudice to in action and punishment under sction 13 of the Act,
 
in case of contravention of any provision o this notification the Controller may
 
cancel the teglstration liccn.C of the investment financc comiany alter i.,huiing a
 
show cause notice and giving such coip.ny an opportunity ol b~eing heaid or passe
 
an order deemed appiopriate by the Controllei %hiith whl be coillied with as
 
ordered.
 

(3) Upon cancellation of the registration and h;ence. the functions and car
rying on the business of investment finance company shall LeC,,e ,11d the Con
troller may move the Couirt for a winuing up order in ie-,pect of the company
 

(4) Every director, chief ctcutive, manager and other oflicer Of a defaulting
 
investment finance company ,lhall be liable as provided unAdir Sil-St.Ltion (2) or
 
section 13 of the Act
 

19. Allcellanenus.-(l) An invetment finance compan) shall not offer any
 
of its own or other secutittes for any consideration othi thai ca, . not make -in.
 
loan or advance against these bULuIAties
 

"'2)Noinvestment linance company shall

(a) 	transfer ownership of controlling shares, merge with, acquire or take-over 
any other investment finance company unless it has obtained the prior 
approval of the Controller in writing to the ,lieie ol such merger, 
acquisition or take-over; 

(b) 	 muake a loan or advagi. ,y to any petwon except in connection with 
the ordinary eourst, of busiti..,3 of the investment finance company , and 

(c) employ as a broker, directly or indirectly, any of its directors, officers or 
employees, or a p.-rsa who b-ieflcially owns whether individually ot In 
asso-iatioa wth clo;. rziativ.i ten p.-r c.nt or more eithesr of the equity 
or other sacurie3 waithjvatia rghts, l any, issu:d by tile Investment 
finance company. 

[P. 	N. 14 (1) RO ([NV)/85.] 

SHAMIM AHMAD KHAN, 
Controller of Capital Issues. 
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PART II 

Statutory Notifications (S.R. 0.) 
GOVWRNMLNir 0 AI,,iSIA. 

FIN&NCE DIVISION 

(Imestment and Capital Iss-es Wing) 
NOTIFICATION 

Islumaad 1l,e 31 %1/luim. 1987 

S. R.0. 752 (I)/87.-Puru1lint 1.)",uh para-iaph (?) of palagla.plh (2) of 
l-i':hsce I)ivision's S.R.O. No 585 (1)/87 dated the 131h Ilisiv. 1937 riollo%;w, 
proc,-durc Ior applying to tie Conioller ol' Capital I.,,,e Ir regibra(n,ono , 
JnvctmenL Finince Companm i% notilied Io' thw th'ic inlminiiatIon 

(i) In'i'first instance tl'owe dccis uU% ol'1cimIt.jtIaet]ncilt Finance 
Conmany ihouJd apply to th Controller ;,ICapital lss i,,(CCI), 
proidling informuton (as given ai Annex. I) I*6 obtaining permass'on 
to fmim an Invebhnent Finance Company. 

(ii) On receipt of the permission finom the r-edetnl Gm ernment, [te %pon
,.ori %lould apply to CCI on Form I 

1men of Jix.lIS.C 
to canry on the btsines or an ]nvetnment Financc Company i%nk

Iiii) 'Ilie ,-',.pL to hC ibS led by CCI, net mltin, Ilie companks 

puibliJled 

[F. No. 140(-RO (I

for public 

NV)/85.1 

information (Form 11). 

SHAMIM AHMAD 
Controlhr of'Capit

KHAN. 
al Issuer 

(1489) 

[4292 Ex. Guz 

Price : Ps. 60 

BEST AVALABLE DOCUIV hI f 
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'NI ORMVATION TO BE SUP~PLIED) FOR OIITAININOe P'LIMISSION '10 
I-ORMI AN INVL-STMENT1 IINANCL. COMIPANY IN rERnIS 01 

SR.0 585 (1)/87 DATED 13TH J1ULY 1987 

I. Full nmcb, -mv fot me; nam1e, Fiitler\I iimband\%name nat Ieil:Il it% 
ill Ile'lIdeiitIian1id liiflle%% .iddlissn anld (ked ils i olw (clii. toi '%ips an 
of.upatin ol [ihe )i olpos,.d diicors and( oliccts inedud-nu Ciiwl' E~xcti~e
.and Chirmtan 01 the Iloat in d icatinag their iespective. ciesivi'lo'ma .111 ia llic Ml 
lrn's inl which any one is I pattn'rt 

2 Namel o: comliI)tes, Iiimus 01 Olea':t,utiotl (-I MUL11 thIILC.ltl a 
tig .etL rs mind officers liatw een dii etors, managml!I , oIMCei %, cilllo~cCCS (ii 1ail 
iiers ill thle pam1. 

31 1 ,tatical %ltanding, prolest..twt quahiflution% and exl-miilte (11 pci S)tl%
 
Ileailmled 111 (1)~ anoive, Mlippoited 11%doctilleli'lluy evideiiiu
 

4. Whether any adowsa~id pet ~on hlw eve, been com~icied ol I m Jo ical
 
III (rutm oi 01 JI) 0efl Le i11foiI 1i111 til 01 I iiiOWitI t), l lIVR C
ii 	 11i 1 

S\\'kI hter ill\ liison rel cii ed to inl (1) .thoue or tM' Lel p11)o t .
 
II I111,1 IlL I1.1%. Neen associated in the pos~t Ila% been :idILI'IIca Il~d -aItl In- olvenl 0 1j
 
11.1.1I'pendl(Cl 't) l m (Ier.. ilted Ill ma1kinig pavileis oi has coiipouiadcd
 

1ieas or thci, ci editor mt pone to liqiidaioti if so, rull p utictilar . dteo
 

C' Sharchokdii,us or each of the pei son aeferi ed to inl 11) .t ho' Il it. Il pl

'.Nmie; of profe%'.a1lI' in be Lenazaged loti amanoweilnkefli 

S up and plain a!oinr with Ieam~bilmt report, ir prepair.cd 

9. 	 Bank rek'rcrices
 

IF-ORM 1v
 

* [e patraganl 	 2(21 

* S.R.O. 505 (1).87, dated .31hz July 19N7. 

iPi icivTION FORM IFOR 	 REGISTRATION OF INVESf'MENI 
* 	 I1NANcr COMPANY 

Mre (.on' rilleg 0r Capital Issues, 

lAR S.111 

\N. hci eby apply for regist ution or- - - -- ti para
-i-w~P 2' S O (10187, (dated 13111 fitl, 1987, 1%-i ,imummmni ai.lcen 


'.:t'i11' 'ii' 

R~~IST~A'A 	 ILi'in; 

http:prepair.cd
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2. 	 Wel hiceb) conlirni

(6) that Itib registeied under t,,e Compatues Ordinuirw 19 4 a,d piuhit. 
limited company with the paid up capital of Rs. one hundred miillhi : 

(h)that none ol its directors, officers or employees ha, been comnicted iI 
fraud o bleach ol trust or of an olICnLe involving moral turpitude 

(c) that none of its director:, offiker or enployees has been adjudged ,Ii 
insolvent or ha,, su,.penidcd payment or has compounded %itl Ills cle

(d 	 that itha% ,ngiged adequiae qualified stall' 

the 	detail, ol ulLlh ,r- % Ioliows 

3. 1ic lies%I ui lollowing docuiment-, pertaining to the comllan.lc ol 

re also enclosed .
 

(a) Memotanduin and AitlcLle ol A%Oeiation duly certified and ,lgned 
by all diieci-i,. 

(b)Certificaite ul iliCull)Oiation tuolle opY ullwhilch slotild he celtilted 
by the Regist- ,ii, Joint Stock Conpiue%). 

"(C) I1oSpeLIU i puiIh11'e.I For public olicii (r secUlilieb. 

id) 	LJte,- atditCc ,l,InLC SIhCLI and Polil al, Lush Accoiit t,,ctlli. 
witlh !Celatcd d.oeCUllllIN 

4 1111i11,1tiol11 t1ddOLL.tll l as reouiied illtLhe -llewure I,%this 1.)1111

duly \ ifilied, nd signed b5 e cnples ,l .%pplh.
ill ,hrectol% alun,_,.vilh Ihlice bpi till 

catioll dnd an alidfivil i% h) li L correi etl, IEcttti\,:
% ol tle dct.iik1IV the ChtL. 
and I%.) dirCCeor% ,ie iiilied hliciwitli \ .tLidei take it)ke'p th infortill'o 
tip 	 lo date by L~mltlillmlllti 0hlilw., modicalOln- ilhin ifou:i2enion~lciIe 

days of such hlin,,c~imo, ihiain
 

5. We lrtiihi lldCll, C th1t 1i) Lhaln, in the Niciowindimi and \iicles
 
of A%%ociaton nol*liy Lliange an malo its' diai c-holdeis and dnctii
I ,li -vllallIbe
 
Jillide Witiout plli \1i itell oI ( o ol ,b.uL%
tl ,ill hoiI,,auil.I Ilhe ll lki C.itll 

and that \e sh.ill .onplyip,v ,llIqti inien% ol4IAII .11d L011%dlo1 0115 i0g1
 

0. \,c eing authvii ed by tiic diiitor, ul the compan hcrei\ olenl. 
declie und lbin that to the best of our knowledge and belier ic inlormiitloii 
contained ii. thiJb pp.,lLton (foi nM-I), anne\ to Foiin-I and the dtUniiim 
accompany-n3 1heC0 ,tiC Ltie and LoriCeIt and tha,11ll. l m, CO.cl(tiol, '1l1d 
requireimcitk ol R ") 585 (1)/87 ,hvil 13th Jul,, 1987 in1Cp1CLI o .il 3illC1% 
precedent to tLe Ie-211.l.itl1 ol I lie said---- - -... i IIIn %iflienw illdlnLC-	 , 

and iic said coil
pany shall also iomply with all that is requiied ol all iitvstnilen hnilnilLe Loipallp1
 
in the conduc(t of such business.
 

company oi inLLdclt, Ihei eo haIve been duly complied ilti 

Yours faithfully 

Verilied by
 
Oath Commissioner.
 

PST AVAILABLE DOCUMILNT 
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Aumx to rorm "ro w Lon plzted b%the Contio:. cf C ipidl I,.uts 

I. Name of the Cofpany 1. Date of receipt of apphcation 

2 Registered office of the compan- 2 DatL or te,.trotion 

3 Date ofr norp.ralion as a p.Hl'. limited comrf * Ra.')th-t t'n 

4 Authoriscd, subscribed 
the cfompanf3 

and ptid up capitio or 
4 Date of Issue or licence 

5 Manag.m.nt 

(a) Nn.-L, busii.%, and addresses of direc, 
amount of sh-tres held b) each and nan 
ofrtJIL ojnL.r(s) of each of them 

rs, 
is) 

rOkM iI 

Signature oJ Controller 

of CaP1ta limses 

(b) Dn.'or s interest, dirt.t or indirect 
An. other Lompan%(e,) gnzin, detail 
such interest 

in 
of 

[Se paragrph 2(4)) 

LICE NCE TO CARRY ON THE BUSINESS OF AN LNVF.STMENrT IINKACE 

(c) Devtialj of person, or froup controlhni 
company including ol tl-ose persons 
oun 10' or more shara gi'cn number 
value of &haresheld 

hc 
ho 

.ind 

LOMPA.NY 

OFFICE OF THE CONTROLLER OF CAPITAL ISSUES 

(d) N me(s) of holdwnL !ubwdzir 
ciaiLd undertakmg(s). if an 

ind .so- Ilaifmbad, the .198. 

(e) Whtther an) director oflk.-r or trMp ,vCe 
ol the companj ba bee colwh,.ttd o in) 
raiud or irchn of ,ruat or c. mmottL in 
oflcae znioh ng imral turp iuue or hL 

payentdorcompoua d itli IScrLd. in. 

(f) N nj,. of the piopo!.Ld clIf LXL,htUI ( '1Lr 
of IlII i.oMpi.n), IM i4udhifie' ton' %Pc-
ncn.e .nd proposid remiunLraiionr 

Regisiroton No 

Ceitift.d t., t hin- onsidered the applicat -n i r regstration under para
gtaph 2(4) orS R 0 5 5 x()'57 -nd being satisfie. that thL ciripan. u hose parti

culars are specficd bc-!o%. eligible for re-i,'ra on I n exercise of the pcwcrs 
conferred undLr paragraph 2(4) of S R 0 S85 (1),87 do herLb. grant lcence to 

the compan% subct to the condttion, laid down in the saad S PLO or imposed 
thereafter 

I Ntme . .. 
6 Ribon, 

businst 
for 50.L.4ilg th11.proJ 
_.ilng slatisti6al datA. if ac) 

pl. of 
2 AddrLs% .. .. 

7 Wit. nc- ih. compjnl fullii ill th cond 
laid doui in paragrzph 2(3 ul SR ) 585( 187 
and uheth.r it is agreeable to pc.ltit the .on
iroller of .. pai lsucs or an%officer autho !sed 
on hits bls all to sttr%\ hin.Lif b% inp'ct, -I of 
the books uf tne compan) or otherute thL. the 
prescribed condions are being fulfilled 1i the 
company 

Dons 
3 Date of Regiaration 

4 Otl..r paruculars, if aun 

Issued under mn signature and seal
sududrIIsgaueadsA 

- -

An' ,ddhatiitl frLL%u.hiuh the compan) 
mish to add in suppoii of its applicaton 

ma S.inaure of the Controller 
of capl im. 
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INTRODUCT ION:
 

Crescent Investment Bant Limit%.d(F.:res3anI is the 1 irst 
Investient bank in the prtiate sector. CresanV has beon 
3ncorporated Linder the Companies 'ordanance 1904 as a public 
limit,_d ,:omp-Any with the paid--,tp capiLal of R-. 10() million. lhe 
Barl is a joint venture ol the crewcnmt Group and Nation',l 
Development Finance Co-poratitin (Ni-FC ). lhoy have pzt-tir-iratod Ln 
the equity contributi on of C-ei8,ar to ithe e:mtent uf 59 prcent 
and 20 pet cenI re-pect)%ely. e:.I inco Llitrty percont oS the 
capilal htaB been raised from i hr, gCner1t-l public. 

Crez,:ent Group, a reputabto -And well est.tblx3hed group, t, 
tor years been in'oled in corivet-tinij ide into reality by 
repeatedly bt inginq .- kt- od .n-luStr-Xal 01e-t:Lkt-eS to ft utaL ton. 
Ct e-:cent Group his _t: -srU I ttraci, r'cclrd Wi d.~eklo.irj rgJd 
profitably opet _tnq se-vera i .ndustt .: I , ,onmer oz: I . cm t L IQS 

(Including Tiftenn public comp-nies) with i wide trgye ol pioduci 
-And 'et 'tIce=. T'he Indu tt- _tl v o.n LLtit tnz ludt- '. a nr t-:-Li I 

units, two suga- mills distilletjec, jute, p-ti ic b.j td, Lut-, 
-ormaldel lyde, s teel and encl ncrtr' , ut I t.cLn Lr Li'ULi ,%n, 
insutrJnce and lecis ng. fho. fit oup iS .Ilso ,JE eloping Its 
eitperti se in the rield oT power genet aLatn, Iclluding Lechnic-al 
and 1inanUal 1ea,ib ljti:-E5, engine2er3ing and -'--angAngr,,j tinancial 
packages, %.Lc . 1 he 13t oup h- l 5-3o boon doi, n'nit Ln Lt: fie ld - r 
cotton trade and is bicled by seven modetri ,ji nl.rj 1jicnnur,-fig in 
the cottun growin, arese or Punjab and Sond Lt-,I:znt F,,-Otp I', 

.
a substanfial t esout c, p,-jol r), pt-oju,-0 , en,3jnir t iin 4nd f inmcicl l
 
services. I hese -esout ce3 are t-eqularly supplom,2nt-2d h-, i cloee
 
,-ssociation with the ldn fin:nciAl, enginering -And supply
 
organizations, within PakisLan and 0verseA.
 

I 

1- f-r', k.1rw~' L- I 

ic, lubiL,: 

resource base consisLs 01 funds raisod th. ough its own dopo.=it
 
schemes and credit links from the State Ban ot Pa0.31--, and
 
Inryes provided by mu] tirnto.n-l lending agin,-c. is such as Worid
 
Sank , Asian Development E-nt, Islamnic DcvelopmenL bzanl, -nd other
 

financial institution in PII, Lit:-n In jhej s ctor. NOFC 

sources.
 

CreslanI has been placed under the administrative control of
 
the Ministry of Finance through the offIcc of the Controller of
 
Capital Issues.
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SERVICES.
 

CrcsBan 's primary objective is to provide a wido range o1 
financial products and services to individuals and enterprises in 
the country. The broad and flexible fratnewot I, ior the n etalent 
companies allows CresSan, to undertake a wide range ot functions 
and provide a vjriety t finarcial product and ervicca. 

The activities in which CroSanli cn enqage in is as 
follows:
 

- Provide project tinanc 
- Mae equity in'estanlrit and tr-ade Ln li'Aed sekLurtti.es 

- Underwritng of issue ol corporate equity and debt 
securities
 

- Guaranteeing lans and other obligaitions
 
- Loan syndlcatlon 
- Financing trade 
- Financing securitties purchases (Margin Finance) 
- Issuing cerLificates of deposits on its own bohalf and on 

behalf of cusiomers 
- Discounting ot OebI SecuriLies 
- MobilizWttion And mmnagement at Mutual Funds 
- Investment and lin.ncial advisory services 
- Provide lee based srarvicas life Tund manAgment, po tfolio 

management, prepat-atirn of reasibi lity studies/reports 
etc.
 

BEST AVAILABLE DOCUMENT 
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DEPOSIT CERTIFICATESi
 

CresBan6 has developed Deposit Certificates leeping in view
 
the requirements of varied group of dopositors like individuals 
and organizations in rqspect of liquidity high return and simple 
formalities. The certificates are both registered and bearer in 
nature. 

1he important feature 01 each type of scheme are given 
hereunder: 

Deijosit Certificztes - R'egsfereJ 

Under this scheme deposits can be placed for a fixed period 
varying front 30 d.y= to 5 years. 

Profit under thi3 scheme is paid at the time ot maturity or 
in case of certificates of longer maturity i.e. more than 
six months the profit is paid on half yearly basiu. 

The expected pro-til- tates applicable to deposit certificates 
for the first half of the year 199(1 are as follows: 

period rates 
30 days 8.0% 
- montha 10.0% 

6 months 11.0% 
1 year 12, iA/. 
2 years 12.5% 
3 years 13.0% 
4 years 13.5t;% 
5 years 14.0% 

The certiticates Are non neqotiable %ndnon traIsfer~able. 
1he encashment can only be made -t the place of issue, 

In case, the certificate(s) are loat, stolen or destroyed, 
duplicate certificate(s) can be issued against indemnity. 

The Certtficates are undenominated and issued according to 
the tequirement of the customer. 

Identification of the Depositor is required at the time
 
of deposit and encashment.
 

BEST AVAILAB-LE DOCUMENT 
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Deposit Cer-tificates - Bearer 

This is a bearer instrument and ownership is transferred by
 
mere delivery. Ihe scheme is simplest form of plac )g 
depoits and rio for-malities in respect of account opening
 
forms, signatures, etc. are required. The scheme is 
developed Tor investors who want to maintain liquidity with 
ma:num treLurn. 

The- deposit is accepted lot- a 5 year period. However, 
certificates can be encashed aL any time durinq the maturity 
period along with applicable profit. 

No claim tn respect of tolen, lost or destroyed 
cer-tiiicates is entertained and no duplicate certificate is
 
issued. 

The holder is deemed and treated as absolute owner of the 
certificates for the purposes of pAyMtrjt Of proceLd' nd for 
all other purposes (notwithstandi rig any notice ot ownership 
or writing thereon or notice of any prevtous los3s or Lthet 

or 	confiscation or any other similar act thereof).
 

The Oeposit CertificaLes are available in the following
 
denominritions.
 

Rs. 25,000/=
 
Rs. 50,o00/=
 
Rs. I0,()Ouo/=
 
Rs. 250,000/=
 

rhe *prl'd prfit rates Applitcable tor deposhi" corf-.fIca :cs
 

for Ihetirst hal, ei the year 199C- aro a.i follows: 

Per'iod 	 Rates
 

a) 	At maturity (i.e. 5
 
years from the date of
 
issue) 14.0%
 

b) 	On premature encashment
 
after: 

4 years 13.5% 
3 years 13.0% 
2 years 12.5% 
1 year 12.Q% 
6 months 11.0.% 
3 months 10.0% 
1 month -.0% 

Profit is payable at the time of encashment/maLurity.
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Deposit Accounts:
 

This is a unique deposit scheme which allows multiple
 
withdrawals and deposits without any limit. The salient features
 
of the account are as follows:
 

Multiple withdrawals can be made through Withdrawal
 

Request slips which may bco obtained from the Bank branch.
 

Minimum balance acceptable is Rs. 10,0OO/=.
 

Deposit to be ept with the Ban. for a minimum period 
of 30 days. 

Deposits below the minimum limit in any single day duting
 
the month will not attract any profit for the month.
 

Prolit is calculated on the minimum monthly balan:o and
 
credited to the account on half yearly basis.
 

Rate of profit is 8% per annum which is subject to change
 
from time to time.
 

Deposit Account facility is available to the following:
 
-indiviuals
 
-sole traders
 
-private limited company
 
-publi" limited company
 
-trusts, funds, societies, etc.
 

rienibficatiorn of the ccoant holder is necessary. 

The accnunt is liable to compulsory deduction of Zakat
 
subject to the ext-mption provided in the Zalcat and Usher
 
Ordinance.
 

BEST AVAILABLE [,JCUMIjN-'
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GENERAL INFORMAT ION2
 

(point no. 1 to 4 below do not apply to our Bearer Deposit 
Certificates) 

1. 	 Clients desirous of placing funds with CresBan may do so
 
by cash or cheques, demand drafts/pay ot-dors drawn to the 
order of Crescent In-vestment Ban Ltd., crossed "ACCOUNT 
PAYEE", supported by completed Account Opening form, 
specimen sign-ptures card and a copy of National Identity 
Card. 

2. 	 On maturity, Deposit Certilicate will be repaid in 
accordance with Lhe depoitLot-'s written instructions after 
a proper discharge on the revetse of the certificate. 

3. 	 CresBank may, at its sole discretion, authorise withdrawal 
of a deposit even before maturity subject to appropriate 
adjustment in (a) the prorlit p3id before vncahtiment and 
(b) the relatie protit rate pplic:-ble thereon. 

4. 	 In the event of depositor's deathq * the deposit ind profit 
accrued thereon will be paid art request of the legal heirs 
after the completton of prescrtbed legal formalitie-. 

5. 	 The profit is linked with the pretax profit of the CresBan 
and distributed on the basis of profit and loss sharing. The 
rate of the profit are subject to change from time to time 
according to the protitablity of the Sank. 

6. 	 Profit is calculated on the basis of 365 days a year.
 

7'. 	 No prorit is payable if encished if enczuhad t ithin one 
month from the date of issue.
 

6. 	 No profit is payable on Deposit Certificates after the
 
maturity date.
 

9. 	 Minimum deposit limit is Rs. 10,0.)0i-.
 

10. 	 The certificates are only to be encashed at the place of 
issue. 

11. 	 Zakat shall be charged and collected on a compulsory basis 
in accordance with the ZaIat and Ushr Ordinance, 1980, and 
rules made thereunder. Deposit Certificats or which return 
is paid periodically, ihe Zakat will be deducted from the 
first payment made atter the valuation date or on encashment 
whichever is earlier. 
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12. 	 Oeposit Certificates on which return is paid on encashment 
or maturity,,the 2a at will be collected an matutity or 
encashment if falling after at least one ValuaLion Date. 

13. 	 Persons exempted from the provisions of the Za vt ordinance 
are required to file necessary declaraLion with the 
concerned otfice/branch of CresBaO with in a period of 
three months prior to ValuatLon Date. 

14. 	 It should be noted that Zabat is charged/ collected on the 
basis at hijra calendar year. Hence, incstance may arise 
when two Zabt Valuation Dates my fall in one Gregorian 
year and in that event Zalat will be collected twice in the 
same Gregorian year. 

15. 	 This brochure is for the general guidance of prospective 
depositors. Tle profit rate6, speclric features of the, 
schemes are subject to change without any notice. 

16. 	 For further information. please contact our office / branch 
or one of the following of ficers: 

Lahore: Mr. Ali Sameer 	 Tel. 324110 
N IfMr. Mohsin Mehd. 

Karachi: Mr. Mahmond Ahmed Tel. 524677, 526094 

ADDRESS:
 

Crescent Investment Ban Ltd.
 
45, Shahrah-e-Ouz id-e-Azam,
 
Lahore. 
Tel: 324110, 324733
 
Tel,ex: 44445 CGS Pit.
 

R-ST 	AVAILABLE DOCUMINT 
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MARGIN FINANCE
 

One of the main area of -acttVities of the Cres~ank is providing 

Margin Finance against the security of listed shares. The main 

objective for- the financing is to contribute in the devolopment 

ol the capital marlets in the count-y by 3ncreasing the 1jIiiiditly 

of interested investors. 

WHAT IS MARGIN FINANCE
 

1he financutg against the leveraged put-chases ol securities is 

called Plarin F-inance. Marojin Finance collatera1ised by share 

purchases -re made to individucls /firms /compaities who wants to 

buy shlates buL do not have enouqh liquLdLty Lo the finance Tull 

Lost at the purclises ot wants to leverage themselves with the 

expectaLion uf future rise in prices resultinq in Capital qatn. 

The expected Capital gain combined with dividend yield is ex

pected to more than orfset the financing cost. lhe total cost 

shares purchased is met proportionately from financing f-am the 

CresBan called Margin Finance and from the client's own sources 

callod Margin;. 

1HOW MARGINS ARE CALCULATED 

Margins are normally calculated on the basis of mat(imum debt 

.quity ratio of 60:40 is illuwtratd herounder: 

If 100 shares are bought by a client at Rs. 211 per 

share, the total cost disregarding commis3ion will be 

Rs. 2000/-. Assuming that the client invests 40 per

cent, the margin finance will be Rs. 12w) and matqin an 

purchase date will be Rs. 600. The shares purchaied 

would be retained by Cresban as collateral. In the 

case ot fall in price of shares, the Ban will call lbr 

addiLional margin to maintain the 64:40 ratio. 

Ir, U !1I:rlL 



W1ItI t:, iN AI-F'L.Y 

Ihtc target customers lor Mt rgin Finance are the individu l s wj Lh 

a trcl- record at dealing in capital marl ets and h13.1nj Oood 

I-elputu in meeting their coImmi tments Jg-anrI~l. pultchase o0 shdresi. 

I le l.rm-s and companies enganed in the Lradtn,; OT berT.uriles 41L 

sto,.d t. ,changes can a] ,. apply lor margin financinig lacilily. 

U LiLL. I hPi IL 

liel , ' r'zlo,.E-" .gairisl. i he m ,1P ns: .n(J iargin finance are talon 

-A-2 ~ jl j'j1f i. Cr r',Ari I~ iI.c,-A ,oIs; dli -5tretL i t:-n c:.A I I it -ti

d. 1 1 On =e :1Ur tl'y .-.ja njl. aIy m.Jtt il 1 2rianc ,' c.i.]i y, 

N..L .il LI.. , 3ccurit.io Ii .- ted at .l-,e '-Loci l- ,,:hakr1cjc tII -I L.Lry e f)t 

Iho... a gil iiiiance. Fr,- c, mrtg]i ii aiiance aci i ty tr-ami Gt: 1:.rP, 

Ii 3L or .iLcepth[c :latl with pective inarqtn i-,'1ti.to mcic1,1 in 

j.. givert its Lhe Anre:ure 1. 

RMIE Ill- RhIIJhN 

Ihe t ate al return payabie by the client an margin tinance shall 

o atrrived . t, on cace t(j case baaib, with mutual consent. 

bFI4ERk-L 1NFJRMAT I ON 

1 . CliiL Lt desirtua -it uht -lininJ Margir| Finance it CoIfl t't eu 

k anl ma y do so w, applyinj tot- an vllocation ot a Mar lin 

* Fii nre an a stfndard supported by relerences o1n lire lorm 

ttich brohera / lani manaers and a copst it Natton,al Men

tity Gard. 

2. Un approval ot the lAcility the client is tequired to open : 

Mlarqln Depoa3L AccJurt wil.h Crua.i.an 

", CtesisAril may, ot ii. sOle discretiLon, debit the depos5it ac

tou-it tor 'ny marjlin apain L .ny -utliriz-ed put ch-io or tor 

any addif 31anl maI rgixn required to mcliftl in the iti 1)fn rotf I 

aqaxn.t a particular collateral. 

i,, ST A'AI[AUki
 

http:3ccurit.io


4. 1r.Bn.may, cat its cil di~acrtwtiai, at 1.h' 11mo CA ifIiJuot] 

iIit iricpe: ca~ 11 rot- acddi LltOna inu-Att n I.0 iiI IL.aU) I tIt1( 1 -0 

i-a tio ior ,A pat- ticular secti~ty or Lo sellI the& calII - I ci ::I 

wi thiuuL intorinq the CliLent and adjust. it= rinam:1ni4 .1nd 

cin other dues uutstaridiig. 

W.tidi-,twal irrm a Martqin LOepobit Acc4JLIIL ti, uijacL to t-i, 

clea~rance tromi the bwoI4 

W.I the e'vent te, client's dceath, balance of ILhe Doposit. /c-

coutnt and pt-aitL acceru-ud thet eon after adjustmeiint of -ill the 

outmt-flnlinLJ tcofltrt,-kt 01 ffi-41n firi.ance, wil111. t. pt id on 

ietjut2=L 01 1tic IJga J hi t s al ter c am pILt ti.orn ciI the 

JIi0-1tt'bed LQe'iAI tot Ma) ILL~?m. 

i I h.' pt-wi iL t in cjaio i. i'tc-cotnt 1j : 1j iIed wi th t he pretax 

r M~ (I L, Ui LtIhe otr 

Anid ia~is shaI .i on miininUi balaw-cl duii-ing, -A c:41endlr muintri. 

ot oL C t-o -. P -I II -Ad ju L~diiti 1*)-,:,t pro I i L 

11. it- ate Wi pt-C' Iil. at-* i-,ubj c~e... L.o L i anLJ irt ii ti11 t-Ci tuna 

aCCLi-d~rig to the ptriiut-bil.0-y 01 the D;jn . 

aL t: oi t- 3-A v-k . 

bi cAnnua I 

U. Pt 1- t Ac ulIa Lod I- hl- ba =1a,0 Yi St 1*- vb I 

Y. 1i I13 siLum da"Pori is .muil is RS. 10,04AU/

* 	 j Iit)o.-i. t tAci.-uLiiL j.3 -. ,ubj ec t to ZlaI~t. which iha 11 I)(- Ch1dIi-cl 

-And co i Iect n ciapuI tory bas~s i iu ccatda41 cW~i i h theoal a 

LaI' tt. 110 Iitd iirce, arid hotoundow.and 1he -9-v rul ez, in~rlet~ 

The LaIat will be deducted on the oa.tstandincj bilAnce art the 

valuation d-Ate.
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11. 	 Persons exempted from the provisions ol the Z-iait Ordiiorce 

are required to rLe nexcessary dJeciaration 0i1h thte C0oi

corned at fice/branch oi C tesllari' with in A period c1t thiee 

moiths prior to ValuaLion Date. 

1'. JL should bE, noted that laIet is charges collectionr or the 

bai o t hijrzi calendar year. Hence, inbtance ticky arize 

when two LaIat Valucxtion Dates may fall in one Lte fagar in 

year and in HiIi .event Lcjat will be collected twice in the 

same Lbregorian yetrr. 

13. 	 lhiw B rochure i- for the cieneral gitidAnce o1 the p. pcective 

M,.r.ji, 	 t-mLiance clirt-i. rlie specilic feature.a ol the rclhcme 

t *J,.UbJeCt to Lh:'lye wilhott any notice. 

11. 	 For rurth'vr n iwornation, plo~ cont,cL ,our otffce/brAnch ur 

onte cn the lollowing olficurs: 

Lahore: Mr. Ali Sameer Tel. 324110 / 323812 

Mr. Mohsin Mehdx Tel. .241lU / 62-17 

Kar-, chi: Mr. Mahmood Ahmd Tel. 525677 / b26094 

FSi" -VA



LIST OF ACCEPTABLE SHARES
 

FOR hARGIN FINANCE
 

Nile Of The Companhes Margin 


A.Finance Cos., Nutual Fund I Banks 


11 Danlers Equity 40 


2)Atlas 801 Lease 50 


3)B.R.R Capital flodaraba 40 


4)Crescent Investment Bank Ltd. 40 


5)1st 6rindlays Modaraba 40 


6)1st ICP 40 


7)2nd ILP 40 


8)3rd ICP 40 


9)4th ICP 40 


10) 5th ICP 40 


I1)6th ICP 40 


12) 7th ICP 40 


13 8th ICf 40 


14) 9th ICP 40 


15) loth ICP 40 


16) lath ILP 40 


17) 12th ICP 40 


16) 13th IV? 40 


19) 14th ICP 40 


;0) 15th ICP 40 


21) 16th ICP 40 


22) 17th ICP 40 


43) 18th ICP 40 


24) ICP S.E.N.F 40 


25) LV Capital Nodaraba 40 


26) Rod. Ali naill 40 


271) NDLC 40 


28) Orax Leasing 40 


29) PICIC 40 


30) PIL Corp 40 


31) lt,National 55 


, 

Nme Of The Companies Margin X
 

C.Cotton fextiles
 

40
 

2)Alham4 40
 

3)Ayesha 40
 

4)ehanero 40
 

5)Durehala 40
 

6)Crescent 40
 

7)Crescot 50
 

8)Oawood Cotton 40
 

9)Bewan 40
 

10) 6ul Ahmed 40
 

11) 6ulistan 40
 

12) 6ulshan Spinning 40
 

13) Hussain Industries 40
 

14) Ittefaq 40
 

15) Jubilee Spinning 40
 

16) Kohinoor Industries 40
 

17) Kohinoor Spinning 40
 

18) Mohammad Farooq 40
 

19) hushtaq 40
 

20) Nag~na Cotton 40
 

21) Rafees Cotton 40
 

22) Nishat Mills 40
 

23) Guetta 40
 

24) Sans 40
 

25) Sapphire 40
 

26) Service fTex) 


1)Allauaiasa 


40
 

27) Shadab 40
 

28) Shams 40
 

29) Shaheen Cotton 
 40
 

30) Star 40
 

31) Sunshine 40
 

32) Suraj Cotton 
 40
 

33) Zaman 40
 



H.Cament
 

1)Asbestos 
 40 N.Chemicals &Pharmaceuticals
 
2)Cherat 


3)Gharbwal 


4)Zeal Pak 


I.Tobacco 


1)Pakistan Tobacco 


J.Fuel &Energy 


1)Attock Ref. 


2)8urshane Fak 


3)Haroon Oils 


4)Karachi Electric 


51 National Refinery 


6)P.8.S. 


7)Pak Oiltields 


8)Fak Refinery 


9)Pak. State Oil 


10) Sul Suothern Gas 


Ill Sul Northern Gas 


40 


40 


40 


40 


40 


40 


50 


4 


40 


40 


40 


40 


40 


40 


40 


I)Abbot Labs 40
 

2)Berger Paints 
 40
 

3)Boots Company 
 40
 

4)Ciba 6ei , 
 40
 

5)Cynasid 40
 
6)Dawood Hercules 
 40
 

7)Exxon Chemical 40
 

8)Ferozsons Lab 40
 

9)Glaxo Labs. 40
 
10) Hoechst 40
 

11) ICI Pak 40
 

12) Otsuka 50
 

13) Pal Gum &Chem. 40
 

14) Farke Davis 40
 

15) Pal Oxygen 40
 

16) Reckitt &Colean 40
 

17) Sandoz 40
 

18) Sind Alkalis 40
 

19) Sitara Chemical 40
 

20) Smith Kline &French 40
 

21) Nah Nobel CHem. 40
 

22) Wellcome 40
 

23) Wyeth Labs. 40
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0.Paper I Board 


1)Orient Straw Board 


2)Packages 


3)Pak. Paper Product 


4)Pak. Papersack 


5)Security Paper 


P.Vanaspati & Allied
 

1)Associated mId. 


2)Fatima Ent. 


3)Fazal Veg. 


4)Kakakhel 


5)Mazir Ali 


0.Construction 


R.Leather & Tanneries
 

1)Bata Shoes 


2)Hilal tannery 


3i National Tannery 


4)Service (Shoes) 


5)Universal Leather 


40 


40 


40 


40 


40 


40 


40 


40 


40
 

40
 

40
 

50
 

40
 

40 •
 

40
 

S.Food & Allied 

1)Broole Bond 40 

2)Lever Brothers 40 

3)Hillpak 4V 

4)Rafan haize 40 

5)Shezan International 40 

6)National Foods 50 

1.Glass & Ceramics 

I)Emco Ind. 50 

2)Prince Glass 40 

U.miscellaneous 

I)Grays of Cambridge 40 

2)Haji Dosa 40 

3)United Distributors 40 

Pakistan 
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ISSUES FACING INVESTMENT LANI'S FEGARDINU DLLAYS IN GOTAIINlI4 H IS4NS11r,1, rim 

ACTIVITIES THAT ARt PERMITTED UNDER THE GO RNING STATUTORy.RkEq3ULArION6- SRu # 

585 (I) / 87. 

Investment banking activities have been penrm.Lttud under IIL ' Wt0t,u 

NoLitication - S.H.O #b85 (1)/87 issued by Lhe lnvutm ,nt and Lapit-'. l-,uvB 

Wing of the Finance Division of the Government of F'alistan WGOV). 

these activities are classified into tive ,mjor iaLc-ciries:

a) Money IarIet ActJvLtit

b) Capital llar~et A,:Livitie3 

C) Froject Financing 

d) Corporate Financial Servic.b & 

These categories Lover a ,ery wide range or Investmeent Lban~ing activitie. 

Most of these activitieb are explicitly stated and permitted under the .aid 

Sh. Intct, the SRO is iiot a sealed regulaLion ando ic open to -LOMMUIudIte 

other Investment ban ing 3ctivitiva ohich are listed in the bHO but thn lt

discussed with the Controller of Capital lssue, and may be permitted ir Tound 

conducive. 

As Investment Banling is new in Paistanq the market as well an the 

bureaucracy do not understdnd it completely. Uptil now the only experience 

that the market has had ithInveztment Bcn~inq has been with the traIuulnt 

Iveutment Finance Lodipanlie* wlich brttiud tip in past d, 4Lhe c.dLc 'ITturinqj 

tremendous returns and I unally taking-ol f with the investors money. li orn 

lore, the market is cauLiouo and so are the regulaLor,' bodiez. 

~~TA IVI/IAnL r~
 



As CresBank - Crescent Investment Bani is the first InvestmEnL hbant Lo EltdVL 

operdLions in Pakistan, it is in a position Lu SpcLIfy -uch areaa ot business 

and activities wherq Investrent Bankswill counter problein3. 1ihdse probloni- 1i 

not removed will undelmLn the rule of Investment Uanks. 

Investment banis are e:pected Lo play a major tole in the restructuruilg at tile 

tinancial system in P'akistan.. They have to mobilise new sources ot tunds and 

tap into those niches whore Commercial 14aniis and Development I inance 

Institutions- DFI's have not ventured. In%aes nt 1'anke; ate expeWLttd to 

develop the Capital inari't and Money 'liriet UpbratLuns, by r)t t 1nit1iu .Lny 

instruments of varied nature ind then llhlea3IIaJ ti0It raIt IU ejLli,10 

couraging their discountit-y and ti ading ul t10 stOc e:.chara wtaid ,ijtr t.he 

counters of tinancial inbtLtutions. Uthwi* responsLwilitie= includi illarinq 

the burden ut'DFI's in providing financial a,3iibtance to pru ;'!its jnd provid

ing advisory services to inveator%. 

Following is a list of the problems faced in, various activzties which are 

limit the scope of Investment Bankinglj. 

A) MONEY MARKET ACTIVITIES:
 

I 

i) Trading in Government Securities:
 

The Gection 5. (a) (ii) of the SRO permits Investment Dan~s to pu-Lhase 

and sell' Government Securities on its own account and aB a broker. Cam

percial Bani's are tht- approved agents for the sale or WeI U(,AEearer 

Bonaj, Natioaoil bavilog e oLh't sut h ,ioverrm,,nt S,6Lla IO. dcad ItiLies. 

FCDC has approved Citsli.%nk as its brolers only lar the sate 0t th, third 

issue of WtAPDA bearer uonds. Howe er, it is desirable that zale and 

purchase of all governiient secutities sliould alao be ailcwed to Invest

ment banks, as is to commercial banp. 
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ii) Acting as a Broker or on its Own Account in the Call Money Market:
 

As per SeptLon 5. (a)(iv) of the SRO,, Investment Ban~s are allowed to
 

borrow and lend in the Call Money Market. As this is the cheapest form
 

.of funding available to meet the current liquidity requirenent3 it ib I
 

very essential source of funds available to all commercial b-nhs and
 

financial institutions., Investment Banks will require to lend and bor

row in the Call Money Market to manage their liquidity position in the
 

same manner as CBs and DFIs.
 

B) CAPITAL MARKET ACTIVITIES:
 

i) Trading in Listed Securities, both Equity and Non-Equity Instruments,
 

Acting eLther as a Broker or Acting on its Own Account:
 

iThis activity has been allowed under bection 5.(b)(v) or the SRO. In

vestment Banks have been allowed to act as a btoker 
on the stock ex

change but they will not be issued new meiberchip cards. The sto6 ex

change does not want tu increabe the number of its members, therofore, 

Investment Banks will have .taie to purchase a Lard from n e.isLing men,
ber. This situation has le3d to a monopoly situation for the 0.IsLing 

caro holders. They have started quoting unrealistic prices fur their
 

mebefship cards. There is also an accounting problem involved underDY 
which the seller of the card wants to sell at ,n exiajbitanL price but 

bill the buyer of the card for a minimal amount, in order to avaid talx 

,problems. 

When Investment Bail Lng is a government approved actiity ans is ex

pected to improve the economic environment or the country Lheitock w:.

change should allow tresh membership to all Investment Banks. Invest

ment Banks have not allowed to act as a broker on the stock e-,change.
 
u i"_ ,ndor k 0d , 
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C) PROJECT'FINANCING ACTIVITIES:
 

) Issue of Short and Long-Term Participation Term Certificates-PTC's
 

and Term Finance CerLificates-TFC'si
 

This activity has been allowed under Section 5. (b) (vii) and 5. (c~tx(i)
 

of the SRO. A3 per the definition of redeetatli Ldpital in Ciduse !Q-A
 
of Section 2. of the Companies Ordinance 1984, redeemable capital in

cludes TFC's.
 

The problem facing Invvstment Danhs in this respect is that under Ec
lion. 12) of the Companies Ordinance, a cumpany can issue _41y Lnstru
merit in the nature ot redeemble capital in favour of Scheaulo Lre1 s, 
Financial InibULutLong or other pet on% as miy be SpOCcitLed tor the pur
pose by tile Federal Government by notification in the Ofticial GIzette. 

The term 'Financial Institution' haB been defined in Clauie 15-A ot Sec

tion. 2 of the Companies Ordinance . This term means "a Financial In

stitution a-,-up and controlled by the Federal Government or a Provin
cial Gover. t or a corporation set-up or controlled by such 

governp I includes such other inatitutions or companies as the 
Federa' .tnment by notification in the ufticial Gazette specifies tor 

the purposde. 

Asi an Investment Bank isi neither a Schedule Bank nor a 
 I'inancial In
stitution, companies governed by the Companies Ordinance cannot isaue 
= 

T-C in a' '; .) I Ihe t' , an -.[)IlfI I.dWt i .mI Ii r.-tljan . fLJ 

notification to thl.%effect is required undoi Section 2. tib-) 3nd Soc
tion 120. of the Companies Ordinailce .1984. 
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ii) 6uaranteeing and Counter-Guaranteeing Loans and Obligations:
 

The Section 5. (c) (xii) allows Investment banks to undertake guarantee

,_ng business. The problem raced in this activity is Lhat, the large 

public sector corpqrate institutions, which aru a major caiponent or our 

target market resist the arceptance uf guaranLtee issued bg an Inie:A

ment Bank. Thii tullows from the ausence or Iovetflnenl bants in the 

definitions of the Companie: O:dinance 1984. Financial InstitutLiuns ac

cording to the Ordinance ate only Schedute Danls and DFI's. ihererore, 

it is required that lnvestmant banls should be defined in the Lomnpailie,. 

Ordinance 1984.
 

Other Problems.
 

1) unregulated Competition:
 

The Investment Banks ate working in an extremely regtilated environment. 

The activities ot Investment Banki are specifically defined in the tJRU 

No. 5B5 ii)/87 and each activity is restricted in terms of petcentage:. 

of the liquid net worth or such other ratios. Whereas, an the othiet 

hand, the a tvties ot Leasing and Modaraba Coiipanies are not defined 

under any government regulation. Due to thij they are doingi all Iiivest

ment Banking activities without any cnntrol limits. They are investing 

'in shares, discounting bill3, givsng margin loans, accepting large 

deposits & lending them out without any government control. 

As a result of this lack of control and their high earning raLe=t
 
,11odai aLa And L-l- - i , -. - --. . - 1 I" 4-"-. ,s'nm rr Invp t

ment Banks in rates and limits a1 aSULt.nce that can be otrered to
 

clients.
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Therefore, Modarabas should be either disallowed Investment Banking AG
tivities or if lModarabas are to be allowed to do all lnvestmbnt Banking 
Activities, they should be governed by specitic regulations that shouJd 

define their activities and similar limits in each activity should be 
applied to them as are applicable to Investment Banks. This will at
least bring Investment Ban'sp Modarabas and Leasing Companies on the
 

same footing.
 

2) Dealing in Foreign Exchange Through Letter of Credit Business:
 

Leasing Companies along with C[isare involved in the Letter of credit 
businegs. As this .jrtiity has 4 lot of potential ini term or deveiop
ment of a customer base, and protitabtlIlv, Investment Banks should also 
be given the opportunity to operate in this business. 

,Definition 
of Investment Banks should be Incuded in all Government
 

Notifications, Regulations, Acts and Laws:
 

As Investment Bank is a new terminology, all previous government laws,
 
acts and notifications need to be updated. At every place where the
 

wors Schedule banih (Commercial Ban%,) and Development Finance Institu
';tion are used, the word Investment Bants should be added. This addition 

will solve many problems that Investment Banks might face in the tuture 
while dealing its clients (individuals, Public sector and Private sector
 

Companies, Ministries and all otIr Government offices).
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STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
 

FOR EPRU AND US AID ONLY 

QJURS'lIONNA.JItH, 

Interbank will commence business only after floatation of its shares on
 

the Stock Exchanges. The ideas below will be subject to the test of the
 

market and the regulatory environment, and therefore susceptible to
 

substantial change and development.
 

llow do you view he role or your Inveslrnon Bank (1FB) In the 
Fiinncinl Sector ? 

As a private sector force we will exploit existing opportuniiestend Sek
 Given libera sat on
to establish profitable new areas of business. 

Ylm market and the setting of a reGulator framework conducive to capital 
and in the intromarket activities?, we hope to be a leader in new areas 


in Pakistan, thereby providing a_ substantial.druclno oF new products 

hrnaldpning nf the financinpt_ns available to the corporate sector.
 

Plonq, Itqt the Procluts and Servieq your 11ll pinoposoq to offer. 

Assistance in floatation of companies including underwriting of issues.
 

Arrangement and provision of short and long term finance through paper issues,
 

musharlas and mark-up aranPeqp ._$,.___
 
Market making in corporate and &overnment paper
 
Money market, treasury and foreign exchange activities.
 
_orporate and project advisory work.
 
.Floataion QmQ.arabas and mutulal flindL.__.____
 
Int-rodiicton of investors and capital to Pakistani investment opportunities.
 

Loan and equity syndication. Leasing.
 

What other Prodiictq aid/or qar'vieeq would you ideally like to offer 7 

Do You see roinpelltlon from other hnsllt1itinrnq qieIh nq Nntlonnlzed 
Commnroinl flnnk , Private I'origii Ikn;,kq I)eoolopinonl Financn 
Instituions and lonqig ColnnnhIq ot Modnnhnq I 7 1low 7 

If conditions permit our securities issues to develop well, the nationalised
 

and foreign commercial banks will under present interest rate conditions
 

be capable of competing through rate reductions. Modarabas would be
 

competition if a sufficient number were established, given their
 

advantageous tax status.
 



Do you seo nay Policy consiirnits hin the present c'nrter that t11 lFls 
hnve beon granld ? (o.g ieoodneq overlap) with fit ions or DUs, 
NCIIs ete ) 

The 	present charter is a brief guideline (as per SRO of 13 July
 
1987). The regulatory and legal framework presently constrains 
at every step as the SRO has no effect in terms of changing this 
environment, e.g. the approval process of capital issues, ability 
of investors to hold issues, stamp]duty considerations, etc. 

Could IIh(, l)oV(, 11liloncd l Ic Iwv . I oniillhvd by Milliltry or 1inanea 
nlid/or State Bank of Pakistan 7 'I s .Rr"sl how 7 

Yes. General aprovals should be granted to the Investment Finance
 
ani&-__LQudeirtake issues on behalf of clients on their own 

bnfks y pla tnthe__njarket. In those areas where the 
rPg,1ntor wshes to retain sec.ficcontrol,__there should be a 
'ong window" swift app oval process,_which allows a transaction to 
prnt-eod hefore market conditlons change. 

Invo you been able to carve out n tiilehe within the piognnt guidelines ? 
If qo, whn do you rno n youir ennpillllve' nclvnnitngc ? 

We have not yet commenced business. Our advantage will be that we
 
are 	 a streamlined professo-Fa-T-bd wthccess to-and-nowledge of 
other markets and products, capab'Ule-'--n-diictio'n---1-F kistan. 

flow van I.171s I,. .mriiingvc' Iio 'nii)c-l. will, NI iil tither J'innneial 
In titullons on n level wlnying fiild ? 

A TFR's must 1lias ccess to the money markets as any financial
 
nstitntion_ (currently denied bL the State Bank).
 

9.. TFR'n mg t h -_ tut n as FX dealers._ 
-- TFR'g mu.L JelfI or the remedies available to banks in 

ranes aoF do f.aIt-. 

.1Ji~La.mut.be dble _Q -_ake, hold and -make -markets in all kinds 
of paper without restriction or impediment. 

5. 	IFB's should be permitted to raise funds for periods of less
 
than 30 days.
 



What Lnncinl [nic,nntlvnR Coulcl J)rItolna ll10 1hovo mclnllbond without 
cli lat lhg file ,oml)oliln, Otivi'otilon ofi 1o privllo ocIor 7 

Companies could be encouraged to raise funds by way of paper e.g.
 
"Form 1" limits short term borrowings. If paper were excluded from
 

this limit or incorporated as a sub-limit, this would encourage
 

entry by companies, help develop_markets and create liquidity.
 

Llauidity of paper will allow companies to productively invest
 

short term funds (less than 70 day-) representing a real boost to
 

the emerging capital markets.
 
Elimination of stamp duty on IFB paperoducts.._. 

What procoduro (IdI you follow It ohinlitilug n lih'Ilqo to oporato annPO ? 

Submisbion of-applcation through ap ropriate channels, supported 
Jy substantial written and ybrxhQ ±Qazn. 

What was tle thino Inpse i)twii npFl)IIntIol ni(d sipprovnl Cor- the 
soti.ti u up or Iho I11 7 Could you suiggest ways to redim' Iho time 
Involvod. 

Approximate_ 2_years. One window apglitical approval pr2 &
 

Were there any ollhcr .onsllrnlil ? Pl(cnqe 1olll,, 
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What Is the ownership structure of Yo1r, IFB ? 

flow did you go abotit. selectlg np)ro)rlnto parniIor(R) ? 

Do yotu have n Pt ivnlo Toreigi Ilnik nR n pnwiic'r ? Illoo alo Indicate 
If the Bank alrenaly had a rr-previnlnion iI Pnkiqnn. 

What rules and rogtihltions govern IF13 equi iolders with respect to 
repatriation of profits ? 

Please feel free to use litts spnce fot. ny nclIlllmniil comeonts. 

Thank You for your tiUm and conslderallotil 





Deposit Certificates 
(IDC)
 

"IDTRIfEEOV BAN P*AIT1W5L, _.I 

............ ............ -: , 


Easy to buy -Easy to cash
 
With Highest Profit Rates.
 

A ptospilrous future is In your hands wtien yorsaholder of an t rom-pZ ttIOBP Beareror Registered Comnficale. Irrespective of denominution, date ofIsue rt1 Proill
Rs 000I-or Rs. 100,000/. I D OP Deposil Cerllcicatesotferyouthe
following benelil which really make your investment worthwhile. S W 14.25%pt wvwaim*Hihes prft-m 13175%Highest profit - Maximum * Eae of transfer - Bearer 3yw 12.75%yield of 14.25% per certifates are transferable to 2YW-
expected 

1f25% annum others as cash I m 11./s% " 
Flexible retention periods * Acceptable as collateral 


- One rti)nlhto a matunly 
3 
 "
 of - By banks and financial institu- I.I. 

-x 

5 years lions for short-lerm financing . ii 

" Unlimited PosIesion -No * Convenience - Simple proresl ton on value and number cedure forpurchase and en.

of certilicates an can
invesior cashment
 
purchase
 

SO. " foranythig .wheyou can got so much more INDUSTRIAL 
wdh IOBP Ce~rtinc=is. DEVELOPMENT
 

BANK OF PAKISTANInvest in IDBP Deposit Certificates. 
DEiTLINTA 



Profitably participate

in
 

Pakistan'sprogress
 

" ", 

-"v 

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT.
 
& Registered0,.Bearer 

'"-v 

. ' I month. 3 months. 6 months andl to5 tia.s 
. . -, ,w : 'DY .'*I .)..' 

. ,....,- PROFITS: - "*' *J'W"t 

Higher returns on Profit & Loss Sharing (P1. 1 , ' 

PICIC Certificates of Deposit (PCDs) Bearer and Registered MULTIPLE BENEFITS 
olfe- not only total security of investment but also the promise e Sale and sound Investment 
o hger returns on PLS basis. * Higher returns, 

a Easily encashable and hanstmatle 

For the period ending 11-12.1989 the following profits * Regular Income
 

have been declared: a More maturity options
 
9 Acceptable as collateral by banks and PICIC
 

Rate per Annum * Discounting tacililiesInvesVrent Period 

a No limit on purchase7.00%PCIDs I Month 
PCDs 3Months 9.25% 1 BEARER CERTIFICATES 
PCDs 6Months 10.50 c"lChasable over the counler No rames. no forms. no 

PCIDs I Year 11.50% signatures. Total secrecy. As good as cash and transferable by 
PCIDs 2 Years 12.00% ftsere change of hands 

PCDs 3 Years 12.50% , = REGISTERED CERTIFICATES 

Replaceable in"aleo l os sO fficialy transfeableat any HinwA suran e ofP5 YeamDs 14.an Purchasablea of on completion of prescribed form
• C D9 4 Years 14.0131% 

and regular income fr Individuals, corporate b"dls. firms.,,,,; 
v . . 1 ,..,~ .. ~,~ ,-. , scletles and trusts 

*PICIC ...Promoting Pursuits of Progress 

PAKISTAN INDUSTRIAL 
*CREDIT & INVESTMENT CORPORATION LTD. 

W Best Avail aEwstA1416,pyiI 
pmn..IW~. fe waeVub w*, PC~a pawoct 
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DEFAULTERS 

ALL IDBP clients whose accounts 
are in arrears are well advised in 
their own interest to clear IDBP 
dues by Juneu 30, 1090, failing 
which their credit facilities may be 
frozen by the nationalised banks 
under the instructions.of PBC. The 
defaulters will not only become 
liable to be black-listed by the 
IDBP for any future credit facilities 
but may also be deprived of 
support and facilities from the 
Federal/Provincial Governments 
and their allied agencies. 

IDOP 6-90 R LINTAS 

http:instructions.of




_Q ES'rIONNAIIE 

How do you view the'role of your Investment Bank (IFII) In the 
lInnnclal Sector 7 

Please list the Produrts and Services your ITB proposes to offer. 

What other Products and/or seivices would you idenily like to offer ? 

Do You see :ompelltlon rrom otei hivlltullons qsIII nq Nntionaliecd 
Commnrcinl Banks, Privao IForoigii i~nks, )lvcblopmicmllFinance 
Institutions and Ioan-tig Compnile9 o. Molnrfnl)nq eI,. I How ? 



Do you see any Policy constraints it the present charter that the IF13s 
have been granted ? (e.g needless overlap with functions of DFIs, 
NCBs etc.) 

Could the above rntlliotied Issues be qtrenmilied by Minitry of Finance 
and/or State Bank or Pakislan ? I'ar' suggsI how 7 

Have you been able to carve out a tilche withih the pit'9pCt guidelines ? 
If so, what do you -we as your conmlitivn advntngo ? 

How can JVBs be etcomuraged to com))le withl NCBR mid other Financial 
Institutions on a level playing ielcid ' 



What FinanclAl InrenIlves could promroto tt nbove iviontioIed without 
disturbing the comptiltivo environmoi or I1io privnp seclor ? 

What proceduro did you follow In ohlairiig n lic'(lq, to operato nn 17B ? 

What wna the time Jnpso betwon npplientlion nd t|pprovnl for the 
setting up of the IFB ? Could you suggest ways to recitie the time 
involved 

Wore there any olher (,onstl'ntq ? Ples, lmhnal,. 



What Is the ownership structure of your IFB 7 

Ptow did you go about selecting appropriate partner(s) ? 

Do you have a Private Foreign Bank as a partn r ? Plono also Indicate 
If the Bank already had a ropres tatioi in Paklsln. 

What rules and regulations govern IFI3 equity holders with respect to 
repatriation of profitq ? 

Please feel free to use this space for atty nclclillonal cnmments. 

Thank You for your time and consideration! 


